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FOREWORD
The official Book of Proceedings of the World Methodist Conference does not attempt
to interpret or evaluate the Fourteenth World Methodist Conference held in Honolulu,
Hawaii, July 21-28, 1981. We have sought to provide a faithful account of what was said
and the flow of discussion that followed.
The Proceedings also provide for publication of the Minutes of the World Methodist
Council, the parent organization which sponsors the Conference.
The Honolulu event was the culmination of a planning process begun in 1977 when a
Program Committee was named by the World Methodist Council. It remains for the
reader to reach his or her own conclusions concerning the effectiveness of the Con
ference.
World Methodist Conferences have now been held at regular intervals for 100 years.
For the first 50 years they were known as Ecumenical Methodist Conferences. In the
beginning there was little more structure than the naming of a Continuation Committee,
set up to direct the succeeding Conference 10 years hence.
In 1931 a decision was made to organize a Council � a new agency to express the
common ideals and objectives of worldwide Methodism. Although implementation was
delayed because of a devastating world war, in 1947 organizational plans for a Council
began to emerge. Over the past 30 years worldwide Conferences have been called at five-
year intervals by the World Methodist Council.
By year and location, Conferences spanning a century are:
1881 � London, England
1891 - Washington, DC
1901 � London, England
1911 � Toronto, Canada
1921 � London, England
1931 � Atlanta, Georgia
1947 � Springfield, Mass.
1951 � Oxford, England
1956 � Lake Junaluska, NC
1961 � Oslo, Norway
1966 � London, England
1971 � Denver, Colorado
1976 - Dublin, Ireland
1981 � Honolulu, Hawaii
The 1981 meeting was the first in the Pacific area � virtually the same distance from
the western U.S. mainland as England is from the east coast of North America. The rich
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culture of Hawaii, with the addition of Polynesian, varied Asian influences and the native
Hawaiian presence provided a cosmopolitan atmosphere. Large delegations attended
from Korea, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong and the islands of the Pacific, mak
ing the Centennial Conference an especially significant milestone event.
The Conference theme: "Gathered Into One" was developed through major addresses
and responses. Seminars and workshops engaged the delegates on two of the afternoons.
There were inspiring evening celebrations of worship and a "Pacific Festival Dinner"
brought the Hawaiian culture home to all through an extravaganza of music, dance and
drama.
The Conference seeks to "secure a wider dissemination of interest in the affairs of the
World Methodist Council and to promote a sense of unity among the Methodist people."
It does not enact legislation, but rather is a platform for sounding the concerns and lifting
the vision of the Methodist movement at the time of its meeting. Resolutions considered
and adopted reflect subjects brought before the Conference by the Council for discussion.
Thus, two kinds of debate and actions are recorded: the World Methodist Council mak
ing decisions concerning its organization and the World Methodist Conference expressing
itself on matters of global importance.
The many people who worked to make the Centennial Conference in Hawaii possible
are listed on pages 292 and 293. We are especially indebted to Edna Alsdurf, the
Registrar, who ably assisted by her colleague. Gene Tubb, worked long hours for many
months preceeding the Conference to register more than 3,400 persons.
I want add my personal thanks to Linda Greene, my colleague and secretary, who in
addition to involvement in every phase of the Conference preparation, collected,
transcribed and sifted through a very large mass of notes, manuscripts and reports from
which she extracted the material for this book. Much of the credit for the editing and com
position for publication must go to her. I will, of course, take responsibility for any errors
or oversights which inevitably will be found.
Why publish the Proceedings? I am persuaded this record provides a still-frame photo
of one moment in time and place in which the Christian Church is seeking to make its
witness to the revelation of God in Jesus Christ. Here is one statement, representative of
the Wesleyan family of churches and WMC-related United churches of our vital, living
hope as Christians that the kingdoms of this world will become the kingdoms of our Lord
and His Christ and that He shall reign in the hearts and lives of men and women
everywhere.
Joe Hale
General Secretary
World Methodist Council
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Program
1981
HONOLULU
Gathered into one! From the islands of the south seas to the
mountains of Europe;
From the urban areas of the Orient to rural America;
From the vast African plains to green valleys in South America;
From small chapels to great cathedrals, we have gathered into
ONE � to celebrate what God has done for and through the peo
ple called Methodist these last 100 years.
We welcome you and invoke God's blessing and His presence
among us during these days!
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For the Centennial Conference of the
WorldMethodist Council in Honolulu, Hawaii, 1981
All Things New
CENTENNIAL LM
CHESTER E. CUSTER, 1920- ALBIN C. WHITWORTH, 1938-
h
-m
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\. O Christ, our Lord, make all things new: The world, our lives,
2. Your king-dom here, and yet to be, On earth and through
3. Be - hold, your peo - pie we shall be. From sor - row and
4. Your church, a fel - low - ship of love. Whose life is nur-
5. Let jus - tice, mer - cy, truth be done. And all ere - a -
m 1
.0� 9
1
our vis - ion, too. Your will on earth. our prayer and song;
e - ter - ni - ty- Your name pro- claim from shore to shore:
from sin set free. Your pres- ence guides us on our way;
tured from a - bove--^Your call from age to age the same:
tion be as one. We bring our brok- en world to you;
S�f���r-m^ f 1 * 1f 1
r 1 r 1 ?
All thanks and praise to you be - long.
You are our Lord for ev - er - more.
A fire by night, a cloud by day.
"Go make dis - ci - pies in my name."
O Christ, our Lord, make all things new.
Copyright � 1980, 1981 by World Methodist Council, Lake Junaluska, N.C. All rights reserved.
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TUESDAY, JULY 21 EVENING SESSION
Inaugural Service And Centennial Communion
Festival of The Methodist Conference
GRAND BALLROOM � SHERATON-WAIKIKI HOTEL
Officiating Clergy and Participants
Presiding: Dr. Patrocinio Ocampo, WMC Vice-Chairperson, The Philippines
Rev. Inoke Nabulivou, Fiji
Bishop Marjorie Matthews, Wisconsin, USA
Bishop Federico J. Pagura, Argentina
Bishop Kyung Lin Oh, Korea
Bishop William M. Smith, AMEZ USA
Dr. William K. Quick, Michigan, USA
Celebrants at the Altars
Rev. Manuel Machecane Muchambe-
Mozambique
Rev. Lothar Gerischer-East Germany
Rev. Wong Tsok-Hong Kong
Rev. Secundino Morales-Panama
Bishop H. T. Primm-AME-USA
Pasteur Francis Guiton-France
Bishop Hermanus Sitorus-Indonesia
Bishop James M. Ault-UM-USA
Bishop C.H. Foggie-AMEZ-USA
Rev. W. Sydney Callaghan-Ireland
Rev. Faatauvaa Tapuai-Samoa
Rev. S. Leslie Wallace-Sierra Leone
Dr. Andre J. Pieters-Belgium
Rev. Paula Niukula-Fiji
Rev. S. B. Essamuah-Ghana
Bishop Kao Jih Chung-Singapore
Rev. Peter Bolt-Britain
Rev. Bunjiro Mori-Japan
Bishop Arthur F. Kulah-Liberia
Mr. Luis Baldeon-Peru
Mrs. Heather Stevens-Australia
Bishop T. Bangura-Sierra Leone
Bishop Isaias Gutierrez V. -Chile
Bishop Luis Palomo-Costa Rica
Dr. Harry Y. Henry-Benin
Rev. P. Thomas Mayse-Frce Methodist
Mr. Benjamin D. Turgano-Philippines
Rev. Fredrik Wegelius-Finland
Rev. Kenneth Huggins-Bahamas
Bishop Chi Kil Kim-Korea
Dr. Charles Turkington-UM-USA
Rev. Jacob S.A. Stephens-Ghana
Dr. Frank B. Stanger-UM-USA
Pastor Gustavo Loza-Bolivia
Bishop Marciano P. Quiocho-Philippines
Bishop M. Elia Peter- India
Dr. Norman Young-Australia
Bishop Sady Machado da Silva-Brazil
Bishop Johanna Mbogori-Kenya
Bishop Joel Mora Pena-Mexico
Bishop C. F. Chu-Burma
Dr. Loyal J. Gibson-New Zealand
Prof. C. L. S. Nyembezi-South Africa
Bishop Armando Rodriguez-Cuba
Dr. Glenn Lucas-Canada
Bishop C. N. Fang-Malaysia
His Preeminence Bolaji-Nigeria
Dr. J. D. Abbott-Wesleyan-USA
Dr. Donald Henry-West Indies
Rev. Walter A. Siering-West Germany
Mrs. Mira Phailbus-Pakistan
Rev. H. F. Kirkby-South Africa
Miss Eleonore Meier-Switzerland
Rev. S. K. Perera-Sri Lanka
Dr. H. Thomas Trotter-UM-USA
Rev. Ademar Olivera-Uruguay
Mr. Edgar Gaydou-Argentina
Bishop J.V. Samuel-Pakistan
Bishop Paul Granadosin-Philippines
Bishop D. Ward Nichols-AME-USA
Dr. John Newton-Great Britain
Dr. Albert Aspey-Portugal
Rev. Johnny Linnsund-Norway
Mr. Josphat Mufute-Zimbabwe
Bishop J. Madison Exum-CME-USA
Dr. George Castro-Philippines
Mr. Bo P. Depner-Denmark
Rev. Sa Jaeng La-Korea
Rev. Alfonso Vasquez-Ecuador
Mr. Willie Nausner-Austria
Bishop Wilbur W. Y. Choy-UM-USA
Dr. Vilem Schneeberger-Czechoslovakia
Rev. Olav Parnamets-Estonia
Miss Margarita Grassi-Uruguay
Rev. Doyce Musunsa-Zambia
Rev. Emanuel Y.W. Wu-Rep. of China
Rev. Charles Wallace-UM-USA
Bishop Onema Fama-Zaire
Bishop Ole Borgen-Sweden
Dr. V. H. Mo'Ungaloa-Tonga
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WEDNESDAY, JULY 22 MORNING SESSION
Presiding: Bishop Dwight E. Loder,
President of the Council's North American Section
(Host Area)
8:45 Opening Call
Conference Singing
9:00 CONFERENCE BIBLE STUDY: Dr. Harrell Beck, Professor of Old Testa
ment at Boston School of Theology
9:35 DIRECTED INTERCESSION FOR THE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES IN
ASIA: Mrs. Oknah Kim Lah, Korea
10:15 Music
10:20 INTRODUCTION TO CONFERENCE
Bishop W. McFerrin Stowe, Chairman, Program Committee
10:50 ADDRESS: "One World", Ambassador Leticia Ramos Shahani, United
Nations Assistant Secretary General, United Nations Centre, Vienna,
Austria
11:30 RESPONSES: Dr. Lois Miller, New York, New York
Dr. Sione Havea, Suva, Fiji
Bishop Armin Haertel, Dresden, German Democratic
Republic
12:15 Adjourn
2:00 � 4:30 Seminars and Workshops
7:30 WORSHIP CELEBRATION EVENING SESSION
Presiding: Bishop Franz Shaefer, Member of WMC Presidium, Switzerland
Conference Singing
Anthem: Aldersgate United Methodist Church Choir, Hawaii
Alfredo T. Lagaso, Director
ADDRESS: Dr. Glenn Olds, President of Alaska Pacific University
Anchorage, Alaska
Worship Participants: Bishop Johanna Mbogori, Ken^/a
Dr. Charles C. Parlin, U.S.A.
Mr. Paul P. Chand, India
EVENTS FOLLOWING SERVICE (Optional)
9:00 "The Spirit Is Moving"
Twenty-seven minute film issuing the challenge of the International Christian
Youth Conference, Truro, Cornwall, England, 1980
Video-taped Interview with Dr. Mortimer Arias following his release from
prison
THURSDAY, JULY 23 MORNING SESSION
Presiding: Dr. Nalla Tan, WMC Presidium Member, Republic of Singapore
8:45 Opening Call and Conference Singing
9:00 CONFERENCE BIBLE STUDY, Dr. Harrell Beck
9:35 DIRECTED INTERCESSION FOR THE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES IN
EUROPE: Bishop Hermann Sticher, Federal Republic of German\;
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10:00 ADDRESS: "One Lord", Dr. James Cone,
African Methodist Episcopal Church,
Union Theological Seminary, USA
10:40 RESPONSES: Mrs. Florence Imathiu, Meru, Kenya
Dr. Brian Beck, Cambridge, England
Mrs. Elizabeth Kissack, Isle of Man, U.K.
11:20 COUNCIL PRESENTATION, Dr. Greet, Chairman Council Executive
Committee
PART 1, "A Quinquennium in Review and Prospect"
Dr. Joe Hale, General Secretary
Mr. Frank Northam, Geneva Office Secretary
WMC Centennial Challenge�Dr. Maxie D. Dunnam
Secretary, Program Committee
12:15 Adjourn for Lunch
2:00 4:30 COUNCIL BUSINESS SESSION AFTERNOON SESSION
Agenda: Ecumenical Reports
Dialogue between the World Methodist Council and the
Roman Catholic Church -Final Report, 1977-81
Dialogue between the World Methodist Council and the
Lutheran World Federation� Interim Report, 1977-81
7 : 30 "ONE IN CHRIST" EVENING SESSION
Presiding: Bishop William R. Cannon, WMC Presidium Member,
Raleigh, North Carolina, USA
Introduction �Ecumenical Delegates
Greetings from the Ecumenical Delegation: Monsignor William A. Purdy
Anthem: Young Sung Girls Choir, Korea, Young Kee Kang, Director
ADDRESS: Dr. Nikos A. Nissiotis, Athens, Greece
RESPONSES: Rev. S. Wesley Ariarajah, Sri Lanka
Rev. A. Raymond George, Britain
Dr. Albert C. Outler, USA
Benediction: Bishop Fred P. Corson
EVENT FOLLOWING PROGRAM
10:00 "Meet A Miracle"
A thirty-minute film depicting three lives transformed by Christ. Produced by
World Evangelism and filmed in The Philippines, Fiji and Mexico.
FRIDAY, JULY 24 MORNING SESSION
Presiding: Dr. Bennie D. Warner, WMC Presidium Member, (Liberia) cur
rently, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA
8:45 Opening Call
9:00 CONFERENCE BIBLE STUDY, Dr. Harrell Beck
9:35 DIRECTED INTERCESSION FOR THE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES IN
THE AMERICAS, Bishop Paulo Ayres Mattos, Brazil
10:00 ADDRESS: "One Mission", Dr. Jose Miguez Bonino
Buenos Aires, Argentina
10:40 RESPONSES: Bishop Roy C. Nichols, Rye, New York, USA
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Dr. Choon Young Kim, Seoul, Korea
Rev. Phil Thrailkill, South Carolma, USA
Solo: Dr. Sam Kamaleson
11:30 COUNCIL PRESENTATION, Presiding: Dr. Greet, Chairman
Part II, "Overview�Work of Council Committees"
12:15 Adjourr)
2:00 4:00 WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS
6 :30 FESTIVAL OF THE PACIFIC EVENING SESSION
Dinner and Program
Presiding: Dr. Winston O'Reilly, WMC Presidium Member, Sydney,
Australia
A presentation to the World Methodist Conference planned by the Hawaii
Committee, Dr. David Harada, Chairman; Mr. James J. M. Misajon, Coor
dinator; Mr. Frank Butterworth, Director of the evening program.
SATURDAY, JULY 25 MORNING SESSION
9:00 MEETING OF THE COUNCIL
12:00 Kauai and Maui Sections, Hawaii Ballroom
This business session is open to Conference Delegates, Accredited Visitors,
Observers and Visitors
12:00 ADDRESS: Senator Daniel Inouye
U.S. Senator, Hawaii
4:30-6:00 "ONE IN SONG" Music Seminar�Kauai Section, Hawaii Ballroom
Led by Dr. Albin C. Whitworth, Sir Joshua Rabukawaqa and Rev. Peter Bolt
SUNDAY, JULY 26 MORNING SESSION
Visits to early services in Honolulu Churches.
11:15 CONFERENCE WORSHIP AT HOTEL
Presiding: Dr. David Harada, District Superintendent, Hawaii
Congregatior)al Singing
Anthem: Samoan Choir, Olive United Methodist Church, Hawaii, Misipati
Karapani, Director
Sermon: Bishop Jack M. Tuell, United Methodist, Los Angeles Area
Worship Participants: Bishop Charles F. Golden, USA
Miss Darshini Gunasekera, Sri Lanka
Rev. and Mrs. Olav Parnamets, Estonia, USSR
12:15 Benediction
4:30 5:30 YOUTH HAPPENING AFTERNOON SESSION
7:30 WORSHIP CELEBRATION EVENING SESSION
Presiding: Bishop Joseph C. Coles, Jr., WMC Presidium Member, Christian
Methodist Episcopal Church, Atlanta, Georgia, USA
Conference Singing
Solo: Mr. Tom Akamine, Parker United Methodist Church, Hawaii
MESSAGE: Dr. Phyllis Guthardt, Knox Presbyterian Church, New Zealand
Worship Participants: Bishop C.N. Fang, Malaysia
Bishop Ole E. Borgen, Sweden
Miss Marta Jan Burke, USA
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9:00 OUR HERITAGE AND HOPE
A 15 minute multi-media look at the beginnings of our Wesleyan heritage and
the Churches' message of hope in the light of human need today. Produced
by Richard B. Paris
9:15 Thirteen minute video-tape visit to World Methodist Council Headquarters
Building at Lake Junaluska. Produced by Don Wood.
MONDAY, JULY 27 MORNING SESSION
Presiding: Prof. Ulysses de Oliveira Panisset, WMC Presidium Member,
Brazil
8:45 Opening Call
9:00 CONFERENCE BIBLE STUDY, Dr. Harrell Beck
9:35 DIRECTED INTERCESSION FOR THE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES IN
AFRICA: Bishop Abel T. Muzorewa, Zimbabwe
9:45 ADDRESS: "One Hope", Dr. Abel Hendricks,
Methodist Church in Southern Africa
Republic of South Africa
10:25 RESPONSES: Bishop Elia Peter, Hyderabad, India
Miss Arlene Shiroma, Honolulu, Hawaii
10:55 Solo: Mrs. Socorro Granadosin, Baguio City, Philippines
11:15 CONFERENCE DISCUSSION BEGINS, Presiding: Dr Greet, Chair
man. Executive Committee
Presentation of resolutions and conference debate.
2:00 4:00 CONFERENCE DISCUSSION CONT. AFTERNOON SESSION
Dr. Greet, Chairperson
7:00 WAIKIKI SHELL RALLY EVENING SESSION
Procession from Sheraton Hotel to the Waikiki Shell
Presiding: Dr. William K. Quick
Pacific Islanders: singing and dancing
Asian dancing: Korea or Philippines
Youth
Needs of the World
Africa
Statement: George W. Sails, Chairman, World Evangelism Committee
"Musical Features" Program by Hawaii District Pan Pacific Choir
Mrs. Joyce Alden, Director
Dr. Ray Okimoto, Organist
ADDRESS: Alan Walker
TUESDAY, JULY 28 MORNING SESSION
Presiding: Mr. John R. Harper, WMC World Treasurer, Philadelphia, Penn
sylvania, USA
8:45 Opening Call
9:00 CONFERENCE BIBLE STUDY, Dr. Harrell Beck
9 35 DIRECTED INTERCESSION FOR THE CHRISTIAN CHURCHES IN
THE PACIFIC Mrs. Vera Dowie, New Zealand
Solo: Mr. Ralph Freeman, Atlanta, Georgia, USA
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Closing Ceremonies
Centennial Conference
9:45 INSTALLATION OF NEW COUNCIL OFFICERS
10:15 Wesleyan Covenant Service
Worship Participants: The Newly-installed Chairman: Bishop William R. Cannon
Dr. Kenneth G. Greet, England
Bishop Prince A. Taylor, Jr., USA
Rev. Lawi Imathiu, Kenya
Miss Margarita Grassi, Uruguay
1 1 :30 CONFERENCE ADJOURNMENT
1 2 :00- 1 :00 Organizational Meeting of New
World Methodist Council Executive
Committee
>v 1881-1981
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ONE CENTURY
By Dr. Kenneth G. Greet
Dr. Greet is Secretary of the British Methodist Conference, London, England. He has
been President of Conference and 1976-81 Chairman of the World Methodist Council
Executive Committee.
Ephesians 1:10 "That He might gather together in one all things in Christ."
Recently I held in my hand one of our Methodist treasures: Charles Wesley's notebook
in which he set down some of the greatest hymns ever to be written. It fell open at "Love
Divine, All Loves Excelling", and there was the fourth verse which his brother John
criticized because he didn't like the theology of it.
In the hymns of Charles Wesley, poetry is the handmaid of piety, or to put it another
way, if you want to discover the source from which the great hymnwriter quarried those
shining stones which he built into his palace of praise, you must go to the Bible.
The theme of our Conference is lifted from Wesley's sublime fellowship hymn "All
Praise to our Redeeming Lord". The second stanza goes:
"He bids us build each other up;
And, gathered into one.
To our high callings glorious hope
We hand in hand go on!"
And that is lifted straight from the first chapter of Paul's letter to the Ephesians, "That he
might gather together in one all things in Christ".
This is in many ways the finest of Paul's letters. Like several others, it was written from
prison. I see in my mind's eye that little stone dungeon in Rome. When I was there I sat on
the hard rock beneath the single ray of light which filters through a funnel in the ceiling. I
tried to picture that short-sighted little man with the great heart and mighty mind, writing
in large letters those eternal epistles. The one to the Ephesians was probably a circular let
ter, for it contains no personal greetings to the friends he made during his three eventful
years there. It deals, however, with the great theme of Christ and His Church. Paul sets
forth the central purpose of God. It is: "That He might gather together in one all things in
Christ". So the apostle bids us think of a purpose, a programme and a promise.
1. PURPOSE. Many of you who have come from the ends of the earth have had to fill
in travel documents, and almost certainly you have been required to "state the purpose of
your journey".
Why, indeed, have we come together from north south east - west? One reason is
that we are to celebrate the centenary of the World Methodist Council. It was in 1876 that
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the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church in the USA proposed that
there should be an "Ecumenical Conference of Methodism". They sent a message to this
effect to the British Methodist Conference which proceeded, characteristically to set up a
committee to consider the matter. The British reply picked a few holes in the American
proposals, no doubt just to prove that they had been examined with meticulous care. The
first ecumenical Methodist conference was held in Wesley's Chapel in London in 1881.
From the outset the purpose of the Council has been, as our programme indicates, "to
promote a sense of unity among the Methodist people". But what is the source of that uni
ty? It certainly is not that we are all the same. Preaching recently from Wesley's pulpit in
London, I was thrilled to meet Methodism from all over the world. One brilliant brother
from Washington, D.C. said "See, sir, you talk so much like an American, I could under
stand every word you said!" Well, it was generous of him to say so, but the fact is we are
all different. Our Methodist form of churchmanship has taken root in many soils and has
been subtly affected by the social and cultural environment of which we are a part.
Yet we do, in fact, stand in the Wesleyan succession. Whatever our subsequent
histories, there is a sense of reality as we go back to the life and ministry of that little man.
John Benjamin Wesley, one of nineteen children, who had no progeny of his own, but
whose spiritual offspring have become as numerous as the sand upon the seashore.
Recently many of us gathered in London to dedicate a memorial to his conversion. As
we listened at a quarter before nine, to the reading of those immortal words, "I felt my
heart strangely warmed," the evening breeze blew upon our faces like the breath of the
Spirit, and almost we expected to see the tireless rider tethering his horse and rising, Bible
in hand, to preach to us the eternal word.
It is a by no means unworthy purpose to promote a sense of unity among the Methodist
people. But as I have read back through the proceedings of our Council over this past
century, and gazed gratefully at the photographs of those noble men and women who
blazed the trail for us, I have realized how we have been caught up in that larger
ecumenism which is the hallmark of the Spirit's work in this twentieth century.
One of the subjects on the agenda of the first Methodist Ecumenical Conference was
"perils from the papacy". How different things are today. When I led our little deputation
to meet Pope John Paul II on the day of the great inaugural service in St. Peter's Square,
he stretched out his arms and said "Welcome, dear brother in Christ". He then went on to
say "Will you tell your people how much I value my friendship with your little community
of Methodists in my beloved Poland?"
So through our bilateral conversations we realize our one-ness with those of the Roman
obedience, and with the Lutherans and presently, we hope, with others like the Or
thodox. Our conversations with them will be more leisurely than most Methodist ex
changes, for with the Orthodox a thousand ages are but an evening gone, and time seems
already to be swallowed up in eternity. Such perspectives will do us no harm.
Yet none of this mighty movement towards deeper unity in all its varied forms would be
possible but for the fact that this is in line with the very purpose of God himself. No doubt
our motives in coming here are mixed, but we would not be here at all were we not drawn
together by the loadstone of his reconciling love. "That we might gather together in one all
things in Christ".
2. PROGRAMME. Recently I drove all over the west of England with one of our district
chairmen. He is a man of great enthusiasm and I soon learned his favourite word.
Speeding through a village he would say "We have a magnificent minister here", and
through a market town he would hammer the steering wheel and swerve to the wrong
side of the road as he declared "We have a magnificent church here". All his geese were
swans � magnificent swans.
So Paul has a favourite word. It is the word "one". He uses it seven times in one
sentence in his Ephesian letter. "There is one body, one spirit, one hope, one Lord, one
faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all. Who," he adds, "is over all and through all
and in all". That is a global concept and it implies a programme as big as the world, for it is
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the whole earth that is to be subject to the sovereign rule of Christ.
Just think of the Niagara of words that will pour over us during this conference. Are you
daunted by the thought? Methodists are so fond of words that they have the audacity to
sing, "O for a Thousand Tongues". Thank goodness the dear Lord has not taken us
literally. We shall talk about evangelism and liturgy, poverty and powerlessness, racism
and sexism, nuclear weapons and political responsiblity, and much more besides. Is there
some clear thread of meaning running through all our sematic struggling that will make
sense of it all? Yes, there is. We seek the way by which the purpose of God can be fulfilled
whereby all in heaven and on earth might be brought into a unity in Christ. He who has
revealed his purpose has called us the fellow-workers in the programme of the Kingdom.
About that 1 have one thing only to say. There surely never was a moment when the
business which draws us together was more relevant. As never before the world cries out
for unity. Can you not discern the signs of the times? Down the long centuries, the sinful
divisions in the human family have caused wounds from which the red blood of hope has
seeped into the arid sands of despair. But those wounds have not been fatal. The human
race has survived.
The blinding flash over Hiroshima heralded the dawn of a new and terrible day. New
because never before has mankind possessed the power totally to destroy the world. Yet a
day, though terrible, full of great opportunity. The issue now is stark and clear. We learn
to live together, or we die. Unity is not a mere visionary's dream, it is a dire necessity.
And unity is our business because it is God's business and He has called us to cooperate
with him. The ecumenical movement coincides precisely with the moment in history
where unity is not merely desirable, it is essential.
But can we hope to win? Is not the dream of a united world a fantasy, a cruel hoax
belied by the arms race, by the violence which festers in the ugly rubbish heaps of secular
injustice, and by the riots which further disfigure the drab wastelands of our inner cities?
1 understand the question, so a final word about the
3. PROMISE. When 1 was a young man I loved to listen to one of our great English
Methodist laymen. His name was Isaac Foot. In his rich Cornish voice he loved to quote
verses that burned themselves into your memory.
"Dare to be a Daniel
Dare to stand alone
Dare to have a purpose true,
And dare to make it known"
Later on I was to be a colleague of Isaac Foot's, sharing with him some of the great
crusades for social righteousness which he espoused. I came to know him as a man of
deep and committed faith. The spring of all his confidence was Jesus. His argument was
that of all true Christian believers. It runs like this: "If God is able to overcome the divisive
power of sin in my life; if He is able to rid me of prejudice and hatred and all that divides
me from my fellowmen, then there is nothing His love cannot do. Therefore I believe in
His promise that he will gather together in one all things in Christ."
Men and women I give you my testimony and invite you to share in it. My life is com
mitted to Christ, His Kingdom and His cause. There are certain things to which I am ir
revocably committed; to the cause of peace, to justice, and goodness and reconciliation,
to Christian unity, to the gospel of redeeming love. I confess the way is harder than once I
thought, the warfare long and the battle fierce. But I can go on, on to the end, provided I
can be sure that my side will win. And I can because it is the Lord's side.
Wherefore, in the apostle's words "to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all
we can ask or conceive, by the power which is at work among us, to him be glory in the
church and in Christ Jesus from generation to generation evermore!" Amen.
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ONE WORLD
By Mrs. Leticia R. Shaiiani
Mrs. Shahani is United Nations Assistant Secretary General, serving in Vienna, Austria.
A layperson from the United Church of Christ in the Philippines, she was formerly Philip
pine Ambassador to Australia.
I am deeply honored by your invitation to address this centennial conference of the
World Methodist Council. The ideals and good work of Methodists are known and ap
preciated all over the world. Among the numerous missions you have undertaken for
your Church through this decade is to promote world justice � to attempt to expand
justice, freedom and peace the world over.
These are noble goals that people of all faiths and creeds can readily share and strive
for. These, as we know, rank high among the goals of the United Nations. I believe 1
speak for everyone when I say that it is more imperative than ever to realize them.
This and other goals that you have set before you can do much to inspire a vision of one
world. A world in which mankind and womenkind are bound ever closer together in pur
suit of the common goal. In looking out at this huge assembly of people of diverse national
and racial backgrounds, we can feel reassured that it is possible to work toward common
objectives within a pluralistic world.
This image of one world is not, my fellow world citizens, a chimerical notion or a Uto
pian vision. In important respects it is an ever compelling reality which conditions our daily
lives and shapes our destiny. There is a "oneness" to this world we inhabit that none
among us can forget or escape from.
A threat to peace in one part of the world often carries with it real dangers to peoples in
other corners of the globe. If World Wars I and II had taught us a lesson it is that peace is
indivisible and that no nation can raise a sword against another nation without risking the
peace of all mankind. It is this self-evident truth which, only after terrible cost in lives and
property, that prompted the leaders of the world to convene in San Francisco in 1945 to
draw up the Charter of the United Nations.
Events of recent years have driven home in a most dramatic way that we are indeed
citizens of a single worid. The pictures relayed home to earth by the astronauts and
cosmonauts from outer space remind us that we are passengers on spaceship earth travel
ing together on a common voyage. More than ever, we have become acutely aware that
there is a finite amount of resources available to us which we must learn to distribute
equitably and use efficiently.
The meaning of this is all too clear. As citizens of this planet we must learn to live in
peace. And if we are to succeed at this we must share this good earth's bounty in a just
and fair manner.
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While acknowledging a common world citizenship, we must appreciate that only a few
measured steps have been taken to realizing our universal heritage. On the one hand we
must give thanks that since 1945 the world has been spared a general conflageration.
There is very good reason to believe that the United Nations, through its process of
deliberation and conciliation, and by the weight of its moral authority has had no small
role in preventing a global conflict which, were it to occur, would surely be Armageddon.
On the other, it cannot be said either that peace has broken out everywhere. As an Asian,
I am acutely aware that since 1945, many parts of this vast continent have been afflicted
by war.
Today, developed and developing countries, out of a sense of insecurity, are devoting
ever increasing and often, irreplacable resources to armaments. The ultimate irony of this
is that with every growing investments in sophisticated weapons, the sense of insecurity
rises and the threshhold to violence is lowered.
The threat to peace, my friends, does not arise solely from the armaments race.
Another, and far greater danger lurks in the form of underdevelopment that affects so
many people in Third World countries. Poverty and its offspring, familiar to us as hunger,
malnutrition and disease are the daily lot of millions of men, women and children in
developing countries. These differences in levels of living serve to divide the peoples of
the world from one another far more effectively than such traditional differences as na
tional origin, language or culture.
Since the establishment of the United Nations more than a generation ago, the popula
tion of the world has more than doubled. There are, according to authoritative studies,
4.4 billion in the world today. The vast majority of those living in the industrialized coun
tries of the Northern Hemisphere have benefitted from the fruits of development. This
cannot be said for the people inhabiting the Southern Hemisphere. The poverty line that
separates the "have-not" nations of the South from the "haves" of the North is the fault
line that threatens the stability of the world order. It is the line, which more than any other,
divides the world into two separate and irreconciled blocs.
It is now generally acknowledged that without the support of the industrialized nations,
the poorer countries will not get far in raising the level of living of their people. The legacy
of a colonial past and the harsh workings of an impersonal market system are often too
heavy a burden for the poorer countries to bear.
The General Assembly of the United Nations in recognition of the plight of developing
countries called in 1974 for nothing less than a "new international economic order." The
provisions of this far-ranging attempt to re-order the world economic system includes
restrictions on multinational corporations, lifting trade barriers in the industrial countries,
restructuring the international monetary system and tying the price of raw materials from
the developing countries to the price of industrial goods from industrial ones.
The proposed new international order seeks to find a solution to the problems of pover
ty in developing countries within a global framework. It recognizes that responsibility for
these problems as well as the resources for dealing with them lie beyond the national
borders of these impoverished states. The conscience of the world community would do
well to heed the call of its less advantaged members. Hopefully, when leading statesmen
of the world community assemble in Mexico City this fall to resume the North-South
dialogue, they will provide fresh perspectives in resolving the issues set forth in the call for
a new international order.
Hand-in-hand with this global approach must be other strategies for dealing with the
seemingly intractable problems of poverty. Although the regional approach has fallen
short of its goals in certain regions of the developing world where it has been attempted, it
has a degree of success in others. A notable example of this is on this continent where
ASEAN, the Association of South East Asian Nations, has attempted, with a fair amount
of success, to resolve problems common to all its members.
While global and regional strategies must be explored to their fullest extent, every coun
try must undertake a renewed effort to achieve development to the maximum extent
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possible through its own resources. There has been a great deal of economic growth in
Africa, Asia and Latin America. Much of this, however, has been consumed by elites in
many of the nations of these regions or invested in non-productive assets. Income
distribution in Latin America over the past two decades, for example, remains appallingly
uneven, with the bottom 40 percent of the population earning about 8 percent of the in
come. This sad fact fairly well describes the situation in many Third Wodd countries.
There is a compelling need, as a leading writer on development has recently written, for
a "dynamic redistribution" by harnessing the large amounts of economic waste for pro
ductive investments. Economic growth should be sustained by policies that encourage
savings, and investments in productive assets. These, in turn, should be closely linked to
distributive programmes whose benefits become accessible to the vast majority of the
population and not to the priviledged elites. Long and bitter experience has proven time
and again that economic growth does not, in the fullness of time, trickle down to the
masses of the people. In the absence of distributive measures, the benefits of growth ac
crue to those who already enjoy a degree of economic power and enjoy access to the
decision-makers in society.
In promoting such forms of development each society must devise policies and pro
grammes that are true to its traditions and values and not slavishly copy fashionable
models that have no relevance to the needs of their people. Not many years ago, not a
few developing countries, in an attempt to shortcut the development process, established
a wide range of import substitution industries. Because foreign imports undercut nascent
industries in developing countries, it was reasoned, temporary trade barriers should be
erected. This thinking was often carried to extremes. Domestic tariffs were raised to dizzy
ing heights and large amounts of scarce capital were allocated to industrial projects to the
neglect of agriculture.
The results were often disastrous. Many countries had on their hands inefficent in
dustries producing costly goods of marginal quality for a small internal market. In the
meantime, agriculture, the mainstay of income and employment, was often neglected.
The effects of this on income distribution and food consumption in many developing
countries are only too well known.
There are indications that governments in many countries are re-examining long-
established approaches to development. Industrial nations, spurred on by high levels of
unemployment and declining national income, are no less receptive to exploring new
ways than are governments in many developing countries. In some instances, it may be
necessary to question conventional wisdom. In the process, certain sacred practices and
ideas may have to be modified. What, for example, should be the role of government in
promoting development and social change? To what extent, if any, should conventional
market forces be depended upon for the production and distribution of necessary goods
and services?
In promoting a more equitable distribution of income and services, government must
take into account the needs of all population groups. It is no secret that in many countries,
women, the aging, and disabled persons are solely discriminated against in terms oif
employment, education and access to community services and facilities. In the absence of
specific policies and programmes to assist these more vulnerable population groups, they
will continue to be victims rather than beneficiaries of the development process.
The United Nations, I am proud to say, has done much to assist these and other special
population groups. Through the International Year of Disabled Persons the United Na
tions has heightened the consciousness of the world in regard to the special needs of
disabled persons. As the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for lYDP, I
know through first-hand knowledge what governments and non-governmental organiza
tions in many developing and developed countries are doing in support of the goals of the
year. Although a great deal more can and must be done, the record of accomplishment
lights up one of the more somber areas of social concern facing nations today.
There are, 500 million disabled persons in the world, most of whom live in developing
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countries. The majority of these people often live a lonely and deprived life and are unable
to realize their potential as human beings. Here, 1 submit, is an opportunity for good works
for organizations whether they be public or private, governmental or non-governmental,
secular or religious.
Last year, the Centre for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs of the United
Nations, in response to General Assembly resolution 3520 of 15 December 1975,
organized the World Conference of the United Nations Decade for Women in
Copenhagen. Its overarching purpose was to promote action at the international and na
tional levels to secure conditions of equality for women so that they can participate in all of
life's endeavors on an equal footing with men. In 1982, the Centre for Social Develop
ment and Humanitarian Affairs will convene the World Assembly on Aging in Vienna.
This important assembly that the United Nations General Assembly voted to convene
under resolution 33/52 will consider what action may be taken at the national, regional
and international levels to solve the wide range of problems connected with aging.
I see what the United Nations can do in close co-operation with member states to pro
mote development and the well-being of people in the world community who for reasons
of sex, age and physical and mental handicap are economically disenfranchised and
socially deprived. There is a moral to be derived from the work of the United Nations and
its impact on individual countries. Through the collective will of the member states, as ex
pressed through the General Assembly and other legislative bodies, the world organiza
tion can promote action not only at the international level but at the national level as well.
There is, it seems a special dynamic in the interrelationship between the United Nations
and each of its constituent members in important areas of social and economic concern.
The work of one tends to reenforce the work of the other. Through the combined action
of member states we can enlarge the sphere of international action and, with it, the dimen
sions of the world. And through the activities of the United Nations, it becomes possible to
heighten the consciousness and broaden the role of the nation state in promoting the well
being of all its citizens.
Let us work together to strengthen these mutual ties.
RESPONSES
Dr. Lois C. Miller
Dr. Lois C. Miller is Associate General Secretary, World Division of the Board of Global
Ministries of the United Methodist Church and is the Vice-Moderator of the Commission
on World Mission and Evangelism of the World Council of Churches.
Already we have had somewhat of a response and a reaction to the brilliant address we
have heard through the Bible Study we had with Dr. Beck. It seems to me that if you will
recall all that he said, you will have a basic response to what has been already said for us in
this address.
One of the things a person has to relate to almost immediately is the fact that some of us
are very conscious of the complicity of our countries and our governments in relationship
to what she has said. For example, 1 couldn't help but think of the complicity of the United
States in relationship to the Asian conflicts. We have been involved and we have to
recognize that we are part of the problem. We could say that about Central America and
other places too, but we need to be conscious of that as we listen to what the "One World"
is all about.
I was also very mindful of the fact that the differences about which she speaks are not
necessarily the differences of language, culture, nations, but rather the north-south, have-
have not issues. And we have to evaluate our relationship to those particular differences in
very clear terms, not easy for us to do.
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We are grateful for the leadership of the United Nations which calls all of us to a new
stance as we relate to a new international economic order. I suspect that that's not easy for
us because it means change and we don't particularly respond well to any kind of change.
We like it the way we are, basically. That is, if we are from the north. Not necessarily so
from the south. One further thing we need to relate to, it seems to me, and what she was
suggesting to us, is that we so very often in our responsibilities to others enhance the elite
rather than meet the needs of the masses. As soon as we start talking about that, we
recognize that we are talking about a political diversity that is not necessarily our beat nor is
it the kind of change that we particularly want.
One wonders if it is possible for us to pose a potential for a preferred future that talks
about equal distribution. 1 don't know whether we are willing to accept that or not in any
one of the nations but it seems to me that that's what she is calling us to as the United Na
tions begins to work in some of these particular areas.
Further, one must ask Madame Ambassador if the governments have any option about
whether they are going to be involved in development and if they are going to be involved
in social change. And for those of us from the west that becomes a frightening aspect
because we think sometimes they "meddle" already too much. But I hear you saying that
we have no alternative at that point.
It seems to me that you were suggesting that we can only have "One World" when
human rights are not denied in any place. A call for us to affirm the kingdom of God
which brings in shalom, peace with justice. I heard you also saying that we can have only
"One World" when voiceless people are given a voice, when national securities are not
seen as the panacea for the ills of the world � calling for a cessation of research, testing
and production of nuclear weapons, and I heard you also saying that we will have "One
World" when one nation does not infringe upon the sovereign rights of another nation.
We welcome the kind of emphasis that the United Nations has helped us understand in
relationship to particular groups of peoples and it seems to me that as the church relates to
those issues we need to assess critically the role that we play in meeting some of those
needs � not just for one year � though that may be the call for a given group of people.
But one has to ask particularly when we talk about an International Decade of Women
whether in fact the church has done too well at the point of women in decision-making.
One could raise the point about the women who are here as delegates and how much
vote women power really has in this conference.
One would need to raise the question of handicapping conditions. How many are in
this conference? Do we really care enough to have them a part and parcel of that which
we are about? We probably don't need to talk as much about aging in this conference, but
perhaps so. By that I mean that we are here, most of us. So that's not too debateable, but
it is a concern that the church needs to undergird.
When we come to the International Year of Youth, one wonders if we will really listen
to the youth and their concerns.
It seems to me that as the whole church is set in this "One Worid", a worid of culture
and of nations, we must witness to the kingdom of God by reflecting both the universality
of God and the gospel and its local expression. I heard her talking about the two together.
As Christians working together to serve the needs of struggling people so they will reveal
the unifying power of Christ, we thereby, it seems to me from what she was suggesting,
validate the "One Worid" of which we are a part.
There is one omission that I wish you had spoken to and I just have to say this. It seems
to me that one of the glaring signs of our time is the whole matter of racism. Perhaps it's in
herent in what you were saying but it seems to me that it ought to be highlighted as a very
basic issue that we must deal with as we look toward the future of "OneWorid" � we can
not avoid that particular issue.
Thank you for your address to us.
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Dr. Sione 'Amanaki Havea
Dr. Havea is principal. The Pacific Theological College, Suva, Fiji. He was elected
President of the Methodist Church in Tonga in 1971 and held this position until 1977. He
also served as a member of the World Methodist Council Presidium 1971-76.
The topic is one of the greatest possibilities that is yet to be achieved in many global
gatherings such as this World Methodist Council is trying to reach.
We seem to look for a model of ONENESS that would answer to our Christian yearning
for a global solidarity. A one world, a one faith and a one ministry. But the more we yearn
for it the more frustrated we find ourselves.
The modern man today is finding himself surrounded by overlapping circles �
theological, political, religious, technological and social. His problem therefore is to find
his involvement or his frustrations. We are looking for a solution to human development
and human involvement.
It is only when we rediscover how our Jesus of history involved in their matters that we
could tackle these problems.
One problem we find especially in the third world is the foreignness of the gospel. The
gospel should grow up out of the local soil instead of being "imported".
To me, it is difficult to think of a "One World" when we talk of a second, third world. It
seems we have one theological world but have more than one economic and social world.
Where we could be gathered into ONE it is also the cause of our separation from each
other. In John 17:22 is Jesus' prayer for the unity of the disciples, but when it comes to
the ONENESS of Baptism and the Holy Eucharist they become our point of separation.
Our oneness could best be done by what Arabbishich William Temple suggested. We
must move together towards the center of the gospel and leave behind the peripheri. The
closer we come to the center, the closer we will find ourselves to each other (near the
center) .
Jesus said, "If I be lifted up from the earth, I shall draw all people to me."
Finally some people had been talking about the sign of the times and the "One World"
thinking that the signs are war and pestilence, etc. I think the end of time would come
when peace and love are present in the world.
Bishop Armin E. Haertel
Bishop Armin E. Haertel is the United Methodist Bishop in the German Democratic
Republic and from his residence in Dresden, he presides over the United Methodist work
in his country.
There is one peace only for the "One World" we live in. In spite of all the existing divi
sions regarding economic structures and political systems, our world must be seen un-
dividedly concerning the desire for world peace. Therefore I want you to share the
thoughts expressed by the United Methodist Annual Conference in the German
Democratic Republic in its Statement on World Peace. It reads as follows:
"We are deeply shocked at the deterioration of the world political situation
and at the hardening of relations between East and West caused by arma
ment decisions and military actions taken during the fall and winter of
1979-80. Politics of force make discussions of disarmament fruitless. The
results are threats, fear and insecurity.
"In this situation which challenges Christians and churches, we recall
gratefully the message of the 8th Plenary Meeting of the Conference of Euro
pean Churches in which is written:
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'The Spirit that God gave us is no craven spirit, but one to in
spire strength, love and self-discipline (II Timothy 1:7). The
Holy Spirit prevents us from retiring to an inner piety abandon
ing the world to itself. He calms our inmost being by preparing
us to respond without reservation to responsibility for our
world.'
"Considering the new threats to world peace, we are bound to ask ourselves:
Did we make every effort in the past to promote peace and lower tension?
Did we truly rely on the promise of peace made by God? Did our statements
for peace remain without strength because they were weakened by our lack
of involvement and unwillingness to make sacrifices? Have we been uncer
tain and suspicious when we should have dared to be trusting?
"If we yield to the temptation to downgrade a policy of lowering tensions, we
shall lose the undeniable results of such a policy and all the good it has ac
complished despite its flaws. Throughout recent years we have sought
confidence-building arrangements and have supported them so far as possi
ble. As we face the present breaking and shrinking of confidence, now more
than ever we ought to remind ourselves that confidence cannot be finally dis
missed. Being Christians, we exist on the basis of faith. For that reason we
are enabled to face the pessimism apparent in political actions with continu
ing confidence.
"Now as ever we intercede for disarmament. Within the framework of our in
ternational contacts we participate in efforts to strengthen the will for disarma
ment. We welcome a readiness, from whatever quarter, to take unilateral in
itiative regarding disarmament. We encourage the taking of further steps in
such a policy direction. We look for such steps because we cannot see any
protection in greater armaments, but rather a serious danger to world peace.
"The taking of military action and threatening measures are a striking refuta
tion of the thesis that peace is protected by armaments and military force. We
are challenged to search for peaceful ways. Therefore, we embrace the prin
ciples of peaceful coexistence unreservedly. Peaceful coexistence takes for
granted:
� Respect for the territorial integrity and sovereignty of all
states,
� avoidance of threats or violent acts in dealing with points of
controversy between states,
� non-interference in the internal affairs of other states,
� recognition of the equal legal status of all states and of the
possibility of their living together peacefully, developing
relations of mutual advantage."
This is the Statement on World Peace of our Annual Conference. May I invite you to
share this application for asserting: Our world is one in regard to worid peace; and we
Christians of both of the hemispheres are bound by our Lord Jesus Christ to intercede
together for maintaining the peace of the world, which is one. Thank you.
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WORSHIP CELEBRATION
By Dr. Glenn Olds
Dr. Olds is currently President of Alaska Pacific University. A native of Oregon, he has
served as a Peace Corps consultant, principal architect of VISTA in the war on poverty.
and U.S. An^bassador to the United Nations Economic and Social Council. He has served
as consultant to many nations including Liberia, Nigeria, Mexico, Singapore and Hong
Kong.
There is something singularly symbolic about our meeting, gathering in this place under
the theme "Gathered Into One". Here we are at the hub of the Pacific, the largest body of
water in the world linking five continents, two-thirds of the people of the world, nurturing
in its environs the oldest cultures of the world and some of its newest nations � where
east and west meet and north and south.
And I am altogether aware of the sense of awesome responsibility placed on me to have
been invited from a little small town in Alaska, serving our newest and surely one of our
smallest institutions of higher education. Founded there on America's last frontier in
1960, and literally abandoned by the church in 1970; out of gas and money and closed in
1976. And now where we are trying to forge a new kind of university for a new kind of
world and the inspiration of the authentic resurrection of our Lord. There is something
symbolic about that.
Here Alaska serves as the land bridge between the east and west, across which the first
human beings came to North America about 40,000 years ago. We talk euphemistically
about native Americans. There aren't any. We are all immigrants and the oldest, the
Asians. The hardy stayed in Alaska. The sun-loving, the fun-loving headed south to
become the North and South American Indians. We are the only place in the world that
share a common history of the two so-called super powers of the world. A hundred years
of Soviet colonialism and a hundred years of American colonialism. Twenty years young
as a state and serving now in a strange way almost as though God had saved it for this
hour, as probably the richest endowed region of undeveloped natural resources left in the
world. More oil than Saudi Arabia, enough coal to run the current industrial economy for
a thousand years, a longer coastline than continental United States, rich in all of the
resources essential to the energy crisis of our world and waiting on the tending of Christian
stewardship to be realized.
And for me, if you will pardon a personal footnote, before we begin our theme, tonight
and this place has a special significance for me as well. You will know, some of you who
know me well, that it was here in this city on December 7, 1941 that my college football
team in my senior year was scheduled to play its first post-season football game against the
University of Hawaii. Two of my classmates were killed. 1 was serving a little country
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church my senior year in' Brooks, Oregon, just outside of Salem and was to marry one of
our parishioners who was serving on the Arizona two weeks later. He, too, was killed.
That afternoon was one of the momentous images of the power of faith in our time.
Three miles from that little parish that 1 served was a Japanese-American colony. A little
community of Lake Lebish. Truck farmers for Salem. Later in the afternoon of that day.
the radio full of the tragedy of Pearl Harbor and its bombing, the pastor of the little
Japanese-American Methodist church called me and told me rumor had it that some of
the people of Salem were going to come out that night and burn them out. Now 1 didn't
believe it, but 1 assured him 1 would try to get some help and come over just to wait with
him. I called Dr. Purdy, our district superintendent and asked if he could rally a few
Methodist men to go out and six of us went out to wait as the dusk fell on that little com
munity ten miles from Salem, Oregon.
You will not believe, nor did I believe, after dusk had fallen, the lights from Salem
began to be clear on old 99 West. As they pulled up in long lines of trucks and pickups
and cars, alongside 99 West and moved toward the entrace of Lake Lebish � this is 1941
in Oregon � my home. They were armed with guns, with picks, with clubs. As we locked
arms and stepped out to meet them. Dr. J. Edgar Purdy, bless his memory, stepped out
like a giant � I'll never forget him � he stopped the lead man and said "What are you
men bent on?" They said, "We're out here to burn 'em out." Purdy said, "Listen, I'm a
veteran of World War I. I have only one lung to prove it, but I am a soldier of a much older
army � of the army of Jesus Christ and we've been two thousand years trying to push
back this mentality of this jungle. These people here are Americans like all of us, second
and third generation. They, too, are entitled to life and liberty and the pursuit of hap
piness, and they too are children of God. Now," he said, "there are a handful of
Methodist preachers here just to remind you of who you are and who we are and why we
are here. I hope you will get some sense in your head and go back home like decent folk.
But if you persist in the folly on which you are bent, you will have to move in over the
bodies of six Methodist preachers."
I was a kid. Just turned twenty. And I remember in the silence of those moments the
sense of prayer to be filled with the grace and the power of God, and fear of the fragile fol
ly of our human venture and the nature and character of our world and time. I don't know
what would have happened if they hadn't come to their senses and turned to go home
which they did, but it was a turning point in my life. I had not fully plumbed the depths of
human sin. I was raised a Quaker. I had not fully plumbed the possibility even in our so-
called civilized society and time of the ravages of fear and insecurity and hate. And I had
not fully reckoned with the singular power of the righteousness of God when it empowers
a solitary individual.
Well, forgive me, that's not really the sermon. It's the setting. That's why tonight means
a lot to me to be here in this place full of those memories in a precarious world to talk to
you now for a few minutes on that ancient but contemporary theme of the confrontation
with God in the temple the commission and the response "Here am I, send me".
I want to begin with a handful of observations, somewhat cryptic and then a picture,
two propositions and at this time three points.
I begin with the observation that all gatherings and all religious gatherings begin with
God. They are defined by the presence and the power and the initiative of God. Interest in
religion is not a religious interest. Religious interest is defined by the nature of its object �
God. The presence, the omnipresence of God awakens a religious interest, guides a
religious interest, confirms and fulfills a religious interest. John McMurray said the genius
of the Biblical faith is that it destroys religion to make room for faith. It was his way of
reminding us that religious interest contrasts dramatically with interest in religion which
may be almost trivial, usually marginal, genuinely and generally preoccupied with the
outer forms and circumstances with the consequence of faith.
Occasionally an interest in religion is overtaken by a dramatic event that turns into a
religious interest. It is marked by the presence and overwhelming and "awe-ful" sense of
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the presence of God and a fresh disclosure of the character of God. This was true for
Jesus at His baptism. This was true for Paul on the road to Damascus. This was true for
Wesley at Aldersgate. This was true for Isaiah in the year King Uzziah died. The
distinguishing mark of that encounter is threefold, which characterized the three points
that I shall want to make. The omnipresence and initiative of God and a fresh disclosure of
God's character; second the illumination that brings of the nature of ourselves before
God; and finally, the clarification of the commission of our life in the direction of our ex
tension of that character and dominion.
Now the picture and the propositions. 1 shall never forget the picture. It was in 1950,
my first visit to Europe following the war. We were visiting the lowland countries and had
settled into Amsterdam, that remarkable center of some of our great ecumenical gather
ings on a Sunday. Most went to the cathedral but I took the train up to Alkmar, rented a
bicycle and pedaled out into the countryside. I am a farm boy from Oregon and I wanted
to see the tulips in bloom. I chose the wrong day because I had hardly gotten out of
Alkmar on my bicycle when it began to rain � I mean torrential rain, and I had no alter
native but to seek some shelter. I saw off the road slightly to the left a sign which said
Schemerhorn and I saw what looked like a church in the near distance. I pedaled off the
road up to this little church, ran up the steps to the second floor which was obviously the
entry to the church and it was open. It was a Sunday morning but no activity. I waited in
side dripping wet. Presently some little eyes appeared at the door, which was slightly ajar.
I started to speak, fool that I was, in my broken German. I forgot that that was the
language the Dutch did not want to hear after seven years of occupation. They ran and I
went to the door and saw it was still pouring down rain.
In a matter of minutes a tall, Ichabod Crane-ish man, forgive my American illusion, ap
peared. He introduced himself as the schoolmaster of the town, inquired who I was and
so on. In the course of our conversation I told him I wasn't there to pirate the church or
anything, I was trying to get out of the rain. I explained to him at that time I was a young
professor at Garrett Theological Seminary in Evanston. He said "Are you a preacher?" I
said, "Some have their doubts, but yes." He said "We have not had a service in this
church for seven years. Would you preach for us?" I said, "I don't know your language".
He said, "The spirit will be here, I will translate for you," just tell us you'll do it and I'll send
the word out with the children. I agreed and he did.
I can see his face now as he rang that bell for a solid half hour. I think they heard it all
the way to Amsterdam. Within a half hour this little church was filled. Jam packed. And
we had settled on a small method. I said, "You know let's sing some of the great hymns,
'A Mighty Fortress Is Our God', 'The Church's One Foundation'." They knew it! I'd sing a
verse of it in English and they would sing a verse in Dutch. Then we did some of the great
scripture, thank God they were in my mind � the Twenty-Third Psalm, antiphonally, the
thirteenth chapter of I Corinthians, some of the great passages. And then I preached,
briefly, on that great text "Seek ye first the Kingdom of God and His righteousness and all
these things shall be added unto you".
It would be hard for me to describe the sense of the moving power of the spirit of God in
that meeting. Here we were using languages that were foreign to us but in the larger
alchemy of the grace and the love of God we were as I often think they must have been at
Pentecost lifted to a higher level of understanding. Now, as a result of that meeting with
the old Dutch schoolmaster � he had a couple of children, our children were young �
our children exchanged Christmas gifts for many years. We slowly lost touch.
You will find it hard to believe this sequel. My first day at Kent State University as the
new president after the killings, some of you will know of the tragic shooting of the
students by the National Guard on that campus in 1970, nobody wanted to touch it to try
to put it together. I left the U.N. ambassadorship to go out to try. And that evening I was
so overcome by the sense of the impossible task, I walked around the campus praying that
God would give me light and help me to see what should be the sign of our new begin
ning. I ran into a student in one of the buildings. He came up to me and said,
" Can you
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tell me how to find Merrill Hall?" I said, "No, 1 am a stranger here myself, but maybe we
can find it together." I said, "Are you new?" and he said, "Yes." I said, "Where are you
from?" and he said, "Holland." I said, "When did you get here?" and he said, "This mor
ning." 1 said, "Where are you from?" (You know how you are embarrassed if you are
from a small town). He said, "Oh a little town north of Amsterdam." I said, "Anywhere
near Alkmar?" Well, he said "Yes". He said, "I'm from Schemerhorn." 1 said
"Schemerhorn?" I said "Do you know the schoolmaster?" He said, "He is my uncle." He
was born two months after that service. He was the first one I met at Kent State. And the
symbol leaped to my mind as a reminder that the key to the strategy for that mission of
reconciliation on that battle torn campus was to be given in the language of that kind of
love. So much for the picture.
Now for the two propositions. The first from Frederich Neitschge. Speaking of the
modern world he said, "When men fall away from God they fall apart within and against
their neighbor and swing between boredom and violence. You want a text for the critique
of our time, there it is. When we fall away from God we fall apart within and against our
neighbor and swing between boredom and violence. The gathering of God is a work of
reconciliation of healing between man and God and within man himself and woman and
between ourself and neighbor.
The second proposition borne out of the wider sense of the reality of our time is that
marvelous line from our own John Wesley at the top of the letterhead yesterday and the
first I saw, "The world is our parish" and its broken nature invites the strategy of our own
commission.
Now the three points and I am finished.
The first has to do with the gathering of God. In the initiative and the compelling omni
presence that confronts us here now. The only time we ever meet God is here and now.
The timelessness of God matches the erratic character of our human time and mix of that
meeting. An illumination of not only our time but all time. The character of God disclosed
in the confrontation in relation to God. Both in Isaiah and the recurring theme of Paul's
letter to the Philippians is the disclosure in this confrontation of a new insight into the
character of God.
John McMurray describes it graphically by saying, "The great contribution of the
Hebraic Christian tradition is to put another 'o' in God's name." It is a way of discerning
the holiness of God which conventionally and traditionally has moved us to grovel face
down in the dust is really a mistaken notion of the holiness of God, disclosed in this en
counter as perfectly persistent and patient, righteous love. We use the Greek term
"agape" to describe a love not conditioned by us but conditioning us by its unconditional
grace.
Wesley described it "amazing grace". That despite our condition, our broken nature,
our resistance and the resilience of it, God should seek us in this act of reconciliation and
we behold in the face of Jesus Christ, said Paul, the glory of that kind of God. That kind of
God creates the condition essential for healing and for hope and for wholeness and for
help. The holy presence of God awakens in us the understanding that the deepest in our
nature and the highest in our thought is the most comprehensive grasp of the nature of the
God of our faith. This is good news. To know that this God is most clearly understood and
grasped in the confrontation of this kind of persistent and reconciling love. The universe is
grounded in this and creates the capacity for both trust and confidence and healing and
reconciliation. God's nature nurtures in us the "awe-ful" response and the character of
that understanding grounds our faith and creates the capacity to gather ourself and our
world into one.
But more, and secondly, the disclosure of this kind of God also enables us to under
stand who we are. There is a sense in which the understanding we are created in the im
age of God creates the posture for the understanding of ourself. We are created to mirror
the majesty and the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ. "Have this mind in you," said
Paul to the Philippians, "that was in Him." We are ourselves made in the image of God.
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We talk about the anthropomorphic views of God as a person. Where are those who
should be telling us we should understand the theocentric view of the person. We cannot
be understood save in relation to God and the strategies of our sciences and even our
humanists these days is to try to view us downward and backward. This is what we call the
naturalistic fallacy � the preoccupation with roots which dominates our culture is a clue to
this. This is like a goose flying backwards. We are to be understood not in terms of our
origin but in terms of our destiny. We are to be understood Godward and outward not
downward and backward. And that understanding of the image of God in the person of
every person is the clue to who we are. Indeed, it can be said, we must be wholly present
to really understand the meaning of holy presence. Do you understand that?
My daughter Linda taught me that when she was only three. As I mentioned, I was
teaching at Garrett, trying to keep a hop ahead of the students. Most of them were older
than I and many of them much wiser and I was working hard to keep ahead of them. One
night I was reading to Linda, I thought reasonably well, some nursery rhymes and so on,
but my mind was really on my course in Christian Ethics the next morning. Linda pulled
my sleeve and she said, "Daddy, where are you?" I thought that was kind of a stupid
statement, even for a three-year old. You can't kid kids. She said, "You're not here". And
all of a sudden I sensed she was right. I was not wholly present to her. I wasn't even half
there. I was racing up and down time worrying about tomorrow, worrying about the
students, worrying about the classes, I was reading as we say, in a perfunctory manner.
We even use the language for mental health. We say of a person who is not well, he's not
all there. And the truth is most of us most of the time are sick. When was the last time you
were all there in the presence of the holy God. Open, focused, totally committed. Hey,
that's who you are. That's the meaning of fm ago dei to be wholly present. It's to under
stand what it is to be in the presence of God. That is not a bad definition of agape. That's
not a bad definition of reconciling love � to be wholly present to another is the largest gift
any of us have to bring. In one sense it's about all we have to bring if we bring all of ourself.
In that moment of presence. In that moment we do mirror the holiness of God, whose
cosmic and compassionate caring is totally focused and wholly redemptive. I am glad Lin
da taught me that early. Because in a larger sense it becomes a strategy for the under
standing of who we are.
Would you forgive another personal illusion to the Kent State scene? One of the
students in those early days, and they were torturous days, 30,000 students with the abra
sion of the resistence to the war in Vietnam and the unrest of the sixties and all of the rest.
Standing between the sheriff and the students, I have wooden bullet scars still from that
juxtaposition trying to heal and reconcile, but the alienation thick as fog and every con
frontation (if you didn't have two or three a week it was a quiet week) . At every confronta
tion here was this young man, handsome, articulate, angry, furious. I can see just a mouth
of teeth and dull vulgarities, confrontation after confrontation. I kept inquiring of the
dean. He never graduated. He took three degrees and in every confrontation he was
there. One night he came to see me, and we talked at length. He said, "Prexy, I have
dumped a lot of junk on you in the last five years. I want you to know thanks is not quite
enough. You're the only man in my life who bothered to hear me out. He said I came
here tonight an avowed communist. I'm leaving a troubled something." He said, "I don't
really know what I believe tonight, but I believe what I have believed is insufficient to ac
count for what you have held up as a mirror to me tonight." I said, "Mike, you are made
in the image of God. You are made to mirror the majesty and the glory of God who wants
community at all levels, not just economic. And in the larger sense awaits the fullness of
your power and service to him." One of these days I'm going to hear from Mike and I
think he's going to be a minister. You see even in the sordid nature of our daily life the
disclosure of who we are comes in this kind of confrontation.
Now the third point. What does this disclosure of who we are and what God is saying to
us with respect to that wider orchestration of his coming kingdom? The ultimate become
intimate must ultimately be inclusive. God's omnipresence and omnipotence can be
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satisfied with nothing less than cosmic and comprehensive and inclusive community. The
French journalist Andre Gide described the features of our hunger for community when
he said, "I met a man the other day who filled me with deepest melancholy. He was a
man without shoes. But the longer I watched the deeper grew my melancholy for I saw
that his bare feet were a symbol of something deeper. He had nothing solid to stand upon
and he was alone." You get the image? The three-fold hunger of the human spirit for
community at all three levels. The hunger for survival, for food, for existence, nothing
solid to stand upon, the hunger for meaning. Someone has said, "If you don't stand for
something you'll fall for anything." The sense of a structure of faith sufficient to support
the human venture. And finally alone, symbol of abortive hunger for completion in a
beloved and belonging community. The tragedy of our time is that we have made
idolatrous absolutes out of these features of a comprehensive community. Communism in
its worst religious forms has tried to make a religion out of an economic theory � of a
strategy for the solution of the hunger for food in the struggle to survive. Facisms of both
the religious and the secular varieties thrive in offering pre-digested and simplified absolute
proofs on which one can confidently stand without thinking. The bedevilment of our time
is haunted by the sense of these strategies of faith offered with absolute certainty to a
hungry world and they too have become demonic.
Finally the hunger for completion in community describes all of the strategies, religious
and secular, for achieving that sense of human bondedness that make for community.
The Christian faith comes with its crescendo of comprehensibility. Jesus was tempted right
after his baptism in the wilderness by the economic strategy of the messianic view of an
economic Utopia. "Turn these stones into bread." "Man does not live by bread alone."
Without bread he doesn't live. But the satisfying of that hunger is not sufficient for com
munity and the strategies of our political ideologies are not sufficient for us. William
Earnest Hocking said government requires what it cannot demand, an absolute loyalty to
the absolute. It's not an accident that we in America have introduced even to our pledge
of allegiance "under God" to remind us that it is not our nation right or wrong, but our na
tion under the righteousness of God, with which we are to be judged.
Finally a symbol that brings it all together and in some sense somewhat appropriately to
Hawaii. Some of you Americans will know the play, that brilliant play of Maxwell Ander
son entitled "Wingless Victory". It is set in a New England fishing village about a century
and a half ago. Out of that village the ships have gone to Hawaii and the Pacific in terms of
its interest in trade and the goods of the Pacific. It opens as you know with the story of
three brothers, Phineas the preacher, Nathaniel, the prodigal who has left and Ruel the
local ne'er-do-well. As the plot unfolds, you discover Nathaniel who has left for the South
Pacific returns as the captain of a schooner, laden with spices and all of the elements that
symbolized wealth in that day from the Pacific. But more important, married to a dark-
skinned princess from the Pacific. You see the agony of that predominately white parish in
New England as they struggle to accommodate the ambiguity of the return of Nathaniel
and the wealth they cherish in the town but with his dark-skinned princess that serves as
something of an embarrassment to their close religious community. She struggles with it,
Oparre the wife, and they struggle with it.
Finally, you will remember, a sailor stumbles into the local pub one night disclosing that
he has a diary for "Wingless Victory", the name of the schooner and the name of the play,
disclosing that it was pirated on the high seas and that Nathaniel had really taken it by
force. They called Nathaniel into the living room. Phineas, his brother the preacher, and
the chairman of the board, and they put this awful proposition to him. If he will send
Oparre back to^the South Pacific with the children with no fuss or feathers, they will say
nothing about the diary, and will continue to welcome him as a leader in the town and the
goods that he has brought back to the church and to the town. If he does not, they will
turn him in and he will lose his goods and they will lose their part of it and he will go to jail.
Oparre listens from the balcony of that Cape Cod house as Nathaniel tortured by the
proposition decides to send her back. She gathers the three little children and her New
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Testament which had brought her first to the Lord Jesus Christ when Nathaniel first met
her and hurried down to the dock, onto the boat and into the captain's quarters. She
makes a potion of poison there for the children and for herself. She opens the New Testa
ment and reads a passage again, gives the potion of poison to her children, drinks it
herself and then kneels at the side of the bunk bed in the captain's quarters and prays this
final prayer. She says, "Oh God of the children, the lesser children of the world, you are
mine now as you were when 1 was a child. He came too soon. This Christ of peace. We
are not ready yet for Him. A thousand years of blood and tears will still be shed until we
are ready.
"
Oh, Oparre. He did not come too soon. We come too late. And tonight 1 just remember
it and to remind you, here now is the only time of our life. It is the moment of potential
confrontation with the holiness of God. The God of our Lord Jesus Christ who in that
revelation discloses the ultimately trustworthy character of a universe alienated and a
world gone mad as this kind of rock-ribbed perfectly righteous all forgiving and compelling
love. And you and I are created in that image to mirror to the world that kind of love. He
did not come too soon, we come too late. But not too late for every and any moment is
enough to say "yes" to God. Here am I, send me! Send me! Methodists from all over the
world, "Here am I, send me! Here am I, send me!" Let's go! Amen.
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ONE LORD
"Who Is Our Lord?"
By Dr. James H. Cone
Dr. Cor\e, a member of the Africar} Methodist Episcopal Church, is Charles A. Briggs
Professor of Systematic Theology, Union Theological Seminary, New York. His writings,
dealing mainly with Black Theology, haue been widely published and several translations
are available.
World Methodism has gathered together in Honolulu, Hawaii, in order to inquire about
the nature of our mission and the ground of our hope as found in our common faith in
one Lord. In pursuing this task, it is not only appropriate but necessary that we begin by
asking "Who is our Lord?" Who is the one that defines the content of our faith?
Since we have become Methodists from separate historical paths and affirm our faith in
different contemporary situations, we should not assume that our faith is identical merely
because we make reference to John Wesley and thus share similar doctrinal affirmations.
Some Methodists are rich and others are poor. Rich Methodists are usually white, and
they are located in North America and Europe. Poor Methodists are usually Black, Red,
Brown, and Yellow, and they are found in Africa, Asia and the Pacific, Latin America and
the Caribbean, and the ghettos of North America. White Methodists of North America and
Europe are advantaged, because they share in the economic resources that their countries
obtained from poor countries through slavery, colonization, and unjust trade agreements.
The enormous economic difference between Methodists in the First and Third Worlds re
quires that we ask whether that difference in material conditions implies also a difference
in the nature of our faith. What is the relationship between our faith and our economic
status?
No matter how we answer that question, the one claim that all Methodists agree on is
that our faith is derived from our commitment to one Lord. Therefore when we inquire
about the impact of economic realities upon our religious affirmations, we are forced to
analyze more deeply the identity of our Lord who is the content of our faith. Who is the
one that brings us together in this place? Who is the one that defines our mission in the
worid and gives us hope for the future? If we could give a creative and contemporary
answer to the question regarding the identity of our Lord, then we might be able to assess
more accurately the impact of our different economic contexts upon the meaning of our
faith.
All Christians agree that our Lord is Jesus Christ. He is the beginning and the end of our
.faith, and the one without whom we would have no mission in the worid and no hope for
the future. The importance of Jesus in defining the Christian identity accounts for the
christological focus of Kari Barth's Church Dogmatics', the recent interest of Roman
Catholic theologians in christological problems,^ and the dominant place that Jesus oc-
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cupies in North American Black Church life and worship.^ Christians on every continent
know that they can gather into one community solely and exclusively in one name �
Jesus Christ.
For Christians today, our knowledge of Jesus Christ begins with the scripture. Accord
ing to the scripture, Jesus was born in Bethlehem, grew up in Nazareth, preached and
taught in Galilee, and was executed in Jerusalem. But such information about Jesus is not
saving apart from his resurrection. For Christians yesterday and today, the Lordship of
Jesus is based upon their faith that God raised him from the dead. No one has made this
point any clearer than Apostle Paul: "If Christ has not been raised, then our preaching is
in vain and your faith is in vain" (1 Cor. 15: 14 RSV) . Indeed, it is on the basis of our faith
in Jesus' resurrection that Christians of every generation can say with Peter: "There is
salvation in no one else, for there is no other name under heaven given among men by
which we must be saved." (Acts 4:12 RSV).
Although all Christians believe that God has imparted definitive and final salvation in
and through Jesus Christ, they do not all explicate the meaning of Jesus Christ in the
same way. Different christological confessions and the deep conflicts emerging from them
began in the earliest Christian communities, and they have continued to this present day.
As every seminary student knows, the ancient Church Councils, most notably the ones at
Nicea (325) and Chalcedon (451), were held because Christians had sharply different
opinions about Jesus' divinity and humanity. During the course of nearly 2000 years of
church history, there have been many schisms, the most famous being the separation of
Eastern and Western Christendom in the 1 1th century and the split in Roman Catholicism
in the 16th century, creating the Protestant faith. Since the Protestant Reformation in
Europe, many confessions and denominations have emerged throughout the world, in
cluding the many varieties of Methodism. Because Jesus of Nazareth stands at the center
of the Christian faith, the differences among ourselves are always somehow related to
what we think about him.
As Jesus is the source of divisions in the Christian church, he is also the source of its
search for unity. Christians know that their divisions are an insult to their Lord, because
disunity is a gross contradiction of Christ's message of reconciliation. Divisions within the
Christian community can only be interpreted as a consequence of human sin. How can
we claim that "God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself (II Cor. 5: 19 RSV) , and
thus giving to us the ministry of reconciliation" (5:18), when we are so divided among
ourselves? In the face of our divisions regarding doctrine, liturgy, and church life, who will
believe us when we say that we are all one in Christ Jesus (Gal. 3:28)?
During the late 19th and early 20th centuries, many Christians began to realize that
their divisions were such a scandal that they could not be tolerated any longer, at least not
in their existing forms. In many segments of the Christian church, people began to search
for ways to break down the walls between themselves and thereby enhance their mission
at home and abroad.* The World Methodist Council (WMC), which finds its origin in a
conference held in London in 1881, is an example of this modern search for unity. The
WMC is only one of the bodies known as "Christian World Communions." Their concern
is not only to be in fellowship with their member churches that have similar traditions, but
also to be in communion with all Christians. That is why the WMC has been in dialogue
with the Roman Catholic Church since 1967 and the Lutheran World Federation since
1977. Also steps have been taken to initiate conversations with the Orthodox.'
However, the modern search for unity among the churches is best demonstrated with
the creation of the Worid Council of Churches (WCC) at Amsterdam in 1948. The origin
of this significant movement for church unity can be dated as far back as 1910, the occa
sion of the World Missionary Conference in Edinburgh. Between 1910 and 1948, many
significant personalities and groups were involved with the common factor being ". .the
desire to release the churches from their isolation and to bring them into some form of uni
ty."* The most significant personalities included John R. Mott of the International Mis
sionary Council, Charles Brent of Faith and Order, Nathan Soderblom of Life and Work,
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and W.A. Visser 't Hooft who became the first General Secretary of the World Council of
Churches.'
It is important to note the christological basis through which the churches defined their
unity. According to Article I of its Constitution, the WCC is defined as "a fellowship of
churches which accepts our Lord Jesus Christ as God and Savior."* Since 1948,
christology has remained the central focus of this church body. The focus on Jesus Christ
is especially revealed in the dominant themes of its major assemblies. With the exception
of the 1948 Amsterdam assembly, all the central themes of the WCC assemblies focused
directly on Jesus Christ: "Christ � the Hope of the World" (Evanston, 1954), "Jesus
Christ � the Light of the World" (New Delhi, 1961) , "Behold I make all things new" (Up
psala, 1968), and "Jesus Christ � Frees and Unites" (Nairobi, 1975). The WCC's for
thcoming sixth assembly, scheduled to be held in Vancouver, British Columbia, 1983,
follows the same christological pattern: "Jesus Christ � the Life of the World."
While we must not belittle the modern search for unity among the churches, it is reveal
ing to note the nature of the unity that occupied their attention, namely, a unity among
confessional bodies. The churches were seeking unity in their confessions at the Lord's
table and in their missionary work. This particular focus of church unity is not surprising,
because the principle actors in the search for unity were European and North American
white Christians. For example, the early meetings of the World Methodist Council
(originally called the Ecumenical Methodist Conference) were essentially meetings of
British and North American Methodists. The same is true regarding the early meetings of
the WCC. At the 1948 Amsterdam assembly, there were 351 official delegates, of whom
only 26 were from Asia, 6 from Africa, one from the Near East, and none from the
Pacific. Writing in response to the Amsterdam assembly, an Asian theologian, P.D.
DeVanandan, said:
Some of us from the so-called younger churches left Amsterdam with a
heavy heart, because we could not help feeling that somehow we did not
belong. The entire trend of discussion veered round problems of life and
thought which primarily concerned the older churches. Moreover, we gained
the impression. . . that we were being made to think and act in accordance
with the ideas, doctrinal and political, which are current in the older
churches.'
The problem was located at the point of the European and North American Christians'
focus on confessional loyalty and the Third World Christians' concern with regional pro
blems. "To us of the younger churches, it is the international nature of our faith that strikes
the imagination (wrote P.D. DeVanandan);. . .to us it is vital that ecumenical Christianity
be both international and missionary."'"
In the context of the WCC, the earliest challenge to the white western domination of its
identity was made by Asian Christians. Since 1948, Asian voices have been joined by
Africans, Latin Americans, and oppressed minorities in North America. A similar
challenge to the western definition of Christianity has occurred in the WMC and other
bodies of Christian World Communions.
The Third World challenge to the ecumenical movement has not been made in
dependently of Jesus Christ. Rather the challenge has been christologically based. The
problem with the western church was its tendency to define Jesus Christ and his gospel in
such a way that Christianity became almost exclusively identified with European values,
often without Europeans and white North Americans recognizing what they were doing.
When the question was asked, "Who is Jesus Christ?", the answer was almost always
given with no reference to the distinctive contributions of Asians, Africans, Latin
Americans, and the minorities in North America. Africans and Asians felt the contradic
tions of western Christianity at the point of the failure of European and North American
Christians to take seriously their cultural situations. They began to speak of the selfhood of
their churches and the need to indigenize Christianity. The search for the selfhood of
Asian and African churches is characterized by their movements of unity in such organiza-
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tions as the Christian Conference of Asia and the All-Africa Conference of Churches.
Related to these independent, ecumenical church organizations was the development of
Asian and African theologies with a particular focus on the problems of their continents.'^
Recently Latin Americans added to this Third World critque of the western church and
its theology an emphasis that includes the marxist social analysis and the political commit
ment to eliminate the distinction between the rich and the poor. As Hugo Assmann put it:
The historical situation is that two-thirds of humanity are subject to
dependence and domination. Thirty million people a year die of hunger and
malnutrition. That situation must become the starting point for any Christian
theology today. . .Otherwise theology will not be able to situate and con
cretize its basic themes in history. Its questions will not be real questions, for
they will bypass real human beings.'*
If. . .a band of Christians should attempt to enslave a race of heathen men, .
. the God of heaven would smile upon every effort which the injured might
make to disenthrall themselves. Brethren, it is as wrong for your lordly op
pressors to keep you in slavery as it was for the man-thief to steal our
ancestors from the coast of Africa. You should therefore use the same man
ner of resistance as would have been just in our ancestors when the bloody
foot-prints of the first remorseless soul-thief were placed upon the shores of
our fatherland. . . Liberty is a spirit sent from God, and like its great Author is
no respector of persons.'*
However, even before Garnet made his famous address and prior to the rise of the in
dependent Black Methodists and Baptists, there was already present an "invisible institu
tion" among slaves in the South with its emphasis on the overturned pot, the praying
ground, and the hush harbor. An ex-slave preacher described those secret meetings in this
manner:
Meeting back there meant more than they do now. Then everybody's heart
was in tune and when they called on God they made heaven ring. It was
more than a Sunday meeting and then no more Godliness for a week. They
would steal off to the fields and in the thickets and there, with heads together
around a kettle to deaden the sound, they called on God out of heavy
hearts.'*
The slaves were searching for a place where they could sing and shout and there would be
nobody there to turn them out. In these secret meetings was born not only the major slave
insurrections but also a black version of Christianity that was consistent with their search
for freedom.
It is within the historical context of this independent black version of the gospel that we
must understand the rise of Martin Luther King, Jr., the Civil Rights Movement, and the
Black Theology Movement of the 1960's." Black Theology is not new but rather the con
tinuation of the gospel of the historical Black Church. Black Theology contends that Jesus
Christ is black, because he is primarily the liberator of the oppressed. Although many peo
ple were shocked when we Black theologians emphasized Jesus' blackness, they were not
similarly disturbed about so many European pictures of Jesus. However, our insistence on
the blackness of Jesus is very similar to the A.M. E. Bishop Henry M. Turner who said in
1898 that "God is a Negro."'* Furthermore Black Theology's stress on liberation as the
heart of the gospel is derived from our slave mothers and fathers who sang:
Oh Freedom! Oh Freedom!
Oh Freedom, I love thee!
And before I'll be a slave,
I'll be buried in my grave.
And go home to my Lord and be free!"
Third Wodd Christians in many parts of the world are forcing European and North
American White Christians to realize that the victims of slavery and colonization have not
been and never will be contented and passive in their oppression. The Spirit of our Lord
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Jesus bestows upon the oppressed the courage and power to resist humiliation and ex
ploitation. That is why the poor are irrupting all over the world. No matter what the odds
are, the poor continue to fight; why do the victims of injustice continue to struggle when
their human resources seem so limited? The Christian answer points to the liberating
presence of Jesus. He is the one who can make the "crooked straight and the rough place
plane."
Third World people's rejection of the dominant theologies of Europe and North
America has been joined also by a creative Feminist Theology � both among women of
the dominant classes and also among the oppressed. While Feminist Theology began
among White North American women,*' creative feminist voices are emerging in Black
and other minority churches in North America** as well as in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America." Third World women have found that their men are not immune from sexism
and thus, like First Wodd men. Third World men often use Jesus' maleness as a way of
excluding women from the ministry of liberation. Third World men are often guilty of do
ing to their women what they accuse the dominant classes and races of doing to the poor.
Unfortunately, some Third World men seem incapable of really hearing that charge.
Another important aspect of Third World theology has been their dialogue with each
other. The dialogue began in the contexts of the World Council of Churches, the World
Methodist Council, and other European and North American ecumenical organizations.
In these contexts. Third World people discovered their common problems and began to
express their solidarity with each other. They also began to realize that they need their
own ecumenical structures so they could explore their similarities and differences in
dependent of the presence of European and North American whites. Oppressed North
Americans (Blacks, Asians, Native Americans, and Hispanics) are seeking to build struc
tures for dialogue within the Theology In The Americas organization. Originally an
organization controlled by whites and thus with plenty of resources coming from major
Protestant and Catholic churches, TIA, since Detroit II (1980) , has been under the control
of minorities and thus are barely surviving because whites do not support too readily
things they do not control."
The most successful ecumenical group among Third World people is the Ecumenical
Association of Third World Theologians (EATWOT). It is an association of Africans,
Asians, Latin Americans, Caribbeans, and oppressed minorities in the United States.
EATWOT held its organizing meeting in Tanzania (1976), and an account was published
under the title. The Emergent Gospel.^* Since Tanzania, meetings have been held in
Ghana (1977), Sri Lanka (1979), and Brazil (1980). The next meeting will be held in New
Delhi, India, August 1981. African Theology En Route,** Asia's Struggle For A Full
Humanity,^'' and The Challenge of Basic Christian Communities^'' are the published ac
counts of those dialogues. When one examines the "Final Statements" of each of the four
meetings, there is a universal emphasis on liberation as the central theme of the gospel
and, of course, a stress on Jesus Christ as the Liberator of the oppressed. Despite our
sharp differences with each other on some points, there is a common rejection of the
European Chnst and a common affirmation of our struggle for justice in the name Jesus
our Lord and Liberator.**
Our rejection of the European and North American white church and its theology is not
absolute.*' That is why we are planning to have a dialogue with European and North
American White theologians in 1982. We needed about five or six years preparation since
Europeans have had nearly 2000 years of dialogue among themselves. What is at stake in
the Third World and European dialogue is the nature of Jesus Christ and his church.
According to the Synoptic Gospels, when Jesus asked his disciples, "Who do men say
that I am?", they gave different answers. Some said John the Baptist, Elijah, and one of
the prophets (Cf. Mark 8:27f, Matt. 16:13f, and Lk. 9:18f). As this same question is put
to us today, we will undoubtedly give diffeirent answers. The rich will say one thing and
the poor another. Rich European and North American Christians and those who identify
with them will minimize the impact of their economic status by saying that the gospel is for
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everyone, the rich and the poor alike. Poor Christians of the Third Wodd who are struggl
ing for liberation and those who struggle with them will not accept the European Jesus and
his neutrality in their struggle for freedom. They will insist that Christ is African, Black,
Asian, and a host of other colors that are not found in the christological creeds of western
Christianity.
But who is correct in their description of our Lord? 1 am sure you know where 1 stand on
this issue. And I firmly believe that where I stand is where the Bible stands. How can we
read the Bible honestly and not conclude that the Jesus of the Bible stands with the poor
and against the rich, with the weak and against the strong, with the exploited and against
the oppressors? This is the meaning of the Exodus, the prophets' message of justice, and
Jesus' life, death, and resurrection.
If our search for unity in faith ignores broken human bodies in the world, then the
search is not the work of the one whose own body was broken on the cross. That is why
Gustavo Gutierrez has said: "We cannot speak of the death of Jesus until we speak of the
real death of people." Without a unity in praxis that is based on the struggle to liberate the
victims, then there can be no real unity in faith. We may gather in the same place, and we
may use the same words in our prayers, songs, and sermons. But unless we struggle
together in the building of a new society, a new world, then we are indeed worshipping
different Christs. It is not saying the same words about Christ in our creeds or sharing the
same historical and theological traditions that makes us one. Rather we are made one by
our engagement in the same praxis. It is the same struggle that leads us to the same faith.
That was why Jesus said: "Not everyone who says to me, 'Lord, Lord,' shall enter the
kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of my Father who is in heaven" (Matt. 7:21
RSV). Black slaves of North America expressed the same point when they sang,
"Everybody talking about heaven ain't going there." In a similar vein, Latin American
theologians contrast the term "orthopraxis" with the term "orthodoxy" in order to
dramatize the limitation of confessional loyalty apart from the commitment to the struggle
for freedom in society.
It is only in the praxis of freedom that we can validate our faith and thereby bear witness
to God's eschatological hope. Without struggle, there is no hope. Hope is derived not
from passive waiting but rather in the active fight for justice. For in this fight we come to
realize that we are not alone, but that our Lord Jesus is fighting with us. Our Lord is the
divine power who transforms the sufferings of the present into hope for the future. That is
why religious ecstasy, with shouts of praise and bodily rhythm, characterizes the worship
style of the oppressed. Through sermon, song, prayer, and testimony, they proclaim
another realm of experience which they believe will be the decisive statement about their
humanity.
If we were to ask oppressed Black Church people, "who is our Lord?", they would pro
bably say that "he is a heart fixer and a mind regulator." He is "the lily of the valley and the
bright and morning star," the one who "picked me up when I was falling and placed my
feet on the solid rock of salvation." Black people firmly believe that Jesus is the one that
"you can call up on the telephone of prayer and tell him all about your trouble." The peo
ple say that his line is never busy. That is why they enthusiastically sing: "Jesus is on the
main line, call him up and tell him what you want." They claim that Jesus is the Lord of
the universe, because "he builds us up where they are torn down, and he props us up on
every leaning side."
In their encounter of Jesus as the Lord and Liberator in the midst of their present situa
tion of misery, the poor, who are struggling for justice, also experience him as the Lord of
God's coming eschatological future. Jesus is God's final, eschatological Word against op
pression. Because Jesus' future coming is disclosed in their present encounter with Him,
the oppressed also know that what is, will not be. No one has described the Christian hope
with greater depth of apocalyptic imagination than Black slaves in North America: "where
shall I be when the first trumpet sound; sound so loud till it woke up the dead." "One day,
one day about twelve o'clock, this old earth going to reel and rock." "O my Lord, what a
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morning when the stars begin to fall!" "When the sun refuse to shine, when the moon goes
down in blood!" "In that great getting up morning, the wodd will be on fire," and "you'll
see the stars falling, the forked lightning, the coffins bursting, and the righteous
marching." "The dumb will talk, the lame will walk, the blind will see, and the deaf will
hear."
For people who stand outside of black faith. Black people's eschatological hope may
sound like a pie-in-the-sky religion, not too much different from the "Moral Majority" that
characterizes so much of North American white Christianity. But that is not the case. The
genuine black hope for the next wodd is always derived from the active fight for justice in
this world and can never be separated from it. Indeed, there is no genuine Christian faith
unless it is validated by the political commitment to liberate the poor in society. When the
question is asked, "Who is our Lord?", we Christians must say that our Lord is Jesus
Christ, the one who empowers the oppressed in their fight for justice, because in Jesus'
salvation, we know that the poor were not created for poverty and misery but rather for a
liberated existence.
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RESPONSES
Mrs. Florence Imathiu
Mrs. Imathiu is a teacher, a mother offive, and is from the Methodist Church in Kenya.
She is Chairperson of the Methodist Women Fellowship in Kenya; a group leader of the
World Federation ofMethodist Women and serves as a representative of Africa to the In
ternational Committee for World Day of Prayer.
Brothers and sisters, our speaker has left no unturned stone on this subject, mine is to
try to compliment what he has said.
We are gathered here in order to inquire about the nature of our mission and the
ground of our hope as found in our common faith of "One Lord"
One young person in Kenya said, "If all resolutions and intentions that are passed in the
conferences and other church bodies are implemented, we would be living in a new world
and heaven here on earth." Unfortunately, a lot of them are just inscriptions on the
graves. Many resolutions to improve our relation with our Lord and with one another are
always passed in conferences but they die because bodies concerned, do not take care.
In Kenya we are surrounded by animals. A hyena walking at night saw a big rock on the
road and he stopped and spoke to it, but the rock did not answer back. The hyena said,
"Rock, rock, though you do not answer me back, you have heard me". It is the same with
us. We can say, "Wodd Methodists though you cannot answer back you have heard me."
We ought to be obedient to our Lord though we do not act or respond, we have heard
what our Lord wants us to be. During the Worid Council of Churches in Nairobi one per
son asked, "How can we share the body and blood of our Lord as one people is we can
not share a cup of tea in a restaurant or in our homes?" If the Lord is the ruler of and cap
tain of our souls we should obey Him.
The church today led by her theologians tells the Lord what He needs to do and not
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obeying His orders. These days we are able to season, cook, steam or roast our Lord to
taste our liking. Our good theologians help us to do this with no problem as they are ex
perts in cooking theology to suit us.
Is the church the servant of this "One Lord" or is the Lord we worship and praise the
servant?
Our traditions, cultures and our status are being used as our Lord. Our Lord wants us to
take up our cross daily and follow Him. If we as Methodists share what we have, poverty,
discrimination and all unjust could have been much minimized. As we have seen white
Christians failing so the same with black Christian elites. Humiliation, exploitation and in
justice to the poor still continues, and the church is not exceptional. An oppressor in the
past has been a white, and also a male. Today we have them all, white, black, yellow,
brown, and even female oppressors. Soon women are going to dominate men, and that
will be good!
Under no circumstances should our Lord be used by some people to continue their op
pression in either big or small ways and yet giving the lip service. The big test put in North
American and European churches is can all dominant white congregations accept a black
pastor � can they tolerate him or her? If someone did not speak your good English can
you tolerate him or her? Can an elite black congregation accept a white pastor? Who is the
Lord of the Church? Should we obey the congregation or the Lord Jesus?
Our Lord is one. Sin has no color. If the church obeyed our Lord and His guidance, He
will lead us through the dark tunnel and open jungle and will never fail us. Our Lord has a
blueprint of what the world should be. I do very much thank the speaker for all he has
said. Let's be obedient to this � "One Lord" of hope, of our future!
Rev. Brian E. Beck
Rev. Beck is principal of Wesley House, Cambridge, England, co-chairperson of the
Oxford Institute of Methodist Theological Studies and served as secretary of the World
Methodist Council Worship and Liturgy Committee.
I stand here as a representative of those against whom Dr. Cone's paper was chiefly
directed. I am male, I am white, I am middle class, I am a theologian. I hold a passport of
an ex-colonial power, I live in the rich north. Like many others in this room.
What is our response to be?
Ten years ago in Denver at the end of a similar address Dr. Colin Morris said, "In the
Bible the tradition when people listened to prophets is that they may lynch him or they
may repent in sack cloth and ashes but they do not applaud." If Dr. Cone is wrong, he is
very, very wrong. If he is right he is talking about you and me and there is nothing to ap
plaud about. All we can do is listen and learn and repent.
I think he's right.
My comments arise from that starting point. First, Dr. Cone speaks of Christ as the
Liberator. And so, indeed in the gospels Jesus is presented. He heals the sick. He drives
out demons. He preaches the good news to the poor. But now we come to the problem
for Jesus proclaims that God's kingdom is coming. No wonder they crucified Him, for the
kingdom of God to come would mean the overthrow of every existing world power. Yet
curiously He did not call upon the poor to take power for themselves. Others in His time
did. Jesus so far as we can see, did not. He brought them release. He called on them to
wait for release, but not to seize freedom for themselves.
And yet, throughout history in European history as well as in the history of more recent
times, in other continents. Christian people have decided that the time has come in obe
dience to their Lord to give up the time of waiting and turn to the time for action. My ques
tion is how do Christians discern when such a time has come. When do we move beyond
the pattern set by the gospels?
Let me put the point another way. I think I hear in what Dr. Cone has been saying the
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use of two Biblical images. There is the image of the exodus. The slaves are set free. God
is the Liberator. They march to their freedom in the promised land and God leads them in
a pillar of cloud and fire.
But there is also in the Bible the exile. At the last Oxford Institute in 1977 someone who
was going back to a Latin American country said, "We are now a people of the exile. All
we can do is wait until the seventy years are past and God's time comes." Now that is a
New Testament image. The First Epistle of Peter is written to Christians of the dispersion.
Those in exile who are waiting for a salvation about to be revealed. First Peter speaks as
does Paul in Romans 8, not of hope and struggle, but of hope and suffering. The patient
suffering which does not return abuse. One day God will bring freedom but not yet.
Again my question is: when do we move from the exile to the exodus? When does the
time of waiting end and the time for movement begin? That is a difficult question facing
many Christians in the world today. And only those who face the question can give the
answer. We who are not faced by it have no right to decide it for them. Whether they have
to make that question depends on whether those of us who oppress them will repent or
push them until their patience gives out.
That brings us back to the point from which I began � our repentance. Here I ask for
help. I find myself caught in this at many levels. I know that I am sometimes consciously
guilty of exploiting my privileges. I know that sometimes I realize long after that I have un
consciously expressed discrimination and oppression by my attitudes, actions, although I
didn't know it at the time. It is also the fact that I belong to a church and society which
discriminates and over which I have very little control and cannot help being part of.
How do I repent at all those levels? What must I do, what precisely concretely must I do
to be saved? How in particular terms am I to stand with the poor? If all of us went away
with exact answers to that question, then we might justify in the name of the poor the im
mense expense of coming here.
Mrs. Elizabeth Kissack
Mrs. Kissack was 1976-81 President of the World Federation ofMethodist Women and
resides in the Isle of Man, U.K. She has served the Women's Movement of World
Methodism for ten years and has traveled to many parts of the world representing the
WFMW with great distinction.
How difficult it is to follow both the magnificent paper we have heard and the two who
have commented. But I listened with great interest to that exposition of black theology
because it is only in my five years that I have really begun to get to know people from the
great black denominations and to value them for their authenticity in the faith.
And how glad I was to get a quotation from Henry Highland Garnett. "Liberty is a spirit
sent from God and like its great author is no respector of persons." A feminine theological
word uttered in 1898. If we have been hearing the voice of the black churches after 150
years of maturity, what will a conference like this hear after 150 years of feminine
theology?
I feel the best thing I can do is to share with you a little of the sort of conversations and
the things I have seen in my five years that bear on this problem of the theology of the col
or of skin, of the rich and poor divides, and above all the male and female divide in the
world and in the church.
I have been in Crossroads, South Africa, with Abel Hendricks who received the Peace
Award yesterday, and I have seen the deep suffering of people who have to live under
very restricted conditions. I have stood in the slums outside of Rio that the Pope went to
see, you know, and gave a ring. I've seen the filth and squalor there. I must say it's worse
than in Crossroads. I have seen that in all these cases and in others in Asia too, there is
suffering, but the part of humanity that suffers perhaps even most are the women because
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they are the ones that are there looking after the family, bearing their children. They are
marrying, giving birth and dying in these conditions. And the liberation that is called for
from the black part of the wodd, the poor more than five-sixths of the wodd, is called for
even more urgently by the women of the world who have to walk far for pure water, see
their children die of disease, dig the hard earth with primitive tools that there may be food
for the family. And yet when you look in the church what sort of status have they got?
Theologically in many Methodist churches women still are not recognized as being able
to be ordained � the large ones, the more advanced theological churches have ordained
women, but what do those women do? I've sat beside them and talked. One of them I
remember in a young country and she had a skin of that sort of blend of color that showed
many races, many ethnic groups in her background, she said, "I think my bishop finds it
very difficult to place me." Another one because she was a woman said, "My bishop
doesn't find it difficult in that way to place me, but it's because I am a woman". And she
told of how her congregation did not want to take the sacrament from her hands because
she was a woman. I can think of women in those white and western churches who are or
dained and so very few of them have the easy churches � the large, wealthy, suburban,
with very many leaders amongst them. No, I must say most women get the problem
churches, the small churches. They can't find quite the right man. Well, we'll send one of
the women. And we've only got one woman bishop in the whole Methodist world,
haven't we. There's a long way for us to go before we can say that God is no respecter of
persons even in the church.
But when I come to look at the women in the church and see them, are they aware of
their disability. Well, some maybe. But the majority are going about work that women do,
they nurture the children, they bring them up in the faith. How many of you had women
Sunday School teachers? The majority of you. They do the work of caring for the sick, of
visiting, of saving the money that can be spent for all sorts of relief work overseas where it
is needed, and when I have visited them, those churches have all borne the authentic
mark of the church of our Lord Jesus Christ.
It's amazing. You go into a group and you feel that some are missing. Someone's gone
out of the room just for a while. But the stamp, the flavor, the accent is the same. The
language may not be the same, but the quality that is in that group is the same no matter
where it is, in whatever part of the world. It is the authentic Christ that lives in that group
when they are gathered together. It is the closeness of that group to the Bible teaching of
the Lord and this is the hope for the future. The hope that across our church worldwide,
no matter in what ethnic group or what theological group, or what racial group, Christ is
present. Our Lord is with us. We are one in Him.
This is what I bring to you as the hope for the future for all of our theology.
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RECOGNITION OF ECUMENICAL DELEGATES
Dr. Greet read message from Dr. Allan Lee, General Secretary of tfie World Conven
tion of Churches of Christ:
"Sorry not able to make Hawaii this week. God's blessings on your Centen
nial gathering and warm greetings from the World Convention of Churches
of Christ."
Dr. Edmond Perret, General Secretary World Alliance of Reformed Churches:
"One hundred years ago the World Presbyterian Alliance sent greetings to
the Oecumenical Wesleyan Conference, London. On the occasion of your
centennial conference we repeat that same historical message. 'We have
much pleasure in assuring you that among the many churches throughout
the world embraced in our alliance there prevails a very profound apprecia
tion of the great spiritual work with which Methodism is associated as well as
a grateful sense of the beneficial influence which indirectly that work has ex
erted on other churches.' May the blessing of God be with you all 'Gathered
into One'."
and Cardinal Willebrands, of the Roman Catholic Church:
"I send you assurance of my warmest good wishes and fervent prayers for the
Fourteenth World Methodist Conference. Among its many pastoral and
ecumenical activities, the Conference will hear and discuss the quinquennial
report of its dialogue with the Catholic Church. This dialogue has been a
source of edification to all who have studied it, and I pray that this study may
become wider.
"The theme of the Conference, 'Gathered into One', expresses eloquently
the ecumenical concern of Methodism. I know I am interpreting the mind of
Pope John Paul II, who is still recovering from the recent attempt upon his
life, when I pray that God may bless and inspire your labours to increase a
common witness to his saving grace, and to intensify the search for that unity
which is His Will."
Greet suggested that a message be sent to Pope John Paul II and the group agreed.
Greet led in a prayer for the Pope's full recovery.
Bishop William R. Cannon, presiding over the Ecumenical Evening, asked Joe Hale to
present the Ecumenical Delegates. These were as follows:
The Roman Catholic Church: Msgr. William Purdy, Bishop Peter Cullinane
The Ecumenical Patriarchate, Istanbul: His Grace Bishop Anthony
The Episcopal Church: The Right Rev. Edward Lee Browning
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The Anglican Consultative Council: Rev. Dr. Paul Wheeler
The Luthern World Federation: Dr. Cad H. Mau, Jr., Rev. Jons Watland
The World Alliance of Reformed Churches: Rev. Teruo Kawata
The Baptist Wodd Alliance: Dr. Denton Lotz
Disciples Ecumenical Consultative Council: Mrs. Patricia Mumford
The Salvation Army: Commissioner Lawrence Smith
The General Conference of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church: Mr. Shige Arakaki
The Australian Council of Churches: Rev. Bern Stevens
Commission of Christian Unity of the United Methodist Church: Dr. Robert Huston
National Council of Churches of Christ in the Philippines: Dr. La Verne D. Mercado
Wodd Council of Churches: Rev. A. Wesley Ariarajah
Consultation on Church Union in the United States: Dr. Gerald Moede
Church of South India: Most Rev. Dr. Solomon Doraisawmy
United Church of Papua, New Guinea and the Solomon Islands: Professor Sione
Latukefu
Pacific Conference of Churches: Mrs. Lorine Tevi
Hawaiian Committee: Dr. David Harada, Mr. James J.M. Misajon
Bishop Cannon then introduced Dr. Cad H. Mau, Jr., of the Lutheran Wodd Federa
tion in Geneva, Switzerland, and he addressed the conference as follows:
Dr. Carl H. Mau, Jr.
It's a real pleasure to be in Hawaii and a great privilege to be present at your 14th World
Methodist Conference and to bring the greetings of the Lutheran World Federation and its
99 member churches representing some 55 million Lutherans. We congratulate you as
you observe 100 years of history and blessing in the life of your great communion.
The Lutheran World Federation is a mere child compared to the World Methodist
Council. Our Federation was formed in 1947 in the midst of the aftermath of World War
II. Every fifth Lutheran had become a refugee and many millions lived in an almost totally
destroyed central and eastern Europe. That placed demands on our family so we believed
the call for a strong global operational organization to meet human need and to join in
common witness. Lutherans were tragically isolated from each other and sadly often also
from other Christians.
Since those beginnings our member churches have continued to entrust new common
global tasks to their Federation so that we might act, influence, speak, and work as a
global family; so that we might draw Lutherans out of their isolation and as our constitu
tion says, further a united witness to the gospel of Jesus Christ as the power of God for
salvation. It is our experience that having a global instrument of mission, service, and
study we can act internationally with global decision making bodies determining our
policies and distributing resources that belong to the whole family.
We view our overall function similarly as you view yours, that in promoting unity in the
family or tradition we can be better partners in the larger ecumenical movement. We need
to see the dangers that are present in fostering our own unity possibly to the detriment of
greater unity. A preoccupation with ourselves. Our organizations or rather movements are
not alternatives to the ecumenical movement but a part of the ecumenical movement. In
principle though we may sometimes forget it and God forgive us for this.
Lutherans must be ecumenical. Our reformers never wanted to create a separated
church but wanted to reform and renew the catholic church. If we are faithful to the refor
mation we must see ourselves as an evangelical reform movement within the church
catholic. The history of the last 15 years records a significant development within the
ecumenical movement namely that major Christian communions have entered into
serious theological dialogue with each other. These have often begun the process of
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eliminating caricatures and misunderstandings that we have held, and helped us to learn
to know and to love and to cherish each other. We have also learned to work and witness
together in new and significant ways. And the convergencies that are being achieved allow
us to hope that new and closer relationships can be established between major commu
nions, manifesting the unity which is given us in Christ. The urgency of our manifesting
this unity is without doubt. Your own president has addressed this so eloquently. Both of
our communions are committed to the World Council of Churches and can already now
also cooperate in several areas of grave concern.
May I be so presumptuous, as to be very specific at this moment. We Lutherans have
been deeply committed to declaring our solidarity with our black brothers and sisters in
Southern Africa. Our own World Service Department has assisted in the repatriation of
some 60,000 Zimbabweian refugees after independence has been declared, and are car
ing at present for tens of thousands of refugees who have fled or are fleeing from Namibia,
many thousands of whom are children who at present see no future in Namibia. We are
troubled by the possible shifts in policy on the part of some major western powers, notably
the United States of America with respect to the regime of South Africa and its apartheid
policy in the republic and its stalling tactics with regard to the independence of Namibia.
We are working very closely together in that troubled area as denominations. \t would be
my hope that you might lift your voice anew with ours clearly rejecting the apartheid
policy of Southern Africa as a matter of faith and asking your member churches to appeal
to their respective governments urging them to work for implementation of the United Na
tions plan for the liberation of Namibia which both of our churches through the Namibian
Council of Churches have been asking for in these recent years. The suffering of our
brothers and sisters in that troubled area is increasing. Here is an opportunity to concretely
move in the direction suggested by Dr. Cone this morning, knowing that much more in
that direction needs to be done. I hope I have not been presumptuous in this proposal.
The matter of Southern Africa must weigh heavily on all of our hearts and concerted
global action is called for.
We thank you for this opportunity of witness and service together through our or
ganizations. We thank you for the rich gifts that you generously share with the whole
Christian community. Where would we be without your wonderful spirituality made
manifest in your great hymns and prayers and preaching which have become a part of us
all? We thank you for your insistence on the promise of the new life in Christ here and
now and the great commitment you show for peace, justice and righteousness. We thank
you for the many leaders with whom we have been and are in regular contact. We recall
that Lee Tuttle has been instrumental in gathering us as secretaries of the Christian World
Communions in the past and Dr. Joe Hale and Frank Northam who are providing such
great leadership in our midst and we thank God for you. Bishop Cannon, and for your
great leadership as an ecumenical leader and you, Dr. Greet, for all you mean to us all.
We wish you God's rich blessings as you continue your deliberations plan your work and
through this great and for so many of us inspiring conference, give your witness to the love
of God in Christ Jesus our Lord.
Thank you very much.
Bishop Cannon then turned to the Roman Catholic representative, Msgr. William A.
Purdy, a senior staff member, theologian and philosopher of the Secretariat for Promoting
Christian Unity of the Vatican, whom Bishop Cannon mentioned has worked with the
Worid Methodist Council for fifteen years in the conversations. Bishop Cannon had
known Msgr. Purdy at the Second Vatican Council.
Msgr. William A. Purdy
I don't mind telling you that I got something of a shock when I saw my name inexorably
printed in the program as down to speak this evening. You see, I once read an article by a
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well-known English journalist in which he talked about the faceless men of the Vatican �
not very favorably as you could imagine! And being faceless is not without its advantages,
especially where the press is concerned, but its no advantage to an ecumenist to be
faceless to everybody. If he is he is likely to lose face which is a rather different thing.
My sense of shock was increased when I saw that my charge was to convey the
greetings of the ecumenical delegates and I didn't get any better when I saw this for
midable array of distinguished men. I thought who am I to speak before such a distinguish
ed body? And then I said to myself, come on don't be so confoundedly self-conscious.
And to think of what it means, a man from the Vatican, bringing the greetings of delegates
from a vanety of churches to the Wodd Methodist Council, about 3,500 of them. What
would Kenneth Greet's Aunt Hetty have thought of that? She would probably have had
the vapors. I never discovered what the vapors were but in those days it was absolutely the
thing to have them.
Now, inside I was relieved when my friend Cad Mau opened the batting. So here then
are my greetings from all these distinguished and delightful colleagues in these seats here.
If I go any further, I can only speak as Carl Mau did as what I am and I ask your in
dulgence to do this for a moment or two.
You will remember how generously Kenneth Greet spoke the night before last about his
brief encounter with the Pope. Now I'd like to treat that as Act I of a little three-act play.
Act II was at the same place a few months later when the then President of the British
Conference, Bill Gowland came to a private audience with the Pope and I was deputed to
go along and join in the fun. The Pope had been briefed about Bill and about Methodism
but he was still struggling with the English language at that point and with the bewildering
facts of western religious life and allegiance. And I had to chip in tactfully once or twice
with a little historical aid. And then Bill spoke. Now Bill is a splendid man and has done a
unique work in his industrial college in Luton. He is an exuberant Yorkshireman. He may
not have Charles Wesley's thousand tongues but he is doing pretty well. And he put the
cap on it by saying "You know. Holy Father, I'm not just an Englishman, I am a
Yorkshireman." Now that remark probably floors a good many of you and it certainly
floored the Pope. I had to make a lightning decision � do I try to explain this? The answer
was clearly no. So I gave what I hoped was an infectuous laughj that probably a factuous
one, and we passed on. But the real point comes now. In spite of this stuttering start, the
audience went on like a bomb for 40 minutes and the Pope was so absorbed that he forgot
to read his prepared message to the Methodists of Britain and had to improvise something
rather hastily. Now the reason was simple. He was absorbed in talking to Bill Gowland
about something that was Bill's life's work and something which chimed in with his own
memories of the devoted Methodist pastor in Krakow. Now please believe me that this is
not a boost of the Pope but an instance of how ecumenical contact can enlarge anybody's
experience and I am sure there are some of you here who need to learn that lesson.
There is a very important connection between this Act II and Act III which was the au
dience given to the members of the international Catholic/Methodist consultation at the
end of last year. The Pope's English had improved vastly and so had his grasp of the
significance of the dialogue � what the people in front of him were doing. But what still
persisted, a common factor, was his memory of that good Methodist pastor in Krakow
who had stood alongside him preaching Christ in the harsh conditions of a Communist-
ruled city. I think that's important background to the message read to you tonight, a
message which I know the Pope would have sent himself had he been fit. I don't think, I
know.
Now to conclude. Still speaking of what I am, I want to be more personal. At the end of
this year I retire after 15 years in the Vatican Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity. I
should have retired two months ago. One of the reasons I was reprieved was precisely so
that I might attend this conference. I don't need to tell you how grateful I was for the
reprieve.
When I got used to the idea of speaking tonight, it struck me I might say two things �
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first I might take the chance to express more widely than I could ever have hoped or
dreamed my gratitude to and for my Methodist friends of the past 15 years. Several of the
most distinguished of them are sitting on this platform. They range from the patriarchal
heights of Bishop Corson through to Joe Hale who has been a friend and colleague over
the past five years, to my great benefit. And they include some very rich characters, all of
whom I think would pass even Dr. Beck's exacting tests of character.
Second I had a dream of leaving some parting message, a presumptuous dream. I
knew as soon as I had listened to Kenneth Greet's sermon that I could cut that out. All I
needed to say was "Amen, amen, amen" to what he said. I doubt if any of my fellow
observers would want to dispute that.
It sometimes seems to me that we are applying to church unity Lord Milburn's famous
argument to his fellow politicians, "If we don't hang together, we shall hang separately".
Now it's not a negligible argument, but it's not even a secondary one its a tirchily one. A
better argument I think by our divisions we are missing so much. So much mutual enrich
ment. Now even that is often made to sound like generalized sales talk of ecumenism. All I
can do is to give my particular testimony � the testimony of 15 years work with
Methodists. Enriching is a poor word of what it's done to me. But it remains secondary
because it merely strengthens my adherence to the primary argument that it's God's will
that we be gathered into one.
We've both sung and discussed Charles Wesley's hymn "Love Divine, All Loves Excell
ing". I remind you that it's of course a parody of John Dryden's very classical pagan song,
"Fairest Isle, All Isles Excelling" and that's why I like to hear it sung to Henry Purcel's tune
which is written for the song. Now, you can't have everything.
You remember the startling phrase of the last verse begins with "Finish then thy new
creation". Tremendous. The word creation is tossed about a bit freely nowadays. I noticed
a shop just down the road that sells "creative sandwiches". If anybody could tell me what
they are I would be grateful. But Charles Wesley's use, theologically, is a fascinating one.
We are all used to the idea that God has not finished with us but how inspiring to say that
God has not finished us. I think it's an idea that has some development in our joint report
which you heard something about and made some intelligent comments on this after
noon. We all need to remember it.
Historians tend to the Solomonic attitude, nothing new under the sun, seen it all before.
We could be marvelously and blissfully wrong. The ecumenical movement gives hope that
we shall be marvelously and blissfully wrong. I pray God that that hope is fulfilled.
Greetings, again, then from all of us here and thank you all again, the people called
Methodist for what you have given me.
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ECUMENISM IN RECONSTRUCTION
By Nikos A. Nissiotis
Dr. Nissiotis is Professor of Philisophy ofReligion, University ofAthens, Greece. He is a
representative of the Orthodox Church of Greece, a Central Committee member of the
World Council of Churches, and since 1976, Moderator of the Commission on Faith and
Order. He is a member of the International Olympic Committee and President of the In
ternational Olympic Academy.
First of all let me be permitted to express my thanks to the organizers of the World
Methodist Council for having invited me to be the speaker of this Ecumenical Evening. I
place this expression of gratitude at the beginning of the text of my lecture, because this in
vitation has an important theological significance. It is not only the fact that the program
includes an Ecumenical Evening, but also that a non-Methodist has been invited to be the
speaker in this meeting of a confessional family, and especially an Eastern Orthodox. My
thanks, therefore, is not fulfilling an obligation of politeness for the honour reserved to my
person, for which I am feeling very grateful, but expresses satisfaction and congratulations
on the part of the whole ecumenical family for the openness of mind and heart and the
ecumenical spirit of the leaders of the Methodist Church at this difficult, moment in the
ecumenical movement. This excellent attitude gives me the courage to make the remark
that no world confessional gathering is possible any more without the involvement of
speakers and participants from other church traditions in attempting with them a new ap
proach to the ecumenical problem at this moment.
It becomes more and more evident today that ecumenism has entered a period of dif
ficulties expressed in a multiform criticism either from conservative or radical sides in
secular or church circles, or from traditionalist or liberal church leaders and theologians.
The one side is expecting ecumenism, especially as it is expressed by the fellowship of
churches of the World Council of Churches, to produce documents and act on delicate
ecclesiological topics serving exclusively the central and most complicated issue, i.e. the
unity of the church. The other side favours revolutionary socio-political thought and ac
tion by activist ecumenists as the churches stand in front of an ideologically divided and
agitated world of injustice and exploitation.
It is obvious that the two extreme positions by their exclusiveness and one-sideness
cancel each other. One should make the preliminary remark that it has been a permanent
concern of the ecumenism of the W.C.C. to keep the two aspects of study and action as
one whole preoccupation of its church members, right from the beginning of its existence.
It is characteristic that in the first actions and declarations by Faith and Order � which is
regarded as its theological commission par excellence � we find phrases like: "The gospel
is the sure source of power of social regeneration. It proclaims the only way by which
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humanity can escape from those class and race hatreds which devastate society at present
into the enjoyment of national well-being and international friendship and peace" '
Beyond this one-sided criticism, however, we have to admit that ecumenism has
entered into a difficult process of being and action. If we analyse the causes we have to ac
cept that this is a normal development. Perhaps, we are shaken today, because of our en
thusiastic optimisms during the first period of ecumenical work in the years after the sec
ond world war. We have been expecting more immediate results, regarding especially
church unity and re-establishment of church communion amongst the big confessional
families. In this respect one can understand the frustration of the present new generation
of ecumenists, who seek the dynamic ecumenism outside the church-centered one,
represented by official church inter-confessional bodies.
The more we advance in ecumenical work the more we realise the complexity of
ecumenical issues. This is due to the necessary expansion of the ecumenical horizons with
the implications for new theological emphases. The Ecumenical Movement is not any
more East and West but also North and South. The younger churches are sharing now on
an equal footing the policy-making process of ecumenism. The Roman Catholic Church,
without which there cannot exist a full ecumenical movement, is involved in the same pro
cess of ecumenical life, but she also reserves her own ecumenicity with priority given to
bilateral dialogues. Inside the big, historic churches and confessional bodies the formation
of spontaneous charismatic ecumenical groups present a confusing ecumenical pluralism
raising the question of ecumenical church identity. At the same time the new ecumenical
impetus transcending all confessional church or charismatic movements is expressed as
the only alternative to an "esoteric" ecumenical work by the sociopolitical ecumenical ac
tion serving the unity of the world rather than of the church.
We all experience this ecumenical pluralism today. It is the outcome of different convic
tions regarding the essence and praxis of ecumenism but it also creates a different em
phasis of ecumenical work. It looks as if we are fallen into a confusing problem making
ecumenists feel a kind of fatigue and frustration. Ecumenism at the crossroads becomes
today ecumenism in an impasse. Critical remarks regarding the future are progressively
multiplied, while the interest in the movement is more and more limited to unilateral
church or sociopolitical groups or dissociated from their confessional families groups. Of
ficial church ecumenism is under question but also the clear focus of ecumenical work is
not easy to detect.
All this is true; but it would have been a simplistic way of approaching this confusing
situation if we remained only with a negative evaluation of it. There are in this confusion
many positive elements, which we have to study as denoting a special kind of progress
between failure and success. This dialectic accompanies anyway all of our human enter
prises in all realms of church life as well as of individual and social ethics. The present dif
ficulty in ecumenical affairs can become a new challenge regarding a possible reconstruc
tion of ecumenism towards its more authentic future. For serving this purpose we badly
need to proceed to some clear distinctions and affirm once more in a new context the
oneness and coherence of the One Ecumenical Movement exemplified by the particular
emphases of different groups and individuals and by different overtones of theological,
sociopolitical and enthusiastic attitudes.
1. ONE CALLING INTO ONE MOVEMENT
The Ecumenical Movement does not progress as all other world institutions and bodies.
I think that we are painfully reminded of this truth by contemporary events and confusions
in ecumenism. Growth here signifies complexity, development equals wondering, success
leads to perplexity. This radical dialectic is inherent in all church renewal movements, but
especially if we accept the transcending factor of the operation of the Holy Spirit as
decisive. The static security of our doings and the self-sufficiency of our wisdom are con
tinuously challenged from within of the movement if it is a movement and not a static in
stitution.
For this reason, when we speak of ecumenism we have to distinguish between inter-
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related phases of a continuous dynamic process towards a final end and which cannot be
fully achieved, in the way we are envisaging it, in the immediate future. 1 suggest,
therefore, that we survey the one ecumenical movement in the following three successive
stages representing this dynamic process of a curious and paradoxical development,
which cannot be directly experienced as progress and success.
a. Ecumenical Movement: fellowship of churches toward organic reunion:
The movement begins always from a broad and general regathering of chnstians as
church members towards a specific and clear purpose: full union and communion
amongst church confessional bodies. Everything and all phases in this process are parts of
the One Ecumenical Movement. They are not separated either as successive stages in time
or dissociated phases from each other. They compose an inseparable whole in a con
tinuous process of development and interrelationships.
To the Ecumenical Movement belong all attempts to bring christians together at one
place and in one heart and mind as a pentecostal event for renewing their life and their
mission and service in the world, in the name of the One Lord, One Faith and One Bap
tism. This is the basic, primary and dynamic first impulse of ecumenicity. It offers the
backbone of the movement and has to remain the main element of thought and action in
all of the phases of ecumenical work.
It is on this basis that the ecumenical work takes shape in the form of a world organiza
tion of a specific and unique nature due to the fact that it is the outcome of a renewal
movement. We cannot speak, therefore, of an organization and an institution but of a
fellowship and not of christians as individuals any more but of churches. The very impor
tant and difficult thing is the continuous development from the general ecumenical calling
and renewing action of christians to a committed fellowship of churches.
It is only with this presupposition that we envisage the final stage of the ecumenical
work as organic reunion of the different ecclesiastical confessions into the One Church
Communion. This final stage should not be regarded as a detached final and unattainable
eschatological end. It is precisely the one and animating purpose of the whole movement
right from the beginning of all ecumenical efforts in the realm of regathering of christians
composing one fellowship of churches for a concerted action in the world. Bible study
together, involvement in sociopolitical action, revolutionary theologies for the sake of
renewal of christian community, mission in common, dialogue with living faiths and
ideologies, cooperation with scientists for creating a just and participatory society are the
only possible and justified elements of the One Ecumenical Movement as its necessary
stages, the indispensable expressions on the way toward the restoration of a full union and
communion within the fellowship of churches. At the same time this final end cannot be
conceived apart and without these stages of ecumenism as one renewing dynamic move
ment of all christians facing their one ecumenical calling on the same biblical-evangelical
basis of the One Lord, One Faith, One Baptism.
Everything is not in the same way "ecumenical", though everything is inter- related and
inter-depending. We have to distinguish clearly between the different stages in order to
keep better and more dynamic their relationship in the One Ecumenical Movement. This
approach will help us at this critical moment to avoid all kinds of confusion by not allowing
any particular expression of the movement to dominate the other equally necessary stages
by absolutizing itself as the unique ecumenical task of christians or of the church fellowship
at this moment. Neither sociopolitical action, nor dogmatic theological debate, nor
charismatic "unofficial" movements taken apart from each other are exhaustive of the
whole of the ecumenical endeavour.
b. Comparative Ecclesiology through Encounter toward Consensus. This fundamental
distinction prescribes the methodological approach in matters concerning church unity.
We see it clearly if we analyse the history of the Faith and Order Movement within the
W.C.C. The beginnings of the movement are characterized by exchange of information
and comparative work on ecclesiology between the church representatives, while the later
stages include confrontation and finally a desire for convergence in order to reach a final
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consensus in matters of confessional traditional debate which has separated the churches
in the past. These phases, however, should not be understood only in sequence of time or
located according to dates of beginning and ending during the past 50 years. They should
be appreciated rather as coexistent right from the start and as oriented from the first to the
latter.
When we speak of "comparison", we should not try to signify the simple exchange of
information between separated churches. The period of comparative ecclesiologies has
been an attempt during the first period of ecumenical work in matters of confession and
faith at existential interrelatedness. Because, to know one another as church represen
tative in the service of church organic reunion on the basis of the One Lord, One Faith,
One Baptism, invoking the One and the same Spirit as the unique source of our regather
ing, goes far beyond a simple exchange of information, something one can better get in a
theological classroom during the lesson of symbolik. Exchanging ecclesiological informa
tion here means entering one another's tradition by mutual spiritual interpenetration as a
new event which can happen only within an ecclesial synaxis.^ It is, therefore, more an ex
change of gifts of grace and a realisation of a common profound belongingness to the one
God's undivided church. That is why, already in 1927 in Lausanne an Eastern Orthodox
delegate to the first Faith and Orthodox meeting said in his closing declaration: "from now
on our Temples will become yours and yours ours",^ therein voicing the feelings of
representatives in face of new horizons and a new ecclesial fellowship into which the
churches were entering through such work of "comparative ecclesiology" in the frame of
the one ecumenical movement as expressed by and in the fellowship of churches.
When we speak of "encounter", we also do not mean simple confrontation, opposition
or defensiveness in support of one's own church tradition. The church fellowship does not
present this type of encounter. It is more frequent in direct negotiations or in prosylistic ef
forts. Encounter in matters of faith in the different stages of the Ecumenical Movement
means deep spiritual emulation which is created by confronting together, or better, by be
ing confronted by the One Truth of the One Gospel within the One Church. It is more a
genuine struggle for the source of truth, which signifies also a struggle against ourselves
and our practical deviations from it, or our misinterpretation of it. "Encounter" is the
dynamic, existential new- life creating theological work leading us to the request of renewal
and more authentic application and interpretation of the one gospel in each place. It is
synonymous with the fact of the growing together into the experience of the one ecclesial
fellowship under the pressure of the other's existence, struggling with us for the same
truth.
When I determine as final scope of this type of work through "encounter" the move
ment towards "consensus" one should not understand a relativization of confessional
truth for the sake of reaching an agreement. Consensus denotes here the appropriate at
titude of openness and creative insight in new attempts of approaching together the one
truth from a new perspective, acquired through comparison and encounter in the sense
described in the two previous paragraphs. Such a "consensus" elaborates elements which
proved to be of a general acceptance for a fruitful theological study in the future. "Consen
sus" does not mean final agreement reached by amalgamating relativized positions, but
rather is an expression of a decision to move forward in another more comprehensive and
efficient way bearing the marks of an experience within the ecclesial fellowship. The recent
study attempted by Faith and Order after its Commissions at Accra (Summer of 1974 and
Bangalore summer 1978) on "One Baptism, One Eucharist and a Mutually Recognized
Ministry" is the fruit of long years of comparative ecclesiological work and a vivid en
counter in the sense described above around the most difficult subjects of ecclesiology
concerning church unity, h becomes now clear, following the extensive correspondence
with the official church authorities that though we experience the converging lines be
tween church traditions on these matters we have to find a new terminology in order to
express a new and growing ecclesial interconfessional reality. We are convinced that we
use the same terms signifying different things and we use different terms for signifying the
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same praxis and experience in the one ecclesial fellowship sharing in the one ecclesial
tradition of the historical church. The same way we try to voice the One Apostolic Faith as
in a converging line of thought causing unnecessary frustration in some circles," because it
seems as if we are trying to simplify traditional disagreements in matters of faith while in
reality we try to help the churches in reformulating the new event in their lives after a
period of encounter as spiritual emulation within the church fellowship.
Again we are faced by the same process of development which cannot be identified
with full success, although a hidden progress is there. Comparison-Encounter-Consensus
are both stages in the ecumenical work in time sequence and succession and at the same
time, a continuous process of development which includes all three stages together, mov
ing from origin to the end as final scope and achievement. It is precisely the existential-
theological dialogue within an ecclesial fellowship composed of divided church traditions
in process of reintegration implying development and growth through failure, frustration
and confusion. This situation, however, should not discourage us at this critical moment.
On the contrary it is a proof that we are trying to serve the most complicated subject in the
appropriate way. The present crisis is a new challenge toward fulfilling our common call
ing.
c. Church commur^it]; through Cor]ciliar Fellowship toward a Unity in tension within the
World. Ecumenical work is communal by its nature in a striking new way every time we at
tempt to serve it anew. One needs and does experience a total interdependence of those
moving together. This is a prerequisite of approaching truth, because the churches are en
tirely dependent on the grace transmitted by the Spirit only to those who are gathered
together and invoke his name. Underlining this point, the Edinburgh Report of 1957
states: "We may gratefully claim that the Spint of God has made us willing to learn from
one another and has given us a fuller vision of the truth and enriched our spiritual ex
perience"
It becomes evident to those who want to grow further at this moment within such a
movement that the necessary decisive step must be made from their status as participants
of a church conference towards their commitment as members of an ecclesial conciliar
fellowship. After the W.C.C. has been established as a fellowship or community of
churches, membership in the council has to be gradually transformed into a deeper ec
clesial reality reflecting for those sharing in it the ecclesial conciliarity. Confessional
disagreement should not be permitted to operate as destructive power of this conciliar
fellowship which allows ample space for theological confrontation as spiritual communion
in the One Faith. This conciliar fellowship presupposes an existential commitment of in
dividuals and confessional bodies to the church community in which a total mutual accep
tance is combined with deep respect for the "otherness" of those who share the same
fellowship but fulfil obligations in different ways.*
The passage from simple membership to conciliarity means sharing together in the in
vocation of the Holy Spirit, in one another's liturgical life and mission centered around the
Eucharist and the kerygma leading to a dynamic presence of the One Gospel in the
world's struggle for justice and liberation.
The various stages leading to this conciliar fellowship explain why the way to church
unity passes through successive and complicated processes. It is a unity which cannot be
fully restored by dogmatic agreements, to which it is impossible to arnve anyway. This
kind of unity requires mutual acceptance of one another in the One Body, continuous
renewal of ourselves and our church communities and finally a responsible and dynamic
involvement together in witness and service to the world. It is a unity of life and action as a
part of the mature manhood in Chnst (Eph. 4, 13) which is the proof of the objectively
given Unity of "the One Lord, One Faith, One Baptism" (Eph. 4, 3).
This kind of unity becomes more complicated and difficult to realize when one thinks
that it is not a self-purpose in a double sense: first, because it is the unique channel of the
churches to evangelize the One Gospel to the One World with a convincing power and
second, because it is linked with the world's struggle for overcoming its divisions in
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cultural, ethnic, racial and sociopolitical realm. Church unity is not only confessional
agreement and identity, but the fact that "the church is called in the world, to be that part
of the world which responds to God's love for all men and to become therefore the com
munity in which God's relation to man is known and realized".*
Beyond any kind of ecclesiastical triumphalism and in full humbleness and repentance,
because the christian church has not only been divided by the world but also contributed
and contributes to its further divisions and accepting that the church division is a mystery
rooted in the sinfulness of human being, the relationship of church unity and world's unity
has to be understood as the Church's historical responsibility and service for humankind
and its possible future. Only in God's grace and as one of the most contradictory
statements the churches within their conciliar fellowship can pretend that their dynamic
struggle for unity is a sign of what God wants his whole humankind to become.
In this sense, we cannot speak of "Unity of the Church � Unity of Humankind" as two
separated things where the one is a model for the other but strictly and only as the church
unity being in the service of the unity of the whole world if it wants to express the authentic
notion and praxis of the biblical and ecclesial understanding of church unity. The church
must regard itself as an instrument and sign of God's unique and unifying activity among
all people in the world, though church unity itself is broken. So the church can be a sign
only if she continuously works for its unity together and in solidarity with the world with
her members confessing their sins of divisions.
Only in this sense, we can explain the inner coherence of the two antagonistic trends in
today's ecumenism: the theological work for church unity and the social activism. Both
belong together to the deeper essence of ecumenism. On the one hand, the church unity
cannot be conceived as an irenic situation like that of an association or federation; on the
other, involvement in the world's struggles for justice and liberation cannot be a self-
purpose either and cannot exist without the immediate concern for building the one com
munity as church conciliar fellowship. Church unity can only be conceived in a wider and
fuller context in the world, sharing in the revolutionary process. On the other side, revolu
tion in the name of the churches must include also reconciliation and sanctification of the
world.
An example towards a dynamic concept of unity in recent years is the study on the sub
ject "Giving Account of the Hope" that is within us. Through "hope" the rigid and inflexi
ble confessional positions are changing in a more existential, deeper and broader presen
tation of faith opening the dimension of the future, and establishing a more dynamic link
with daily life. Hope is not only the essence of life looking ahead toward the future, but the
essence of the christian message to the world based on the Christ's resurrection. Hope is
the content of faith and as such it links with the human hopes for regeneration,
reconstruction and unification of the whole of humankind.
This double aspect of church unity comprising self-affirmation on the basis of its
"giveness" in the One Apostolic Church as well as practized in tension in the world strug
gles is the result of the experience in the ecumenical movement. Elements of dynamic
concepts of unity have contributed to maintaining within the conciliar fellowship of the
churches in the W.C.C. the coherence of these two aspects as well as the growth of the
wodd's consciousness about its being as an interrelated whole. Universality and catholicity
are also basic elements of the substance of world history. The decision of the churches to
be more involved in worid affairs for restoring human community is a rediscovery of the
gospel message regarding church unity in the light of radical social, economic and political
changes which have occured in the worid since the second world war.
It is a matter of joy in God to see the expansion of the unity horizons in its world dimen
sion. Theology of liberation and revolution, the fight against discrimination between races
and sexes, the struggle against economic exploitation of the weak and the poor, the iden
tification of the christian message and concern with the poor are all inseparable parts of the
unity question of the one ecumenical movement. The study and growth of church unity
cannot be attempted any more apart from the world scenery, though this new dimension
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implies a process of unification within a continuous tension in the conciliar fellowship. We
have painfully learned that we cannot unite only confessionally and regard our work as
completed. Church self-identity is a process in tension between the given elements of
church tradition and community and continuous struggle for actual realization of this unity
as a difficult service and sign for the world.
Certainly, within these consistent developments in modern ecumenism an Eastern Or
thodox chnstian wodd expect, firstly, that there would be no unnecessary debate about
priorities in the sense of some extremist and enthusiastic positions expressed by well-
known slogans like: "The world alone and only writes the agenda for the unity question"
or "As members of younger churches we have not received one but a broken gospel" on
account of struggles of missionary churches of powerful nations and their dominating
power policies in the mission field in the past, or "The unity of the church question is not
any more worthy for spending money, time and energy in the ecumenical movement"
because some people are taken by the fascinating sociopolitical activism in a unilateral way
or because they cannot appreciate within the tensions of the growing conciliar fellowship
within the ecumenical movement of the immense progress already made between confes
sional families and are becoming impatient in front of the lack of full communion and
union between them and expect easy, rapid results in visible organic unity. Secondly, an
Eastern Orthodox, expect that in all of these changes the churches involved in the
ecumenical movement must confess the given facts which unite us within the One
Church, i.e. that we all share in a form of historic community of faith and recognize the
givenness of the apostolic church in unbroken continuity throughout the centuries which
cannot be eliminated by our divisions. Thirdly, that in all of our studies and actions con
cerning the link between the unity of the church and the unity of humankind, kerygma,
worship and mission will remain for all of the churches within the conciliar fellowship the
unique springboard equally. Fourthly and finally, that the gospel cannot be but one in all
human situations, calling all peoples to enter into a unity in tension and struggle which can
be overcome only by a sincere repentance and change on the part of all who have decid
ed to serve church unity as the sign and hope of the unity of the whole of humankind.
2. BASIC COMMON ELEMENTS OF ECUMENISM IN RECONSTRUCTION
It is necessary, therefore, in the light of these recent developments in contemporary
ecumenism following the remarks stated above, to attempt a survey of some of the most
fundamental elements which can help the churches grow together toward this conciliar
fellowship as expression of an authentic ecumenical work. It is imperative that all of the
different stages of ecumenism, in the way I have distinguished them, are experienced by
all christians involved in different aspects of ecumenical work today as parts of one un
divided ecumenical church reality. In the contemporary pluralistic expression of
ecumenical work we badly need to preserve the inner cohesion of the oneness of the
ecumenical movement as church centered and an all embracing event in the life of all of
the churches as members of a renewed fellowship. This is necessary, because there should
not be particular Protestant, Roman-Catholic or Orthodox ecumenisms on the basis of
confessional adherence or ecclesiastical politics and tactics. Especially, there should not be
an ecumenism of those engaged in church negotiations of bilateral dialogues or centered
around only confessional-theological work and of those involved in sociopolitical action
alone and separately or those of the charismatic movement only. There are definite fun
damental elements which have been proved to be basic and decisive in this connection for
building, maintaining and expanding the fellowship of the churches as conciliar. One can
mention the following three elements in this respect.
a. Expanding the boundaries of the confessional churches. The first and most important
rediscovery that we all have made together in the one ecumenical movement is the need
to expand the limits of the church as they are given by our particular confessional
statements. This is the outcome of our experience that church belongingness and
membership is never a static and once for all prescribed and fulfilled situation, recognized
by external signs of confessional nature. Beyond this given "status confessionis" there is
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the exhortation and challenge addressed to all of us to become active members of a con
tinuously renewed church charismatic community which transcends and expands the con
fessional boundaries of our particular confessional church being. The first thing one
realizes by becoming active in ecumenical affairs is the fact that we have too often
understood the Body of Christ in an exclusive christomonistic way and therefore, in an in
stitutional static way, only. Ecumenism obliges us to think in terms of building this body
through the operation of the Holy Spirit and by the continuous exchange of the gifts of
grace as they are given in the pauline biblical approach.
The expansion of the boundaries of the church is not due to another kind of ec
clesiology opposed to the traditional one of the Body of Christ, but it is precisely the same
one reaffirmed in its own deepest nature as dynamic process toward including all men and
all things as potential parts of the church as catholic. The kerygmatic, eucharistic,
missionary-prophetic and eschatological nature of the church being in action of witness
and service in the world prove the confessional boundaries of the church as permanently
transcended and not sufficient to describe the church reality, especially when it is grasped
anew in and through the ecumenical fellowship of churches. Church belongingness then
has to be extented beyond the canonical limits of church membership. It is remarkable that
in all of the big church traditions they are concerted voices today calling upon this pro
found ecclesiological rediscovery in two directions, first towards an expansion of the
church boundaries to the other churches, as well as to the whole created cosmos, as being
called upon to share in the salvation in Christ.
^
This expansion of the confessional limits of each church separately towards the
rediscovery of a broader ecclesiological reality is not an abstract centrifugal movement. It is
grounded on a very profound notion of the church membership christologically and
pneumatologically. It is a reference to the primary reality of church being in which all par
ticular confessional bodies recognize themselves as parts of a deep and unshaken by the
church divisions fundamental presupposition of church membership. We can call it: "ec-
clesiality". Against all kinds of reference to an invisible reality of the church as being its
triumphant, transcendental side in connection with its visible-militant one, here we have
an existential reference to what consists the basis of church being that we share in com
mon regardless of our particular confessional adherence. We can refer to this reality by
referring to the well-known elements of church being and actions which constitute the life
of the churches: Bible, tradition, kerygma, sacraments of baptism, eucharist and confir
mation administered by those who are appointed by a church community, mission and
evangelism, witness and service in the world and eschatological expectation.*
On this unshaken primary reality of "ecclesiality" the separated confessional bodies are
growing together in their fellowship of contemporary ecumenism and avoid a partial
ecumenism or a confusion which can result from the pluralism of emphasis within the one
ecumenical movement working together toward conciliar fellowship as their ultimate con
cern, reaffirming their ecumenical identity in common and on a common church basis.
b. The Vision and the Reality of Wholeness. It is equally fundamental for an appropriate
growth in the fellowship of churches to overcome all kinds of partiality and sectarianism by
a comprehensive, all embracing vision of the church and of the whole world reality. This
wholeness that the Bible indicates by the term "fulness" (pleroma) is basic for ecumenism
today. Dr. W. Visser't Hooft reminds us (by his speech last year on the occasion of his
80th birthday) that the great quality of the first generation pioneers of the Ecumenical
Movement was that they were christians with a global vision of the christian faith and ac
cording to N. Soderblom the term "Pan-christian" (used in the Encyclica of the
Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople of 1920 and commented critically by the En
cyclica of the Pope "Mortalium Animos") "can be taken to mean christians who stand for
the wholeness and fullness of the Gospel". The former General Secretary of the W.C.C.
makes the remark: "it seems to me that these three emphases: the whole church, the
whole world, the whole gospel are not only an interesting part of our heritage but abiding
characteristics of the ecumenical movement".'
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It is the notion and the reality of christian faith of the universality of the Lordship of
Christ over all things on earth and in heaven operated and communicated by the Holy
Spirit which is at the origin of this wholeness and fullness of vision, reality and function of
the community of churches acting as one renewed fellowship toward achieving a true con
ciliarity of church being and action. This wholistic vision has tremendous and most
necessary implications for ecumenical theology and praxis today in all genuine efforts to
reconstruct ecumenism on its sound origins.
i. It is on this "wholeness" that we can ecumenically build a just and participatory com
munity together, in and for the world and abolish all kinds of radical separation between
races, sexes, givers and receivers developed and underdeveloped.
ii. There is no unbridgable split between nature and grace, church and world, spirit and
body which can render our ecumenical theology and work sectarian and partial.
iii. We have to receive the whole of the gospel and avoid exclusive overtones of one of
its aspects. There is no just theology of the cross as opposed to the theology of glory. The
one has to be seen, qualified and experienced within the other. The glory belongs to the
cross and the emptiness belongs to the descent of the Risen Lord of all to the kingdom of
death. Incarnation, cross, resurrection and pentecost are one and inseparable whole with
immediate effects on the ecumenical understanding of salvation as redemption, regenera
tion and glorification. It is on this reality of wholeness of divine economy that divided
christian tradition can join together in the common effort in the world and in the church for
reconstruction, reconciliation, liberation.
iiii. Christian anthropology is not possible any more without or apart of christian
cosmology. The anthropocentric biblical notion of creation has to be reinterpreted today
in terms of full solidarity of the human being with the created cosmos by the same Lord of
all and the all regenerating power of the Spirit. Alongside the uniqueness of the human
person ecumenical theology reevaluates matter and nature on an equal basis and points
out to the immense responsibility of man as steward of God in his creation in front of the
appalling ecological problem of our days and the problem of survival of the human race.
The very encouraging development of the new type of relationships between the churches
and the scientific world in the framework of the ecumenical work initiated by the Church
and Society Sub-unit of the W.C.C. is entirely based on this vision and reality of the
wholeness.
This attitude is not something new in theology and church life. The wholistic vision is
the biblical essential characteristic of a living faith based in the cosmic salvation and
regeneration of the person of Christ. It is, simply, the rediscovery of the qualitative sense
of church catholicity in appropriate realistic terms with immediate effects on the life of the
churches coming together after their long separation. All kinds of diversities or plurifor-
mities of church and world existence are not only unable to disrupt this wholeness, but in
the contrary, as an official ecumenical document of the W.C.C. says: "diversity centered
in Christ gives new emphasis to the fact that in Christ people of all times, of all races, of all
places, of all cultures and conditions are brought into a living fellowship". On this
christological dynamic approach to unity the same document speaks of catholicity on the
basis of this fulness of the life of the churches in Christ: "Since Christ lived, died and rose
again for all humankind catholicity is the opposite of all kinds of egoism and particularism.
It is the quality in which the church expresses the fulness, the integrity and totality of its life
in Christ".
This "wholeness" does not signify a universalistic, abstract vision either. It would be a
great error to interpret the christian, ecumenical, wholistic vision as a generalized,
unreflected and uncritical global visionary and idealistic attitude towards a super-worldly
reality. The catholicity of the church as described above expresses the facticity and
historicity here and now of this wholeness as a struggle for reintegration of diversities and
particularities. The catholicity of the church is not the geographical concept of the univer
sal church alone. It is far more and primarily the catholicity as it is grasped, practised and
experienced in the smallest local church which possesses the fulness of Christ's salvation
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and regeneration on account of tfie basic elements of ecclesiality as it is described above. It
is there that wholeness and fulness and therefore of visible, actual, realistic unity can and
should exist. The local church is as part the only proof that the Church exists as one, holy,
catholic and apostolic.
Consequently, there is no ecumenical fellowship of churches without consistent local
ecumenism. There is no ecumenism at all without its reality in the local churches. Several
of our confessional bodies are ecumenically minded and active through their specialized
ecumenists only in international level. Our ecumenism is, in general, still too univer
salistic. This is its main weakness at this present moment. The main and most serious crisis
of ecumenism is at present the impossibility of the member churches of the ecumenical
fellowship to act consistently in their own environment locally. We badly need now, after
an intense ecumenical work in a universal scale, its realization visibly, practically, actually
in the first, most important focus of the Church, which is the local church community.
Without this interpretation and realization the ecumenical movement risks to remain a
triumphalistic theory about the universality of Christ's salvation without immediate effect
on church life and its witness to the world. The concept of church unity of the W.C.C. is
based on its realization, precisely in the local church, as part of the universal and catholic
one."
c. The Trinitarian God and the World Community. The most basic belief, doctrine, princi
ple of life and action within the church fellowship of the ecumenical movement remains
the Triune God. The effect of this first and fundamental christian article of faith was right
from the start of the W.C.C. existence, the main source of power, inspiration and action
for those engaged in ecumenism. Perhaps, we have not been able to articulate this effect
in an appropriate and sufficient way by an authentic trinitarian ecumenical theology. We
missed, therefore, the opportunity to elaborate and expand theologically the inner deeper
cohesion of the communal essence with the praxis of the fellowship of the churches. It
should have been the duty of the Eastern Orthodox tradition to contribute more substan
tially in this extremely important subject for the life of the community of the churches
within the W.C.C.
The appropriate reflection on the christian understanding of God's nature and life with
the possible immediate bearings on the life of the church community is the sine qua non
condition for a further dynamic growth towards the conciliar fellowship. It is a great pity
that one neglects to investigate within the doctrine of the Trinity and its implications,
especially on the communal nature of the church and in particular on the divided christian
confessional bodies when they return back to a new community of life, prayer and action
together. There is a strange attitude on the part of a great number of church people, who
hesitate to pay particular attention to this doctrine, because of their idea that it represents a
kind of hellenistic philosophical speculation regarded as completely irrelevant in our days.
In reality, however, the christian understanding of God as Triune affirms the living God
of the revelation in Christ by the power of the Spirit. The concept of God for the christian
faithful becomes his existential decision not only to accept the loving, living, penetrating
history God, but also to enter into a communion with him and share in communion with
all human persons. The trinitanan theology is not a theory but a comment on the revela
tion of the existence of God in time as the Bible renders testimony of Him and as human
experience is approving His presence within the church community. The development of
the trinitarian doctrine with the help of hellenistic philosophical terminology (though this
terminology is to be found also in the Bible: nature, physis, prosopon-hypostasis-
begotten-proceeding) was a simple necessity to answer in a reflected and communicable
way the different heresis which have been using the Greek philosophy for attacking this
basic truth of christian faith.
This doctrine wants to phrase the fact of the revelation, unique in the history of all
religions, that God is one but never alone. God is a community of personal life in the
highest degree. When one affirms with the Bible that "God is love", one affirms that God
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is continuously with other personal existences of the same essence, because love is a vehi
cle of movement toward identical persons with Him who is love. In God love is excluding
the static, solipsistic idea of the absolute Being in itself beyond history and space. This is
not a speculation but what we understand when we share alongside the act of creation,
the reality of redemption and the promise of regeneration. Father, Son and Holy Spirit
signifies that God's absolute sovereignity and transcendence is relational, personal, a
reciprocity of life, interdependence and interpenetration of love movement. It is the
wholeness of Being-in-communion something, that we experience to be also the fun
damental truth of life for all creatures and the whole created cosmos striving to realise it as
its own final end and supreme destiny.
Biologically, we know now that we exist thanks to the "conjugation of cells", i.e. when
one cell, alone and apart, looses its chemical tension and faces death, it unites with
another cell and this unity � as "conjugation" � maintains and brings forth new life'^.
The function of the human organism depends on the reciprocal function of biochemical
entities fulfilling reciprocal roles in a complementary way. The cause of this function re
mains unknown, appearing almost "antilogical" while its purpose becomes clear: to main
tain and renew organic life out of a reciprocal complementary movement'''. Each cell of
organism is charged with a reciprocal movement of diverse nature, "affective-receptive",
as basic prerequisite of developing organic life towards a harmonious reciprocity which in
tegrates all diversities into the oneness of a living and well structured organism'* One
speaks today of man as a psychosomatic entity caused by contrasting or parallel and com
plementary reactions'*, leading to an organic wholeness in tension and harmonious co
existence, in apparent opposition and yet serving the integrity of organisms.
In all spheres of natural-organic-psychosomatic life health depends on relational-
communal-reciprocal movement of identical in nature but different in their roles particles
of matter. For the human organism this truth excells in the reciprocity between body and
soul. Everywhere the Being is proved to be by nature relational and communal. The Trini
ty is the source of life, its function and its final end. Love is not at first a feeling and a senti
ment. At the beginning it is the Logos of Creation, its vehicle and its purpose. The chris
tian concept of God is the life process of being-together-in-the process-of-oneness out of
the diversity and multiformity of personal existences, united by the same essence which is
love.
In this sense community equals with the only proof of the divine truth. Communication
of our particular gifts of grace within community maintains it in life and makes it grow.
Philip Potter, the present General Secretary of the W.C.C. reminds us that the Greek
word " HO t VOQ
" has the sense of what concerns all rather than only the individual
which is indicated by the opposite word "idios" from where the western languages
significantly derived the word "idiot". He makes the remark concerning the identity of the
fellowship of churches: "That is, we are a community of believers called in common to
communicate with each other and with the worid in communion with the Triune God"'^
Precisely, faith in the Truine God has to be exemplified and experienced in the com
munity of the Ecclesia. Community, unity in diversity through reciprocal complementary
movement, is not a simple characteristic but the root, the origin, the first moving power of
life in the church and the worid equally. The church, unless is one community in conciliar
fellowship is lacking its own basis and final purpose to be the sign of the worid community
which is in the making. Everything comes out, derives its being from communal-personal-
interdependent life and leads to the realization of the same community in, with and for the
worid. The one ecumenical movement, therefore, is not simply an additional task of the
churches but their most profound essence in the Triune God. It becomes more and more
convincingly clear that a non-ecumenical church is not a part of the Ecclesia at all, having
lost her identity with her deepest essence in God. "Unbegotten"-"begotten"-"proceeding"
are the one divine personal Being in reciprocal distinctive personal being in action of
creating, redeeming and regenerating the whole creation by- through and for the commu
nion into the unbroken oneness of God. This unity must be reconstructed out of a
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multiform diversity and plurality of particular characteristics, existences and apparently
opposed movements and reactions in human life and the created wodd.
To this movement we are all called in common to serve on the basis of our one faith to
the Triune God. Serving the ecumenical movement we become the authentic church
community in our own church communion. Being ecumenical signifies: you are taken in
the process of the renewal in the Holy Spirit and you are builders of the world community
by the creating love which is the essence of God and of the whole creation. Church
members are called to be partakers of the divine nature (II Peter 1,3) in common offering
their particular charismata for the building of the One Body in the One World. The more
diversified they are the more dynamically they will contribute in this one and important
work.
The Methodist Church, though apparently so different from the Eastern Church tradi
tion can conjugate with it. Both can offer together their diversities in the One Conciliar
Fellowship. Because, beyond this radical diversity we share of course in the One
Trinitarian Faith, but also in particular special charactenstics. Anyway, all particular con
fessional families can find � if they earnestly want it in front of God � equal similanties in
their diversities. Methodism and Orthodoxy can offer in common their concern for per
sonal sanctification and holiness as a sign of the regenerating power of the Holy Spint.
Personal ethics in the sober context of the church congregation away from pietistic trends
and phanatic exclusiveness as elements of a sober church spirituality of both of our tradi
tions are most necessary for building together a renewed fellowship in the modern world.
In addition, the Methodist fidelity and loyalty to the authentic church discipline beyond
scholastic conformity to rules and definitions of truth will meet the Eastern Orthodox flex
ibility in the Holy Spirit and in the liturgy, with the strong kerygmatic traditions on both
sides complementing each other. Furthermore, we share in the due respect to the com
mon past of the church of both traditions chrystalized in the Bible and the writings of the
church fathers to whom the founder of Methodism reserved a great honour and admira
tion. And finally, the insistence on both sides of the importance of the local church
gathered around the word of God and the sacraments, in distinction from any abstract no
tion of the Ecclesia or any highly, strongly structured and centralized authoritarian univer
sality can be decisive at this moment when ecumenism has to limit its world-wide em
phasis and focus on the local church.
The ecumenical struggle will become more difficult and therefore more necessary and
urgent in the 80's. Any kind of tnumphalism should be excluded. God begins clearly to
day his judgment from His house. We painfully experience in the "Orthodox countries'",
who have hoped to keep the symphony of church and state, Christianity and culture, faith
and ethnic identity, that all of these visions are roughly or gradually vanishing. Seculariza
tion is challenging the authenticity of our church fidelity and questions our credibility. It is,
therefore, a moment of sincere self-criticism and recollection in humbleness. Methodists
and Orthodox will contribute honestly and creatively in the difficult years ahead for the
ecumenical movement by the same pivot evangelical virtue: metanoia: repentance for
which there are ample reasons to become the paramount power of the ecumenical move
ment in times of need. It is only on that basis that we can look ahead with sure hope in the
light of the resurrection that a sincere and consistent reconstruction of ecumenism can
happen.
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RESPONSES
Rev. Wesley Ariarajah
The Rev. Wesley Ariarajah, a Methodist mirxister from Sri Larxka, is a prominent Asian
theologian. Closely identified VDith the Faith and Order Commission for a number of
years, he has served as vice-moderator of that WCC unit. He is currently program
secretary of the division related to Dialogue with People of Living Faiths and Ideologies
and lives in Geneva.
First of all I would like to thank Dr. Nissiotis for the definition he has given to the
ecumenical movement and to the unity concern as something that is broad and wide �
something that incorporates the dogmatic, the social, political and the charismatic. Surely
this is something for which we from the Third Wodd have been pressurizing the
ecumenical movement and I am very glad that he has understood and explained the
movement within this wider scope.
I would also like to respond very positively to his three fundamental thesis as proposal
for the ecumenical movement in terms of widening the boundaries of our church, for a
new kind of understanding of our own church's life, to embrace all things for the
wholeness to which we want to belong, when anthropology and cosmology come
together. And finally, and again from the orthodox perspective, to that great Trinitanan
approach to the wholeness of life. I would like to leave here, also to add that I would like
to underline his very strong statement that ecumenism is for local unity. And all
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ecumenical efforts are meaningless unless, because of the efforts that we have made, all
the studies that we have made, all the coming together has resulted in positive ecumenical
and church unity, and actual unions in the local church itself. And if there is anything that
we need to work for in the coming decades of the ecumenical movement it is to strengthen
this concern that the consensus that is being received in the eucharist, baptism and the
ministry, in our understanding of the conciliar fellowship of the church, in our attempt to
save the faith together in the twentieth century that this is said, practiced, understood in
the local church. For church is local and it is the local churches together that become the
body of Christ.
That is the first part and I would just like to add to what I would have wanted to say in
greater detail, in a few lines, and I think I must say this because as I am speaking not so
much as a person from the World Council but as a person from Sri Lanka. And a question
that we have been persistently asking the World Council of Churches, the Faith and Order
Commission, and the Ecumenical movement as to what exactly is the concern for unity.
Confessional unity is something that is important, something that we may seek for. But
what is it that actually divides us today?
As an Asian Christian I find that doctrinal issues that divide us, that divided, and will
divide us in the coming centuries are not the confessional issues. There are issues that
need to be taken very seriously and taken into the embrace in the ecumenical movement.
I am not talking about social, political but even of the whole theology itself. Today the ma
jor distinction in the churches in the Third World, and the division that will be coming
more and more marked, is the division between those who see the whole movement of
history in terms of the salvation history into which the nations must go and the group of
people who see in the historical experience of the people of all of Asia, of all the world,
the raw materials to understand our obedience to God in our present time and for doing
theology. The division is not so much between the Methodists and Anglicans in Sri Lanka,
but the Sri Lankan division is between those who want to understand salvation as
something that gives solace, solitude and salvation to the soul and salvation as a call of
God to the kingdom to bring about justice, liberation and unity and peace for all people.
The division that is coming within the Asian churches today is not between the Roman
Catholic Church and the Protestant church but within those people who think that all
religious people must be drawn into the net of Christianity and those who believe that God
has been speaking and speaks with those who practice the other faiths and we need to ex
ercise our witness in obedience in, with, and for all the people who profess various faiths.
I was very impressed by one remark that was made during our ecumenical discussion
this morning that the final cleavage within the church will be between the north and the
south, unless the real divisive theological issues of the third worid countries are brought in
to the focus of the ecumenical movement.
The last point I would like to make is the whole problem that has already been so
beautifully dealt with by Dr. Cone. There is no point in all of us agreeing on the filoque
clause � whether the Spirit proceeds from the Father or from the Father and the Son. If
all of us were agreed on that and if there is still racism in our church, caste in our church,
classism in our church, sexism in our church, that unity is meaningless. Unity ultimately is
autopraxis. All our ecumenical efforts can lead to this oneness that we have in Christ
which is a sisterhood and brotherhood of all humanity. Therefore, as a Third World per
son, I would only like to plead in the time that I have been given that the concern for
ecumenism be broadened and we seek for an ecumenism that can actually liberate us
from all bondages including confessionalism so we can become the one church for the
glory of God. Thank you.
Rev. A. Raymond George
Rev. George has had a distmguished teachmg career in England and is one of British
Methodism's most respected theologians. He has served in a number of important elected
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positions in Methodism and ecumenically, including President of Conference. For the past
ten years he has been a member of the World Methodist Council/Roman Catholic joint
commission.
We respondents were referred to by the speaker as "guns" and I should like to fire off a
salvo of appreciation for the magisterial survey of the ecumenical movement at the mo
ment which we have received from Dr. Nissiotis. So rich and full that many of us would
like to read it again and I hope it will somewhere be published in full that we may study it
more fully. I appreciated it on three grounds particularly.
Firstly, he has held together what today we have called the "east-west ecumenism" and
the "north-south ecumenism" and the old theological questions and the new questions of
human rights so perhaps they are the old questions of faith and order and the old ques
tions of life and work, but anyway, he has held them together. I think some people think
the Faith and Order questions are now old hat. As they say, old-fashioned, but they are
not exactly solved. They are with us still and I believe that Dr. Nissiotis has echoed the
spirt of a remark once made by that notable ecumenist Oliver Tompkins, To deal with the
problems of a divided world, a divided church is still the wrong shaped tool'. And that I
believe is a most important principle.
Secondly, he has indicated that mere goodwill and cordiality and friendship, important
and essential though these are, are not enough. The goal of the ecumenical movement is
something fuller. We can define it in various ways and we are perhaps not entirely agreed
about it. He has used the rich term conciliar fellowship. But something more than what we
have at present, good though that is, as our platform tonight shows, good though this
fellowship is, our goal is something fuller.
And thirdly, this was implicit in what he said, he didn't express it, but his whole manner
of speaking was one of total commitment to Eastern Orthodoxy, his own church, and total
commitment to the ecumenical movement. And that should be the stance of every one of
us. Total commitment to our own, total commitment to ecumenism. I once heard a
Roman Catholic cardinal who was repelling, as it were, an attack on what had been pro
perly done by a commission in the Roman Church and approved by the Pope, but had
been attacked by the extreme die-hard conservatives whom you will find in every church,
and he said, "If this were an attack on me personally, I would not reply," but he said to this
Roman Catholic commission (I was there representing the World Council of Churches)
but, he said, this is an attack on what you have decided on what the Holy Father has ap
proved, an attack on ecclesia siempre reformanda, an attack on the whole spirit of Vatican
II and against such attacks non casado protestare". He was speaking in extemporary Latin
with great emotion. Ecclesia siempre reformanda � the church is always to be reformed
under the word of God � the very watchword of Calvin's reformation and against such
attacks, he said, "I will not cease protestare � to protest, or to be a protestant. You can
translate it as you will, and I think that that good man was consciously, while utterly loyal
to the Roman Catholic Church, as we all must be utterly loyal to Methodism or to our own
denomination was yet reaching out consciously to take in that which is best from other
communions. And that dual stance is I believe the heart of the ecumenicism to which I
trust we are all committed. And for this being implicit in Dr. Nissiotis's remarks this even
ing, we are deeply grateful.
Dr. Albert C. Outler
Dr. Outler, prominent ecumenical statesman and theologian, is the author of many
books and is in constant demand as a lecturer throughout the world. Deeply involved in
the Oxford Wesley Works Project, he is editing the massive four- volume collection of ser
mons. Dr. Outler has served on the World Methodist Council/Roman joint commission
and represented the WMC at the Second Vatican Council.
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Mr. Chairman, I also join with you and others in speaking of the quite personal pleasure
of hearing Dr. Nissiotis once again. Our experiences in ecumenical collaborations go back
many years to Bossey, and to one heroic decade of Faith and Order's remarkable effort to
redress the historical imbalances in Christendom between Scripture as the font of our
faith, and tradition as its divinely inspired enrichment. In that somewhat tumultuous
adventure we had the great fortune of being tutored by the greatest Orthodox historian of
our century. Father Georges Florovsky, one of Dr. Nissiotis's friends, and mentors and
mine too.
What strikes me as most significant in this most important address is the cluster of almost
passing references to the crucial role of the Holy Spirit in the reality of the tnune God and
in the life of the Church � the Spirit's work in our knowledge of the truth as it is in Christ
Jesus; the Spirit's work in the inspiration of the Holy Scriptures and their canonization; the
Spirit's work in the preservation of the Church's identity and continuity through all the
crises and vissisitudes of history as the Creator Spirit who consecrates our sacraments and
our ministry, who witnesses in our hearts that we are children of our heavenly Father and
joint heirs with Jesus Christ.
Over the years the centrality and cruciality of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit has been
the most distinctive lesson that Orthodoxy has been trying to teach the rest of us, one of
the richest of all the various dividends of the ecumenical movement over the years. It is
true, as Dr. Nissiotis has said, Methodism and Orthodoxy can offer in common their con
cern for holiness and the sign of the regenerating power of the Holy Spirit.
It is not just a guess of mine that John Wesley would have heard this address with in
terest and relish. As early as 1734 he was advising Benjamin Ingham to divide his study
time into three parts devoted to Scripture, the Fathers, and contemporary literature � in
that order � and in doing so he was only preaching what he was already practicing. For
him the Holy Spirit was the Divine personal presence whose absolute initiative in our
hearts was prevenient and gracious in high moments of assurance, in difficult moments of
doubt and danger. It is therefore no accident that in our three decades of ecumenical
dialogue, we Methodists have continued to find a special affinity for, and have received a
special blessing from the Orthodox � the latest blessing being this thoughtful address of
Dr. Nissiotis.
He has mentioned some of the shadows in the current ecumenical situation of which we
need to be aware lest we delude ourselves about our prospects, or grow impatient, as the
dialogue lengthens out with so little tangible results or hopes. We recognize with him the
fact that Orthodoxy is itself in a dynamic process of ferment and development � united in
essentials, but divided on many subsidiary questions. Just last year the Extraordinary
Double Assembly of the Holy Community of the Holy Mountain of Athos issued a stern
and negative monition against any other forms of ecumenical dialogue, other than those
which aim to "inform the heterodox to the end that they may receive enlightenment from
God, and that having their eyes open they may return to the Orthodox faith."
This is a genuine challenge and it must be taken seriously. Difficulties aside, however,
there is a positive agenda in the ecumenical dialogue, and this Dr. Nissiotis has laid out for
us in a striking and, it seems to me, in an eminently practical fashion. He has helped us
recognize some of the fruitful and realistic items on this interim, positive agenda, and even
as we thank him for his guidance, we must also look to that metamorphosis of the great
Eastern theme of participation in the Anglican tradition to which John and Charles Wesley
were heirs, and which they have bequeathed to us, or would have bequeathed to us, if we
would claim our heritage in our contemporary mission to spread Scriptural holiness
amongst all God's people everywhere.
Thank you. Dr. Nissiotis, for what you have taught us, and for the agenda you have
provided us as our responsibility in the common tasks that lie between us and before us.
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The World Methodist Council:
A QUINQUENNIUM IN REVIEW AND PROSPECT
Report by Dr. Joe Hale
Joe Hale has been General Secretary of the World Methodist Council since 1976, com
ing to the WMC from the staff of the Board of Discipleship of the United Methodist
Church. A native of the state ofArkansas, he maintains his ministerial relationships in the
North Texas Conference. (Highlights of the quinquennium were projected on a 12 foot
screen as Dr. Hale gave his report.)
One hundred years! For one century, the branches of world Methodism have
"gathered" at stated intervals to proclaim, with one voice, their faith in and allegiance to
Jesus Christ.
The first such Ecumenical Methodist Conference was held in London in 1881. Now,
half a world away, in the Pacific State of Hawaii, we mark our Centennial.
The purposes that bring us here are as relevant and perhaps more urgent now than ever
before: we come to deepen global fellowship � across the lines of race, nation, color and
language; we come to discover how the Methodist movement and Council-related United
Churches may strengthen the witness that is ours as part of the Universal Church; we
come seeking a new commitment in our churches and in our lives, so that He may be
trusted, loved and followed as Saviour and Lord.
These past years have been significant in the life of the Council.
The 1976 Dublin Conference opened the quinquennium with new challenges for the
Council. The addresses were informative and inspiring. Voices were lifted in singing and
prayer; delegates marched for peace, and none could forget the searching Bible Studies
or the service of high worship at St. Patrick's Cathedral.
At the closing session, new officers were installed for the next five years: Dr. Kenneth
G. Greet, the Chairman, from London; the late Bishop Herbert Bell Shaw, of the African
Methodist Episcopal Zion Church, and Dr. Patrocinio Ocampo, of the Philippines, Vice-
Chairpersons.
Past Presidents, Dr. Harold Roberts, Bishop Fred P. Corson, Dr. Charles C. Parlin,
and Honorary President Bishop Prince A. Taylor, Jr., continue to serve the Council.
An eight-member Presidium was elected in Dublin: Dr. Winston D. O'Reilly, of
Australia; the late Bishop Norris S. Curry of the Christian Methodist Episcopal Church,
USA; Bishop Bennie D. Warner, Liberia; Professor Ulysses Panisset of Brazil; Dr. Nalla
Tan, Singapore; Bishop William R. Cannon, United Methodist Church; Bishop Franz
Schaefer of Switzerland and Princess Salote of the Kingdom of Tonga. Bishop Joseph C.
Coles, Jr. succeeded Bishop Curry. The Council Treasurer is Mr. John R. Harper and the
Assistant Treasurer is Mrs. Anne Marie Collin.
Dr. Lee F. Tuttle was elected General Secretary Emeritus.
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Frank Northam and I were elected in Dublin as Geneva Office Secretary and General
Secretary. Because he is recovering from surgery in Geneva, Frank cannot be here. I am
sure it would be your wish to send the greetings and good wishes of the Conference to
him.
One of the most important actions in Dublin was the adoption by the Council of an im
aginative Wodd Evangelism emphasis.
In its first planning meeting, the Evangelism Committee elected Dr. Alan Walker to be
Director of World Evangelism.
Dr. George Sails, the Chairman, commissioned Dr. and Mrs. Walker before a large au
dience in the Sydney, Australia, Opera House.
In another part of the world a "Galilean Covenant Experience" was developed under
the leadership of Bishop W. McFerrin Stowe, Worid Evangelism's Vice-Chairman. In
Galilee, Jerusalem and Athens, neariy 1,000 persons were challenged in Christian mis
sion and evangelism to return to their home churches and countries with a new commit
ment.
A 30-minute television special "Roots of Faith" was produced and later aired on more
than 60 stations in six countries.
Missions led by the Walkers have been extensive throughout Asia, Africa, Eastern
Europe, the Caribbean and Latin America, always in close collaboration with local church
leaders.
As a part of World Evangelism, men and women from developing countries � called
New Worid Missioners � have come to western settings to proclaim the gospel of Christ.
On January 6, 1980, a "Mission to the Eighties" was launched in Suva, Fiji. More than
30,000 persons streamed into the National Stadium from all parts of the Fiji Islands � the
largest crowd ever to attend a religious event in that country. The preparations by the Fi
jian Church were extensive. A procession of witnesses, a mighty choir (led by Sir Josua)
and a service of drama and worship was broadcast throughout the South Pacific. At the
conclusion more than 1,000 persons responded to the invitation to Christian discipleship.
World Evangelism also sponsored an International Christian Youth Conference. A
throng of young people from 47 different countries converged upon the town of Truro, in
Cornwall, England. A vast tent city was their home for 8 days. Even "John Wesley" as
portrayed by Rev. Peter Bolt, addressed the youth at nearby historic Gwennap Pit � the
old mining shaft where John Wesley preached to the local tin miners on 17 different occa
sions.
"The Spirit Is Moving" which was shown last night is now presenting the international
message of the Youth Conference across the world.
The "Mission to the Eighties" is helping provide new resources tailored to the needs
identified in each culture and place.
In this quinquennium the restoration of historic Wesley's Chapel was completed � a
project commenced in 1974.
An urgent plea to the Executive Committee in 1974 called on the World Methodist
Council to become the international vehicle through which funds outside Britain would be
sought for the restoration. Thus a five-year project began.
We today honor the memory of the late Dr. Allen Birtwhistle, whose determination and
commitment lifted the vision of a renewed Wesley's Chapel.
When the doors of the Chapel were reopened on November 1, 1978 � two hundred
years to the day from the original opening � member churches of the world Methodist
family outside Britain had contributed more than $1,200,000 to the cause.
Next to Wesley's Chapel, John Wesley's House has also been recently restored along
with the Philadelphia Room in the Chapel crypt. Spearheaded by Dr. Ronald C. Gibbins,
the present minister at the Chapel, grants were secured from the London District, the
United Methodist Council of Bishops, The Upper Room, interested persons from the
Philadelphia Area and a number of individual churches.
Also, the historic Wesley's Chapel organ has been completely rebuilt by a gift provided
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by Dr. and Mr. J.W. Akin through the Council.
Dr. Gibbins has organized a Wesley Community from which young men and women
reach out into areas of need from this mother church of wodd Methodism.
In the north of England, the home of the Wesleys at Epworth has a special relationship
to the World Methodist Council. The Old Rectory was purchased by the Council and fully
restored in the mid-fifties. Over the past five years a number of improvements have been
carried out. Epworth is one of Methodism's most important sites and may be visited year
round.
Richard and Betty Kendall, the wardens, offer a warm welcome to all who come.
To insure a world presence in the Council building in the summer months when large
numbers of people visit the exhibits, an international hostess program was introduced
through the generosity of Dr. and Mrs. Charles Parlin. Five hostesses have served: Miss
Annette Onema of Zaire; Miss Aileen Khoo of Malaysia; Miss Elesinah Chauke of Zim
babwe; Miss Ruth Henrich of Bolivia; and Miss Rene Parmar of India.
Recent additions to the Council's exhibition and museum are: a painting of our
Honorary President, Bishop Taylor; a pulpit from the Isle of Man used by both Wesley
and Coke; and important 18th century pottery busts.
The historic "travelling pulpit" used by John Wesley for outdoor preaching in London
was a gift from British Methodism; a strong and impressive portrait of Bishop James
Varick, founder of the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Church was given by that church.
Exhibits pertaining to the Orthodox Christian tradition help demonstrate our self-
understanding as a part of the whole Christian church.
The Council headquarters maintains a Repository of CurrentWorld Methodist Records.
Here journals and other publications from each of the sixty-three member churches are
available for reference and research.
When the Council met in 1976, it voted to explore the possibility of an ecumenical
dialogue with world Orthodoxy.
Meetings with both Greek and Russian Orthodox leaders were held. The Ecumenical
Patriarch is now in the process of seeking a response from the autocephalous Orthodox
churches of the world.
A Roman Catholic dialogue begun in 1967 has continued into the 1976-81 quinquen
nium. The final report of the third series of this important dialogue � on the subject of
"The Holy Spirit" � will be delivered to the Council in the afternoon session today.
In recent years the Roman Catholic Church has twice suffered the loss of her world
leader. Messages of sympathy and condolence were sent from the Council. Frank Nor
tham, the Geneva Secretary, represented the Council at the beginning of the pontificate
of Pope John Paul; when the ministry of Pope John Paul II was inaugurated Dr. Kenneth
Greet, Bishop William Cannon and I were present. Following the large public ceremony
in St. Peter's Square, we were privately received in the papal library, along with other
Christian World Communion representatives.
Dialogue between the World Methodist Council and the Lutheran World Federation
was proposed in the early 70's, but actually started only in 1977. Following an organiza
tional meeting at St. Simon's Island, Georgia � two full meetings were held � the first in
1978 in Dresden, in the German Democratic Republic; and the second in May 1980, in
Bristol, England. Three additional sessions are projected to cover the agreed-upon agen
da.
An interim report from the joint Lutheran/Methodist Commission will be brought to the
Council this afternoon. The final report is scheduled for presentation to the 1986 Con
ference.
Annual meetings of the Conference of Secretaries of the Christian World Communions
have enabled representatives of the various families of Christian churches to meet about
common concerns. Many of these bodies are represented here, among them: the Roman
Catholic Church, the Orthodox Ecumenical Patriarchate, the Anglican Consultative
Council, the Lutheran Worid Federation, the Baptist World Alliance, the World Alliance
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of Reformed Churches, the World Convention of Christian Churches, Disciples Con
sultative Council, the Seventh-Day Adventist Church, and the Salvation Army.
The Conference of Secretaries has met in London, Geneva, Rome and Athens. The
next conference will be held at Lake Junaluska, North Carolina � the headquarters of the
World Methodist Council. This will be the first meeting of this body in the United States.
Most member churches of the Council are also member churches of the World Council
of Churches. We take this opportunity to express our best wishes for the Sixth Assembly
of the World Council of Churches scheduled for Vancouver, British Columbia, July
24-August 10, 1983, with the theme: "Jesus Christ � the Life of the World", an assembly
at which Methodists will play an important role. The World Methodist Council is
represented by an advisor at the meetings of the World Council of Churches Central
Committee. The Geneva Secretary serves as liaison in Geneva with the World Council of
Churches and has been called into consultation on matters such as the allocation of seats
at the Sixth Assembly, and in the development of joint programs involving our Council
and other Christian Communions.
Within the World Methodist Council, the Executive Committee and the Officers have
met regularly. The Executive met in 1977 in Reuti-Hasliberg, Switzerland; in 1978 in
London, in connection with the Wesley's Chapel reopening; and last year in Toronto,
Canada. The officers have met twice � first in the Republic of Singapore and later in the
quinquennium in Brazil.
Visits by the General Secretary and the Geneva Secretary are an important means in
building up the fellowship of the world-wide family. We have visited member churches in
more than 40 countries during the quinquennium.
The Ministerial Exchange Program of the Council has grown over the past 35 years until
now it is the largest program of ministerial exchange in the world. Currently more than
100 families are exchanging ministries across national lines.
In addition to the ministerial exchanges, a Youth and Volunteer Scheme adopted in
Dublin is being implemented. Last year the International Christian Youth Conference
issued a call to expand youth volunteer ministries, and we hope this can be done.
The decision to institute a World Methodist Peace Award was taken by the Council five
years ago. This award is given to an individual in recognition for outstanding courage,
creativity and consistency in peacemaking.
The first award was presented to Miss Saidie Patterson in Belfast, Ireland; two years
later, in another part of the wodd there was a ceremony in Cairo, Egypt, at which Presi
dent Anwar Sadat received the second Peace Award. Yesterday, the Peace Award was
presented to Abel Hendricks and the Award to Lord Donald Soper announced.
The Sixth Oxford Institute of Methodist Theological Studies dealt with the timely subject
"Sanctification and Liberation". One hundred theologians from all parts of the world
gathered at Lincoln College for the 10-day Institute in 1977. In the college dining room,
there is a portrait of John Wesley, a famous fellow of Lincoln College. His room nearby
may still be visited today.
The Seventh Institute, to be held in 1982 will have as its focus: "The Future of the
Methodist Theological Traditions".
Methodist history is carefully researched for the Council through the World Methodist
Historical Society. The Society has sponsored regional conferences on four continents
during the quinquennium.
Council activities have included regional Worship and Liturgy and Family Life con
ferences and consultations. Social and International Affairs Seminars, and Worid Youth
meetings such as the Youth Presidents Conference held last week.
The Assembly of the World Federation of Methodist Women has just concluded. The
federation maintains an outstanding worid program.
These were the years � 1976 to 1981!
Now we gather in Honolulu to affirm once again our primary purposes. We believe that
"God was in Christ reconciling the worid to Himself." We are persuaded we must move
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forward in the pursuit of the deepening of our global fellowship, to the end that we may be
His agents of reconciliation. We would affirm again our identity as a church within the
continuity of the one Universal Church.
"Gathered into One" we declare to the world, our faith in One Lord.
We renew our covenant to each other and to all humankind � One World.
We listen anew to the Lord of love, whose One Mission is the life of His Church.
We abide in One Hope � the hope that the day will soon come when "every knee shall
bow, and every tongue confess that Jesus is Lord, to the glory of God the Father".
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ONE MISSION
"Choose Life"
By Dr. Jose Miguez Bonino
Dr. Miguez, an Argentine Methodist theologian and educator, is Professor, Facultad
Evangelica De Teologia, Buenos Aires. He is a member of the Presidium of the World
Council of Churches.
As Christians gathering in an island in the Pacific � one of the latest parts of the world
which the "Christian West" has incorporated into its history, we should be very modest
when we speak about our "one mission". People will hardly forget that in the name of the
One Lord we have dominated them, that our "one world" is the world where they have
been slaves, oppressed and exploited, that our "sacred mission" as white Christian people
has meant their subjection and dependence, that our "one hope" meant for them the
hopelessness of repression, starvation and misery. These are hard words. The realities are
far harder. We have no right to speak about mission if we do not begin with repentance
and conversion � our repentance and our conversion. There is no excuse in saying that it
was "bad Christians" that have done these things. For, for the people of the world, as one
American native put it: "there is only the Christianity that is".
In repentance and conversion, though, we must speak about God's mission at a critical
moment, a moment for which we are partly responsible. Because it is a critical moment. It
would seem that we live in one of those "times" in history in which humankind is suddenly
aware of rapidly approaching the edge of a cliff and realizes that unless it quickly changes
its course, it is doomed. And yet the speed seems so great that many intelligent people
doubt that we have any chance of changing direction. It is not only the violence that seems
to escalate constantly. Violence is only a symptom. The depth of the crisis is measured by
our apparent inability, unwillingness or impotence to organize life on our earth on human
terms, to use intelligently the resources of our world for the common good, to subordinate
bigness (more things, more power, greater wealth) to quality, to make our diverse
philosophical, political and religious views an occasion for mutual enrichment, to structure
an economy of solidarity, to devise political structures able to cope with the problems and
to give viability to the hopes of our times. We live, indeed, in a threatened world.
We live in a threatened world, where not only confront progress, culture, spiritual
values, but life itself is threatened. In such a situation we are thrown back to the very basic
and simple truths, to fundamental commitments. What we need now is not a comprehen
sive and balanced statement of all Christian truth (if such a thing were possible!) . We can
not hide behind the trite excuse that "things are complex". There is time for careful
analysis of the complexity of things. But it comes after we have made our basic com
mitments. Otherwise it is a simple reiteration of the apologetic question: "Who is my
neighbor?". We must first have the courage of simplicity. And it is to these very simple
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"mandates" of our faitfi tfiat I would like to call today to your attention.
"Shepherds of life"
For tfie Chnstian faith God is the god of life: the creator, the preserver, the re-creator
and the defender of life � of all life, and particularly of human life. There is, therefore, for
Chnstians no more basic imperative mission than this � which they share with all creation
� to protect, to expand and to celebrate the gift of life.
Allow me to comment on this statement by means of two biblical passages from Genesis
in which this fundamental message is forcefully and relevantly expressed. The first chapter
of Genesis depicts the dawn of creation. As in a gigantic stage, God calls into being the
choirs that join one after another into a cosmic symphony: the stars, then the sea, the
land, the vegetation and animals. With each new actor the refrain repeats: "And God saw
that it was good". There is then a pause, a moment in which all creation holds its breath,
as in expectation of the decisive word of meaning and action. And then sounds the
solemn voice of the creator: "Let us make Adam � humankind":
So God created Adam in his own image, in the image of God he created
Adam, male and female he created Adam.
And the refrain explodes: "And. . .it was exceedingly good!" It does not matter whether
we are speaking of one day or millions of years. What matters is that when God creates
Adam he appoints his representative in the world. From now on, everything, all things �
their meaning, their use, their value, will be measured in relation to this being in whom the
Creator has reflected his own glory.
The second passage is God's covenant with Noah after the flood (Gen. 9:1-17). The
original world of creation � "the garden of blessing � Eden" � lays now in the past. The
harmony of creation has been definitively broken. We are now in the world of violence
and corruption, where nature is red in tooth and claw. The night resounds with the roar of
the beast in search of its prey. The blood shed cries for revenge. Death waits in ambush at
every turn of the road: revenge, violence, rape. Between Eden and this world � our
world � lies the unaccountable mystery that has thrown everything out of balance: sin,
the senseless breach, the destructive power which can only be described with a multitude
of words: outrage, arbitrary oppression, the eruption of chaos which transgresses all law,
all justice and peace, enmity, death.
The author of Genesis wonders how can this new situation be understood: what is the
meaning of life in this world of violence and corruption? Has the order of creation
prescribed? Has Adam still a mandate, a task, a right, a responsibility? Or is violence and
chaos the ultimate and unappealable reality to which we have to adapt? What does God
say about life in this our world? It would be tempting to follow this beautiful text sentence
by sentence � God's affirmation (word by word) of the mandate of creation, the
authorization and the limits of Adam's right to take animal life, the stern admonition about
shedding human blood and God's solemn commitment to keep the world from destruc
tion. God seals his covenant: he has laid down the war bow on the clouds. He will not
shoot the deadly arrows of lightening to fulminate sinful humankind. Because he loves
life, he has made an eternal covenant with life. Forever, he will not be the threatening god
of death that so many � then and now � worship and exalt, but the merciful God of life.
His covenant has no preconditions: inconditionally, absolutely, totally, God is the god of
life � of all life and, above all, of all human life. This is why his covenant entrusts to
humankind this mission: to prolong, to enrich, to protect and to fulfill life. Thus God en
trusts to his creature the dearest treasure, the stewardship of life. A treasure so precious
that not even the just and infallible divine wrath against sin will be cause enough to void
the alliance. So precious, in fact, that in the worst crisis of human history, when eternal
death hovered over the whole humankind, God risked and offered his own life, he went
bail himself for Adam. In the simple words of Paul: "He died for all. . . .that they may
live".
God has not disowned humankind. He has not discontinued man's mission. He has not
withdrawn his image. The history of Western thought has developed for at least two cen-
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turies from the exaltation of a God-less man and an eternal self-sustaining nature to the
senseless rape and destruction of nature and the degradation of the human as discardable
material. Can Christians remember and honor this very simple and clear conviction:
God's fundamental purpose is not fulfilled in the mere pursuit of technological progress,
or in the naked search for new records of production, in the "security of the state" or in the
subjection of human beings to the "demands of economy", in the exaltation of a formal
freedom which means servitude for others. His purpose is the protection and the defense
of life, the dignity of the human creation, as Christians we are shepherds of human life �
this is our paramount vocation! When we enter the struggle for human rights, when we re
ject the sacrifice of human beings to profit, or to ideology, when we refuse the cynicism of
the 'scenarios of death' of our war experts, we are not entering a subsidiary, optional or
parallel mission. We are simply taking up the mission which God entrusted to us from the
dawn of creation and which he confirmed, enhanced and illustrated in the life, death and
resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Love is the meaning of life
Is the "shepherding of life" the "whole Gospel"? Can we adequately define the
Church's mission in such terms? I would like to answer the question in the positive � pro
vided we understand what we are saying when we speak of life. I can hardly find a better
way to sum it up than Pope Paul VI's words in
Populorum Progressio:
More human: to rise up from misery to the possession of the necessary, the
victory over social calamities, the growth in knowledge, the appropriation of
culture. More human also, the increase in the consideration of the dignity of
others, the orientation in the spirit of humbleness, the cooperation in the
common good, the will to peace. Even more human, faith, God's gift receiv
ed in good will, the unity in Christ's love which calls us all to participate as
children in the life of the living God, the Father of all.
I do not regard this as a mere enumeration of juxtaposed items, from which one can
choose at will, nor as a sort of stair that one climbs step by step towards full humanity. It is
a unity, and the meaning and the center of that unity is to be found in "God's gift received
in good will, the unity in Christ's love".
We are the shepherds of life. But what is the meaning of life? How is Adam's life fulfill
ed? For us, the answer to this question is found in God himself, in his own nature and
character as God. John puts it in such simple words that we run the risk of missing its
depth:
. . .let us love one another; for love is of God, and he who loves is born
of God and knows God. He who does not love does not know God; for
God is love. (1 John 4:7)
The Christian faith does not underestimate wisdom, power or piety. But it does not place
there the meaning of life. The real fulfillment of life is found only in love. In his deep and
fascinating analysis of the formation of human personality, the humanist psychologist and
philosopher Erich Fromm comes to distinguish a "productive" and an "unproductive"
personality. Only in the first is the meaning of life fulfilled. "The goal of human develop
ment," he writes, consists "in man's capacity to put all his powers to use and to bring to
fruition all his inborn potentialities". But in what direction? Interestingly enough, he does
not find a better expression to characterize it than "productive love". Human life is not
fulfilled in the inordinate quest for one's own but in the disposition of productive love. The
coincidence goes even further. Negatively, both Fromm and the Bible refuse to
characterize love as mere feeling or subjectivity. It is an active exercise of the will �
dynamic and purposeful. Both reject an individualistic concept of love: the field of exer
cise of love is the totality of human life, which involves the face to face personal relations
as well as the structural indirect ones (the economic, political, cultural areas) . Positively, it
is love which makes possible to overcome the contradiction between the lack of identity �
the person who loses a sense of who she or he is � and isolation � the individualistic
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quest for oneself. In love we find our identity in solidarity and service.
A basic question remains: how is this love born? For Fromm it has to flow from man
himself. But is this not a contradiction? If the meaning of love is solidarity � outgoing:
how can it be born from a concentration on oneself? For the Christian faith the answer is
clear: on/y one who has experienced love is able to love. This is how solidarity is born in
the bosom of the family or the community. We discover ourselves as the object of love,
care, concern. . .and we learn to extend it to others. Here is the whole gospel: prior to our
birth, in fact, from before the birth of the human race, we are the objects of a care, a con
cern, a love that has called us into existence. Human love and solidarity sink their roots in
this eternal, personal, faithful love of God, which has been manifest from the dawn of
creation to the darkness of the cross and beyond and which each one of us � every Chris
tian � can personally attest as his/her own experience. Love is not a product of man: we
are the products of love. There is no other remedy for our insane and destructive obses
sion with ourselves � I, me, mine, as the Beatles ironized � the only remedy is God's
own productive love who has assumed human existence in order to open it up, by giving
himself, to a new life. This is not an optional for special persons, nor a request imposed on
us from outside: it is in the very structure of human existence. To refuse to recognize or to
honor it can only lead � and is leading us � to death and destruction.
We can all comfortably agree with all of this: the mission of the Church is to proclaim
and to enact God's love (if we only really did it!) . But it is not enough to say this in general.
Because we live today the tragic and deadly outcome of a whole civilization which we �
and one must say it: we so-called Christians � have built on the negation of solidary love.
In our whole economic system, in our structuring of society, in the relation to the countries
and the peoples that the West incorporated to its "civilization", we have taken "egoism" as
the foundation of everything: ambition, competition, self-promotion, aggresivity, the will
to dominate � these are our virtues. We have built a world around it. And it is coming to
pieces. The mission of the Church today, if it really believes the Gospel, is not merely to
speak generally about God's love but to develop (first of all within itself, because it has a
deep responsibility) a new project of human life, to call to a new form of human civiliza
tion, to a new way of using God's creation, to a new form of society, to a new structuring
of human life, which will in fact take seriously our conviction that human life can only
flourish in love. You may want to call it utopianism. But there is no worse illusion than the
cynicism which has led us to where we are today! As always, humankind has only one
choice: the choice between love and death.
The test of real love
Can we be more concrete? What is the form that the protection of life and the expres
sion of solidary love should take in our worid? Unhesitatingly � and here I am voicing the
overwhelming conviction of the Christian churches in many parts of the world � we
answer: the solidarity with the poor. I can quote a sentence which is repeated throughout
the 250-page report of the recent plenary meeting of the Latin American Catholic
bishops: "The evangelical commitment of the Church. . .must be like Christ's own: a com
mitment to those in greater need" (Para. 1141). Or in the words of one of the greatest
theologians of our century: "God always takes his stand unconditi<)nally and passionately
on this side and on this side alone: against the lofty and on behalf of the lowly" (K. Barth,
Dogm. II/l, p. 386).
Is this not a partiality? Is God's love not universal? Doesn't he love also the rich and
powerful? Universality and partiality seem contradictory terms. But it is one of the deepest
insights of the Biblical picture of God that his universality finds concrete expression in his
partiality in favour of the poor � the oppressed, the disadvantaged, the powerless, the
marginal. At this point, the biblical concept of justice parts company with the classical one.
It is not the blind rendering to each one "his own" � which presupposes a stable and ir
revocable order � but the liberation of those who have been deprived of the conditions
for an authentic human life. Such vision does not mean a rejection of universality. But
universality is never abstract. There are always historical tests for universality. In Biblical
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terms, the test is the condition of the poor.
But we must say more. This is the Church's mission to the rich and powerful. Solidarity
with the poor is not "bad news" for the rich � it is their only hope. I suspect, in fact, that
the trouble with much of the religion that we have developed in this world of egoism and
self-centeredness is very deep. Our whole understanding of life, our model of man (and
unfortunately also of woman!) is the successful, powerful, self-sufficient individual, the
man who is in control � of himself, of his feelings, his property, his wodd � invulnerable.
And we have fashioned a religion that helps in this effort, a religion that offers the comfort,
the inner security, the moral strength that is necessary to devote our forces to the fight
"out there in the wodd". We do not expect the Gospel to challenge us in our self-seeking,
to transform our life but to give us inner satisfaction. Haven't we heard the "peddlers of
cheap conversion" tell their stories of success: "Come, believe, and you will succeed" �
you will become the most self-assured, self-confident, invulnerable, successful individual.
To be sure, we say "God-assured", "God-confident". This is perhaps the worst heresy:
that we have tried to incorporate God in Christ to this universe of things that we control
and place in our service. But this is precisely what the Gospel is not: to be converted to
Christ means to be broken in our self-sufficiency, to be challenged in our self-
understanding and our values, to be open to others, to become weak and vulnerable, as
God himself became weak and vulnerable in Jesus Christ.
It is precisely at this point where � in our experience in many parts of the so-called
Third World � the poor have been for us the messengers of salvation, the call to conver
sion, the source of a new experience of faith. As we have begun � very timidly and
uncertainly � to let God draw us into the life of our people, to stand by- with- for-them in
their suffering and in their struggle, we have begun to experience the presence of God in
the midst of the struggles. Joy, hope, solidarity have ceased to be mere words or in
troverted "secret" experiences but a common, solidary life which expressed itself in sing
ing, in prayer, in celebration as well as in reflection, in analysis and in action.
The defense and protection of life, the search of a new human community structured in
solidary love, the lucid option for the poor. They are not separate things. It is the one mis
sion. It is not only slogans: it takes very concrete forms, which each Christian community,
church and person has to discover. We could endlessly speculate about pros and cons.
Should we not rather pay attention to Jesus' strange words: "// anybody does my word,
he will know whether my doctrine is of God"? It seems a reversal of logic: should we not
first understand and prove an idea? How can we put to action that which is not yet proved
to be true? The gospel challenges us to an adventure which is far more decisive than the
discussion of a philosophical proposition. The word of Jesus � the word of life, of love, of
justice � is a word to be done. Only to the extent that we do it will its deepest reality and
its tremendous power be manifested and released for the renewal of human life and socie
ty-
Some years ago, a sharp observer said, concerning a particular nation:
The observer will see with impatience and regret that a country with such
rich historical past and an immense human potential lacks a more committed
minority that will call the people to their own self, to their authentic reality,
that will show itself intolerant to untruth, appearance or deceit and that will
force the society to really live, to face reality and to put their potentialities to
work instead of living in a perpetual desertion from their own reality.
In a world which becomes more and more cynical about its own future, can Christians
assume their mission, can they be such witnesses of life, love and justice, or shall they also
live "in perpetual dessertion of their own reality" as Christians? Such, I think, is the
challenge.
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United Methodist Church and a member of both the Executive Committee and Central
Committee of the World Council of Churches.
First I am sure you would want me to express gratitude to Dr. Bonino for this excellent
presentation and for the challenge that he placed before us.
You begin by describing the human situation and indicated that it was threatened. You
call for conversion and for repentance and then you outline seven prerequisities for a
reordered society. The first, and I quote you, "to organize life on our earth in human
terms". I think I know what you meant but I have difficulty with that phrasing because
that's precisely what we have been doing all these centuries, organizing life on human
terms. It sounded to me like a repetition of a phrasing which is all too common about our
being human and I recognize the merit in that phraseology but I am frightened when peo
ple become altogether human. If it means the repetition of those very personal aspects of
assertiveness and domination, even in the name of love.
Yesterday, I celebrated our 37th wedding anniversary and I tried to remember what I
was looking for when the search began. And I confessed that I wasn't really looking for
another human being, I was looking for proportions of the angelic. I suspect this is the an
ticipation that all of us have in our intimate relationships and I think a correct diagnosis of
the problems of our society and the future of any substantive change has something to do
with a graduation from our humanity into a larger proportion of our divinity.
You call for the courage of simplicity and you recognize our propensity to sin � that it is
in being more divine � that we and the world can become something other than we have
been all these years. I was thinking of just some of the saints, Peter and Paul and
Augustine and Luther and John Wesley and Pope John XXIII and Martin Luther King, all
men, and I should have enumerated some women too, who in their higher humanity
were great persons but when they were touched by the spark of divinity they became
something else to us and caused us to become more than simply human. We had the an
ticipation of the dimension; of a divine society like unto the description that Jesus gave of
the Kingdom of God.
You spoke of the Christian faith God as the God of Life. And then you described Chris
tians first as the shepherds of human life and you said that this is our paramount vocation
but happily you went on to enlarge that and referred to "we are the shepherds of life" not
only human life, but life, which obviously meant the inclusion of the ecological dimension,
the natural order, etc., etc. But what I was hoping that in your concept of shepherding it
was a kind of synonym for your earlier mention of stewardship and that stewardship
would be identified as those cooperators with God.
Frankly, and this may be a bit overdrawn, shepherding and even stewardship has to be
spoken of with some candor. For the notion of the manifest destiny of a certain group of
people a century or two ago really had the shepherding concept in it � the notion that
somehow God has called some of us to shepherd the rest of us. The master race concept
includes in it the imperialistic notions that have been so dominant for so long and have
carried with it an identification even of the oppressor as the shepherd � being advanced,
putting the rest of the wodd in order and holding society in some kind of formation.
I have just finished Eli Weisel's book "The Testament" a fictional story of a disillusioned
Jew who started out to reform the world and ended up finally in the Russian Army and a
member of the Russian state, was finally exterminated in 1952 by the purge of Stalin. He
had given up the whole concept of the sacralization of society in favor of a secular notion
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of changing society according to a new description of how it ought to be. And then in the
end he began to see the nexus of the two, even as you. Sir, Dr. Bonino, in large measure
did indeed describe that relationship which means the approximation of an order which is
like unto the will of God, the kingdom of God.
You talked about love is learned behavior. We learn love from God and you spoke of
the choice between us being the choice between love and death. And if God is love then it
is clear that the choice is between being human and being divine. Following our own
selfish conception of how the world ought to be or the will of God as we have understood
it through the quadralaterals of John Wesley, the Bible, tradition and history, reason, ex
perience, and all of these elements seeking through them to find the revealing of God's
order. Liberation theology and all other approaches to the new order which we aspire to,
it seems to me must always keep this sensitive notion central. Then, you spoke of the
target of love as being solidarity with the poor and graciously you went on to say this is
good for the rich. And that made a lot of people smile out there.
The solidarity with the poor which is the object of love, or the target of love, is of
course, even by your own description, enlarged. That targeting includes all of us. Maybe
the onus of the gospel is to help all of us to see that we are all poor � that we are all beg
gars � that we remembering the parable of the talents, for example, do not over-
sentimentalize the so-called poor and powerless, but to teach the so-called poor and
powerless how to use the power that they possess according to the purpose and will of
God.
Earlier in your paper you spoke of conversion and then later you referred to "cheap
conversion" and this was the only concept of conversion you expounded upon. But I am
sure you recognize that there is also the credibility of an expensive conversion. The notion
that the experiential element is a fundamental ingredient in good religion everywhere.
Sacrificial motivation that leads one to unselfishly invest one's life for the redemption of
society begins with a powerful experience to use your nomenclature of solidarity with
God.
Love, you said, is a word to be done, and I share that, but I was thinking of it in very
practical terms. I was visiting in a motel not too long ago and in the bathroom there was
one of these little standing cards like the name cards that are on these tables and it said
"Love is leaving your towels when you leave". It took me out of my eschatology and
theologizing and brought me home to some good everyday theological substance to the
meaning of love. And in smaller letters it indicated that the maid who cleans your room is
responsible for the inventory of all of the items in your room. So if love is meaningful then
you will leave the towels when you leave.
I think this gives us a muscular approach toward love which includes both love and law.
That is to say, a structured concept of that covenant you speak of toward which we all
must move. We as the church of Christ in mission in 1981 and beyond it seems to me
have a mission not dissimilar from the one which the church has always had � to pro
claim, to teach, to exemplify and to model, to be that love which Christ expressed in the
world. And though we say that evangelism as you did in one of your earlier statements is
not imposed from the outside, it is in the very structure of human existence. The fact is
that the essential mission of the church is to aggressively promulgate the message of the
new man and the new woman and the new order according to the will of God. It calls for
the sacrilizing of life for the divinizing of society. For the creation of an order like unto the
Kingdom of God which we ourselves can never complete in our own human strength. But
we are always in some sense preparing the way of the Lord and the final act and consum
mation is an act of God.
Dr. Choon Young Kim
Dr. Kim is General Secretary for the Board ofMission, Evangelism and Social Respon-
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chairman of the Legal Holding Body for Social Welfare of the Korean Methodist Church.
By an accident of history, Korea, almost alone among the emerging, developing na
tions of the world, has not had to face the paradoxical struggle of, in the name of Chnst,
throwing off the yoke of a western and Christian colonial power in search of freedom.
Perhaps we would be better off theologically today if we had gone through a struggle.
Korea, as an insignificant peninsula jutting out of the underbelly of the great land mass
of Asia, lacked the resources which attracted the greed of Christian nations of the west to
so many parts of the world. Instead, its historical interest was limited to its unique position
as a bridge between mainland Asia and Japan. Its history is rife with clashes between
Asian nations and Japan fought on Korean soil. Unlike countless nations of the world
where the introduction of Christianity was all too often accompanied or succeeded by ar
mies and economic exploitation, the introduction of Protestant Christianity to Korea was
followed almost immediately by the guns and economic exploitation of non-Christian
Japan. During the 45 years of a generally harsh and oppressive rule by Japan, Christianity
emerged as one of the genuinely valid forces for freedom and liberation. Thus, Korea
came out of the chaos of World War II as one of the few nations in the world which felt it
had, in a sense, been "freed" by the Christian west.
In actuality, the "freedom" was illusory and superficial. What the Christian west really
brought to us was a division so tragic that no outsider can fully understand it. I am the only
member of my family living in South Korea. I have heard no word from my brothers and
sisters living in the north for years. The Christian west has brought us a succession of op
pressive, corrupt, dictators propped up and supported by an occupying army which has
remained firmly in place for 36 years. The Christian west has enabled us, though an in
tricate and complex system of capital investments, aid, loans and technology, to exploit
vast numbers of our laboring classes, totally pollute our precarious environment, and
uproot massive numbers of people from rural areas and thrust them into crowded,
blighted urban sprawls so that they might feed the factories grinding out cheap merchan
dise for the west. We have learned to compete, to covet, to yearn for material posses
sions.
In the process, the open, highly visible, easily identified enemy of Japanese imperialism
has become replaced with an enemy so silent, so invisible, so subtle and circumspect that
we are not even aware of its existence. As a people to whom the Christian west emerged
from the shambles of World War II as champions of justice and freedom, we have clung
desperately to that heroic image and have become unwilling, indeed incapable, of giving it
up. We are the enemy.
Wherever I go in the world, I am applauded and congratulated on the remarkable "suc
cess" of the Korean Methodist Church. We are one of the most rapidly growing churches
in the entire world. We have more than doubled membership in five years. New con
gregations appear like mushrooms after a spring rain. Would God that I could sit con
tentedly back and bask in the laurels of a good job well done.
The truth is my heart agonizes for the Korean Methodist Church. By the process I have
described above, we have become the perfect model of the affluent, dissociated non-
caring, non-loving western church which Dr. Bonino has so remarkably depicted and
challenged.
Far from being a church which in joy and love seeks solidarity with the poor and op
pressed, we turn our back on them and castigate those few of our members who have
found such solidarity. We seek our identification with the affluent and powerful and on
those occasions when we can speak to those in power our words are hollow assurances of
comfort and support.
In my weaker and gloomier moments I wonder if God has turned his back on the
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Korean Church or is, perhaps, mocking it with success. By choosing the shallow, isolated
faith of "success" over the cross, I sometimes wonder if we have not lost the ultimate
struggle.
As grateful as we are for your praise and thanksgiving, I would rather have your deep
and earnest prayers for the Christians of Korea � for those who live and struggle heroical
ly and who, by God's grace lead the kinds of loving, caring lives Dr. Bonino has called us
all to. But also for the vast majority of us who, by our craving for affluence and power,
have become unfaithful witnesses. The stirring call to repentance is one to which the
Korean Church must pay particular heed.
Rev. Phillip C. Thrailkill
Rev. Thrailkill is servirxg his first appoirxtmerxt to Fairfield United Methodist Church,
Winnsboro, South Carolina. He participated in the launch of the "Mission to the Eighties"
as part of an international team in the Fiji Islands, January, 1980. Special training in
Evangelism includes his certification to lead Key Event and New Life Missions as a New
World Mission herald.
Once upon a time there was a portly pig and a cackling hen. They were strolling down
the street when they spied a large billboard on which was displayed a scrumptious platter
of ham and eggs. The hen said to the pig, "Isn't that lovely. Those could be my eggs." "I
guess so," the pig responded. "For you it's only a contribution while for me it's a total
committment."
That homely story embodies for me the most decisive contribution that liberation or
third world theology has to make to theology, preaching, mission, and pastoral work for
those of us not in the developing nations.
That contribution has to do with the sociology of knowledge, the acute awareness that
all reading and hearing and preaching of the biblical texts is determined by one's particular
setting, a setting with inevitable political and economic biases.
Liberation theology, of whatever stripe: black, feminist. South American, African, has
worked to expose the ideological character of all theology. They tell us in strident tones
that there is no such thing as a disembodied and objectively scientific theology.
No matter how biblically rooted, no matter how carefully reasoned, no matter how ex-
perientially validated, no matter how traditionally sound, no theology, they sell us, is
without its particular and often unconsciously repressive economic and political biases.
Once we Wesleyans have covered the quadrilateral of scripture, tradition, reason, and
experience and feel ourselves to be orthodox in the best sense, the theologians of libera
tion come along and ask, before they read our theology, to look into our refrigerators, and
inspect our check books, to look at the labels on our clothes, to count our insurance
policies and the number of TV's in our homes. We are very uncomfortable when they ig
nore our neat quadrilateral and critique our theology and even more our lives in terms of
class conflict and revolutionary politics. They are not nearly so concerned that we be
reasoned and orthodox as they are that our practice of the faith conform to the practice of
a Jesus who was crucified because he chose solidarity with the ritually unclean over rab
binic orthodoxy, a Jesus whose death was a political event.
There was only one billboard on that street but two very different perspectives.
One is the perspective of what we might call "contribution Christianity", a leisurely faith
that is content to give out of our abundance and to enjoy the beauty of its contributions. It
is the perspective of the rich Christianity which is my own heritage, a perspective where
cross-bearing charity is warped into enlightened philanthropy. We give and are not
diminished in the least, like the hen with her eggs.
The other is what we might call "commitment Christianity". It is the style of faith offered
in Dr. Bonino's address. It comes to remind us that Jesus calls for ham and not just eggs.
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sacrifice and not merely philanthropy, h calls for more than money in the plate, more than
intellectual assent to doctrine, more than even a warm heart. It calls for bodies and lives
laid on the line for those who are hungry and despised, forgotten and oppressed.
Dr. Bonino is true to this new way of looking at theology and church history. He does
not begin his address with a look at the glorious progress of the gospel but with a review of
the oppressive underside of the Chnstian project.
His first paragraph will do nicely:
"As Christians gathering in an island in the Pacific � one of the last parts of
the world which the "Christian West" had incorporated into its history, we
should be very modest when we speak about our one mission' People will
hardly forget that in the name of the One Lord we have dominated them,
that our 'one world' is the world where they have been slaves, oppressed, ex
ploited, that our 'sacred mission' as white Christian people has meant their
subjection and dependence, that our 'one hope' meant for them the
hopelessness of repression, starvation and misery. These are hard words.
The realities are far harder. We have no right to speak about mission if we do
not begin with repentance and conversion � our repentance and conver
sion."
Those are indeed harsh words that make me nervous for they are an anathema on
much of what I considered sacred history.
I see two possible responses for us in pastoral situations in North America. We can
either shout back an anathema or we can risk a sustained listening to sometimes angry
voices in hope that they bear to us the word of the Lord. We may even find echoes in our
own experience that validate their angry words.
It is my fear that more and more North Americans will not risk sustained listening. Only
last week I was listening to my radio and heard that the Association of General Baptists
meeting in conference had declared all liberation theology to be heretical. I fear that more
and more of the New Right groups will soon join the chorus of those who are too threaten
ed to discern in the words of the liberation theologians a correct reading of the signs of the
times.
As one who is struggling to listen and who wants others to join in the listening, let me of
fer three personal stories for your reflection and hopefully your encouragement.
First, the most recent. As a pastor one of my major responsibilities is to preach every
Sunday, which on a rural circuit is usually three times. For that weekly discipline common
to all parish ministers I find the ecumenical lectionary a great help. It gives me the excuse
to spend a whole year with one gospel. This year it is Matthew. In recent weeks the lec
tions were from Matthew 13, a chapter which is the centerpiece of Matthew's work and a
sneak preview of the great judgment scene in chapter 25. Matthew builds his exposition of
the kingdom around two major parables and their allegorical interpretattons, the parable
of the sower and the parable of the weeds among the wheat.
I spent three solid weeks studying that chapter, at least 50 hours translating from Greek
and applying all the critical tools of biblical scholarship: form, reaction, tradition, and
structural criticism. When all was finished some 80 pages of research lay before me. I
thought with pride, "Now, I have mastered the text. Not only will I have three sound ser
mons but maybe even an article to impress my colleagues."
After such labor 1 took a break and read Dr. Bonino's paper again. After only the first
paragraph my blind spot was obvious. In all that work 1 had glibly assumed that I was the
good soil and that I was the wheat that would be gathered into the master's barn. Never
once had it crossed my mind that the text might be heard differendy by those in another
economic or political situation. Has that ever happened to you? It is a joking experience, a
judging experience, but one that can open up a new hearing of the word of God.
Not only are the theologians of liberation calling for a new hearing of the Bible; they are
calling for us to hear the word of God in the demand placed upon us by the poor and
humble, the broken and the despised.
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In 1974 while I was in college I took a trip to England with a fellow Christian. We visited
many of the evangelical student fellowships at various British universities.
One evening we were coming back from a play and stepped off the elevator that brings
you up from the underground. There before us was an old woman. She was drunk; she
was dirty; she was ugly; her hair was matted with the dirt of weeks without a bath. She was
begging from the men who came up on the elevator who were cursing her in return. She
spotted us as tourists and came with her hand extended. When she drew close she said
that she wanted to whisper something in my ear. She pressed her runny nose against my
cheek and my stomach lurched at the odor of her person. We shoved a few coins at her
and rushed off.
Two blocks down the street we were visited by an incredible weight of conviction that
descended from on high. We were disciples of Jesus, privileged people with money and
time to travel but no love for an old drunken woman with nowhere to sleep. We ran back
to find her but she was not to be found. Back at our room we prayed for forgiveness and
asked the Lord to give us another chance to minister in His name. Just for good measure
we decided to fast the next day. Our guilt lasted till about noon when we passed a large
bakery.
Some two weeks later we were back in our hotel in London. It was late January and the
rain was thick and cold. We were watching TV in the lobby when we heard a ring at the
door. No one answered it. Again it rang. Again no answer. I started to go and someone
said, "Don't bother, that's the hotel manager's job." My friend and I went through the in
ner door into the litde foyer and unlatched the door. There before us was a young couple,
drenched by the rain and chilled to the bone. She looked to be about nine months preg
nant. The young man spoke first, "Is there any room in the hotel?" We answered, "No, all
the rooms are full." I felt a strange urge to ask his name and so I did, "What is your
name?" "Joseph," he replied. And then to his wife," What is your name?" "Marygold,"
she answered.
That cold rainy night I learned what repentance is. It is the joyful opportunity to serve
the lost and lonely who are the bearers of Jesus' presence. They are everywhere, waiting
with their gifts. The poor, those who present us a need, are the only opportunity for
repentence that we are offered. In joy we ran all over five blocks of London until we found
them a room.
A sustained listening to the theologies of liberation can also open us in the North
American context to a new understanding of mission, one shorn of all imperialism yet full
of confidence in the gospel.
In January of 1980 I had the privilege of going to Fiji with Joe Hale and Alan Walker
and numerous others for the opening of the "Mission to the Eighties."
On the first Sunday everyone had a preaching assignment except me. I was looking for
ward to attending one of the congregations near the hotel. On the Friday before that Sun
day we had been treated to a Fijian banquet. They had warned us not to drink too much
coconut milk. On the way down the line I picked up a coconut, only a small one, and
stuck in a straw. It was delicious.
I was fine all day Saturday until about 8:00 p.m. Folks, that stuff cleans like a white tor
nado. I was miserable. Just about that time I was informed that one of the preachers had
gotten sick and that I was to preach for him in one of the poorer sections of Suva. I hardly
slept that night and by the morning was running a fever and really ill. By the time I arrived
at the little church I could hardly walk for the cramps. I was greeted graciously and taken
to the home of the lay leader for introductions. As we sat on the floor it struck me. Here I
am: wealthy, white, educated, come half way around the world to share the gospel and
here I am in need of the most basic ministry from these people. Sitting there on that floor I
told them about the coconut milk and they all howled. I then asked them if they would lay
hands on me and pray for a healing. They all gathered around me, lifted up their hands to
heaven and called on Jesus. The fever went down and the cramps vanished and I learned
something about mission. Those who are in a position of being sent must be broken and
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converted and healed before any real ministry will take place.
Behind the strident and sometimes angry words of liberation theologies there is an ex
perience of grace that we desperately need in a church that is often bored and jaded: the
grace of a new hearing of the word of God; the grace of Jesus' presence offering us repen
tance and joy through the poor, and finally, the grace of a new understanding of Chnstian
mission. I invite you to a sustained listening and to the grace that will be found only there.
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FESTIVAL OF THE PACIFIC
By Frank E. Butterworth
The Festival of the Pacific program, produced fay Dr. Frarxk E. Butterworth of
Hor)olulu, ir\cluded a cast of 300 persorxs. It took place on July 24 at a dinner for 3,200
persons, the largest in the history of the Sheraton-Waikiki Hotel! The Festival was a color
ful musical review of the diverse cultural groups that successively migrated to Hawaii to
mix their unique gifts with the rootstock culture of the Hawaiians, producing "the golden
people" of today at the Crossroads of the Pacific. Their story is the story of the Methodist
Church and its ministry in the Aloha islands.
Dr. Butterworth's narration:
INTRODUCTION
Aloha! Fellow-Methodists from all over the world, the Hawaii District of the Pacific and
Southwest Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church welcomes you tonight to
our Festival of the Pacific. We invite you to behold the rich mosaic of the cultures of the
Pacific which characterize the people of Hawaii. These islands of aloha are one place in
the world where everybody is a member of some minority group! Perhaps because no one
group is in a majority we live together here as brothers and sisters, each conserving his or
her own culture, yet bound together by the spirit of aloha, which is that of mutual accep
tance and love.
When these volcanic islands arose from the depths of the sea no human beings were
here to inhabit them. But just as the waves even now are washing in upon the shore out
side this building, so across the centuries waves of people from different corners of the
globe washed in upon Hawaii's shores. First came the Polynesians in double-hulled sailing
canoes from the Marquesas and then from Tahiti. More than 1300 years ago, 8 centuries
before Columbus and 1000 years before Captain Cook, they sailed against the winds and
currents navigating solely by the stars and the shape of the swells and the colors on the
clouds, and they found this farthest point from land in any ocean! Their traditions were
passed down orally by chants or "meles" and though they had a rich culture it was never
reduced to writing until the coming of the first Christian missionaries in 1820. These were
Congregationalists from New England. Within 12 years of their arrival, 90% of the
Hawaiians had learned to read and write! Catholics and later Anglicans came to join them,
so there was no need for a Methodist mission in Hawaii until the rise of sugar and pineap
ple plantations a century ago brought contract laborers from the Orient: first from China,
then from Japan. Methodist work began among these field workers when a congregation
of Japanese Methodists in San Francisco sent their pastor here to serve this wave of im
migrants. The second generation grew up speaking English, and through an intensive
program of Christian education went on to become Hawaii's leaders in the fields of
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politics, education, and engineering, and provided rich leadership for our Methodist
churches, both as pastors and as laypersons.
THE COMING OF THE JAPANESE
Let us now savor the culture of these Japanese-Americans as we behold the beauty of
these Japanese dances presented by Mrs. Mae Matsuko Abe and her troupe from the Har
ris United Methodist Church.
THE COMING OF THE KOREANS
The next wave of immigrants to reach Hawaiian shores broke in 1903-5, when Koreans
were imported as the younger generation of Chinese and Japanese moved into business
and the professions. Christ United Methodist Church of Honolulu was the first Korean
church to be founded outside of Korea, and within a short time there were 22 Korean
congregations in Hawaii! These proud people never surrendered their cultural traits
despite conquests by their larger neighbors, and today a new wave of Korean immigrants
has brought to Hawaii thousands of Koreans who still need a ministry in their own
language. New Korean churches are again forming, and they too are contributing pastors
and brilliant laypeople.
Let us now enjoy the cultural heritage of our Korean-Americans as two Korean dances
are presented to us by Chearan Hong and from Christ United Methodist Church.
THE COMING OF THE FILIPINOS
Exacdy 75 years ago another wave of immigration swept onto Hawaii's shores from the
west, this time from the Philippine Islands. The Filipino people long ago chose the
carabao (or water buffalo) as the symbol of their people, because it is loyal, hard-working,
and patient. Most of this first Filipino group came from the Province of Illocos Norte,
unlike the current waves from the rest of the Philippines. The first wave were agricultural
workers: the new wave is bringing in professional and business leadres. Hawaiian
Methodism expanded its ministries to reach these people in their own language, and
Filipino pastors traveled between the plantation "camps" (or villages) winning many con
verts. Today their English-speaking younger generation is achieving leadership in many
areas of Hawaii's life. Dynamic young pastors and laypersons are coming from our
Filipino churches. But the Filipinos are a light-hearted and fun-loving people who love
their dances, their meriendas, and their many colorful festivals.
Sit back now and revel in the rich heritage of our Filipino-Americans as Miss Aurelia
Viernes and her troupe of Filipino dancers bring us representative numbers from different
parts of the Philippines.
THE COMING OF THE SAMOANS
The Filipinos were the last wave of contract laborers to be imported to Hawaii, but by no
means were they the last wave of immigrants to come to our hospitable shores. Following
the war in the Pacific many islanders who lived in the South Pacific islands decided that
they too needed to give their children opportunity for an education to give leadership in
their newly-emerging island nations as colonialism breathed its last gasps. A great influx of
Samoans began to come to Hawaii and to form Methodist congregations, of which there
are now five on this island. They have retained "faa Samoa" (the Samoan way of life)
which is the purest and most undefiled form of Polynesian culture remaining today. They
have brought to our churches a life that is totally religious-centered and a generosity and
spirit of sharing that is unbelievable.
Let us now share in their zest for life as the young people from our First Samoan United
Methodist Church bring to us a glimpse of unspoiled Polynesia!
THE COMING OF THE TONGANS
The Kingdom of Tonga is located south of Samoa and east of Fiji. Together with Fiji it
constitutes one of the most overwhelmingly Methodist nations in the world. It is the last re
maining Polynesian kingdom in the Pacific. Though its seafarers were in past years the
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most dreaded vikings of the South Pacific, they were perceived as "the friendly islands" by
Captain James Cook. Many have come to Hawaii for education for leadership in their
overcrowded country, and they have brought along their customs and their intense loyalty
to the Wesleyan Church to which they contribute with a generosity that is a marvel to
behold. We now have 4 Tongan congregations on this island, of which the largest is that at
First United Methodist Church of Honolulu, with 200 members.
The Tongan choir from First Church sang at your opening service last Tuesday even
ing, so you know what a treat is in store for us now as that famous Tongan choir favors us
with samples of their fine culture, both in song and dance.
THE COMING OF THE SOUTHEAST ASIANS
The tragic wars and genocide in Southeast Asia in recent years has uprooted thousands
of innocent civilian families from their homes and turned them into wandering refugees.
Like other Methodists in other areas Hawaii has received its share of Vietnamese, Cambo
dians and Laotians into our communities and into our hearts. Although these brave peo
ple have lost everything and had to start life anew in a strange land, they have hastened to
enroll in schools, they have worked hard at their jobs, and they have often affiliated with
our churches.
Representative of this newest wave of immigrants from Southeast Asia, we bring you
now "The Seafarers" � an orchestra of Vietnamese instruments named after the "Boat
People" who like the Polynesians of old set forth to sea to face an unknown future. Their
base is also at First United Methodist Church of Honolulu. Their leader is Mr. Doan Van
Vung.
THE BLENDING OF HAWAII'S "GOLDEN PEOPLE"
Tonight through following their cultural tracks across the seas we have seen how suc
cessively the Japanese, the Koreans, the Filipinos, the Samoans, the Tongans and
Southeast Asians have each in turn opened up new ministries for our Methodist churches
in Hawaii. On any given Sunday in this city you may attend a Methodist service in any one
of 7 different languages! Most of our churches are bilingual, several are trilingual, and one
is quadrilingual! But the younger generation of each ethnic group emerge from our public
schools speaking English, and growing up together as they do it is not surprising that 40%
of our marriages in Hawaii are inter-cultural. Most of our youngsters may have an
Hawaiian auntie, an Oriental grandmother, or a Filipino cousin! So we have home-grown
here what have come to be called "The Golden People" of Hawaii, the culturally-mixed
people of aloha-land who can eat with chopsticks, dance a hula, sing a Filipino song, and
run for political office like a westerned
To climax our show tonight and to let you see for yourself the many faces and cultures
of young Hawaii, we now present the famous Honolulu Boy Choir under the direction of
Roy Hallman. Their home base is the Central Union United Church of Christ, but they
represent all the races and all the faiths of Hawaii, and you had better hang on to your
heart because they will surely steal it away!
CLOSING REMARKS
Mahalo (which is Hawaiian for "thank you") to Roy Hallman and the justly famed
Honolulu Boy Choid I want you to know that this is the first time they have performed a
concert without charge, but they said they considered it a great honor to perform for you
leaders of the church around the world! If you would like to take home a souvenir of
Hawaii's multi-cultural society which we have dramatized for you tonight, remember that
the boys will be selling recordings of their music of many cultures at the ballroom doors as
you leave. And now, once again, ALOHA, and goodnight from the Methodist people of
Hawaii nei!
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WORLD HUNGER
Address By Senator Daniel K. Inouye
Senator Inouye is a member of the Democratic Party, was elected to the House of
Representatives of the Territory of Hawaii in 1954; elected in 1959 to the United States
House of Representatives as the first Congressman from the State of Hawaii, and elected
to the U.S. Senate in 1962 with reelections in 1968 and 1974. He currently serves on
various Senate committees. He is an active Methodist churchman, author, and member of
numerous civic clubs.
Not long ago, in 1974, the world faced an unprecedented threat to the safety and well-
being of hundreds of millions of people. This threat was not nuclear holocaust; it was not
disease; it was, quite simply, a lack of food. Never before had a global food shortage of
such alarming proportions been faced. Millions of people around the world were struck
down by the crippling effects of malnutrition; hundreds of thousands perished for want of
food. Today, despite all that has been done to avert the return of famine, millions still live
on the brink of starvation.
Before 1974, development economists had talked for many years about the rural poor
and the global food problem. For many years, they had warned that the precarious
balance between supply and demand for food would tip towards scarcity, towards hunger
and death. In 1974, the balance toppled.
We do not know � we may never know � how many died in the African Sahel, or in
Ethiopia, or in India and Bangladesh. We do know that it took a crisis, a tragedy of almost
unimaginable proportions, to awaken the world's governments to the global food shortage
and to convince them of the need to translate theoretical and humanitarian concerns into
practical programs for action.
This is the topic I would like to talk to you about: What are the dimensions of the world
food crisis, and what steps can we take to meet it?
In the vast area we refer to as the developing world, between 600 and 800 million peo
ple are suffering from malnutrition. These numbers are almost beyond our powers of con
ception; it is difficult to regard them as anything but meaningless statistics, abstract pro
positions which have little or no bearing on our lives. It is easy to get lost in the weighty
statistics or macroeconomics analysis, to think in terms of numbers rather than of people.
It is not, however, an easy thing to awaken each day to the gaunt faces of your children,
to see the grim visage of famine reflected in their eyes, and then to go out again to till the
parched, barren earth. To the 800 million people in the developing world who are ill-fed,
malnutrition is not some remote, abstract subject, which can be endlessly studied and
quantified; its impact on their lives is both immediate and lasting. They know that
malnutrition dulls the mind and weakens the sinews of labor; they know that it fosters
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disease and brings death at an early age. Most tragic of all, they know malnutrition as a
curse which falls heavily on the young � of those who survive the harsh and enduring
course of malnutrition, many will suffer permanent mental impairment and physical
disability.
This problem will be with us for a long time to come. The World Bank's World Develop
ment Report, published in August of 1978, draws many sobering conclusions about the
fundamental problems currently facing the developing countries. One of them is much
more than that; it is shocking. Even if the projected � and optimistic � growth rates in
the developing world are achieved, some 600 million individuals at the end of the century
will remain trapped in absolute poverty � a condition of life (in Robert McNamara's
terms) which is so characterized by malnutrition, illiteracy, disease, high infant mortality,
and low life expectancy as to be beneath any reasonable definition of human decency.
Consider this: Every two seconds 5 lives are added to the human population, 4 of them
in the developing world. Of every 5 children born in the developing world, one will die
before the age of 5 years. At a minimum, one-half of these deaths will be directly related
to malnutrition. In 1979, 20 million people died from hunger, most of them children. This
year, 25 million will die from hunger.
To fully understand the dimensions of this problem, we must consider the ever-
escalating numbers of people who must be fed. The world's population currently expands
at less than 2 percent annually. Believe it or not, this is an improvement. Because of
population planning programs and improved economic conditions, the world birthrate
declined from 3.4 percent in 1965 to less than 2 percent in 1978. There are some hopeful
signs that this improvement will continue, but I am sure you understand that the closer we
get to zero growth the more difficult it is to further reduce the rate of growth.
Now, what bearing does this have on the global food shortage? Well, the developing
countries were virtually self-sufficient in their food production in 1950. By the late 1960s,
however, they were importing annually between 25 and 30 million tons of grain, half of
which was in the form of food donations. By 1965, the food imports of these countries
had reached more than 50 million tons per year. The United Nations Food and
Agricultural Organization has reported that in each of the last two years food production
has declined in the developing countries. Africa has the worst record � in 1977 food pro
duction per person was less than that of 1967.
Because of this inverse relationship between increasing populations and declining food
production, it is now estimated that by 1985 food deficit countries, in Asia, Africa, and
Latin America will be short some 100 million tons in cereal grains. Fifteen years later, in
the year 2000, if there are to be adequate diets for all, the world will have to increase its
annual food production by two and one-half times the current output.
These statistics are alarming: They are made even more so when we recognize that
despite the great gains made in food production in recent years in many parts of the globe,
the world's population increase is outstripping its ability to produce more food. We are still
losing the race between population growth and the production of food, despite our
technical expertise and our sustained efforts.
In brief, population growth has eroded whatever gains have been made in feeding the
hungry peoples of the world. In the critical supply and demand equation facing the
developing world, our attention and our resources have too frequently focused on the
supply of food. To restore equilibrium we must also focus on the demand function � the
world's increasing population. Unless we attend equally to each side of the equation, we
may fail to keep the specter of famine from our own door, and we will assuredly abdicate
population planning to the harsh controls imposed by nature through massive starvation.
We must focus on self-help programs which increase the local production of food, but we
must also redouble our efforts to control the population explosion. In a world of finite
resources population growth cannot continue indefinitely. It is not the politics of govern
ments which will command this response to food scarcity; rather it will result from the in
exorable logic of mathematics.
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But, there is hope.
As former Chairman of the Foreign Operations Subcommittee of the Senate Appropria
tions Committee, it has been my obligation in recent years to scrutinize our efforts to meet
the threat of world starvation. It has also been my responsibility to muster support for
foreign assistance expenditures � which, believe me, is not the easiest of tasks. I have
spoken often of the needs of the world's poor.
Our government has in recent years increased aid funding for programs in food and
nutrition assistance. Last year, the Congress provided almost 20 percent more than the
prior year in food and nutrition funding through our Bilateral Assistance Programs alone.
Additional amounts, of course, were provided in our contributions to the United Nations
and the international financial institutions. I believe, for humanitarian and practical
reasons, that it is critical that we do all in our power to generate support for food produc
tion and population control; to prevent the spread of disastrous famine; and to restore
hope to the starving millions in many parts of the wodd.
This is not a job we can, or should, do alone. It is one in which we must enlist, and in
creasingly engage, the skills and wealth of other nations. Through a variety of regional
and international organizations such as the United Nations, the Wodd Bank, and the
Regional Development Banks, an international community of donor countries is making
an increasingly coordinated response to the world food crisis. Private foundations and
charitable organizations are doing their part as well.
Many of my efforts in recent years have been devoted to pressing for increased con
tributions from other, well-off countries to these international organizations. I have also
called for restraint in the administrative costs of these organizations � costs which fre
quently are so excessive that they detract from the very organizations they are supposed to
be supporting.
The United States provides a large measure of its food assistance through these interna
tional organizations. In 1975, the United States took the lead in the establishment of the
International Fund for Agricultural Development. The Fund's goal is stated in these
words:
"Every man, woman and child has the inalienable right to be free from
hunger and malnutrition in order to develop fully and maintain their physical
and mental facilities."
To meet this goal, the Fund has raised a little over $1 billion for use as loans to food deficit
countries for programs which are designed to "introduce, expand or improve food pro
duction" and to strengthen agricultural institutions. To this effort, the United States has
made a contribution of $200 million.
Furthermore, our contributions to international financial institutions, such as the Inter
national Development Association of the World Bank, the special funds of the Asian
Development Bank, and the Fund for Special Operations of the Inter-American Develop
ment Bank, work toward a solution to the world food and population crises.
In our bilateral relations, the United States helps the poorer nations of the world meet
their food needs not only through technical assistance programs but also through the pro
vision of U.S. agricultural surpluses.
These commodities are made available to foreign countries under Public Law 480, the
Food for Peace Program.
During the 24 years since the law was enacted, 246.8 million metric tons of U.S.
agricultural commodities, valued at $28.9 billion have been donated.
We have the technology required to do the job, we have the knowledge and the exper
tise, and we have the resources. What is needed now is the political will and the leadership
to bring this technology and these resources to bear. We can bring an end to global hunger
and starvation. We can do it if we will, but will we do it?
Having said all of this, I am certain that some of you were muttering under your breath
"Why should we spend our good, hard-earned money to feed these foreigners?" Others
may be asking "Are we serving our national interests by feeding and caring for these
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foreigners?" My response is yes, we should feed these people because it does serve our
national interest.
Today there are approximately 4 billion people living, working, killing, dying, etc. on
this planet, h is estimated that if we are not able to stem our population explosion, or to do
much more than we are doing currendy, by the year 2010 the number of people will be
doubled.
Studies indicate that this growth will come almost solely among the poor nations of the
world. About 10 years ago, I recall reading a report suggesting at that time that approx
imately 65 percent of the people in the world were categorized as the "have not's" and 35
percent were categorized as the "have's." The report also suggested that this was a
reasonable, workable division; a ratio that would provide sufficient stability in the world.
However, we know that 12 years ago there were riots in Pakistan and Bangladesh. South
America and Africa were also experiencing similar problems.
If that 65-35 ratio was correct years ago, I wonder what the world will be like in the year
2000 � if the world's industrialized countries achieve their zero population growth or
close to that figure and growth comes about only among the less developed nations? Our
worst fears may be realized and the ratio could well be 95 percent 'have not's" to 5 percent
"have's."
I am just a politician, I am not an expert on population or world economics, but that
ratio frightens me. It is a ratio fraught with danger. It could be a time when the world
would experience constant riots: Famine and starvation would be commonplace. Riots
and political instability oftentimes evolve into wars � civil or otherwise. The impoverished
are not a passive body, waiting to starve and die.
If we do not ease their suffering, their discontent will explode with a force that will shake
the foundations of the earth.
Ours is a wonderful country and we have been blessed with plenty. I grant you that
there are those who have not fully shared these blessings, but for most Americans, life has
been good. Our industry is strong, our standard of living has been high. Last year, the
United States, a nation of 223 million people comprising 5 percent of the world's popula
tion, consumed 33 percent of the world's food resources.
It does not take much of an expert to predict that it is important to the maintenance of
our democracy and our standard of living that we not be encircled by a sea of turbulence,
a sea of starving, rioting people. The maintenance of our democracy and our security in
its fullest require stability and peace on a world-wide basis. We require adequate markets
for our products and access to raw materials and products in short supply and these de
pend upon friendly relations with other countries. Yes, I think it is in our national interest
to prevent such a holocaust.
I think it is in our national interest to solve the global food problem.
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"UNDER ORDERS"
By Bishop Jack M. Tuell
Bishop Jack M. Tuell is bishop of the Pacific and Southwest Conference, Los Angeles
Area, United Methodist Church, and host area for the Centennial Conference. Bishop
Tuell has been President of both the National Division and the Ecumenical and Inter-
religious Concerns Division of the Board of Global Ministries of the United Methodist
Church.
Greetings to all of you in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ. What a joy it is to be
gathered together on this Sunday morning to worship God in this marvelous worldwide
Methodist family. My heart really overflows in a way as I think of all of you. As I also think
of some of those who are here taking part in the service my beloved friend and colleague,
Charles Golden, whose ministry through the years has been such an inspiration to so
many. I think of Dr. David Harada and the tremendous load of work which he and his col
leagues here in Hawaii have carried in these past weeks to make possible so much that has
been a part of our gathering together.
And then Rev. Olav Parnamets and his wife. About seven years ago Margie and I
traveled to Tallinn, Estonia, had the privilege of meeting Olav Parnamets and his wife and
the Methodist congregation there to worship with them, to share with them, to pray with
them, to begin to understand something of the way in which this committed, dedicated
band of Methodist Christians is demonstrating a faith in the midst of difficult circumstances
which is a kind of testimony and a witness to us all. To see this vast array of persons from
every race and nation and place in our world, you somehow catch a fleeting glimpse of
what it means to be a part of the kingdom of God. It is a joy and a privilege to be able to
share in this service this morning.
Our text is a very familiar one � the great commission � in that closing passage ac
cording to the Gospel of St. Matthew. Do you all know it? You probably know it by heart.
Christians are a people under orders. As men and women who are the spiritual descen
dants of John Wesley we should understand that. We become Christians, Wesley said,
when we accept the gift of grace and love through faith in Jesus Chdst. This grace, said
Wesley, is prevenient. It comes before us, it preceeds us. It provides the context in which
we either shun it or turn and accept it.
Wesley believed this grace is free. It is freely offered to every person and it is God's will
that we might all turn and be converted and accept that amazing grace. Amazing because
it it totally undeserved. We haven't earned one ounce of that grace.
To some people that has been a bit soft-headed. Too easy. I remember a lawyer in a
congregation I once served who couldn't stand the parable of the prodigal son. He felt that
the older brother got a raw deal. That his years of faithfully staying at home and doing his
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duty were repaid by his father pouring out his love on his wasteful brother. My lawyer
friend said "What kind of justice is that?" And that's exacdy the point. God's love for us is
not based upon justice. Thank God. It is based on grace, and that is precisely what Wesley
discovered that night at Aldersgate Street. But Wesley has implanted in us that having
received the gift of God's grace, we then come under orders. We become participants in a
mission. We go on to perfection. In other words, in language my lawyer friend would
understand, doing good is not a condition precedent to receiving God's grace, but it is
rather the natural outcome and profound responsibility of the person who has received
that gift of grace. A good way to say this is that a Christian is under orders.
As we look at the Great Commission we see that the commission gives us (1) the basis
of the orders; (2) the orders themselves; and (3) the assurance of support in carrying out
the orders.
First the basis of the orders. All authority on heaven and earth has been given unto me.
No more sweeping authority could be given. It is awesome to think that when you and I
respond to these orders we are acting under the command of the Lord of heaven and
earth. Why is it then that we can sometimes so trivialize what we do in the church. How is
it in the face of that authority that we can spend our energy on side issues and waste our
substance on peripheral concerns. We are under orders from the one who has been given
all authority in heaven and earth. The greatest visible proof that this authority is for real is
the lives of Christians whose accomplishment of apparently impossible tasks can be ex
plained only by the fact that their authority came from the Lord of heaven and earth. We
have already mentioned John Wesley, that little man, slight in stature, a failure in his eariy
years, but once accepting God's gifts and coming under orders possessed of an energy
and a will and a determination that can be explained only by his knowledge that he served
under the highest authority.
William and Catherine Booth, servants of the Methodist conference, but at a supremely
critical moment in their lives as the conference was about to send William away from his
work in the London slums, Catherine on her feet in the balcony shouted "Never, William,
neved" and the Salvation Army was born. You can't explain the Salvation Army apart
from persons under orders of the highest authority.
Or Mother Teressa in our own time. How do you explain that tough, yet frail woman
laboring in the slums of Calcutta, ministering to the dying of that teeming city. How do
you explain it apart from orders from the most high God. Time would fail me to talk about
all of the ordinary Christians � Christians I have met in India, in Zaire, in the Soviet
Union, in East Germany, in Czechoslovakia, in churches large and small in the United
States � who are heroes and heroines of the Christian faith. Not because they are
unusually gifted, but because they have an unusual sense of the source of the authority for
what they are doing in Christ's name.
I tell you that more than any single thing the church is in need of a renewal of that con
viction of the source of our authority, for it is that authority that authenticates our being
under orders.
Now second, what are the orders? Very simple. Go! Make disciples! Baptize! Teach! Go!
Don't just sit there, go! Oh what a word that is for Methodists! We are a go-go people.
Brother John was a go-go man. Some 250,000 miles during his long career. Francis
Asbury took up the same traveling ministry, once writing in his diary "Live or die I must
ride". And ride he did for 50 long years, until like Wesley they had to hold him up to
preach his last sermon. Harry Hosier a black preacher in early America went to the people
proclaiming with eloquence the good news. FrancesWillard, a towering figure of the nine
teenth century, waging implacable warfare against the liquor traffic and all of its destruc
tion, but also a social prophet for the rights of women and a more just economic order.
"Go" was her byword and she traveled across America and across the wodd under
orders.
"Go" is at the heart of our Methodist concept of a traveling ministry � of itinerant
preachers � under orders and under appointment. That concept has changed somewhat
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since the days of Wesley and Asbury but it still is at the heart of our polity. While 1
welcome possible larger church unions with other bodies, I believe that as long as we are
essentially a Wesleyan church that the idea of a traveling itinerant ministry under appoint
ment is central to our ethos and our identity.
"Go make disciples". Here at the heart of the great commission is the central theme of
evangelization. The world hurt, wounded, crying out for love and justice needs to hear
the word proclaimed; needs to be convinced that God's love is real; needs to become
disciples; now making disciples, evangelization. While it is closely linked to Christian social
concern and action, it is not the same thing as those important aspects of the Christian life.
There have been those who have said "Christian social action is evangelism". That is
misleading. To evangelize is consciously to seek to persuade, to convince, to convict
another person of the truth of the saving love of God made known in Jesus Christ.
Social action may be closely related to evangelization. For I may fail to convince you of
the truth of the gospel if you see that I am failing to do anything to put that gospel into ac
tion. My social concern and action then may help authenticate the genuineness of my
conviction. But while social action is a necessary corollary of evangelization, it should not
be deemed identical with it. For to do that is to cut the nerve of evangelization. Possibly to
cut us loose from our roots in the love of God and to risk the church moving away from
being the body of Christ and moving toward becoming a society of people who try to do
good. This would be the death knell of the church.
Make disciples, preach, persuade, convince, love them into discipleship. The order to
baptize should remind us of our being a part of all of Christ's church. We do not baptize
people Methodists. We baptize them as members of the family of God. As a member of
Christ's holy church. It is only after a person has been baptized and confirmed that in a
separate act � they are asked to assume vows of loyalty to the Methodist Church. So the
command to baptize should be an ever-present reminder not to build more walls on top of
the historic divisions which separate us into denominations. Jesus Christ has given us one
church. All of our divisions are a result of human inability to accept that gift. Let us not
then be guilty of allowing walls to remain between us and the Christians of all churches.
Let us possess the catholic spirit of which our father in the faith John Wesley spoke so elo
quently.
The last word in these orders is teach. Our teaching is done at least as much by what we
do as by what we say. The church has never lacked in any generation for those who could
speak and preach with eloquence. Why is it then that the tides of vital Christian life and
piety have ebbed and flowed through the generations. Now up, now down, now strong,
now weak, now vital, now flabby and flacid. Why?
I am convinced that the times when the Christian church has surged with power have
been those times when those who taught authenticated their teaching by their lives. The
whole Wesleyan movement is a testimony to that. Why did John Wesley accomplish what
he did? Sure, he was a good preacher. Especially if you liked ten-point sermons. But he
wasn't all that great. Sure, he was a superb organizer, but there have been organization
men and women and lots of them today who make no mark on history at all. His personal
relationships with people often were not good, especially with women. His unfortunate af
fair with Sophia Hopkey in America and his disastrous marriage to Mollie Vazielle reveal
an appalling lack of understanding about how to deal with other human beings, especially
those of the opposite sex. No, Wesley's "success" was not due just to his preaching nor to
his immense organizational ability and certainly not to his warm human relationships. You
can't imagine John Wesley as one of these warm fuzzies, somehow.
Perhaps a clue to what I am getting at is a quote that Samuel Johnson is said to have
made. Samuel was a contemporary of Wesley and he one time made this comment: "I
hate to meet John Wesley. The dog enchants you with his conversation and then rushes
off to visit some old woman." You know, I think there is perhaps a key to what it is that I
am saying. The power ofWesley was the power of a totally committed life. Ordinary peo
ple could not see that slight meek figure moving about his tasks without knowing that here
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was the authentic and nothing teaches like the authentic � the real thing �- incarnation.
Jesus taught us all through incarnation. We teach and only teach in any real way when
some kind of incarnation takes place within us. When glimmers of the light of the
knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ shines through us in the totality
of our lives, when that happens, great teaching takes place and the church is renewed.
Go preach! Baptize! Teach! Those are the orders that we all are under. An awesome
responsibility. But thank God we are assured of support in carrying out those orders. "Lo,
I am with you always". The Lord whom we follow is also the Lord who walks with us
along the way. It is finally this assurance of support that enables us to keep carrying out the
orders.
Now I think that this is very evident to us in the lives of some of the great heroes of the
Christian faith. We think of people like Dieterich Bonhoeffer, or Martin Luther King, Jr.,
and we know that in order for them to sustain their witness and their mission that they had
to have a profound knowledge of the supporting presence of God in their lives. We know
that.
What we sometimes I think fail to understand is that that support and assurance are with
us in even the mundane tasks that you and I are called to carry out in the name of Jesus
Christ and His mission. Sometimes we are even called upon to carry out tasks that seem
so far removed from the gospel as to make us wonder. Sometimes those tasks seem
almost bizarre in terms of the mission of the church.
Most of you are familiar with the fact that a year ago I was sent down to help work with a
situation like that � a place called Pacific Homes. And I found myself in the midst of a
task where I was spending the major part of my time sitting down with negotiators,
negotiating with plaintiffs in multi-million dollar lawsuits against the church. There were
times when I had to ask myself � is this what you were ordained for? Is this what it means
to be a follower of Jesus Christ? When I came down there, at one time I was led to make
the remark that whereas the old saying used to have it "Where the bishop is, there is the
church", in my case it was, "Where the bishop is, there is a defendant". But I want you to
know that I discovered something in this past year. Because the work which we carry on
and which had been begun so nobly and well by Bishop Charles Golden � in that work
we faced despair many times. Many times it seemed that that sense of failure and im
possibility stalked our every effort. There were times when it seemed about impossible to
bring about any kind of constructive solution. I don't really know what kept us going dur
ing some of those dark days other than some kind of assurance that what we were doing
was a way of responding to genuine needs of the residents, and because it was a way of
acknowledging a moral concern, and this direction was somehow surely what God
wanted us to be doing. So when despair stalked us we were again and again able to rise
above that despair and a conviction that what we were doing, we did surely by the power
of God. Only because of that we were able to continue and untimately to arrive at a solu
tion to that matter. "Lo, I am with you always" is no empty phrase. That knowledge was
reinforced for me in these experiences of the past year.
So my brothers and my sisters, we are under orders, orders given on the highest possi
ble authority, orders to go, to baptize, to teach the good news, and we are assured of be
ing sustained by the one who has given the orders, even Jesus Christ our Lord.
Can you begin to understand how desperate our world is for that good news of which
we have been speaking? How parched the throat of our world for the living water? Let me
share with you this true story of something that happened a few years ago that I think
helps us to catch some idea of the depth of that need of humanity in our world.
Margie and I were in the Soviet Union and we had come to Moscow to visit that city.
For three mornings we were with a young woman who was twenty-one years of age,
spoke excellent English. She was a guide for the Soviet In-tourist Travel Agency, the of
ficial agency of the country. We were out with her for two mornings in that city, saw many
of the sights, and enjoyed that time very much. It happened that during those two days
there was no particular occasion for me to say to her that I was a minister. As far as she
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was concerned, we were simply a couple of Americans who were there in the city.
The third morning, though, we went with Marcia into the Kremlin itself, behind the
walls of the Kremlin. And there saw a number of very interesting items and objects out of
the past, came into a building which at one time was the residence of the Patriarch of
Moscow, of the Russian Orthodox Church, h is a museum now. We went from place to
place looking at the various things and finally we came and stood before this glass case
behind which there hung a beautiful robe. It was all embroidered in pearls and was kind of
a gold brocade, it was utterly fantastic, a beautiful robe that had been worn by some
bishop some 700 years before. As we stood there looking at it, my wife leaned over to me
and she said, "You ought to get one of these" and Marcia who was standing there with us
said "Oh, that is for a bishop" and I said to Marcia "I am a bishop". Marcia turned to me
and her mouth fell open and she said to me, "You're a bishop?" And I said "Yes". Well,
the tour stopped.
For the next two hours, there literally inside the walls of the Kremlin, a theological
discussion ensued. Marcia was incredibly curious. She asked about many things. She ask
ed "Do you believe that Jesus really lived, that he wasn't just a myth or a legend?" and we
talked about that for a while. She talked about science and religion. She said, "I took you
out there to the science park the other day and how come you believe in science and ac
cept that and still believe in religion?" and we talked about that for a long time.
Finally we came to a point in the conversation where it was obvious that Marcia was
struggling with her feelings. She said "Do you mind if I ask you a more personal question
� do you fear death?" That's the bottom line. We responded that "No, basically as Chris
tians we do not fear death because we know that the God who loves us and who created
us will continue to sustain us beyond the event that we call death". And Marcia, once
again struggling with her own emotions, said, "I envy you".
I share that with you because to me it is so revealing of the depth of the hunger, the
thirst, the yearning, the longing that is in the hearts of people all over this world. The
world is full of Marcias. Whether it's in Moscow or whether it's in Buenos Aires or New
York City or wherever in little towns or in big cities or in all the towns and places of our
various nations, wherever it is, people are longing for that sense of meaning and truth that
comes to them only when they understand the good news of the love of God in their lives.
This means, you see, that you and I as a part of the church of Jesus Christ carry within our
holding that precious beautiful message that can transform the life of humankind. What a
day it is for the evangel for the good news to be proclaimed. What a time it is to be under
orders of the most high God to be carrying out that task.
And so, under orders, let us take up the march and together move toward God's
future. Amen.
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A KINDLED PASSION
By Dr. Phyllis Guthardt
Dr. Guthardt is a Methodist minister and Presbyterian minister as well, presently serving
as senior minister of Knox Presbyterian Church, Christchurch, New Zealand. She is a
member of the World Council of Churches Working Committee in Sub-unit 3 on Women
in Church and Society and she is also a member of the Commission on Theological Con
cerns of The Christian Conference of Asia.
It's a mixed and curious blessing being here with you. Mixed because it felt fine when I
was down there, curious because I am usually more involved overseas with ecumenical
gatherings than denominational ones and yet always glad to be with my Methodist family.
Blessing because that's the religious word to describe a responsibility you'd rather be
without.
You might have noticed in the introduction that I am working at the moment with a
Presbyterian congregation and find that a little strange? It was strange to me, too. I thought
they must be crazy when they first wrote to see if I would consider a call, but I did consider
it because we were working towards the covenant of the ministries and I thought it must be
a very unusual and imaginative congregation to consider calling a woman and a Methodist
to be its senior minister. It did prove to be such a congregation and I am very happy there.
I should tell you perhaps that I am a Presbyterian minister as well.
On that last night in Jerusalem, John tells us, Peter spoke from his heart to Jesus,
"Lord, I lay down my life for you". Passion has become an old-fashioned word today. It
conjures up dated romantic films and modern TV soap dramas. You are allowed to have
a passion for a food you especially enjoy or maybe something you like doing. Most of us
here probably have a passion for music. You may have a passion for oysters or for your
favorite sport. My own country. New Zealand, is split down the middle at the moment
because those whose passion is rugby football have stubbornly gone along with the tour of
the South African Springboks although the majority of New Zealanders is strongly oppos
ed to it because we loathe apartheid and all it stands for.
Yes, you can have passion. But not really anymore for God or faith. That's unseemly.
We're cool in style these days. Very different from Peter and his wild promises "I'll lay
down my life for you".
Come back a moment to that night and the dark daylight hours that followed. What
could it have been like for those who were actually there when it happened that the Lord
of heaven and earth was violendy executed. Was the whole city shocked by such an
event? That gentle, friendly healer they had listened to and loved put down so unjustly?
No, of course the city wasn't shocked. Most wouldn't even have known what was happen
ing. They'd be busy with preparations for the holiday weekend � all those guests arriving.
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family from out of town, food to prepare and no means of keeping it fresh in the heat,
makes you tired to think of it, doesn't it! Conversations, family gossip, friends to welcome,
and then the great night of the year the Passover Feast when they recalled and celebrated
the ancient deliverance of their people from slavery in Egypt centuries before.
Of course they weren't shocked. Even if they knew or cared. Why every day there were
crucifixions. It's said isn't it that once the road from Jerusalem to Jericho�how many
miles was lined with crosses and on each a dying man. One more cross, what's that to
worry about? He probably deserved all he got.
There were some who cared. There were people who had been made whole by his
treatment of them. For somehow he'd reached right down into the dark corners of their
lives where their guilts and fears were like black shadows and the loving acceptance he of
fered gave them freedom and peace. So many were healed. Sometimes it came out in
physical healing, sometimes in mental or spiritual wholeness. They cared.
And those who had known him as friend cared. One of the most beautiful stories of the
gospel to my mind tells of a dinner party. It was frequently the case when an important
person was giving a feast, it would be held in his courtyard or in a downstairs room with
the doors opening into it. And so the people of the town could come and stand there,
observe the feasting and listen to the conversation.
Luke tells us that one of the Pharisees had invited Jesus to eat with him. The meal pro
ceeded with the guests stretched out on couches with their feet away from the low table.
And you remember, a woman of the street kneeled at the feet of Jesus, she weeps her
gratitude and wipes his feet with her hair. And then she performs an act of great passion.
Expensive perfume in those days came in one of those long-necked jars, you know a flat
bulb on the bottom and then a long narrow neck, so with the long thin neck, you could
carefully pour it, one precious drop at a time. She breaks the neck and pours it all � the
cost of a whole year's income � on his feet. No wonder Jesus was moved. Her great love
proved that her many sins have been forgiven. She cared, that woman. She'd found
herself treated with a courtesy that restored her sense of her own worth and dignity. And
so her most treasured possession, the alabaster jar of perfume probably saved for her own
burial, she could break and pour on his feet. Another burial she knew it must be. Not her
own she was weeping for, but his gentleness on her life had given her an undying passion,
this time of love for one who treated her as very precious indeed.
And dear, blundering, forthright old Peter. He cared. Time after time he'd fall down.
Before that last night was out he'd curse and swear he'd never heard of Jesus. With one
breath he'd ask, "Lord, why can't I follow you now? I'll lay down my life for you." And a
few hours later in the garden when Jesus had begged them to keep watch with him, Peter
would go fast asleep and then take off for the nearest bush. But he cared enough to carry
the gospel of Jesus later to the heart of the empire, Rome. And you recall how tradition
adds that when his turn came to be executed he asked to be crucified upside down
because he wasn't worthy to die in the same way as his master.
Many of the followers of Christ cared. They, too, bore the cross on their foreheads and
the message of love in their hearts. And they traveled to every part of the known earth.
Life for them was like a feather on the back of a hand. They took seriously that promise of
Isaiah 42 "I have formed you and appointed you to be a light to all people." A beacon for
the nations. To open eyes that are blind. To bring captives out of prison, out of the
dungeons where they lie in darkness. And so through the centuries have others. Like last
century. When the passion for Christ took men and women south to the continent of
Africa, over to India, to China and the far East, to the lands of the Pacific, in fact to these
islands. With their enthusiasm, those missionaries took their culture and their understand
ing of civilized life. We are critical of them now in our superior twentieth century way.
Critical of some of their enterprises and their ways of doing things. You need only to read
the story of Hawaii to be deeply distressed at some of the things which happened here and
attitudes we'd find indefensible.
We have made much of how they went to different countries and put clothes on the
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people, inappropriate clothes and the rest. You know the litany. But often we haven't
understood at all what was happening.
About 1816 the Rev. Samuel Lee, a Methodist minister, went first with his friend and
Anglican priest Samuel Marsdon to New Zealand. Later Samuel Lee married home in
England and took out a young bride. One of the first things Mrs. Lee did was gather a
class, of course good Methodist, a class of women who made white babies gowns for new
babies. Does that sound silly? Maybe not. You see as in many places, baby boys were pro
bably safe enough because sons were desired, but infant girls were often taken out into the
forest and exposed and left to die. Mrs. Lee found that if a new baby girl had a special
white gown her parents were so proud of her that they'd keep her. And if she survived the
first week or two, don't try to imagine the gown, she'd be allowed to live. The Lees lived in
appalling conditions themselves and their health was soon broken down, but a gospel of
love was brought and the Methodist Church established in the farthest part of what was
then the British empire.
How cheap it is to sneer at missionaries of the past for being men and women of their
time � subject to error as the rest of us. How cheap if we sneer from the shelter and com
fort of an affluent life and an undemanding pew. Do you know I sometimes fear that when
we have to account to the Lord our God what he will condemn will not be our passion,
friends, but our deadly inertia. We just don't care enough. We settle back into the groove
called the status quo and slumber off. Effort is too much for us. Change is fearful. It's so
much easier to reflect on the glories of the past than face the challenge of the future. And
we may end up amongst those of whom it was said "They love darkness rather than light".
When did you last put yourself on the line for your Christian convictions? Why is it that as
soon as something complex and demanding comes before us that may change our way of
life and our way of doing things, all the old tired threadbare bogies are dragged out of the
cupboard and mounted as principles to be defended to the death.
Are we just timid? Fearful of change? Settled in our malignant molehill? Closing our
eyes to the broad new horizons of life and love to which we may be called? I don't doubt
we have problems with suggestions of change. It's a frequent symptom of middle-aged
spread, or obesity. I'm asking you tonight to allow your passion to be kindled for the things
we say we care about � that are life creating rather than death creating.
One receives peculiar phone calls in a manse or parsonage. You all know that. Let me
oudine one that happened a month or so ago at my place. I answered the phone and a
woman's voice � no name � said, "Are you Knox Church?" "No," I said, "but I am one
of the ministers." "Are you a lady?" Many things crossed my mind. "Well, I said, I sup
pose you could say that". "Are you a priest?" "Well, I am a minister of the church." Then
she said she wanted to talk to someone called "Ross Smith". I replied I didn't think we had
anyone of that name. But she insisted he did hang around Knox Church and he was big
and beefy and a builder. So I went and looked up the roll and told her "No, we have no
one of that name", in fact we didn't have many Smiths at all. But we did have a fine selec
tion of Macks and would she like a Mack? Knox Church without Macks is inconceivable.
No, she didn't want a Mack. Then she went on "How do you like being a lady?" "Oh",
said I surprised, "I quite enjoy it thank you, I have been one for quite a long time now."
"No," she said, "I mean how do you like being a lady priest?" "Oh," I said "I quite enjoy it
thank you. I've been one for a long time now." "Well," she said, "The thought of going to
a lady doctor makes me sick, let alone a lady priest!" And I responded, "Let's just hope I
don't have to bury you."
Well, I'm not too proud of allowing myself to respond like that, though you may think
there was temptation. She wasn't a churchwoman I guess, but I sometimes wonder if the
church has yet begun to take seriously the responsible partnership of women with men.
Oh yes, we speak carefully of it, and sometimes even remember in the language of our
worship, but has the church even begun to hear the pain of so many women who are sick
to the heart of being second if not fourth-class citizens.
This is my twenty-fifth year in the ministry and 1 still have to listen to earnest young men
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telling me solemnly about the subordination of women and what my place should be. You
can't imagine what I think I should be telling them! Of course none of you here think like
that. We are enlightened. But if you'd heard last week women from all over the wodd,
Methodist women, at the Federation conference, you'd know they don't always see this
talk of equality and responsibility being borne out in the lives of our churches. What about
yours? Not a head concept am I asking for, not just care about language, but a genuine
passion that all God's people shall be seen as blessed with His dignity.
Women have a unique contribution and experience to bring to the life of the church �
a unique understanding of the mind of Christ. And the church above all should be the
community where this is delighted in. We share as Methodists and we have shared it here,
the pain of the migrant worker, the refugee family that can find no foothold in a new land,
those who must put their children to bed hungry, those who have no bed. We suffer with
the millions of God's people who are maltreated for their rich skin color, where somehow
our systems have built in a deep prejudice that raises seemingly unscalable barriers be
tween people. We share the pain, my sisters and my brothers, but too often in us there is a
silent "ho-hum", again response. Because it is just too much effort to think about how
change may be brought.
Last week in one of the groups of the conference a woman said, "Look, I'm in my thir
ties and ever since I was in Sunday School I've been hearing about refugees and all these
problems. When will we stop talking and actually do something?" And she's right. If we
have that "ho-hum" response instead of a holy passion for the right and dignity of every
man and woman and child on God's earth, may God forgive us.
It's been a huge relief to us many of us here that this conference has taken up so strong
ly the call to peacemaking. Time was when those with a passion for peace were "peace
freaks". And I speak as one who has been a "peace freak" all her adult life. And even the
church, the church we love, didn't take such people seriously.
Recendy I read an article by a man who had been working in England thirteen years in a
small town called Love about eight miles from the North Sea coast. It's a peaceful market
town, an unlikely setting in which to become concerned about nuclear war. But it lies near
a concentration of Royal Air Force airfields. It is not far from the bomber bases. A local
newspaper there this year contained articles not just on the possibility of nuclear war, but it
seemed the probability of such an event. The local council is making its preparation and
has issued advice pamphlets. Apparendy the council assumes the enemy will give four
week's notice, in a generous fashion. This is the countdown suggested to the day the
bomb drops: "Week one. Authorities receive first warnings of war possibility, man
emergency war rooms and set up communications systems, call out all forces, reserves
and volunteers. Issue emergency defense pamphlets. Week two. Run down education
services to free staff for other duties. Release all possible hospital cases. Dustmen continue
work as normal. Free county planning and architects apartment staff for other work. Week
three. Evacuate majority of hospital staff and supplies including drugs and blankets from
main towns to country hospitals left free. Skeleton staff left behind with immovable pa
tients. End public transport system running to existing timetable. Start move permanently
into war room. Week four. Outbreak of war announced. Dustmen stop work. Early warn
ing station picks up warning of attack. Relays to United Kingdom Regional Air Operations
Center which in turn warns 250 major police stations. These activate 18,000 warning
sirens throughout country." At the end of the newspaper article readers were presented
with a list, complete with photographs, of all the county officials who have been "chosen
to survive". Their task, to build a new wodd.
Well, the English pride themselves, and rightly, on a dry sense of humor, but that beats
everything! And what if it's not so funny. The world nuclear clock has moved these last
weeks and shows they tell us is at three minutes to midnight, or two. What kind of crazy
logic can step up the defense budget as Senator Inouye told us yesterday to $181 billion
� three times that of Vietnam � and plan $500 million for food? Let's not point the
finger at the United States only. How many of our governments are increasing defense ex-
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penditure always at the cost of health services and social welfare? And what is the
selfishness and greed that makes us elect governments on promises such as reducing taxes
for our personal profit while we allow their international policies to go by default?
I rarely think on these things without remembering words of Napoleon. And if they are
familiar to you, you won't mind hearing them again. Napoleon, emperor, speaks: "I am
well within the mark when I say that all the battles ever fought and the kings who ever
reigned have not affected history as that man Jesus has. His spirit overawes me. Alex
ander, Caesar, Charlemagne, and I myself have founded empires, but upon what do
these creations of our genius depend? Upon force. Christ alone founded his empire upon
love. And to this very day millions would die for him." It's true. They would and they do.
In filthy prisons in South American jails, accompanied by rape, and rats and obscene
methods of torture because they will continue to stand for the human rights and dignity of
all their people. All the world was moved, all Christians anyway, when Archbishop
Luwum was martyred not too long ago and do you recall the words of the bishop speak
ing at his memorial service? We Christians are used to suffering, danger, poverty and
death. We are used to these things. Perhaps some of you here are. In my country we are
not, and I suspect in some others represented here. We allow death-creating systems
rather than life-creating systems to exist often by default. We speak about them from our
pulpits eloquendy or our pews, but that's about it.
Yet, my friends, am I not right in saying that where the church is growing rapidly today
it is precisely in those places of the earth such as some African countries where it's not
always easy to be a follower of Christ. Maybe more than ever before we are called to be
sensitive in our generation to new leadings of the Holy Spirit and to respond with convic
tion, dare I say, passion, in our commitment?
If the church dies by the twentieth century in the western world as the statistics often
suggest it may, perhaps it will die not from the hostility of the world, but from our own in
ertia. And that would be tragic. For we are those blessed and entrusted with the good
news of reconciliation. We acknowledge that there is much within us that needs
forgiveness but we come to worship expecting that we need healing and rejoicing as we
receive it. So we find ourselves humbled by the mystery and the majesty of love laid
down. For us. And renewed by Christ's powerful spirit of freedom and peace. We can
hold our heads up because we're Christ's men and women, recognized by Him, called by
Him, given His own name, and given His good news to share.
And as our eyes focus on the cross, that mighty sign of God's eternal love, we become
aware that we are bound together in a strange new way. Not only is the man or woman
sitting next to us here our brother, our sister, that's easy. But the hurt ones of God's world,
the exploited ones, the lonely and the fearful ones. Those hooked on drugs and alcohol,
those without jobs, the plump and secure ones, even the violent ones of God's world are
also our brothers and sisters. We can never lose our sense of responsibility for them as
those for whom Christ died, whom he loved with an everlasting love.
So how will our lives be known? For our inertia, or for our passion, for the things of
Christ and His way for the world. We'll have our bad patches. Like Peter, we'll fall back
often enough. But if we are willing to offer even that wild hope "I'll lay down my life for
you", Jesus our Lord will go before us and beside us into all our living and loving. And
then the worid will surely see how these Christians love. And we may indeed by God's
grace be a light to all peoples, a beacon for the nations, opening eyes that are blind and
bringing capdves out of prison. Even so, come Lord Jesus, Amen.
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ONE HOPE
By Dr. Abel Hendricks
Dr. Hendricks, twice-elected President of the Methodist Church of Southern Africa,
received the 1980 "World Methodist Peace Award" during the Fourteenth World
Methodist Conference.
I am most grateful to so many most capable, distinguished and brilliant speakers and
scholars that already in such a masterly way elaborated, explained, unfolded, gave fresh,
new and very challenging and thought provoking insights on the theme of Hope.
Hope is the hallmark of the Christian faith. Wherein lies hope? We live and work
hopefully because we are not alone, if we were, there would be no hope. The event of
Pentecost and the overwhelming evidence that the Holy Spirit can and does transform
man inspiring him to go forward. Yet if we look back and we draw inspiration from the
past we are bound to recognise, that results depends on our willingness to co-operate with
God. What does this mean? Simply that we are striving to follow the example of Jesus
Christ, if our minds are open to God's influences we will have eyes to see the world as
Christ sees it, we will see problems as He sees it, and by the grace of God we shall have
both the desire and the will to solve them. Hope opens our eyes to Christ's glodous all-
embracing plan for our world.
Our hope lies in the reawakening of the Church's mission to exercise an ongoing care
for people. Whenever there is a national calamity � floods, earthquakes, etc., � Chris
tians are usually to the fore giving what help they can, yet when the disaster of
hopelessness strikes, many Christians are totally paralized, forgetting that the Christian
God is the God of the exodus and of the resurrection. Therefore, it is an awakening to its
life as a community of trust in mission that grows out of being a community in full obe
dience to Jesus Christ as Lord. He is not only the Eternal Presence embodying all the in
gredients of hope, but He is God in front, the God with a future which is His essential
nature, upon whom we wait and follow with active hope.
There must always remain for the Christian the mysdcal unknown, the intervention of
God that cannot be explained � the contradiction must remain � because only then, and
then only Christian hope emerges not merely as a theological or philosophical debate, but
finds itself translated into the daily actions and lives of men and women who struggle with
the forces of evil. This spirit in mankind announces and exerts an influence in our
hopeless situadon the eternal promises of God, that the believer holds on to, that the cynic
brushes aside: For the believer it is not Utopian, it is not clinging to a straw, it is not seeking
an escape route, it is not closing ones eyes to reality, it is not telling people tomorrow will
be better.
It is hope wrapped in Christian love, directed towards mankind who is standing naked
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in the rain crying out to be wrapped in hope. For this to happen we need a community of
hope, therefore, the Church as the Body of Christ must surely be this community of hope.
This is hope directed to those in our world who live in the twilight zones, the nonexistent,
the worthless, the lonely, the unemployed, the discriminated, the oppressed, the man for
saken masses. It is in such situations that God introduces an Incarnational hope that brings
a new vitality, exuberance and faith. It says that God is in control there is an Eternal plan
� that God's history, will replace man's history, that this God who shapes the destiny of
nations is the God who holds out forever Christian hope to enable the blind to see, the
deaf to hear. So that mankind in their struggles, in their hopes and fears may continue to
believe that there is a God who cares � because "Righteousness exalts a nation" this is the
foundation upon which Chrisdans build their symbols of hope.
In situations like these if the Church is bold enough with devastating honesty to face the
challenge of our day and generation then "the kingdoms of this world will become the
Kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ and He will reign forever, and ever".
All social life and all politics whether nations want to admit it or not is under the pro
vidence of a just God. We know only too well that Christianity did not begin from a van
tage point of the comfortably well off. Christ's first appeal woke the hearts and minds of
the outcasts, his love-hope appeal found entrance firsdy not in the hearts of the Priests
and Pharisees on the contrary. His love bulldozed an entrance into the lives of people who
always lived in the shadow of a simple faith that waited for the shadow to pass so that the
sun of hope will shine, forever.
Therefore the Church can never betray her Lord. She must remain a sign of the
Kingdom, a symbol of hope, a light set on a hill, it dare never allow any other forces to rob
her of her calling, task, and mission, never must she ever dare to become an escape route.
There is a dying process demanded here, otherwise the poor, dispersed and oppressed
will turn away from the Church and work out their own liberadon with Christ while the
Church merely keeps the machinery moving.
Hope is Incarnational joy � "My heart praises the Lord, my soul is glad because God is
my Saviour" (Lk. 1:46). But hope is also suffering nerve wrecking pain � soul crushing
loneliness. Does Mary the mother of Jesus remember when she stood at the foot of the
cross the words of long ago? O how could she forget? "Can a woman's tender care cease
towards the child she bore". Yes as she stood there embracing His feet the haunting words
hammered in her soul "And sorrow, like a sharp sword, will break your own heart" (Lk.
2:35).
Thus hope lives in the midst of happiness and sorrow just because through that hope
there comes into view a feature for all the wretched, dying, and dead. This means that he
who has no hope no longer really lives. Hell is hope-lessness!
"The cross � and � resurrection of Christ reveals the power of God who fulfils his pro
mises beyond all expectations, who contradicts the present by initiating the new." This
event becomes the central promise and basis of hope for this world. The Christ event "sets
the stage for history, on which there emerges the possibility of the engulfing of all things in
nothingness and the new creation", h does not fulfil all promises but itself becomes a pro
mise."
"The Kingdom of God", the New Testament symbol for the content of Chrisdan hope,
is a double barrelled notion. It is used to denote both future and present reality. It is the
future of God coming amongst His people so retaining the apocalypdc orientation." �
Moltman.
Hope is the question and exclamation mark of the Christian faith, believing that God
works constandy in history; He raises up prophets; He gathers people to Himself.
Therefore it is sunrise and dawn! Hope is Light and Sound � to enable the blind to see,
and the deaf to hear. The believer does not stand in the clear light of day but in the twilight
of a new dawn where day and night, past and future sdll combat each other.
"But it is also in our midst � at times identified with Jesus Himself at other times signify
ing the concrete community of believers. Christian hope must retain this tension, neither
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demytholozing Jewish apocalyptic to such an extent that new events in salvation history
are impossible, nor stressing eschatology to such an extent that the present movements in
culture, whether in science, art or politics are totally rejected.
"Christian hope which is an expectation for the future involves faith which is entry into
communal history through the shadng of past memories; and it involves love � the ac
ceptance and the response to men and women as they are now without sacrificing them
for some abstract ideal" Richard Shaull Christian Faith and Scandal in a Technocratic
World.
Colin Winter � Bishop in Exile Namibia tells the following story to illustrate what hope
means for this man.
"A Christian pastor was taken for questioning in Namibia by the Special Branch.
Thrown into a cell for no obvious reason, he was deprived of his freedom. He felt an inner
violence towards God. Frightened at the prospect of torture or prolonged arrest, he flung
away from him a Bible which had been given him as his sole reading material. His anger
blazed against God who had tolerated the daily suffering of the oppressed Namibian peo
ple for over one hundred years. He did not wish to read the Bible, let alone pray. After a
while in the loneliness of the prison cell, he felt a prolonged calm. He felt no more fear, no
more anger. Calmly he walked over to where he had flung the Bible, opened its pages
and felt a peace such as he had never experienced in his life before. Later that day he told
a confused police interrogator he was ready to die and that they could kill him immediate
ly if they wished to. They had no longer any power over him. Within a week they released
him. As he left he challenged his tormentors, i haven't finished with you yet', he told a
startled captain of police, 'so you can't release me. I have a responsibility to God for your
soul'. The breaking process had been met, conquered and a new man emerged. This is
not a single once-and-for-all event, but a process that will have to be dealt with day in, day
out as that pastor struggles each day with the evils of an apartheid regime. What was the
gospel for him at that moment? I suppose he would say it was that which enabled him to
conquer his fear."
Hope as Christian hope knows that its expectation will indeed arrive at a place some
day, since reality is in the hands of God who assures us that "I will never leave you neither
will I forsake you" � If you go through the deep waters I will hold your hand � When
you pass through the fire I will be at your side". From these promises, hope receives pa
tience and the freedom to make life new here and now "Behold I make all things new"
(Rev. 21:5) and in doing so change the world.
Therefore from all over the wodd there goes up a cry from the hearts of the God's little
people crying out with the prophet Habakkuk who broods hotly over the apparent dumb
ness of God in the face of oppression and tyranny "O Lord how much longer shall I cry
and Thou will not hear?" Hope is calling men and women of goodwill for a new commit
ment to join the ongoing struggle against attacks of common good, against racism and
degradadon, against the total attempt to fragment man's intellectual and spiritual life.
"Racial discriminadon is but one form of evil which characterizes our times � the
presence of ideological hate within the wodd which denies the possibility in principle of the
unity of man with man." Herbert Warren Richardson. "The centre of the problem in
South Africa is racial discdmination � apartheid. Whatever attitudes we hold and
whatever legislation is put forward at the core, at the centre of it all we are a society
modvated by colour consciousness and fear and this may well have parallels in other parts
of the world. We sdll have to learn that "perfect love casts out all fear".
Discriminadon binds and blinds its vicdms and we cease to see human beings as God's
own creation but as members of a certain racial group. One shudders at the thought what
the vengeance that God must have for such a nadon. Any indignity and any humiliadon
we impose on anybody simply because of the colour of his skin, is an affront and assault
on God Himself. "Today's racism," according to Andre Bieler, "constitutes a source of
violence capable of unleashing the greatest disorder. It removes all meaning from human
rights and it is an imminent menace to worid peace."
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"Racism is a flagrant travesty of the work that Christ has undertaken in the worid for the
development of individuals and of mankind in general. It is a denial of the original unity of
mankind predicted in the universal work of redemption which Christ came to carry out in
order to restore in all men without distincdon the marred image of God."
Apartheid is today's version of slavery, all those who try and modify it must be warned
like slavery the only action that must be taken is to abolish it! h is cancer that eventually will
destroy those who practice it.
Apartheid is sin, a titanic rebellion against God and destroying people created in God's
image.
Realistically, we must encourage every effort of solution in seeing clearly that racism can
easily triumph and that only afterward will we be horrified to wonder how a nadon could
have let itself be led into allowing conflict and hatred to win over the powers of love and
reconciliation. Some of us must document the tragedy so that at least we will not lie to
history, and we must go on acdng as though we had a chance, because we believe that
God is on the throne. He did not abdicate � His word still demands "Turn away from
your sins and believe the Good News!" (Mk. 1:15)
This is why it is the Church's responsibility to proclaim that, faced with these ine-
qualides, injustices and aberradons, the peoples of the earth must repent and change their
mentality and behaviour. The Church's calling is to work for the establishment of a
worldwide society and to call men and nadons to repentance. To be complacent in the
face of the world's need is to be guilty of pracdcal heresy. The sin of neglect has its origin in
the absence of hope.
The embracing of "One Hope" for all mankind, I sadly find more often in people and
groups outside the Church it saddens me, because I owe all I am to the Church. I very
often hear not in God language these folk articulate very deep thoughts about God, �
they express holiness, jusdce and caring in a way that very often makes some Chrisdans
look and feel "shop soiled � second hand".
Are situations such as these, becoming living symbols of hope? Are these the real
pilgrims of hope, that we as fellow travellers fail to see as such? Perhaps we see them as
tourist attracdons instead of the very judgment of God on us?
Therefore in a number of ways people are attempdng to be more explicit about their
faith. I believe that these people are discovering God's Word for our dmes. However
radical some people find such views. I find that these people are drawing attendon to the
fundamental human quesdons involved, not looking for solutions elsewhere but very
often demonstrating it through their reckless commitment to Christ and people, their deep
yearning after justice and holiness for all those who want to claim it.
On the South African scene the price such people pay of all races is indmidadon �
harassment, imprisonment without the furnishing of reasons and family very often not
knowing where their loved ones are. Others are banned, placed under house arrest �
and yet churches in general are full � lots of people will tell you they are filled with the
Holy Spirit � South Africa sold more Bibles than even the U.S.A.!
And my people � the voteless and voiceless � come and they say to me, "Abel, what
do you say of these things � can such people claim to be Chrisdans?" I pause, my heart
bleeds � my spirit is torn, there is excruciating pain in my body, my mind boggles. I speak
and say, "I see that there on a lonely hill in the hearts of such people Christ is crucified
again and again. A young black girl stands up and says, "Father, forgive them they know
what they are doing." Yes, she replies I know I did!
Is it perhaps that such people have come to grips fully with what Dietrich Bonhoeffer
termed "When Christ calls a man He bids him come and die." When oh when will
humankind learn. When Oh when will we not only hear but put into pracdce the great
commandment (Mk. 12:30-31.)
How can we condnue to profess our faith and loyalty to God, while at the same time
and in the same breath we show such acts of extreme cruelty, not in line with people who
are Christians, by daily locking up thousands of people in jails � not because they are
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criminals � but simply because they possess the moral courage, the intellectual honesty
� the depth of compassion, the love for God and their fellowman � not to tolerate the
"status quo", wherever it may exist in the world. Perhaps this happens because of the
absence of a strong, dynamic and caring community.
Such people are embracing one hope for me when they protest against all forms of in
justice � while many people are sitting idly by, while thousands of men and women in
terms of some country's "massive security laws", simply rot away in jail. How in the name
of a Christ of compassion � can we face God � when we see children throughout the
world dying from malnutrition? While others wallow in luxury and, in fact die from luxury?
It seems to rtie that to give a firm affirmation to Chrisdan hope does not lie in paying lip
service to the process of change, but by being engaged in genuine efforts to establish a
world society based on Christian hope, a society where the colour of a man's skin will no
longer be the deciding factor; a society in which suspicion and fear do not play an impor
tant part in the hearts of man if and when they have to make decisions. Yes, peace with
God means opposition to the wodd, for the promised future is like a thorn in the flesh of
our present situation, then we would, in one way or another, have reconciled ourselves to
it.
It is however, precisely the hope that God has given us through the resurrection of
Christ that makes it impossible for us to be satisfied with the present: Hope keeps us
dissatisfied undl the day when all God's promises will be fulfilled. This hope makes the
church a continual "agitadon" in any community that wants to retain the character of a
"permanent city".
Peter in his letters on hope reminds us "Be ready at all times to explain (to give an ac-
cound the hope you have in you". (Peter 3.15)
However one sees hope being celebrated on the Cape Flats where I work in events like
celebradng Palm Sunday � with the ringing assurance that they must walk this road to
Calvary, however they are not dismayed, neither are they discouraged, principalides and
powers cannot destroy them, here are persons who passionately believe that the vibra-
dons of hope will be heard all around the globe � that they are a new people reborn in
hope that rests on Christ, therefore they are desdned for liberty � heralding the joyous
assurance of the Resurrecdon! Christian hope is the hope of resurrection, it is the protest
of righteousness against sin, of life against death, of glory against suffering, of peace
against disruption of this word. The promise of God arouses hope in Christians. That is
why the New Testament says "Christ in you the hope of glory" or, rather "the glorious
hope". (Col. 1:27)
Chrisdan hope is God's acdvity and presence in the world. Again this hope, is specific
� it is based on the presence and acdvity of God in Christ. God who sustains and perfects
His creatures, and also demonstrated His work in Christ and His cross, is the ground of
Chrisdan hope. Christ is the ground for opdmism in human achievement, guided and pro
moted by divine grace it can in the long run be brought to good effect. Thus Chrisdan
hope is a dynamic concept. "For it was by hope that we were saved; but if we see what we
hope for, then it is not really hope. For who hopes for something he sees? But if we hope
for what we do not see, we wait for it with patience." (Romans 8:24-25)
Christian hope is eschatological, in the sense that is looks forward to the consummation
of the divine work in creation and reconciliadon � this does not imply that it is an escapist
route � not an offer of "pie in the sky" � Chnstian hope has to do with the present �
where we are now � in this world � and the final consummadon depends to a large ex
tent how we cooperate with God's work now. While it is right to emphasize God and His
work as the ground of Christian hope � we need equally to recognize that in the Christian
life there is need for man's obedient responses.
Chrisdan hope is an outgrowth of Chrisdan faith. Hope produces assurance, the latter
stimulates discipleship, but faith is the mother-factor. Faith can withstand various disap
pointments � thus hope remains alive � Abraham is a good example (Gen. 12:1-7) re
quiring patience � waidng for God's promises.
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Christian hope is God's offer to man. It is the hope of the resurrection. Chrisdan hope is
a struggle for righteousness against sin; life against death; glory against suffering; peace
against disrupdon. To those on the way to death � Christian hope is the promise of eter
nal life.
Life is transitory yet a blessed resurrection is promised. Life is misery yet hope for
blessedness. It sees hunger and thirst yet super abundance of good is promised. It is Chris
dan hope that makes life worthwhile. No matter how hard we try to ignore it � God sets it
before us. The only answer to death is the hope God sets before us � The hope of eternal
life. Loved ones are buried, but God promises resurrection � absent from this earth yet
God promises that they are with Him.
Earthly death fades away in the presence of eternal life. This is the hope God sets before
us as we move towards death. How vividly I sdll remember an incident of nearly thirty
years ago. Travelling miles on a bicycle to go and officiate at a funeral on a farm � a three
year old baby died � after a short service we walked to the far corner of the farm, the
mother, four elderly women, myself with a wooden coffin on a bicyle � we arrived and
the grave was too small. I took the pick � the mother took the spade, with tears flowing
down her cheeks, the African sun pouring out its fury. I saw hope as a woman digging the
grave to bury her child. Have I learnt without hope, faith lapses into "little faith" (Ma.
16: 18) and eventually into dead faith. This faith that leads us onto the path of true life, but
it is hope and hope alone, that keeps us on that path.
Chrisdan hope was an anchor. Our anchor is in the eternal, grounded in God and in
the power of His Risen Son.
Christian hope hinges on a person � Jesus Christ, because He was raised and lives for
ever (1 Peter 1:5) Jesus is our High Priest � the forerunner, securing our hope. Jesus'
death was a sacrifice for our sins � opening the way to forgiveness and the Kingdom of
heaven to all believers.
Chrisdan hope must be claimed. It is set before all men � men need to forsake all and
surrender to Christ. Christ is the only refuge for sinful men and world. To live without
Christ is to live without hope. Surrendering to Christ allows Jesus to enter our lives as
Lord.
Conversion is a matter which affects the entire society. God's uldmate purpose is not
simply new hearts, nor even simply new people, but a new earth, an entire new humanity
and society. God intends to make something of this visible not only in the Church but also
in the world.
Conversion means a change in direcdon � a change in life, working to bring about
another kind of society � based on love, peace, joy, sisterhood, justice and
righteousness.
The new birth, that is repentance and conversion, entails a repudiadon of all forms of
human degradation on the level of individuals, polidcs, economics and society, and the
decisions to act that now flow in a different direcdon. It implies a certain break with con
ceptual traditions and the habits of one's surroundings, a critical attitude toward local con
formity be it social or polidcal. In a word, death to oneself, a new life, in both the in
dividual responding to his calling and the community of believers on the path of sanctifica-
don, implies a new social and political behaviour.
Chrisdans who live by faith are forever torn anew from the limited and perverted life of
the "old man" and from their natural sociological environment in order to put on the "new
person". And this ongoing conversion is always expressed in concrete terms by a real
change of attitude toward fiuman reladons, in politics and society. There is no conversion
to God that does not lead one to consider his neighbour in a new light. The new life comes
by breaking racial, national and religious barriers, and all others that divide humanity, to
liberate man for community existence.
The life of the Church, when it is directed by the renewing acdon of the Holy Spirit, is
therefore made manifest in a condnual renewal of all human relationships. In it the "new
person" that makes his Kingdom manifest here below. This life in the Church includes.
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then, both a renewal of individual reladonships between Chnstians within the community
and the participation of this community and each of its members in the greater combat
Christ is waging on the outside for the renewal of society and the world.
Hope is the fanning of God's Eternal Wind "The wind blows wherever it wishes. . ."
(John 3) . The breeze that God allows to blow. Over those who are burnt and scorched in
the heat of the day. This Jesus is with us as the Spirit who blows where he wills and
transports us to new shores. The Spirit is the Spirit of God adventure, of liberation, con
version, the Spirit who enables us to cooperate in the Kingdom.
Hope is God's lifeboat to the Church society and world so that she may not sink in the
waters of silence or indifference. A Church with a clear vision of her purpose, of her
desdnation as she remains faithful to her Lord.
Hope for me as a Black South African is my complete faith in the integrity of the poor,
out of their eyes and from their lips I often see and hear that the source of all hope will
condnue to fill us with joy and peace. Here exists a strange paradox � who looks for the
first of hope amongst the poor? Yet it is there � rooted in reality, born out of despair.
Hope is wrestling with despair and emerging as "more than conquerors through Him that
loved us". (Romans 8:37). Hope is saying to mank'ind you cannot live without God.
Hope is making an appointment with God and with the future that is wrapped up in the
past and unveiling itself in the present � faith secures it � love believes in it, hope
demonstrates it.
RESPONSES
Bishop M. Elia Peter
Bishop Peter is bishop of The Methodist Church, India, Bangalore Area, and newly
elected member of WMC Presidium.
The presentadon on hope by Dr. Abel Hendricks covered many of the things about
God, His church, His people and particularly about the incidents and situadon in which
we need hope. So after that brilliant presentadon I find if difficult to respond. And yet, I
would like to say one or two things which are related to what he has said.
In one of the Indian languages there is a descripdon of a good wife. It says a good wife is
one who if the husband brings two kilos of rice she behaves as if he has brought four kilos.
If he brings one sari, she must behave as if he has brought two saris. On the other hand if
he brings as much as an elephant can carry and then she says this is not enough then this
wife is not only a good wife, but it says that she is not even a human being. In other words
this indicates that human beings must be satisfied with what they have.
You must not ask for more. You have been placed in your situadon and you must be
satisfied with what you are. It is desire to have more that is the route to evil and suffering.
Therefore in the ancient cultures in India they have said that you are living in a condition
now because of what you have done in your previous birth and therefore there is nothing
you can do to change the situadon. There is no hope for you in this present birth. In the
life that you live now. Even though it is true that you were born in a particular condition by
accident, but sdll it is your fate, so do not try to struggle to improve yourself because this is
where God has placed you. This was a very strong instrument for a person, the people in
the world particularly in Asia. What could you do in your new life if God has placed you in
that position and there is nothing you can do about it in this life. I think that is there. The
Chrisdan gospel comes very strongly that there is hope for you today. That is the force of
our Chrisdan preaching. You do not have to be satisfied with what you have. You must be
converted. You have hope today. I feel that this is something which cannot be over
emphasized. That in Christ we have hope today and it has to be emhasized especially
among the people who have been oppressed.
A second thing that people have said and Dr. Hendricks has so ably identified is that
hope belongs to the future. Hope belongs to the future and not to the present. We have a
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landlord in our village who used to tell the preacher, "Preacher, you tell these people
about their mode of life. You tell them that if they live a good life now in the next birth they
will have a better life. But don't tell them about wages, about land reforms or about
anything that they have to do today to improve themselves. It is not your business. You
teach them religion but do not talk about land or about wages." In this way the poor have
been oppressed and so it so happened that the Christian gospel has come into this world
to tell these people that hope does not necessarily deal with the future. It deals with life to
day. Hope is like a man who is living in a desert. There in the desert if he has lost his way,
he needs at least two things, one he needs a map to know in which direction he should go
and secondly he needs food so that he will have the physical strength to go in that direc
don. And so I feel that the Christian faith gives people a hope in the sense that it gives
them food for today and a map for tomorrow.
One of the things that Dr. Hendricks brought about was that hope lies in a community
of believers. And he talked about the church � the people who identified themselves with
the oppressed and who are willing to fight their battles for them or somedmes with them.
But I feel that very often it so happens that people that come to the oppressed � the
hopeless because they themselves have experienced it � and organized them and used
these oppressed people and they liberated themselves and they have become the new op
pressors. It is true that today we can identify one or two kinds of people who are the op
pressors. It is true we can identify a few areas where oppression is going on but we must be
careful that these people who have been liberated from bondage do not become the new
oppressors and oppress those whom they have come to liberate. I think this is one point
which needs more clarificadon.
We go and we say we liberate people and we organize a new movement and these
newly liberated become organized and become the new oppressors. Forgetting their goal
of liberadng all mankind. Therefore this one thing which I must give Dr. Beck and Dr.
Hendricks and his talk about the new birth. I think he said "Ye must be born again, and
again and again and therefore in our country recently the Christians have organized what
they call a vigorous India movement. Because in one age you are fighdng against one type
of oppression, in another age you have to fight a different kind of oppression. And so
whether it is black, or the locals or the poor or the oppressed, we must always be aware
that our fight for justice and our bringing hope does not take us away from the goals that
we are constantly to be vigilant against new oppression and new types of oppression.
Once in bringing hope to people there is a principle that we bring hope because in the
beginning the people need to be delivered from their suffering, from hunger, from slavery,
from floods and famine, from drought, and sure there are many people who are coming
to bring relief and at that dme hope for the people. And so they go and they help them.
And they help them as long as they have the resources. Their commitments to the people
is only partial and temporary. Nowadays you have this part-dme program. Assistance pro
gram on a sliding scale and short-term missionaries. I am not against them, but I feel if you
really want to bring hope to the people you cannot be on a part-dme basis or a partial
commitment or a sliding scale. Your commitment to the people must be full dme. It must
be total. Otherwise you too are in danger of becoming a new oppressor because you have
raised false hopes in the people. You have gone there and suddenly when they are very
anxious to struggle and they have come to grips with the problem, you have completely
left them, leaving them in a worse condidon than what they were before. And I think that
hope in that sense means that you have a permanent commitment to the people.
You know in the gospel at one dme people asked Jesus about the kingdom of God and
at that dme Jesus said "The kingdom of God is among you." It is in the midst of you. Now
very often people are saying it is here, because Christ is here, the church is here, his
message, his gospel is here. But the kingdom of God is here. I feel what Jesus meant was
when Mary accepted to be pregnant without marriage she committed herself totally to the
gospel, when Joseph accepted to be the father of Jesus he was willing to face the
challenges of his society. When Peter and Paul and the disciples accepted the call of Jesus
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they committed themselves totally. When Zachaeus said "I will follow you and give all my
goods to the poor," he committed himself. And so Jesus was able to say the kingdom of
God is within you � is among you. Not just because I am here, but because there are here
people, people of all ages, people of all races who are saying I am here, who are willing to
follow him. They are totally committed to people, therefore the kingdom of God is here.
I am grateful for this privilege and I feel that unless we have a total commitment as a
church it is difficult for us to bring that real hope to the people.
Ms. Arlene Shiroma
Ms. Shiroma is a stucler\t at the Urxiuersity of Hawaii majorirxg in elementary education,
and is a Sunday School teacher. She lives in Honolulu, is active in her local church in
Kahuku and is involved in the Navigators group on the University of Hawaii campus.
It's an honor to speak today before so many disdnguished men and women of the
Methodist Church.
When Dr. David Harada approached me and asked me if I would be a respondent here
at the World Methodist Conference, I willingly agreed because I thought I would be speak
ing before a large crowd of 100 people. Then a few days ago Mr. Misajon informed me
that I would be speaking in front of about 3,000 people. If you've never seen a person in
shock before, you should have seen me at that dme! I really count it a privilege to be here
and to be a speaker amongst all these bishops and doctors.
I am here to respond on Dr. Hendricks' speech on "One Hope". Dr. Hendricks men
tioned that the church as a body of Christ must be the community of hope in this world
and I couldn't agree more. We of the church must be that symbol of hope � that light set
on a hill. He also mendoned that the church's calling is to work for the establishment of a
worldwide society and to call people to repentance. We each individually make up the
church but how do we as individual members of the church become a symbol of hope?
How do we become a light set on a hill? By having an inner transformation through a per
sonal reladonship with Jesus Christ. As Bishop Mercado said � he came to our church
yesterday and if he is here, I would like to use his illustradon � he said that when building
a bridge you cannot start from the middle, you have to start from one side and build
toward the other.
The starting point for us is in ourselves. We have to form a personal relationship with
Christ before we can go and reach out to the other side. In II Corinthians 5:17-18 it says,
"Therefore if any man be in Christ he is a new creature. Old things are passed away.
Behold all things are become new. And all things are of God who has reconciled us to
himself by Jesus Christ and has given to us the ministry of reconciliation."
He has given each of us the ministry of reconciliation but we must first reconcile
ourselves to Jesus Christ and become new creatures. In the book "World Adame" Billy
Graham says "The changing of man is the primary mission of the church. The only way to
change men is to get them converted to Jesus Christ, then they will have the capacity to
live up to the Chrisdan command to love thy neighbor." So if by becoming new creatures
you become symbols of hope and lights set on a hill, the question now is, how do we
become new creatures.
Salvadon is God's plan to restore man to holy, happy relationship with Him. This can
be established by following these five steps:
(1) We must rethink. Stop running from the voice of God. Think about all the things
that could be coming between you and God and having a personal reladonship with Him.
(2) Repent. We all know what repentance is. But how seriously do we really take
repentance? Repent means to turn away from old sinful ways and become a new creature.
II Chronicles 7:14 says: "If my people who are called by my name shall humble
themselves and pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then will I hear
from heaven and forgive their sins and will heal their land."
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(3) Renounce. Put all of your rights away and put God first. If you are going to be part
of God's world-changing family we must allow Him to be boss. There's no way we by
ourselves can change the world, but "I can do all things through Christ who strengtheneth
me."
(4) Replan. Be prepared to make changes in your life. Whatever the Lord tells you to
do, just say "Okay, Lord". If He is calling you to reconcile with someone, by all means do
it. Because if we have been called to reconcile the world how can we do it without first
reconciling ourselves with our neighbors.
(5) Receive. When you receive Christ into your heart as your personal Savior, you also
receive Him as your personal Lord. Lord is someone who is in charge of your life. It is not
through lip service as Dr. Hendricks said, but in a genuine effort to let Him rule your life.
The 5 R's. Rethink, Repent, Renounce, Replan, and Receive. It is only by first reconcil
ing ourselves to God that we can become symbols of hope � that one hope which is in
Jesus Christ.
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"THE WORLD IS CALLING"
By Sir Alan Walker
Alan Walker was Superintendent of the Central Methodist Mission in Sydney, Australia
for 20 years. Founder of the world renowned Lifeline Telephone Ministry, Dr. Walker was
knighted by Queen Elizabeth in 1 980. He is Director of World Evangelism for the WMC.
A world vision has always teased and challenged the mind of Methodism. The eyes of
John Wesley were on far horizons when he spoke his memorable words: "The world is
my parish" With courage and sacrifice the Methodist Missionary Movement has for two
hundred years been plandng the Church across the world. A hundred years ago the
Church was thinking globally when the World Methodist Council was formed. At Denver,
ten years ago, Methodism made a new commitment to the whole human family in World
Evangelism.
We gather tonight to re-affirm the commitment of Methodism to the world. At this
Centenary Conference we have declared we cannot, we will not think small. We have
determined we shall go on in the "Mission to the Eighdes" reaching for the world. For us in
World Evangelism there is no turning back, no turning back.
The authority for the world vision of Methodism comes from the mind of Jesus. For
Him, as He said in one of His parables: "The field is the world". It was at the end of His
earthly ministry that Jesus seemed to be thinking more and more of the world. On the
night before His crucifixion Jesus said in the presence of His disciples: "As you did send
me into the world, so have I sent them into the world". On the evening of the first Easter
Day, Jesus expressed the same truth: "As the Father has sent me, so send I you".
There is a unique trinity of ideas and of persons in these words of Jesus. The authority
for mission comes from God Himself; God was the first evangelist. Jesus, sent by God His
Father, plunged to the depths of human sin and misery, in the end sacrificing His life for
the world. The disciples, the followers of Jesus share in the task of redempdon. In spite of
all Jesus did. He has left much for us still to do. "As the Father has sent me, so send I
you".
Jesus here gives vital guidance as to how the unending task of mission is to be carried
forward. As Jesus came, so must we go into the world. With humility, with no sense of
superiority we are to witness to people of no faith and other faiths. Never aggressively, but
with gentleness and sensitivity we stand with Christ who always halts before the heart's
door of people's lives, knocking, just knocking. Always there must be respect for the
sacred right of rejection which belongs to all people. And there must be sacrificial love.
The measure of our effecdveness will be determined by the quality of our self-giving.
Jesus is really saying that the keyword in His mission in the world is: identificadon. How
shall we go to people who as yet are beyond Christ? Dr. Bruce Kendrich puts it beautiful
ly: "As the Father has sent me, so send I you". Jesus had been sent to identify Himself
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unreservedly with men and women, to share their sorrows, their griefs, their sufferings, to
be wounded, to bleed, to die. That was how the Father sent Him, and, now, so send 1
you.
To what then are we commitdng ourselves when we hear the call of the wodd? What
are the goals we seek as presently we return to our homes, our churches, to the lands
where we live?
1 . The Fulfillment of Personal Lives
The goal of the world mission of Jesus is that all people might be brought to fulfillment
in their personal lives. Jesus Himself defines His purpose in unforgettable words: "1 am
come that you may have life and have it to the full".
The great William Temple was haunted, driven by the thought that millions of people
live and die without ever awakening to the colour, the quality, the joy of real living. He
feared, as he put it once, that many would pass away never having experienced the
richness that knowledge, culture, religion can give. So he gave forty years of support to
the British Worker's Educational Association in order that lower economic groups would
have opened to them a door to knowledge.
Once William Temple went to speak at a working class rally. As he entered they were
singing an old Chrisdan hymn. Looking at their upturned faces he was deeply moved. He
abandoned his prepared address and spoke to them about Jesus. He knew there could be
no fulfillment without coming to know Jesus Christ.
Fulfillment is impossible for hundreds of millions of people in today's world undl the
outward condidons and circumstances of their lives are changed. This is the basic reason
why evangelism cannot be confined to personal issues alone but must come to grips with
the structures of world society. Economic limitadons, social restraints, political bondage
deny to people any chance of rising to their true potendal.
Why are we so slow at seeing the large problems of humanity in personal terms? Pover
ty means weakened bodies, minds denied the heritage of knowledge, spiritual depriva
tion. In many cultures discriminadon against women imposes limits on development
which men never face. Racism is so evil because on the artificial grounds of colour of skin,
it keeps people down. The long neglect of Aborigines in Australia, the squalor unemploy
ment creates in American black ghettoes and the evil system of apartheid in South Africa
mean millions never find fulfillment. By denying freedom of thought and action to people
political oppression twists and distorts the human spirit.
Personal fulfillment, in the complete sense, is impossible without people coming
through Christ into a forgiven, reconciled relationship with the living God. While people
remain separated from Him through rebellion and sin, life remains stunted and in
complete. Human beings by creation and redemption are made for God and only God
can sadsfy.
Therefore the central task of World Evangelism is to offer the wholeness only God in
Christ can provide. Only through the transcendent power of God can people transcend
their own limitations. To settle for anything less is to leave life unfulfilled. The words of St.
John are inescapable: "To as many as received Him, who believed on His name to them
gave He the power to become the children of God".
The supreme purpose of all that the Church does is to link men and women one by one
to God. Conversion-Chrisdanity is the hope of the world. Selfishness and sin impose the
most grievous limitations of all upon people. Doubt and fear crush and cripple the human
spirit. Until people become open to God, until they dngle to the wonder of His love, undl
they experience peace with God they remain unfulfilled.
Therefore the message which the whole world needs in the last years of this century is
the perennial truths proclaimed by John Wesley: "Awake you who sleep and arise from
the dead and Christ shall give you light. . .By grace are you saved through faith. .
.Therefore being justified by faith we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus
Christ".
One of the most traumatic experiences of this year for me occurred on the Caribbean
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Island of St. Vincent. After addressing the prisoners in the island's jail, the supenntendent
said: "Would you wish to speak to the men on Death Row?" With trepidation 1 answered:
"Yes."
Three men were brought from dark, narrow cells and stood before the iron grating of
the cells doors. What do you say to men under sentence of death? I tried to speak of the
forgiveness of God and of Christ's promise of Eternal life. I then spoke to them one by
one, discovering one man had been in that death cell for five years, never knowing when
he was to be executed. Never have I felt the barbanty of capital punishment more than as I
watched the guards usher them into their cells and heard the locking of the gates.
As I tried to cope with this experience suddenly its significance thudded into
conscienceness. Here were three young men who were to die before they had lived. And
that is the tragic truth facing millions and millions of people round the world. In a sense we
all live on Death Row. The only fact which is certain about the future is that we shall all
die. So many will die before they have come near to realising their true potendal, before
they have lived.
There was a sequel to the experience on Death Row. At the final public meedng on the
Island of St. Vincent I told the story of the prisoner who had lived for five years in a con
demned cell. I pleaded with the government to commute the sentence of death. I wrote to
the Prime Minister sending the statement made and released it to the press.
Later a letter came to Australia from that man, Clifton Hoyte. "I am sorry you are not
here to share my overwhelming joy. I was sent for by the superintendent who told me my
death sentence was being reversed to life imprisonment.
"I could not believe it undl I went to get my things from the cell. I cried, yes I cried,
knowing that though sinful, God has sent His love to me, to save me. How can I praise
Him for His boundless mercies? I will, I must give Him my heart, my soul, my all.
"Lord use me, Clifton Hoyte, the way you feel best. Fill me with your Spirit. Let me be
a vanguard for you here in prison and anywhere I go."
So, here is one man who, in Christ, is beginning to live, before he dies.
Here then is our task, the task of Wodd Evangelism. With urgency and passion we must
reach for the people. Go to them. Tell them of the love and purpose of God. Point them
to Jesus. Hold high His Cross, Proclaim His resurrection power. Call to the people: claim
your inheritance. Begin to live fully, eternally, now. "As the Father has sent me, so send I
you"
2. A World Christian Connnnunity
The purpose of World Evangelism is to establish through the making of Christian
disciples a world-wide Christian community. "As the Father has sent me," said Jesus "so
send I you".
We stand today at one of the vast turning points of history. For uncounted centuries
people have lived in tribes, local communities and at most in nadons. Now the world must
move beyond tribalism and nationalism to true internationalism. The world in an atomic
age is too vulnerable to do otherwise. From somewhere must come the power to fashion a
world community living at peace.
How shall a world community be achieved? It cannot be imposed from above through
governments or United Nations, h will not be created by intellectual convictions alone. It
will only come as people discover and experience a common humanity as they are drawn
together by a force which is greater than the smaller, sectional loyalties which have kept
them apart.
I see no other force in all the world capable of binding humanity together apart from a
common allegiance to Jesus Christ as the universal Lord and the fellowship He creates.
As we have discovered here in Hawaii the beginnings of a global family in Christ is already
in being. In the deepening and expansion of this fellowship lies the basis for a new world
community.
In a recent visit to Soviet Russia I experienced what Christ can do. In Him all political
and ideological barriers became meaningless, we were just followers of Jesus together. I
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can see my new friends in Jesus now, waving from the observation platform of the airport
as I walked to the plane. Never, never again will I think of Soviet Russia as a land of com
munists, rather it is a place where many, many people love Christ as I try to do. The
widest and deepest cleavage of the modern wodd has been overcome. In Christ there is
no East or West, for all are one in Him.
How shall the world Chrisdan community be developed? First, all begins with obe
dience to the command of Christ to "make disciples". As men and women become com
mitted to Him in the fellowship of His Church so the world community will strengthen.
The time is overdue to shake off all inhibitions about making Chrisdan disciples. For the
sake of the people, for the sake of world unity we seek to multiply the number of worship
ping, practising Chrisdans in every land.
Therefore the "Making Disciples Program" of World Evangelism is highly significant. On
Pentecost Day this year after months of preparation and training thousands of churches in
many lands received new members into the Body of Christ. In Incheon, in Korea, a cen
tral celebradon was held symbolising what was happening around the globe. Before an
audience of 10,000 scores of people stepped forward in an act of dedicadon, represendng
the 40,000 new members who had entered the Methodist Church in Korea since January
of this year. We invite all churches for the rest of this decade to make Pentecost Day each
year Making Disciples Sunday.
Second, through the building of local indigenous churches everywhere, a world
fellowship will grow. The strength of World Methodism lies in the 200,000 local churches
in 90 countries. World Evangelism believes the basic unit for the mission of Jesus is the
local church. Therefore to multiply the number of worshipping, serving congregadons
gathered around the Risen Christ is the task of mission.
There are two facts which are emerging with crystal clarity round the world. One is that
the local church must be truly indigenous. Where churches are in bondage to foreign pat
terns of worship and acdvity, they are faltering. Where churches redect the spirit, the
culture, the music of their own environment, they are more likely to be strong.
The other truth is that churches which are merely maintenance churches are stadonary
or declining. Where they have become truly missionary congregadons reaching for the
people beyond Christ around them they are growing and advancing.
Thirdly, world fellowship and relationships between churches must be developed.
There is a peril latent in an emphasis on the indigenous church. It is that churches could
become ingrown and self-centred. The world must break into the circle of local and na-
donal churches. The World Methodist Council and relationships with other Chrisdans
through the World Council of Churches are vital to God's purposes in history.
The spirit of God is at this dme, I believe, engaged in fashioning a new Christendom.
During this century we have witnessed the breakup of the old Christendom which once
stretched from the Russian snows to the warm waters of the Mediterranean. Now a larger
Christendom, expressed not in geography but in the minds and hearts of hundreds of
millions of people in every land, is coming into being.
The challenge to Methodism, to the whole Christian Church, is to think and plan global
ly. A vast shift in Christian strength is taking place. England, Europe even the United
States shrink in importance as Africa, Asia, Latin America, the islands of the Pacific grow
in significance in God's plan for the future. Because of the population explosion there are
more people who know little or nothing of Jesus Christ than ever in history. We are all
called to be obedient to the double-commission of Jesus: Proclaim the Gospel and make
disciples of all people. We are summoned to become citizens of tomorrow, letdng our na
tional loyalties flow out into the universal Kingdom of Christ. We are challenged to pray
and work for the new Christendom which will provide the foundation for the coming
world community of all peoples.
The most moving moment for me during a recent visit to South Africa occurred at a col
oured Teachers College out from Johannesburg. Some weeks before 800 young people
had assembled before their college to demonstrate peacefully against the inferior educa-
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tion offered to coloured and black children in South Africa. The meeting began with
prayer led by a Methodist minister. As he finished praying the police appeared and he was
arrested and later given a six months suspended sentence. All 800 students were arrested
and taken to the police station where they were charged. As they marched through the
streets they placed their arms around each other's shoulders and sang their resistance
song: "Bind us together, Lord, bind us together with love".
As I finished speaking at this same college, having made my own witness against the ini
quity of apartheid, the vilest racism that has even seen the sun, the young people rose to
their feet. With arms around each other and swaying slighdy to the rhythm of the music
they sang again: "Bind us together Lord, bind us together with love"
In that spirit we are challenged to carry on the mission of Jesus in the world. We are
called to place our arms around the people of God everywhere, becoming heralds of His
new world community: "Bind us together. Lord, bind us together in love"
3. A Moral-Social-Spiritual Revolutior}
The goal of World Evangelism is to release into history a moral-social-spiritual revolu-
don. The crisis facing humanity is far more profound and serious than is often realised.
Radical, drasdc changes are required on every level of life to match the need of today's
world.
The revolution must be moral. The attitudes, the behaviour patterns which direct the
lives of people everywhere go far toward determining the course of history. A moral
cleansing is needed to sweep away the poisons coming from an excessively sensual and
pornographic age. A quickening of compassion is required to overcome the torture and
killings of a crude and cruel day. The ideal of service for each other must replace the per
sonal and corporate selfishness which is tearing society apart. If ever John Wesley's Doc
trine of Holiness were relevant it is today. From somewhere must come inner purity of
thought and imagination and outer respect for human dignity and worth.
The whole world cries out for a social revolution which will transform the structures of
society. Humanity cannot rest while racism, poverty, political oppression and war remain.
Never, never can the world be silent before the legalised racism of South Africa called
apartheid. A Chrisdan conscience must be voiced against the violadon of human rights in
some Asian, Latin American and Communist lands. It is intolerable that unemployment,
poverty, hunger, illiteracy continue to stalk the earth. Humanity now possesses the power
to set the poverty- hostages free. All that is lacking are the will and the compassion to do it.
Unless there are drastic changes to the present wodd economic order, poverty will con
dnue and deepen. To probe, to agitate, to pray for a new economic order is the task of a
Chrisdan.
The touchstone of a Chrisdan social conscience is the attitude to nuclear war. There can
be no social revoludon without coming to grips with armaments, violence and war.
A new gigantic effort must be made to halt the making of nuclear weapons and to
destroy nuclear arsenals. World Disarmament must become a priority passion of us all.
America and Russia stand under the judgment of God for plunging into a new nuclear
arms race. Peace does not rest on weapons of deterrence or on a balance of power but on
the complete rejecdon of war and the will to peace.
A few weeks ago I stood amid the horror that was Hiroshima.- 1 was revolted to the
depth of my being by the obscenity, the blasphemy of atomic bombing. There beneath the
statue to the Japanese child Sadako who died of radiadon sickness, I heard her cry on
behalf of the children of the wodd: "Never again should a child die of atomic bomb
disease".
In that hour I knew atomic warfare must be kept unthinkable and undoable. If the Chris
tian Church cannot find the faith completely to renounce nuclear weapons and warfare it
will betray humanity and repudiate its trust in the living God. In a nuclear age peace is not
an option but a stark utter necessity. Now it is peace or perish.
The coming revolution must be spiritual through and through. The towering human
crisis is too big for anybody but God. Only a release of power from the heart of God will
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save the world from stumbling on into the darkness. However, it cannot be a spiritual
awakening in a vacuum, it must come in the struggle for a moral renewal and social
jusdce.
A surge of spiritual power is needed to enable people to cope with the pressures of
modern living. It is needed to empower the church for its task of witness, service and mis
sion. It is required to turn vision into achievement, to make dreams come true.
Humanity stands at the threshold of a great new era of promise. It can never be realised
without a spiritual resurgence. In the musical "Oklahoma" a descripdon is given of the
new tall buildings of Kansas City and then a song is sung: "They've gone about as far as
they can go".
The worid in physical, scientific achievement has gone about as far as it can go, without
a catching up of spiritual development. Who supplies spiritual power? Who provides ends
for the means of living? God alone.
In the "Mission to the 80's" we seek nothing less than a worid-wide spiritual awakening.
There have in history been a number of sectional spiritual revivals. In the 18th century
God baptised England with His power under the preaching of John Wesley. During the
last century there was the Welsh Revival. Two great Awakenings have cleansed and em
powered the United States of America. A world awakening has yet to come.
How shall a spiritual revoludon be born? At its heart must be creative, relevant, persis
tent prayer. There are many places where the Spirit of God is breaking through in power:
Korea, Fiji, Arnhem Land, in parts of Africa. Our prayer must be that the dde of the Spirit
will swell and spread, engulfing the whole wide world.
A few months before the launching of the "Mission to the 80's" I shared in a pastors'
retreat on the banks of beautiful Lake Toba in Indonesia. One morning I walked beside
that quiet lake, feeling overwhelmed by the coming task of mission. "What should be the
burden of the message of the mission?" I asked. For a long dme there was empdness and
silence, broken only by the lapping of the waves. Then clearly came the answer: "Call the
Church and the world to prayer. The world is perishing for lack of prayer. Pray, keep on
praying, for a world-wide outpouring of the Holy Spirit."
Conclusion
In a few hours we will all be streaming away to the ends of the earth. Now in a closing
moment of commitment I invite you to dedicate your life to God and His purposes
throughout the world. When Jesus heard the cry of humanity He bowed His head and
prayed quiedy: "For their sakes I consecrate myself. To us the call of the worid comes in
sistent and strong: "For their sakes I consecrate myself. Then He will say to us: "As the
Father has sent me, so send 1 you".
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS
Bishop William R. Cannon
William R. Cannon, Chairperson of the World Methodist Council's Executive Commit
tee, is a bishop in the United Methodist Church, presently presiding over the Raleigh
Area. Prior to his episcopacy he vuas Dean of Candler School of Theology in Atlanta. He
has been President of the North American Section of the Council, a member of the WMC
Presidium, and Chairman of the Council's Ecumenical Committee.
Back in the autumn of 1976, just after the national elections in my country, I went on a
mission to Japan. One night in Kyoto I was awakened from a deep sleep by the ringing of
the telephone. When I answered it, the operator said, "Bishop, you have a call through
the switchboard at the White House from the residence of President-elect Jimmy Carter in
Plains, Georgia." Then I heard the voice of Chip, Mr. Carter's son, on the other end of
the line. He said, "Bishop, my father wants you to have the prayer at his inauguradon as
President of the United States on January 20th. Will you do it?" After that phone call, 1
went right back to sleep. The next morning when I woke up, I did not know whether I had
really received the call, or whether I had just dreamed it. After all, "we are such stuff as
dreams are made on" and too quickly, before we can do too much, "our little lives are
ended in a sleep."
I have felt the same way since last Thursday when you accepted the report of the
Nominadng Committee and elected me for the ensuing quinquennium as Chairman of the
Execudve Committee of the World Methodist Council, which is the chief execudve officer
of that organizadon of sixty-three different denominations, in ninety countries throughout
the world, with a combined membership of more than 50,000,000 people.
I have been a member of the World Methodist Council for thirty years, having started at
the conference in Oxford, England in 1951. I have served in many different capacities,
but I never expected to receive the honor you have given me, and I am deeply and pro
foundly grateful, though I must confess that I feel inadequate and unworthy in the face of
the responsibility, and I solicit constandy your support, your prayers, and your love,
remembering as I do our Lord's warning that "to whom much is given much is required."
My prayer, therefore, dudng these five years will be the prayer of Saint Augusdne, "Lord,
command what Thou wilt, but then grant what Thou commandest."
The World Methodist Council is probably the oldest of modern ecumenical agencies. It
had been in existence twenty-nine years when the first Pan-Protestant ecumenical gather
ing, The Edinburgh Conference, convened in 1910. It antedates the Wodd Council of
Churches by sixty-seven years, and you heard the tesdmony of Dr. Cad Mau that the
Lutheran Wodd Federadon is a mere child, post-Wodd War II in origin, compared to the
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World Methodist Council. But, when you think about it, this is not surprising. It is really to
be expected, for indigenous to the very nature of Methodism is the ecumenical spirit. We
did not begin really as a sect or even as a denomination. Methodism was constituted from
members of various and sundry denominations, persons sdll adhering to the church in
which they were baptized, whether Anglican, Puritan, or even Quaker. Wesley claimed
that in this regard his societies were unique. He said there was nothing like them in the
whole of church history, because, he said, Methodism does not require or even expect of
its members uniformity in opinions or modes of public worship, but only in the desire to be
good and to do good, to love God with all their heart and to serve the best interests of all
God's people. In an age of bigotry and state-church exclusivism, when Roman Catholics
in England were denied the right to hold public office and even to vote, John Wesley, in
contrast to all other religious leaders, extended the olive branch of inclusiveness to them
and wrote his now famous pastoral letter to a Roman Catholic and preached his sermon,
the first modern ecumenical manifesto, on the Catholic Spirit.
It was in the spirit of our Founder that the Worid Methodist Council was the first of the
worid denominadonal families to accept Pope John XXIII's invitation to send observers,
and through them to be officially represented at the Second Vadcan Council, so that we
had at least two representadves present at all dmes and in all sessions of that historic con
clave from beginning to end. Likewise, we were among the very first to inidate bilateral
conversations with the Roman Catholics. These great strides in ecumenical reladonships
were taken under the administradon of Bishop Fred P. Corson and Dr. Lee F. Tuttle,
guaranteeing them a revered place in the ecumenical history of Chrisdanity. Indeed,
Bishop Corson became the friend of Pope Paul VI and visited him annually undl the very
end of his pontificate. Pope Paul VI told me that there was no ecclesial body that he felt
closer to and no other Chrisdan people whom he loved more than he did, and I quote his
words, "you sweet and good Methodists." He told Cardinal Willibrands that he felt those
dear Methodists really understood and genuinely appreciated the Roman Catholic
Church.
And indeed our theological and spiritual heritage is almost as much Catholic as it is Pro
testant. We belong both to the Reformation of the sixteenth century and to pre-
Reformation times, to the Middle Ages and to antiquity, to Latin Catholicism, but also to
the days and years of the undivided church. The word "Cardinal" means hinge, the in
strument that makes a door swing open. Methodism is by its nature a hinge. Our door
swings open both ways, toward our fellow Protestant denominations, but also toward the
Roman Catholic and Orthodox churches. John Wesley, in a moment of triumphalism, I
am afraid, said, "No one understood justificadon by faith as well as Martin Luther, but he
knew nothing about sanctificadon. Whereas the Council of Trent has written admirably on
sanctification without ever having understood justification. But thanks be to God who has
given us Methodists a clear grasp of both."
Unfortunately in our ecumenical endeavors, we have been theologically less confident
in ourselves than we should have been. To be sure, we have been prone to join with
others, and we have been involved in most of the major church unions over the world.
But we have let others shape the ecumenical mind, while we have been docile and placid
and too willing just to be shaped. Dr. Eric Baker used to say that the Methodists have the
reputadon in ecumenical circles of being "warm hearted but empty headed." If so, we
ought to be ashamed of ourselves. John Wesley left us a rich theological heritage. We
have our own distinctive character and our own special place in the wide economy of
God's grace. No church in all Christendom can contribute as much in the understanding
and interpretadon of the Christian experience, the doctrine of assurance, and sanctifica
don as can Methodism. We are closer akin to Roman Catholicism in our emphasis on
spirituality than any other church.
In ecclesiology, at least in episcopal Methodism, we are more like the Roman Catholics
than any other Protestant church, including the Anglican. Our system of ministerial
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deployment, whether by conference as in British Methodism and its offspring, or by
bishops in American Methodism and its offspring, whereby every church is guaranteed a
minister and every minister a church, is the amazement and the envy of the rest of the
Protestant world. Therefore, we have a positive contribution to bring to the ecumenical
movement, and without that contribution world Christendom will be cheated and left
poorer than it deserves. Ecumenism is not church union at the least common
denominator. Rather, it is a rich storehouse to which each denominational family comes
with its own treasures of grace.
John Wesley taught us that we Methodists are one people. We are multi-racial, interna-
donal, multi-lingual, democratic, totalitarian, socialistic, capitalistic, industrially developed
and developing, economically rich, moderate and poor. But, nonetheless, with all these
differences we are sdll one people. We are Methodists, and I trust also Christian. We come
from ninety different nadons, and we display multiple cultures and various standards of
living. I come from the United States of America, and 1 am grateful to God for my country
and for the contribudons she has made to modern civilization and to the world. I am sure
you feel the same way about your country. But all of us want our country to become better
than she is, less like us and the way we have made her, and more like God and the way
He can make her. As we have one church, so we want one wodd, and we want it to be
like the Kingdom of God. Economically, we strive together to achieve a wodd society
where every person is productive and creadve if that person is mentally fit and physically
able and still young enough to work, but, nonetheless, where everyone has adequate
food, clothing, and shelter, and the opportunity to be happy. We want peace, justice, and
the protection of human rights all over the wodd. That is our goal, and we won't rest till
we can bring the New Jerusalem to this world's green and pleasant lands.
Suppose we should achieve in our lifetime this temporal good, and I pray God that we
and others like us shall, our mission is sdll not over. The uldmate task of Methodism, as of
all Christendom, is to convert every individual person, to transform all men and women
into the likeness of Jesus Christ by the power and grace of God. Our perennial mission is
the mission of evangelism. We can never have a good world until it is populated entirely
with good people, people made over in the image of God. As Pope John Paul II has said,
the person is more than an economic and industrial creature. Every person's ultimate
destiny lies beyond this life. The Lord has made us for himself, and we are never humanly
complete until we find our fulfillment in God. "The City of God," wrote St. Augustine, "is
my theme, whether we view it as it exists by faith in this deeting course of dme and so
journs as a stranger in the midst of the ungodly or as it shall rest in the fixed ability of its
eternal seat, which it now with padence waits for, expecting until righteousness shall
return to judgment, and it shall receive by virtue of its own excellence final victory and
perfect peace."
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CONFERENCE BIBLE STUDIES
A series of five Bible Studies was led by Dr. Harrell F. Beck, Professor of Old Testa-
went, Boston University School of Theology and Graduate School. Cassette tapes of the
Bibles Studies were made available by Crown Duplication, P.O. Box 1147. Aiea, Hawaii
96701. The titles and brief sunnmaries do not convey the rich illustrative style or content
which made Dr. Beck's Bible studies so popular.
I. One World � The Gift of Incompletion
Jeremiah 7:1-11, 9:23-24
In this passage of scripture Jeremiah is exhorting the people to mend their ways, to deal
justly and kindly with their neighbors.
Dr. Beck deals with the eternal drama of creadon, pleading that we dnish it by accepting
God's gracious invitadon. "I will be your God � will you be my people?" Ours is a God of
creative justice, kindness and righteousness. Lest we turn the house of God into a den of
thieves, we must confess; we must make a four-fold confession to the God who wishes
this "global village to become one world."
\. We must confess cruelty and violence;
2. We must confess triviality;
3. We must confess of turning hope into despair;
4. We must confess of putting modern warfare ahead of human need and peace.
"Let us go about crying for caring, persons, hope, peace. They will know we are Chris
tians by our knowledge of God. Let us finish God's gift of incompledon that we might
become the word of God in the world of men, women and children."
II. The Call of Jesus
Luke 4:16-21
In Jesus' ordinadon sermon in the synagogue at Nazareth he proclaimed, "The spirit of
the Lord is upon me." In this message Dr. Beck is impressed with the bigness of God's
dreams for litde people. We are made in the image of God and to have communion with
Him.
Two strong words for us to think about are: Justification, what God has done for us;
and, Sanctification, what God would like to do through us.
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Could God use you for saving someone else?
"The spirit of the Lord is upon me:
1. To preach good news to the poor;
2. To do the deed that liberates."
"The first question of Biblical religion is not 'Are you saved' but 'Could God possibly use
you for saving someone else?'
"
3. To proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord. The acceptable year is NOW. This is the
year we can witness for God.
4. To be beautiful. God wants us to have style. When we are singing songs for others
we become beautiful.
"Beauty is one of God's gifts and we can be dowers in the 'Garden of God'."
in. One Hope � Story of Three Wise Women
Luke 1:46-55 The Magnificat
The three wise women were Elizabeth, cousin of Mary and mother of John the Bapdst,
whose life personified expectation; Mary, the mother of Jesus whose life was characteriz
ed by obedience, and Anna, a widow living in the temple, who had the gift of witnessing.
These three words give us the most beautiful word in the English language � hope.
Deep in the magnificat we find the secret of hope.
L Hope comes to people who make a commitment to a person or cause greater than
themselves.
2. Hope comes when we recognize that our personhood depends on acknowledging
the personhood of every other human being.
3. Hope comes to those who take seriously the uldmate issues of contemporary life.
4. Hope comes to those who are grounded in a covenant relationship with God as seen
in Jesus Christ.
Hope is the content of our faith. Jesus Christ is the hope of the world.
IV. One Decisive Moment
John 3:1-17 "Ye must be born again."
Every generadon must hear the admonition of Jesus, "Ye must be born again."
The quesdons of Nicodemus are typical of great believers who are great askers.
Metaphors are always troublesome, but this one falls into place.
Like physical birth, rebirth is a trying experience. It is the end of a sheltered experience.
h will take a lifetime to figure it out. If one is really born again he begins to exert efforts that
will make the Word become desh � to really care. The first gift of the Holy Spirit is Chris
tian love.
God wants us to be born again into waters of forgiveness and power.
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V. A Tale of Two Cities
Book of Jonah
The Book of Jonah is the account of God's dealing with the prophet when he sent him
to Ninevah. Instead of following God's command Jonah decided to go to Tarshish, with
disasterous results.
The word of the Lord came to Jonah a second dme. This time he obeyed. If we go with
Jonah we must read the five lines of fine print on the dcket:
1. Desdnadon � Is our desdnadon agreeable to God and in any sense compatible with
the spirit and intendon of Jesus Christ that the Kingdom of God will come on the earth?
2. We must trust others if we get up in the air � we must build a trusdng community
and be in covenant with God.
3. Reconfirm your reservadon in order to guarantee continuing flight; spend dme with
Jesus Christ in prayer.
4. The dcket is not transferrable; it has your name on it.
5. Baggage is limited; rid your life of excess baggage.
Jesus does not ask us to go to the Ninevahs unless he has first gone and when we get
there he is already there.
The word Jonah means dove � a symbol of ancient Israel, a symbol of the church at
her best. For the holiest spirit is the spirit that goes to the people of God whenever called
upon to do so.
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DAILY INTERCESSIONS
DIRECTED INTERCESSION FOR THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCHES IN ASIA
By Mrs. Oknah Kim Lah, Korea
An Asian-American couple sang a hymn "God Will Take Care Of You" in Korean.
"Let us consider together and lay before God some of the concerns and petitions
related to the churches in Asia.
"Dear Lord, you know all concerns at all times and in all places. Hear Lord and perfect
to the percepdon of a specific concern related to your churches in Asia. Guide us to do
what you would have us do about them in the way in which you would have us do it. The
minority status of the Christian churches in Asia approximately only 2% of the great area
populated by approximately 2 billion people, 60% of the world's population, that it may
grow to a majority status.
"We pray for your churches in Indonesia, the obstacles to their growth and develop
ment, that they may diminish, that young Bishop and Mrs. Hermanus Sitorus may be
blessed with wisdom and courage to be good servants for your churches in their country;
the struggles of your churches in India and Pakistan with Islam, Hinduism and Buddhism
and the nadve religious sects, the challenges faced by Bishop and Mrs. Elia Peter that they
may be strengthened by Your Holy Spirit to serve your churches; the condnued will and
ability of the hand full of your churches in Hong Kong to serve you gready in their
strategic, geographical locadon; the pain and anxiety of your church in Taiwan in her
political situadon that it may be ardent in the religious and educadonal development of
their people � especially children; the agony and confusion that your churches in the
Philippines and the Republic of Korea have from the condnuadon of a depression that
they may be alert and obedient to your will and that they may examine the gap between
the large well-to-do city churches and the many small poor country churches to deal with
this wisely; the problem of re-institudng of nadonal worship at the Yasukuni Shrine � that
you may guide and strengthen the women of your churches in Japan; the spiritual hungry
for your word in China that they may be fed, that no opportunity may be missed to bring
this about and that the yoke of communism may be lifted.
"Move Sun Myung, that he may see any false claims he is making and that his power
and talent may be turned to use in your service; the women of your churches in Asia that
condidons may become more conducive to the development of their potential, that you
have endowed them with and for opportunides of service to exercise this potendal. Let us
say the Lord's prayer together each in your own language:
"Our Father, who are in heaven, hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come, thy will
be done on earth as it is in heaven. Give us this day, our daily bread, and forgive us our
trespasses as we forgive those who trespass against us. And lead us not into temptadon
but deliver us from evil, for thine is the kingdom, the power and the glory forever. Amen."
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DIRECTED INTERCESSION FOR THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCHES IN EUROPE
By Bishop Hermann Sticher, Federal Republic of Germany
Bishop Sticher called attendon to a map of Europe and asked the delegates to think of
the many nations that exist on that condnent. "Let us remember the many churches and
denominadons exisdng in each of them. Let us be aware of the Methodist churches in
Europe from Portugal in the west to Estonia, USSR in the east; from the north cape of
Norway to the south of Italy. Some of these Methodist churches, being British, of course,
and Bridsh-related, others forming integral parts of the United Methodist Church, still
others being United Churches such as in Spain or Belgium. Let us take a look at the
representatives of those Methodist churches who are attending this conference. I should
like to ask them to please stand. You have seen them now as your neighbors. Please
speak with them, ask them about the situadon of their churches and nadons, talk with
them about their experiences with the One Lord. And now let us unite in prayer. I invite
you that after me saying "Lord in your mercy" that you say "Hear our prayer".
"We unite in giving you thanks, God our Father, for the great and rich history that you
have given the churches in Europe; for the greatness you have granted them in many
fields such as Chrisdan music, literature, paindng, theology, Chrisdan service; for their ef
forts throughout the centuries to bring the good news of Jesus Christ to other condnents,
nadons and people; for great renewal and reformation movements such as those of Martin
Luther, of Tindley and Calvin and the Wesley brothers; for the growing mutual con
fidence and trust among the churches of Europe big and small that has taken the place of
religious discriminadon and even persecution; for the growing strength of their united
witness to their One Lord. Lord in your mercy, hear our prayer.
"We recognize the need to confess before you, God, and before one another that that
rich history was a history of selfish pursuits, that your great gifts were often misused, that
you, O God, were often used as an instrument of our interests rather than that the church
es let themselves be used as your instrument of salvation; that even wars were waged
abusing your name in an effort of their justificadon, that oppression, exploitation and in
justice were often the follow up of missionary endeavors; that hatred was engendered in
stead of your love being proclaimed and practiced. Forgive us, O Lord, crucified for sin
ners and resurrected to open the door to new life. Lord in your mercy, hear our prayer.
"We pray, O God, for the churches in Europe, leading their lives in a condnent divided
by the existence of different sociedes in east and west; divided by strongly guarded fron-
ders, by walls separadng churches and people and families and yet acdve and alive in the
East and West through the power of your Holy Spirit and bound together in oneness of
spirit, love and service in your name, their One Lord. Lord in your mercy, hear our
prayer.
"We pray. Heavenly Father, for this service, your people, and your church, trying to do
in the face of social unrest and tensions in countries where violence is rampant, be it
Northern Ireland or Western Germany, be it random destrucdon or willful attempts at
assassination such as that of Pope John Paul II; for the service our church tries to do for
young people, many rioting, often out of resignation and desperadon and to those given
the task of maintaining law; to those who seek to further their causes by hunger strikes and
those who feel they cannot give in; to those who perpetrate acts of violence and to those
who are their vicdms, to those whose freedom and human dignity is being encroached
upon in East and West. Lord in your mercy, hear our prayer.
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"We pray, God and Lord, that the churches in Europe continue to seek and find ways
of relationships with churches in other parts of the world on a basis of brotherhood,
equality and mutuality, that they be open to change and to learning from their fellow
Chrisdans outside their own culture, that a new lifestyle, compatible with their Chrisdan
teaching and giving integrity and credibility to their Chrisdan witness do not remain mere
lip service, but become reality to the praise and out of love for their fellow people. Lord in
your mercy, hear our prayer.
"We pray. Lord, Prince of Peace, for those of your children who hold positions of
responsibility in your church, in government, educadon, economics, science, means of
communicadon, that they live out their responsibility in your spirit, that they do not fall
prey to and not use themselves simplistic black and white formulas, that they refrain from
building up images of enemies as a means to further their personal organizadonal or na-
donalistic goals, that they work for peace � the peace that is higher than all human
understanding � for peace with you, God, and within and among all forms of com
munities and for world peace with justice. Lord in your mercy, hear our prayer.
"We pray. Lord, for your church, that you will give new spiritual life to your church in
Europe; that you awaken the many nominal Chrisdans and work in them personal com
mitment and dedication to you; that you make your people a loving and caring fellowship
over common polarizadon and self-righteousness; that unity among the churches, majori
ty and minority churches, established and free churches may grow in spirit and impact;
that there be a new dawn of spiritual evangelism, preaching and living the message of
salvadon and reconciliadon of hope and confidence in all facets of individual and com
munal life; that the churches not only speak Lord, Lord, but that they truly do your will;
that whatever the churches in Europe as a part of your universal church do in word and
deed that they do everything in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to you the
Father through Him and to the praise of His glory. Lord, in your mercy, hear our prayer.
Amen."
DIRECTED INTERCESSION FOR THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCHES IN THE AMERICAS
By Bishop Paulo Ayres Mattos, Brazil
"Before Columbus came to America there were a lot of nadons and people who were
here for a thousand years." Bishop Mattos said a short prayer in an old language
(Amada) .
"We thank thee Lord for the one mass of the World Methodist family and in spite of the
cultural, social, economic and political confrontation, that our peoples rich and poor are
facing to. We thank thee Lord for the presence of Methodism in the Americas since the
very beginning of the 18th century revival with our contradicdons and our hopes.
"Lord, empower the Methodist Church in the Americas, North, Central, South and the
Caribbean nadons, that they may fulfil their calling to witness to Jesus Christ as the Lord,
the Savior and the liberator of our people. Lord, open the minds and strengthen the
hearts and the spirits of the Methodist leaders in the Americas.
"We thank thee Lord for the presence of the ecumenical bodies in the Americas, The
National Council of Churches � USA, The Caribbean Council of Churches, The Ladn
American Council of Churches In Formadon, and also for the presence of CIEMAL, the
Ladn America Methodist Council, and for its ministry in the Ladn American countries in
order that Methodism can be faithful and yet witnesses to Christ in our lands.
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"Lord, we pray for your condnued guidance and strength to the oppressed minorides in
USA, blacks, hispanics, Asians and nadve Americans, in their struggle for freedom and
liberadon so that human dignity as thy children can be fully manifested. We pray for the
other oppressed minorities in the states � women, children, elderly, people with han
dicapping condidons, so that they may fully participate in thy kingdom of righteousness
and love. Sustain them with thy power. We pray for the overwhelming number of migrant
people in the states that because of polidcal and economic needs have to leave their own
countries as Haid, Mexico, Dominican Republic, Caribbean nadons. Central America and
other nadons, searching new opportunities in the states and instead of that they find rejec
don, oppression, discrimination, and incarceradon. Help, Lord, thy oppressed people in
the USA.
"We pray, O Lord for the people of the Caribbean nadons because all who live in and
around the Caribbean basin are living within this zone of ideological and polidcal conflict,
subjected to manipuladons and circumstances they cannot avoid. Help them in such a
way that they can overcome the temptadon of self-depreciadon and know that they can be
themselves instead of imitadng the affluent neighbors in the north. Help, Lord, the Carib
bean people in their struggle, to resist and overcome the importadon of religious,
ideological groups who coming to the area has the effect of dividing. Father, unite them in
Christ.
"We pray. Lord, for all the poor of Ladn America and the Caribbean who suffer
hunger, malnutrition, poverty, exploitadon and loss of human dignity. Indians, blacks,
women, children, elderly, sick, workers, peasants. Help them, O Lord, to recognize that
in Jesus Christ is the hope of the promise of thy kingdom and its righteousness and libera
tion.
"We pray, O Lord, for all the nadons of Ladn America that in this moment are suffering
dominadon and exploitadon of multi-nadonal corporadons that through their national
alliances oppress our people. Free us. Lord, from the North American, European and
Japanese imperalism. We pray thee, O Lord, especially for those who are leaders in the
countries where military dictatorship and repressive government are violadng the human
rights of their citizens in a brutal manner, where disappearance of our adults and children,
assassinations, physical and psychological tortures are daily occurrences.
"We pray for Chile, Argendna, Uruguay, Paraguay, Bolivia, Peru, Colombia, Hon
duras, Guatemala, Haid, Mexico. We remember, O Lord, that such violadons are in
struments to maintain law and order that support the capitalist exploitadon of our people.
We pray, O Lord, for all the church and all those who are persecuted because of their
commitment to jusdce and liberadon of the oppressed. Instruct them and give them
courage and power in their suffering as they condnue to be faithful to Jesus Christ, our
Lord and Savior, and Liberator.
"We thank thee, O Lord, for those living in the American nation that are struggling to
build new sociedes � Cuba, Nicaragua and Granada. We pray O Lord that they may be
faithful to Jesus and the midst of their peoples in order that they may proclaim the love of
God as manifested in Jesus Christ. Grant them vision in their participadon and establish
ment of a truly free and democradc society, overcoming the present limitadons and
obstacles. We pray O Lord for the nations of this condnent facing bordering conflicts, for
military, economic, and political reasons. Chile and Argendna, Ecuador and Peru, Bolivia
and Chile, Venezuela and Guyana, Belize and Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador,
United States and Cuba, help these people to realize that these conflicts only deepen the
suffering of the poor and oppressed.
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"We pray thee, O Lord, for the people of El Salvador, suffering destruction, violence
and death. Due to the repression of the present military junta supported economically and
militarily by the USA government, we pray for the suffering people of El Salvador who are
not only experiencing individual killings, but the assassination of endre peasant com-
munides. We also pray for those who become refugees in their own country and are being
denied the basic rights of food, clothing and medical care. We praise thee and give thee
thanks for those Christians who are offering their lives for the sake of the Salvadorian peo
ple because they believe in the liberadng gospel of Jesus Christ. Sustain them with thy love
and power, grant them courage and power to condnue to be faithful in their ministry to
their people. We pray that the Salvadorian people may have the opportunity to shape
their own desdny without any foreign interferences.
"O Lord, open the hearts and minds of our brothers and sisters in the Christian church
es of USA so that they may be united with their fellow Chrisdans in Latin America and the
Caribbean in their struggle for freedom and justice. As a sign of our commitment to Jesus
Christ our Saviour, Lord and Liberator, help them to renounce their affluence, view the
suffering of our poor people � people in Latin America and the Caribbean as Zacchaeus
did as he found truly Jesus Christ.
"Help us O Lord to have more respect for thy leaven word in the Bible in history so that
we may hear faithfully they voice here and now. We pray in the name of our Lord Jesus
Christ. Amen."
DIRECTED INTERCESSION FOR THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCHES IN AFRICA
By Bishop Abel T. Muzorewa, Zimbabwe
Bishop Muzorewa began by whisding "Kum Ba Yah". In praying for Africa � he sang
"Kum Ba Yah", then he lead the group in the song.
Psalm 57. "Be merciful to me O God. Be merciful for in thee my soul takes refuge and
in the shadow of thy wing I will shelter undl these calamides are past. I will cry to God most
high, the God who completes all things for me. He will send from heaven and save me
from the slanders of him who would swallow me. God will send forth his mercy and his
truth.
"If you ask me, brethren, what is the greatest thing about the United Methodist Church
in Zimbabwe, I would say it is a praying church and this all happened many years ago at a
theological school when the women, just one woman studied the idea that she was going
to pray very early in the morning every day and then later on invited others. Now from
that theological school it has spread all over the country to the point that every morning
on Friday at 4 o'clock a.m. the women are gathered in the church to pray. Every 4 o'clock
on Sunday, they pray. It now has gone all over the conference that men and youth join
them in these dmes of prayer. No wonder then when we see the annual conference
receiving those reports annually, the greatest report that comes before my conference is
that of a moving, spiritually moving, quantitadve, qualitadve report from the women. Is
there any wonder that during the war of liberadon young men who were enthusiasdc
about liberating their country, at one dme were telling the Chrisdans not to pray to Jesus
anymore, not to call upon the name of Jesus anymore, but some people condnued to do
it.
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"One time a group of them armed with rifles came and said to these women and men
together at that point, 'Are there any of you in this audience who are Christians,
remember I have told you to no longer call on the name of Jesus.' Of course you can im
agine a group of boys surrounding you with guns and saying we told you so and it is dme
to stop. 'Any of you here?' And there was a long dead silence. It was later broken by a
woman who stood up and said 'I am a Chrisdan and for a church I belong to the United
Methodist Church across the river.' Another silence. This dme broken by one of the armed
boys who said 'at least we can respect you for your courage. Sit down!' The miracles that
have been wrought by women and men who have put themselves in God. This is why we
want to put ourselves in God as we pray for Africa.
"Let us pray for the women of Africa who are meedng tomorrow in that great capital of
Africa, Nairobi, in Kenya, as they have their convention from all over the condnent and as
the All Africa Council of Churches meet in that capital city from August 2 to 12. Let us
pray that they may be guided and be filled by the Holy Spirit so that all of us in that cond
nent can render a prophetic ministry � a prophetic ministry is needed in Africa, a cond
nent which is capable of producing 5 million refugees, more than half the world put
together of refugees. It means the social and polidcal orders of that land need God and
need Him very desperately.
"Yes, let us pray for the families in Kenya who have agreed individually to host the
delegates who will be filling that capital. As a way of saving money the All Africa Council
of Churches are going to do that, that they may be dlled with the blessing that comes in
giving. And as for the head of state of Kenya who is now our current OAU chairman, that
one body outside the church which tends to unite the condnent of Africa and for the youth
who graduate from seminary schools and find there are no jobs.
"We pray for Christians in Uganda where some of our present generadon Christians
have been enrolled on that holy leaf of martyrs, in West Africa the Christians there as they
face the challenge of Islam, as she expresses the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ and tries
to serve the illiterates and the unemployed and the refugees and those who suffer from
malnutridon; for the churches in West French Africa that they may be blessed in their ef
forts of evangelizadon and the leaders of evangelism; for the Chrisdans in Liberia, those
whose reladves were killed during the last coup and Christians who cannot go back to their
homeland; for the Christians in Mozambique and especially for our colleague and dear
brother Bishop Penicela as he tries to shepherd and minister to his conference from a
wheelchair after a tragic accident; for the Chrisdans in South Africa where black Chrisdans
live as fourth-class citizens in the country of their birth; for many Chrisdans, some among
us including the Roman Catholic bishops � we have put their necks on the chopping
block, including that daring bishop of Anglican Church Desmond Tutu whom I believe is
ministering and witnessing in a dangerous way; for the Chrisdans in Ghana to help them
to be the conscience of the nadon, have their leaders rededicated to serve the church and
as they are in ecumenical conversadons with churches of other denominadons; for the
church in Zimbabwe, where as the result of war of liberation many people have been
drifted away as a chaff separated from grain and yet we see the hand of God bring many,
many back to the fold and I thank God that as we talk of the reconstrucdon program in my
country that we have seen the spiritual reconstrucdon moving faster than the physical
reconstruction due to lack of money. We pray that Chrisdans who have been confused
during the war of liberadon, an example of which I have already given, and haunted by a
demon of fear may have that demon of fear cast out so they can witness to the Lord
without any fear. Let us pray for the rising of a gigandc Christian church in the whole of
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Africa and let us put it to the Lord in prayer. At this dme we will put this to the Lord in
prayer in your own language." He then led the group in 'What A Fnend' and asked that
each sing it in his own language.
DIRECTED INTERCESSION FOR THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCHES IN THE PACIFIC
By Mrs. Vera Dowie, New Zealand
"New Zealand is very much in the Pacific and I belong to the Pacific too. What a week
this has been. We have experienced a mighty barrage of words, seminars, lectures, great
preaching, audio-visuals, cultural events, music, singing, praying. So many people telling
their stories. We have been well fed in mind, in body and in soul. We have swung on the
see-saw of great highs and deep lows. We have fared sumptuously on fresh insights from
the gospels and delighted in refreshing glimpses of well-known lessons. We have enjoyed
a feast of quotadons from writers and poets from every era of our history and our
notebooks are full of jottings to which we will never again refer.
"This gathering for the 14th World Conference of Methodists is over. What then for
tomorrow? I'd like to share with you in this brief moment a little poem written by one of
New Zealand's younger and most creadve clergymen.
Tomorrow, tomorrow is made of dreaming, of faith and hope and fear
Tomorrow is just a day away, or year piled onto year
Tomorrow now seems nearer than ever in the past
And the speed of change is changing from slow to very fast.
In part the future lies beyond our choice or our control
And this must be accepted for health of mind and soul
But more and more our future depends on choosing well
For we can go to heaven or shape a living hell.
Tomorrow's up for auction
So let's decide to face the need to save the planet
And save the human race.
Let's dream about tomorrow with blood and sweat and tears.
Turn dreaming into acdon and embrace God's future now.
"Let us pray. Almighty God, we would bring before you this morning the Chrisdan
churches of the Pacific Islands, especially those in membership of the Pacific Conference
of Churches. We commend them to you and ask your blessings upon them as they seek
earnestly to respond to the gospel of Jesus Christ according to their own ethnic heritage
and culture and because we bring the Christian Churches of the Pacific into focus at this
dme we lift to you the many Pacific Island nations, nations of people who have the
wonderful gift of community life, a great sense of joy in living life and living to the full and
people who have the warm loving hearts which one can experience when sharing with
them.
"O Lord, the nadons of the Pacific have problems and struggles. There are the
economic concerns that go along with development; there are nadons struggling to gain
independence; problems of employment, health and education; the uneasiness of racism
and divisiveness between brown and white races; the problems that come with the need
for migradon, understanding, communicadon; the concern of island nadons at the effect
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of tourism upon people and families, not to mendon the transnadonal activides and the
terrible problems of nuclear tesdng and waste dumping in the Pacific.
"We have Tabid, this beautiful state of Hawaii, Tonga, Samoa, Keribotu, Vanuwata,
New Zealand, Australia, Fiji, the Nui Islands, the Cooks, Papua and New Guinea and the
Solomon Islands and numerous other Pacific nadons searching and striving to find their
own desdny. Tomorrow is for us all. O Lord, help us to see the vision. Renew the passion
within us to work harder and accept with energy responsibilides toward new and develop
ing nations, the world around and especially those of the Pacific, that together we may
build a future worthy of your great glory. Grant to all strength, healing and grace and sus
tain us in our efforts to do and understand these things which we hold in our hearts and
which are our continuing responsibility. In Jesus name we ask it. Amen."
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SEMINARS AND WORKSHOPS
ONE HERITAGE Rediscovering Yesterday to Serve Tomorrow
The World Methodist Historical Society took the responsibility to plan for the
seminar/workshop series on the theme: "One Heritage," in recognition of the Centennial
Celebration of the World Methodist Conference.
The first afternoon, July 22, Bishop Ole Borgen, Stockholm, Sweden, president of the
WMHS, presided. The papers in this session were planned along the subtheme: "One
Heritage: Rediscovering John Wesley." These were presented as follows: "Rediscovering
John Wesley through His Publicadons", Dr. Frank Baker, Executive Editor, Wesley
Works Editorial Project and redred Professor, Duke Divinity School, Durham, North
Carolina (USA); "Rediscovering John Wesley through His Diaries", Dr. Richard
Heitzenrater, Assistant to the Executive Editor, Wesley Works Editorial Project and Pro
fessor, Perkins School of Theology, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas (USA);
"Rediscovering John Wesley through His Humor", Dr. Frederick Maser, former Ex
ecudve Secretary, WMHS, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania (USA); "Rediscovering John
Wesley through His Faith", Dr. Albert Ouder, Editor, John Wesley's Sermons, Wesley
Works Editorial Project and retired Professor, Perkins School of Theology, Dallas, Texas
(USA).
An excellent discussion between the audience and the respecdve authors resulted from
the presentation of each manuscript. More than 250 persons attended this session.
Dr. James Udy, WMHS vice president for Oceania, Master, Wesley College, University
of Sydney, Newtown, Australia, presided for the second workshop in this series. The sub-
theme was "One Heritage: Rediscovering Our Heritage through John Wesley's Spiritual
Children." Fifteen minute papers of colorful Methodist pioneers from five areas of the
world were presented. These were as follows: Hawaii (USA), the biography of Rev. CP.
Goto by Dr. Harry Komuro, historian and retired church leader, Honolulu, Hawaii
(USA); South Pacific, the biography of Queen Salote Tupou of Tonga, presented by Dr.
Sioni Latukefu, Professor at the University of Papua-New Guinea; Japan, the biography
of Bishop Yoitsu Honda, given by Dr. Kega Takeo, Professor at Aoyama Gakuin Univer
sity, Tokyo, Japan; Europe, the biography of Olof Gustaf Hedstrom (Norway) , presented
by Bishop Ole Borgen, Stockholm, Sweden; South America, the biography of Mrs. Ottilia
de Oliveira Chavez (Brazil), given by Dr. Nilo Belotto, Professor at Universidade
Metodista de Piracicaba, Sao Paulo, Brazil.
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As a climax to the two sessions of reflecting upon "One Heritage" Dr. Joe Hale,
General Secretary, World Methodist Council, gave a paper on the subject "Serving
Tomorrow through Our One Heritage."
Approximately one hundred persons attended this afternoon's session.
The World Methodist Historical Society does not have the funds to publish these manu
scripts in one volume, but it has agreed to print them singly in the issues of its quartedy
"News Bulledn." Interested persons may have copies by joining the society at the cost of
$5.00 (USA) per year or $20.00 (USA) for the quinquennium. The address is: WMHS,
Box 460, Mont Alto, Pa., 17237. USA.
ONE FUTURE Issues for the Church in the Eighties
The Seminar on "One Future: Issues for the Church in the Eighdes" had nine presenta-
dons, some discussion, and received (without vote) several resoludons to pass on to the
Conference/Council for debate and action.
Norman (Ned) E. Dewire, moderator, opened with a statement of context, talking
about "Methodism as ginger to the total church" and stadng that the primary struggle for
Methodists in the 1980s is "whether we act like 'the world is my parish' or the parish is my
world." Within this context, he lifted three issues and described each, which are (1)
dialogue and responsibility between developing and developed nations, (2) military strug
gle between east and west and (3) the decision all face between armaments or develop
ment, with Methodists needing to set a moral climate for peace.
Sydney Callaghan, Ireland, spoke about the need to have a Christ-centered faith, not a
church/Bible/or experience centered faith. The situation in Ireland is a conflict of culture,
not a religious conflict. In order for there to be reconciladon, there needs to be identifica
don with those who agonize, confrontadon with those who oppress, and dedication to life
long commitment. Bishop Paulo Ayres Mattos, Rio de Janeiro, addressed the Seminar on
"The Challenge of the Poor to the Church". The majority of the world's populadon is
poor, and the intensity of their poverty is moving away from the possibilides of solution.
Because of our common commitment to the Kingdom of God, the very existence of
poverty is a scandal. To speak of poverty is to speak of the poor. There is the need to
change the critena for understanding economic development, away from the small
minority of white, Chrisdan, western and capitalist toward an emphasis on quality (not
quantity), social (not personal), and justice. Justice is the commitment to peace, not to
arms race. The church must express fundamental solidarity with the poor, by being with
them in their struggle and be against those who exploit the poor.
Bishop James Armstrong, Indiana, spoke of the religious revival in the U.S., but the
need to have genuine conversion of life style, political system and economic structures.
Unless there is a dramatic change in the North, then South America will condnue to be
victimized. The Moral Majority in the USA is unbiblical, since they see the US as first, try
ing to win the arms race and exploiting the anxieties of people. Methodists must project a
unity between evangelism and social jusdce, applying the gospel to the destiny of in
dividuals which means to address the arms race, identify with the poor, and speak out
against repression. Lorine Tevi, Paciflc Conference of Churches, described issues affect
ing people who live in the Paciflc. Visitors come to the Paciflc, doing things they would
not do at home, and ignoring the human needs. The Pacific appears to be a peaceful
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place (its very name), yet is becoming a place of conflict with human rights being violated.
"The sea is our land for food and economic security." Nuclear tesdng, dumping of wastes,
building nuclear power plants, and replacement of indigenous people are critical issues.
The US discharges it's trusteeship responsibilities by using the Pacific for military bases and
buying/ selling rights. The PCC is concerned whether Japan will begin to build and sell ar
maments. Deep sea bed mining and the presence of trans-national corporadons are il-
lustradons of how the Pacific is being shaped by the outside.
Ron Gibbins, Wesley's Chapel, London, spoke of channeling discipleship in a com
munity style instead of just the institutional style of Sunday morning. There are now four
Wesley Community houses in Britain, which represent a style of discipleship through a
cell movement. Daily prayers and a one year commitment to the Community are two
basic ingredients as community members share in worship, resources, work, and witness
ing/working in the community. Lawi Imathiu, Kenya, said, "Human rights is the most im
portant issue in the world." In many ways, we want the gospel to be an opium for the
poor. Oppressors can be found everywhere. People who work for justice can also be
found everywhere. The church has more power than the governments, so the church
cannot continue to sit on the fence with regard to justice. It is easy to know what we
should do, but hard to do it. This raises the issues of stewardship and accountability. We
tend to give God what is left over, not what is first. As Christians, we are called to speak
for the poor, even if misunderstood by both the rich and the poor.
Samuel Kamaleson, India, and World Vision, described how leadership in church
growth will shift from expatriots to indigenous persons. In order to communicate the
message of God, we have to touch people in the fullness of their lives. When we are in
missions around the world, the relationship between those serving and the people with
whom they work is cooperation (not control), commitment and eventually community.
We are separated from the poor by thinking of ourselves in terms of schools attended,
positions held, and nadonality. There are common roots between human beings, such as
"the risen Lord as the absolute absolute", the radicalness of the gospel with its judgement
of all, and the search for root causes of the social symptoms.
Bishop Tom Bangura, Sierre Leone, spoke to three issues from his experiences in
Africa. First, evangelism as fulfillment of Wesley's style to go to all the people. Missionaries
are needed. Second, human rights issues to climate racism and discrimination. Third, the
need to walk in unity, with both the "black and white keys being played" in order to make
progress.
ONE TASK The Imperative to Evangelize
The focus of this seminar was doing evangelism where you are with a global perspec-
dve. The concerns and issues addressed were: the need and modve for evangelism; the
local church as the basic unit for world-wide evangelizadon; the wodd evangelism pro
gram of the World Methodist Council; the power and mission for evangelism; the place of
prayer in evangelism.
Those who spoke in the seminar included Dr. Alan Walker, Bishop Lawi Imathiu, Dr.
Eddie Fox, Bishop Sitorus, Dr. Herb Richards, and Reverend George Sails.
The seminar adopted the following resoludons which were sent to the entire Coun
cil/Conference:
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EVANGELISM IN THE 80s
The Conference/Council resolves in the 80s there be a particular emphasis
on prayer in our churches.
That each local church be urged to develop the prayer life of the people.
That the first day of each new year be marked by programs such as prayer
vigils, prayer groups, intercessory prayer, family prayer and preaching and
teachings on prayer. And that prayer be emphasized throughout the total life
and ministry of the church.
EVANGELISM IN THE 80s
The Conference/Council resolves
That the decade of the 80s be a dme for emphasizing and strengthening the
local church as the basic means of world-wide evangelism.
That the approximately 250,000 Methodist local congregadons be called
upon to commit themselves to the task of making Chrisdan disciples.
That denominadonal leaders be urged to call upon local churches in order to
assist in this task of making Chrisdan disciples.
That each Pentecost day of the 1980s be celebrated in local churches as
"Making Disciples Sunday" as new disciples are received into the church.
RESOURCES FOR EVANGELISM
The Conference/Council resolves
That new and expanded ways of sharing resources for evangelism in the
world family of Methodist Churches be encouraged and developed through
the Wodd Methodist Council.
That insights, discoveries, and experiences of the Chrisdan faith be com
municated through persons, written, and video resources to the Methodist
Churches around the world.
That this sharing be in all direcdons, and that all sections of the church in all
parts of the world listen to one another in order to encourage one another for
the good of all and for the goal of making Christian disciples.
It should be noted that the endre Council in official session adopted resoludons 2 and 3.
The seminar sensed the urgency to be about the task of world-wide evangelism. A con
fidence and commitment to this task was felt by the participants.
ONE SOURCE The Bible, Source of Personal and Social Renewal
The Seminar met twice. Methods used were formal lecture (by Dr. Donald English),
comments by consultants (Bishop C.N. Fang, Professor Ulysses Panisset and Bishop M.
Elia Peter), informal discussion in groups and plenary question and answer sessions.
Social involvement was the topic for the first day. As motivation for such activity we look
ed at the implications of biblical doctrines, the pressure exerted by biblical examples, and
the safeguards provided by biblical perspectives. On the second day we considered the Bi
ble as the source of spiritual growth. We examined the foundadons laid for such growth,
the goals which are set for us to progress towards, the secrets of growing in the christian
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life, and the problems and experiences we might expect along the way. We felt that our
own knowledge of the Bible was deepened by our dme in the seminar, and that we were
more deeply modvated both to grow in our faith and to express it in our social involve
ment. There were no formal resolutions to the Council, but the opinion was widely ex
pressed that chnstians need more teaching on those subjects. It was also suggested that
the material from the formal presentations might be published for wider use in Wodd
Methodism.
FOUNDATIONS FOR EFFECTIVE MARRIAGE
The purpose of the workshop led by Andonette and Leon Smith was to help par
ticipants integrate their sexuality and their theology in Chrisdan marriage. Sexuality was
defined as a dimension of personality, integral to one's being, as well as sexual function
ing. Emphasis was on understanding oneself always as a sexual being � as a man, as a
woman � and on affirming one's sexuality as God's good gift. Equality in marriage was
related to one's acceptance of self and of spouse as persons of infinite sacred worth.
Liberation of persons is in keeping with the gospel's message.
The funcdons of marriage in the Chrisfian tradidon were listed: (1) unitive, (2) re-
creadve, (3) pro-creafive, and (4) nurturing. Each one was related to sex in marriage, with
a scriptural reference for each funcdon. In addidon the Wesley Quadralateral was also ap
plied to sex in marriage, asking participants to look at what scripture, tradidon, experience
and reason indicate.
Midway in the workshop Nalla Tan presented her paper, "Sexual Dimensions in Chris
dan Marriage and Abortion," prepared for the World Methodist Council as a part of a
report of the World Methodist Family Life Committee. This reflected attitudes on specific
issues such as pre-marital sex, extra-marital sex, sexual funcfioning, etc.
In the last segment of the workshop the leaders shared specific information from the
social sciences regarding sexual funcdoning (and dysfunctioning) in marriage. Attention
was given to communicadon skills.
Attitudes are seen as powerful influences on sexual sadsfaction. They are usually a
result of condifioning. In the case of negative attitudes what has been learned can be un
learned. If the persons are open and communicate well they may be able to work through
problems as they arise. If the couple cannot resolve differences on their own they are urg
ed to seek help from qualified sex therapists.
Sexual funcdoning is a part of the total reladonship; it is not isolated. This emphasizes
the importance of the couple's commitment to working together on all aspects of their
marriage, of learning through the literature and participadng in mantal growth groups (like
the Marriage Communication Lab) , of being creadve in their sexual reladons (avoiding
boredom), working for mutual pleasure. Sex in Chrisdan marriage is in fact the living of
the faith. This means loving, forgiving, reconciling and sacrificing for each other.
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THE POWER OF THE RICH AND THE POOR
The workshop on "The Power of the Rich and the Poor" met at two occasions. The first
time 80 persons attended and the second time 40. The large majority of participants came
from the United States, and a few others from Europe and Latin America. Dr. Theo
Tschuy (Switzerland) was the moderator.
The workshop heard an introductory presentadon from Mr. Owen Nankivel (United
Kingdom) , who analysed the economic and ethical problems caused by the contrasts of
rich and poor at world and national levels. He felt that poverty was so degrading that it
was God's intention that poverty be overcome, as part of an overall liberadon process.
This also involved considerable changes in world power structures.
Considerable dme was spent in Biblical redecdon, introduced by Dr. Dow Kirkpatrick
(United States). Extracts from the Bible studies made by the peasants of Solentiname,
Nicaragua were read and debated. These had been led by priest-poet Ernesto Cardenal
during the years before the fall of the Somoza dictatorship. These readings prompted
discussions on the reladon between God and the poor and its implicadons for the reladon
between God and the rich. The concept of the Church of the Poor received considerable
attendon.
The workshop adopted several resoludons, some of them after much debate. Among
these there was one on United States involvement in the civil war of El Salvador.
PREACHING AND THE CHURCH'S FUTURE
Dr. Buford Dickinson, President of the Methodist Theological School in Ohio, conven
ed the workshop. Leaders included:
Dr. Samuel Kamaleson, India, Dr. Phyllis Guthardt, New Zealand, Dr. Abel Hendricks,
South Africa, Dr. J. Ellsworth Kalas, Cleveland, Ohio.
Dickinson introduced the workshop by poindng to a recovery of preaching. After a
decade of being pushed to the periphery of the life of the church, preaching is being
rediscovered as a powerful force in shaping the church's mission. We are moving toward a
recovery of the Reformadon view of preaching where "the preaching of the word of God
is the word of God."
The various leaders of the seminar were invited to share their perspecdves on
preaching, taking into account their own cultural backgrounds.
Dr. Kamaleson spoke of preaching in a cross-cultural context. The content we com
municate in preaching is Jesus Christ. Preaching transforms persons and creates a new
society. Proclamation should consider 4 basic convicdons: (1) There is a yearning for
essendal humanity; (2) Essential humanity is conveyed when people worship and witness;
(3) Statements of faith must be understood in the light of situations, and circumstances of
those hearing them. Preaching in a cross-cultural context must make room for dialogue.
Dr. Ellsworth Kalas pointed out that the preacher is most visible for that one hour on
Sunday morning when he or she stands up to preach. He emphasized the theology of
preachings. The preacher is the conduit or channel through which God brings faith to
people. The quesdon to ask is this: will this sermon awaken faith in people? Dr. Kalas
dealt with the passage in Romans 10: "Faith comes by heanng and heanng by the
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preaching of the word." The communicadon of faith is the work of the Holy Spirit, and the
preacher is an instrument.
Dr. Guthardt reminded the group that preaching is not scolding or fault-finding, but
recalling people to God's love and then affirming them. The focus should be on what God
has done and is doing in the lives of people. Preaching must be an attempt at making
meaning out of faith. Preaching is part of the process of building up the pastoral relation
ship. Preaching must be biblically centered. Preaching is holding up Christ. Proclamadon
must also include invitadon.
Dr. Abel Hendricks developed the idea that preaching is when God intervenes in life to
expand that life to give it a global vision. The preacher is a conveyer of the message of
God. All New Testament people are sent to proclaim the good news. Preaching must
never lack a truly prophedc note. This does not mean attacking but offering a prophetic
word of challenge, inspiradon and healing. Dr. Hendricks pointed out that preaching is a
plastic moment which can be molded for God.
The workshop provided opportunity for lively discussion around such topics as biblical
preaching, congregational participadon in the preaching event, preaching and com
munication theory and preaching in a cross-cultural setting.
A GENERATION TO CLAIM: YOUTH IN MISSION
This workshop centered around identifying the qualities of a youth leader. Great em
phasis was placed on the fact that a leader should be called to this particular ministry.
Parental, social and cultural background of each of the young people should be taken into
consideration. Other areas of concern discussed included: lordship, repentance, love and
touch, and communication.
Youth's needs were discussed in small groups and then listed for the whole group.
Ideas for programming and youth-centered events from the groups' own experiences
within their youth groups were shared. One of the young people who attended the World
Youth Conference shared his experience of "Youth in Mission" and a helpful discussion
followed.
Models for youth groups were spoken about and outlined to include: youth group struc
tures, goals, purposes and leaders. Resource notes from the World Youth Conference,
dealing with problems and successes experienced by young people around the world
were distributed.
The session ended with a lisdng of many helpful resources available for use in youth
ministry.
Leaders of this workshop included Lil Schnugh (South Africa) ; Paul Graham (South
Africa); Marta Burke (USA); Chuck Wallace (USA); Taylor Thompson (USA).
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PRAYER FOR PERSONAL POWER
AND WORLD WIDE INTERCESSION
The seminar was attended by approximately 65 persons, represendng six countries, in
cluding U.S., and led by Rev. Danny Morris.
The focus was to be on vital dimensions of the power of personal prayer and "envision
ing a worldwide Living Prayer Network."
The first goal was capably met through Maxie Dunnam's leadership in a session on per
sonal prayer. Because so few countries were represented, the second goal of envisioning
the worldwide prayer network was only partially met.
The developing dream for a worldwide prayer network was presented with a focus for
illustradon being The Upper Room Prayer Ministry. Although originally envisioned for the
U.S., the prayer ministry has spread to Canada and Mexico which also have Covenant
Prayer Groups.
Mrs. Gloster Udy (Australia) described how The Upper Room Prayer Ministry spread to
Australia with the establishment of a Living Prayer Center in Parametta.
A brief presentadon was also made about the Center of Living Prayer on Fiji, through
the work of the Reverend Sakeasi Salababa.
The group's excitement began to grow as we envisioned what it could mean if Living
Prayer Centers in countries across the world could be in covenant with each other to be a
network for intercessory prayer and for teaching persons to pray.
Mrs. Oknah Kim Lah (Korea) spoke about the prayer life of the rapidly growing church
in Korea, and helped us to understand how vital it would be for countries to be linked
together in a covenant to pray for each other, and to learn about prayer from each other.
Mrs. Flora Wuellner (U.S.) described how her work in prayer and spiritual formation
has led her to believe that the need is urgent for a prayer network.
Bishop Shanta Kumar Parmar (India) spoke about the power of prayer in India and
confirmed that he felt the church of India is ready for an expansion of prayer ministry.
A significant part of the dme was spent in prayer (and also individual prayer between
sessions) seeking for God's will and guidance in stardng a worldwide Living Prayer Net
work.
All agreed that the World Methodist Council is the vehicle for carrying this vision to its
fulfillment. Two specific beginnings will be to regularly feature requests for intercession
from two or three countries in Dr. Joe Hale's column, and for the Council to give con-
sideradon to forming a Woddwide Intercessory Prayer Network.
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CHRIST AND THE VICTIMS OF DISCRIMINATION
To set the stage for group discussion, Dr. Howard Souster called upon Dr. Jose Miguez
Bonino to present the basis for current and historical concern about discrimination and the
sociological elements related to the persistent practices of racism, sexism, alienadon,
disempowerment, as well as structural problems to be overcome if these injustices are to
be eliminated.
Dr. Bonino stated that though the word discriwination is not found in scripture, the
problems described by our use of the word are indeed there and expounded upon in the
law, in the ministry of Jesus and in the early church. In summation of the above, two
elements emerge: (1) God is no respecter of persons, and (2) God is mosdy concerned
with victims of oppression.
When seen in their parts: (1) economic exploitation, (2) institutional discrimination, (3)
cultural discriminadon, (4) psychological acceptance of discriminadon by those
discriminated against, it becomes clear that these four elements are associated and in
terlinked.
Following a general discussion by members of the whole seminar, the leader requested
that four smaller groups be formed to consider three questions: (1) How can we concep
tualize belonging? (2) Why are freedoms eliminated? (3) How can the church help?
Though no concise resoludons were produced from these groups, all reported back on
a broad-ranging consideration of the quesdons, with the underlying theme of total com
mitment to the task of bringing justice to bear.
The second seminar opened with Bible study framed in situational drama carried on by
use of printed parts with all members participadng. Tides of the drama: (1) "Woe Unto
You Rich" (Luke 6:24-26); (2) "The Rich Epicure and Poor Lazarus" (Luke 16:19-31).
Discussion in the organized two groups followed in informal tnanner.
Dr. Souster then called the seminar together as one and proceeded to introduce the
resoludons referred by individuals and groups beforehand.
The nature of the resolutions were: (1) concerning apartheid policies in South Africa
and the UN Human Rights Convendons; (2) racism; (3) protecdon of land dghts of nadve
and aboriginal people; (4) appropriate locadons for subsequent World Methodist con
ferences; (5) appropriate body to debate workshop and seminar resoludons for final ac
don. A further resoludon came before the seminar but was not discussed because ade
quate informadon was not available.
Dr. Souster was authorized to carry the resolutions as discussed, amended, and refer
red, to the Council president.
Expressions of appreciadon to Dr. Souster and Dr. Bonino were offered unanimously
by the seminar members.
THE METHODIST HERITAGE AND
THE CHARISMATIC RENEWAL
Dr. Ross Whetstone, one of the seminar leaders, began by stressing that there were gifts
to men by God, the Holy Spirit and through Christ. He oudined the historical develop
ment of the teaching concerning the Holy Spirit from the dme of Reformadon.
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Luther, and Calvin took this subject seriously and studied the scriptures in the original
languages. They believed that (a) there is one baptism, (b) the Holy Spirit baptises us into
the body of Christ, (c) bapdsm is associated with water bapdsm, (d) evidence of this bap-
dsm is given by the fruits of the spirit, (e) these gifts are given as we need them.
Wesley in his beliefs "was within a hair's breadth of Calvin" who held that the Spirit is
the impulse seeking us out to respond to Christ. The spirit then continues to strive with us
resuldng (desirably) in daily repentance and good works. Also the Salvation Army's
teaching of entire sanctificadon and meedngs to this end. Scripture in Romans 6 for in
stance calls to perfection.
Pentecostalism teaching on the spirit developed about 1910. Pentecostals intimately
link baptism in the Spirit with tongues, other gifts being regarded of different value.
Charismadcs rank all gifts as being necessary.
Charismatic renewal in the 1950s- 1960s was associated with such names as Harold
Braderson (WCC) and Dennis Bennett (California). The renewal has developed within
the framework of many of the mainstream Chrisdan churches, having dowered according
to the soil in which it has grown.
The gifts of God should be normadve and anything which he has done in the past he
can, and will do in the future.
In the last 20 years the charismatic movement has grown. Now some 18% of the
United Methodist Church claim to be charismatics of whom 1 in 6 speak in tongues. A
Gallup study shows that about 10,000 Catholics are in the movement of whom one tenth
speak in tongues.
Officially a document has been issued by the United Methodist Church, "Guidelines:
The United Methodist Church and the Charismadc Movement" to give help to pastors and
laymen in dealing with church order in the problems associated with the charismadc
renewal.
Rev. Ross Peart traced the first outpouring of the Spirit to January 1, 1739 at 3 a.m.
(subsequent to John Wesley's 'heart warming' experience) and drew attendon to the fact
that this was a group experience.
In British Methodism 1971 was the beginning of the charismadc renewal. By 1974
some 300 ministers had had the bapdsm of the Spirit. These were mainly middle aged and
"middle of the road" Chrisdans. In recent years the movement has grown and this year
about half the students in theological colleges are charismatics. The proposed new hymn
book contains hymns with renewal teaching. Problems have arisen over Bridsh conser-
vadsm not readily accepdng American practices.
The church in Liverpool has emphasized the importance of visions in the purposes of
God and described those seen by a member of their church and later illustrated.
A coffee shop has been opened in Liverpool for the furtherance of the gospel. In Britain
75 percent of churches have less than 60 people and a problem at the moment is whether
God wants a Bridsh Methodist Fellowship.
Discussions and contribudons included:
(1) The problem of first and second class Christians was aired and whether charismadcs
should withdraw from the life of the church. It was felt that the divisive effect was wrong,
rather there should be a building of bridges.
(2) The speaking with tongues was defended on the grounds of its therapeudc effect
and paralleled with endearments practiced between man and wife.
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(3) A Malaysian minister spoke of the difficulties in his church in which chansmadcs
were not supporting him nor abided by the laws of the land concerning proselytanisation.
4) An ordained Samoan lady described in detail night-long services and healing using
water thought of as the blood of Jesus and applied to sick people with confession of sin
and praise.
(5) In Victoria, Australia a church had healing services permitted as long as it was not
divisive. There had been a Roman Catholic/Protestant conference in Melbourne.
(6) Some of the practices (i.e. raising of hands) were linked with the scriptures (Ps.
63:3) and healing mentioned by John Wesley in his letter to John Middleton of January
17, 1749.
(7) Reference was made to the East African Revival and its similarity to the class
meedngs of John Wesley.
(8) A Lutheran lady spoke to the unidng influence of the movement in Singapore
where all walks of life met together in fellowship meetings.
In conclusion mendon was made of the extremes in the charismatic movement ranging
from those self centered, to those with a sensidve social conscience. In between were the
vast majority.
CHURCH GROWTH SEMINAR
The Seminar on Church Growth featured church growth interpreters from each of the
"three worlds," and included a global perspective as well. In the first segment, the par
ticipants viewed the "premiere" showing of the flrst of four videotapes on Principles of
Church Growth, lectures by George Hunter, Secretary for Evangelism for The United
Methodist Church's Board of Discipleship, U.S.A., and seminar leader. The video-tape
series, now marketed globally by the World Methodist Council's evangelism program,
stresses three "universal strategies" that, with adaptadon, can inform church growth
anywhere. The three ^rategies are: (1) Discovering recepdve people � while they are
recepdve; (2) Reaching out across social networks; and, (3) Multiplying cells � as
recruiting groups and ports of entry for new people.
Bishop Paul Granadosin, of the Philippines, reported on the significant growth of
Methodism there since its beginnings in 1899 � including the recent growth that has
followed a period of stagnadon. Today the Church has grown to six annuals, more than
175,000 members, and some 1,000 churches and reaching points served by over 800
preachers and 200 deaconesses.
Granadosin presented an inspiring case of a Philippine district that for 15 years the
cabinet had considered discontinuing\ But a new district superintendent � seeing the lack
of evangelism, the low enthusiasm, the meager stewardship, and the people leaving �
rightly diagnosed these phenomena as symptoms of the people's loss of Wesleyan Chris
tian identity. He began a program of intensive Christian educadon, emphasizing the
meaning of being a Methodist Christian. The people began, for the first time, to under
stand their faith and tradition, and they now knew what they were being asked to give
their life to, and they registered new and deeper dedicadon � followed, by better
stewardship and apostolic vision. Whereas once evangelism amongst undiscipled people
was virtually unknown in that district, now it became a regular feature of the people's daily
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lives. The churches began growing, and the district went from 18 to 40 congregations in
10 years, and started new preaching points. Today, this district is the strongest and fastest
growing district in Philippine Methodism.
Bishop Granadosin reported the case of one church, the Adagapo City United
Methodist Church, that has now grown to a powerful church of over 700 members. Its
growth has come from several approaches that the people have worked simultaneously.
Their laypeople are dedicated transparently credible Chrisdans. They invite people to
church, and to special rallies. They lead many Bible studies in homes. They share the
gospel verbally with persons in their natural daily contacts, and "they never give up on a
person � their persistence is contagious," and they emphasize winning whole families to
Christ. The converts in Chrisdan families are much stronger that are lone converts out of a
family. Some families decide to make commitments and join the church together � and
the church encourages this, believing it to be the culturally indigenous form of decision
making for many Philippine people.
The Reverend Olav Parnamets, Superintendent of the Methodist Church in Estonia,
brought a story of church growth in a "Second World" country. He recounted the
dramadc story of Methodism's beginning there in 1907, of its almost total eclipse in World
War II, and of its renaissance since � despite many obstacles and hardships.
The seminar participants were most eager to ask quesdons, and in response Parnamets
stressed the centrality of the Scriptures, the importance of gospel preaching and invidng
people to commitment to Jesus Christ and to new birth.
In the fourth segment, seminar participants posed quesdons to the three speakers, and
reported ways in which churches are growing in their own lands and cultures. Some 22
different countries were represented in the seminar pardcipants, and there was great and
stirring interest in the future mission and growth of the churches everywhere.
ISSUES BEFORE THE ECUMENICAL MOVEMENT
This workshop met for two sessions with Dr. Thomas A. Langford, convener. At the
first meeting, a general discussion of the ecumenical movement, its present status and
future promise and problems, engaged well over half of the participants in acdve conver-
sadon. Dr. Geoffrey Wainwright presented the Faith and Order paper on "Baptism,
Eucharist, and Ministry" which was distributed. Dr. Robert Huston made an extended
presentadon on current ecumenical discussions among churches, focusing upon
theological issues. He also distributed a number of informadve pamphlets.
The second meeting was principally devoted to a discussion led by Dr. Wainwright on
the distributed paper. The major interest was in baptism. Wide ranging and representing a
diversity of posidons, the session was lively and informative.
A final period was devoted to discussion of resoludons. The seminar settled on three
petidons which affirmed the commitment of the WMC to the ecumenical movement, en
dorsed the effort of the Methodist Church in Great Britain to be a part of the unidng effort
in their nadon, and encouraged ecumenical acdvity on the local level. These resoludons
were presented and passed in the plenary session.
The major accomplishment of the sessions was that an ecumenical conversadon actual
ly took place. The meetings were open, provocadve, and construcdve.
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ONE MINISTRY World Methodist
Convocation on Theological Education
The Fourth World Methodist Convocation on Theological Education was held in con
junction with the Centennial World Methodist Conference July 22-25, 1981, in
Honolulu, Hawaii. One hundred church leaders from 15 countries shared in the convoca-
don sponsored by the Theological Education Committee of the World Methodist Council
on the theme "One Ministry" Bishop Ead G. Hunt, Jr. , of Lakeland, Florida, President of
the Board of Higher Education and Ministry, United Methodist Church, presented
greetings to the convocation on behalf of the Committee on Theological Education and
the Board and its Divisions.
Program features included addresses, panel and group discussions, and individual
reports and commentaries on new ministries and educadon for ministry in the church.
Keynote addresses were presented on "The Unity of Ministry in Inter-Church Conversa
tions: The Wesleyan Perspective" by Bishop William R. Cannon, Raleigh, North
Carolina, newly-elected Chairman of the World Methodist Council Execudve Committee,
formerly dean of the Candler School of Theology, Emory University, Adanta, Georgia;
and "The Unity of Ministry in Mission" by Bishop Emerito Nacpil, Manila, Philippines,
formerly President of the Union Theological Seminary, Covite, Philippines. Responses
were made by the Rev. Brian Beck, principal of Wesley House, Cambridge, England, Dr.
Jose Miguez Bonino, Instituto Superior Evangelica de Estudios Theologicos, Buenos
Aires, Argendna, and the Rev. Kee Chul Nam, President of the Mokwan Methodist Col
lege and School of Theology, Taejon, Korea.
Dr. F. Thomas Trotter, Secretary of the Board of Higher Education and Ministry,
Nashville, Tennessee, gave an address on "Emerging New Ministries" opening the con
sideration of new concerns and opportunities in ministry in the church and society today.
Dr. Andre J. Pieters, president of the Eglise Protestante Unie de Belgigus, Brussels,
Belgium, Dr. Mary Kay Will of the School of Theology at Claremont, California, Dr. Dow
Kirkpatrick, Atlanta, Georgia, related to the mission of the church in Latin America. The
Rev. Trevor Rowe, General Secretary of the Division of Ministries of the Methodist
Church in Great Britain, London, Dr. Major J. Jones, President-Dean, Gammon
Theological Seminary, Interdenominadonal Theological Center, Atlanta, Georgia, The
Rev. Howard F. Kirkby, President of the Methodist Church of South Africa, Port Alfred,
South Africa, Dr. Roy I. Sano, Pacific School of Religion, Berkeley, California, and Ms.
Rosalie J. Bentzinger of the Division of Diaconal Ministries of the Board of Higher Educa
tion and Ministry, Nashville, Tennessee, shared in the panel discussions of Emerging Em
phases in Ministry. Small discussion groups were scheduled with Dr. John H. Satterwhite,
of Washington, DC, Mrs. Marilyn Harrison of Vancouver, BC, Dr. Richard O. Nesmith,
Boston, Massachusetts, The Rev. James Ziesloft, Altoona, Pennsylvania, and Dr. Orville
H. Mackay, Millard, Michigan, as convenors.
"Education for Ministry" was the focus of the third day of the convocation with attention
given to the theological curriculum, university relations, acdon-redection and the involve
ment of training parishes, the ministers continuing education training, training colleges
and lay institutes, and international and inter church exchanges of students and faculty in
the ministerial educadon. The Rev. A. Raymond George, Wesley College, Bristol,
England, Dr. Jameson Jones, Dean of the Duke Divinity School, Durham, NC; Dr. Thor-
vald Kallstad, Dean of the Theological Faculty, University of Uppsala, Sweden, the Rev.
Prof. George Baldwin, Saint Paul School of Theology, Kansas City, Missouri, the Rev.
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Dr. John Newton, Kingsway Hall, London, Dr. P Boyd Mather, the School of Theology
in Dubuque, Iowa, the Rev. Dr. Kazuhiko Higuchi, Dean, School of Theology, Dashisha
University, Kyoto, Japan, and the Rev. Dr. Richard W. Cain, President of the School of
Theology in Claremont, California, shared in the presentadons on the several concerns in
theological education for the church's ministers.
Devotional leaders for the convocation were Professor Cornish R. Rogers, of the
School of Theology in Claremont, California, and the Rev. Ted G. Colescott, Superinten
dent of the Rochester District, Rochester, Minnesota.
The convocation was planned and arranged by the Committee on Theological Educa
don of the World Methodist Council with the assistance of the Division of Ordained
Ministry of the Board of Higher Education and Ministry of the United Methodist Church.
The Program Committee members were Dr. Norman J. Young, Principal, Theological
Hall, Queen's College, Victoria, Australia, Dr. Donald H. Treese, Division of Ordained
Ministry, Board of Higher Educadon and Ministry, Nashville, Tennessee, and Dr. Gerald
O. McCullah, Nashville, Tennessee, with Dr. Young Co-Chairperson of the World
Methodist Committee on Theological Education.
ONE IN SONG
. . .The trumpeters and singers were as ONE, to make ONE sound to be heard in prais
ing and thanking the Lord. . .they lifted up their voice with the trumpets and cymbals and
instruments of music. . .the glory of the Lord had filled the house of God.
II Chronicles 5: 13
On Saturday afternoon nearly 200 delegates gathered to address the theme "One In
Song" � a workshop for those interested in the music of the church. The group was
varied, and included many cultures as well as many interests within the field of church
music. Choir directors, choir members, organists, pianists, pastors, and church leaders
were among those who attended.
The workshop was led by Albin C. Whitworth and Peter Bolt and was planned to give
expression to diversity of musical tastes and styles. The theme "One In Song" was ex
plained to mean one in spirit, not that there is a "right way" or "correct style" but many ap
proaches to God through music.
Soloist Ralph Freeman demonstrated the use of vanous kinds of songs in com-
municadng the gospel. He sang four songs of varying styles from oratorio to simple
spirituals, thus beautifully demonstradng the theme of the workshop.
The group was then divided into clusters of ten participants each with a recording
secretary. The following quesdons were discussed: (1) How do YOU see songs as com-
municadng the gospel? (2) How can we improve the contribudon of music to worship?
quality? vanety? content? etc. (3) What music do you feel MOST helpful? (4) What music
do you feel LEAST helpful?
After the small group discussion the group met together again and heard the responses
from the small groups. There was much enthusiasm expressed through the responses.
The session was closed by a prayer of commitment and the singing of "This is my story,
this is my SONG!" We left to carry that SONG around earth with new fervor and zeal!
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WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
HONOLULU, HAWAII
JULY 21, 1981
Session I
I. OPENING OF THE COUNCIL SESSION
The Council meeting commenced with singing "The Church's One Foundation", led by Sir Josua
Rabukawaqa, song leader from Fiji, and accompanied by Dr. Albin C. Whitworth, USA, conference
organist.
Opening prayers were conducted by Dr. Donald C. Henry, President of the Methodist Church in
the Caribbean and the Americas.
A greeting from the Governor of the State of Hawaii, The Honorable George R. Ariyoshi, was
brought by Dr. Joshua C. Agsalud, Director of the Department of Labor and Industrial Relations for
the State. (See Appendix I.)
A greeting from The Honorable Eileen Anderson, Mayor of the City of Honolulu (who was unable
to be present for the opening session) was later read by Mr. James J.M. Misajon, Coordinator for the
Hawaii Committee for the Conference (See Appendix 11.)
The Council agreed to send greetings to the Mayor.
Attendance of Council members was registerd by the use of cards. The following were recorded as
present;
II. ATTENDANCE
J.D. Abbott (USA)
Theodore L. Agnew (USA)
Fran Alguire (USA)
Edsel A. Ammons (USA)
Vinton R. Anderson (USA)
Bishop Anthony (USA)
James Armstrong (USA)
Albert Aspey (Portugal)
Rosario M. Atienza (Philippines)
C.E. Atkins (USA)
James M. Ault (USA)
Margaret J. Ayre (Australia)
Luis Baldeon (Peru)
Barry Bailey (USA)
W.F Ball (USA)
Tom Bangura (Sierra Leone)
Vernie Barnett (USA)
John Barrett (England)
Cecilia C. Bartels (Ghana)
Harold 1. Bearden (USA)
J. Harold Beaty (USA)
Brian E. Beck (England)
Quintin Bergh (South Africa)
Joseph B. Bethea (USA)
Mrs. Wilburn L. Boddie (USA)
His Preeminence Bolaji (Nigeria)
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Joan Bolt (England)
Peter Bolt (England)
Mrs. Hix Bondurant (USA)
Ole E. Borgen (Sweden)
Ethel Born (USA)
A. McKay Brabham, Jr. (USA)
Gene Brand (USA)
Arthur D. Brown (USA)
Barry T. Brown (Australia)
Katheryn M. Brown (USA)
Ellen A. Brubaker (USA)
Monk Bryan (USA)
Ruth L. Cade (USA)
Ronald W. Cadmus (USA)
Raoul C. Calkins (USA)
W. Sydney Callaghan (Northern Ireland)
William R. Cannon (USA)
Alsie H. Cadeton (USA)
Dale Cadin (USA)
Maurice S. Cherry (USA)
Wilbur W.Y. Choy (USA)
CP. Chu (Burma)
Kao Jih Chung (Singapore)
Millard C. Cleveland (USA)
John M. Cline (USA)
Wayne K. Clymer (USA)
Mrs. Charles Cochran, Jr. (USA)
Emerson S. Colaw (USA)
Elbert C. Cole (USA)
C.R. Coleman (USA)
Caesar D. Coleman (USA)
Ethel G. Coleman (USA)
Joseph C. Coles, Jr. (USA)
Lars H. Collin (Sweden)
Earle N. Cooper (USA)
Joel A. Cooper (USA)
Mark R. Conarroe (USA)
Elizeu Constantino (Brazil)
Fred P. Corson (USA)
Philip R. Cousin (USA)
Norma Cradock (United Kingdom)
Finis Crutchfield (USA)
Peter James Cullinane (New Zealand)
Frank C. Cummings (USA)
James L. Cummings (USA)
Madene Cummins (USA)
Robert M. Daugherty (USA)
Robert D. Decker (USA)
Bo B. Depner (Denmark)
Norman E. Dewire (USA)
Ernest T. Dixon (USA)
James Edward Doty (USA)
Paul A. Duffey (USA)
Maxie Dunnam (USA)
Denis C. Dutton (Malaysia)
Murray D. Ead (South Australia)
Hilda Eastwood (England)
Harry B. Eaton (USA)
Norma C. Eby (USA)
Herman A. Emmert (USA)
Donald English (England)
David Ensor (United Kingdom)
Trudy Ensor (England)
Sally Ernst (USA)
Urs A. Eschbach (Switzerland)
John M. Exum (USA)
Onema Fama (Zaire)
C.N. Fang (Malaysia)
Ben H. Feemster (USA)
James W. Ferree (USA)
H.E. Finger, Jr. (USA)
Durwood Fleming (USA)
David W. Flude (USA)
C.H. Foggie (USA)
J. Carlton Forshee (USA)
H. Eddie Fox (USA)
Clyde C. Frazier, Jr. (USA)
Philip Fung (Taiwan)
Ira Gallaway (USA)
Elias Galvan (USA)
Ian M. Gately (England)
Ann Lane Gates (USA)
A. Raymond George (England)
Lothar Gerischer (German Democratic Republic)
Cecil L. Geyer (Australia)
Ronald C. Gibbins (United Kingdom)
Loyal J. Gibson (New Zealand)
Christine B. Gilchrist (USA)
Chades F Golden (USA)
B.C. Goodwin, Jr. (USA)
P.M. Graham (South Africa)
Paul L.A. Granadosin (Philippines)
Margarita Grassi (Uruguay)
Kenneth G. Greet (England)
Mary Greet (England)
Lola R. Gresham (USA)
William A. Groshans (USA)
Francis Guiton (France)
Darshini Gunasekera (Sri Lanka)
Isaias Gutierrez (Chile)
Joe Hale (USA)
Pat Hammer (USA)
Leon C. Hamrick (USA)
Doris M. Handy (USA)
Joe A. Harding (USA)
John W. Hardt (USA)
John R. Harper (USA)
Marilyn Harrison (Canada)
Poppy Harrold (England)
Armin Haertel (German Democratic Republic)
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Clarie Harvey (USA)
Sione Amanal<i Havea (Tonga)
Riciiard E. Hawi<e (USA)
J. Woodrow Hearn (USA)
Mattie M. Henderson (USA)
Abel E. Hendricks (Republic of South Africa)
Freda M. Hendricks (Republic of South Africa)
Donald C. Henry (West Indies)
Harry Yedenou Henry (Benin)
Ulises Hernandez (Mexico)
Debbie Hewitt (Great Britain)
Robert B. Hibbard (USA)
Richard Allen Hildebrand (USA)
Leroy C. Hodapp (USA)
Eva S. Hoggard (USA)
J.C. Hoggard (USA)
Gladys Howson (USA)
Earl G. Hunt, Jr. (USA)
Ann E. Hunter (USA)
Jack L. Hunter (USA)
Guy K. Hutcherson (USA)
Orion N. Hutchinson, Jr. (USA)
Lawi Imathiu (Kenya)
Melvon Ireland (USA)
Roger W. Ireson (USA)
S. Clifton Ives (USA)
Belvie H. Jackson (USA)
K.C. James (South Africa)
VorHeese D.B. Jamison (USA)
James C. Jarvis (USA)
Magdalena Jimenez G. (Mexico)
Earle E. Johnson (USA)
Bevel Jones (USA)
Gerald H. Jones (USA)
Sue S. Jones (USA)
Ton-ey A. Kaatz (USA)
J. Ellsworth Kalas (USA)
Delbert M. Keller (USA)
R. Harris Kesler (USA)
Wendy Kilworth-Mason (England)
Chi Kil Kim (Korea)
Howard F Kirkby (Republic of South Africa)
Charles D. Kirsch (USA)
Reginald Kissack (United Kingdom)
Robert W. Koenig (USA)
Tulia N, Koroi (Fiji)
Jandyra Kuhn (Brazil)
Renato Kuhn (Brazil)
Sahaeng La (Korea)
Thomas A. Langford (USA)
Phoebe W. Lee (Hong Kong)
Kenneth Leese (England)
Jonny Linnsund (Norway)
Dwight E. Loder (USA)
Lem Long, Jr. (USA)
Glenn Lucas (Canada)
June Elizabeth Lunn (England)
Hardy McCalman (USA)
Calvin D. McConnell (USA)
James E. McCoy (USA)
Lydia McCullough (Canada)
Joel D. McDavid (USA)
Kenneth B. Mcintosh (USA)
Joseph C. McKinney (USA)
George Weldon McMurray (USA)
Marvin McReynolds (USA)
Florence Marshall (Australia)
J. Howard Marks (USA)
Ronald Mann (England)
Austen Massey (Republic of South Africa)
Johana M. Mbogori (Kenya)
Wilma L. Meier (USA)
LaVerne D. Mercado (Philippines)
Chades H. Mercer (USA)
John H. Miller (USA)
Donald G. Ming (USA)
John E. Moore (USA)
S.S. Morris (USA)
Susan M. Morrison (USA)
Hallie Morton (USA)
Manuel M. Mucambe (Mozambique)
Alvin C. Murray (USA)
Betty Naas (USA)
Inoke Nabulivou (Fiji)
Jonathan Napiun (Indonesia)
Wilhelm Nausner (Austria)
Edward R. Naylor (USA)
Edgar H. Nease, Jr. (USA)
Gwenda Neilson (Australia)
Harold E. Nelson (USA)
Molly Nesbitt (Northern Ireland)
John H. Ness (USA)
John A. Newton (England)
D. Ward Nichols (USA)
Kay B. Nichols (USA)
Nikos A. Nissiotis (Greece)
Irene T. Norris (USA)
Nyembezi Sibusiso (Republic of South Africa)
Patrocinio S. Ocampo (Philippines)
Winston D. O'Reilly (Australia)
Raymond C. Outhred (England)
Raymond H. Owen (USA)
Federico J. Pagura (Argentina)
Eduardo B. Panganiban (Philippines)
Ulysses Panisset (Brazil)
Charles C. Parlin (USA)
Olav Parnamets (Estonia)
Maureen Peart (England)
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Ross Peart (England)
O.T, Peeples (USA)
Joe E. Pennell, Jr. (USA)
S.K. Perera (Sri Lanka)
Myrta Pfeiffer (USA)
Mira Phailbus (Pakistan)
Andre J. Pieters (Belgium)
Claude Pieters (Belgium)
Felicisima C. Pinpin (Philippines)
Kenneth H. Plummer (USA)
Eugenio Poma (Bolivia)
Reginald W, Ponder (USA)
Winifred Price (England)
H. Thomas Primm (USA)
John E. Procter (USA)
Robert Pruitt (USA)
Merle B. Pulver (USA)
William K. Quick (USA)
Marciano P Quiocho (Philippines)
Lloyd W. Ramer (USA)
Alice Ramushu (Zimbabwe)
Ina Randitt (USA)
Dorothy A. Ravenhorst (USA)
Elizabeth Redecker (USA)
Robert H. Reid, Jr. (USA)
Herb Richards (USA)
C. Faith Richardson (USA)
Joetta F Rinehart (USA)
W. Glea Rittgers (USA)
R. Prabhu Das Roberts (Singapore)
Trevor T. Rowe (England)
John Russell (USA)
Barbara Ryder (England)
George W. Sails (England)
Perry H. Saito (USA)
William E. Savage (USA)
Charles A. Sayre (USA)
Franz W. Schaefer (Switzerland)
Edwin Schell (USA)
Vilem Schneeberger (Czechoslovakia)
Lillian Schnugh (Republic of South Africa)
J. Kenneth Shamblin (USA)
Paul Shepherd (USA)
Walter A. Siering (West Germany)
R. Paul Sims (USA)
Sameul B. Sink (USA)
Hermanus Sitorus (Indonesia)
F Herbert Skeete (USA)
Leonard Slutz (USA)
Ida M. Smith (USA)
Louis N. Smith (USA)
Robert R. Smith (Australia)
William E. Smith (USA)
William M. Smith (USA)
Patricia Soderhom (USA)
Howard Souster (United Kingdom)
Robert H. Spain (USA)
Ruben L. Speaks (USA)
Mrs. Ruben L. Speaks (USA)
Heather Stevens (Australia)
Jacob Stephens (Ghana)
W.P Stephens (England)
Bern Stevens (Australia)
Hermann Sticher (Federal Republic of Germany)
Thomas B. Stockton (USA)
W. McFerrin Stowe (USA)
Donald T. Strong (USA)
J. Gordon Sutcliffe (England)
David Taati (Kenya)
Epeli Tagi (Fiji)
Melvin G. Talbert (USA)
Nalla Tan (Singapore)
Chades E. Taylor (USA)
Joseph T. Taylor (USA)
Prince A. Taylor, Jr. (USA)
Lorine Tevi (Fiji)
G.H.J. Thibodeaux (USA)
Taylor T. Thompson (USA)
Ruben F Trinidad (Philippines)
Jack M. Tuell (USA)
Benjamin D. Turgano (Philippines)
Chades G. Turkington (USA)
Lee F Tuttle (USA)
James S. Udy (Australia)
Walter L. Underwood (USA)
James W. Wactor (USA)
Geoffrey Wainwright (USA)
Eva Walker (USA)
Per Wallstedt (Sweden)
Charles J. Wallace (USA)
Theodore H. Walter (USA)
W. Ralph Ward (USA)
John B. Warman (USA)
Bennie D. Warner (USA)
Paul Washburn (USA)
Esther Waterhouse (Great Britain)
Frank G. Watson (Australia)
Ewart G. Watts (USA)
Dale Waymire (USA)
Lance Webb (USA)
Fredrik Wegelius (Finland)
H. Alden Welch (USA)
Wilson O. Weldon (USA)
Donald W. Wells (USA)
Ewing Werlein, Jr. (USA)
C. Dale White (USA)
Anthony Chades Wilcock (England)
Howell O. Wilkins (USA)
Charles W. Williams (USA)
Jamye C. Williams (USA)
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Julius C. Williams (USA) Emmanuel Wu (Taiwan)
Ronald Williams (Australia) Wesley Wulfkuhle (USA)
David Williamson (USA) Betty M. Yorke (England)
Harvey G. Williamson (USA) Harry E. Young (USA)
Roy Wilson (Canada) James R. Young (USA)
Wong Tsok (Hong Kong) Norman Young (Australia)
Alan K. Woodley (New Zealand) Harriet Ziegler (USA)
Vi Woods (USA) Helen A. Zigmund (USA)
Ian Wren (Australia)
III. ADDRESS BY THE CHAIRMAN, WORLD METHODIST
COUNCIL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Dr. Kenneth G. Greet, London, England, addressed the Council. (Appendix III.)
IV. RULES OF DEBATE AND COUNCIL/CONFERENCE
PROCEDURES
Dr. Greet presented the Rules of Debate and the manner of procedure for the Council and Con
ference. After consideration by the Council, the amended procedures and rules were moved by
Bishop Charles Golden, seconded by Dr. Vernie Barnett; and the group
VOTED to ADOPT the Rules and Procedures as follows:
Procedures In Council And Conference
In the past considerable confusion has arisen about the respective responsibility of Council and
Conference.
There is no desire to prevent the debating of resolutions in either assembly. It must be recognised,
however, that time is severely limited, and therefore, a way must be found of using time to the best
advantage.
A further important consideration is the different nature of Council and Conference. The Council
is a smaller body than the Conference and in terms of balanced representation better able to speak
on behalf of the Wodd Methodist Community than the Conference.
The Executive has considered these matters and has agreed a method of procedure which, it is
hoped, will assist both Council and Conference to operate with maximum effectiveness as follows;
Any resolutions submitted by individuals, committees or workshops for consideration either by the
Council or the Conference shall, at the discretion of the Chairman, be referred to the Resolutions
Committee. This committee shall, if necessary, confer with the movers as to the form of the resolu
tion and shall also advise the Steering Committee as to whether the resolution shall be debated, and
if so, whether by the Council or the Conference. The Steering Committee shall determine the time at
which motions to be debated are to be tabled.
The text of any resolutions must be handed to the General Secretary.
Rules of Debate
1. When any member wishes to address the Council/Conference, he shall rise and address the
President, but shall not proceed further until the President calls upon him.
2. No member shall remain standing during a discussion, except the member addressing the
President.
3. No member shall speak more than once on the same question without leave of the Coun
cil/Conference.
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4. Speakers on any motion shall be limited to five minutes.
5. Every motion and resolution shall be presented in writing by the proposer at the time the prop
osition is made, and shall be immediately handed to the Secretary.
6. If any new matter is brought up by any member or group, which requires the duplication of the
text, this duplication shall be the responsibility of the introducers.
7. Only on matters of urgency, so judged by the President, shall notices of motion be accepted
after a designated time.
8. Where a resolution has been moved and seconded, it shall not be withdrawn without the con
sent of the Council/Conference.
9. A report of a committee officially presented shall be received without motion, but its adoption
as a whole or by clauses shall be moved and seconded.
10. No motion or resolution on any subject shall be submitted until the one under consideration
has been disposed of.
This may be done by withdrawal (Rule 8), adoption, or rejection, or by one of the following
motions:
(i) Amendment of the subject matter, either by varying the terms, omissions, or additions.
(a) Should an amendment be carried, it becomes a part of the substantive motion, and
thereon an amendment may be proposed. But if no further amendment is proposed,
the amendment (which has become the substantive motion) shall be put. Should the
amendment be lost, and no further amendment be proposed, the original motion shall
be put.
(b) No second amendment shall be submitted until the first is disposed of, though any
speaker may give notice of his intention to propose a second amendment if the first
should not be carried.
(ii) Any of the following motions, which would be in order whether a motion or a motion with
an amendment were before the Council/Conference:
(a) "The previous question" which shall be put to the Council/Conference in the following
form: "That the resolution (or resolution and amendmend before the Coun
cil/Conference be not put."
(b) The postponement of a question either to a definite time or a time to be afterwards fix
ed.
(c) Reference to a committee.
(iii) Adjournment:
(a) Of the debate.
(b) Of the Council/Conference.
11. A motion "That the vote be now tal^en" may be presented by any member; but no discussion
shall be allowed thereon. If the motion should be carried by a majority of not less than two-
thirds of those voting, the President shall forthwith call upon the member (if any) who may
have the right to reply, and immediately thereafter shall put the question.
12. At the close of a discussion the President shall request all members to be seated, and the
resolution (or resolution and amendment) shall be read before being put to the vote. The vote
on the amendment shall be taken first.
After the President has risen to put the question to the Council/Conference, no member shall
speak until a vote has been taken.
13. A motion to rescind any resolution of the Council/Conference may be submitted only after
notice has been previously given for at least one day; such motion, when submitted, shall be
carried by a majority of the members of the Council/Conference present and voting.
14. A resolution to suspend a standing order of the Council/Conference shall be carried only by a
vote of not less than two-thirds of the members of the Council/Conference present and
voting.
15. The President shall call to order any speaker who departs from the question or violates the
courtesies of debate.
16. The President shall decide all questions of order.
17. A member may rise to a point of order when he deems the Rules of Debate, or the regulations
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of the Council/Conference, to have been violated. He must submit the point of order being
raised, the member addressing the Council/Conference shall take his seat and retain it till the
point of order is decided.
18. A member who thinks himself misrepresented by a speaker may, by the indulgence of the
Council/Conference, interrupt the speaker to correct the misstatement, but he must not enter
into argument.
19. Questions which relate to the rights and privileges of the Council/Conference or of individual
members thereof, or to the order of business, shall have precedence.
V. REPORT OF THE PROGRAM CHAIRMAN ON THE
CENTENNIAL CONFERENCE
Dr. Greet invited Bishop W. McFerrin Stowe, the Program Committee chairman, to outline the
program of the Conference for the Council. Bishop Stowe called attention to the theme of the Con
ference: "Gathered Into One" taken from a line in the Charles Wesley hymn "All Praise To Our
Redeeming Lord" He described the Inaugural Service and Centennial Communion Festival; the
daily Bible Studies with Dr. Harrell Beck; lectures for four mornings were delineated: "One World"
by Ambassador Leticia Ramos Shahani (Philippines); "One Lord" by Dr. James Cone (AME, USA);
"One Mission" by Dr. Jose Miguez Bonino (Argentina); and "One Hope" by Dr. Abel Hendricks
(South Africa) .
He announced that a new feature of the Conference would be a period of intercessory prayer each
day for a specific part of the wodd.
Bishop Stowe indicated that Senator Daniel K. Inouye (Hawaii) would address the Council on
Saturday, rather than the opening morning, due to his commitments in Washington.
Plans for the Seminars and Workshops, the evenings worship celebrations, and other special Con
ference features were described. Attention was called to the Conference Book Room, serviced as a
courtesy of the United Methodist Publishing House.
Special recognition was given to the work of the secretary of the Program Committee, Dr. Maxie
D. Dunnam, World Editor of "The Upper Room".
The Centennial Program Preview and report were warmly received.
VI. REPORT OF THE GENERAL SECRETARY
Chairman Greet called on Dr. Joe Hale, General Secretary of the Council to report on Council ac
tivities during the 1976-81 quinquennium. Before beginning his report, Dr. Hale spoke of his pro
found regret that Mr. Frank Northam, the Geneva Secretary could not be present because of his re
cent surgery. The Council
AGREED to send special greetings to Mr. Northam in Geneva.
(For text of the General Secretary's Report, See Appendix IV.)
Dr. William K. Quick moved, and it was seconded to commend the work of the General
Secretary. The Council
VOTED its APPROVAL.
Opportunity was given for questions of clarification concerning the report.
Dr. Peter Stephens (Britain) asked about the procedure the Council is following in seeking
dialogue with the Orthodox Church. "Are we dealing with the total Orthodox Church or one of the
branches?" He urged that the conversations be representative of all the Orthodox and asked about
future plans.
Dr. Hale responded that the action taken in Dublin was presently being pursued through the
Ecumenical Patriarch in Istanbul, on a Pan-Orthodox basis.
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Dr. Ronald C. Gibbins (Britain) was invited to address the Council on the continuing work at
Wesley's Chapel. (The Chapel Restoration was described in the General Secretary's Report). Gib
bins expressed his thanks and the appreciation of British Methodists regarding the Wesley's Chapel
Restoration and the overwhelming support given by all the churches related to the Wodd Methodist
Council. "The Chapel area has been used for a burial ground," he said, "but the Chapel was restored
not as a mausoleum, but as a living witness." He described the Wesley Community as "a few Chris
tian people living together and exercising Christian love" Dr. Gibbins again expressed gratitude for
the world-wide outpouring of funds and expressed appreciation for the opportunity to be the minister
at Wesley's Chapel.
Referring to the Wodd Methodist Peace Award, commenced in Dublin, the question was raised
about criteria for the award. Dr. Hale briefly summed up the criteria guiding the Award Committee in
their selections in three words: Courage, Consistency, and Creativity in peacemaking. He further in
dicated that a report from the Peace Award Committee would be coming to the Conference later in
the week.
Dr. James Udy (Australia) expressed concern regarding strengthening unity in areas where one
member church (in the WMC family) appears to be attacking another member church. He cited an
example of this problem from Australia.
Dr. Greet responded that the Council cannot control the actions of member churches, but express
ed the hope that all might keep in mind that they do represent our common fellowship in local com
munities where they exist together.
VII. GREETINGS FROM THE GENEVA OFFICE SECRETARY
Dr. Greet read a message from Frank Northam. (For text see Appendix V.)
VIII. THE TREASURER'S REPORT
The Finance Report was presented by Mr. John R. Harper, World Treasurer. Mr. Harper's ad
dress to the Council follows:
I am pleased to present a report on the Council Treasury from the closing of the books by Bishop
Schaefer following the Dublin Conference up to July 10, 1981 when the report was prepared. In the
acceptance of the report I would ask the privilege of updating the results prior to its inclusion in the
Book of Proceedings.
I know of no other Methodist Treasurer who begins the Quinquennium with a budget of
$625,000, later reporting that he received and expended almost $2,500,000 during the same
period.
It has been a satisfying experience for me to equate our finances with the ongoing program of the
Council. So far as I can determine, the programs approved have been funded and completed for
which we owe great appreciation to the leadership of the Council.
We report completion of the Wesley Chapel restoration and have contributed to that body more
than $1,100,000 since the program was initiated in Mexico City in 1973. In addition, we have
cooperated with the Council of Bishops of the United Methodist Church in restoring Wesley's House,
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Akin of Texas have completed a thorough overhaul of the organ at great ex
pense, and Methodists in the Philadelphia area restored the Philadelphia Room in the chapel on City
Road, London.
The program of the Evangelism Committee is one that merits special attention. I must confess that
when a budget of $1,000,000 was adopted during the middle of the last quinquennim I voted for it,
but wondered if it could be accomplished. Let me report they more than raised this buget with only
about 10% coming from Council funds.
A special word of thanks must be extended to the Council of Bishops of the United Methodist
Church who underwrote the cost for bringing many youth from far away places to the Youth Con-
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ference here in Honolulu.
The report now in your hands presents in detail the state of our finances. The accounts have been
audited each year by Roger M. Knisley, CPA of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania and copies are filed with
the Chairman and General Secretary. Our books are open for your inspection while here in
Honolulu. In these days of great inflation, funds must increase in the years ahead if we are to move
forward. When your newly elected officers meet to set goals for 1981-86, and give attention to a new
budget, I am sure some changes will result, but I know you will give your best support to these
budgetary needs.
Lastly, I would like to express appreciation to Anne Marie Collin, our Assistant Treasurer, who
along with her husband Lars, was most helpful during sessions of the Executive Committee and has
assumed an important role in the Honolulu meetings. To my friend Dr. R. Franklin Thompson and
his Finance Committee, I am gready indebted for good direction and counsel. The staff at Lake
Junaluska have been very involved in our financial picture and I know they will continue to be sup
portive following Honolulu. My greatest appreciation, however, is reserved for Christine Britt who is
associated with me in our Philadelphia office, a member of the Roman Catholic Church, but one
who knows many Methodist secrets and has been closely related to each of you these past five years.
Thank you for the privilege of serving you as your Treasurer, and as Bishop Schaefer said in
Dublin,
"1 understand the responsibility for the money you entrusted to me not in the first in
stance as a financial matter but as a spiritual service for the best of the Church."
Accompanying documents. Central Fund Budget (See Appendix VI.), Member Church Giving
(See Appendix VII.)
Bishop Ruben Speaks (AMEZ, USA) asked about the deadline for receiving 1981 contributions.
Mr. Harper answered "the end of the calendar year," but expressed the hope that contributions
could be made to the Central Fund throughout the year, because the budget needs are on-going.
The Treasurer's Report was APPROVED.
A hymn "Lob and Dank" was sung.
IX. RECOGNITION OF THE UNITED NATIONS "YEAR OF THE
DISABLED"
Jim Newton of Dallas, Texas was invited to the platform by Dr. Greet. He sang an original com
position, "We, The Broken", calling attention of the World Methodist Council members to this im
portant year and concern. The lyrics by Jim Newton follow:
"We, The Broken"
I came to lead you in your blindness
And only then did I begin to see
Hoping to kill your pain with kindness
Then your spirit turned the tables, set me free
You came to follow, I came to lead
I came to hunger, you came to feed
And then as friends we came together
You showed me how a lock might be the key
I came to carry all your burdens
Surprised to see how weakness made you strong
Wanting to walk, to think, to speak for you
Then your spirit touched my soul in silent song
You came to hurt, I came to heal
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I came to stand, you came to kneel
As we like children came in wonder
You showed how very much we both belong
We come together � We are as one
The Spirit Wind grows � It's just begun
We all are broken � Each in our way
The Spirit Sun heals � With each new day
A taste of heaven makes us wonder
Why some of us will choose a living hell
We mourn the shame, the fear of difference
And call the world to join as we rebel
We come to love you, we come to give
Sharing our journey, we come to live
We know the time that we are given
Is more than we can see or hear or tell
And from the Source of all creation
We come to pour ourselves a living well
We are the broken
Copyright, 1981, Paul Hill and Jim Newton
X. REPORT OF THE SOCIAL AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE
Dr. Howard Souster, Chairman, was invited to bring the report. (For complete text, see Appendix
VIII.)
Dr. Souster addressed imperatives in the area of social and international affairs; raised the
possibility of the development of an international Methodist Social Creed; asked that the Social and
International Affairs Committee be made smaller and more manageable for the new quinquennium
and asked that the budget for the committee be increased.*
Bishop D. Ward Nichols (AME, USA) hoped the news media would receive a special paper in
dicating "what we stand for in the areas of social concern"
Bishop Ruben Speaks (AMEZ, USA) expressed appreciation for the successful regional consulta
tions that had been held and reinforced the plea for increased financial support from the Council.
Dr. Loyal Gibson (New Zealand) spoke to the request for stronger financial support and affirmed
that catholicity and social action are among the church's primary tasks.
Dr. Peter Stephens (Britain) in referring to paragraph 6 of the report, stated that many people use
the word "Communist" to dismiss protest. He proposed to delete the paragraph containing this
phrase and substitute the following:
"There is a constant danger of ignoring legitimate social protest by labeling it as Com
munist or even in some cases as reactionary. Christians must not be blinded to social
and political injustice by such labels, but must take up the cry of the weak, the poor,
and the oppressed in every society."
The Stephens substitution was seconded, and after discussion was
APPROVED as a substitution for the original paragraph six.
Bishop James L. Cummings (CME, USA) spoke regarding Dr. Souster's first proposal to reduce
the size of the Social and International Affairs Committee, stating that a larger committee is needed
to insure representation.
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Dr. Alvin Murray (UM, USA) questioned a reference in paragraph 7 of the report, asking the
meaning of the words "double-dealing and double-thinking" when used in the same sentence as
"world-wide evangelism"
Dr. Raoul C. Calkins (UM, USA) moved to receive the report and refer it to the appropriate sub
committees. This was seconded.
After a discussion involving Wendy Kilworth-Mason, Bishop Ole Borgen, Charles Wilcock and
Rev. Peter Bolt, concerning the disposition of the report. Bishop Speaks returned to the question
raised by Dr. Murray, saying that many people are not really sensitive to the needs of the poor. This
is the reason for the wording "double-dealing and double-thinking"
Dr. Calkins withdrew his motion to refer.
Bishop Vinton Anderson (AME, USA) called attention to the fourteen resolutions coming out of
the committee, suggesting that they amplified the report.
Bishop Emerson Colaw (USA) moved, and it was seconded, that "oneness" be substituted for the
word "brotherhood" in paragraph 4. This was
VOTED and CARRIED.
Dr. Ira Gallaway (UM, USA) moved, and it was seconded, to amend paragraph 7 by striking the
words "so deeply committed to worldwide evangelism'' Dr. Gallaway explained this might be
misconstrued to reflect on the work of Dr. Alan Walker, when this was not intended.
Mr. Harry Young (UM, USA) addressed the same point saying the wording gives the appearance
that we are split regarding the idea of evangelism and social action. He added: "If we get everybody
reconciled to Christ, we will be together"
Bishop James Armstrong (UM, USA) gave notice of a motion to amend paragraph 7 that he
wishes to bring later.
Dr. W. Sydney Callaghan (N. Ireland) spoke in favor of retention of the report as is.
A VOTE was taken on the Gallaway resolution. It did not prevail.
Dr. Trevor Rowe, who had given notice of another motion, then moved to add the words "justice
and peace" after the phrase "so deeply committed to worldwide evangelism" The Council
VOTED to ADOPT the Rowe motion.
The Council returned to the Souster report (paragraph 7) on Friday morning, July 24. Then
Bishop James Armstrong moved that the wording on Paragraph 7 be changed to the following:
"Our Committee believes passionately that the Methodist Church, so deeply committed to
worldwide evangelism, justice and peace, does not wish to offer a fragmented or partial gospel, an
approach that for too long has characterized some sections of the Christian community which have
lent their support to unjust political action."
The motion was seconded and discussed. It was
VOTED and CARRIED, becoming part of the document.
Dr. Greet then put the report as amended and the report was VOTED and APPROVED.
'Saturday, July 25th � Bishop James Armstrong (USA) moved a budget request of $7,500 per
year for the Social and International Affairs Committee. This was VOTED to be referred to the
Finance Committee for consideration.
Session II
XL REPORT OF THE EVANGELISM COMMITTEE
Following the singing of a hymn. Dr. Greet asked Dr. George Sails and Dr. Alan Walker to present
the report of the Evangelism Committee. Dr. Greet expressed his joy at the honor bestowed on Alan
Walker by the Queen of England, making him "Sir Alan", and said that in honoring him she honored
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us all and the work of evangelism in the Council.
Dr. George Sails, Chairman, World Evangelism then came to introduce Dr. Walker. He told of an
excavation last year in the city of London to lay the foundations of a huge multi-story office block. As
the excavation proceeded a Roman pavement estimated to be over 1,500 years old was uncovered
and archaeologists immediately gathered round with the conservationists and they managed to per
suade the developers in spite of the financial loss to stop their operation for six months. The ar
chaeologists wanted to study the pavement, photograph it, and measure it. Towards the end of the
six months, with abundant London rain and the sun making an appearance in these covered areas,
plants and shrubs today unknown to Britain began to grow and flourish. These seeds had lain dor
mant for 1500 years. Under the influence of wind and rain and sun they germinated and grew.
Dr. Sails pointed to a spiritual parallel � many of us have lived through years when it has seemed
that there was little spiritual life in any part of the wodd. He said "We have seen remarkable spiritual
renewal in the world and the impact of our evangelistic work is due in large part to the work of Dr.
Alan Walker." He then asked Dr. Walker, Director of World Evangelism, to give his report.
Dr. Walker called attention to a printed report "World Evangelism Story" a brief account of the ac
tivities of world evangelism, which was included in the Delegates packet.
"In Denver ten years ago World Methodism agreed to a large undertaking now called World
Evangelism. We come today to give thanks to God for what has happened especially over the last
five years and to seek endorsement for a continuing plan of witness to the world. The need remains,
the task is unfinished, the summons of the Risen Christ is as insistent as ever: go preach, make
disciples of all people.
"Let me first express thanks for the Wodd Evangelism Committee. This Council has been greatly
served by its Chairman, Rev. George Sails and Vice-Chairman, Bishop Stowe and its multi-racial
members. The leaders of the churches round the world have endorsed and supported the program.
Lay people, especially in America and Australia, have given generously, making all that has happen
ed possible.
"Every delegate has received a printed report covering the major areas of activity of Wodd
Evangelism. Let me reiterate some of its features.
"World Evangelism is the church itself going about the business of evangelism. It has a minimum
structure and works always through the churches in each country. Believing that the local church is
the basic unit for evangelism, all has been directed toward challenging, informing, aiding the local
church in its witness.
"�As World Director I have visited 42 countries holding missions, conferences on evangelism,
visiting theological colleges.
"�New World Missioners have represented a sharing of our part of the world one with the other.
Especially have countries like Australia, England and America been inspired by those who have
come from developing countries sharing their knowledge of Christ.
"�Resources have been produced, books, cassettes and films. Literally millions of pieces of
literature have flowed around the world. Bible studies by William Barclay and Donald English and
two I have presented have been very widely accepted. 40,000 of Donald English's Bible Study,
100,000 of another, in 25 different languages have some of them been translated.
"�There have been high visibility events for we think there is great inspiration in large gatherings
and undertakings. No doubt the most notable was the International Youth Conference in Truro
when a thousand young people came together from 47 countries.
"Aid is being given constantly to developing nations in the forms of grants assisting in translation to
their own languages, for translation and printing, scholarships for travel, for pastors and laypeople
coming to seminars, and young people to Truro.
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"There have been training conferences by the hundred held around the world, and seminars for
preachers, including a notable one in Atlanta, Georgia, two years ago.
"A social witness has been constantly given. We can assure Dr. Souster that there is no mission
that we conduct that has not got that dimension. In a month's visit to South Africa, I communicated
the decisions of this conference, and the South African Methodist Conference in its great statements
on apartheid. The consequence was, of course, that 1 was asited by the government to leave.
"We have seen the 'Making Disciples' program widely accepted with thousands of new Christians
brought into the church on Pentecost Day this year.
"World Evangelism is roughly divided into two parts, a period of preparation through the seventies
though much happened as well. It was a period of listening, and trying to understand what the
churches wanted and how we could help as a wodd communion. After due preparation, the "Mis
sion to the Eighties" was launched. Nobody who was present will ever forget that amazing launching
in Fiji � the 20,000 marching through the streets and presently 30,000 people in the National
Stadium and the message carried by radio across the Pacific. Over this period we have seen since the
launching of the mission thousands of people converted to Jesus Christ. People from all walks of life
� 1 can think of a church in the Bahamas where the first man to step forward was a judge of the
Supreme Court of the Bahamas. All kinds of people from every level have come to Christ in this
witness.
"We of course have had our disappointments, as in anything, not everybody agrees with any one
thing and there are some churches that have not participated very much. But the overall picture is
one of tremendous volume of activity.
"I believe two things can be sensed: one there is a subtle change of mood and 1 do think that World
Evangelism has had something to do with changing the mood of Methodism from having so many
maintenance churches to making more missionary churches, reaching into the world around them.
"But there are notable, observable advances. I can think of a church in Zambia, the United Church
of Zambia, which from Christmas to Easter had missions in every part of the country � going into
the marketplaces and most churches brought in new members on Pentecost Day, 'Making Disciples
Sunday'. I hope there will be a moment in this session for Bishop Sitorus to tell you of the amazing
'Mission to the Eighties' in Indonesia where that former Muslim who spent six years in jail is being
used mightily of God to bring great masses of people to hear � like a modern Saul of Tarsus who
became Paul the Christian � the gospel of Jesus.
"Or I think of Fiji where the influences of this mission have flowed out among lives and reactivated
churches in the nation. I received a letter recently which said 'The Mission to the Eighties has brought
many new visions both to the church and to the nation. Last Christmas was an historic one with very
few being arrested for drunkenness and disorderly conduct. The number of crimes was very low last
year with few mid-year arrests. We are now in what I call "the Period of the Re-Awakening".'
"Finances have been remarkable. The Lima Plan as we called it, required a million dollars and we
almost have that million dollars by donations primarily from individuals and what we call 'covenant
churches'. The treasurer can report that we have $180,000 as of this moment to carry us into the
new form of witness. Methodism has voted with its pockets that it believes in World Evangelism so
now there is great momentum. As Eddie Fox said to me some time ago on the telephone, 'Up till
"Mission to the Eighties" I had the feeling that we were pushing World Evangelism. Now it is pushing
us.'
"Before presenting this plan for the next five years, let me reiterate the basic assumptions of World
Evangelism.
"The Message is central. We are not first interested in technique and method. Message is central.
We seek the Wesleyan approach to evangelism. We believe in conversion Christianity. We know the
world needs the transformation of raw human nature by the power of Jesus Christ.
"We have a limited central organization � for a world movement we have one office in Sydney
and one, myself, as a staff. The Australian Committee has added out of its funds enough to appoint
Rev. Alan Jackson, my colleague. When I am away 60% of the time he carries on. That's how we
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stand. There has been no multiplication of central organization and none is planned. Everybody else
is part time and we work always through the local divisions of evangelism in each country. So there is
limited central organization, for we are interested out on the edges of the church's life and there is a
two-way process � the feeding in and feeding out some things. But it is very much based on the
local church and the structure of the churches in their normal life. The local church is basic to all we
do. We are seeking to provide resources for churches � better to do evangelism � hence the Pass-
It-On books and Bible studies. We have emphasized training. We desire to multiply the witnesses to
an evangelical gospel. Therefore multiplying witnesses is a basic assumption.
"Social witness is very much a part of this total witness. We are preaching a whole gospel, for the
whole person, for the whole world.
"We are seeking wherever possible ecumenical participation. There is a great mission for example
coming in six weeks or so in Vancouver in British Columbia and it will be totally ecumenical with
Catholic and Protestant organizations preparing for that mission."
He referred to the nine point program that is abbreviated on the back of the report. "This program
has been carefully prepared under consultation with the Evangelism Committee members listening to
churches round the world � what they want. It was brought to the Executive of the World Methodist
Council and was passed without a dissenting vote. Therefore it comes as fully recommended by your
own Executive.
"We shall continue with the missions around the world in an effort to make disciples and we hope
again at the request of the churches, Zambia, for example, some of the conferences in the USA since
Pentecost, saying that they desire this program to be annual, therefore there will be a great emphasis
on local church participation and hopefully making disciples, drawing people into the membership of
the church every Pentecost Day throughout this decade.
"The New World Missioners are part of this plan and we are hoping that there will be much wider
participation in many other countries sharing in this two-way interchange of people coming from one
country to another to bring what they have from the common treasury of the gospel.
"Then we received from Truro from the Youth Conference itself two requests: that there be an In
ternational Christian Youth Conference again � a second conference; and, that a youth volunteer
form of service be established. Our committee recommends and accepts that recommendation com
ing from the young people themselves. At Toronto we conferred with the World Methodist Youth
Committee and they requested this conference to be in 1983 and this week at their meeting they
have appointed some liaison people to work with that in preparation and plans for that meeting.
"There is an emphasis on regional planning. We think there is a place for perhaps regional work in
a new way in Asia or Africa, perhaps in Europe or Latin America, though they have it in CIEMAL,
and we would like to see that multiplied.
"We shall go on presenting resources. We are constantly being asked by the churches for literature
and in many of the developing countries almost the only Christian literature available is the very nar
row, almost fundamentalist kind of literature and they eagerly want the kind of material that is true to
our own tradition. And we assist developing countries and will go on doing it in translation and in
printing materials and we seek authors from other than western countries and hopefully will develop
that further in this period.
"There is a proposal here for a World Evangelism Institute. This has come as a direct request main
ly from developing countries. There were 25 younger ministers that your labor brought to Atlanta,
Georgia two years ago. Out of this came the first idea or start of an institute with several of the faculty
two or three weeks training in evangelism. Out of it came this vision that perhaps on a regular basis
drawing people together for a multi-racial faculty to share, to learn and to discuss. And for a multi
racial faculty to go to countries say for a month, and there to learn and to teach. And so the Wodd
Evangelism Institute which has been requested by a number of developing countries hopefully will be
a new feature in this coming quinquennium.
"In social witness we shall move forward. We are just engaged in a wondedul project in Australia.
Wodd Evangelism called together about 30-40 of the key people of our nation, which is a deeply
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divided and strife-ridden nation. We said "Can we set up a conference on national goals and direc
tions?" There has been an astonishing response. The president of the Australian Council of Trade
Unions and judges of the Supreme Court, Catholic bishops, Anglican bishops, and the people from
both political parties and professional and business world would come to sponsor on the first of
September a conference that will prepare for a national conference in March when we will seek to
define goals and directions", to find agreements in Australia amid all our disagreements, and I am
praying that that may be just the first of the kind of application of the total national scene where we
shall think together in such terms.
"We shall emphasize prayer. 1 confess coming home recently from Fiji and even more recently
from Korea, I have been deeply challenged by the quality and volume of the prayer life of those two
nations. 1 imagine there aie no churches that have shown such spectacular advance over these years
as Fiji and Korea. 1 went to Korea asking "What is the technique? What is the method?" 1 couldn't
find any, but I could find a church that has a prayer meeting from 4 to 5 or 5 to 6 in every one of its
churches every day of the year. 1 came home saying, is this the answer and the mystery of the
phenomenal growth of the Korean Church? At least 1 am deeply challenged in my own soul. We
must pray and go on praying. We are calling through this program that we shall go beyond what we
have known in history before � we've had a sectional awakening spiritually � under Wesley, the
Welsh revival, the two great American awakenings, we've never had a worldwide spiritual quicken
ing. Now with instant communication, with the interchange of people, I think it is not impossible for
the power of God to break through in place after place as He is already doing in many places � that
to come together coalescing until we see the first great religious Christian awakening in history. For
that we work and pray.
"For me one of the most moving moments of the past five years was the final setting of the Truro
International Youth Conference. In that final setting we had twenty ministers, black, white, men,
women, of all places, lined up behind the kneeling rail and young people who were willing, at that
moment before they left for home, to come and bow and dedicate themselves, either surrendering
themselves to Christ for the first time, or to say that they will go back to their local churches and local
areas and in their careers more deeply witness for Christ, or they would be willing to become full-time
servants of His, perhaps in the ministry, we invited them to come forward to kneel, hands were plac
ed on their heads. Afterwards thirty we know came to tell us their dedication was to enter the full-
time ministry. And then when it was all over they sang the song 'We have decided to follow Jesus,
no turning back, no turning back.' Then they streamed away to the ends of the earth. They went out
from that sports hall into the Cornish sunlight they still sang 'We have decided to follow Jesus, no
turning back no turning back.' And I hope you today in the light of what God has done through the
acceptance of this vision of World Evangelism ten years ago that we now at this conference shall
decide by our vote, 'no turning back, no turning back'."
Dr. Greet thanked Dr. Walker for the report. Bishop W. McFerrin Stowe (UM, USA) moved
adoption of the report:
"In recognition of the achievement of the evangelistic emphasis of the World Methodist Council, in
gratitude to God whose spirit had led the people called Methodist in years past and during the past
quinquennium, giving new vitality to the church and transformation of souls and society, with
dreams of what God has planned for the future, I move that this program be approved in principle
and referred to the new committee on Evangelism of the World Methodist Council for their guidance
and implementation, recognizing that the Holy Spirit shall lead this committee into new ventures and
ministries beyond our present plans."
Bishop Nathaniel Linsey (CME, USA) seconded.
Dr. Trevor Rowe (Britain) rose to say that some criticism had been made of the "Mission to the
Eighties" by a group within the British Home Mission Division, and that is contained in a document
deposited with the Wodd Evangelism Committee. He voiced the need to guard against "evangelical
imperialism". "We tend to export worst features. It is not gospel to carry a message from without that
does not bring liberation to those who live within that culture. The local church understands its own
culture and should be the spearhead of evangelism. The task for the Wodd Methodist Council is to
support evangelism in each place � not to do it. What the world supremely needs is the good news
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that the poor can bring � a message they alone can bring to many of us. We do not need, we think,
new institutions and have real doubts about the World Evangelism Institute. The notion, as it has
been presented to us, seems to be an idea that epitomizes all that we find most doubtful. Before a
program of World Evangelism is fully adopted we need to know continuing consultation will take
place with various parts of Methodism."
Dr. Joe Harding (UM, USA) spoke indicating he was from the most unchurched portion of the
United States, the state of Washington, which has the highest percentage of unchurched population.
He is very strongly convinced that we have much to learn from the third wodd in the evangelism pro
gram. He is pastor of a church where a leading layman is enrolling in seminary in the fall because he
had the opportunity to hear Rev. Lawi Imathiu of Kenya speak at Truro along with other third wodd
leaders. "I listened very carefully to objections presented by the British church but I did not find this
an imperialistic document at all. I understand there is an intense desire to listen, to learn. Nor have I
encountered any imperialistic tendencies and to equate it with disease is not exacdy my experience. 1
have a number of young people committed to full-time Christian ministry and a man who has sold
his home to go to seminary this fall as a result of this conference. I am deeply indebted to the con
tribution of the evangelism section of the World Methodist Council."
Dr. Abel Hendricks (South Africa) spoke in support of the Wodd Evangelism Program. He said
countries such as his will no longer accept the bad things that are being exported. The bad features
they reject in totality. He said for himself and the country he represents, he sees redeeming features
in this program. For instance, in many countries the total gospel cannot be proclaimed by the local
people. You sometimes need someone from outside � even as Dr. Walker jokingly said in his state
ment � "He was kicked out of my country' But we needed an Alan Walker to come and present
the gospel. This program touches the local church as nothing else has ever done. He mentioned that
there seems to be an abundance of literature in English, but it is a language that is probably
understood by the majority of people. He believes that no church with real spiritual integrity would
allow any program to be imposed on them. He sees this program as part of a total onslaught, a new
strategy to confront the world with Jesus Christ. "We could learn, we could deepen our vision, we
could find a global perspective, we could get away from parochial point of view and if this is of God, I
believe it will come off. I simply stand to honor this program and support it."
Rev. Inoke Nabulivou (Fiji) also spoke in support. He told of the first two British missionaries who
came to Fiji in 1835. Had they shown the same attitude shown today, they (Fijians) would probably
still be cannibals. He is glad they came. They are independent autonomous churches, and will "tell
you off" if you overstep your mission � in the context of brotherhood and sisterhood. He moved to
accept the Evangelism report.
Rev. Lawi Imathiu (Kenya) spoke of the seeds from Denver � how they have resulted in seeing
many churches growing. He felt it unfortunate that the British church representative used the words
"evangelical imperialism". He believes we need this department to be strengthened, so it will be able
to speak to churches and enable them to bring good news to others. He voiced strong support.
Mrs. Lorine Tevi (Pacific Conference of Churches) asked if Dr. Walker's report takes into account
the social witness of the church. She would like to know more on the social witness that has been
described. She mentioned a recent meeting of the Pacific Conference of Churches in which the con
cerns for unity, mission, evangelism and dialogue were foremost. She is concerned that the World
Methodist Council be aware of other Christian efforts, believing that a united ecumenical front is
most important to address the social issues that are confronting the region.
Dr. Donald English (Britain) said he is sure it was not easy for The Rev. Trevor Rowe to say the
things he felt he had to say. English said he was also a member of the British group and he was in the
minority in the decision which was being taken there. The concerns are very deeply felt not only by
those on the Commission on Evangelism but by many of the British Conference.
He feels there should be response to the questions that have been asked so there will be a way of
answering the questions faced in England. He hopes we can find a way in which the momentum of
the Wodd Evangelism program can continue and, to the questions which are raised whether from
England or anywhere else, can go on being raised and answered.
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He indicated Dr. Wall<er, in his oral report, was most helpful in answering some of the questions
which the printed report itself did not cover so fully. He also said he did not think it was the British in
tention for evangelism in Britain and the World Evangelism program to be seen in opposition to each
other.
Dr. English moved the following amendment:
"The Council directs the Evangelism Committee: (a) to give careful consideration to the various
comments received from member churches on the program for the coming quinquennium and (b) to
report the Committee's response to the next full meeting of the World Methodist Executive Commit
tee."
He asked that Dr. Walker respond to the following:
1 . Speak to the possibility that the World Evangelism Institute actually take place in different parts
of the world and not necessarily in the United States. That it may be possible for the resource people
to go to where our churches are, to do what might be dealt within the institute, but in different parts
of the world.
2. He would like for Walker to respond to the suggestion that instead of producing large amounts
of English language publications from a central office, more money might be given to churches
around the world to produce literature in their own language and in their own cultural context.
3. He would be interested to hear Walker respond as to what "structures for hearing" are being
considered � what is being learned around the world, and then show the rest of us how these
lessons change the policy and plans of the World Evangelism program.
In moving the amendment, he also asked Walker to respond to these questions.
The amendment was seconded.
Bishop Ruben Speaks (AMEZ, USA) rose to voice words of support for the "Mission to the
Eighties" asking that while we are raising millions of dollars for Christian evangelism, we not leave
undone the concern for social justice, economic equality, and our attention to the poor.
Chairperson Greet asked Bishop Stowe to respond.
Bishop Stowe said the committee was open to suggestions from all over the world and from
churches all over the world and he thinks the amendment is perfectly in order; that it does send to
the new committee of Evangelism a statement which can be studied and help the committee as it
makes its plans for the future. He finds no contradiction between this and what the committee has
been doing and what the new committee will want to do.
Greet put the amendment by way of addition and it was
VOTED and APPROVED.
Dr. Greet asked Dr. Walker to respond. Walker thanked the group for the spirit of the discussion
and for the support that seems to come through for what the Evangelism Committee has done and
for what they try to do. He thinks the word "imperialism" doesn't quite fit what we have been trying
to do, not even "evangelistic imperialism".
We have been very concerned about trying to place everything on the level of the local church. In
conferences of Evangelism he has constantly emphasized that the church that is vital, is the in
digenous church. "I have discovered around the world there is a danger in exclusive indigenization
� the danger of ingrowth, the danger of a dilution of the gospel, to some degree." He thinks every
church needs in the congregation to be exposed to the widest areas of Christian thought and life.
Therefore, he sees both indigenization and the contribution that can come by communication and in
sights and sharing from elsewhere around the wodd as essential.
Commenting on the World Evangelism Institute: the word "institute" means basically a faculty and
that this will do the two things suggested above. It may be at one place sometime, but certainly not
end at that place all the time, moving in its teaching ministry. "We certainly have in mind the going of
the faculty to different parts of the wodd."
Coming before the new committee are recommendations for very real listening, conferring with
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the local churches in each country seeking to discover how there may be an interaction that will help
in the task of mission.
As far as the questions concerning work in the Pacific area, the social needs of the Pacific region
are great � limited resources, overcrowding, nutrition � and he has been engaged with the
Australian government concerning some of the issues in which that government is a party. "We are
all seeking ecumenical participation and certainly we will continue doing that, sharing wherever
possible. When some countries are 87 percent Methodist, there is a very strong temptation to think
of it as doing it as Methodists, but we must see that ecumenical planning is done there."
Dr. Walker addressed the three questions raised by Dr. English: he has already spoken to the
question regarding the Evangelism Institute � "Can the institute go to other places than the United
States?" Certainly, that has been the plan throughout.
Secondly, when he received the document from the British Committee a few days before leaving
home, one thing that registered strongly with him was a need to provide more money and more
planning to help local churches produce their own materials. "1 think we have tended to think we
were achieving this end by getting writers from different parts of the world, thinking we were achiev
ing this goal by getting international authors. 1 can see there is another way. 1 assure Dr. English we
will desire to spend more money in supporting local churches to produce materials they want and
need for their own particular culture."
As far as "structures for hearing" are concerned, "I can only say we are doing this constantly now
and will give a pledge that it will go on. We have a very multi-church and multi-racial World
Evangelism Committee that is vigorous and participates fully. 1 am going to as many countries as
time and energy will allow and sit with conferences on Evangelism with the leadership of the Church
es in every place. The New World Missioners have done the same thing. The ideas for the world pro
gram have come out of these and other consultations. 1 can assure you that this will continue."
We accept this amendment gladly � that we will go on in these terms taking this basic program
that is flexible � we expect the Holy Spirit to have new things to break out and we hope we will
follow Him.
Greet put the motion to adopt the report on Evangelism as amended. The Council
VOTED to ADOPT the report.
XII. RECOGNITION OF ECUMENICAL DELEGATES
ATTENDING THE CONFERENCE
Dr. Greet called attention to the list of Ecumenical Delegates and expressed gratitude and wel
come to the group. They were asked to stand and were welcomed by applause. The group included:
The Roman Catholic Church
Msgr. William A. Purdy, Rome, Italy
The Roman Catholic Church
Bishop Peter Cullinane, New Zealand
The Ecumenical Patriarchate, Istanbul
His Grace Bishop Anthony
Greek Orthodox Church
Prof. Nikos Nissiotis
The Anglican Consultative Council
The Revd. Dr. Paul Wheeler
The Lutheran World Federation
Dr. Carl H. Mau, Jr., Geneva, Switzerland
The Lutheran Wodd Federation
The Revd. Joris Watland
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The World Alliance of Reformed Churches
The Revd. Teruo Kawata
The Baptist World Alliance
Dr. Denton Lotz
Disciples Ecumenical Consultative Council
Mrs. Patricia Mumford
The Salvation Army
Commissioner Lawrence Smith
World Convention of Churches of Christ
Dr. Allan W. Lee
The General Conference of the Seventh-Day Adventist Church
Mr. Shige Arakaki
Australia Council of Churches
Rev. Bern Stevens
Christian Conference of Asia
National Council of Churches in the Philippines
Dr. La Verne D. Mercado
The World Council of Churches
The Revd. A. Wesley Ariarajah
The Church of South India
The Most Revd. Dr. Solomon Doraisawmy
The Kyodan, United Church of Japan
Rev. Mori, Bunjiro
United Church of Papua, New Guinea and the Solomon Islands
Professor Sione Latukefu
Pacific Conference of Churches
Mrs. Lorine Tevi
XIII. REMARKS BY THE GENERAL SECRETARY OF THE
PACIFIC CONFERENCE OF CHURCHES
Dr. Greet invited Mrs. Lorine Tevi, General Secretary of the Pacific Conference of Churches to
address the Council.
Mrs. Tevi brought greetings from the PCC, an organization composed of both Protestant and
Catholic churches in the Pacific Area. She indicated that a number of challenges from the region had
been adopted as urgent concerns at the recent PCC Assembly, and that she would fail in her duty to
the Pacific churches if she did not share these with the Council.
Some of the challenges: The Pacific is an area of increasing competition, conflict, and struggle. It
appears to be a peaceful place. Visible expressions of violence are not widely found. Yet, in its own
way the Pacific is rapidly becoming an arena of intense competition. Its eco system is in danger of ir
reparable harm. Its cultures and inbred values are being eroded. Some of these are dying.
It is becoming clear that even though many Pacific nations have their political independence, new
kinds of colonialism are taking over and with great consequences, at the expense of the ocean, the
islands, the people and the future of humanity.
"We are concerned about the profound human rights implication and the attitude that the Pacific
Ocean, the islands, and the people may be used for narrow and selfish purposes by whomever has
the power to do so. This is happening in economic and military terms and is exercised in ways that
are more subtle than direct."
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Among other specifics mentioned: nuclear testing in French Polynesia; the dumping of radioactive
waste in the Pacific; human rights in relationship to the Pacific Base and Cooperation Concept
(PBCC) promoted by Japan and supported by the USA and Australia; the mistreatment of the peo
ple of the Pacific; the major impact tourism has upon political and economic decisions.
Mrs. Tevi appealed to Christians in influential nations to join those in the Pacific region in seeking a
more enlightened political view and a stronger accountability to the wodd for what is being done,
urging these issues be pressed in the United Nations and every appropriate level.
She indicated her prayer was that we might be inspired and challenged by the Holy Spirit to carry
out God's mission in our respective areas of the wodd, and expressed thanks for the opportunity to
share some of the concerns of the Pacific Area.
Dr. Greet thanked her for sharing, and invited the Rev. A. Wesley Ariarajah, representing the
World Council of Churches to speak.
XIV. MESSAGE FROM THE WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
AND DR. PHILIP POTTER
Rev. Ariarajah brought the following message from Dr. Philip Potter, WCC General Secretary to
the Council:
"On behalf of the World Council of Churches, I greet you warmly on this, the 100th anniversary of
the Ecumenical Methodist Conference, now called the Wodd Methodist Council. It is significant that
the fathers of 1881 saw Methodism as being ecumenical, in the tradition of John Wesley's
evangelistic mandate to regard the wodd as his parish, rather than be confined in a parish as his
wodd. Moreover, this first conference of divided Methodism dealt on its first day with the issues of
unity in the Methodist family, in order to make manifest to the wodd the catholicity of Methodism;
and Methodism as a bond of common life among the nations.
"We rejoice that the Methodist churches have exercised such a dynamic ministry of proclaiming
the Gospel in word and deed, whenever people have been in need of the word and of the new life
given by redeeming Grace. Today all the churches in the Methodist family join with the churches in
the Wodd Council of Churches and in regional, national and local councils of churches in witnessing
to the whole gospel for the whole person in the whole wodd. Many have been true to the Methodist
tradition of uniting with other churches to give a more effective witness to the Gospel of our one Lord
and Saviour Jesus Christ. Others are covenanting with other churches in seeking closer organic uni
ty. May I also express our profound gratitude for the active and creative involvement of Methodists in
the ecumenical movement and particulady in the life and work of the World Council of Churches.
"You have characteristically chosen the theme 'Gathered into One' as the focus of this Centennial
celebration in order to affirm our common life in the 'one world', to confess the 'one Lord', to commit
ourselves to the 'one mission', and to rejoice in the 'one hope' of our calling. In an eadier message
the President of the Council, Dr. Kenneth Greet, has spoken of the appropriateness of rejoicing in
the oneness of the Methodist family, and the need to 'strive to see this as part of the larger unity of all
Christ's people'.
"During the last decade there has been greater participation of the Christian World Communions
in the unity effort through numerous bilateral dialogues as World Communions. Much fruitful
theological work has been done and there are many points of convergence. These have, however,
also raised new questions about the self-understanding of the Christian Wodd Communions, and
about the road to unity. The World Council of Churches, as the servant of the member churches,
continues to struggle to discover the ways in which all efforts towards unity can lead to our common
goal of gathering all of God's people in one faith 'so that the wodd may believe'. We are sure that the
Wodd Methodist Council and the member churches will continue to strive with us in the task before
us.
"The Wodd Council of Churches itself has begun to direct all its resources and efforts towards the
gathering of the member churches in Assembly at Vancouver, Canada, in 1983. The theme 'Jesus
Christ, the life of the World' seeks to direct our attention on 'life' with all its promises and threats to
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the world we live in. The Council in its effort to be faithful to its call to the 'World' Council has involv
ed itself in the hopes and fears, aspirations and struggles of the Churches and people in all parts of
the world. This has never been an easy task, nor will it be, since the obedience to the Gospel
message has never meant the same thing in different parts of the world.
"In order that the Assembly in Vancouver may really be a gathering of the people of God, and that
the Churches themselves may provide the agenda for the years ahead of the Assembly, the whole of
the year 1982 and the first half of 1983 is being planned as a period of mutual visitation of member
churches in order that we may listen to each other and discern what the Spirit is saying to the
Churches as a whole. We hope that this process will help the Assembly to speak a relevant word as it
confesses Jesus Christ as the Life of the World.
"My prayer is that as you seek to be gathered into one, you will continue to participate in the
mutual upbuilding of the whole Christian family so that together we may all go hand in hand towards
the glorious hope of our high calling: one church, renewed to be truly the Body of Christ for the life
of the world."
Dr. Greet thanked Rev. Ariarajah and asked him to extend our regards to our friends and col
leagues in Geneva and especially to Frank Northam.
XV. FAMILY LIFE COMMITTEE REPORT
Dr. Greet then asked Dr. Nalla Tan and Mrs. Betty Stith to report for the Family Life Committee.
A printed report was distributed. (See Appendix IX).
Dr. Tan, co-chairperson of the Family Life Committee gave the following oral report:
"Let me first give you a very brief account of what has been done in the years 1976 to 1981. The
quinquennium has been a rewarding one. The movement has gained momentum and I feel it is go
ing from strength to strength � this only with God's guidance and blessing.
"The five years have been rather special because the committee was able to prepare a program in
its first year of office and this program has been implemented as far as we are concerned. The pro
gram consisted of regional programs, at the first part, two, educational programs pertaining to Chris
tian family life and three, special studies on topics which require a stand defined within the creed of
the church.
"First let me very briefly deal with the regional programs. They are as defined by the Family Life
Committee on a regional basis, that in twelve regions. Each region carried out general programs of
Christian family life and of course these varied according to the special needs of each individual area.
Some have been more successful than others but that was to be expected. What has come out of
these programs is that the Christian family is not disintegrating. It does, however, need to be
strengthened. This is an on-going process but we are on the right track. Regional churches figure
strongly in these programs, but agencies outside the church gave support to the Family Life pro
grams.
"The second part of the program, educational programs. Special attention was given to this aspect
as without teaching and learning it is not possible to grasp the Christian ethic that is the inner struc
ture to Christian family life.
"We proceeded with one of our findings in the earlier quinquennium and that was to place stress
upon educational programs. Again this was done on a regional basis and it is not necessary for me to
go into details here. We dealt with as many aspects as we could of Christian, and I emphasize Chris
tian, family life.
"The third part of this report deals with study reports. The committee had decided to do research
on some projects during this quinquennium and we carried out three studies. The first, dealing with
'Sexual Dimensions in Christian Marriage' combined with the second 'Abortion' another serious issue
that we need to look at, and third, 'Alcoholism'. It was a fact-finding survey on alcohol and the con
sumption of alcohol. These three areas represent areas which are of great and deep concern to all of
us. Much of it has to do with the Christian ethic and we must be concerned with it. Reports of these
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studies were prepared and presented to ttie chairman during meetings of the Executive Committee.
These can be made available on request. The three issues dealt with are of vital importance as we are
surrounded by temporal influences that may modify or rationalize the word of God to man's conve
nience and away from Christ-like living. Christian men and women must ever remember what the
Lord has said on family life and what has been said in both the Old and New Testaments.
"What does the church have to say about changing attitudes to marriage? How do we deal with it?
Again, abortion? What kind of action does the Methodist Church advocate on alcohol and repercus
sions of its continued consumption. The church needs to be concerned for as a flock we need direc
tion on how to live and behave as Christian families. Parents, both mother and father, this came out
very strongly in our preceeding conference of child, family, there are usually two parents, barring
death, illness, or some really impossible situation, so we must bring the men into this question. And
bring in the children. The church has to make a stand on some of these things and we must be
teaching the edicts of God the father and Christ his son.
"The last year of this quinquennium, 1980-1981 has been an outstanding year and a suitable
climax has been the conference. For the preceeding three years the committee has been carried out
side of its general programs, it has been working very hard planning for the World Methodist Family
Life Conference. Our plans have come to fruition. For the past five days 130 people from families
within the Methodist church who live all over the world met at Hawaii Loa College. Hawaii Loa Col
lege is on the other side of the mountain and God was with us in the beauty of the hills that surround
ed us. The spirit worked within each of us individually and as families gathered into one � the family
of God. That was our theme and we not only talked as a family, we lived as a family for those five
days.
"It has been a great spiritual experience for me and for many others. We spoke of Christian mar
riage, the changing role of women, and this included their role in society in general, and their role
within the church. We studied and learned from the word of God how Christ teaches both men and
women alike. It was Christ who began the great change with women and this has led to the partner
ship concept that now prevails in marriage and in family life today. We take Christ as our only exam
ple in Christian living. We had discussions, workshops, plenary sessions, the lot � but with a dif
ference � Christ pervaded the meeting. He pervaded the fellowship and togetherness that we felt as
the conference proceeded. We did not forget to worship Him and we did not forget to praise Him in
song and we felt the very presence of Christ in our midst. It was as I said before a beautiful ex
perience.
"Right through the whole conference there was one great thing you could not but feel � love.
Every speaker, indeed, every participant, felt, spoke and affirmed that love was and is the very basis
of Christian living and I put love in capitals. Remember that of the three. Faith, Hope and Love,
Love is the greatest. We left with love in our hearts. Without love the vow of Christianity means
nothing � they are just empty words. Each of us left with the promises to disseminate this love �
not only to Christians, but to all. Not that this hasn't been done before, but we are just refreshing our
minds on this and reinforcing the great power of love.
"Now the second part of the report which has been passed out, you can read, and it is very
general."
She called attention to the recommendations which are the second part of the report and brought
three to the group out of those listed:
Recommendation 1. That the committee requests the World Methodist Council to recommend to
the United Nations there be an International Year of the Family.
We do not want this to be just one year focusing on the family, but we want this to be going on as
we proceed in our work in the church.
Recommendation 5. That the next World Methodist Family Life Conference be held in a Third
Wodd country. This means that we are really asking the Exeuctive Committee of the Council to hold
their quinquennial conference in a third world country. We must remember that Hawaii is USA and
that is very clear.
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Recommendation 6. That we develop linkages among various committees of the World Methodist
Council which may be expressed in (a) maximization of programs of each other's resources for at
tainment of common goals, (b) sponsor intergenerational programs, (c) scheduling of the conference
to allow for maximum participation making one available to the other.
Recommendation 9. That the programming committee include a large block of time for
strengthening the family.
She mentioned that their group had a resolution that would be presented at the appropriate time.
In concluding she said, "We would like you to keep in mind the wide scope of activities and the ob
jective nature of family life which makes it impossible to deal with every influence in society that in
fringes on Christian living. So that you will understand why we cannot approach every problem in
family life. We have tried to deal with major issues and continue on these lines. Let us also remember
that work in this field does not show in immediate results. Results are seen slowly and we can only
hope that the programs now undertaken will have cumulative effect.
Dr. Tan then submitted the report for the acceptance of the Council.
Dr. Greet pointed out that some parts of her report called for action by the Council. (1) Requests
the Council to take action and (5) asked that the next Wodd Methodist Conference be held in a third
world country (Greet asked that the officers take note of that) and recommendation (7) asks Council
to insure cross- fertilization. Dr. Greet said the best thing to do with that would be to refer it to the Ex
ecutive Committee and number (9) a request for more time when planning the next World Methodist
Conference. Dr. Greet said we might give more time to committee reports than we have in the past.
Dr. Greet said the only recommendation which requires specific action now is recommendation 1.
Dr. Greet put this recommendation (that the World Methodist Council recommend to the United Na
tions that there be an International Year of the Family) .
Dr. Norman Young (Australia) spoke saying that the United Nations does not do the designating
like this and he thinks we should have some discussion. He would like to hear the reasons for this
more fully presented.
Dr. Greet agreed that we should not address ourselves to the United Nations on a matter of this
kind without careful reflection and full documentation. He suggested , that we ask Dr. Tan and
members of her committee to find some way of seeing that this matter is discussed in one of the
workshops or seminars and when it has been discussed there � if they see fit to bring a recommen
dation to the Council � that could be done through the Resolutions Committee at a later time.
The Council AGREED to refer this back to the Family Life Committee.
Mrs. Norma Cradock (England) expressed concern that we do not forget single persons. She
believes it is the responsibility of the churches to care for the needs of the single, eldedy, childless
couples who are still a family. She said that those who enjoy the benefits of marriage and a family life
do not wish to deny the needs of single people and so she asked the Council to accept an addition on
page 2 which would read under number 8 (g) "the needs of single people within the Christian
family"
Dr. Greet said that he thinks we are with Mrs. Cradock, that we have lifted out the one matter
which requested action, and are receiving the report as a whole, noting the work that is in process.
Dr. Tan responded to Mrs. Cradock that it is part of the committee's thinking in both regional and
educational programs that single people, single parents be covered. She said there was simply not
time to cover everything that is being done but that the needs of single persons is a part of their pro
gram.
The Council RECEIVED the report of the Family Life Committee.
Dr. Greet called attention of committee persons making reports to Rule of Debate 9. If you want a
report adopted, this needs to be indicated quite cleady, otherwise, the report will be received.
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XVI. REPORT ON COMMITTEE STRUCTURE
Dr. Greet asked the group to consider the Committee Structure report adopted by the Executive
Committee.
Introduction. A review of the committee structure of the Council resulted in a recommendation to
reduce the number of committees and change the designation of some of the committees, namely:
1. The work of the following committees can more conveniently be carried out by the staff under
the direction of the Executive Committee and the maintenance of separate committees is no longer
necessary: Exchange, Publishing Interests and Geneva Office.
2. Special Committees: The committees on the Oxford Institute of Methodist Studies and
Theological Education are appointed by the Executive Committee, but are of a different nature from
"standing committees" since their functions are to organize the Oxford Institute every four years and
the Conference on Theological Education at the time of Council meetings. Therefore, they shall be
considered "special committees" of the Council.
3. Standing Committees: The standing committees of the Wodd Methodist Council are as follows:
Evangelism, Ecumenical Conversations, Family Life, Worship and Liturgy, Social and International
Affairs, and Youth. In most cases, the majority of the membership of said committees will be con
stituted out of the membership of the Executive Committee and most of the meetings will take place
at the time of the meetings of the Executive Committee.
4. Subcommittees of the Executive: There shall be three subcommittees of the Executive Commit
tee: a Finance Committee, a Nominating Committee, and a Program Committee, limited in number,
drawn exclusively from the membership of the Executive Committee and constituted by the Officers.
This means there are the following categories of the committees (1) Standing Committees; (2)
Special Committees; (3) Affiliated Organizations (such as the World Federation of Methodist Women
and Wodd Methodist Historical Society) ; and (4) Related Organizations (such as Epworth Old Rec
tory and Wesley Works) .
Dr. Reginald Kissack (Isle of Man) asked that a list be made of all the committees under the juris
diction of the Council so we could tell to which categories they belong.
Dr. Joe Hale responded that the list in the Committee Structure Report is complete except for the
Related Organizations. They are: Epworth Old Rectory and Wesley Works Editorial Project.
Prof. Raymond George (England) asked about the possibility that Ecumenical Conversations be
renamed "Ecumenical". He mentioned the Roman Catholic, Lutheran, and possibly Orthodox con
versations. He said there are other aspects of ecumenical work such as relationship of the Wodd
Council of Churches. These things to some extent are handled by the Executive Committee or the
officers, but his suggestion is that it be named "Ecumenical" so these matters call fall within its pur
view, in cooperation with the officers and the Executive. The committee would then include what it is
doing already but have a wider scope than just ecumenical conversations.
Dr. George then moved to delete the word "conversations" and this was seconded. The motion
was
VOTED and CARRIED.
The Committee Structure report was VOTED and CARRIED.
XVII. NOTICE OF CHANGE IN CONSTITUTION
Dr. Greet gave notice of a proposal to change the Constitution in Article 8, Page 17 (WMC Hand
book) .
The proposal coming from the Executive Committee is to provide for a slight reduction in the
number of members of the Officers by having one, instead of two vice-chairman, and by discontinu-
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ing the post of assistant treasurer. The reason is partly economy and partly because no good is done
to anybody by just creating offices that are really non-functional and the office of assistant treasurer is
a very difficult one to work if you have the assistant treasurer in one part of the world and the
treasurer in another. Dr. Greet pointed out that he was giving the twenty-four hours' notice that is re
quired for a Constitutional change.
XVIII. INTERIM REPORT OF THE NOMINATING COMMITTEE
(From The Executive)
Dr. Greet then called for the "Interim Report of the Nominating Committe" which had been
adopted in Toronto.
Recommendations for membership on the Presidium for the 1981-86 quinquennium were
presented.
Susan Morrison (UM, USA) said she noticed that there are few women represented and that also
on the Executive Committee few women are represented. She asked if guidelines are used by the
Nominating Committee to deal with representation not only in the areas of male/female, age,
cultural representation. If so, what are the guidelines.
Dr. Charles C. Parlin, Acting Chairman of the Nominating Committee, asked Joe Hale to re
spond. Hale responded that definite guidelines had been followed for the inclusion of � women,
youth, lay and clergy.
John Harper (UM, USA) spoke saying that in trying to attain a balance of representation, we must
keep in mind that most of our churches only have one delegate and that delegate is generally the
head of the church in that nation.
Lillian Schnugh (South Africa) expressed concern about the youth nomination and said the youth
are very concerned about the continuity on their committee and feel a member of their committee
who has served on the Executive Committee should have been appointed to the Presidium.
Dr. Greet mentioned that it was extraordinarily difficult to get the balance right, the various sec
tions that have to be considered, etc.
Joe Hale responded that until this quinquennium, youth nominated to serve were nominated for
five years and then new youth were elected in order to give as many persons across the world as
possible an opportunity to be involved. The Nominating Committee had in fact taken into account a
recommendation that came from the Youth Committee that at least one youth member from the
previous quinquennium be included in the officers or as a committee chairperson this time. It was
pointed out that two of the youth are being nominated co-chairpersons of the Youth Committee, so
this action represents a new and positive step. The opportunity for a wide range of young people to
be involved can only exist if new youth are named for each quinquennium.
The chairman invited the persons who are being nominated to stand.
Hale called the roll of those nominated for the Presidium:
Mrs. Katheryn M. Brown, USA, AME
Rev. Donald English, England
Miss Margarita Grassi, Uruguay
Bishop Dwight E. Loder, USA, UMC
Mr. Aristote Moevi, Benin, W. Africa (Youth)
Bishop M. Elia Peter, India
Bishop Hermann Sticher, Federal Republic of Germany
Mr. Epeli Tagi, Fiji (Layman)
Wendy Kilworth-Mason (England) spoke to reinforce Lillian Schnugh. She said in Toronto when
the committe last met, there was a motion to nominate a former youth committee member. It was
passed. They were surprised when, at the end of the day, a slate was presented and the youth did
not know the young person being nominated for the Presidium. She asked "What we are doing
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when we pass one thing in the Executive and then act against it?" She said they have sent a resolu
tion to the Resolutions Committee asking that the Constitution be changed to make this possible
because they have found in the past five years that not having an active Presidium member has cost
the youth considerably. That is the only continuity they are asking for.
Joe Hale responded saying the action referred to by Miss Kilworth-Mason was brought in Toronto,
after the Nominating Committee had met. The Nominating Committee had completed its work and
brought names forward before this came to the floor. Five years ago, it was pointed out, the same
reference might be made to youth now serving. Youth are invited by the Nominating Committee to
serve for five years. As all are "new" when coming into the Council, the question will always be:
"Who are these new people?" The question is "do we want to give opportunity to new persons from
all parts of the world, or to have a self-contained, and basically internal organization?"
Dr. Greet asked if the group was prepared to take a vote. This was agreed. The vote was then put
on the list of members of the Presidium and the list was VOTED and CARRIED.
Joe Hale brought the recommendation from the Executive Committee that the current chairman,
Dr. Kenneth G. Greet, become the Honorary President for the next quinquennium.
This was moved and seconded, then VOTED and CARRIED.
Greet noted that since a Constitutional change was involved we would vote on the General Of
ficers at a later time.
The meeting was adjourned.
Special Presentation To The
Council and Conference
JULY 22, 1981
XIX. PRESENTATION OF WORLD METHODIST PEACE AWARD
Dr. Kenneth G. Greet in his opening remarks in regard to the World Methodist Peace Award call
ed attention to the discussions in the conference and in the world. He spoke of the destructive forces
at our command, their consequences, and developments in world armament both nuclear and
otherwise since the last conference in Dublin. He recalled some of the circumstances in Dublin,
Ireland, where the last World Methodist Conference was held and affirmed that it was entirely ap
propriate when several years ago the World Methodist Council decided to make an annual Peace
Award.
Greet, continuing, said "I was profoundly grateful to Dr. Harrell Beck for his moving words on this
theme this morning. They were a more than adequate prelude to what I am about to say and on the
Council's behalf to do."
The first time the Council made the award it went to Miss Saidie Patterson, a remarkable lady who
lived in one of the most violent areas of Northern Ireland, and spent the whole of her life in a ministry
of reconciliation.
The second time the award was made, it was given to President Anwar Sadat of Egypt in recogni
tion of his courageous journey to Jerusalem to try to begin the process in that long troubled area of
the Middle East.
"Last year," Dr. Greet explained, "we made no award, quite frankly, because we have discovered
it is one thing to set up a peace prize and quite another thing to determine to whom it should be given
because all those who are deeply involved in peace building actually become in a world like this, con
troversial figures, so we could not arrive at any firm conclusion last year.
"I am very glad indeed to say the officers this year have decided to make the Peace Award for the
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year, (1980) the last year of the quinquennium, and also an award for 1981. Therefore I shall an
nounce two awards this morning.
"Before I do so, let me read the criteria which guides us in making our decision: first of all
'Courage, Creativity, Consistency. With regard to courage, this may relate either to the facing of
physical danger, or putting one's personal interests at risk. This would include disruption to one's
personal and family life, and the possibility of misunderstandings and even rejection by the groups
and organizations with which one ordinarily would desire to have association or fellowship. Creativi
ty includes consideration whether or not activities open up new initiatives and new grounds for
negotiation and progress, and also whether the potential recipient attracts others to join in working
for the causes of peace, and builds up an increasing body of committed opinion in favor of and work
ing for the cause of peace. Consistency is judged by whether the effort is sustained over a period with
continuing intensity despite disappointments, frustrations and setbacks.' Those are the guidelines
which have helped us in coming to our conclusions since this board was set up.
"The award for the year which now opens, an award which will be made in London on a date yet
to be determined is to Lord Soper. I want to read two or three paragraphs which summarize the con
siderations which were before us in the officers meeting when we came to this decision.
" 'He is probably one of the best-known Methodists in the wodd and certainly in Britain one of the
few churchmen whose name is a household word. He was for nearly forty years Superintendent of
the West London Mission and in charge of a great variety of social work. Through the whole of his
ministry he has maintained his weekly open-air meeting on Tower Hill every Wednesday and in
Hyde Park every Sunday afternoon. There are those who say he is one of the finest open-air
speakers the world has seen in this century. He is also a most accomplished broadcaster and is still
heard and seen on radio and television very frequently.
" 'He is probably best known for his fearless advocacy of peace and the Christian way of recon
ciliation. Whilst he has inevitably been involved in frequent controversy because of his prophetic
witness on social questions, his own life has been a demonstration of the gospel that he preaches. He
has maintained equanimity in the face of attack and misrepresentation. The other side of the man of
public affairs is a minister of Christ who in his devotional life sets an example of constancy in prayer
and sacramental worship which has inspired many, especially in the ministry which he adorns.'
"A cablegram has already gone this morning to Lord Soper to inform him that the award will be
made to him in due course. The award is a very lovely medallion and check which the recipients may
of course use in any way they see proper.
"Now, happily, one who is to receive the award for the year now closing is with us and we will
make that award in a moment. He is Rev. Abel Hendricks and I want to read the brief summary of a
few of the facts that were recorded as we considered his name.
" 'Abel Hendricks is a "coloured" Methodist. He was already in the ministry when segregation laws
stated that pigmentation of skin would decide where people lived. In 1965 he volunteered to leave
the established Buitenkant St. Church in Capetown to pioneer a Christian witness among thousands
of people being moved under Group Area Legislation onto the Cape Flats. Here Abel and Freda his
wife set up home in two rooms on the sandy wastes of Kalksteenfontein and he often used his motor
car as his church office. From these small beginnings his work has grown to a thriving church and a
large centre for social outreach. It is now needing new premises for the work has developed beyond
the old. The construction is imaginative and ready for modern demands. The ministry of the church
is not only for Christians, but touches the many Muslims who live in the area and use some of the
facilities, and then turn to Abel and Freda for counseling.
" 'The now settled area of Kalksteenfontein shares Abel Hendricks' ministry with Crossroads, the
large black shanty town not far distant. Here thousands of migrant African workers and their families,
attracted to the city, live. They are born, marry and die in Crossroads. A township with no facilities
� lighting, sewers, and piped water for houses. It is a township with plots � stands � cleady fenc
ed, gardens planted, windows curtained, and homes cared for even if the best of them are made
from corrugated iron sheeting and are very temporary. There is a school, there is an interest in nutri
tion, there is a solid Christian lay leadership especially among the women, and at the heart of the
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sadness and suffering, the joy and hope is the ministry of Abel Hendricks. The prayer meeting one
Sunday as the bulldozers were about to destroy a section of Crossroads led to his arrest, but after
questioning release not only for him, but also for Crossroads.
" 'Abel Hendricks has been twice president of the Methodist Conference of South Africa. In a
country where legislation divides and races mistrust each other to a point of hostility and attack, Abel
Hendricks' example and witness to Christ's way of love has turned many to a new way of life and a
new hope for Southern Africa." '
At this time Abel and Freda Hendricks came forward and the Award was presented. Dr. Greet said
Dr. Hendricks only knew about this Award only an hour or two eadier, but he did ask Hendricks to
speak.
Abel Hendricks: "Mr. President and fellow Methodists, I stand deeply humbled before this gather
ing today, for this great honor world Methodism has bestowed on me, for we try to express my pro
found thanks and heartfelt appreciation. When I stretched out my hand to receive this peace award, I
envisage in my own mind and heart the outstretched hand of the poor, the needy, the oppressed
and those who are being detained because of their opposition to injustice and tyranny. Therefore 1
want to place myself to champion and work for justice and reconciliation. I long and pray for the day
to dawn, for the moment to come, when humanity will kneel at the throne of the Prince of Peace,
then we will have heard the heart throb of God and the heartbeat of man. I thank you."
Dr. Greet closed with prayer, "O Lord our God in whose name we pray for Donald Soper. Thank
you for the work he has done over so many years and continue to bless him richly. We pray for Abel
and for Freda, thanking thee for their loving and courageous witness beseeching thee for thy con
tinued blessing upon their work and on all people of South Africa. We commit ourselves again to the
tasks of peace. Build us up in the faith and strengthen us in this holy family for the sake of Jesus
Christ our Saviour, Amen. May the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ and the love of God and the
fellowship of the Holy Spirit be with us all. Amen."
World Methodist Council
JULY 23, 1981
SESSION III
XX. GENERAL SECRETARY'S REPORT
Dr. Greet spoke of his work with Joe Hale and his great appreciation for his devotion to the work
of the Wodd Methodist Council and for the Hale family. The General Secretary, referring first to the
absence of Frank Northam, made his report to the Conference which included film clips and a video
tape presentation of Council activities during the 1976-81 period. (Hale's address: A Quinquennium
In Review and Prospect appears in the address section of the Book of Proceedings.)
XXI. PRESENTATION OF CENTENNIAL FUND
Adopted by the WMC Executfve Committee in Toronto for Presentation to the Conference
Dr. Maxie D. Dunnam:
Did you hear the story about the fellow who owned a ten-story office building? About 10 o'clock in
the morning a great furor broke out and a great disturbance all around and finally some of the
workmen came in and told him that the elevator had stuck between the 5th and 6th floors and there
was a passenger inside. He hurried around to make arrangements to take care of that emergency
and very soon was on the fifth floor beating on the elevator shaft and calling through the grill "Don't
worry, everything is going to be all right � we have made all the arrangements we need to to get you
out of there � in fact we have already called the elevator mechanic." There was a long silence and a
crackling voice inside said "I am the elevator mechanic".
Christians often feel they are in the predicament of the elevator mechanic. Even churches feel that
way when they seek to make it under their own power. The officers and the Executive Committee of
the World Methodist Council experience a similar feeling of frustration and near desperation when
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we consider the needs of the world as well as the challenging opportunity for ministry uniquely
available to us as a World Methodist family. It is for this reason that the Executive Committee took
action at Toronto to establish a Centennial Fund as we begin the second century of our life together
as an extended family of Methodists.
When the officers invited me to present this challenge to you, I thought of a great word from E.
Stanley Jones � that giant world Christian whose vision and life continue to challenge us � this
fellow had a unique way of expressing profound truth in simple but poignant fashion. Some of his
cryptic sentences have been etched indelibly upon our minds. Listen to this one, "Because we
belong to Christ, we belong to each other" Isn't that a great summation of what it really means to be
the body of Christ � the Church? Because we belong to Christ we belong to each other. It is a whole
significant matter of solidarity � our identification with each other as Christians all over the world
and this is one of the most powerful messages that is coming to us from Christians in the Third
Wodd. It is the one big issue in world evangelism and liberation theology � identification with the
poor and the oppressed. But how do we experience that and live it out?
In my own life three things have become especially meaningful. First, the whole matter of prayer
� intercessory prayer. Through intercession I seek to identify with and experience the anguish of
God for the needs of His people all over the world. Two, through direct action. There are oppor
tunities for us to be direcdy involved in the darkness as well as in the light of those who are less for
tunate than we. Three, stewardship. I experience and live solidarity through my stewardship. One
thing that I have control over is my material resources. I can live out my belonging and sharing by
giving a portion of what I have, especially my money and this is what excites me about the Centen
nial Fund. We have the opportunity to pool some of our financial resources and make possible some
exciting and vital responses in ministry and mission. (Cards were distributed.)
The Centennial Fund is to be used not as a fund that will accumulate and from which we will draw
interest to give to these causes, but it will be a fund that will be extended for these causes as we
receive it and as ministry and mission is responded to. Many of these areas have been alluded to
throughout this conference and if you will look, they are broadly defined as four areas � a wider and
more representative exchange of persons across national, racial, cultural lines to further the mission
of Christ in our world. The story of the exchange program of the World Methodist Council is an ex
citing one but it is also a limited one because there are people who desperately need to be involved in
this exchange � not for their sake, but for the sake of others who simply do not have the resources
to enter into it. And we need to have the monies to make available to people from the Third World
and from countries where it is not possible for ministers to respond in this fashion to do so.
Second, significant training experiences for national leaders and young people on a world level. In
Dr. Hale's report he referred to the great meeting that was held in Truro, England, bringing national
leaders together in the way the youth presidents came together just preceeding this conference.
Three, the development of youth-to-youth events such as the one I have just talked about and
training them in order that they might be missioners and servants in other places of the world.
And four, sending volunteers to serve Christ beyond their own culture. About three weeks ago �
maybe a month ago � I received a letter from a young man who for three years had had a pas
sionate desire to give his life in ministry, however he could be used, in Northern Ireland. The whole
poignant spectacle that is taking place had gripped his mind and heart and he wanted to respond. He
was willing to pay his own expenses for this, but couldn't live there, of course, without having some
resources. We have not been able at this point to find a receiving agency that can afford to take this
very talented and committed young person. This is the sort of thing we are talking about when we
talk about sending volunteers to serve Christ beyond their own cultures and countries.
I wish we could elaborate on these, but I think you get the idea of what we are about. Now, it's im
portant because this is a "now" fund to serve "now" needs. I hope that most of you who are present
in the hall will use the card to make your own commitment and make that commitment today. Of
course, if you don't feel comfortable doing that, we hope that you will do so before you leave the
conference. But one of the reasons I would like for you to do so today is that we have designed a
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beautiful very meaningful lapel pin whicfi we want to give to those persons who make their pledge
here as long as these lapel pins last.
It is a lovely thing which has great symbols, clasped hands, indicating the Methodists are one peo
ple, the wodd surmounted by a cross which indicates Jesus is Lord over all, relevant to our times and
our struggles today, the Bible pointing beyond its pages to the pivotal event in history when the word
became flesh and dwelt among us, the Wesley family crest, symbolizing Methodism's rich heritage
passed down by one who was known for his catholic spirit and his generous good will to all people,
the scalloped shell, a symbol of the baptism of Christ, signifying the new relationship to all persons
through a personal commitment to Jesus Christ and in whose Name and in whose Spirit and in
whose Body we are baptized.
As you leave today, please deposit your cards in the receptacles that are going to be available to
you, persons there will have these pins and they will give them to you as you go.
When this fund was first announced. Bishop and Mrs. Smith of the AME Zion Church immediately
made a $400.00 contribution in memory of Bishop Herbert Bell Shaw who gave long and
distinguished leadership to this Council and I want Bishop Smith to come and receive this first pin
from Dr. Hale as I continue this presentation.
Dr. Hale presented the pin to Bishop Smith.
I am sure that you are as excited as I am about the tremendous things that have happened during
the past five years in the Wodd Methodist Council. But I am here to tell you that we have only just
begun, and tomorrow is going to be a greater tomorrow because people like you and me want to be
in solidarity with people all over the wodd and perform the kind of ministry that Jesus is calling us to.
Dunnam led in a prayer: "Lord, we pray that as we make the decision to give to you a portion of
that which you have given us, that we will give generously from our hearts because we want to
belong to each other out of our belonging to you. Amen."
Announcements and Adjournment for lunch.
World Methodist Council
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Session IV
A hymn was sung, and after a prayer Dr. Greet invited Bishop William R. Cannon to present the
two major ecumenical dialogue reports.
XXII. FINAL REPORT: DIALOGUE BETWEEN THE ROMAN
CATHOLIC CHURCH AND THE WORLD METHODIST
COUNCIL - 1977-81
Bishop William R. Cannon
Bishop Cannon, Chairperson of the Ecumenical Conversations Committee, called attention to the
printed report which had been previously distributed. (See Appendix X.) In summarizing the printed
report on the theme 'The Holy Spirit', he said, "Spirituality has been the closest bond between
Roman Catholics and Methodists � life in the spirit � and we felt that by concentrating on the doc
trine of the Holy Spirit we would be able to resolve other differences that have arisen in previous
years. It is amazing the results of the conversations over the past quinquennium. The doctrine of The
Holy Spirit is the most neglected doctrine in Christian theology, though it is one of the most impor
tant; and we have all witnessed the resurgence of concern for the Spirit, seeking His guidance and
asking for His power. The Holy Spirit is God, but God is not just the Holy Spirit because within the
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Godhead there are the Father and the Son as well. The unity of God lies in His nature. The dif
ferences adhere to the person, and within the Godhead there are three persons. The Holy Spirit is
not just an influence, a pervasive power or force. The Holy Spirit is a person as distinct and as real as
the persons of the Father and the Son. We delineate the differences through relationships. Generally
we think of the Son in terms of intellect, .word of the Father, now in flesh appearing. We think of
the Holy Spirit as love, and the Holy Spirit in Christian theology proceeds from the Father and the
Son according to Western tradition and from the Father through the Son according to Eastern
teaching. The Holy Spirit is God present with His people. The abode of the Holy Spirit is the heart of
the believer.
"Now turning from the concept of the Holy Spirit within the Trinity � within the Godhead � to
the work of the Spirit, we find that the Spirit was present in creation so that His work is seen there as
well as in redemption. John Wesley taught that God will never go against anything that he has made
and that he is always loyal to the nature of the things that he has created. Therefore in redemption,
the work of the Spirit is similar to His work in creation. And we delineate two basic aspects of
redemption � justification and regeneration. We are justified by our faith in God. The sacrifical
death of Jesus on the cross provides the source of redemption. And when you read about justifica
tion, the preparation of the believer for this great act on the part of God in his behalf, we find in
Methodist nomenclature, 'prevenient grace' so that you don't give the person credit for anything �
all credit goes to God. And every person is provided with the means whereby to be saved if he is will
ing to accept salvation. But prevenient grace is not exclusively a Wesleyan concept. You find it clear
ly set out in the teaching of the Council of Trent. St. Augustine, much earlier than Trent, prayed,
'Lord command what thou wilt but grant what thou commandest.' Both Trent and Wesley teach that
the person cannot contribute anything to his or her justification except the willingness to receive it.
That is most important.
"Now in both Catholic and Methodist teachings, when the person is justified because of the
unmerited grace of God in Christ, immediately something happens in the person. The sinner is
declared just, but then he is made into what he is declared to be � that is, he actually becomes just
and righteous. This process or regeneration � going through various stages and degrees � leads
finally to sanctification, and Wesley himself paid remarkable tribute to the Council of Trent when he
said, 'Nobody in Christendom has written so explicitly and so beautifully on the subject of sanctifica
tion as the divines assembled at Trent."
"It's the Holy Spirit who creates the Christian community. Pentecost � that's the day of honor for
Him! Jesus did not establish the church � He gave impetus to it � the church was established at
Pentecost, so that the author and source of the church is the Holy Spirit, who gives a variety of all
these gifts. We may concentrate on one gift over against another and the thought of resurgence of
Pentecostalism in Christendom today � there was a lot of this in the days of the Monthanists in the
Second Century. But the Spirit doesn't work entirely individualistically � that is just in the person,
but collectively in the community, through the church so that those gifts are great and useful that
build up and support the church and it'.s the Spirit who guides the church throughout the ages of her
growth and her development. The Church is in the world to save the wodd and the Church saves the
word by incorporating society within herself.
"The Spirit transforms the human community into the Kingdom of God. It may be this transforma
tion will not be total and complete in history, but we as Christians must act as if we expect it will be
complete. If we don't so act, we will get very little accomplished.
"Now those doctrines and teachings that I mentioned just now constitute a statement of common
agreement between the Roman Catholics and the Methodists. We have far more in common than
there are issues that separate us. The doctrine of the Holy Spirit is the gift of the undivided church.
But now understanding this doctrine, we begin its application. Christian experience has been terribly
neglected in ecumenical conversations, though within various denominational families it has been
emphasized to a remarkable degree. And this teaching of experience also shows a great similarity be
tween Roman Catholics and Methodists. It comes out in Roman Catholic literature largely in the bi
ographies of the saints � those persons whose virtues are worthy of the imitation of all Christians.
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But now in Second Vatican documents those experiences have been incorporated into conciliar
language.
"We think of John Wesley's experience at Aldersgate but there was the experience of Augustine in
the garden, there was the experience of Francis in the courtroom at Assisi, the experience of
Dominic and Ignatuis of Loyola and the remarkable writings and testimonies of Saint John of the
Cross. We are very close, similar, really the same, in our feelings about the Christian life. We affirm,
(see page 10), that the Christian experience, toward which we aspire as one, includes mystery and
clarity, feeling and reason, individual conscience and acknowledged authority, charism and
sacraments, spiritual exercises and service, individual and communal discernments of the Spirit.
"Catholics and Methodists agree that purification from sin and its effects as well as growth in
holiness, namely love of God and neighbour, requires the development of our God-given powers of
spiritual discernment. All of us say the Collect for Purity. Look how similar is this statement in the
Roman missal, 'Father, all powerful and ever-living God, we do well always and everywhere to give
you thanks. In you we live and move and have our being. Each day you show us a father's love,
your holy spirit within us gives us on earth the hope of unending joy. Your gift of the spirit who raised
Jesus from the dead is a foretaste and promise of the paschal feast in heaven.'
"We thought we were going to get into serious difficulties when we came to authority. All of us ac
cept authority. You have to have it in the church. You know what the ordinand is asked in the
Methodist service of ordination � 'Will you heed and follow the Godly admonitions of those who are
put over you?' And in the Catholic church there is authority as seen in papal primacy. Now language
we use is subject to the era in which the words were composed, and we get hung-up on infallability
and matters of that sort that belong really to the last part of the 19th Century. But the Pope when he
speaks excathedra on matters of doctrine and morals is supposed to speak as if his voice were the
voice of God. But there are only two times that the Pope has uttered what might be called infallabile
pronouncements. The doctrine of the Immaculate Conception and the doctrine of the Assumption of
the Virgin Mary into heaven. What we really think about is the guarantee by the Holy Spirit that the
church when she prays and seeks guidance can speak authoritatively to all her members, whether
this comes through the Papal office or through a Council or through a general conference. Why not?
There must be some basis of authority in Christendom.
"Now, the matter of Christian moral decisions! The Protestant of course stresses conscience, but 1
ask you to read the documents of the Second Vatican Council. Conscience is emphasized there, too.
In both Protestantism and Catholicism conscience must be guided. We seek guidance from those
who go before us, people who have had more experience than we have, and people whose lives
reflect the glory and the goodness of God. And whether conscience is seen as a separate faculty or
just the mobilizing of all our human faculties in order to discern good and evil, there must be inherent
in the human being a means of assessing values � of knowing what is good, what is better and what
is best. So the conscience plays a big part in Roman Catholicism as well as in Methodism, and the
stress on natural law in Roman Catholicism finds a marvelous response in the reason and rationalistic
approach of John Wesley. Natural conscience Wesley equates with prevenient grace.
"We selected one issue, namely Christian Marriage to focus on. Although marriage is a sacrament
in Roman Catholicism, it is not in Methodism, because the Reformers felt that marriage did not by
itself qualify someone for redemption � a person could be saved whether he is married or not.
Thank God for that! But we hold the same basic point of view, and I want you to read carefully
paragraph 52 and then take these three points in marriage out of paragraph 53, commitment, fidelity
and permanence.
"These are emphasized by both our churches, and married couples need to discover and affirm
the beauty and the treasure of Christian marriage. A blessing at the end of the marriage rite in Roman
Catholicism reads: 'May you always bear witness to the love of God in this world, so that the afflicted
and needy will find in you a generous friend and welcome you into the joys of heaven'. And the
United Methodist introduction to the marriage service reads, 'The purpose of Christian marriage is
not only to fulfill the needs of domestic intimacy, but also to enable the family to accept duties and
reponsibilities in the Christian community and to society at large.' How beautiful, listen, 'the family is
a domestic church'
"
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Having reviewed the report, Bishop Cannon invited Msgr. William Purdy, "He and I have been in
these conversations since the beginning � the only two that have been there since their inception fif
teen years ago," to briefly comment, after which a panel consisting of the others present who have
been involved in these conversations will answer any questions members of the Council may raise.
Msgr. Purdy was welcomed by Dr. Greet, and applauded by the group.
Monsignor William Purdy
"1 will not detain you long for several reasons � 1 wouldn't dare to try to improve on that masterly
distillation of the report which my friend Bill has just given. Second, because 1 want to give my
friends on the panel maximum exposure to your questions. 1 shall merely add one or two 'em
broideries' perhaps. I'd like first of all to say how very much I appreciate this occasion. I have, as
Bishop Cannon and Joe Hale will tell you, pressed rather for something of this sort. I think that the
World Methodist Council is a unique opportunity for getting that kind of response from the church at
large which we need in these ecumenical dialogues where two churches have been confronted
through the very narrow funnel of a team of half a dozen experts on a side. And 1 think this oppor
tunity is one of immense value, and 1 am very grateful to the organizers of the Council and Con
ference for having given it to us.
"I was delighted to hear Bishop Cannon drawing your attention to that part of the report which
shows affinity between the Council of Trent's teaching on prevenient grace and John Wesley's. The
one consequence of the amount of theological journalism which was released by Vatican II was that
Trent tended to become almost a "dirty word" and people looked down their noses at it. Of course
this is the wrong kind of historical perspective. None of us today would want to underwrite
everything that was said in the Council, but the Council of Trent is a part of our history and it's been
to me a warming thing to find how much the Wesleyan tradition has a natural sympathy with certain
basic aspects of Trent's teaching. I remember how gratifying it was at one of our early meetings
before we tackled this present report. We had an excellent paper on John Wesley's doctrine of
prevenient grace, given not by a Methodist, American or English, but by an Irish Jesuit.
Now a general word about this taking the Holy Spirit, first, as a subject for reflection together, and
then as a setting in which to consider certain traditionally thorny problems. The idea came from
Albert Outler, as many great and fruitful ideas do. The older he gets the more fertile he gets. And
what has struck me from the beginning is how this setting of great questions about authority, con
science, moral decisions, particular moral questions like marriage, how setting them in this context of
the Holy Spirit has defused them, from the point of view of traditional polemics. And how we have
been able to see them much more calmly. They somehow seemed less recalcitrant. I don't want to
claim that we have solved all these problems, certainly we haven't. But I think we made a very signifi-
cent contribution precisely through this effect of our contemplation of the work of the spirit defusing
these traditionally polemical questions. The richness of Christian experience to which Bill pointed is
precisely the context which is provided by our awareness of the Holy Spirit. I am glad too that he
stressed the last section � that we might emphasize a little more at least � the fruitfulness that
dialogue about the relation of conscience and authority. These were two words that sometimes ap
peared almost to be antithetical and the antithesis has been one which had its polemical force
because Catholics were often thought of as having a great deal of concern for authority and not
much for conscience and Catholics having sometimes thought of Methodists in the reverse way. And
it became abundantly clear in the last of our meetings, which for me was the most fruitful we have
ever had in the 15 years, became abundandy clear how false this antithesis was. Now really I think
that's all I want to say. I want to leave you with the opportunity which 1 hope you will take which I
have aspired over two quinquennia, that is, to discuss our work with us."
Discussion
Peter Stephens (England) welcomed the report, found it interesting to read, but felt the brevity of
the report had led, at certain points, to ambiguity or imprecision. He asked to take up four points
because it is the one opportunity to engage in some debate regarding the report.
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First, tie thinks that brevity has led sometimes to reference to differences rather than wrestling with
differences. He used paragraph 9 as a reference � the reference to the difference between east and
west and whether the spirit proceeds from the Father or the Father and the Son. He asked why there
was no comment on this at the end � could the teams not agree, or did they agree, and did they
agree with east or west, or did they not think it important, or did they want to save it up for the con
versations with the Orthodox? He thinks it could be argued that since we affirm the Nicene Creed in
the Lutheran Conversations that one should take the Nicene Creed in its original form and perhaps
say that our form is a proper interpretation of it. He thinks that this profoundly important theological
issue should be tackled and wrestled with and not simply referred to.
In paragraph 11 he finds another important theological difference which seems to him to be held
within the paragraph, referred to but not wrestled with. Is the Spirit given to the church, or is the
Spirit given for the whole world? There is a reference two sentences later to the Spirit reaching out to
mankind. There are two profoundly different theological positions there. Our conversations with the
Lutherans would reveal a very important theological difference in our understanding of the nature of
the church and the nature of the world.
The second main point, he thinks brevity has led to imprecision is the reference in paragraph 19,
dealing with baptism. The last sentence of that paragraph says that baptism is the outward sign and
means both of grace and of faith. Is baptism rather than the Lord's Supper the outward sign and the
means of grace and faith. Surely we should say it is an outward sign and a means of grace and faith.
But second, is baptism the means of faith � does that refer to the baptism of adults and children or of
both? Is not baptism out of the biblical tradition the response of faith fundamentally, rather than the
means of faith?
Third, brevity has led to confusion on occasion between the ideal and the real � paragraph 21.
The Spirit guides the development of the church. Stephens said, "I wish He did". He would have to
say that the church's development at the time of the Council of Trent or in terms of the dogmas of
Mary or Papal infallability was not a point at which the Spirit led the church and the church was
altogether responsive. He thinks in that passage we slide over the difference between the ideal and
the real. He thinks this also happens in another paragraph on conscience and authority.
Fourth, the reference to scripture in paragraph 34 is clear and unambiguous. Scripture has the
normative role for the total tradition of the church. That is clear enough, but paragraph 43 seems to
him not to be so clear. Scripture is there to be interpreted. Vital phrase "in the light of Tradition,
Reason, Experience". He mentioned that Spirit was not capitalized in some instances in the report
and hopes it can be corrected in the next printing. He would say rather that tradition and reason and
experience are to be interpreted in the light of scripture and not the other way around.
Bishop Cannon asked Dr. Albert Outler to respond to the questions about the Trinity, about the
Spirit given to the church or the world, and about baptism and the Lord's supper, then Prof. Norman
Young to respond to the other two.
Dr. Albert Outler: "With respect to the question of the procession, I am sure that Prof. Stephens
knows that the original Nicene Creed has nothing to say about that. That it is the Creed of Constan
tinople of 381 that raises the question. A little more direcdy to the substance of the comment, it
would be fair to say, I think, that some of us in the Methodist team would prefer to drop the filioque,
but under the circumstances this was not either a live option or a wise one.
In response to the question "Is the Spirit given to the church or to the world?" Dr. Ouder respond
ed "The answer is yes" And in response to the question "Why is not the Lord's Supper equated with
baptism in paragraph 19 as a mark of membership in the church?^ Dr. Outler replied that on that part
he would be willing to concede either a typographical error or an error in grammar. Baptism is not
the outward and visible sign of inward and invisible grace of God but it is the initiatory sign and
historically this is the case. It is linked therefore with the eucharist as the two crucual signs and
manifestations of the true sacrament of the body and blood of Jesus Christ, in Jesus Christ who is the
sacrament himself.
He asked to speak to the question about scripture and tradition and reason and experience, largely
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to point out from the Methodist side that in 1771 John Wesley dedicated his work to the teaching of
the church which would have been The Church of England and submitted it to the judgement of
scripture, reason and Christian antiquity. "This seems to me to be one of the most important
understandings that Wesley has left to the whole Methodist family � namely that scripture does not
come to us self-interpreted, self-evident � that although scripture is normative, scripture is primary,
scripture is primordial, all things begin with scripture, all things come back to scripture, so our scrip
ture in the Methodist tradition beginning with Wesley has never meant the bare word of scripture with
the self-evident meaning that no one else can mistake except the one who utters that particular scrip
ture. Else we should not have had the history of Christian doctrine which is as complicated as it is,
nor the bitter controversies over the interpretation of scripture. Scripture has to be interpreted. How
did we get the creeds except as a way of trying to reflect upon the meaning of scripture, upon the
teaching of scripture, upon the general sense of scripture, which for Wesley was the primary
hermeneutical principle by which scripture may be read with faith and confidence and with the sense
of being inspired by the very same Holy Spirit that inspired scripture. In which case the experience of
the Christian community through time and space does have an immense bearing upon the
understanding of the scripture itself and one of the great impoverishments of Methodism that Wesley
would not have been grateful for at all is our neglect of tradition. Scripture is not by and of itself a
literal self-evident and self- interpreting source of God's self-revelation to us. Tradition, reason.
Wesley has a very nice passage and one that will shake fundamentalists up a bit � he says that scrip
ture must be interpreted literally unless it leads into an absurdity, which is an odd thing. And if it
does, it then must be understood in the light of the Christian community's reflection upon the prob
lems in interpreting scripture � in the light of the general sense of scripture and in the light of reason
and common sense.
"And finally, experience. Experience does not bring to scripture any added dimension except
human and personal reality in grasping and being grasped by the truth of scripture and in turning the
power of the spirit in the heart into a power in the human person and in the human community for
until there is an experience in the human heart at its depth, the work of the Holy Spirit in the human
heart at its depth has not yet become complete and effectual in the world and that of course would
seem to be the obvious meaning of Aldersgate. It would seem to me that with all the defects in this
report, it has not yet been recognized that it may be one of the couple of dozen landmark documents
in the history of ecumenical argument and debate. For at least two reasons � one, because of its em
phasis upon the Holy Spirit's work as the agency of the absoluteness and of the cruciality of Christian
experience of the assurance of God's pardon and favor and reconciliation � the assurance of our
engagement in God's great good purposes in the world � assurance of our obligations and
possibilities in the kingdom. And with this we ought to understand that the problem we have here is
not now to perfect the text of this document, but to determine whether or not its general substance is
worth the careful study of Methodists over the world. If this document is not so studied and does not
bear proper fruit, it would be a sad miscarriage of the possibility of ecumenical study and dialogue."
Cannon noted that Ouder has covered the total question.
Cathie Kelsey (UM, USA) thanked the group for the document and expressed her feeling that
assistance is needed in helping the dialogue continue, not only among eminent scholars, but also
among persons in local churches and persons in the conferences. She asked if the group has con
sidered how they might assist in moving from this document to that kind of dialogue.
Ira Gallaway (UM, USA) responded that he is a practicing theologian and he suggested that all
participants go back to their areas and look for opportunities to work with persons of other faiths. He
gave an example of his work in Peoria, Illinois, through an experience of the family of one of his staff
members � a son who got in trouble and from that to a deep concern for persons coming back from
prison, they developed a prison ministry. As they looked around for a halfway house for prisoners
returning from prison, the Catholic church heard about it. There was a request for a parish house
which is next door to the chancery by Catholic social services, and the bishop of the area gave that
house to an ecumenical group that gathered together to start a prison ministry. For the past four
years they have had an average of 8 or 10 prisoners in that house all the time with persons of many
denominations really putting teeth into the working out of our theology. He as found with the
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authority of the episcopacy there and the Catholic church strongly supportive, he has changed his
mind about some of the concepts about "what can be done".
Bishop Ault was asked to deal particularly with how this might best be taken and made a vehicle of
study in the local church.
Bishop James M. Ault (UM, USA) expressed the concern of Bishop Cannon and Msgr. Purdy, the
leaders of the dialogues, that the report has not reached the "grassroots" areas in the two commu
nions. He expressed the concern that the office of bishop as "teacher" has been diminished in the
contemporary church by increasing demands of what we describe as the "administrative office". He
suggested that how best to handle this be left to the other member bodies, but that the Council of
Bishops individually and corporately not only "receive" the document but also "use" it as a basis of
study within the Council and through the Council to the various episcopal areas, the annual con
ferences, the districts and local churches.
He referred to the workshop on "Ecumenism" that in the wake of Amsterdam in 1948 and Vatican
II in the 1960s, there was enthusiasm for ecumenism and study related to it in theological schools
across the country and the world. "I suspect that if we were to take a poll today of the theological
schools representing the traditions gathered in this room, as the number of courses being offered, but
more importantly the number of courses being chosen by theological students in preparation for
pastoral ministry, we would be shocked." This suggests a need to recover the "enthusiasm and the
intent" coming out of the two meetings in 1948 and Vatican II, as it relates to the World Methodist
Council and Conference, so that the persons being prepared for pastoral ministry with the
knowledge about the ecumenical movement and the present currents of thought and study. Through
the Council of Bishops or the appropriate leaders in the member bodies of the Council, we could
begin to study seriously and consider together responsibly what we should be about together. This
takes first thinking before acting, and study is essential throughout the whole church if we are to be
informed and responsible in our actions.
Blaine Taylor (UM, USA) He recognized the complexity of the document and complimented the
group on what a fine job they have done. He contrasted Section 3 of the document on Christian
moral decisions with Dr. Cone's presentation and the work of the Holy Spirit. He said some of us
have benefited by looking to what Roman Catholic theologians in other parts of the world have been
speaking to us and that it does seem the work of the Holy Spirit is perhaps a bit broader than is in
dicated in this report. This comment is made not as a criticism but in a quizzical way � can we not
dialogue in ways that using this topic would move more directly into the world in which the Spirit
lives.
Cannon asked Prof. Norman Young to comment.
Norman Young (Australia) spoke first concerning a previous question on scripture, reason, tradi
tion and experience, saying he could not add more to what Dr. Outler had already said. Regarding
Christian moral decision making, it is important to recognize that if this document is to reflect the way
in which our churches and our church people are likely to work together in a local area, then it needs
to be able to create a climate of opinion at what is sometimes called "the top level" which gives peo
ple at the local level confidence and freedom and enthusiasm to be able to go ahead at the local level
and say "this is all right" because the ground work has been laid. This is the kind of thing that has
been done in this document. It doesn't attempt to say everything about the way in which the Holy
Spirit works but it does attempt particularly in the last two sections to say something, in the light of
the doctrine of the Holy Spirit, about two issues which at the local level have been of most distress
between Methodist people and Catholic people. One of those is the question of marriage and inter
marriage. It has caused real distress at the local level for people who are of different traditions to
know whether they may marry, what the implications are of their marrying, how the various church
es view marriage. This document can't say everything that needs to be said about that, but it does say
to people at the local level "There is a basis in our understanding of the Holy Spirit for a view of mar
riage which we can affirm together". He thinks it was one of the most significant things that happen
ed at the consultation at Rome where this was hammered out that those who were Methodists
discovered that many Catholics think that we have a view of marriage which says "Marriage is in itself
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quite insignificant because Methodist people can divorce one another almost at will". Now that is not
what we believe about marriage. It was important for us to affirm as Methodists what we believe
about marriage. I think it was just as drastic a realization for some of our Catholic contemporaries and
colleagues to realize that some Methodists say "But of course the Catholic church really practices
divorce only they call it annulment". It was important for us to recognize that while there are ways for
Catholic couples to separate, it is not simply as long as you have enough power and money and in
fluence that you can get an annulment. It was just as important for those misunderstandings to be
straightened out at that level.
"Finally, coming to the point of Christian moral decisions, leading up to the question of Christian
marriage, I think we need to recognize that Catholics and Methodists have quite often seemed to be
at an impasse not simply about particular moral decisions, but on the grounds on which moral deci
sions are to be made. Because by and large Catholics have a view which is based on natural law
which says 'God has created things in such a way that there are reasonable irrationals and if we use
our reason, then we will be able to identify what is right and what is wrong'. People who stand in the
Reformed tradition have not been able to accept that if they have taken seriously the Reform doctrine
of evil which says that evil so attacks us that it affects our reason so that we cannot know what is the
best for us and what God wills. Now the contribution of Wesley at this point � the doctrine of the
Holy Spirit � is that he has enabled us to take seriously the way in which evil attacks us, affects the
way in which we are able to reason and think, so he is able to affirm along with Augustine, Luther
and Calvin and the rest of the Reformers that in our natural state we cannot discern the will of God,
but he is able also to affirm that because of the grace of God, our eyes are lightened but none of us is
simply in a state of nature. We have been redeemed and one of the implications of our redemption is
that our eyes are opened and that we receive the gift of conscience that enables us to discern what is
right and what is wrong. And that is important not simply between Roman Catholics and Methodists
but for the whole of the Christian tradition."
Joe Harding (UM, USA) called attention to page 7, paragraph 20 commended the group for in
cluding this. His question related to difficulty in the church � people from para-church organizations
and structures that are part of our church, having received their teaching about the Holy Spirit claim
that the Spirit speaks to them. The sentence appropriately recognizes that the Spirit's work is not
easily distinguished from the action of a free human being through whom he works � not all human
works are works of the Spirit. Guided by the Spirit's gift of discernment, we must develop criteria to
distinguish those that are. Do you have some help regarding the criteria or do you reference the "fruit
of the spirit" as mentioned in Galatians 5:22-23. What criteria can help us distinguish that which is
truly of the spirit and that which is not?
Raymond George (England) responded to this saying that the passage on the fruit of the spirit is
meant to indicate the criteria. The growth of the charismatic movement, of course, is a matter of con
cern to us all and we all have charismata, the gifts of the spirit, the power to preach, the power to
pray, the power to play the organ and worship � all contribute to the glory of God � all are His
charisma. There are special ones, tongues, healing, associated with the charismatic movement.
Some have these and others haven't and it is of the utmost importance that each party should love
and respect the other and neither party should regard the other as a second class citizen � either
because they have what seem to be eccentric gifts or because they haven't. The discernment is a
delicate matter, and I think the passage about the fruit of the spirit is indeed as the question has sug
gested the best account you can give of the criteria.
Joseph Archibald (British West Indies) referred to paragraph 36. In that paragraph, it refers to the
terms "infallability, universal and immediate jurisdiction", one speaks of fuller understanding and at
the bottom of it a basis for increased understanding and convergence. Do Methodists believe or
could the panel of Methodists have believed there will ever be any acceptance or agreement with
those terms quite apart from "not feeling comfortable with them"? Could they ever agree � or do
they anticipate we will ever accept those terms and another question, how do we begin to put this
amazing and astounding paragraph to the grassroots of the Methodist people around the world?
Albert Ouder (UM, USA) replied that the practical prospects of agreement on this point are very
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nearly zero and yet the question remains "Is the Christian community one, or is it irreparably and ir
reconcilably divided, and if it is one, does it have any sign and agency of unity?" Is there any way to
have a community without having some sign or agency of community? Historically the Papacy has
been a stone of stumbling, the synagogue of Satan, etc. We know that and so do the Roman
Catholics. On the other hand, the Papacy is a sign and agency of unity which is some ways of con
ceivable reconstitution in an unpredictable future presided over by the Holy Spirit more nearly than
our own political and ecclesiasial prognostications. The Papacy could quite conceivably become the
sign and agency of a community of persuasion and consensus and of grace and Methodists might as
well get accustomed to thinking the unthinkable in terms somewhat such as these.
Andre Pieters (Belgium) raised a question regarding the sacrament and character of marriage.
"We as protestants have had many reasons to break away with the old seven sacraments maintaining
only baptism and communion. 1 am not going to get into all the reasons why this difference happen
ed in the 16th Century, but one of the reasons very surely was that sacraments and anything that had
to do with sacramental nature were signs destined to the whole people of God leaving no one out.
By baptism one is introduced into the fellowship of the church and communion is the food for the
way as long as we travel on earth. But what about marriage? If marriage is considered sacramental,
then what about God dealing with people who are not married? Is then God's gracious dealing with
all his children not again diversified not to say preferential and surely not to say biased?"
Bishop Cannon invited Dr. James Cone to respond. Dr. Cone deferred to Cannon.
William Cannon: "Protestants did not accept the other sacraments because, in their minds, these
sacraments had not been instituted by Jesus Christ himself. He did institute baptism though He never
himself baptized. He did institute the Lord's Supper. Historically that is the answer. Concerning the
matter of marriage, in Roman Catholicism two sacraments are generally mutually excluded � the
sacraments of ordination and the sacrament of marriage, but not always because widowers can be
ordained priests. For example, Cardinal Manning, the great foe of Cardinal Newman. Because
something is not a sacrament does not in itself mean that the person who has not taken advantage of
it is excluded from means of grace because there are the other sacraments that the person par
ticipates in and there are many means of grace. St. Augustine didn't stop with seven sacraments.
Anything that improved the spiritual life was sacramental to him, and Wesley of course deals with the
means of grace and emphasizes those means of grace and includes sacraments among them. (He
commented that he hopes he is not excluded from anything that is beneficial spiritually) .
Dr. Greet gave an observer the opportunity to ask a question.
George Wan (Republic of Singapore) thanked the chairman for the privilege of speaking and
questioned the value of tradition, experience and reason. He observed that different groups em
phasize different aspects of the Christian experience � one group stresses tradition and another
group, experience. The danger is that the theologies of these groups would be based on either ex
perience or tradition. He called attention to the group the words of St. Paul who spoke against tradi
tion and referred to Mark 7:1 which he read to the group.
Raymond George responded to Mr. Wan by quoting from paragraph 43. People sometimes talk
about scripture, reason, experience, tradition as if these things were all on a level and they all
deserve serious consideration and that is why this was put together in the sentence. But they aren't
lumped together in the sentence. Scripture is put first � the normative authority is scripture.
Bishop Cannon thanked the panel seated on the platform and asked that the Council adopt the
report and refer it to the member churches for appropriate action and study. Greet suggested that
this reference for study be the first point.
XXIII. RESOLUTION ON ROMAN CATHOLIC DIALOGUE
The Ecumenical Committee of the Wodd Methodist Council proposes:
1. To commend the document for study to the churches and prepare proper
materials for it.
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2. The Council, believing its member churches are part of the one holy catholic and
apostolic church, commits itself afresh to seeking full fellowship with all other parts of
the church, including the Roman Catholic Church, as a normal expression of Christian
life and witness.
3. The World Methodist Council therefore renews the mandate for dialogue with
the Roman Catholic Church in the hope:
(a) that further discussion may eventually lead to the mutual recognition of
ministers and to full sharing in the Holy Communion.
(b) that the reconciliation of remaining diversities may make possible a more ef
fective common witness.
4. Further, the Council authorizes the establishment of a five-member Methodist
team to meet at least four times with a similarly appointed Roman Catholic team over
the period of 1981-86 to pursue these goals, to publish intermediate results, and to
bring a substantial Joint Commission report to the 1986 World Methodist Council and
Conference.
Marta Burke asked to be recognized when part 4 was acted upon.
Donald Henry (West Indies) inquired about the correction the panel accepted from Dr. Stephens,
(paragraph 19, "baptism which is celebrated within the believing community is an outward sign".)
Greet asked if it is proper to amend a report and he and Bishop Cannon agreed that they did not
think so. It is appropriate to add any critical comments we might wish. If Mr. Henry wishes to press
the point he is making I think it should be in the form of an amendment or an addendum to the mo
tion to adopt.
Dr. Henry was asked to put the motion in precise wording and this was seconded and by second
ing adding "with the aid of which he thinks is theologically much sounder than "with the light of.
Leonard Slutz (UM, USA) moved to amend by saying that we accept the report and generally ap
prove it.
Greet returned to the motion to adopt.
Dr. Henry read his motion "The Council expresses its opinion that baptism might more satisfactori
ly be stated to be an outward sign and means both of grace and of faith rather than the outward sign.
This relates to paragraph 19.
This is an amendment by way of addendum to the motion to adopt and refer to the churches for
study.
The amendment was put, it was VOTED and CARRIED and became a substantive motion.
Leonard Slutz moved to amend the motion to provide that we accept, generally approve and refer
to the churches for study the report that is before us.
This was seconded.
The amendment was put, VOTED and CARRIED, becoming a substantive motion.
This was VOTED and APPROVED.
The other resolutions, 2, 3, 4, were put.
Resolution 2 was VOTED and CARRIED.
Resolution 3 was VOTED and CARRIED.
Resolution four came to the floor.
Marta Burke (UM, USA) made an amendment to point 4.
After the statement, "The Council authorizes the establishment of a five-member Methodist team,"
she moved to insert "to include at least one woman and one non-white member".
This motion was seconded.
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Leonard Slutz gave notice of further amendment by striking the term "a five-member" team,
without prescribing the number. One of his reasons is what Miss Burke has brought to the attention of
the group. Slutz also suggested in addition to "'one woman and one non-white" to include "one lay
person".
Greet returned to Miss Burke's amendment.
Raymond George suggested that this would be best left to the Nominating Committee. He pointed
out the difficulty of meeting this quota "one woman, one non-white, one lay," etc. He pointed out
that one non-white person was on the team, Kwesi Dickson, and on occasion he was replaced by
Prof. Cone.
Ellen Brubaker (UM, USA) said apparently the makeup of the commission had been left to the
Nominating Committee. She said a wholistic theology cannot be done in this day and age without
the inclusion of ethnic people and women; that perhaps this sort of mandate would offer to this
dialogue what 1 often hear our Roman Catholic brothers and sisters asking for � that we bring our
unique gifts to the dialogue and that kind of inclusive wholeness in theologizing is a gift we must
bring.
Bishop Ruben Speaks (AMEZ) asked if we were limited to five members.
Msgr. Purdy urged that competence be the first criteria, and he noted the considerable
absenteeism that has resulted in the past if persons are appointed for other reasons.
Cathie Kelsey (UM, USA) asked if we are past the point where only five persons are competent
and thinks we could find a woman and a person who is non-white.
(Two persons of color were involved in the 1977-81 Methodist team. Neither participated in the
1981 session, and consequendy did not appear in the photograph on the cover of the report �
Editod .
Norman Young (Australia) responded that he was a minority representative, pointing out that he
was neither British nor American.
A motion was put that the vote be now taken.
It was VOTED and CARRIED "to include at least one woman and one non-white."
Leonard Slutz (UM, USA) was asked to present his motion and this was "simply to strike the two
words five-member" so it would read the establishment of a "Methodist team" without specifying the
number. Slutz spoke in favor of using competent women because the dialogues have been dealing
with marriage, the home and the family. He feels there may be a problem in continuity. He also
reiterated the contribution a layperson could make in the dialogues especially in putting the reports in
form that would be understandable and significant to all the church. He thinks we should leave
whomever is appointing the team the flexibility to select the best possible team.
This was seconded.
The Slutz amendment was VOTED and APPROVED.
Peter Stephens (England) asked for clarification and was told this means that there is one woman
and one non-white. Greet explained that this did not necessarily mean two persons (ex. a woman
who is a non-white).
A vote was taken on the twice-amended resolution and the resolution was APPROVED.
XXIV. INTERIM REPORT: DIALOGUE BETWEEN
THE LUTHERAN WORLD FEDERATION AND THE WMC
Bishop Cannon was then invited to present the Lutheran report (See Appendix XI.) He asked that
Dr. Cad Mau, Lutheran Wodd Federation, Dr. Thomas Langford, and Bishop Paulo Ayres Mattos
(members of the Joint Commission present in Hawaii) to come to the pladorm.
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Bishop Cannon: "This report is an interim report, the progress report, and of necessity is briefer
than the other. There have been three meetings between the Lutheran World Federation and the
World Methodist Council. The theme is "The Church, Community of Grace"; there are five sub
topics: Biblical Authority and the Authenticity of the Church; The Gospel of Grace; The Holy Spirit
in the Church; The Sacraments; and The Mission of the Church in the Wodd Today. The purpose of
the dialogue is to understand our two denominations in their similarities and also in their differences.
Lutheranism and Methodism are both legitimate parts of Christendom and must stand together in
witness and service. Thirdly, to seek ways of achieving fellowship in word and sacrament. Fourthly,
to provide theological support for cooperation and unity between Methodists and Lutherans at the
local level. We ought to do what we can together and never be in competition one with another.
"We met in Georgia at Epworth-By-The-Sea, the Methodist retreat center, and established our
purpose and set out these objectives. Since then we have had two meetings, one in the heart of
Luther's land in Saxony in the German Democratic Republic, a fascinating time together there in the
dead of winter. The Methodists preached in Lutheran churches and the Lutherans preached in
Methodist churches. We had a great ecumenical gathering of over a thousand people in the largest
Lutheran church in the German Democratic Republic and under the guidance and direction of the
state clergy of Lutheranism, 1 guess they are not state clergy now, but the Lutherans are the vast ma
jority in East Germany. The sermon was preached by Bishop Haertel of our own Methodist connec
tion. United Methodist Church.
"At that meeting we dealt with scripture as the foundation for theology and scripture to be inter
preted in the light of the ancient creeds. The Apostle's Creed, The Nicean Creed, the Athanasian
Creed. But we saw immediately differences of opinion as regards the use of reason and experience
in theological teaching, and it took that week to establish fellowship and understanding one with
another in order to go forward in our theological explorations.
"The next meeting was in Methodist territory at Wesley's own New Room in Bristol. And there we
dealt with the doctrine of Experience and where experience, leads us in theological formulation. In
those conversations we saw experience not as providing the substance of theology, but rather as a
means, that is, our perception and a certain sense of assurance and reality in our theological beliefs.
We saw there the difference in the personal experiences, for example, of Luther himself and Wesley.
In temperament the two men were so different and their temperament and their personal ex
periences colored to a degree their theological understanding. Even back at Dresden we had come to
the conclusion that historical setting or sociological environment contributes to a degree to
hermeneutical understanding. For example, problems that might be severe in one region would be
overlooked in another. That's why liberation theology is so important in South America and among
minority peoples in North America but is not as crucial to the majority peoples of Europe and the
United States.
We dealt with the doctrine of salvation. Lutheranism emphasizes justification and sees it in terms of
faith and absolute dependence on the grace of God, so that God's grace can like a garment cover the
leprosy of our sin; and people who are Christian, or trying to be Christian, always live from day to
day under the sense of the need of forgiveness of sin. There is just not the appreciation and
understanding of Christian perfection among the Lutherans that there is among the Methodists. We
recognize that difference, and further explorations must be made in that field of endeavor.
Bishop Cannon expressed appreciation for the Interim Report drawn together by Dr. Charles
Brockwell (distributed to all delegates) and invited Dr. Cad Mau to speak on ecumenical work in the
Lutheran World Federation.
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Dr. Carl Mau
Dr. Carl Mau thanked the chair and Bishop Cannon. He said that for the Lutheran World Federa
tion these dialogues have a most high priority as one of their major activities. "We have been involv
ed in bilateral dialogues with the Roman Catholics, with the Anglicans, Reformed, now with the
Methodists and we begin with Baptists, Pentecostals and at the end of next month we begin our for
mal dialogue with the Orthodox. We therefore believe that this is an important development within
the whole ecumenical movement. It enables us not just to settle doctrinal differences that occur most
likely indeed to quite an extent in Europe in the past, but it enables us to know each other, to draw
closer to each other and to engage together in mission and work for the unity of the church. I say
again this is a matter of high priority for us and we are especially grateful for the dialogues as they
have begun with the World Methodist Council. We have indeed discovered as the report shows,
some of the problems that might exist between us, akhough I think it is the overwhelming view of
those of us who have been engaged in this that we are much closer to each other than we have been
showing or manifesting in recent years. If I may allow myself this personal opinion here, I do believe
that at the end of this dialogue we will be able to take some concrete steps in drawing much closer to
each other. I would hope that we would have the stance over against each of real sister churches,
recognizing each other's ministries and being in the closest possible community or fellowship with
each other. I could, having listened to the recent discussion on your other dialogue, suggest that our
experience is indeed that it is important for all major segments of the church to be represented in the
dialogue and therefore for you to give your officers or your appropriate bodies flexibility in appoint
ing your commission. Our experience is that we try to have one person from each continent in these
dialogues so that they might be truly international. Also we allow the freedom to invite special con
sultants in order that the kind of competence that a particular phase of the dialogue requires might be
achieved. We are happy to say that in this particular dialogue we have two women on our team and
one of the women has served as chairperson of the dialogue with the Methodists and we are happy
about that. We are taking steps in our other dialogues to assure a broad representation. We are
grateful for this dialogue and we are grateful to be here."
Discussion
Reginald Kissack (Isle of Man) said that "We must feel that we are living in a completely different
ecumenical situation than the mood in which many of these conversations that we have discussed to
day has happened. As he rightly said, we still move within the paradines of our western world with its
European tradition centered on faith and order, whereas he speaks of an ecumenical tradition which
should be centered on activism and on social justice. He speaks of the gathering together of the
forces of Africa and Asia theologically to talk about their own Christology. Now if this is true, I think
we've got to enlarge the whole of our thinking about how we are to unite Christian people. At the
very worst if such currents go awry we may find that when we have solved the east and west schism
we may have a north and south schism. And I simply want to alert our Methodist Council to the im
portance of this particular moment, and to say that I hope we will encourage these discussions be
tween the theologians of the north and the theologians of the new developing southern world in the
future and take every opportunity to listen and to come to a new understanding and to seek a wider
and more complete ecumenism in the quinquennium that is to come."
Bishop Cannon concluded the report with the recommendation that the conversations with the
Lutheran Wodd Federation be continued and that we accept the same provisions for those conversa
tions as were adopted by the body for the conversations with the Roman Catholics.
This was moved and seconded.
VOTED and CARRIED.
Bishop Cannon subsequendy gave a word of clarification concerning the action taken regarding
conversations with the Lutherans. The report on those conversations was a progress report. These
conversations are in progress and must be brought to completion under the commitments and condi-
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tions set at the time. But if and when they are reestablished the new guidelines will apply as adopted
yesterday.
XXV- CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE
Dr. Greet called attention to his previous notice concerning the change in the constitution of the
World Methodist Council (Article 8, page 17) and the effect of it is to eliminate the office of second
vice-chairperson and discontinue the office of assistant treasurer. The motion was made to approve
and this was seconded by Bishop W.M. Smith (AMEZ, USA).
Pat Hammer (UM, USA) suggested we might be more inclusive in our terminology and say
"chairperson" instead of a "chairman".
Dr. Greet observed that this was really a change of wording in the constitution, but that we might
take this suggestion as an "updating of our nomenclature" � a textual matter.
The group AGREED by consensus that in the reprint of the constitution that this change be made.
The group then VOTED and APPROVED the change in the constitution.
XXVI. NOMINATING COMMITTEE REPORT
General Officers
Dr. Greet presented the list of names of those nominated for General Officers:
CHAIRPERSON, WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Bishop William R. Cannon
VICE-CHAIRPERSON, WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Rev. Lawi Imathiu
WORLD TREASURER, WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
Mr. John R. Harper
GENERAL SECRETARY, WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
Dr. Joe Hale
SECRETARY, GENEVA OFFICE, WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
Mr. Frank Northam
The slate was moved and seconded and it was
VOTED to elect the general officers.
Dr. William K. Quick gave details of the march to the Waikiki Shell.
Quick said that the gavel that is in the hands of our Council Chairman is linked to the late
Washington Duke. The great university in Durham, NC bears the name of the Duke family and the
Duke Endowment gives millions of dollars every year to a number of Methodist causes primarily in
North and South Carolina of the U.S. Churches, and retired pastors, Brother Duke referred to them
as worn out Methodist preachers, to higher education and child care, etc. Duke was converted in a
crossroads village in which the Methodist church dates itself even prior to the circuit riders and
Asbury but Dr. Greet has the gavel that has been made by a retired teacher and long time Methodist
lay person Mr. C.M. Allen who has crafted that gavel from the giant oak on that site where Mr. Duke
was converted and had his heart strangely warmed at those altar fires lit by Methodist circuit riders
and who himself would say all that he was and became he owed to God and to his father and to the
Methodist preachers. The Aliens are representative of the steding leadership given across this globe
in tiny rural churches and crossroads villages which is the strength of our Methodism and we pause to
give thanks for him and for this reminder and for this link to our heritage of a man alive a hundred
years ago when we first met.
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Dr. Greet expressed the appreciation of the Council for the gift.
After announcements, the afternoon session was adjourned.
World Methodist Council
FRIDAY, JULY 24
Session V
Dr. Greet announced that Mrs. Lillie Frances Arnold, a delegate from Atlanta, Georgia, who had
attended the Women's Conference, had died in a hospital in Honolulu. He asked the Conference to
pause to pray for her family, and led in prayer.
XXVIL MISCELLANEOUS COUNCIL DISCUSSION
Dr. Greet, gave the opportunity for Council members to raise any questions that they may have
about the totality of the Council's business as reflected in the proceedings thus far.
Bishop Charles Golden expressed concern about our references to oneness and yet our references
also to third world. He pointed out that the church is not always where the country is in expressing
the extent of development.
Dr. Greet then gave opportunity for more discussion on the term "third wodd",
"underdeveloped", etc.
His Preeminence Bolaji (Nigeria) remarked that it was wrong to speak of any part of God's wodd
as "third wodd". "We do not hear anything about the first world or second world, we hear only about
the third wodd. If we only see God's world as one wodd and the people of God as one people, this
will be a help to us. If you are exposed to a ragged, jagged, broken world, all time, if your mind is on
this, then naturally the outcome of your thinking will be going along that way. It has been said that
the mind of man is like a picture gallery and the issues of life will be in accordance with the kind of
picture you have hanging upon the walls of your mind. It is in the same way that St. Paul says,
'Whatever things are pure, whatever things are honorable' and all this counts as among your assets.
Be positive in your thinking. I have said again and again that it is wrong to speak of the third world. If
you mention that area of the world, use a good and accepted term. If we speak of the first world, sec
ond world, we will be wrong anyway, there is only God's world and only one people of God and un
til we see creation as the totality and the whole ends to which creation is pending, the liberation of
not only nature but also of the sons of God to the glory of God, we shall not be getting anywhere. I
think we must drop the terminology especially in the church 'the third world'."
Greet said that this was not a resolution or motion but because of the discussion that in our own
speaking and committee reports we shall bear in mind that the kind of terminology that some of us
use may be offensive to others, and in any case is inaccurate within the framework of the kind of
theology of unity that has informed all our discussions in the Council. He expressed appreciation to
both church leaders who have raised this question with us.
Willie Clay (UM, USA) raised a question about the program for the youth as it related to the Con
ference in England. Many persons are raising the question as to the amount of emphasis we place
upon the youth and how important it is in our life and in the church that we kind of place it as a
"postscript" to the Conference, but would rather see it as an integral part of the emphases of the
Conference and the subsequent Conferences. He hopes this could be done rather than as the
"postscript" as we seem to be doing now.
Dr. Greet suggested this point be raised with the chairman of the Youth Committee so the commit
tee itself can consider it and if necessary bring some resolution about it.
Taylor Thompson (AME, USA) youth Presidium member, spoke saying that the youth meeting
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prior to the Conference was attended by youth from around the world. He thanked Mr. Clay for his
support of youth work and spoke of his appreciation for youth being Conference members and pres
ent leaders. He spoke of the youth workshop dealing with various aspects of youth work which
would take place during the Conference. He also noted that youth would be participating in other
workshops as well. He supported the speaker who asked that the youth be given a greater role
wherever possible in order that youth may know the full working of the World Methodist Con
ference, that youth is a part of it at every level and he noted that the youth have made advances but
there is a great deal yet to do. He expressed thanks for what the Conference has done to encourage
youth work and expressed thanks especially to Dr. Greet and to members of the Conference.
Dr. Maxie Dunnam (UM, USA) added that the Program Committee worked with the youth in
planning the preceeding Conference and also in their being a part of the World Methodist Con
ference. He announced that on Sunday afternoon there would be a "youth event" in which youth
who attended the Youth Conference the week before would be sharing some of their experiences in
that Conference.
Bishop Roy C. Nichols (UM, USA) (who had waited to see if some of the youth members would
respond) also said that he hopes the World Methodist Council can provide more funds and support
for the youth work.
A comment referring to the liberation and theology discussions � especially in regard to black
theology � expressed the need to find ways to listen together to the implications of black theology
and that, "We need conversations within the ethnic sections of Methodism which we hope will lead
to greater understanding. This would bring a sense of unity and a greater understanding."
Rev. Sidney Callaghan (Ireland) said there has been a great deal of talk in this Conference, and in
general across the year about the poor and he thinks it sometimes has "smacked a little bit of
patronage" and sometimes it has been talked about in an academic sort of way. It is very easy to fall
into that trap. "But I cannot but be aware that we are doing it in very affluent surroundings, and I
recognize that there are very great difficulties in mounting Conferences such as this. I am totally
aware of the reasoning and logic and all the hard work that goes into the preparation for it, but I
would be dishonest in my own conscience and failing to reflect the feelings of a great many ordinary
Methodists who are not here, who could never afford to be here, who could never afford to be at any
Wodd Methodist Conference, even though they might wish to be if one didn't make the plea for a
much more simple lifestyle in the holding of some of our international gatherings.
"A short while ago some of us met in what might be called Satellite Conferences on the campus of
a university. We were adequately looked after, well cared for, much more simple lifestyle, much less
cosdy, and I would lovingly simply share this concern that we have a consistency of action along with
a consistency of words. In thinking about the future and in planning for the future, to ask us whether
we need to do it on quite this affluent scale."
Dr. Greet replied that the major argument is that very few places provide adequate facilities for a
meeting of this size. He also pointed out that in smaller meetings like the Executive Committee and
Officers meetings, they have been able to meet in very inexpensive settings. "The larger the gather
ing, the more difficult it is to observe the kind of simplicity to which Mr. Callaghan referred in a
speech which I know will have rung a bell in every heart in this hall." He also said that the meal
tonight will be the largest number of people the hotel has ever served at a banquet of this sort.
Chades Wilcock (England) rose to thank Mr. Callaghan for his observations, and also he thanked
Joe Hale for his report. He pointed out that during Hale's report it became obvious that "We have
been concentrating apparently over the past five years on raising memorials of one sort or another to
John Wesley. I am a Methodist and I recognize the importance and value of our tradition and of our
heritage. But I think it's worth noting that these memorials, although valuable, have a very local af
fect and I wonder if John Wesley himself would have been happy to see us spending so much time
and so much energy and so much money in the affluent areas of our wodd when this Conference
and this Council are so concerned with the problems which we are seeing in our foreign nations, in
our more oppressed nations. I would simply like to bring your attention to this sort of matter."
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XXVIII. PRAYER FOR PEACE
Dr. Greet (at the noon hour) drew the attention of the Council to a "Prayer for Peace" which he
read and gave details for securing. This is to be launched at the great inter-faith gathering at
Westminster Abbey in London on August 6, Hiroshima Day.
Prayer for Peace
Lead me from death to life,
from falsehood to truth
Lead me from despair to hope,
from fear to trust
Lead me from hate to love,
from war to peace
Let peace fill our heart,
our world, our universe.
XXIX. WMC/ORTHODOX DISCUSSIONS
Bishop William R. Cannon (UM, USA) brought a resolution regarding the discussions between the
World Methodist Council and the Orthodox Church:
"We propose at a time mutually agreed upon by the Orthodox and us the establishment of
bilaterals between the World Methodist Council and the Orthodox under similar conditions and ar
rangements set by the World Methodist Council with the Roman Catholics.
"We make this proposal for the adoption of the Council." This was seconded.
The Council VOTED and gave ASSENT.
George Wan (Singapore) commented "In the past few days we have been subjected to a lot of
speeches and many of them very aggressive and militant on the subject of liberation theology and
areas related to it. I am not against liberation theology. I think it has a message for us. What I fear is
the glorification of the poor. The Bible says "all have sinned and come short of the glory of God'. I
think if we want to dwell on this subject we should try to find options. A very good suggestion was
brought earlier � a more simple lifestyle for us Christians. I think many of us if we are honest, would
put ourselves among the rich rather than the poor. What appalled me at a Conference I recently at
tended was that many who spoke were not aware that they were numbered among the rich. I hope
we do not make that same mistake here. The sinner is not the rich nor the poor, but the sinner is the
one who rejects the will of God and does his own will and all of us, rich or poor, are in that danger."
Mr. Wan also spoke on the "Prayer for Peace". "It is by a non-Christian, an Indian. .In that
prayer there is no address to God or our Father, it does not end 'in Jesus' name'." He did not object
to the prayer but suggested that we think through this carefully as Christians before circulating the
prayer.
Dr. Greet responded "If we are going to invite Christians, Muslims and Jews and those of other
faiths to pray, and this is what we are doing, then the prayer must be of the kind that 1 have indicated
� Christians may add anything they like to the beginning and end of the prayer. The great virtue of
this prayer is that men and women of faith the wodd over � that is to say, who believe in the super
natural, who believe in the response to the divine, however understood, can pray this prayer and 1
hope for a very wide circulation among Christians and among members of every other kind of faith
throughout the world."
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XXX. PRESENTATION OF BIOGRAPHY TO ALAN WALKER
Dr. Chester Custer (UM, USA) was invited to make a special presentation to Dr. Alan Walker. "It
seems only a short time ago that Discipleship Resources, the program publishing unit for the Board
of Discipleship of the United Methodist Church in the U.S., received a manuscript written by Harold
Henderson of Australia. This was the biography of Alan Walker. Every one of us here knows of Alan
Walker, many have heard him preach, many have sat under the influence of his teaching and have
been perceptive of his leadership and his dedication in the role of building a Christian community
and world peace. It is therefore with great pleasure that we have here at this conference the launch
ing of his biography by Harold Henderson entitled "Reach for the World, the A/an Walker Story"
Harold Henderson is on his way to the conference now and will be here this afternoon at which time
Dr. Walker and he will be in the Cokesbury Book Room to autograph copies of the book � a book
that you will want to take home with you.
"Dr. Walker, you have many titles. It would not be your desire to have them enumerated here.
We hailyou and address you by the name affirmed at your baptism � Alan Walker � reach for the
world � servant of Jesus Christ! It is with pleasure that on behalf of Discipleship Resources I present
to you this volume of your book."
Alan Walker (Australia) responded that he was overwhelmed. "When Harold Henderson came to
me seven years ago and asked whether I would cooperate in what he had in mind, I was staggered
and yet agreed, and so it has happened and I just can't believe it. Coming over on the plane 1 saw a
film called 'Ordinary People' and I'm just an ordinary Methodist minister if there is such a thing as an
ordinary Methodist minister and I know the story is just like the struggle that goes on in the parsonage
of most of our 85,000 Methodist ministers around the world and it has no value other than just that
common sort of story. 1 am thankful to Harold who has worked so wonderfully, but I would like here
to thank Dr. Sangster, strangely enough, for it was in 1938 that he said to me, 'Alan, you keep a
record of ideas and experiences and make sure you keep it'. 1 took the plunge and allowed Harold
Henderson to see that intimate record and journal and he has been very faithful. So I thank Dr.
Sangster for perhaps having something to do with this moment." He then thanked Custer for the
book and for his interest in the project.
Dr. Custer then presented a copy of the book to Dr. Greet.
Maxie Dunnam made the announcements.
Dr. Chambers then presented to Dr. Greet a set of the tapes of the Conference, a photo of
himself, and a copy of a newspaper story on the Conference.
The Conference was adjourned for lunch.
World Methodist Council
JULY 25, 1981
Session VI
After a hymn, a devotional period based on Acts 4 was led by Dr. J.D. Abbott, General
Superintendent of The Wesleyan Church.
XXXI. REPORT OF THE EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Dr. Greet asked for the World Methodist Council Exchange Program report and called on Dr.
Stanley Leyland, Chairman of the Exchange Committee to report. Dr. Leyland spoke of the pro-
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gram in general and its history. He expressed his thanks to Mrs. Edna Alsdurf, Director of the Wodd
Exchange Program, for her work in the ministerial exchanges and invited her to report.
Mrs. Alsdurf presented the report which is found in Appendix XII.
Dr. Greet gave opportunity for questions or comment.
Bishop J. Clinton Hoggard (AMEZ, USA) inquired about how the Exchange Program would func
tion without a committee.
Dr. Joe Hale indicated the Exchange Program would be directly answerable to the Executive
Committee on which all member churches of the Council are represented.
Bishop T.S. Bangura (Sierra Leone) expressed concern that ministers from Africa seem to be left
out.
Dr. Leyland replied that no section is left out. Arrangement was made for an African minister to
exchange with a minister from the USA and it broke down on the African side. He assured him there
were no barriers to any minister being involved.
Dr. Kenneth Leese (England) commented on the increasing importance of medical advice being
provided for ministers who are not used to international travel.
The director was asked to describe how it is possible to apply for an exchange.
Mrs. Alsdurf answered that the program is open to all member churches of the Council and it is up
to the Council to inform member churches concerning application. One problem has been the lack of
financial assistance to underwrite travel, but it is hoped some limited grants may be made available.
A descriptive brochure on the Exchange Program will be mailed to members of the Council.
Bishop Charles F. Golden (USA) supported the aim that any barriers that exist hindering participa
tion by all in the Exchange Program be examined and overcome.
Dr. Greet asked that this be referred to the officers to implement.
The Exchange Program Report was VOTED and ADOPTED.
Dr. Greet asked for the Nominating Committee report and Dr. Chades Parlin, acting chairman of
the Nominating Committee asked Joe Hale to present the report.
Dr. Hale in referring to the Executive Committee list noted a few gaps where member churches
had not yet filed their nominations, and indicated they would be forthcoming.
The following committees were VOTED and ELECTED:
XXXII. NOMINATING COMMITTEE REPORT
Ecumenical Committee
Bishop William M. Smith, Chairperson
Dr. Ira Gallaway, Vice-Chairperson
Bishop Franz Schaefer
Bishop Herman Sticher
Ms. Margarita Grassi
Bishop Abel Muzorewa
Bishop C.N. Fang
Dr. Maxie D. Dunnam
Prof. Raymond George
Bishop William R. Cannon
Dr. Joe Hale
Bishop John Madison Exum
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(Evangelism Continued)
Dr. Gaius Thibodeaux
Rev. Dallas Jenkins
Dr. Anzo Montgomery
Bishop Isaias Gutierrez
Rev. Andrew Losaba
Rev. Elia Peter
Bishop Paul Granadosin
Miss Tanya Martin
Dr. George Hunter
Rev. Sir Alan Walker
Bishop Edwin Boulton
Mr. Harry Young � Honorary Member
Rev. George Sails � Consultant
Dr. H. Eddie Fox � Consultant
Family Life Committee
Dr. James E. Doty, Chairperson
Rev. Philip E.M. Saunders, Vice-Chairperson
Dr. Orion N. Hutchinson, Jr., Secretary
Mrs. Amelita G. Cajiuat, Asst. Secretary
Mrs. L. Agnes Wharton, Treasurer
Mrs. Elviro Z. Aguayo
Mrs. Chooi-Heong Goh
Dr. T. Kenneth J. Leese
Rev. Paula N. Niukula
Mrs. Navamani Peter
Bishop Hermanus Sitorus
Mrs. Betty Stith
Mrs. Mai Gray
Mrs. Aracely Rocchietti
Mrs. Katheryn Brown
Mrs. Bester Bonner
(Family Life Continued)
Rev. Earl F. Barfoot
Dr. Taylor G. McConnell
Dr. Anne E. Wimberly
Rev. Carolyn Young
Bishop Tom Bangura
Mrs. Zulay Palomo
Mr. Walter Siering
Dr. David and Vera Mace � Consultants
Worship and Liturgy Committee
Dr. Geoffrey Wainwright, Chairperson
Bishop James Ault, Vice-Chairperson
Bishop Johana M. Mbogori
Bishop George Castro
Bishop Charles Foggie
Mrs. Sally Gallaway
Dr. Ronald C. Gibbins
Bishop D. Ward Nichols
Bishop Ole Borgen
Dr. Ellsworth Kalas
Dr. J.D. Abbott
Dr. Maurice Cherry
Dr. David Randolph, Secretary
Ms. Patti B. Russell
Bishop Earl H. Hunt, Jr.
Bishop Vinton Anderson
Primas Kimato
James Udy
Tony Chi
Richard Eslinger
D'Arcy Wood
Nilo Belotto
The following committees were referred back to the Nominating Committee for further work
before coming to a vote: Social and International Affairs, Youth Committee.
XXXIII. SATURDAY COUNCIL
Dr. Greet then went over the agenda and he asked the group's approval for limiting committee
reports to six minutes, using the next hour for the committee presentations, and at 11:00 a.m. turn
ing to some of the resolutions that have been prepared.
This was moved by Dr. Ira Gallaway (UM, USA) and seconded and AGREED by the Council.
Dr. Orion Hutchinson (UM, USA) asked clarification about how Council business would be han
dled on Monday since a Council session was not on the agenda.
Greet responded that on Council matters, he would simply ask Conference participants not to
vote.
XXXIV. YOUTH COMMITTEE REPORT
Dr. Greet asked Bishop Roy Nichols to speak and he asked Wendy Kilworth-Mason to come for
ward with the report. Bishop Nichols said he believes the young people he has been working with for
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the past five years represent a sample of the best young people on earth. He expressed appreciation
for the growing interest of this Council in encouraging the youth work because it is our future. He
recognized the members of the 1981-86 Youth Committee. He then asked all the youth who attend
ed the Youth Presidents Conference to stand and these were applauded.
Wendy Kilworth-Mason brought the Youth Committee report which appears in Appendix XIII.
Ms. Mason expressed the thanks of the Youth Executive Committee and the Youth Conference as
a whole to Bishop Roy Nichols "who had led us so well in the past five years."
Ms. Kilworth-Mason asked the Council to receive the report and was seconded by Miss Marta
Burke.
The Council VOTED and RECEIVED the report.
XXXV. PUBLISHING INTERESTS COMMITTEE
Dr. John Proctor was asked to give the Publishing Interests Report, which was oral.
"One of the major projects of the Publishing Interests Committee over the past three or four years
has been the updating of our World Directory. Our intent was to produce a comprehensive directory
including information about all Methodist-related organizations engaged in the preparation and
distribution of printed materials. We mailed questionnaires to fifty-six churches that are related to the
World Methodist Council. Forty-three of those churches replied, of this number thirty-seven are
engaged in the preparation and distribution of printed materials, and their names are included in the
updated directory. We are grateful to those who took time from busy schedules to provide the infor
mation to make this directory possible. We sincerely hope the directory will promote a unity of effort
among those engaged in the publishing work of our church, while helping us to recognize this poten
tial on the Christian world as well as the non-Christian world. You should have received copies of
this directory. If you did not, there are additional free copies in the Cokesbury store. If you represent
a denomination or church that is not represented in this directory and would like to have your name
added to the next updated list, if you will mail the information related to publishing activities, I will
see that that is done when sometime in the future we update this directory."
Dr. Greet expressed thanks and appreciation for the report and for the new directory.
XXXVI. EPWORTH OLD RECTORY REPORT
The Epworth Old Rectory Report was given by Peter Bolt. See Appendix XIV for report. Rev. Bolt
expressed thanks for the $14,000 contribution from America, and he noted that $22,000 had been
received from the World Fund for the quinquennium. Because of different accounting procedures
(one account is done on the calendar year and the other August to September) it is impossible for the
figures that John Harper gives to match the figures given by the Epworth Trustees. There is also the
problem of the fluctuating Pound. "The Epworth Old Rectory is, I think, the only building that is
owned by the World Methodist Council which appoints its managing trustees. It is therefore our very
important responsibility to look after the building. It came into our hands some twenty-seven years
ago and twenty- four years ago it was opened on behalf of the World Methodist Council, a very
gracious and beautiful Georgian old rectory, the home of the Wesleys � not the home in which
John was born, because that was burned down, but the one that was built in its place. It is lovingly
cared for by Richard and Betty Kendall and we would like to express our appreciation to them. We
have had it for twenty-seven years but the wind and the weather have been attacking it for a very
great longer period and as a result there is great deterioration of brick work, of wood work, and if I
say that British 18th Century plumbing leaves a lot to be desired, anyone who has been to the rectory
will know exactly what I mean. We have been struggling for some time to find enough money in
order to build a respectable toilet block as a part of the Old Rectory. In the report you will see that we
present budget figures. These are the estimate of the treasurer of the Old Rectory based on present
performance and he shows that we shall have an overall deficit (in Pounds) 18,336. This is a prob-
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lem that is not easy to solve. It is not a great deal of money but we ask two things and we hope that
this Council will recommend them. The first request is to the Finance Committee:
"We recommend a budget of $5,000 per year for this quinquennium. Last quinquennium we
received in all $22,000. $25,000 is not a very great advance on this but it will help our treasurer to
feel that he has that behind him.
"The second thing is to say that the money must be found and therefore we would like your per
mission because we are your servants to begin an appeal to raise enough money not only to deal
with problems like the toilet accommodations and the brick work but also to build up some reserves
for the future.
"We hope the Council will authorize us to go ahead with these things and also to go ahead with the
lease of the land, a part of the land which is at the rear to the Methodist Homes for the Aged Housing
Association. If we are able to do this it will then provide us with a faidy substantial capital sum and
that may solve a great deal of our difficulty. There is no possibility of that happening in the next year
or two because like other people in Britain, the Housing Association is short of funds and they are
waiting for the government to release money, but we hope that during the quinquennium this will
become a possibility.
This, then is our program for the quinquennium, to ask first for a budget of $5,000 per year, to ask
permission to launch an appeal to make sure that we can cover the remainder of the deficit and to
have permission to go ahead with the lease of the land." Bolt then submitted this for approval.
The Council VOTED and ADOPTED on the condition that this has been considered by the Ex
ecutive Committee.
XXXVII. WORLD METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The World Methodist Historical Society report was introduced by Bishop Ole Borgen who asked
Dr. John Ness to give the report. He spoke of the work of Dr. Ness and expressed to the Program
Committee on behalf of the Society their appreciation for being able to combine their quinquennial
meeting with the presentations in the afternoon meetings. It meant that they could share some of the
historical aspects with the Conference at large which he thinks is most fitting since this is a centennial
meeting.
Dr. Ness brought a written report which appears in Appendix XV. He called attention to the three
major emphases in the quinquennium. The first is in the area of publications. "We do issue a quarter
ly News Bulletin and we have published four books during the past quinquennium as well as the lec
tures of the 1976 meeting. The lectures which were given Wednesday and Friday afternoons will ap
pear one at a time in successive News Bulletins probably beginning with the next issue. This goes to
the membership. We are dependent upon paid membership and a small grant that we receive from a
foundation in Philadelphia. So far we have been able to be solvent with these aids. The lectures of
the conference that was held last summer has been published by the Australian Section and the
books are available for purchase. The tide is 'Dig or Die' and are basically studies dealing with the
Wesleys given by persons like Dr. Albert Outler, Dr. Frank Baker, and various scholars within the
Australian area.
"The second major emphasis that we have accomplished and are still working on, is a catalog of
Methodist manuscripts woddwide. Dr. Homer Calkin who is retired from the United States Depart
ment of State, has voluntarily taken on this assignment during the last quinquennium and will con
tinue during this next. He has at his own expense made two trips to the United Kingdom and
because of a grant that we were able to receive, he spent three months in the Far East and South
Pacific. He has already cataloged Methodist holdings within more than a thousand depositories of
the world. It is possible that there may be three or four thousand depositories that will need to be
listed for the completion of this catalog so he has a long way yet to go. Each depository will have with
fair explanation a listing of what is there for the scholars to know where some of the basic studies
especially within manuscript collections are being housed. He has had very fine cooperation in these
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trips so far and gave a report to our meeting yesterday which was most exciting.
"The third major emphasis is the Annual Regional Conference which is held somewhere in the
world. During the last five years we have had a Conference at Victoria University (Toronto) , at Birm
ingham University (United Kingdom) , at the United Methodist Seminary (East Germany) , at Wesley
College (Australia) and the last one at Southlands College (London) . Our hope is that other areas
where there is sufficient Methodist enthusiasm and interest within history may request the opportuni
ty of being sponsors of a Regional Conference. To study Methodism especially within the area but
with an interest that will encourage representatives to come from various countries of the area as well
as other parts of the world. We basically run between fifty and a hundred persons in these Regional
Conferences. It was out of that experience that this publication was prepared from the Conference in
Australia.
"The election yesterday resulted in the Rev. Glenn Lucas of the United Church of Canada (Direc
tor of Archives, Toronto) becoming the new president of the WMHS." Dr. Ness announced a
meeting of the WMHS on Monday.
Dr. Ness moved adoption of the report.
Rev. Reginald Kissack (Isle of Man) asked if any use is being made of microfilm and making
microfiche of these documents. If you do this you could duplicate them, multiply them so easily and
nearly every center where Methodist studies could be carried on in the world could have access to
them. It's not a very expensive process and if nothing is being done, he would like to urge that within
the next quinquennium the WMHS sees what progress could be made this way and what money
could be provided for making ultimately a total collection of Methodist manuscripts.
Dr. Ness explained that the catalog is not meant to gather in one place the information of the
depositories. It is to allow the scholars to know within a catalog where the various collections are and
what is housed there. "We have no funds to consider microfilming. Where pieces are on microfilm,
this should be noted in the catalog so scholars as well as other depositories may purchase copies of
these microfilms. We must depend on each depository at that point to microfilm their records, let us
know, and we then can circulate that information."
Mr. Kissack suggested that the Council urge persons who have these documents to put them on
microfilm.
The Council VOTED to ADOPT the report.
XXXVIII. OXFORD INSTITUTE OF METHODIST THEOLOGICAL
STUDIES
Rev. Brian Beck brought an oral report on plans for the forthcoming Oxford Institute. The next
meeting will be held in 1982 from July 26 to August 5 at Keble College, Oxford. The cost will be 200
English Pounds and the theme will be "The Future of the Methodist Theological Traditions". What
we propose to do is explore a certain number of areas where there is a possibility of creative develop
ment between the theology of John Wesley and the traditions which are derived from him, and com
mon areas of theological discussion. These include the question of salvation and justice, questions of
ecclesiology and the sacraments, our understanding of evangelism and mission, and some questions
about spirituality and faith development. There will be papers given and discussion on them, a series
of workshops in which we hope members of the Institute will be able to do further work together dur
ing the ten days they are in Oxford. The Institute is open to working scholars in these fields and to
ministers and lay members of the church as well. In addition to the one hundred theologians who will
actually attend, a new category of "Institute Associates" is proposed � that is theologians who would
receive information on the Institute, copies of some papers, and have the opportunity to offer work
of their own for discussion at the Institute. A membership fee will be paid by associates. Heads of
churches and seminaries may have already received a letter about this asking for names to be for
warded to us of suitable persons for the Institute. I shall be glad to hear of anybody else who might be
considered for membership or who would like to become an associate."
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The report was VOTED and ADOPTED.
XXXIX. RESOLUTIONS
Dr. Greet went over instructions for debating the resolutions. Dr. Leonard Slutz was invited to
speak representing the Resolutions Committee. He described the detailed and time-consuming work
of the committee indicating how the resolutions were received and the list compiled.
See page 241 for Resolutions as approved by the World Methodist Council.
Dr. Slutz reported the Resolutions Committee did suggest the order of priority as follows:
1. (Resolution 1) 1. Change of Constitution
2. (Resolution 2) II. Change of Constitution
3. (Resolution 9) Resolution on South Africa
4. (Resolution 11) Poverty and Resolution 17. Statement on Poverty and the North-South Debate
5. (Resolution 19) Resolution to Support Marketing Code
6. (Resolution 24) Recommendation on Disarmament and (Resolution 21) A Call To End the Arms
Race
7 (Resolution 4) Evangelism in the 80's and (Resolution 5) Resources for Evangelism
8. (Resolution 7) The> Status of Women and (Resolution 34) Status and Participation of Women
9. (Resolution 18) On the Central American Situation
10. (Resolution 15) Resolution on Racism
11. (Resolution 23) Resolution on the Middle East
12. (Resolution 6) Future Conferences
13. (Resolution 10) Resolution on Combatting Alcohol and Drug Abuse
14. (Resolution 29) A Nuclear Free Zone for the Pacific
15. (Resolution 14) Financial Assistance for Youth Members of Executive Committee
The Resolutions Committee recommended that if any resolutions are not considered because of
time limitations, these automatically be referred to the Executive Committee. (Appendix XIX.)
There was clarification regarding which items should be considered by the Conference and which
by the Council. It was proposed that in going through the list the chairperson should determine
which items should be held for Conference debate. Dr. Slutz also recommended that copies of
resolutions be sent to the appropriate bodies, and this to be left to the discretion of the secretary.
XL. Resolutions on Change of Constitution
The first two resolutions were Constitutional amendments and could not be considered im
mediately, because changes in the Constitution must first come before the Executive Committee. Dr.
Leonard Slutz (UM, USA) moved and it was VOTED to refer to the Executive Committee.
XLI. Resolutions on Evangelism
Greet called attention to Resolutions 4 and 5. It was noted that Resolution 3 was covered by 4 and
5.
RESOLUTION 3. EVANGELISM IN THE 80's
The Conference/Council resolves in the 80's there be a particular emphasis on prayer in
our churches.
That each local church be urged to develop the prayer life of the people.
That the first day of each new year be marked by programs such as prayer vigils, prayer
groups, intercessory prayer, family prayer and preaching and teachings on prayer. And
that prayer be emphasized throughout the fatal life and ministry of the church.
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RESOLUTION 4. EVANGELISM IN THE 80's
The Conference/Council resolves:
That the decade of the 80's be a time for emphasizing and strengthening the local church
as the basic means of world wide evangelism.
That the approximately 250,000 Methodist local congregations be called upon to commit
themselves to the task of making Christian disciples.
That denominational leaders be urged to call upon local churches in order to assist in this
task of making Christian disciples.
That each Pentecost day of the 1980s be celebrated in local churches as "Making Disciples
Sunday" as new disciples are received into the church.
RESOLUTION 5. RESOURCES FOR EVANGELISM
The Conference/Council Resolves
That new and expanded ways of sharing resources for evangelism in the World Family of
Methodist churches be encouraged and developed through the World Methodist Council.
That insights, discoveries, and experiences of the Christian faith be communicated
through persons, written video resources to the Methodist churches around the world.
That this sharing be in all directions, and that all sections of the church in all parts of the
world listen to one another in order to encourage one another for the good of all and for
the goal of making Christian disciples.
The group VOTED and AGREED to consider Resolutions 4 and 5 as one. There was no discus
sion so the group VOTED to ADOPT.
XLII. Resolutions on Status of Women
The Council next considered Resolutions 7 (The Status of Women) and 34 (Status and Participa
tion of Women), as one.
RESOLUTION 34. STATUS AND PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN
God created all humankind; God created us all, male and female, in God's image. In
recognizing that woman's voice is often not heard in policy making bodies of the church
and that women are discriminated against by the very language used in our churches and
by open rejection of their ministerial services by many of our congregations.
The World Methodist Conference resolves to work in both church and society for accep
tance of women on their own rights and qualifications; urges that leaders be more suppor
tive of women as they seek to serve in leadership positions and recommends that women
be given at least one third representation on all levels of church organization including the
World Methodist Council and its Executive Committee.
Mrs. Elizabeth Kissack (Isle of Man, President, World Federation of Methodist Women) spoke sup
porting Resolution 34 which came from the WFMW meeting. "We are aware that throughout our
world family, some churches in some countries give women quite a fair voice, but there are many
others where women have hardly any voice in the decision-making bodies of the church. Even those
churches that give them a voice, give them a voice at the lower levels of decision-making and we feel
that women need to be heard right through and up to the top level, especially in such things as
policy-making and finance, which actually often controls the policy of the church. So we come to
you as a world body asking you to accept that God created all humankind, that God created us all,
male and female, in God's image, and we ask you to recognize that women's voices are not often
heard in policy-making bodies of the church and that you do discriminate against women, even in
the language you use in churches, and often you do reject their ministerial services in many of the
congregations, and so we ask you as a World Methodist body to help us put this right. For that
reason I got up and spoke when I saw that committees of this body were showing a sexist bias. I bring
this resolution to you asking that each individual church will put it on their heart. I would like it pass
ed, because it is only when something is passed as a definite numerical third � a force that binds you
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that you can begin to see progress. If it is left as a vague and optimistic hope then you may be quite
sure that the next time a nominating committee comes they will say 'We can't manage it this time, but
next time'. So I asl< you to look at that 'at least one third' in the last line � I ask you to pass this so it
may be quoted in your church circles and in this Council's minutes.
Dr. Greet then recommended that Resolution 34 (Status and Participation of Women) be taken
separately.
John Barrett (England) asked for clarification about the part concerning "recommends that
women be given at least one- third representation on all levels of church organization, including the
World Methodist Council and its Executive Committee" It seems to him that we are in effect chang
ing the constitution and therefore this part of the resolution should be treated in the same way as
resolutions one and two. If the intention of the body bringing this resolution is to express concern that
women be given a better and more appropriate voice in the courts of the church, he wondered if
Mrs. Kissack would allow an amendation to this resolution � that "at least one third" be replaced by
"appropriate" That, it seems to him would be a resolution that we could pass now and would ex
press the spirit of what she is saying. If she is precise, we need to look at our procedure.
Dr. Greet expressed the opinion that he does not think it is competent for the Council to endorse
the final clause of this resolution. Any amendments to the Constitution must first be considered by
the Executive Committee and then the Council must have twenty-four hours' notice of the proposed
changes. He ruled from the chair that the final part of Resolution 34 is out of order.
Dr. Norman Young (Australia) pointed out a change in wording that the word "Conference" be
changed to "Council".
Dr. Greet accepted this change.
It was suggested that this resolution have attached to it the report of the Nominating Committee to
indicate how well we have followed the recommendation.
Dr. Peter Stephens (England) indicated the use of "sexist language" is not precise. "When I ad
dress God as 'father' I am not using in my judgment sexist language but the language of our Lord
himself. If the term sexist language' is understood, the language that is given to us in scripture and
particularly in the New Testament and in the address of our Lord to his father, then I do not regard
that as something that I seek to have changed." If what it means is that which tries to determine the
role of women in terms of men, then he would agree to pass the resolution. He is concerned that in
this resolution as well as some others, we use terms that are by no means clear and we use terms very
often that are not precise. He agrees that the place of women should be properly recognized in the
church.
Cathie Kelsey (UM, USA) asked if the WMC didn't pass two numerical goals in Dublin for par
ticipation both of women and youth.
Greet replied that unless recommendations are written into the constitution they are not man
datory. They tend to get overlooked. If they are written in, it is not something we may do, but must
do.
Mrs. Phoebe Lee (Hong Kong) spoke of the outstanding Family Life Consultation and applauded
the emphasis on men and women.
Dr. Ira Gallaway (UM, USA) asked how many member churches are members of the Council.
Dr. Greet responded "Sixty-three".
Dr. Gallaway then asked how many of those have one representative only.
Greet responded "Maybe forty".
Dr. Gallaway said there are approximately 100 members of the Executive Committee.
Greet responded that "There are approximately 130".
Dr. Gallaway made the point that we do not have the right to tell a member church whom they
may appoint to the Council or Conference. He also made the point that many of these churches
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send their leader, and that the leaders of these churches generally speaking are men. If we adopt
resolutions establishing quotas of thirty-three and one-third percent women, twenty percent youth,
etc., and if all the small churches (say forty churches that have membership on the committee) who
send males, then the other churches will be required to send all youth and women to this Con
ference.
Joe Hale pointed out that in writing member churches, a strong suggestion had been made for
delegations that included men, women, laypersons, clergy, youth. If they only have one slot, they
send the one person whom they feel will best represent their church � often the elected leader.
The point was made that quotas tend to limit rather than increase representation, and the sugges
tion was made that "one-third" be deleted.
Dr. Patrocinio Ocampo (Philippines) spoke in support of Callaway's point. If there are 63
members, those coming from small churches are represented by the heads of their churches, and not
one of the bishops or presidents would give in to a woman. For this reason the Wodd Federation of
Methodist Women is not fighting for this but are only appealing for supportive action of the Council.
Not on behalf of the Council only but please remember on local, the district, and Conference levels,
also. It is for this reason the group is appealing to the Council, to the bishops of the small churches, to
support women in all levels of the churches' life. This is not for the sake of placing women, but
women who are able and capable.
Doris Handy (UM, USA) asked if this could be referred through the process for a considered con
stitutional change?
Greet, referring to his response to John Barrett, indicated that in his judgment since the recom
mendation of this body is virtually a direction, the last part of the second paragraph is really out of
order. It could be put in order by making the recommendation that the Executive Committee be ask
ed to consider a rule whereby one-third of all committees are women.
John Barrett called attention to a move that was made to amend, to strike out "at least one third",
and he then seconded the motion.
Doris Handy asked for permission to present a substitute motion � that the resolution follow the
procedure for consideration for constitutional change � to be referred to the Executive.
Betty York (England) spoke regarding her experience in the WFMW meeting, and brought a plea
to appreciate the contribution of women to the Methodist Church around the world.
It was VOTED and AGREED to strike out "at least one third".
The vote was counted and results were 154 for and 138 against � the amendment carried, and
became part of the substantive motion.
The motion was put as amended.
It was VOTED and CARRIED.
Greet then moved to Resolution 7.
RESOLUTION 7. THE STATUS OF WOMEN
Whereas economic, educational, professional, social and religious opportunities have
been denied women on an equal basis, the Wodd Methodist Council/Conference
vigorously urges each member church to end these practices within the churches and
to see that all women are treated equally, and further that every effort be put forth to
end sexist language within the Christian context.
Ellen Brubaker (UM, USA) urged that clarification be given to the whole matter of language. She
stressed the need to encourage inclusive language both theological and practical in the wodd
Methodist movement.
The Resolution was VOTED and CARRIED.
Doris Handy referred to Resolution 34 and asked about having this referred to the Executive Com
mittee. This was moved and seconded.
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Dr. Greet pointed out that in its amended form it will not imply that any change in the Constitution
be considered.
It was VOTED and APPROVED to refer this to the Executive Committee.
XLIII. Resolution on Future Conferences
RESOLUTION 6. FUTURE CONFERENCES
We urge that continuing consideration be given to the possibility of a World Methodist
Conference being held in a Third World country, especially one in the Southern
Hemisphere.
Concern was expressed about the term being used "Third World"
Howard Souster (England) spoke in support of Resolution 6.
Joe Hale pointed out the 13th World Methodist Conference was originally planned for Singapore
and that the officers are open to suggestions.
This was VOTED and PASSED with the understanding that it be referred to the WMC Executive
Committee.
XLIV. Resolution on Financial Assistance for Youth
RESOLUTION 14. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR YOUTH MEMBERS OF
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Resolved that the youth members of the Executive Committee be given financial
assistance to attend meetings of the Committee and the Council should they be unable
to obtain such support from their own churches.
Roger Ireson (UM, USA) spoke again about the issue of "Third World" and pointed out that we
resolved in Council language not to use this term.
Taylor Thompson (AME, USA) moved to adopt Resolution 14, voiced his support and expressed
the hope that this would insure greater participation of youth throughout the world. He made the
point that many churches cannot afford to send youth to these meetings.
Joe Hale pointed out that there were four at-large youth members whose way is paid to Executive
Committee meetings and all are from developing countries.
Per Wallstedt (Sweden) moved that all Executive Committee meetings be paid for youth. During
the past quinquennium, for those youth whose churches could not pay their way, the Council paid
for one Executive Committee meeting and this Conference.
The Resolution was put.
It was VOTED.
Dr. Greet noted that most people were not voting.
Norman Young (Australia) said some people probably were not voting because they did not
understand the clout of the resolution. In listening to the last speaker it appeared as though he was
interpreting it to mean that financial assistance should be made available so that all youth members of
the Executive should be able to attend all meetings. If that is so, "I would want to know if the Council
is binding itself to what seems to be an impossible prescription"
Greet said that although we did take a vote it was an unsatisfactory vote. He then called on John
Harper, WMC treasurer, to comment on the resolution.
John Harper spoke saying that the Council during the past quinquennium has paid for all of the
youth delegates who were members of the Executive Committee. "We can spend all the money you
give us". He did say that he would presume that we will indeed try to bring the youth delegates who
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are members of the Executive Committee to all the meetings of the Executive Committee.
Charles Wilcock (England) asked for clarification in regard to Council policy on paying for the rest
of the members of the Executive Committee.
Harper indicated that members come in various ways, (i.e., many come at their own expense,
completely; some members of the Executive Committee turn in expenses and then contribute to
cover them; others are partially reimbursed; and others must of necessity receive their expenses in
full.)
Per Wallstedt (Sweden) "Does the treasurer undertake to fund any members who are unable to
pay their own way or whose member churches do not support them?"
Harper "We indeed fund all members of the Executive Committee who are elected who have no
funds to come to the meetings".
Wallstedt: "Why does this not apply to youth?"
Harper: "It does apply to youth"
Greet clarified that Mr. Harper is talking about the expenses of those who go to the Executive
Committee. This resolution refers to committee and Council meetings. This is a different matter.
Harper spoke again explaining how various churches take care of their members.
Wallstedt said youth on Executive are paid for one Executive meeting, it was passed in Dublin.
This is for one meeting. They want to have at least four youth to be able to attend. He urged church
es that have a large representation to send youth.
Prince Taylor (UM, UMC) said if this resolution is to be binding, it has too great a consequences to
be passed here and not refer to the Executive or before those who handle finance.
James Udy (Australia) moved (and this was seconded) to refer the resolution to the Executive
Committee.
Marta Burke (UM, USA) said if it is referred to the Executive Committee it will take another quin
quennium to approve.
Udy's motion to refer to Executive Committee was put.
This was VOTED and CARRIED.
XLV. Resolution on South Africa
RESOLUTION 9. RESOLUTION ON SOUTH AFRICA
The World Methodist Conference, mindful of the pain and hurt that the laws of apar
theid have placed upon the total black community of South Africa, resolves:
i. That it deplores and condemns the defiant attitude of the "white controlled"
government of South Africa in continuing to uphold its policy of apartheid, which
separates and discriminates against people and prevents the majority of people in the
land from enjoying full rights to govern, and exercising their equal rights to live without
being victims of treatment that makes them dehumanized persons;
ii. The Conference calls upon the "white controlled" South African Government to
acknowledge that apartheid has neither biblical nor theological justification and to
dismantle the legislation that continues to destroy the dignity of the oppressed people
in South Africa, namely the black people (non-white groups);
iii. The Conference expresses deep concern that within and without the Christian
Church many people in South Africa are victimized because of opposing the unjust
principles and practices of apartheid, are being held in detention by the authorities
without trial; detailed for fixed and unknown periods through the security legislation of
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the land; served with banning orders that restrict their activities and suffering the
withdrawal of passports that prevent such persons access to travel. All these people
may know that eventually their struggle for the dismantling of the apartheid system will
not be in vain but indeed their struggle shall be part of fulfillment of the promise of
liberation of all peoples of South Africa;
iv. The Conference calls its member churches to continue to bring influence and
pressure to bear upon the authorities of governments to do all in their power to induce
the racist government of South Africa to remove from its statutory books of law all
discriminatory legislation that is couched under the umbrella of apartheid.
V. The Conference especially commends the Methodist Church of Southern Africa
for her faithful role in the past three decades, opposing vigorously the laws of apar
theid and for the way in which she has sought to bring about change for the people
and encourages the Methodist Church of Southern Africa to continue to work for
justice and peaceful change;
vi. The Conference also commends the South African Council of Churches and the
Roman Catholic Church for their courageous stand in the struggle for racial justice.
A point of order was made that the wording should read "Council" since it is being discussed in a
Council session.
Howard Kirkby (South Africa) asked to correct in number 3, fourth line should be "detained" and
in number six the original resolution read "The Conference also commends the South African Coun
cil of Churches and the Bishops' Conference of the Roman Catholic Church for their courageous
stand in the struggle for racial justice". He said this reflects very much the pronouncements which
have been made by his church throughout the years and certainly in recent times and they would be
very glad for the Council's support.
Leonard Slutz (UM, USA) said that this resolution is of concern to everybody and he moved that
we formally permit those members of Conference who are present to speak.
The Council AGREED.
Greet said this means that members of Conference may speak but not vote.
Bishop D. Ward Nichols (AME, USA) in number 5, does the term "Methodist Church of Southern
Africa" include the African Methodist, African Methodist Zion Church or the Christian Methodist
Church in this connotation or are we commending the Methodist Church per se, specifically in the
work in South Africa.
Dr. Greet asked Dr. Kirkby, the President of the Conference of the Methodist Church, Southern
Africa, to respond.
Kirkby said this refers specifically to what used to be known as the Methodist Church, South
Africa, which because of the homelands policy and so-called new emergent nations, we have
changed recently the name of the church to the Methodist Church of Southern Africa where our
work continues for example in Botswana, and what is now Maputa (formerly Mozambique), also in
Swaziland and others. "The resolution does not as I understand it, cover those other churches men
tioned."
Bishop Nichols asked to amend this to include the African Methodist Episcopal Church which has
worked in South Africa and to amend the words "for three decades" to perhaps five or ten decades.
He moved that the resolutions be changed to include the work of the black churches in South Africa.
This was seconded.
Dr. Ira Gallaway (UM, USA) moved that this resolution be considered on Monday in the Con
ference because of the widespread interest in this particular subject.
Dr. A. Raymond George (England) spoke pointing out the Council is representative and the Con
ference is not. The Conference is weighted toward those who can afford to come� the rich nations.
Our concern is to support the poor and oppressed not to favor the rich. In this instance we are all
agreed on the evils of apartheid, but the suggestion that things be put to the Conference overlooks
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the consideration that the Council people are appointed by their churches, and the Conference peo
ple are the rich and contiguous.
Bishop Charles Golden (UM, USA) rose to speak against discussing this resolution in the Con
ference. This resolution is of such magnitude that he would like to have it voted on at this time.
Greet put the question about postponing the discussion.
It was VOTED and AGREED to discuss the resolution now.
Dr. Trevor Rowe suggested that the period of time referred to in the resolution doesn't refer to the
length of work of the Church in Southern Africa but simply to the period during which the church has
been opposing the laws of apartheid. He would have thought that 30 years is probably the ap
propriate period for that.
Bishop Elisha P. Murchison (CME, USA) moved that the wording be changed to commend
"Methodist churches" for their role, etc. and this was seconded.
Greet noted that this would be considered as notice given for a second amendment after the one
brought by Bishop Nichols was considered.
The wording on Bishop Nichols' amendment reads as follows:
"The conference especially commends Methodism in Southern Africa for the faithful role in the
past ten decades."
This would be a substitute for the first sentence in paragraph 5.
The substitute was seconded.
Bishop Nichols (AME, USA) Methodism takes in all Methodist bodies in Southern Africa and this
was amended so that it might not just mean the Methodist Church in South Africa.
Dr. Alan Walker (Australia) voiced concern regarding the fourth clause of the "ill-defined" word
pressure. "I have recendy been in South Africa and realize that with deep concern that it is a race be
tween change and catastrophe in that country. And 1 am wondering what will be the effect of such a
general statement such as "to bring influence and pressure". I would want to go further and add that
"pressure such as by nonviolent means of breaking sporting, cultural, commercial ties with South
Africa". I do not believe this beknighted government will respond to just general agitation and resolu
tions such as this. I do believe they respond particularly to commercial action such as not having
business with banks that invest in South Africa and I think we are in such a tragic situation that unless
we can use every form of nonviolent pressure then it is not very effective. Any resolution like this. 1
would have hoped we might have added "pressure such as the breaking of commercial, cultural and
sporting ties while apartheid remains" Walker then moved this as an amendment.
Greet reviewed the amendments that were before the group, and returned to Bishop Nichols
amendment "the Conference especially commends Methodism in Southern Africa for her faithful
role in the past ten decades."
The group VOTED and APPROVED, the amendment becoming part of the substantive motion.
Greet moved to the second amendment which was then withdrawn.
Dr. Walker indicated the wording he moved be inserted in paragraph four, after the word pressure
in the second line. It would read "The Conference calls its member churches to continue to bring in-
duence and pressure by such nonviolent means as the breaking of cultural, sporting and commercial
ties to bear upon the authorities of governments to do all in their power." This was seconded.
The amendment was VOTED and CARRIED.
The point was made that in paragraph 5 a textual amendation should be made to "Methodism" to
be consistent with the Amendment which was agreed.
Another speaker moved that "peaceful" be removed from paragraph 5 where it speaks of
"peaceful change".
This was VOTED and DEFEATED.
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The Resolution as amended was VOTED and CARRIED.
Dr Greet then asked for guidance as to what to do with the resolution.
The suggestion was made that since the resolution seems to be an expression of a world body of
Methodism, we should direct the resolution toward the government of South Africa.
XLVI. Resolution on Poverty
RESOLUTION 11. POVERTY
The W.M.C. made painfully aware of the extreme poverty of most of the world's
population and the affluence of many Methodists, and seeking for an appropriate
response to this in terms of stewardship and spirituality
(a) urges individual Methodists to reconsider prayerfully their personal life-style, to live
more simply.
(b) asks the Executive Committee/Social and International Affairs Committee to bring
to the next WMC proposals for ways in which the whole church can better express our
solidarity with the poor; and to take any appropriate action during the coming quin
quennium which will express our solidarity with the poor.
John Barrett (England) spoke in favor of the resolution. It came from Seminar 11 and he said
poverty together with the nuclear threat is the major issue for the church in the eighties, which we
face not only out of a fraternal human concern, but under imperative from Christ. He spoke of Lawi
Imathiu's moving speech to the seminar on the situation in his country. He said the time had come
for our churches to examine our stewardship, and he asked that the Executive Committee or some
other committees be asked to bring specific proposals to the next Council and that they have authori
ty to take any action they feel appropriate. He then moved the resolution and it was seconded.
Brian Beck (England) moved to add "specific" proposals and this was seconded.
This was VOTED and PASSED.
Donald Henry (West Indies) expressed his feeling that the resolution is addressed to Methodist
people as though they were rich. He pointed out that it urges individual Methodists to live more
simply, and he said there are many who can't do that because they are living so simply already. It
seems to represent the view of the richer part of the world and not the side of the Methodist people of
the world.
Mr. Barrett spoke again clarifying that "as a church we represent the rich" and he said this is why
they chose this wording.
Bishop William M. Smith (AMEZ, USA) asked if there is another resolution that will deal with the
causes rather than the symptoms of poverty. It seems that the symptoms are not really the cause of
poverty.
Greet responded that Resolution 17 which also deals with poverty would be coming up next.
Torrey Kaatz (UM, USA) moved with a second that the previous resolution not be put, because
the resolution is not sufficiently descriptive.
Donald English (England) gave notice of amendment if the motion is not approved to change to
"Methodist churches in general and when appropriate" and this amendment was seconded.
The Kaatz motion was VOTED and DEFEATED.
The English amendment was moved and seconded.
The Amendment was VOTED and CARRIED.
The Resolution as amended was VOTED and CARRIED and the Social International Affairs Com
mittee will be asked to deal with this.
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XLVII. Resolution on Poverty and North-South Debate
RESOLUTION 17. STATEMENT ON POVERTY AND THE NORTH-SOUTH
DEBATE
There can be no peace with justice, no genuine human fellowship in a world stricken
by poverty and hunger; a world in which a relatively small percentage of the populace
consumes the vast majority of the earth's goods and resources.
Methodist churches affiliated through the World Methodist Council and Methodist
people everywhere are called upon:
(a) to identify with and sustain the struggle of the world's poor for justice
(b) to become a Church of the poor, or in solidarity with the poor, in evangelical obe
dience to their Lord Christ who died on a cross.
In affirming their oneness with the poor, Methodist churches and peoples are called
upon to re-examine their attitudes toward economic and political systems that exploit,
dehumanize and destroy. Theological concepts, the proclamation of the Gospel, the
contents of evangelism, church school curricula and the utilization of institutional
facilities and finances should be faithful reflections of the Word of God as it is address
ed to the rich and the poor.
The fundamental fact today, and the challenge to Methodism in the 80's is a world in
which the rich get richer and the poor poorer.
The poverty of the majority of the people of the world is a dehumanizing oppression
which is an offense to God.
Hunger, illiteracy, disease and landlessness limit the fullness of human dignity which is
God's purpose for all people.
We especially condemn � in the name of the God of Jesus � the taking of bread
from the poor to buy guns faltering economic systems.
Whilst underlining the overiding importance and urgency of the need to obliterate
world poverty and the injustices that are the cause of it,
(a) that wealth is directed toward acceptable ends
(b) that the economic systems on which the creation of that wealth is based adequately
respect the Christian view of humanity
(c) that their lifestyle makes full room for that spirituality which is the hallmark of our
faith.
We ask that the committee on Social and International Affairs be empowered to call a
consultation to study in depth the biblical implications of the Church of the poor, with
special attention to Methodist tradition and with a view to making action recommenda
tions to the Wodd Methodist Council.
Peter Stephens (England) asked if the resolution deals with poverty and hunger as a fact of life, or
are they imposed on people.
Leonard Slutz (UM, USA) rose to make a correction that in the line about "the taking of bread
from the poor to buy guns faltering economic systems" this should read "the taking of bread from the
poor to buy guns to uphold faltering economic systems".
This textual amendment was accepted.
Norman Young (Australia) asked if verbal amendments could be made to indicate that there are
member churches of the World Methodist Council which are not now Methodist Churches. For ex
ample in line five, it would read "their members" rather than "Methodist people" are called upon,
etc.
Greet ruled that this could be taken as textual amendation.
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The resolution was put, VOTED and CARRIED.
Howard Souster called attention to the fact that the last paragraph calls for the Social and Interna
tional Affairs Committee be empowered to call a consultation. That was already agreed in the report
of the committee and they are looking forward to implementing that.
Dr. Greet allowed time for announcements.
XLVIII. ADDRESS BY SENATOR DANIEL INOUYE
Dr. David Harada introduced Mrs. Camie Inouye, mother of Senator Inouye, and spoke of her
work in the Methodist Churches in Hawaii for many years.
Harada then introduced Senator Daniel Inouye. "Senator Daniel Inouye is known throughout the
wodd for his compassionate concerned interest in humanitarian affairs. He has been part of the life of
our area for many years, he served very distinguished careers in public service in our state legislative
institutions. Within recent years he has served a distinguished career in Congress, first as a represen
tative then more recently as a Senator. He is currendy Secretary of the Senate Democratic Con
ference, a very important and significant post in the life of our country and serves in many areas of
leadership both within the party and within the life of the country at large. Over the years we have
come to appreciate Senator Inouye's humanitarian and compassionate ways in which he has been
working for human betterment. It has always been my delight as I have worked through the years
particularly in the areas of church and society concerns to find with such great delight that whenever
important controversial issues concerning human rights, welfare, health, education, have come up
before Congress, that Senator Inouye has almost always voted, led and been responsible for shaping
legislation which the United Methodist Church and certainly the larger Methodist fellowship has been
always concerned. It may be of interest to you to know that he was part of the work in having the
ERA Amendment passed which is still to be ratified by some states, part of the leadership of the
Hawaii State in the legislature at that time � the Hawaii State legislature was the first state legislature
to ratify ERA. I am very pleased indeed to present to you Senator Inouye and I think you need to
know that he had to postpone his coming because of his very commitment to some of the great con
cerns the Methodist Church has always been involved in � the great struggles going on in Congress
concerning tax reduction, tax cuts, some of the setbacks in social programs which have been part of
the issue-oriented sessions of this Congress. Because of this commitment to these causes he felt he
could not leave in time to be here at the opening session but has agreed to come to address us today.
He is going to be leaving immediately after this session to return to Washington, DC to carry on his
work. It is indeed a great pleasure and honor to present to you Senator Daniel K. Inouye." Sen.
Inouye's address appears in the section of addresses elsewhere in this book.
World Methodist Council
JULY 27, 1981
Session VII
XLIX. FINAL REPORT OF NOMINATING COMMITTEE
The Chairman, Dr. Greet, called on Dr. Charles C. Parlin to bring the Nominating Committee
report.
Youth Presidium Member
Dr. Padin reported that the Youth Committee found some difficulty with Aristote Moevi who had
been nominated to be the Youth Presidium member. Mr. Moevi speaks French but there is not
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always a French interpreter available, and he is not fluent in English. After some soul-searching, he
withdrew his name and instead asked to be one of the four at-large youth Executive members of the
Council. The Youth Committee had asked that a youth who had served during the present quin
quennium be designated as the youth member of the Presidium. Therefore Dr. Parlin moved that the
Council accept the withdrawal of Mr. Moevi and elect Miss Marta Jan Burke to the Presidium; and
that Aristote Moevi become one of the four youth Executive Committee members-at-large. This was
seconded.
Cathie Kelsey (UM, USA) noted that the youth did not request Mr. Moevi to withdraw and asked
for explanation as to Moevi's withdrawal and Burke's nomination. She stated that the Youth Com
mittee was quite pleased with Moevi's nomination.
The General Secretary was asked to respond.
Dr. Hale stated that there are ten members of the new Youth Committee. Two of those members
have continuity with the present committee, Mr. Taylor Thompson and Miss Marta Burke. The
Nominating Committee along with the point made by Dr. Parlin regarding language, took into
serious consideration the request from the youth that there be continuity in this committee from one
quinquennium to the next. In light of the constitutional amendment that made provision for one of
the youth who had served in a quinquennium and was under the age category of 25 and could be
continued for another quinquennium as the Presidium member the committee recommended that
this be done. That was the primary reason the change was made. Persons come to the Executive
Committee because their churches nominate them to the Council. Of those youth presently serving
on the Youth Committee, only two persons were so nominated, Marta Burke and Taylor Thomp
son. Thompson is over the age of 25; Marta Burke is under the age of 25, and thus, she represented
the only possibility to meet this request from the Youth Committee. The Nominating Committee
therefore chose to affirm Marta Burke as the only person meeting the youth prerequisites to the
Youth Presidium to insure the continuity that the youth had asked for.
Dr. Padin's motion was VOTED and APPROVED.
Dr. Greet noted that the Nominating Committee spent more time on the Youth Committee and
the various recommendations made than on any other single item of business.
L. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERS TO BE ELECTED
Dr. Hale moved that we elect the Executive Committee as listed except for the member listed for
the Spanish Evangelical Church which requires a different action.
Executive Committee
AFRICA CENTRAL CONFERENCE
Bishop Abel Muzorewa, Zimbabwe
Bishop Ngoy Kimba Wakadilo
AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Bishop H.l. Bearden
Bishop Vinton R. Anderson
Bishop R.A. Hildebrand
Mrs. Katheryn Brown
Mrs. Christine B. Gilchrist
Mr. Louis N. Smith
Rev. Taylor T. Thompson
Dr. Joseph McKinney
Alternates: Bishop Donald Ming
Miss Lola Scott-Gresham (Youth)
Honorary Members: Bishop D. Ward Nichols
Bishop H. Thomas Primm
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AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL ZION
Bishop William M. Smith
Bishop R.L. Speaks
Bishop C.H. Foggie
Bishop James W. Wactor
Bishop J. Clinton Hoggard
ARGENTINA, THE EVANGELICAL METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. Arne Clausen
AUSTRALIA, THE UNITING CHURCH
Dr. Norman J. Young
Dr. Alan Walker
Dr. James Udy
BELGIUM, PROTESTANT CHURCH IN
Dr. Andre J. Pieters
BENIN AND TOGO, THE PROTESTANT METHODIST CHURCH IN
Dr. Harry Henry
BOLIVIA, EVANGELICAL METHODIST CHURCH OF
Mr. Eugenio Poma
BRAZIL, METHODIST CHURCH IN
Rev. Ely Eser Barreto Cesar
BURMA, THE METHODIST CHURCH IN THE UNION OF
Bishop CF. Chu
CANADA, UNITED CHURCH OF
Mr. Roy Wilson
Ms. Marilyn Harrison
Ms. Lydia McCullough
CARIBBEAN AND THE AMERICAS, METHODIST CHURCH IN THE
(President or Chairman) Rev. Edwin L. Taylor
CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN EUROPE CENTRAL CONFERENCE
Rev. Urs Eschbach
CHILE, THE METHODIST CHURCH IN
Bishop Isaias Gutierrez
CHRISTIAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL
Bishop Joseph C. Coles, Jr.
Dr. O.T. Peeples
Bishop John M. Exum
Mr. Willie Fleming (Youth)
CHINA, CHURCH OF CHRIST IN
COSTA RICA, EVANGELICAL METHODIST CHURCH IN
Bishop Luis Fernando Palomo
CUBA, METHODIST CHURCH IN
Bishop Armando Rodriguez
ECUADOR, EVANGELICAL UNITED CHURCH OF
Rev. Alfonso Vasquez
ESTONIA, METHODIST CHURCH IN
Rev. Olav Parnamets
FIJI, METHODIST CHURCH IN
(President) Rev. Inoke Nabulivou
Mr. Epeli Tagi
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FRANCE, THE METHODIST CHURCH IN
Pasteur Francis Guiton
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC CENTRAL CONFERENCE (East Germany)
Bishop Armin Haertel
GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC CENTRAL CONFERENCE (West Germany)
Bishop Hermann Sticher
GHANA, THE METHODIST CHURCH OF
Rev. Samuel B. Essamuah
Rev. Jacob S.A. Stephens
GREAT BRITAIN, THE METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. Trevor Rowe
Rev. Peter Bolt
Dr. Donald English
Rev. Raymond George
Rev. John Barrett
Rev. Brian Beck
Dr. Howard Souster
Mrs. Norma Cradock
Mrs. June Lunn
Mr. Philip Capper
Miss Debbie Hewitt (youth)
Dr. Kenneth G. Greet
HONG KONG, THE METHODIST CHURCH OF
Rev. Lincoln Leung
INDONESIA, THE METHODIST CHURCH OF
Bishop Hermanus Sitorus
IRELAND, THE METHODIST CHURCH IN
Rev. Tom M. Kingston
ITALY, THE METHODIST CHURCH IN
IVORY COAST, PROTESTANT METHODIST CHURCH
(President or Chairman) Emmanuel Yando
KENYA, THE METHODIST CHURCH IN
Bishop Johanna Mbogori
Rev. Lawi Imathiu
KOREA, THE METHODIST CHURCH IN
Bishop Kyung-Lim Oh
Bishop Chi-Kil Kim
Dr. Sa-haeng La
Rev. Choon-Young Kim
Alternate: Mrs. Oknah Kim Lah
LIBERIA CENTRAL CONFERENCE
Bishop Arthur F. Kulah
MALAYSIA, METHODIST CHURCH OF
Bishop C.N. Fang
MEXICO, THE METHODIST CHURCH IN
Lie. Magdalena Jimenez Gutierrez
NEW ZEALAND, METHODIST CHURCH OF
Rev. A.K. Woodley
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NIGERIA METHODIST CHURCH
Rt. Rev. Sunday C. Mbang
NORTH INDIA, CHURCH OF
NORTHERN EUROPE CENTRAL CONFERENCE
Bishop Ole E. Borgen
PAKISTAN, THE CHURCH OF
Bishop J.V. Samuel
PANAMA, EVANGELICAL METHODIST CHURCH IN
Bishop Secundino Morales
PERU, THE METHODIST CHURCH OF
(Bishop of Church)
PHILIPPINES CENTRAL CONFERENCE
Bishop Paul L.A. Granadosin
PHILIPPINES, EVANGELICAL METHODIST CHURCH IN THE
Bishop George F. Castro
PHILIPPINES, UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bishop Eduardo Panganiban
PORTUGAL, EVANGELICAL METHODIST CHURCH OF
Dr. Albert Aspey
REPUBLIC OF CHINA, METHODIST CHURCH OF
Rev. Philip K.H. Fung
SAMOA, THE METHODIST CHURCH OF
(President) Rev. Faatauvaa Tapuai
SIERRA LEONE, THE METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. S. Leslie Wallace
SIERRA LEONE, THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH OF
Bishop Tom Bangura
SINGAPORE, METHODIST CHURCH OF
Bishop Kao Jih Chung
SOUTH AFRICA, THE METHODIST CHURCH OF
Dr. Abel E. Hendricks
Dr. Stanley Mogoba
Mr. K.M.N. Kusana
Mr. Paul Graham (Youth)
INDIA, METHODIST CHURCH IN
Bishop M. Elia Peter
Bishop J.R. Lance
SRI LANKA, METHODIST CHURCH OF
Rev. S.K. Perera
TONGA, FREE WESLEYAN CHURCH OF
SPANISH EVANGELICAL CHURCH
Dr. Enrique Capo
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Bishop James M. Ault
Bishop Herbert Skeete
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Dr. David J. Randolph
Mrs. Alice Lockmiller
Dr. Richard A. Thornburg
Mrs. Rachel Cochran
Mr. John R. Harper
Mr. Earle N. Cooper
Bishop Dwight E. Loder
Mrs. Elizabeth Prothro
Bishop Ernest T. Dixon
Mrs. Pat Hammer
Bishop Edwin Boulton
Dr. William K. Quick
Dr. William E. Smith
Mrs. Frances Alguire
Dr. Ira Gallaway
Mr. William E. Lux
Dr. Leonard Slutz
Mr. Harry Young
Dr. Norman E. Dewire
Bishop William R. Cannon
Bishop Wilbur W.Y. Choy
Dr. Maxie D. Dunnam
Miss Marta Jan Burke (Youth)
Dr. Joseph Bethea
Dr. Guy Hutcherson
Mr. William E. Savage
Mrs. Polly Gramling
Mr. Hardy McCalman
Bishop Earl G. Hunt, Jr.
Prof. Theodore Agnew
Mr. Ewing Werlein, Jr.
Dr. Alvin C. Murray
Bishop Monk Bryan
Mr. Mark Conarroe (Youth)
Mrs. Mai Gray
Bishop Prince A. Taylor, Jr. (Advisor to the Executive Committee for the 1981-86 quinquennium)
URUGUAY, EVANGELICAL METHODIST CHURCH OF
Miss Margarita Grassi
WESLEYAN CHURCH, THE
Dr. J.D. Abbott
ZAMBIA, UNITED CHURCH OF
President of Church
ZIMBABWE, THE METHODIST CHURCH IN
(President of Conference) Rev. Caspen C. Makuzwa
Four Youth Members Elected to Serve At Large on the Executive:
Aristote Moevi � Benin
Thomas Ling � Singapore
Charles Boayue � Liberia
Tanya Martin � Panama
The list of Executive Committee nominees from the member churches was:
VOTED and APPROVED.
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LI. SOCIAL AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE
Hale then turned to the Social and International Affairs list which was previously referred back to
the Committee.
Dr. Norman E. Dewire, Chairperson
Dr. Howard Souster, Vice-Chairperson
Rev. Jacob Stephens
Rev. Alan Woodley
Rev. S.C. Mbang
Bishop F Herbert Skeete
Dr. Kenneth G. Greet
Bishop Armin Haertel
Bishop Joseph C. Coles, Jr.
Dr. Guy K. Hutcherson
Rev. Andre Pieters
Bishop Eduardo Panganiban
Mrs. Comfort Logan
Mrs. Lorine Tevi
Dr. Oknah Kim Lah
Ms. Mia Adjali
Ms. Mira Phailbus
Ms. Marlene Cummins
Rev. Harry Henry
Mrs. Frances Alguire
Rev. Anibal Guzman, Mexico (CIEMAL)
Mrs. Thelma Dudley
Ms. Christine Gilchrist
Mr. CD. Rippey
Bishop Herman Anderson
This was VOTED and APPROVED.
LIL YOUTH COMMITTEE
Hale noted that by action of the youth, the desire has been strongly expressed that the youth who
are members of the Executive Committee constitute the Youth Committee. The Nominating Com
mittee felt that with the desire to make youth involvement a reality in the Council, a chairperson and
vice-chairperson were not being named, but the committee asked the ten people on the Youth Com
mittee to caucus and elect a chairperson and vice-chairperson from their group and bring those
names to the Nominating Committee. This was subsequently done and the committee, with its
chairperson and vice-chairperson for the new quinquennium is here listed. In addition consultants to
the Youth Committee, Rev. Taylor T. Thompson and Dr. Maxie D. Dunnam were nominated. Dr.
Hale moved this committee and the two consultants as follows:
Mr. Chades Boayue, Liberia, Chairperson
Mr. Paul Graham, South Africa, Vice-Chairperson
Miss Debbie Hewitt, England, Secretary
Mr. Thomas Ling, Singapore
Miss Tanya Martin, Panama
Mr. Aristote Moevi, Benin
Miss Lola Scott-Gresham, AME, USA
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Mr. Willie Fleming, CME, USA
Mr. Mark Conarroe, UM, USA
Miss Marta Burke, UM, USA
Consultants to the Youth Committee:
Rev. Taylor T. Thompson
Dr. Maxie D. Dunnam
This was VOTED and AGREED.
Llll. THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
Dr. Hale brought up the Theological Education Committee and noted that co-chairpersons had
been named. Dr. Greet asked if it was acceptable to name Dr. Norman Young as chairperson and
Dr. Donald Treese as vice-chairperson. It was so moved and seconded.
This was AGREED.
Dr. Norman Young, Chairperson, Australia
Dr. Donald H. Treese, Vice-Chairperson, USA
Dr. Trevor Rowe, Great Britain
Kee Chul Nam, Korea
Dr. Andre Pieters, Belgium
Dr. Major J. Jones, USA
Dr. Thorvald Kallstad, Sweden
Dr. Laisiasa Rathabacaca, Fiji
Dr. Jose Miguez Bonino, Argentina
Dr. Kazuhiko Higuchi, Japan
Dr. Ethel Johnson, USA
Bishop Emerito P. Nacpil, Philippines
Dr. Helmut Nausner, Austria
Dr. Roy Sano, USA (additions)
Dr. Jameson Jones, USA Rt. Rev. S.C. Mbang
Dr. Rosemary Keller, USA Dr. Stanley Mgoba
His Preeminence Bolaji (Nigeria) noted that the Theological Education Committee did not contain
a name from South Africa. He noted that the Nominating Committee has tried to satisfy everybody
and that they have a difficult job. He said he believes the time has come when the senior churches of
Britain and North America should be able to say to themselves, "We'll yield one or two or three
places" to the churches of Africa and Asia. They have their own contributions to make and when you
have a committee^as important as this and Africa is not represented he does not see that we are being
fair. He thinks we have to study the whole thing, if not now, in the future. He thinks the time has
come for the "mother churches" to say that "our children are grown up now and they are on their
feet and therefore we will yield two or three of our places for them". It is only then we can have a
united togetherness in the World Methodist Council and Conference. He is afraid if we go the way
we are going now, there will be a lot of grumbling and some people may be trying to step back
because they feel they are not wanted or that they are just being tolerated.
Greet thanked Bolaji and said this was a point well made.
Dr. Greet responded to Bolaji that the Nominating Committee tried on the whole spread of com
mittees but not necessarily on each one, to see that the various parts of the world and the various
sectional interests of the Council are represented. Sometimes the failure is due to the lack of
knowledge of personnel. He agreed to return to the issue Bolaji had raised.
Dr. Leonard Slutz (UM, USA) asked if the Executive Committee has authority to make changes
and adjustments in the committees to take care of such situations. If not, he would like to move that
the Executive Committee be so authorized.
Greet said the Executive Committee is empowered between meetings to fill any vacancies. It is
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empowered to do two things (1) to set up any committees that may be needed, above those elected
while in Council session; and (2) to fill any vacancies. If you stretch that point a little the Executive
Committee could be empowered to add further names.
Bishop Roy Nichols (UM, USA) made a motion that if the Nominating Committee does not have
time to convene that there be a caucus of this committee on Theological Education and that two per
sons from the African continent be named before we leave. The motion was seconded. Bishop
Nichols said that he thought His Preeminence had raised a matter of substance because there are a
number of places in the world today where new theological insights are brewing � Latin America
(they are represented here) , and there is also a great deal of thinking in the Theological Area in
Africa and he thinks that if we could make this inclusion before we leave here it would be a very good
thing to do.
Bishop W.M. Smith (AMEZ, USA) seconded the motion.
The Council VOTED and APPROVED.
Dr. Greet clarified that the Nominating Committee bring forth the names and if they cannot, then a
caucus of the people who have already been named.
Dr. Hale suggested that the committee that brought the original list to the Nominating Committee
could bring additional names.
Dr. Greet suggested that Trevor Rowe and the president from Southern Africa Conference and
any others whom they find from this committee might consult with His Preeminence and then try
before 4 p.m. today to bring the recommendation of two persons from Africa to be added. Subse
quently the names of Rt. Rev. S.C. Mbang and Dr. Stanley Mgoba were added.
Mr. Slutz pressed his previous motion because in order to have proper representation there should
be some authority in the Executive to make necessary adjustments. He recognized that the Executive
Committee would not exercise that authority unless there was an overpowering reason for doing so,
but somewhere there should be authority clearly understood.
Dr. Greet responded that in Rule No. 10 the point Dr. Slutz was making was covered. It says "pro
vide for the membership and structure of any committee" and he asked Bishop Cannon to make
special note that in an early point in the Executive Committee the group would take a look at this
with this principle in mind.
Dr. Slutz agreed that this was taken care of as per Dr. Greet's explanation.
A question was then raised about the selection of the Nominating Committee and if the committee
is representative?
Dr. Hale responded that the Nominating Committee is representative of the entire wodd and that
a new Nominating Committee would be established within the next few months.
Dr. Greet also responded to this question saying that the Nominating Committee is dependent
upon the existing committees for input; and that some have done their work better than others.
Some committees sent in lists with gaps designated: "someone from Asia." Asia is a very large part of
the world and the Nominating Committee had to do a lot of "head-scratching" to find names to fill in
those gaps. He made the point that, not only the Nominating Committee but all the committees have
the responsibility in this field.
Another person suggested that the committee meet the whole delegation from Africa.
Dr. Greet said that any who wanted to get in on the act could very well do so.
The Theological Education Committee was VOTED and ELECTED with the understanding that
there will be further names to add.
These were added, (Mbang and Mgoba) VOTED and APPROVED.
LIV. OXFORD INSTITUTE COMMITTEE
Dr. Brian Beck (Great Britain) asked for clarification. He said the understanding he has with the
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Nominating Committee concerning the committee for Oxford Institute is that this committee is in fact
approved by the Council and is on the Council record. The arrangement as he understands it, is that
the existing committee for the Oxford Institute as printed in the Handbook will continue for another
twelve months with two changes and that the Executive Committee will have authority to appoint a
new committee for the Oxford Institute in 1982 after the Institute has met so that in the future the Ox
ford Institute Committee will run from Institute to Institute. Dr. Hale agreed.
Dr. Beck moved two changes from the list printed in the Handbook of Information of 1976-1981
(pages 36-37) one is that the name of Dr. Theodore H. Runyon should be continued on the commit
tee but instead as acting as one of the chairpersons Dr. M. Douglas Meeks should be named as the
co-chairperson and he hopes that we can leave the co-chairpersonship until 1982 before we adjust
that. The second item is to substitute the name of Dr. Donald Treese for the name of the Rev. Robert
Watts Thornburg.
Rev. Brian E. Beck, Co-chairperson
Dr. Douglas Meeks, Co-chairperson
Rev. A. Raymond George
Bishop William R. Cannon
Dr. Ivy Chou
Dr. Gerald O. McCulloh
Rev. Jose Miguez-Bonino
Dr. John H. Satterwhite
Dr. Norman J. Young
Rev. Andre J. Pieters
Dr. Morna Hooker
Rev. Jeanne Audrey Powers
Professor Kwesi A. Dickson
Bishop Joseph A. Johnson, Jr.
Mr. H.A. Hickey
Mrs. Elizabeth Prothro
Rev. Hamilton Dandala
Dr. Vilem Schneeberger
Dr. Donald Treese
Dr. Dow Kirkpatrick
The Council VOTED and APPROVED the revised list.
LV. EPWORTH OLD RECTORY TRUSTEES
Prof. Raymond George (England) inquired about how we stand in regard to the trustees of the Ep
worth Old Rectory. He understands that the British panel has been sent in but perhaps required for
mal ratification, and he thought the overseas panel was to be redone, and was expecting it to appear
this morning. He inquired what was happening in regard to that.
Dr. Hale responded that the British slate was received. The world representatives were changed
only at one point when Bishop Joseph C. Coles, Jr. was placed in the place of Bishop Curry who
died during the quinquennium.
Prof. George made the correction that Coles was put in in Toronto in place of Bishop H.B. Shaw.
No further changes apply.
Dr. Hale moved the list of the Epworth Trustees.
BRITISH SECTION
Rev. A. Raymond George Rev. G. Thackray Eddy
Dr. W. Russell Shearer Rev. C. Vincent Corner
Rev. Herbert Simpson Rev. W. Eric Jones
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Mrs. Elizabeth Kissack
Mr. Phillip Spooner
Mr. Phillip N. Capper
Dr. John Vickers
Rev. George Dolbey
Rev. Peter H. Bolt
Mr. William Leary
Mrs. Jill Greet
OVERSEAS SECTION
Bishop Fred P Corson
Dr. Lee F Tuttle
Dr. Joe Hale
Mr. John R. Harper
Bishop Alejandro Ruiz
Bishop Franz Schaefer
Mrs. Polly Gramling
Dr. Charles C. Parlin
Bishop Frederich Wunderlich
Bishop Joseph C. Coles, Jr.
The Council VOTED and AGREED.
Dr. Dewire (UM, USA), new chairperson of Social and International Affairs, questioned the pro
cedure of the Council. It is his understanding that the churches nominate persons to the Executive
Committee and that the committees named are to have a majority of persons from the Executive
Committee. What provision is made for bringing persons who are not members of the Executive
Committee to these meetings of committees when the person is not named by the church to the Ex
ecutive Committee?
Dr. Greet responded that the "majority" coming from the Executive Committee is not exacdy what
we decided � "so far as possible" members should come from the Executive Committee member
ship. Existing committees, the chairman explained, put up suggestions to the Nominating Commit
tee, which the Nominating Committee usually accepts, but is entirely free to change, and the final
word is with the Council.
Provision for bringing people to meetings comes in one or in some cases two ways � the main
way is through the budgetary allocation made to the various committees, which has yet to be decided
for the new quinquennium, and secondly by the committees themselves raising extra funds which
some of the committees do. The Evangelism Committee, for example, is entirely self-supporting, or
more or less so, in the matter of bringing people to meetings.
Dewire noted that there are persons on Social and International Affairs who are not on the Ex
ecutive and there may be some assumptions even on other committees that by being named, one's
way is automatically paid.
Dr. Greet asked Joe Hale to comment. He pointed out that some committees have a large number
of people who are not members of the Executive Committee. Only provision made by the committee
itself will provide for these persons. We seek to discourage the establishing of committees on paper
that do not function. The Council has a very slim operational budget and there is a limited amount of
money available. If the committee decides it must bring one or more consultants, then that commit
tee must find the needed resources.
LVI. APPLICATION OF THE SPANISH EVANGELICAL CHURCH
FOR MEMBERSHIP
Dr. Hale advised the group that a formal application from the Evangelical Church in Spain has
been received for membership in the Council. The secretary of the permanent commission was pres
ent. Dr. Enrique Capo, and Dr. Hale asked him to bring the request orally.
Dr. Enrique Capo said that the Spanish Evangelical Church which he represents is a United
church � that it was formed as a United church in 1955, and about one-third of the membership of
this church came from the Methodist Church. Methodist work began in Spain in 1869 and was
located in Barcelona and Barriac Islands. "We are very pleased to make application to become a
member of this Council and in this way to renew the ties of our congregations with the Wodd
Methodist Council."
Dr. Greet thanked Dr. Capo for his words, and asked the Council to show their approval by a
standing vote.
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This was APPROVED and applauded.
LVll. SPANISH EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE REPRESENTATIVE
Dr. Greet returned to membership of the Executive and asked if the group was willing to elect Dr.
Capo as a member of the Executive.
This was VOTED and CARRIED.
LVIII. WESLEY WORKS EDITORIAL PROJECT
Dr. Greet asked for the Wesley Works Editorial Project report, calling on the Editor-in-Chief, Dr.
Frank Baker. He was not in the hall, but later submitted the report which appears in Appendix XVI.
LIX. THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION CONVOCATION
Dr. Greet asked for a report from the Theological Education Convocation on "One Ministry". Dr.
Gerald McCulloh and Dr. Donald Treese were not available, but a report was submitted and appears
in the section on Seminars and Workshops.
LX. WORLD FEDERATION OF METHODIST WOMEN
Dr. Greet then turned to Mrs. Elizabeth Kissack to give the World Federation of Methodist
Women's report.
She noted that the WFMW report concerning the work of the last quinquennium had been
distributed. (For text of the WFMW report see Appendix XVII) . She said that at the Assembly at the
university, 450 women from all over the world came and discussed exactly the same sort of problems
that we have been discussing here, and brought a report for their sisters across the world which will
be sent to them that is in essence the same as the reports that others in the group are bringing,
though sharpened up from the women's point of view in many many ways. In addition they are
sending out a letter to every church in the world. (She clarified that this meant every church body
rather than every church building.) This is a letter that will go to the WFMW sisters and will be the
study material for the Wodd Federation Day during the year 1981-1982 because right across the
world one day in the year is chosen (it has to be a different day for each country because the WFMW
operates on two sides of the world and atmospheres and programs are six months out of gear) when
"We will think of each other and will refer back to the findings of the Assembly and see what we can
do to promote them'' This document calls on women to pray at 7 a.m. their time each day for peace
and understanding among the nations.
One other very important thing that they did at the Assembly was to determine that the Wodd
Federation will seek non-governmental organizational status with various agencies of the United Na
tions during the next quinquennium, feeling that in that way they can support the United Nations in
its effort for peace and also feed in all sorts of information from grassroot conditions in countries that
might help United Nations agencies that are dealing with problems of hunger and poverty and
development.
She explained that the WFMW has no office, they are a group of volunteers and they manage to
exist by contributions from unit members, women in the various churches and over the last quin
quennium as women have been aware of their responsibilities the giving has increased, but so has in
flation and there is still a wide gap between what we wish to do and what we are able to do. She
reminded those who have not been involved in the WFMW Assembly to remember that as a
volunteer organization the WFMW can do a tremendous amount � it has no office overheads, it on
ly has postage, nominal help for secretaries and nominal help for travel. "Much of the work depends
upon your supporting us" and she asked the group to look very carefully when their local women's
organization is considering how much they can send to the World Federation and know that every
penny is spent wisely and nothing is spent on overhead.
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With this she concluded the report but offered to answer any questions.
Dr. Greet moved that the report be adopted.
It was VOTED and APPROVED.
Dr. Greet and Mrs. Kissack recognized Mrs. Oknah Kim Lah (Korea) , the new WFMW President,
Mrs. Vera Dowie (New Zealand) the new Secretary and Dr. Edith Loane (Ireland) the new
Treasurer.
Dr. Oknah Kim Lah expressed her pleasure at being elected the new WFMW president. (As such,
she meets with the General Officers of the Council.)
LXI. WORSHIP AND LITURGY COMMITTEE REPORT
Bishop Lance Webb then gave the Worship and Liturgy Committee report, expressing apprecia
tion to Harry Young who has helped raise the extra money needed for regional consultations. He ex
pressed concern for continued support for the committee and pleaded for an increase in budget allot
ment and asked for the group to recognize the significant possibilities for encouraging through the
World Methodist Council and this committee a more vital and authentic Christian worship as the
basis for all we do in evangelism and social concern and other areas. He expressed how thankful he
was for the new leaders of the committee. Dr. Geoffrey Wainwright and Bishop James Ault as
leaders.
Dr. Geoffrey Wainwright asked that we place on record gratitude of the Worship and Liturgy
Committee to Bishop Webb for his 15 years' work on the committee and he called a joint meeting of
old and new Worship and Liturgy Committee.
Bishop Borgen noted that the Denmark meeting, the first consultation of the quinquennium, was
not included in the report and Bishop Webb and Bishop Borgen were asked to submit an appropriate
sentence regarding this meeting to be added to the report. (For full text of the report see Appendix
XVIII.)
The report was VOTED and ADOPTED.
Dr. Greet made announcements and went over the agenda for the remainder of the morning.
Mr. John Harper, treasurer, announced that anyone who must see him today, must see him
before 3 p.m. He explained that the Council has no reserves. The only funds you see are the funds
that were reported in the first report. He also explained how Dr. Hale and the Junaluska office are
paid through the Council's American Section. This material does not appear in the report that was
passed out earlier.
Dr. Hale announced that there were some datebooks left if anyone did not receive a copy.
Miss Doris Handy had an item but this was put off until the beginning of the Conference session.
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WORLD METHODIST CONFERENCE
DAY OF CONFERENCE DEBATE
JULY 27, 1981
Morning Session
Professor Ulysses Panisset, Presidium member from Brazil, presided over the opening of the Con
ference session.
Dr. Maxie Dunnam introduced Mrs. Jack Tuell to lead singing since Sir Josua Rabukawaqa was
still incapacitated.
Dr. Beck then conducted the Bible Study, Dr. Hendricks presented his address "One Hope"
which is found in the address section of this book, and the responders were Bishop M. Elia Peter of
India and Ms. Arlene Shiroma of Hawaii. Both were introduced by Dr. Norman E. Dewire.
After announcements, Mrs. Socorro Granadosin of the Philippines, brought special music.
Prof. Panisset thanked the group for the opportunity of presiding and brought greetings in the
name of the Brazilian delegates and the Brazilian Methodist Church.
LXII. Day of Conference Debate
Dr. Greet turned to the debating of resolutions. The debating is in the hands of Conference so
anyone who is a member of Conference is free to speak. Wherever the word "Council" is used, since
the debate will be in full Conference, the word "Conference" should be substituted.
The group AGREED.
LXIII. Use of the Phrase 'Third World"
Miss Doris Handy (UM, USA) reverting back to some earlier points, asked that where the phrase
"Third World is used in any of our documents, some more appropriate wording should be
substituted". The Conference agreed to leave that to the secretary.
The question was raised concerning the alternative to "Third World", would "developing nations"
be a suitable phrase? Dr. Greet asked if someone who objected to "Third World" would approve this
phrase. Greet put the question again, if this should be left to the General Secretary, and the group
AGREED.
Dr. Greet indicated the order suggested by the Resolutions Committee for considering the resolu
tions, copies of the resolution having been distributed.
Dr. Greet began with Resolution 19 because this sheet had been previously distributed.
LXIV. Resolution 19. Resolution to Support Marketing Code
The World Methodist Council commends the nations of the world for working
together through the World Health Organization on matters affecting the health and
well-being of infants, and most especially for passing on May 21, 1981, the Interna
tional Code of Marketing of Breastmilk Substitutes after a process of extensive interna
tional consultations. The United States cast the only negative vote, but both houses of
Congress promptly expressed their overwhelming support.
The Code has been commended to all national governments for adoption and
adaptation in the light of local circumstances. The infant formula industry has been
called upon to observe the provisions of the Code voluntarily in nations that do not
enact the Code. The Wodd Methodist Council endorses the Code and urges
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Methodists everywhere to study the Code, support it, and seel< to have it enacted in
appropriate national law. Only those provisions of the Code that are clearly and
demonstrable impracticable should be modified in national implementation of this
Code and at the 1983 session of the Wodd Health Assembly.
Dr. Greet asked for discussion and there was none, so the resolution was VOTED and
ADOPTED.
Dr. Greet encouraged the conference participants to take an interest in the resolutions and noted
that many did not vote.
Dr. Greet moved to Resolutions 24, 21 and 16 and submitted that Resolution 24 was the sharpest
and most comprehensive statement of what we may desire to say and he suggested that we deal with
24 first and then he would ask if we have sufficiently dealt with what is also in resolutions 16 and 21.
LXV. Resolution 24: Recommendation on Disarmament
Believing that Christians must recognize their responsibility to be stewards of the
world, and being very aware that the strong powers are in a position to lead the wodd
into global destruction, we call upon the World Methodist Conference to stand strong
ly for peace, justice, and global disarmament.
It is therefore recommended that the World Methodist Conference establish as one
of its priorities the development and promotion of an authentic creative educational
program for peace. This educational program should include the scriptural and
theological bases of our actions as we stand for peace and justice; showing the real
root causes of war, the dangerous task that world war may bring to humankind; and
the study of the kind of society we want to have.
Dr. Norman E. Dewire (UM, USA), moderator of Seminar II said that this resolution came from
the consultation held prior to this Conference sponsored by the Social and International Affairs Com
mittee. He invited someone who was in the seminar to speak to the motion.
Lorine Tevi (Fiji) spoke, "As a member of the consultation that was held which brought this recom
mendation, it was brought with the understanding that if we are to really solve the situation today we
need to be founded and agreed on a theological basis of action that would help us to face the realities
of the situation."
Dr. Greet asked for any opposition and there was none.
The motion was put and the group
VOTED and APPROVED.
Bishop D. Ward Nichols (AME, USA) asked if the discussion of 24 precluded the discussion of 23,
or what is the order of discussion.
Dr. Greet said that Resolution 23 was on a different subject and he called attention to the list he
had read which listed the order of discussion.
Dr. Greet asked whether we should debate Resolution 21 or 16 or both.
Bishop Ole Borgen (Sweden) moved that the question not be put on these, and this was second
ed.
Dr. Leonard Slutz (UM, USA) opposed the motion pointing out that a number of facets are
covered by the other two resolutions that are not specifically mentioned in the first. He listed SALT
talks, Helsinki accord, no specific emphasis on nuclear armament, and he believes the other two
resolutions supplement and add considerable "meat" to the bare bones of the first resolution which
we have already passed.
Dr. Dewire, as moderator of Seminar II spoke in support of Dr. Slutz's opposition to the motion,
expressing the hope that each would be debated and voted.
Dr. Greet then returned to the motion not to debate resolutions 21 and 16 and referred to
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Borgen's speaking in favor and Slutz and Dewire speaking against. The motion was put and LOST.
Dr. Greet then turned to Resolution 21.
LXVI. Resolution 21. A Call To End The Arms Race
The world production and sale of conventional and nuclear arms, weapons systems
and counter insurgency equipment has reached the astronomical figure of 500 billion
dollars per annum. The largest producers are the United States, the U.S.S.R., the
United Kingdom and France, in that order, along with a number of smaller countries.
This not only represents an enormous waste of economic resources and scientific ef
fort, but an increasingly acute danger to world peace and to the survival of the human
race. Most irresponsible of all is the presendy renewed arms race between the United
States and the U.S.S.R., not in the least because their armaments also threaten other
nations with annihilation.
Believing that this arms race is highly dangerous for the reasons mentioned, the
WMC calls upon its member churches:
(i) to urge their respective governments with the utmost urgency to outlaw the pro
duction and use of all nuclear armaments;
(ii) to campaign within their nations to abolish their stocks of nuclear armaments, the
process being supervised by an authoritative international body under U.N. supervi
sion;
(iii) to campaign for a multilateral reduction in conventional armaments to a level ac
ceptable for defense by new international standards to be established;
(iv) to seek non-military concepts of security which will help build up a sense of in
ternational confidence.
(v) the WMC asks the Social and International Affairs Committee to explore
possibilities for the creation of a pool of advisors on disarmament and peace in order to
advise the Methodist churches on how best to use their resources against the danger of
nuclear holocaust.
Reginald Ponder (UM, USA) said he supported Bishop Borgen's motion and said he felt there
were certain statements in both 21 and 16 that he is not sure are accurate and that he doesn't know if
we have the information to substantiate the testaments that are made here. One is in the first
paragraph the last sentence, it states that "most irresponsible of all is the presendy renewed arms race
between the United States and the U.S.S.R., not in the least because their armaments also threaten
other nations with annihilation". He does not know where these missiles are aimed. He does not
know if anyone in this body knows that they threaten to annihilate other nations. He does not know
that this is a most irresponsible action, and would really like to ask the group to either re-word this or
to have someone give evidence that that is an accurate statement.
Dr. Greet agreed that this statement is very important and leads him to feel that someone ought to
present these resolutions, however briefly. He asked that either the leader or someone from the
seminar bringing the resolutions would present the resolutions to the Conference, and he expects
someone from the seminar to respond to defend the accuracy of what is contained in the resolution.
Bishop James Armstrong (UM, USA) referred to the sentence "most irresponsible of all is the
presently renewed arms race between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R." He was a part of the consultation
that met prior to the Conference and Council and about two months ago attended a conference on
nuclear war in Europe that was held in Holland. At that time military persons, diplomatic personnel
provided ample statistical evidence that this sentence is altogether accurate. The European theatre is
the theatre that has been selected by the super powers as the zero area for a nuclear war in the event
of a nuclear war. There is no such thing, according to the last two defense secretaries of the United
States as a "limited" nuclear war. In the event of an all-out war there probably would be a hundred
million casualties in Europe which is not either the United States or Soviet Union � some 113
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million in the Soviet Union and some 140 million in the United States. He thinks the sentence is
altogether defensible on the basis of statistics and information provided by the United States State
Department and Defense Department.
Peter Stephens (England) moved to amend the resolution in item (ii). He does not think the
resolution is meant to be unilateral, but he thinks that section (ii) is capable of that as a natural inter
pretation � that is if you campaign within your own nation for things to take place, then you are
campaigning there alone and that means you would seek unilaterally to disarm. If we had the
amendment to "campaign for all nations to abolish their stocks of nuclear weapons", you would be
stating something multilaterally. He moved to amend deleting "within their" and substituting "for
all"
Greet questioned use of the word "all" pointing out that all nations do not have stockpiles of
nuclear weapons and asked him to reconsider.
Mr. Stephens replied that the scriptural word "all" does not mean all who exist, but all those for
whom that passage is relevant, therefore "all nations to abolish their stockpiles" would simply mean
all those nations who have them.
The amendment was moved and Dr. Greet called for a second which was voiced.
Harry Kent (UM, USA) protested the fact that it is impossible to continue to follow this debate
without a copy of the resolutions in hand.
George Sewell (AME, USA) wondered if the secretary would be able to get sufficient copies xerox
ed immediately and passed out.
The secretary promised to remedy the shortage by the afternoon session.
Dr. Greet called attention back to Resolution 21 and the amendment put by Dr. Stephens regard
ing paragraph two.
Marta Burke (UM, USA) asked if someone from the committee or seminar give an introduction to
the amendment or resolution.
Dr. Greet then put the Stephens amendment "to campaign for all nations".
The group VOTED and the amendment CARRIED.
Richard Looney (UM, USA) moved to delete point one because it more cleady calls for unilateral
disarmament. This motion was seconded.
Norma Cradock (England) said it seems to her that we have to start where we are in our own na
tions. This is why she believes in unilateral disarmament because she has to start with her own coun
try. She would hope that other countries would share that feeling. She would rather be dead than be
responsible for killing somebody else, therefore it is her responsibility to campaign first for unilateral
disarmament in her own land and hope that that country would be a good example to other nations.
She cannot go for multilateral disarmament without going for unilateral disarmament first. She ex
pressed that this is her own view and hopes it is the view of world Methodism � that we start where
we are, and that we are responsible for ourselves first.
Judith Woodward (UM, USA) spoke against the deletion of this section because she feels that
whether our concern is unilateral or multilateral disarmament, we have to begin with our own coun
try. "I cannot do anything about whether the U.S.S.R. disarms or pursues armament talks, this sort
of thing, I can do something within my own country and I think this is where we have to begin."
Andre Pieters (Belgium) also spoke against the amendment and expressed hope that the second
part of paragraph one where production and use will not be understood as being two terms ap
plicable only to the countries that produce because today there is a difference between countries that
produce and countries that use. For example some weapons are being installed in Europe in coun
tries that do not produce, but are invited to use these weapons, therefore he is against the amend
ment.
H.F. Lanier (UM, USA) spoke. The word "outlaw" was discussed. The implication is that any
given nation may outlaw what may or may not occur within its own borders. The attempts by the
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United States government to impose something in the nature of an "outlaw" upon other nations has
led to a great deal of difficulty so that there needs to be a distinction made between what one does
within his own borders in the way of adjusting constitutional or legislative actions as compared to
those things that are accomplished by international agreement and particulady those things that are
done by some kind of super-national agency. The basic thing that needs to be done is to develop a
mechanism whereby the nations of the world can indeed get together and outlaw things that lie
beyond the borders of any particular nation. The principle here is to say that we urge the respective
governments with the utmost urgency to develop a mechanism for controlling and outlawing, if you
like, those actions that occur on an international basis.
Bishop Roy Nichols (UM, USA) moved to use this wording "campaign within our own nation and
among the nations of the world"; make it an inclusive statement and stick with the substance of the
document because here we are just quibbling over words, so he asked to include both and then go
on with the whole matter. The amendment was moved and seconded.
Greet asked that we dispose of the previous motion first.
Loyal Gibson (New Zealand) spoke against the amendment primarily because of our persistence
with changing words, continuing to debate, to move sideways on issues that in fact we have a deep
concern that has been expressed in much stronger terms, we have had factual information, we come
to the place where we need to express our minds strongly and we begin to do this kind of thing. He
gave notice that when this amendment is out of the way that we now put the vote on the total resolu
tion.
Dr. Greet asked for a vote to delete paragraph 1.
Bishop Roy Nichols (UM, USA) agreed that we are quibbling over words.
A move was made that the question be put. This was agreed.
The group VOTED NOT TO DELETE.
Bishop Nichols suggested that we make this inclusive and say "within their nations and among the
nations of the world" and then go on to vote on the whole proposition. This was moved to be in
serted in paragraph one and two and received a second.
Bishop Charles Golden (UM, USA) said that he is sure that in America with our present political
situation General Alexander Haig, former army officer, being Secretary of State and the tenor of our
present administration, we would not get very far unilaterally, but if we go multilaterally, we have
some hope.
The amendment was put that in paragraphs one and two this phrase "to urge their respective
governments within their nation and among the nations of the world" with utmost urgency, etc.
This was VOTED and APPROVED and became part of the substantive motion.
Edwin Schell (UM, USA) asked to incorporate into number 21 the elements that are not covered
in 21 but which were covered in Resolution 16.
Dr. Greet asked Mr. Schell if the substance of his amendment was to take paragraphs 2 and 3 out
of Resolution 16 and put them in the appropriate slot in number 21 and Schell agreed.
Blaine Taylor (UM, USA) said the issue before us is not on the matter of military secrets but on the
experience and philosophy of the Christian church. For instance it is not important where the missile
is pointed. We live in an age where we know that there can be serious nuclear mistakes and the
nuclear power of the powers of this world are such that if any war explodes it won't make any dif
ference where you are. Secrecy has gotten us into the dilemma we now face. The important thing is
what does Christian ethics say. What witness do we have to bring? Where does the gospel point us?
It seems to be the time to get away from nitpicking about words and moving to the point of the gospel
which is not that we have something to say that we need to say precisely, but we have something that
has been said to us that we need to pass on.
Winston O'Reilly (Australia) moved that the amendment be put.
This was AGREED.
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The amendment to put the two paragraphs from 16 into 21. This was VOTED and CARRIED.
Dr. Greet put Resolution 21 as amended:
A Call to End the Arms Race (as amended)
"The world production and sale of conventional and nuclear arms, weapon systems
and counter insurgency equipment has reached the astronomical figure of 500 billion
dollars per annum. The largest producers are the United States, the U.S.S.R., the
United Kingdom and France, in that order, along with a number of smaller countries.
This not only respresents an enormous waste of economic resources and scientific ef
fort, but an increasingly acute danger to wodd peace and to the survival of the human
race. Most irresponsible of all is the presendy renewed arms race between the United
States and the U.S.S.R., not in the least because their armaments also threaten other
nations with annihilation.
Believing that this arms race is highly dangerous for the reasons mentioned, the
WMC calls upon its member churches:
(i) to urge their respective governments within their nations and among the nations
of the world with the utmost urgency to outlaw the production and use of all nuclear
armaments;
(ii) to campaign within their nations and among the nations of the world to abolish
their stocks of nuclear armaments, the process being supervised by an authoritative in
ternational body under U.N. supervision;
(iii) to campaign for a multilateral reduction in conventional armaments to a level ac
ceptable for defense by new international standards to be established;
(iv) to seek non-military concepts of security which will help build up a sense of in
ternational confidence.
(v) the WMC asks the Social and International Affairs Committee to explore
possibilities for the creation of a pool of advisors on disarmament and peace in order to
advise the Methodist churches on how best to use their resources against the danger of
nuclear holocaust.
We call upon the superpowers and other concerned countries to initiate or renew
good faith negotiations, with serious and immediate attention being given SALT II,
taking into account agreements reached through the Helsinki Final Act.
The Prince of Peace calls us to confront this challenge head-on. We, therefore, call
upon Methodists around the world to be peacemakers; agents of reconciliation; active
participants in peace education and the redirection of public policy.
The group VOTED and the Resolution CARRIED.
Rev. Jacquelyn Russell (UM, USA) moved that a special offering be given tomorrow for world
hunger and suggested that such an offering be considered by the Executive Committee for all future
meetings of the Wodd Methodist Conference.
The group VOTED and APPROVED, with the provision that the officers consider the form in
which this should be done and also the precise agency or agencies to which the money will be given.
The meeting was adjourned for lunch.
DAY OF CONFERENCE DEBATE
Afternoon Session
After a hymn. Dr. Greet asked if we could begin with Resolution 37 since most person had copies
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of this. He noted that as soon as the printed sheets arrive these will be distributed.
LXVII. Resolution 37. Human Rights
The majority of the countries to which we belong have ratified some or all of the inter
national agreements which define human rights � The Universal declaration of
Human Rights (1948), and the International Covenants on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights and Civil and Political Rights (1966). Upon ratification, these nations
commit themselves to conducting national and international policies along the prin
ciples which are the core of these documents.
To defend and to practice them is an act of fidelity and obedience to the divine will.
Our churches must, therefore, pledge themselves to denouncing any and all violations
of these rights and to defend and sustain the victims of such violations.
We repudiate international policies which are based on economic convenience or on
the supposed need for national security, and especially those that provide financial
and military support to governments whose systematic violation of human rights has
been proved. We call upon the citizens of those countries to be particularly sensitive to
the implications of their domestic practices and foreign policies."
Dr. Greet expressed his feeling that it is important to know where we ought to send this resolution
when we have passed it.
Dow Kirkpatrick (UM, USA) said he believes a resolution similar to this originated among the Latin
American members of the Conference then it was sent to the Resolutions Committee of the Con
ference where very important references to the policy of the United States in violation of human
rights around the world were taken out so that it becomes a resolution that no one could really object
to. He supposed the reasoning behind leaving out the mention of the violation of human rights by
the United States was made on the usual argument that every country violates human rights,
therefore, why single out one? As a citizen of the United States he regrets that we are not openly call
ed to account by a world Christian body of which he has been a member all his life. We have talked
at length about conscience and he feels that the violation of human rights by the United States has far
more international ramifications than those other violations by other governments, indeed, many of
the governments around the world that violate human rights do so at our impulse, insistence, and to
our benefit. Therefore, he has no amendment to make, he simply rises to regret that in somebody's
wisdom this has been lowered in its Christian and moral impact. He believes there are many Chris
tians and others in the United States who object to the violation of human rights in these countries by
our country more seriously even than they themselves do.
Margarita Grassi, President of the Uruguayan Methodist Church, Vice-President of CIEMAL,
spoke expressing her appreciation for what was just said.
Richard Bower spoke in support of the resolution and said he would hope that those who come
from the United States will be appreciative of the fact that they are one of the few nations yet in the
world that has not ratified the two covenants. If this is passed, he thinks this calls for some action on
the part of our government to see that the two covenants are ratified and join with others.
His Preeminence Bolaji (Nigeria) expressed his concern with the prophetic function of the church
in this matter. Wherever we may be sending this to any government or governments, the church
must make its concern to be prophetic and we must not relent in proclaiming God's righteousness
and judgment wherever we may find ourselves. We are in need of this kind of proclamation in all
parts of the world. This is very vital to this. This will be useless if we do not continue with that pro
phetic function of proclaiming God's righteousness and judgment.
Greet put the resolution.
This was VOTED and CARRIED.
Dr. Greet asked for guidance as to where this should be sent and the suggestion was made that it
go to the governments of the countries of the member churches.
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Greet made the point that we have 30 or more resolutions and that if we discuss the resolutions
and they go nowhere but these walls, we are helping educate one another, to get the sense of what
concerns the Methodist church in this part of the world or that. But if we are passing resolutions of
this kind which affect great global issues we want to see that, however small a dent they make, they
make some dent on the world of affairs and therefore the question of where do we send them is of
very great importance.
Leonard Slutz (UM, USA) spoke that he and his wife are personally going over the resolutions and
are deciding which of them to send to their congressman. He believes that all of us in our own way
can do that and we have every right to say that this is something that was adopted by the Wodd
Methodist Council and that it represents churches in 60-odd nations and is something that should be
taken very seriously.
Greet suggested that we leave it to the discretion of the General Secretary perhaps when he is con
ferring with Frank Northam on some of the matters that might go to those organizations that have
their home in Geneva, "unless you wish to give specific direction to the secretary at any point �
when you have endorsed the resolution it is entirely open to any member of the Conference to get
up and propose that this go to Senator "A" or Mr. "B" or Prime Minister, etc., so the ball is in your
court."
Greet then suggested that the group move to Resolution 18 and that Dr. Ira Gallaway has given
notice that he wishes to speak on this.
LXVIII. Resolution 18. On The Central American Situation
We are deeply conscious of the very serious situation of numerous Central
American countries, where people are struggling under oppressive and repressive
governments, whose violations of the most basic human right, that of life itself, have
reached genocidial proportions.
Dictatorial regimes have been able to maintain their power � even at times enabled
to attain it � in a good measure because of U.S.A economic and military aid. U.S.A.
direct and indirect intervention weighs heavily on the entire history of Central
America. We consider the support that has been given to the government of El
Salvador particularly grevious. That government's brutal repressive action � a true
war against the people � has been denounced by the Salvadorian churches
themselves as well as by numerous international organizations.
We recommend, therefore, that our churches declare publicly their repudiation of a
policy which sustains repressive governments in Central America � particularly El
Salvador and Guatemala. We also request that the churches pledge themselves to sus
tain in solidarity and with effectiveness the churches and the people of El Salvador and
the programs of the W.C.C. spiritual aid to the people of these countries, particularly
to those who are victims of injustice and repression.
Dr. Ira Gallaway said that Resolutions 18, 20 and 25 are essentially the same resolutions, and that
20 and 25 are identical, and resolution 18 is rather lengthy � and he asked that they be considered
as one.
It was explained that numbers 20 and 25 are exactly the same so the group agreed to delete
number 25. Also the Conference was told that 20 and 25 are short and came first, but after the Latin
American group met in the "Power of the Rich and Poor" Resolution 18 came out.
Dr. Greet then moved to Resolution 20.
LXIX. Resolution 20. Resolution on the Situation in El Salvador
Central America has had a long history of injustice � power held by national elites
and foreign vested interests with no concern for those who produce the wealth. The
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wholeness of the majority of the human beings is sacrificed to the selfishness of the few
through the exercise of military dictatorships. God's creation is violated time after time.
At the present moment, the plight of those struggling for justice in El Salvador is par
ticularly harrowing. The World Methodist Conference denounces this situation par
ticularly the U.S.A. intervention which negates the right to self-determination, and
commends the W.C.C. program in that country supporting those who are suffering in
a land torn by war.
At this point Dr. Greet asked if there was anyone who wishes to present Resolution 20 and speak
to it as Dr. Ira Gallaway plans to move a substantial amendment for substitution. He felt that if some
one wanted to speak for Resolution 20 they had the right to speak for that one first.
Margarita Grassi (Uruguay) spoke on the situation in El Salvador and said that those who prepared
the resolution felt that participation of the U.S. in this has been quite clear and felt that the whole
Conference should address this. They, as Latin American people, much preferred Resolution 18 to
25 or 20 as being more explicit. They felt that something fairly strong had to be said on a situation
where there is actually war and people are being killed and disappearing, a situation where the inno
cent are being slaughtered by forces that are not fighting for their well being.
Gallaway asked to put the amendment and he read the names of those who joined him in putting
the amendment: Mrs. Polly Gramling, Reynolds Greene, L.D. Thomas, Jr., Maxie Dunnam, Bishop
Joel McDavid, J. Ellsworth Kalas, Bishop Ernest Dixon, J. Woodrow Hearn, William Quick, Harry
Young, Bishop Finis Crutchfield, Reginald Ponder, Chades Turkington, Bishop Nathaniel Linsey,
William Lux, Joe Harding, Paul Shephard, Bishop Emerson Colaw, Mrs. Eva Walker, Bishop Earl
4unt, Bishop Lawi Imathiu.
Gallaway moved a substitution to this resolution as follows:
Statement for Democracy in El Salvador
1 . We support the aspirations of the Salvadoran people for democratic liberties, self-
determination and escape from poverty.
2. We oppose efforts by the extreme right and the extreme left in El Salvador to deny
these aspirations.
3. We urge that full support be given by both the U.S. Government and by private
organizations for the land reform program in El Salvador and for the reform groups
that support it.
4. We urge that international efforts be mounted to stop the flow of arms into El
Salvador from all sources, both from the West and the Soviet bloc.
5. We realize that people concerned about freedom for El Salvador have legitimate
differences over the question of U.S. military aid to that country. The key question for
U.S. Government policy, however, is not a simplistic decision on whether to be "in or
out", but a complicated decision on how best to help end the killing and bring about
greater freedom and material well-being for the people of El Salvador. We therefore,
agree that if U.S. aid is given, whether military or economic, that it be used to bolster
the reform effort and protect innocent people from threats of violence and terrorism
from both right and left.
6. We strongly urge members of the World Methodist Community and all peoples of
faith to carefully investigate all aspects of this complex situation before offering or sup
porting simplistic solutions or engaging in caustic and ideological rhetoric which can
only compound the problem."
Speaking on his substitution. Dr. Gallaway said, "There is only one Lord, one faith, and one bap
tism, one God and father of us all who stands in redeeming love and divine judgement upon us all.
This includes the rich and the poor and all nations on this earth as well as all churches represented
here. As I speak these words I am reminded of the scripture which was read here this morning by the
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young girl who responded to one of the addresses, 'If my people who are called by my name humble
themselves and pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked way, then I will hear from heaven,
forgive their sins and will heal their land.' I presume that that applies to all of our lands and all of our
people. This afternoon I stand humbly before you deeply aware of the need to confess my own sin
� not yours but mine. The sin of my not always living obediently and lovingly in response to God as
my father and me as his child, a disciple of Jesus Christ. I also confess that my country, the United
States of America, is neither perfect, nor does its government always act in a Christian manner. But 1
am also reminded that if many of you who have so openly and so strongly criticized the United States
of America here which is my homeland, had you voiced such criticism of other countries behind the
iron curtain, many of them Marxist, you would have been put in jail or deported from that country
within 24 hours. That will not happen to you here for we are a free country which protects your right
to free speech. Now God and the worship of God is not to be confused with any form of govern
ment. To identify God and country as though they were one is a form of totalitarianism called
monism which is idolatry. Today the only global ideology that is doctrinally committed to the
monistic denial of freedom is Marxist Leninism. This is not a charge lodged soley by its critics, but a
tenant consistently proclaimed by the movement within itself and by its leaders."
"I have prepared this personal alternative resolution because resolutions 18, 20, and 25 are clearly
unbalanced and therefore patendy unfair to the real picture in El Salvador. The resolutions would in
dicate that there is one position held by the church in El Salvador and that position is in support of a
so-called democratic revolutionary front. That is not so and I have linked the direct quotes here from
the "National Catholic Register" from Bishop Pedro Abiriccio in interviews dated June 14 and June
21 in the "National Catholic Register". Bishop Abiriccio is a native bishop, he is a senior bishop of the
church in El Salvador who has long advocated land reform and has always denounced human rights
violations by both the right and the left. Bishop Abiriccio states that he had the permission when he
made the statements and the authority through the apostolic conference of the Roman Catholic
Church to speak for that church on the situation in El Salvador. He says, 'The church in El Salvador
does not want military aid from the United States, if all Soviet aid to the guerrillas stops.' But he con
tinues, 'while Russia is supplying the guerrillas with arms, we need United States help to strengthen
our army. Leftists in El Salvador have received tons of sophisticated weapons not only from Russia,
but from other Soviet bloc nations as well. To anyone who doubts this, I would invite them to my
area where I can show proof of this Soviet intervention!' He further states, 'We do not have a criminal
army, we do not have a criminal government, we have a government which is trying to be a Chris
tian democratic government.' He further affirms that the land reform program has taken all land
blocs exceeding 1200 acres that were previously under private ownership and has given them to the
farmer tenants in the land reform programs which are now being operated by the campucinos and
are being worked as cooperatives. This is the first chance in Central America for land reform to really
work and if we pull out it will not.' There is much more if time would permit that I could quote from
Bishop Abiriccio. I conclude with the request that he gave to the people of America just one month
ago when he was in our country: he was asked what would he say to the American people, he said 'I
ask all people everywhere to pray for peace in El Salvador and for freedom. 1 ask them to pray that
we may not becomes slaves of Marxism and that one day those who are far away may return to live
in peace and in democracy.' My brothers and sisters in Christ, we may not agree about this, but this is
not a situation where there are simple answers and we cannot give them at this place. Today it is my
prayer and I deeply urge you to support the alternative resolution which I submitted for you to con
sider. It is not a resolution which favors any country, but advocates that the principle of freedom be
supported by all in El Salvador."
Dr. Greet reminded speakers that they are limited to five minutes. He thanked Dr. Gallaway for
presenting the resolution so ably and in such great detail.
Helen Lang said she wondered "when we will say something that is not connected with the Soviet
Union." That if we do it because we feel deeply that America is involved in El Salvador in a way that
is against the principles of a good many of us in America, she would hesitate to go along with the
amendment.
Herman Will (UM, USA) spoke in opposition of the substitute proposal. "We need to understand
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that the military government in El Salvador for years had governed the people harshly and cruelly
and unjustly. There was a revolt within part of the military in cooperation with certain Christian
democratic elements that lead to the situation where the new junta that took over from the previous
military undertook these somewhat progressive land reform measures. Unfortunately, that pro
gressive group has lost control steadily and some of the more progressive military leaders as well as a
number of the Christian democratic leaders have turned against the junta which they had been sup
porting and have resigned from its membership and at the present time that body is a relatively inef
fective group unable to control its own military forces. Even the proponents within the government
and outside the United States Government admit that arms are going from the United States into the
hands of security and military forces at least 20-30% of which are not under the effective control of
the Salvadoran government. As a result of that, many thousands of people are being killed in El
Salvador and a large number of them innocent peasant people who are not part of the guerrilla
forces. The estimates of the U.S. press are that 80% of the people being killed are being killed by the
government forces and only 20% by guerilla forces which indicates the kind of indiscriminate attitude
that is being undertaken by the military of El Salvador with U.S. support." He pointed out as well
that "We need to recognize that the United States and its people are accomplices (and I say that ad
visedly) in the killing of these people as long as we continue to give military support to a government
which cannot control its own military forces." He added, "The Roman Catholic Church in this coun
try and in many countries around the world has taken a very strong position against this military aid"
and he earnesdy hopes that this substitute will not pass but instead we echo a position which will be in
accordance with our Catholic brethren who are striving so valiandy to see that justice and peace and
order can come in the country of El Salvador.
George Wan (Republic of Singapore) spoke in appreciation of the amendment and drew attention
to what appears to be a contradiction � in paragraph 4 it reads "that international efforts be
mounted to stop the flow of arms into this country from all sources" and in paragraph 5, "we
therefore agree that if U.S. aid is given, whether military or economic, that it be used to bolster the
reform effort, etc." He sees a contradiction in 4 and 5b. He thinks all of us would agree with 4 but he
does not see how we can reconcile that with the last paragraph (last 4 lines) of paragraph 5. He
would strongly urge a body of our nature to be very careful about advocating military aid to any
country. He thinks that is common knowledge that most, in fact none of us, have the details of any
situation in any country because of our limited contact. And to give military aid in any form can be
abused. He reminded members of the Conference of the situation in Vietnam. He said this may not
be parallel here but surely the idea of aiding a country in its fight against any form can have adverse
ramifications and tragedies. With that in mind, while he agrees that we should advocate economic
and other forms of aid, the military should be left out.
Alfonso Vasquez (Ecuador) spoke, "Having heard the amendment I feel the need to stand up and
speak. We Latin Americans feel we understand very clearly what is happening in El Salvador.
Perhaps I don't have all of the proof before me, but it is easy to gather them up. We are talking just
about extremists fighting among themselves. We are talking about a country that has been fighting
for 40 years to find liberation, and so as we rise to our feet we appeal to the Christians to be with us.
We feel the time has come when it is time to break these chains that oppress us. We are talking about
the Christians that are suffering tremendously. For this we are concerned, about the U.S. govern
ment's economic, political and military support to the Duarte government who is helping to curtail
the efforts of these persons trying to rise and stand on their feet and be liberated. For this reason my
brothers and sisters of the Methodist Church it is important for us not to put before the world a state
ment that is in vague words but to be very concrete in a situation like this in El Salvador. Thank you.
"
Dr. Greet asked if the conference felt it had heard enough to vote responsibly on the alternative
resolution.
Bishop Paulo Ayres Mattos (Brazil) speaking on behalf of the Latin American Methodist Council,
"We are 12 church members and the last March the 12 Methodist churches met and considered very
carefully the situation in El Salvador. We do not have a simplistic view on the situation in El
Salvador. We are suffering all over Latin America the American intervention. That is not new for
you. You have heard that a lot, but in this moment you have the opportunity to stand up and say as
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Methodist world body to stop the American intervention in Latin America, especially in El Salvador.
Because of that the Latin American delegation met during this Conference and we wrote the resolu
tion number 18. It is not a personal resolution � not a personal statement. It is the voice of the Latin
American Methodist churches. As Methodists in Latin America we plead to this Conference to not
accept the amendment and to support the resolution number 18 because we as Latin American
Methodists � we think it is a better understanding of the situation in El Salvador.
Bishop Earl Hunt (UM, USA) said the wording of neither the original resolution nor the substitute
pleased him entirely. He has associated his name with the substitute because he prefers it to the
original. He thinks we are in the process of misunderstanding what the substitute intends to do. It
starts by supporting the aspirations of the Salvadoran people for democratic liberty, self-
determination, and an escape from poverty. It goes on to oppose efforts by both the extreme right
and the extreme left in El Salvador which would deny these aspirations. Then it suggests that a
modification in the United States' present role as interpreted by many people be accomplished,
namely that the United States government throw whatever support it has, economic or military, to
the accomplishment of the reform effort which the resolution has already endorsed. "I think we make
a very serious mistake when we involve only the United States in guilt in present intervention in El
Salvador and 1 think we need, if we speak at all, a balanced word" and he prefers the substitute
because in his judgement it does precisely what the resolution is attempting to do, but without nam
ing simply one person or one country as being responsible for those things that we all deplore.
Bishop Ulises Hernandez (Mexico) spoke against the amendment because the amendment
diminished the reality that we in Latin America are facing right now. How I would like my Methodist
brothers and sisters in the United States to be able to recognize and feel our fears when we have
known through the media the strong support that the actual government of the U.S. is providing to
the savage power, military powers in Latin America. How I would like you to listen to us. Not to
those peoples that are using our own military efforts, our military men, the men paid by our taxes to
protect their trans-nationals. That means we are supporting our enemies. How I would like to ask my
Methodist people to be aware of the situation. Just to say that the problem started with Marxism is to
mislead the reality that we are having in Latin America. When the poor people are just standing on
the streets they are asking for free alms. How I do appreciate the support the USA provided for the
revolution of Mexico and my brothers and sisters, now it is the other way around. My other brother
countries (or sister countries) how 1 wish that they may have also this support of a country that has
pretended to be at the beginning a democratic country but as somebody has said a democratic coun
try whose statue of liberty faces to Europe and not to the south. I would like for us to realize that. If
fellow Methodists listen to us, we are asking you to support the Latin American countries to choose
their own government and their own freedom.
Maxie Dunnam (UM, USA) made a motion to amend the statement that is presented to eliminate
the last four lines in paragraph 5: "We therefore, agree that if U.S. aid is given, whether military or
economic, that it be used to bolster the reform effort and protect innocent people from threats of
violence and terrorism from both right and left."
Dr. Greet reminded the group that it does have a motion, but he gave Dunnam a choice to give
notice of motion. At this point it was moved that the vote be taken and this was seconded. Greet put
the subsitute motion as an amendment.
This was VOTED and the substitute amendment was LOST, so the original resolution 20 still
stands.
Dunnam was given the opportunity to put his motion, but since this concerned the substitute, it
was omitted.
Greet then put Resolution 20.
This was VOTED and CARRIED.
Papers bearing the text, of remaining resolutions was passed out.
Since it was clear that all the resolutions could not be considered. Dr. Greet moved to Resolution
29.
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LXX. Resolution 29. A Nuclear Free Zone for the Pacific
The Pacific peoples are particularly concerned at the way in which their region is be
ing used by major powers as a dumping ground for nuclear waste, a testing ground for
nuclear weapons and an area in which enormous nuclear fire-power is deployed.
Nuclear waste has been dumped in the Pacific by France, China, the United States
and Japan. The economies (and basic subsistence) of all micro-states are highly
vulnerable to marine pollution. Disregard of this by the offending powers is at variance
with Christian responsibility.
The World Methodist Conference supports the desire of the Pacific peoples to
declare and establish the region as a Nuclear Free Zone and calls on the member
churches of the Council both directly and through their National Council of Churches,
to press for the recognition of such a zone by their governments.
Dr. Norman E. Dewire (UM, USA) advised the group that the resolution came through seminar 2
where Dr. Lorine Tevi of the Pacific Conference of Churches addressed the seminar. As a result of
what she said this resolution was passed on through that seminar to this Conference. Dewire invited
Dr. Tevi to speak to the resolution.
Dr. Tevi said many of the islands of the Pacific are very small. These islands depend on the sea for
their living. They eat from the sea, they swim in the sea and their lives really thrive on the oceans of
the Pacific. "You know very well that within the last fifteen years the Pacific churches and the Pacific
people have been complaining and showing great protests to the responsible governments who are
using the Pacific for testing, for planning to dump nuclear waste, for those already dumping the
nuclear waste and for the vessels that are carrying nuclear weapons that are maneuvering the Pacific
waters. Because our own generation and the generation to come and because of the threat to the
world war in which the atomic bomb has been tested, we of the Pacific churches and the neighboring
countries support the people who are also advocating against the nuclear weapons. We have made a
statement and we have committed ourselves to fight against and work toward the nuclear-free
Pacific. At the Council Meeting on the first day of the meeting, I read a statement from the platform
stating the position of the Pacific Conference of Churches that was only taken two months ago and
coming to this Conference is not only the church people, but the whole people of the Pacific plead
with this international Council to support us with our struggle to make the Pacific Ocean a nuclear-
free Pacific. So because of our life and because of the threat of world war we plead with you to sup
port this resolution to work with us in our struggle to make it a nuclear-free Pacific."
Allen Woodley (New Zealand) . As Mrs. Tevi has indicated, this resolution would support a strong
and growing voice within the Pacific region for the region to be recognized by the governments of the
world as a nuclear free zone. The Pacific region is not in any need nor does it want any so-called
"safe" weapon testing in its area, nor does it want the so-called "safe" movement of nuclear weapons
through its seas, nor does it want the so-called "safe" dumping of nuclear waste in its ocean, nor
does it want the so-called security these may purport to offer. But a nuclear-free zone could be a
significant step toward nuclear sanity. It is my hope that this conference will pass this resolution and
will also endorse the requests of action by member churches."
Dr. Greet put the resolution. It was VOTED and CARRIED.
Greet then voiced his personal approval of this vote. He noted that he had been told that
something like a quarter of this island is given over to military storage of one kind of another, some of
it nuclear. "It seems to be an appalling blot on this part of God's paradise, if this be so."
Greet moved to Resolution 30.
LXXI. Resolution 30. World Council of Churches
Methodist churches throughout the wodd have had a central role in the formation,
support, and leadership of the World Council of Churches since its beginning in 1948;
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and are significantly involved with more than 300 other member churches in seeking
to fulfill the purposes of the Council in making Jesus Christ known as God and
Saviour through ecumenical witness. Methodists should be alert to misrepresentations
about the Wodd Council of Churches and should be knowledgeable about and sup
port the WCC in its extensive work of world mission and evangelism, its massive aid to
refugees from natural disasters and human divisiveness, its aid to development, its
contribution to theological education and faith and order disciplines, its dialogue with
persons of other living faiths, its community of women and men studies, its significant
programme to combat racism, its role in administering funds for specific causes
designated by any of its member churches, the global work of its medical commission,
and its defense of human rights.
We strongly encourage each of our member churches to participate in Bible studies
and other preparatory work for the July 24-August 10, 1983 Assembly of the Wodd
Council of Churches in Vancouver, B.C., Canada on the theme; Jesus Christ: Life of
the Wodd.
Bishop Federico Pagura (Argentina) spoke for the resolution saying that a so-called "Internation.
Christian Council" is denouncing the new theological trends in Latin America and "trying to creat
real confusion among our people, among our churches, among governments, and giving a real fals
image of all the World Council of Churches has been doing, not only in Latin America but in man
other parts of the world in a real witness to the Christian gospel. We would appreciate very much .
clear word on the part of the Council, our Methodist sisters and brethren supporting the Work
Council of Churches that has been a real aid in the very difficult times we are facing in Latin America.
We are grateful for this prophetic voice of men like Philip Potter, like Emilio Castro, like Dr. Julio
Santana." The Methodist church has in the World Council of Churches some of the best men �
brilliant men at the service of the ecumenical cause and "I think we should be grateful to God
because of this participation and contribution of the Methodist people in the ecumenical cause."
A motion to add "non-military" to the resolution was made and seconded.
Bishop Roy C. Nichols (UM, USA) spoke in opposition "because it implies the WCC has given aid
other than non-military." The WCC provided aid in refugee camps, and Nichols gave references to
countries where they helped both the refugees and also the oppressors who were in need.
Gerald F Moede (UM, USA) moved to add to the first paragraph the words "and its support for
the visible unity of the church in each nation."
This amendment was VOTED and CARRIED.
Dr. Greet put the motion as amended and it was VOTED and CARRIED.
LXXII. Resolution 10. Resolution on Combatting Alcohol and Drug
Abuse
That this 14th World Methodist Conference suggests to the Wodd Council of
Churches through its Central Committee that it consider seriously forming a commit
tee to combat Alcohol and Drug Abuse as an important enemy of Global Society.
This resolution was VOTED and CARRIED.
LXXIII. Resolution 33. Television
Television is the most powerful single means of communication, with hundreds of
millions watching programs every hour. The Wodd Methodist Conference urges its
members to enter fully into this field, employing the highest artistic and dramatic stan
dards. The conference pledges its support in these endeavors in whatever way the Ex
ecutive Committee may determine.
Words of support were voiced and Ronald Mann (England) moved the resolution.
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Bishop Ole Borgen (Sweden) moved to add "highest moral, artistic and dramatic standards" and
this was VOTED and ACCEPTED.
Dr. Greet put the resolution, it was VOTED and CARRIED.
Dr. Slutz asked the group to consider Resolutions 15 and 23.
LXXIV- Resolution 13: Independence for Namibia
The World Methodist Conference urges the world-wide Methodist family, and
especially the World Methodist Conference to support the United Nations resolution
appertaining to approaches and procedures leading to independence for Namibia.
An amendment was proposed suggesting that the following be added: "that we support and pray
for our Methodist brothers and sisters, who are being detained and imprisoned because of their stand
for liberation and freedom for the people of Namibia."
The amendment to the text was VOTED and CARRIED.
The entire resolution was then VOTED and APPROVED.
LXXV. Resolution 15. Resolution on Racism
Our Methodist doctrine and tradition lead us to strive for a social order where justice
'runs down like water and righteousness like a mighty stream'.
The teaching of Christ challenges each of us to fight against racism until all people,
regardless of race, nationality, class, sex, or religion are free from economic exploita
tion, political oppression, racial bigotry and injustice.
We must strive to eradicate poverty, disease, hunger, fear and selfishness from
human society.
(a) Therefore, be it resolved that we call upon Methodists everywhere and all other
Christians and persons of good will to resist by all Christian means the rising tide of
racism, anti-semitism, and all other forms of bigotry and injustice.
(b) be it further resolved that this 14th Session of the Wodd Methodist Conference
and Council does hereby condemn any expression of racial bigotry throughout the
world, e.g. the apartheid policy of the government of South Africa, the revival of the
activities of Naziism and the Ku Klux Klan in the United States and the discrimination
against blacks in Brazil, aborigines in Australia, Asians in Africa, and the Indians in the
Americas.
(c) be it further resolved that Methodist people and churches in the USA and
elsewhere urge such governments as have not yet done so to ratify the U.N. Human
Rights Convention and urge all countries effectively to implement it.
Dr. Howard Souster (England) spoke for the resolution.
L.H. Whelchel (CME, USA) spoke regarding the work of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and others
who led in the struggle for rights of blacks and others in America and spoke concerning the voting
rights act and is concerned that this still be in force.
An amendment was put to add the following:
"Be it resolved that Methodist people and churches in the United States write letters to their Con
gressmen and Congresswomen to vote for the extension of the 1965 Voting Rights Bill in its present
form."
This amendment was VOTED and CARRIED.
The amended resolution was put by Dr. Greet and was VOTED and CARRIED.
Curtiss Holyfield (UM, USA) stated that the amendment will project that we are still for mankind.
Dr. Greet then brought the attention of the Conference to Resolutions 23 and 12 regarding the
Middle East.
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LXXVI. Resolution 23. Resolution on the Middle East
We condemn the rush of both superpowers to pour arms and their own an
tagonisms into the Middle East adding fuel to the steaming cauldron of suspicion and
ill will.
We deplore recent attacks by the nation of Israel upon its neighbors, particularly the
repeated and deadly bombings in Lebanon.
We call the attention of our member Churches to the serious threat to world peace
posed by these continued actions of a heavily armed state in response to Palestinian
nationalist activity.
We speak our concern for those who suffer from these recent acts and call for
negotiations among all parties involved which would seek both peace and justice in the
area and which would guarantee both the right of Israel to exist in peace and that of
the Palestinians to a political entity and autonomy within their own country.
We pray for peace with justice and protection of the God-given rights of all the
peoples of the area.
Bishop D. Ward Nichols (AME, USA) spoke in support of the resolution.
Melvon Ireland (UM, USA) spoke regarding his abhorrence of Mr. Begin's decision to bomb
Lebanon.
Ed Schell (UM, USA) spoke calling upon Methodist people of the world to prayerful intercession
for a new heart and mind to be manifest among both Jews and Palestinians so that a peace with
justice may finally be negotiated. He mentioned the promise of God to Micah that to Jerusalem the
nations and peoples of the world will come to be taught God's ways and to walk in His paths and we
call upon Israel to remember the peril of a Zion built up with blood and a Jerusalem with iniquity. It is
time now for Israel to hear and heed the prophet Micah and to substitute for a policy of unlimited
retaliation against its enemies a willingness to reason together with them for the making of peace.
He proposed the following amendment as a substitute to paragraph two:
"Especially we call upon Israel to forego its newly enunciated policy of preemptory
strikes against innocent residents of Beirut and other places. No nation can justify
willful slaughter of innocent bystanders and the destruction of their property under the
cloak of assuring its own security. Such a violation of the rules of warfare and basic
human rights by Israel or any other nation is reprehensible and merits worldwide con
demnation."
Bishop Roy Nichols (UM, USA) asked why not a stronger statement on Iraq.
The Schell substitution to paragraph two was VOTED and CARRIED.
Bishop Joseph C. Coles (CME, USA) spoke regarding anti-semitism in the Middle East.
Bob McClean (UM, USA) moved (with a second) to insert "independence" at the end of
paragraph 4 which would make it read "both the right of Israel to exist in peace and that of the
Palestinians to independence."
Dr. Leonard Slutz (UM, USA) moved that a paragraph be added between paragraphs 3 and 4
which would read:
"We also condemn acts of terrorism against Israeli villages and the repeated threats to destroy that
nation." It was then proposed as an addition to paragraph 2.
Affirmation was expressed for persons such as President Anwar Sadat who .had received the
Wodd Methodist Peace Award, to continue to bridge barriers in the Middle East.
A further amendment was presented (as the next to last paragraph) which reads as follows:
"Further, we deplore the use of urban centers, as bases of operation, by the Palesti
nians, and other groups which endanger the lives of innocent persons."
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This was VOTED and CARRIED.
The last amendment to Resolution 23 came from Bishop D.G. Ming, and read:
"The Wodd Methodist family supports all peace-loving people of the Middle East
who seek to bridge the barriers between Arabs and Jews.
This amendment was also VOTED and CARRIED.
The group agreed that the Resolutions Committee would arrange the final wording which reads as
follows:
Resolution 23: Resolution on the Middle East (as amended)
"We condemn the rush of both superpowers to pour arms and their own an
tagonisms into the Middle East adding fuel to the steaming cauldron of suspicion and
ill will.
Especially we call upon Israel to forego its newly enunciated policy of preemptory
strikes against residents of Beirut and other places. No nation can justify willful
slaughter of innocent bystanders and the destruction of their property under the cloak
of assuring its own security. Such a violation of the rules of warfare and basic human
rights by Israel or any other nation is reprehensible and merits worldwide condemna
tion. We also condemn acts of terrorism against Israeli villages and the repeated
threats to destroy that nation.
Further, we deplore the use of urban centers, as bases of operation, by the Palesti
nians, and other groups which endanger the lives of innocent persons.
We call the attention of our Member Churches to the serious threat to world peace
posed by these continued actions of a heavily armed state in response to Palestinian
nationalist activity.
We speak our concern for those who suffer from these recent acts and call for
negotiations among all parties involved which would seek both peace and justice in the
area and which would guarantee both the right of Israel to exist in peace and that of
the Palestinians to independence.
The World Methodist family supports all peace-loving people of the Middle East
who seek to bridge the barriers between Arabs and Jews. We pray for peace with
justice and protection of the God-given rights of all of the peoples of the area.
The Resolution was VOTED and CARRIED.
At the end of the debate period, gifts were presented to Mr. James J.M. Misajon, Coordinator,
and to Dr. David Harada, Chairman of the Hawaii Committee.
The afternoon session was adjourned with final instructions concerning the procession of witness
from the Conference Hall to the Waikiki Shell in the evening.
(Note: A complete listing of Resolutions adopted begins on page 241 .)
JULY 28, 1981
Morning Session
Mr. John R. Harper, Wodd Treasurer of the World Methodist Council from Philadelphia, presided
over the Closing Session of the Conference.
The Reverend Jack L. Hunter led the congregational singing.
Dr. Harrell Beck brought the conclusion of his five-part Conference Bible Study, titled "A Tale of
Two Cities" The Conference responded with a standing ovation expressing enthusiastic apprecia
tion for Dr. Beck's series of studies.
Directed intercessions for the Christian churches in the Pacific were brought by Mrs. Vera Dowie of
New Zealand. A solo by Mr. Ralph Freeman of Atlanta, Georgia followed.
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CLOSING CEREMONIES
The Presiding Officer, Mr. Harper, invited Dr. Kenneth G. Greet, 1976-81 WMC Executive Com
mittee Chairman, to the podium.
Installation of New Council Officers
The Service of Induction was led by Dr. Kenneth G. Greet, assisted by Dr. Joe Hale. The follow
ing were installed as the officers of the Council and invested with the badge of office:
Chairperson Executive Committee, Bishop William R. Cannon
Vice-Chairperson, Rev. Lawi Imathiu
Presidium: Mrs. Katheryn M. Brown, AME
Dr. Donald English, Britain
Miss Margarita Grassi, Uruguay
Bishop Dwight E. Loder, UM
Bishop M. Elia Peter, India
Mr. Epeli Tagi, Fiji
Miss Marta Jan Burke, youth
Bishop Hermann L. Sticher, Germany
Treasurer: Mr. John R. Harper
General Secretary: Dr. Joe Hale
Geneva Secretary: Mr. Frank Northam (in absentia)
Honorary President: Dr. Kenneth G. Greet
Other officers introduced were the past presidents of the Council Bishop Corson and Dr. Parlin,
and the President of the World Federation of Methodist Women, Mrs. Oknah Kim Lah. Dr. Lee
F Tuttle is the General Secretary Emeritus.
Formal Expressions Of Appreciation : Dr. R. Franklin Thompson
Dr. R. Franklin Thompson was invited to the platform to extend the appreciation of the Council
and Conference to all who participated in the program and the staff. His address follows:
It is a very real privilege and yet a very humble privilege for me to speak for each of you to thank
those with whom we have been associated and who have made this week so rich and so very mean
ingful. If the earthly father of our church, John Wesley, were looking over the ramparts of heaven, I
am sure he would be very very pleased with this week's meeting. I can imagine his brother, Charles,
that musical genius who gave us 6,000 hymns going to John Wesley and saying, "Brother John, you
were much more prophetic than you realized when you said 'the world is my parish' for in Honolulu
people have assembled from 91 territories and countries in your name to carry forth your belief and
the glory and the majesty and the worship of our God and Father. But they represent as was said last
night nearly 50 million people around the world who take pride and who are thirlled and who are
dedicated to the Methodist teachings.
And then in that cabinet meeting in heaven you can hear Bishop Asbury come over and say,
"Yes, and the statistics are very good." He would say the Methodists that are met in the 14th Con
ference represent 225,000 cottages, chapels, churches and cathedrals, and these people have come
this day, these days, to worship in that atmosphere.
Do you remember, I can hear Brother Coke say to John Wesley, when you walked with me up the
gangplank to go to the new mission field, you put your arm around me and you said when you get in
the new field, establish schools and colleges and hospitals, for our people must be the best educated
people in the area. And do you know that there are 500 schools and colleges around the face of the
earth represented by this Conference because we are true to the great Methodist tradition.
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And then you can hear John Wesley as he says to that heavenly cabinet, do they still believe in the
Holy Spirit, do they still worship God as we did, and do? Do they still believe in the great social issues
which were so much a part of the day in which we lived and are they still trying to help the poor? Are
they still adhering to the Discipline as we worked it out? And then you discover the joy which has
come because we are all a part of that.
And so we are in the words of the New Testament surrounded by so great a cloud of witnesses.
For a hundred years this organization has gone on and for 200 years or more our beloved church has
carried forth its doctrine and its teaching. And we are today here because there has been and
because we thank those who have been so meaningful in this week and in these days.
We have talked about Dr. Harold Roberts who is that great scholar and statesman of the church.
We have seen Dr. Charles Parlin in action � that great businessman who has done so much for the
Conference and for the Methodist Church and for the churches around the world. Quiet. Dignified.
Meaningful. Firm. And yet the power behind the scene that means so much and for whom we are so
very grateful. And there is Prince Taylor who carried the work of the Conference in the quinquen
nium before last and there is Bishop Fred Corson that great statesman of the church, a legend in his
own time as far as ecumenical work and the work of the Methodist Church is concerned.
Now of course we have our beloved Kenneth Greet. How shall we thank him for this week? It's
kind of amazing you know. You did it yesterday by a standing ovation. And in your hearts you
would like to thank him even more. I shouldn't tell this, but I was riding the elevator the other day
and there were four Methodist women, each of them proudly wearing the badge, and they were
discussing our chairman. One of them said, "Isn't he patient, isn't he infinitely patient!" I think she
was referring to her husband's lack of it but I'm not sure. "Isn't he infinitely patient! Isn't he a scholad
Isn't he dedicated! Isn't he marvelous!" "Isn't he interesting as a great parliamentarian." And one of
them with a sly look out of the corner of her eye said, "And aren't his asides wonderful!" And they
are wonderful because if you analyze the parliamentary procedure, quite often it smoothed troubled
waters and kept us on the way. His ability to cut through trivia and get to the heart of the matter is
phenomenal. Our hearts are warmed because of the outstanding leadership that Kenneth has given
to us. A great statesman of the church. And just as the elevator reached their floor and they went out
the last thing I heard one of those women say, "And isn't he a love!" Now I'm not sure what she
meant but I am sure we all feel that way.
His colleague, Joe Hale, is also one of the statesmen of the church. His right hand has the Hand
book of the Council. His left hand has the legal pad and his pen and he goes from the thousand
details which he has so well organized and brought into reality for this Conference and for the Coun
cil to the great principles of the Methodist Church and its outstanding ecumenical reach around the
world in his editorials in the "World Parish". Patient. Dedicated. Phenomenal in his interest and in
the hours and hours which he gives. Our hearts are warmed because of Joe Hale.
And then we have our beloved John Harper. When God created John Harper he broke the mold.
There is only one John Harper in all the world. Twenty years ago the phone rang one day in my of
fice at the presidency of the University of Puget Sound and on the other end of the line was the
beloved Edwin L. Jones. He said, "Doctor, I am treasurer of the World Methodist Council and I'd
like to ask you to be the chairman of the Finance Committee, an ad hoc committee to help me as
treasurer." So for 20 years now I have been chairman of the Finance Committee of the World
Methodist council as an ad hoc committee. When Dr. Jones died John Harper became the treasurer.
Let me say because it's been all my life to have the budgets of universities, all my life I've never met a
man so dedicated, so careful, so meticulous, and so wonderful as John Harper. 1 do not know of any
business organization in the whole wodd that deals with 2 million dollars a year at least and pays their
treasurer not one cent because this man is amazing. I can call him anytime and he has at his fingertips
this fund and that fund and the other fund and they are all auditable and all in position and all exacdy
right. We can say we are richly blessed because of the tremendous dedication of John Harper and his
staff.
And now we talk about the program of this Conference and this Council. Bishop Stowe and his
committee and his outstanding helper and his secretary, Maxie Dunnam, have given us a great pro
gram. Dr. Harrell Beck's Bible Studies have been bright, scintillating, they have been intellectual,
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they have been powerful, they have been meaningful and they have given to us the kind of
understanding and outstanding brilliance of a Hawaiian rainbow. He has been unusually fine and
magnificent. And yet 1 was out here the other day and a little child came down and sat here and 1 said
"Have you listened to this man?" He said, "Oh yes, yes." He said "1 can't quite understand all he
says, but it's been wonderful." And then he leaned over and said, "You know, I'd like to have him
for a grandpa because I think he'd be like a great big warm cuddly bear." We will go to the far ends of
the earth and we will take Dr. Beck's outstanding contributions with us. And we shall always
remember the twinkle in the eye and we shall always remember the brilliance of the presentation.
And then of course there are those others who are so meaningful. The challenges that have come
to us. Will you ever forget Dr. Cone's great voice and the challenges and the insight which he gave?
Will you remember our friend from Athens, Greece and the oustanding presentation which Dr.
Nissiotis made and will you remember Dr. Jose Bonino from Argentina? Will you remember the
beautiful presentation of Dr. Phyllis Guthardt whom we have loaned to the Presbyterians in New
Zealand for a little while? And then the powerful magnificent dynamic of Dr. Hendricks from South
Africa? The presentation of the dialogues by our own Bishop Cannon and his own outstanding inter
pretation? The personalities mean so much and we shall never be the same because we have been
touched by their insight and their leadership.
Then there are so many many aspects of the program. The worship which has been so wonderful,
and we shall each one carry some of those outstanding aspects of the worship to the far ends of the
earth. The music has been magnificent from the tiniest Hawaiian guitar to the great voice of the
Baldwin organ. How beautiful it has been and Dr. Whitworth is a genius and we will be different and
we will be better because we have listened and because we heard. There were the seminars and the
workshops and then there was a Festival of the Pacific and the celebration of youth, the march to the
rally last night and the great leadership of Dr. Alan Walker.
It's been a very real and personal privilege to be a part of this. If I could, I would like to thank the
local committee on behalf of each one of you. Dr. Butterworth and the outstanding leadership which
he has given. Dr. David Harada and Jim Misajon. I feel very close to him because his son is one of
my university sons. They have taken care of every one of our needs and our comforts and we would
like to thank them and we would like to thank every last one who has touched our lives: the person
who served us in the restaurant; the person who cleaned our hotel room; we would like to thank
them and thank every last person who has had anything to do with this great meeting. They have
taken the outstanding parts of our lives and made us comfortable and real so that our souls could be
nurtured and made great.
When Dr. Hale asked me yesterday to do this, I tried to get an exhaustive list and just as we were
sitting here a moment ago, our friend John Harper gave me a list of fourteen names and they are
here and I am not familiar with them and all I can say is that they represent a myriad of other people,
the media people, the people who registered, and all the others. How our hearts go out in gratitude
because of that.
Now, Mr. Chairman, in as much as this is my valedictory, because I have crossed that longitude of
time that says I shall not ever be again at a Methodist Conference, I ask a personal privilege. There
are two names that I have not touched because they are very precious and meaningful to me. They
are my university sons.
It was only yesterday that Jack Tuell went to the University of Puget Sound and only half of yester
day when his beautiful wife graduated from the University of Puget Sound and I was so thrilled
because I am like a father (having been there for 40 years) watching his son grow in stature and
greatness and become a Bishop of the Church.
The other name I have not named is Glenn Olds. In the summer of 1938 a high school principal
called me one day and said, "Dr. T., I have a boy that must be educated, and he doesn't have a
ghost of a chance of an education." So on an evening 1 went in the back roads of a logging camp at
Molalla, Oregon, and pulled in to an opening and I was met by a great big huge man. He said, "Who
are you. what do you want?" I said, "I am Dean of Freshmen at Williamette University and I'd like
to talk to Glenn Olds". He said, "He's my son, what do you want with him?" I said, "I want to talk to
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him about coming to Williamette University". He said, "Leave him alone, .we're going to make a
prizefighter out of him and we're going to make a lot of money fast, .leave him alone" I said, "Let's
talk about it". So we went in to that little cabin. There was oilcloth on the big kitchen table and the
kerosene lamp. Glenn Olds sat here and his father sat there and we talked about Glenn's future. The
father said, "1 can't send him to the University I haven't any money" And I said, "I'm here to offer
him a scholarship" and finally the father said "Well, I can't send him, but 1 can let him go" And I'm
here to say that there are 500 schools that are doing that exact same thing around the world. And
can you imagine the artesian well of leadership coming into the church from 500 schools and col
leges of the Methodist church? We haven't said much about higher education in this Conference but
it is there. It's in the wings giving leadership to your church. And the other night when Glenn was
here, he put his hand out and said "Prof, I haven't forgot it, I haven't forgot it". You see God works
mysteriously in His way � He gives to us leadership and He takes the outstanding individual and
makes him blossom and become real. In this moment of extending courtesies and thanking the peo
ple who have made this week so much, 1 would like to thank my two college and university sons.
Jack Tuell and Glenn Olds.
And now in conclusion, we thank all those who have made this week so meaningful. Our hearts
are full and our heads are teeming with inspiration and joy. We have been richly blessed by God and
we must carry that blessing to the far ends of the earth when we go to our homes. We have been in
spired, we have been "Gathered Into One" We have heard Alan Walker talk about carry the flame
with us when we go. And we will do this because somewhere in this conference you have paused
long enough to hear the footfall of the hound of heaven calling you to grace. Thank you and God
bless you.
Statement of General Secretary
Joe Hale thanked Dr. Thompson for his expressions of thanks, then added: "I know you would
like me to express appreciation to the officers for the 1976-81 quinquennium. I especially call atten
tion to the fact that Dr. Patrocinio Ocampo has been related to this Council for 15 years. We owe a
great debt to so many outgoing members of the Council, too numerous to call by name.
"I felt somewhat self-conscious standing here hearing my name called. I must point out to you that
more than 50 persons, persons listed in the Program Book, members of the Program Committee,
and family members whose names are not printed on these pages, have been responsible for putting
this Conference together: the translation into various languages; the pressroom; the coordination of
events in this hotel � a staff under the direction of Dr. Norman E. Dewire has been involved here;
international ticketing has been handled under the skillful direction of Dr. DeWayne Woodring;
registration and the behind-the-scenes work of the Council staff: Mr. Frank Northam, the Geneva
Secretary; my colleague Mrs. Linda Greene, Mrs. Edna Alsdurf and Mrs. Gene Tubb who have
shepherded the registration process; Miss Winifred Price, the assistant to Dr. Greet, Dr. J. Robert
Martin, and Rev. Scott Jones, who will be writing a book based on the discussions of this Conference
on our behalf. I am obliged, therefore, to express, on behalf of us all, our profound appreciation to
these."
The Wesleyan Covenant Service
On December 25, 1747, John Wesley strongly urged the Methodists to renew their Covenant with
God. His first Covenant Service was held in the French Church at Spitalfields on August 11, 1755.
The form used was revised by The Methodist Church of Great Britain and Ireland with a deep sense
of the importance of a service which has been a fruitful source of blessing to Methodism ever since.
Inaugural Address: Bishop William R. Cannon
During the Covenant Service, Bishop William R. Cannon, newly installed Chairperson of the
Wodd Methodist Council Executive Committee brought his inaugural address.
At the close of his address. Bishop Cannon invited Bishop Fred P Corson, Past President of the
Council to offer a prayer of consecration.
The Fourteenth Wodd Methodist Conference was adjourned.
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RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED
Resolutions Adopted During The Fourteenth World Methodist
Council/Conference Honolulu, Hawaii, Ju/y 21-28, 1981
Evangelism in the 80s
The Conference/Council resolves:
That the decade of the 80s be a time for emphasizing and strengthening the local church as the
basic means of world wide evangelism.
That the approximately 250,000 Methodist local congregations be called upon to commit
themselves to the task of making Christian disciples.
That denominational leaders be urged to call upon local churches in order to assist in this task of
making Christian disciples.
That each Pentecost Day of the 1980s be celebrated in local churches as "Making Disciples Sun
day" as new disciples are received into the church.
Resources for Evangelism
The Conference/Council Resolves
That new and expanded ways of sharing resources for evangelism in the World Family of
Methodist churches be encouraged and developed through the World Methodist Council.
That insights, discoveries, and experiences of the Christian faith be communicated through per
sons, written, video resources to the Methodist churches around the world.
Status and Participation of Women
God created all humankind; God created us all, male and female, in God's image. In recognizing
that woman's voice is often not heard in policy making bodies of the church and that women are
discriminated against by the very language used in our churches and by open rejection of their
ministerial services by many of our congregations
The World Methodist Council resolves to work in both church and society for acceptance of
women on their own rights and qualifications; urges that leaders be more supportive of women as
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they seek to serve in leadership positions and recommends that women be given representation on
all levels of church organization including the Wodd Methodist Council and its Executive Committee.
The Status of Women
Whereas economic, educational, professional, social and religious opportunities have been denied
women on an equal basis, the World Methodist Council/Conference vigorously urges each member
church to end these practices within the churches and to see that all women are treated equally, and
further that every effort be put forth to end sexist language within the Christian context.
Future Conferences
We urge that continuing consideration be given to the possibility of a Wodd Methodist Conference
being held in a Third World Country, especially one in the Southern Hemisphere.
Resolution on South Africa
The World Methodist Council, mindful of the pain and hurt that the laws of apartheid have placed
upon the total black community of South Africa, resolves:
i. that it deplores and condemns the defiant attitude of the "white controlled" government of
South Africa in continuing to uphold its policy of apartheid, which separates and discriminates
against people and prevents the majority of people in the land from enjoying full rights to govern,
and exercising their equal rights to live without being victims of treatment that makes them
dehumanized persons;
ii. the Council calls upon the "white controlled" South African Government to acknowledge that
apartheid has neither biblical nor theological justification and to dismande the legislation that con
tinues to destroy the dignity of the oppressed people in South Africa, namely the black people (non-
white groups) ;
iii. the Council expresses deep concern that within and without the Christian Church many people
in South Africa are victimized because of opposing the unjust principles and practices of apartheid,
are being held in detention by the authorities without trial; detained for fixed and unknown periods
through the security legislation of the land; served with banning orders that restrict their activities and
suffering the withdrawal of passports that prevent such persons access to travel. All these people may
know that eventually their struggle for the dismanding of the apartheid system will not be in vain but
indeed their struggle shall be part of fulfillment of the promise of all peoples of South Africa;
iv. the Council calls its member churches to continue to bring influence and pressure by such non
violent means as the breaking of cultural, sporting and commercial ties to bear upon the authorities of
governments to do all in their power to induce the racist government of South Africa to remove from
its statutory books of law all discriminatory legislation that is couched under the umbrella of apar
theid,
V. the Council especially commends Methodism in Southern Africa for her faithful role in the past
three decades, opposing vigorously the laws of apartheid and for the way in which she has sought to
bring about change for the people and encourages Methodism in Southern Africa to continue to
work for justice and peaceful change;
vi. the Council also commends the South Africa Council of Churches and the Roman Catholic
Church for their courageous stand in the struggle for racial justice.
Poverty
The W.M.C. made painfully aware of the extreme poverty of most of the world's population and
the affluence of many Methodists, and seeking for an appropriate response to this in terms of
stewardship and spirituality
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(a) urges individual Methodist churches in general and when appropriate to reconsider prayerfully
their personal life-style to live more simply
(b) asks the Executive Committee/Social and International Affairs Committee to bring to the next
WMC specific proposals for ways in which the whole church can better express our solidarity with the
poor; and to take any appropriate action during the coming quinquennium which will express our
solidarity with the poor.
Statement on Poverty and the North-South Debate
There can be no peace with justice, no genuine human fellowship, in a world stricken by poverty
and hunger; a wodd in which a relatively small percentage of the populace consumes the vast ma
jority of the earth's goods and resources.
Methodist Churches affiliated through the World Methodist Council and their members
everywhere are called upon;
(a) to identify with and sustain the struggle of the world's poor for justice
(b) to become a Church of the poor, or in solidarity with the poor, in evangelical obedience to their
Lord Christ who died on a cross.
In affirming their oneness with the poor, Methodist Churches and peoples are called upon to re
examine their attitudes toward economic and political systems that exploit, dehumanize and destroy.
Theological concepts, the proclamation of the Gospel, the contents of evangelism, church school
curricula and the utilization of institutional facilities and finances should be faithful reflections of the
Word of God as it is addressed to the rich and the poor.
The fundamental fact today, and the challenge to Methodism in the 80's is a world in which the
rich gets richer and the poor, poorer.
The poverty of the majority of the people of the world is a dehumanizing oppression which is an
offense to God.
Hunger, illiteracy, disease and landlessness limit the fullness of human dignity which is God's pur
pose for all people.
We especially condemn � in the name of the God of Jesus � the taking of bread from the poor to
buy guns to uphold faltering economic systems.
Whilst underlining the overriding importance and urgency of the need to obliterate world poverty
and the injustices that are the cause of it, the Wodd Methodist Conference urges its members in the
rich North to ensure:
(a) that weakh is directed toward acceptable ends
(b) that the economic systems on which the creation of that wealth is based adequately respect the
Christian view of humanity
(c) that their lifestyle makes full room for that spirituality which is the hallmark of our faith.
We ask that the committee on Social and International Affairs be empowered to call a consultation
to study in depth the biblical implications of the Church of the poor, with special attention to
Methodist tradition and with a view to making action recommendations to the Wodd Methodist
Council.
Resolution to Support Marketing Code
The Wodd Methodist Council commends the nations of the world for working together through
the Wodd Health Organization on matters affecting the health and well-being of infants, and most
especially for passing on May 21, 1981, the International Code of Marketing of Breastmilk
Substitutes after a process of extensive international consultations. The United States cast the only
negative vote, but both Houses of Congress promptly expressed their overwhelming support.
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The Code has been commended to all national governments for adoption and adaptation in the
light of local circumstances. The infant formula industry has been called upon to observe the provi
sions of the Code voluntarily in nations that do not enact the Code. The World Methodist Council
endorses the Code and urges Methodists everywhere to study the Code, support it, and seek to have
it enacted in appropriate national law. Only those provisions of the Code that are clearly and
demonstrably impracticable should be modified in national implementation of this Code and at the
1983 session of the World Health Assembly.
Recommendation on Disarmament
Believing that Christians must recognize their responsibility to be stewards of the world, and being
very aware that the strong powers are in a position to lead the wodd into global destruction, we call
upon the World Methodist Conference to stand strongly for peace, justice, and global disarmament.
It is therefore recommended that the World Methodist Conference establish as one of its priorities
the development and promotion of an authentic creative educational program for peace. This
education program should include the scriptural and theological bases for our actions as we stand for
peace and justice; showing the real root causes of war, the dangerous task that wodd war may bring
to humankind; and the study of the kind of society we want to have.
A Call to End the Arms Race
The world production and sale of conventional and nuclear arms, weapons systems and counter
insurgency equipment has reached the astronomical figure of 500 billion dollars per annum. The
largest producers are the United States, the U.S.S.R., the United Kingdom and France, in that
order, along with a number of smaller countries. This not only represents an enormous waste of
economic resources and scientific effort, but an increasingly acute danger to world peace and to the
survival of the human race. Most irresponsible of all is the presently renewed arms race between the
United States and the U.S.S.R. , not in the least because their armaments also threaten other nations
with annihiliation.
Believing that this arms race is highly dangerous for the reasons mentioned, the WMC calls upon
its member churches:
(i) to urge their respective governments within their nations and among the nations of the world
with the utmost urgency to outlaw the production and use of all nuclear armaments:
(ii) to campaign within their nations and among the nations of the world to abolish their stocks of
nuclear armaments, the process being supervised by an authoritative international body under U.N.
supervision;
(iii) to campaign for a multilateral reduction in conventional armaments to a level acceptable for
defense by new international standards to be established;
(iv) to seek non-military concepts of security which will help build up a sense of international con
fidence.
(v) the WMC asks the Social and International Affairs Committee to explore possibilities for the
creation of a pool of advisors on disarmament and peace in order to advise the Methodist churches
on how best to use their resources against the danger of nuclear holocaust.
We call upon the superpowers and other concerned countries to initiate or renew good faith
negotiations, with serious and immediate attention being given SALT II, taking into account
agreements reached through the Helsinki Final Act.
The Prince of Peace calls us to confront this challenge head-on. We, therefore, call upon
Methodists around the world to be peacemakers; agents of reconciliation; active participants in peace
education and the redirection of public policy.
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Human Rights
The majority of the countries to which we belong have ratified some or all of the international
agreements which define human rights � The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948), and
the International Covenants on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and Civil and Political Rights
(1966) . Upon ratification, these nations commit themselves to conducting national and international
policies along the principles which are the core of these documents.
To defend and to practice them is an act of fidelity and obedience to the di.vine will. Our churches
must, therefore, pledge themselves to denouncing any and all violations of these rights and to de
fend and sustain the victims of such violations.
We repudiate international policies which are based on economic convenience or on the supposed
need for national security, and especially those that provide financial and military support to govern
ments whose systematic violation of human rights has been proved. We call upon the citizens of
those countries to be particularly sensitive to the implications of their domestic practices and foreign
policies.
Resolution on the Situation in El Salvador
Central America has a long history of injustice � power held by national elites and foreign vested
interests with no concern for those who produce the wealth. The wholeness of the majority of the
human beings is sacrificed to the selfishness of the few through the exercise of military dictatorships.
God's creation is violated time after time. At the present moment, the plight of those struggling for
justice in El Salvador is particularly harrowing. The World Methodist Conference denounces this
situation, particularly the U.S.A. intervention which negates the right to self determination, and
commends the W.C.C. program in that country supporting those who are suffering in a land torn by
war.
A Nuclear Free Zone for the Pacific
The Pacific peoples are particularly concerned at the way in which their region is being used by
major powers as a dumping ground for nuclear waste, a testing ground for nuclear weapons and an
area in which enormous nuclear fire-power is deployed.
Nuclear waste has been dumped in the Pacific by France, China, the United States and Japan.
The economics (and basic subsistence) of all micro-states are highly vulnerable to marine pollution.
Disregard of this by the offending powers is at variance with Christian responsibility.
The World Methodist Conference supports the desire of the Pacific peoples to declare and
establish the region as a Nuclear Free Zone and calls on the member churches of the Council both
directly and through their National Councils of Churches, to press for the recognition of such a zone
by their governments.
World Council of Churches
Methodist churches throughout the world have had a central role in the formation, support, and
leadership of the World Council of Churches since its beginning in 1948; and are significantly involv
ed with more than 300 other member churches in seeking to fulfill the purposes of the Council in
making Jesus Christ known as God and Saviour through ecumenical witness. Methodists should be
alert to misrepresentations about the World Council of Churches and should be knowledgeable
about and support the WCC in its extensive work of world mission and Evangelism, its massive aid to
development, its contribution to theological education and faith and order disciplines, its dialogue
with persons of other living faiths, its community of women and men studies, its significant pro
gramme to combat racism, its role in administering funds for specific causes designated by any of its
member churches, the global work of its medical commission, its defense of human rights, and its
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support for the visible unity of the church in each nation.
We strongly encourage each of our member churches to participate in Bible studies and other
preparatory work for the July 24-August 10, 1983 Assembly of the Wodd Council of Churches in
Vancouver, B.C., Canada on the theme: Jesus Christ: Life of the World.
Resolution on Combatting Alcohol and Drug Abuse
That this 14th World Methodist Conference suggests to the Wodd Council of Churches through its
Central Committee that it consider seriously forming a committee to combat Alcohol and Drug
Abuse as an important enemy of Global Society.
Television
Television is the most powerful single means of communication, with hundreds of millions watch
ing programs every hour. The World Methodist Conference urges its members to enter fully into this
field, employing the highest moral, artistic, and dramatic standards. The Conference pledges its sup
port in these endeavors in whatever way the Executive Committee may determine.
Independence for Namibia
The World Methodist Conference urges the world-wide Methodist family, and especially the
World Methodist Conference to support the United Nations resolution appertaining to approaches
and procedures leading to independence for Namibia.
We support and pray for our Methodist brothers and sisters who are being detained and imprison
ed because of their stand for liberation and freedom for the people of Namibia.
Resolution on Racism
Our Methodist doctrine and tradition lead us to strive for a social order where justice "runs down
like water and righteousness like a mighty stream"
The teaching of Christ challenges each of us to fight against racism until all men, regardless of race,
nationality, class or religion are free from economic exploitation, political oppression, racial bigotry
and injustice.
We must strive to eradicate poverty, disease, hunger, fear and selfishness from human society.
(a) Therefore, be it resolved that we call upon Methodists everywhere and all other Christians and
persons of good will to resist by all Christian means the rising tide of racism, anti-semitism, and all
other forms of bigotry and injustice.
(b) Be it further resolved that this 14th Session of the Wodd Methodist Conference and Council
does hereby condemn any expression of racial bigotry throughout the world, e.g. the apartheid
policy of the government of South Africa, the revival of the activities of Naziism and the Ku Klux Klan
in the United States and the discrimination against blacks in Brazil, aborigines in Australia, Asians in
Africa, and the Indians in the Americas.
(c) Be it further resolved that Methodist people and churches in the USA and elsewhere urge such
governments as have not yet done so to ratify the U.N. Human Rights Convention and urge all
countries effectively to implement it.
(d) Be it resolved that Methodist people and churches in the United States write letters to their
Congressmen and Congresswomen to vote for the extension of the 1965 Voting Rights Bill in its
present form.
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Resolution on the Middle East
We condemn the rush of both superpowers to pour arms and their own antagonisms into the Mid
dle East adding fuel to the steaming cauldron of suspicion and ill will.
Especially we call upon Israel to forego its newly enunciated policy of preemptory strikes against
residents of Beirut and other places. No nation can justify willful slaughter of innocent bystanders and
the destruction of their property under the cloak of assuring its own security. Such a violation of the
rules of warfare and basic human rights by Israel or any other nation is reprehensible and merits
worldwide condemnation. We also condemn acts of terrorism against Israeli villages and the
repeated threats to destroy that nation.
Further, we deplore the use of urban centers, as bases of operation, by the Palestinians, and other
groups which endanger the lives of innocent persons.
We call the attention of our Member Churches to the serious threat to world peace posed by these
continued actions of a heavily armed state in response to Palestinian nationalist activity.
We speak our concern for those who suffer from these recent acts and call for negotiations among
all parties involved which would seek both peace and justice in the area and which would guarantee
both the right of Israel to exist in peace and that of the Palestinians to independence.
The Wodd Methodist family supports all peace-loving people of the Middle East who seek to
bridge the barriers between Arabs and Jews. We pray for peace with justice and protection of the
God-given rights of all of the peoples of the area.
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
HONOLULU, HAWAII
JULY 28, 1981
The organizational meeting of the new World Methodist Council Executive Committee was called
to order by Bishop William R. Cannon and roll call was taken by cards, with the following received:
I. Attendance
J.D. Abbott (USA)
Theodore Agnew (USA)
Frances M. Alguire (USA)
Albert Aspey (Portugal)
James M. Ault (USA)
Luis Baldeon (Peru)
John Barrett (England)
Harold I. Bearden (USA)
Brian E. Beck (England)
Joseph B. Bethea (USA)
Peter Bok (England)
Ole E. Borgen (Sweden)
Katheryn M. Brown (USA)
Marta Burke (USA)
William R. Cannon (USA)
George F. Castro (Philippines)
Rachel Cochran (USA)
Enrique Capo (Spain)
Fred P Corson (USA)
Norma Cradock (England)
Norman E. Dewire (USA)
Ernest T. Dixon, Jr. (USA)
James Edward Doty (USA)
Maxie D. Dunnam (USA)
Donald English (England)
John M. Exum (USA)
Ira Gallaway (USA)
A. Raymond George (England)
Christine B. Gilchrist (USA)
P.M. Graham (South Africa)
Polly Gramling (USA)
Paul L.A. Granadosin (Philippines)
Margarita Grassi (Uruguay)
Kenneth G. Greet (England)
Isaias Gutierrez (Chile)
Joe Hale (USA)
Patricia Hammer (USA)
John R. Harper (USA)
Armin Haertel (German Democratic Republic)
Abel E. Hendricks (South Africa)
Debbie Hewitt (England)
J. Clinton Hoggard (USA)
Ead G. Hunt, Jr. (USA)
Guy K. Hutcherson (USA)
Lawi Imathiu (Kenya)
Magdalena Jimenez G. (Mexico)
Choon-Young Kim (Korea)
Sa Haeng La (Korea)
Oknah Kim Lah (Korea)
Alice W. Lockmiller (USA)
Dwight E. Loder (USA)
June Elizabeth Lunn (England)
William E. Lux (USA)
Hardy McCalman (USA)
Lydia McCullough (Canada)
Joseph C. McKinney (USA)
Tanya Martin (Panama)
Johana M. Mbogori (Kenya)
Aristote Moevi (Benin)
Secundino Morales (Panama)
Alvin C. Murray (USA)
Inoke Nabulivou (Fiji)
John H. Ness (USA)
D. Ward Nichols (USA)
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Eduardo B. Panganiban (Philippines)
O.T. Peeples (USA)
S.K. Perera (Sri Lanka)
M. Elia Peter (India)
Eugenio Poma (Bolivia)
William K. Quick (USA)
David J. Randolph (USA)
Armando Rodriguez (Cuba)
Trevor Rowe (England)
John V. Samuel (Pakistan)
William E. Savage (USA)
F Herbert Skeete (USA)
Leonard D. Slutz (USA)
L.N. Smith (USA)
William M. Smith (USA)
Howard Souster (England)
R.L. Speaks (USA)
Jacob Stephens (Ghana)
Hermann L. Sticher (Federal Republic of Germany)
Epeli Tagi (Fiji)
Faatauvaa Tapuai (Western Samoa)
Prince A. Taylor, Jr. (USA)
James S. Udy (Australia)
J.W. Wactor (USA)
Geoffrey Wainwright (USA)
Alan Walker (Australia)
S.L. Wallace (Sierra Leone)
Alan K. Woodley (New Zealand)
Norman Young (Australia)
II. Member Selection and Financial Arrangements
Joe Hale explained how members are selected and the financial arrangements of the Council that
would apply to Executive Committee members.
III. First Executive Committee Meeting - Date
Bishop Cannon then brought up the matter of the date of the first Executive Committee meeting
and suggested the week of September 20 (4 days) .
The group VOTED to have the Executive Committee meeting on September 21-24, 1982.
IV. Treasurer's Arrangements
Mr. John Harper asked the group to empower the treasurer to establish an account with checks to
be signed by John Harper and Joe Hale, and any other authorized persons.
This was VOTED and APPROVED.
V. Meeting Sites for Executive Committee
Discussion then turned to where to meet. A motion was made that the new meeting place be left to
the officers and anyone with invitations or suggestions could write to Joe Hale.
An invitation was extended from Sierra Leone.
VI. Social and International Affairs Nomination
Ms. Margarita Grassi moved and this was seconded, that Rev. Anibal Guzman be named to the
Social and International Affairs Committee and said that his expenses would be paid by his church.
This was VOTED and Guzman ELECTED.
VII. Korean Executive Committee Members
Joe Hale read the names of Korean Executive Committee members. Bishop Kyung-Lim Oh,
Bishop Chi-Kil Kim, Dr. Sa Haeng La, Rev. Choon-Young Kim, and Alternate, Mrs. Oknah Kim
Lah.
These were VOTED and ELECTED.
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VIII. Committee Budgets
Discussion followed about adjustment to the budget of the Family Life and other committees and
financial assistance was discussed regarding committees.
IX. Youth Officer Nominations
Nominations for the Youth Officers were read and included Charles Boayue, Liberia, Chairper
son, Paul Graham, Vice-Chairperson, and Debbie Hewitt, Secretary.
These were VOTED and ELECTED.
X. At-Large Council Members
It was moved that committee chairpersons who are not members of the Council be designated at-
large Council members. In addition. Dr. Orion Hutchinson, Secretary of the Family Life Committee,
was nominated to be a Council member at-large.
This was VOTED and APPROVED.
XI. Member Church Contributions
John Harper mentioned that the balance in the World Fund is low and asked for member church
contributions as soon as possible and in as large amounts as possible.
Brian Beck compared the cost of "World Parish" to that amount the committees received.
Bishop D. Ward Nichols expressed delight in having Bishop Cannon for Chairperson and Joe
Hale as General Secretary.
XII. Invitation to Australia
James Udy extended an invitation to Wesley College, Sydney, Australia and moved that officers
have dexibility in regard to date for the meeting. Udy also asked if the World Methodist Historical
Society could be tied into the Executive.
Hale answered that they are automatically on the Executive as represented by the committee
chairperson of an auxiliary group, but not with expenses paid.
XIII. WMC Membership on International Federation
Against Alcoholism and Drug Addiction
Dr. Dewire recommended the following item regarding World Methodist Council membership of
the International Christian Federation Against Alcoholism and Drug Addiction.
He proposed:
1. That the World Methodist Council seek membership under the portfolio of the Social and Inter
national Affairs Committee;
2. That Rev. Orion Hutchinson who has attended meetings of the Federation along with Dr.
Howard Souster wishes to withdraw;
3. That Dr. Howard Souster represent the World Methodist Council Executive on the Federation.
This was VOTED and ADOPTED.
XIV. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned.
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Appendix I
WELCOME ADDRESS
Joshua C. Agsalud
(Representing Governor George R. Ariyoshi)
It is a great honor in behalf of Governor Ariyoshi to welcome to Hawaii members of the World
Methodist Conference and to extend the best wishes of the people of these Islands for a most suc
cessful and productive Conference.
I am always very happy, and enthused, when an organization with membership outside Hawaii
chooses this State for a significant Conference such as you are going to hold here.
I suppose I am enough of a pragmatist to be happy for the dollars you provide to the airlines serv
ing these Islands, and to the hotels who offer their services, and who in turn provide jobs for our
residents. But over and above that, I am enthused because hundreds, and thousands of people, are
exposed to a society, and to a way of life, that I feel is unique in our world, and one that offers a
message � and a beacon � to the other nations.
Hawaii, very possibly, has the most diverse society on this globe.
We are a State of immigrants, some of very recent origin, with all the complexities and difficulties
and uncertainties that this can create.
We are a State where we don't all look alike, or act alike.
We are a State composed of people with differing social values, differing religious convictions, and
differing approaches to life.
We are a State that ranges from Waikiki, where we are today, to the isolated and solitary slopes of
our volcanic mountains, where the silence is as noticeable as is the noise in our urban areas.
We are a State with an exceedingly long heritage of human culture, dating back many hundreds of
years when intrepid Polynesian sailors made the uncertain voyage from the South Pacific to these
Islands, and at the same time a very short history in the commonwealth of our States.
We are a society that encompasses almost every aspect of human life, and represents, and gives
voice, to almost every aspect of human desires, with all the diversity that this represents.
Yet, at the same time, this very diversity has tended to bring our people � all of our people �
closer together, rather than driving them apart.
If there is a genius to Hawaii � and I think there is � it is this:
Out of diversity has come a common understanding of life, and if you will, the pursuit � and
achievement � of happiness.
Out of diversity has come a new people, composed of many different ethnic genes, but coming
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together in fellowship and humanness to forge a new society.
This fellowship of man, and the dignity in which each person is held, regardless of origins or of
materialistic success, is what Hawaii is all about.
To be sure, we have incomparable weather, and mountains, and beaches.
We have a blue, and an abundant sea, surrounding us.
But other places can boast of many of these same things.
What sets Hawaii apart, to my mind, is its people.
Some of you attending this Conference may be return visitors. Some are first-time visitors.
However many times you have been here, I hope you will have the opportunity to get to know our
people. They are the resource of this State, and they are the ones that make this group of Islands
something special for our nation and for our world.
It is a great pleasure to have this opportunity to welcome you to our State, and to express our
Aloha and best wishes for a most successful Conference.
Appendix II
MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR
OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU
Eileen R. Anderson
It is a great pleasure to extend a cordial welcome and Aloha on behalf of the people of the City and
County of Honolulu to all the delegates and friends attending the 14th World Methodist Conference.
We are highly honored that a Conference of such great international significance is being held in
our City. We are honored that so many delegates from countries around the world have come, mak
ing this one of the largest Conferences ever held here.
The fact that at this gathering you also are recognizing the 100-year history of the World Methodist
Conference, which began in London in 1881, makes us appreciate even more your being here.
The United Methodist Church has been active in Hawaii for many years and has played a leading
role in the spiritual life of our community.
It is fitting that your conference with the theme, "Gathered Into One," is being held here where
people of many races, cultures, and religious doctrines believe in and try to live together as members
of one brotherhood.
I am impressed by the multitude and variety of events scheduled for the Conference and the large
number of internationally known church leaders participating. The inspiration from the addresses,
discussions, music, fellowship and other events will certainly have a great impact on the future of not
only the Methodist Church but also on the spiritual life here and throughout the world.
I hope that those of you who are visiting us for the first time will find the opportunity to see and en
joy some of our unique natural and man-made attractions.
May your Conference be a resounding success and fulfill its potential of being one of the most im
portant world Conferences to be held in this decade.
Aloha to each of you
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Appendix III
WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
OPENING ADDRESS
Dr. Kenneth G. Greet
Several weeks ago my wife and I called on someone wfio may very well be the oldest living
Methodist preacher. His name is Walter Fuller and he lives in Sheffield, an English city, and he has
just passed his 102nd birthday. We found him as bright as a new pin, full of life and energy, we had a
marvelous conversation with him for half an hour and it seemed scarcely possible that he was born
two years before the first worldwide Methodist OEcumenical Conference was formed and he was
able to range back over those years and tell us of so many of his precious memories especially as a
preacher of the gospel. My wife said to him as she took his hand, "I don't think I ever met anyone
who is 102 before" and with a delightful sense of humor he said, "Yes, we are a little bit scarce, I
must agree". He preached his last sermon a few weeks ago. He said "I think I'd better give up now �
I'm finding it just a little tiring standing on my feet for an hour". And so before we left, I said, now tell
me, if you could preach just once again, what would you preach about? And he reflected just for a
few seconds and then this remarkable and charming old man said "I would preach about loyalty and
my sermon would have three points, loyalty to Christ, loyalty to His church, and loyaky to the peo
ple outside the church." Well now I pass out the oudine to all preachers here. You may use it freely
and make of it what you will. But it seemed to me that in my brief comments at the beginning of what
I know is going to be a great Council and Conference, I might pass on the words of that aged
preacher to you.
As we meet together and presendy in the larger company that will join us, we shall seek in all we
think and do and say to be loyal to Christ and the truth that we have learned from Him. That mainly
is what our gathering is all about. This of course does not mean that we shall always agree all the time
because we sometimes misunderstand what the Holy Spirit is saying to us and we need to listen very
carefully to each other and indeed it will be a very dull Conference if we don't disagree quite heartily
sometimes. I hope we will � that will add to the interest of our gathering. But I hope that as we
disagree we shall be listening most of all to what the Lord Jesus Christ is saying to us through each
other and our varied experience. So we will seek to be loyal to Christ. And we will seek to be loyal to
His church and that means first of all trying to be better Methodists. I am an ecumenist through and
through but I do not believe you can be a good churchman by being a mediocre Methodist, or an
apathetic Anglican. If we are to give the best that God has to give to the greater church through us we
must first learn how to be very good Methodists, standing gratefully in one of the great strands of
Christian tradition. We shall hear, I hope, a good deal about other strands in that great and varied
tapestry which is the pattern of woddwide churchmanship. But let us seek as we gather together in
these great numbers from all over the Methodist world to understand our Methodism and to ap
preciate it more, so we may know what it is that God has to offer through us to the great global com
pany of Christians.
And then, and I think this is perhaps the most significant thing that that aged preacher said, the last
point of his sermon would be loyalty to the people outside the church. We have met in beautiful sur
roundings and I don't suppose in all its history this Council has met anywhere quite like this before,
and as we sit in our committees, the beaches and the suntanned goddesses who walk up and down
will be a grievous temptation to some � perhaps to all! But those of us chained to the platform will
have our temptation kept well in reign. But we shall fail one another, we shall fail the church, and
therefore we shall fail our Lord unless as we meet together, discussing the great themes our faith, our
discipleship and our witness, we have almost like a haunting spectre within our minds the thought of
those who are imprisoned in the wilderness of our inner cities who see little of life's beauty, who are
denied the opportunities given ourselves we must be loyal to them and that means taking our discus
sions and the privilege to meet here with great joyful seriousness.
One final and quite practical word, 1 do want right at the outset to say what we shall say more ade
quately at the end, if we survive this week of constant talking, a word of profound gratitude to Joe
Hale and his army of helpers and those who here in this island have prepared for our coming. I have
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been in and out of tfie office since I fiave anrived, simply staggered by the mountains of work that
have been cleared and yesterday we sat with 30 members of the staff of this great hotel � it was like
launching a batdeship � not that I have ever done that, but they seem to have every detail worked
out. They have laid themselves out in every possible way to secure not only our comfort but our effi-
cent working, so we are grateful to innumerable people who have made possible what I hope will
prove to be the smooth running of the conference.
But we have our own contribution to make and we will best make it by speaking when we have
something to say and keeping quiet when we haven't and saying it as briedy and succinctly as possi
ble and saying it audibly and in the best English we can command. And in a moment or two we are
going to rehearse together the simple procedures that we have laid down which will bear particular
importance not only in the Council but in that larger body when this hall will be packed. And as the
way of Methodists when they come together, there will be many who will want to move resolutions
about this, that and the other. We are going to do this in as orderly fashion as possible and for that I
and others will depend very much on you and your understanding and your Christian discipline.
I wish you then a marvelous time in Conference and all the other meetings that take place around
the Council and in the moments of enjoyment you can snatch on the beach in between our sessions.
Appendix IV
WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
REPORT OF THE GENERAL SECRETARY
Joe Hale
Five years ago in Dublin, Ireland, you elected me to be your General Secretary. Soon after that
Conference, I wrote an article for "World Parish" indicating ways every one of us might help the
World Methodist Council fulfill its stated purposes. There were four points:
1. We could be interpreters, spokespersons for the faith;
2. We could commit ourselves anew to the Church, as the cross-cultural, trans
national inclusive body of our Lord;
3. We could learn to practice the "catholic spirit" that marked the life of John Wesley;
4. We, as Methodist people of the world, could become carriers of a spirit of expec
tancy born out of a confident trust in God.
This morning I come to report on some of the efforts we have made collectively to pursue these
and other goals during the quinquennium.
Akhough the Wodd Methodist Council brings together churches in the Methodist tradition from
ninety countries of the world, there is a constitutional framework in which we work. For example, the
Council does not seek to legislate for any member church nor to invade its autonomy. It can only
serve the churches and to help give unity to their witness.
Each of the sixty-three member churches name their own representatives to the Council and its
Executive Committee.
We have sought in these five years to see how all the parts of our work, committee meetings, con
ferences, working sub-committees, could not only effectively function, but enable as well the fulfill
ment of our larger purposes as a Council.
One such purpose has been the growth and development of Christian influence through the
churches related to the Methodist movement.
This involves the evangelical proclamation of the gospel, the ministry of local churches where the
task of education, nurture and an environment in which Christians grow in grace and love results in
positive acts of justice, love and peace. Bishop Roy C. Nichols challenged me profoundly in sug
gesting that these emphases should involve the total commitment of the people of God "from the
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doorstep of our local churches to the outer limits of space"
Such a comprehensive view of our task is the touchstone from which all other aspects of Council
endeavor take their meaning. We have undertaken the following as a part of this overarching man
date:
� Through the World Methodist Peace Award we have sought to lift up the cause of
peace in our world by recognizing worthy advocates of peacemaking and recon
ciliation in our time.
� The program of World Evangelism, the proclamation of the Wesleyan/Methodist
understanding of life and faith and the call to respond to the claims of the gospel
has been an important emphasis. This program has developed differently in dif
ferent parts of the world, but underneath has been buoyed by a commitment to the
sending God who has a mission for His world today.
� Dialogue between the World Methodist Council and the Roman Catholic Church
has been marked by serious engagement and exploration. The final commission
report in your packet on the Holy Spirit deserves the Council's careful considera
tion and action.
� A world conversation between the Lutheran World Federation and the World
Methodist Council is now in progress. An interim report will be presented this week
and the final report is targeted for 1986.
� Exploration is being made with the Orthodox family of churches � an ancient
church representing some 150 million adherents � concerning future dialogue. In
1977 a process was started as a result of action by the Dublin Conference which in
cluded visits to the Ecumenical Patriarch in Istanbul and the Patriarchate of the
Russian Orthodox Church. We trust these first steps mandated in 1976 will come
to fruition.
� The exchange of ministers and now, laypersons, is increasingly an innovative and
rewarding function of the Council.
It has been a dream of the Council for years to enlarge the Ministerial Exchange
Program to become a world embracing exchange program. On Wednesday you
will be hearing a report which comes from the Executive Committee concerning a
Centennial Fund to mark our second century of service. One objective of this fund
will be to make this dream a reality.
� Regional and World Consultations of Family Life, Social and International Affairs,
Youth and Worship and Liturgy have involved persons from many cukures and
places related to the Council.
� The Oxford Institute of Methodist Theological Studies last met in Oxford, England
in 1977 Out of this theological institute the book "Sanctification and Liberation"
has been published. It is available in the Conference Book Room and is an impor
tant volume for you to buy while here. The Seventh Oxford Institute will meet a
year from now at Keble College, Oxford. The theme is: "The Future of The
Methodist Theological Traditions".
� Efforts towards the recovery and preservation of our common history and
heritage. The campaign to restore Wesley's Chapel evoked a great outpouring
from the whole Church. More than one million, two hundred thousand dollars, or
its equivalent in other currencies, flowed through the Wodd Methodist Council to
the work in City Road, London between 1974 and 1978. When the doors of the
renewed Chapel were thrown open, representatives from all parts of the wodd
were present on November 1, 1978.
� It must be mentioned that an international Wesley Community has been establish
ed at the Chapel from which an ongoing ministry to people is taking place under
the leadership of Dr. Ronald C. Gibbins, the minister at Wesley's Chapel.
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� The collection of World Methodist exhibits at the headquarters building in Lake
Junaluska has been expanded to more effectively witness to the large number of
people who visit this center. For the fifth summer now, an international hostess has
been present to receive visitors and interpret the museum. Outstanding represen
tatives from Africa, Asia, and Latin America have served in this capacity. Currently
Miss Rene Parmar of Bombay, India is the hostess at the Council headquarters.
While we are here she is bringing in her person a presence to the building that sym
bolizes that for which the Council stands.
� A Handbook of Information published eady in the quinquennium, the Repository
of Current Methodist Records maintained for reference and research, and the
Centennial Directory in the packet of materials � these are specific expressions of
our intention that the Wodd Methodist Council truly be a functioning international
body.
� Reports from the Wodd Federation of Methodist Women, the Wodd Methodist
Historical Society, the Wesley Works Editorial Project, and the Old Rectory at Ep
worth � organizations related to the Council but having their own identity and
autonomy will gready add to our deliberations here.
As I was leaving the Ireland Conference five years ago, someone said "Now you can start planning
for the next Conference!" I probably replied that the Conference was only one small part of the
Council's work. It has not been as small as I had first supposed!
Over the past three years, a Program Committee has guided the preparations for this Conference,
with Bishop W. McFerrin Stowe serving as Chairman, and Dr. Maxie D. Dunnam, Secretary. This
committee and its sub-committees along with the local Hawaii Committee have worked very hard in
preparation for this day. We are all in their debt for the detailed planning they have done.
The Council Executive Committee met in Reuti-Hasliberg, Switzerland in 1977, in London,
England in 1978, and in Toronto, Canada in 1980. The officers had their organizational meeting in
the Republic of Singapore in early 1977 and in 1979 met in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
And now we are all together in Honolulu. Some Council members here are concluding their
1976-1981 term of service. Their presence will afford invaluable continuity to our work. Some of
you are newly appointed to membership on the World Methodist Council. Your term begins now
and will continue through 1986. We shall look to you for leadership as to the direction the Council
should take for the next five years.
I am grateful for the privilege that is mine to serve on the staff of the Council. With colleagues like
Mr. Frank Northam, the outstanding Geneva Secretary; Mrs. Linda Greene, my office assistant and
colleague; The Rev. Russell L. Young, who left the staff two years ago after ten years of service; Mrs.
Edna Alsdurf, who currently directs the Exchange Program and oversees the Lake Junaluska office;
Rev. J. Robert Martin, Dr. Alan Walker, our director of World Evangelism, and many others who
assist us part time, I can only say "thank you" to the Council for the privilege of this association.
I am profoundly grateful for the privilege of association with Dr. Kenneth Greet, the chairman of
the Wodd Executive Committee. It has been an inspiration and tremendous learning experience to
serve under Dr. Greet's wise and inspired leadership. It has also been a personal privilege to work
with Dr. Patrocinio Ocampo and the late Bishop Herbert Bell Shaw the vice-chairpersons. To come
to know these men and women, along with the Presidents of the Council, Mr. John R. Harper, the
treasurer, and the other general officers, has in itself challenged me to the depth of my life.
Here, officers for the 1981-86 Quinquennium and a new Executive Committee will be elected and
installed. New committees will be formed. This gathering in Honolulu is historic because it marks the
beginning of our second century as an organization and our third century as a Methodist movement.
This Council meeting will be obliged to affirm the direction the Council takes for the next five years.
As our second century commences, it is my hope and prayer that we may see in the church an un
precedented forward movement and that the Council may be a servant of this movement.
I would hope Council membership would come to mean more both to individuals and to churches
in this quinquennium than it has in the past. We are seeking to become a more effective world body
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� one that reflects the experiences and thinking of the world-wide membership represented in this
room. In one sense the commitment of each church to the Council is evidenced by its participation in
the Council's central budget. I am speaking here in the fine tradition we have, of receiving an offer
ing! Each member church should seek ways to increase financial support through its regular annual
contributions during the new quinquennium.
But more than this, on a personal basis. Council members who represent their churches to this
body have the opportunity to take back to their own churches values they discover in the world
Methodist movement. If the Council is perceived only in the terms of periodic conferences and airline
trips to exotic places, its worth is"greatly diminished. I am persuaded the Council can be used of God
to challenge and change a mind-set that would negate God's gracious activity in our world � a
mind-set that would deny His power to energize the church for making His will known in our world.
Further, those of us who are related to this particular Christian World Communion, the Methodist
family � must be faithful in our witness as one part of the whole church as she seeks to bring honor
to His name throughout the world. For we shall be answerable to God for our stewardship.
In the Council arena, perspectives on many concerns and issues will differ for we come from many
cultures and nations. However, out of the multiplicity of voices, tongues, nations, we stand as one in
purpose. We say with our founder, John Wesley: "Dost thou love and serve God? It is enough, I
give thee the right hand of fellowship."
We hear him further appeal, "Let us strive together for the faith of the gospel," and we answer
"Yes, with God's help we will!"
We hold in trembling hands the immortal tidings of the Christian gospel. A world impatiently and
sometimes indifferently stands by to see what we offer. Our most perplexing challenge today is not
coming from the angry voice of defiance, but the cold shrug of indifference.
It is time we rose above all the barriers of race, class, nation, and denomination to lift to the world a
Savior who has the authority in Himself to pour upon all who are receptive the gift of His grace and
hope. In Him we are "gathered into one". Through Him we find our identity as the children of God.
By Him we are sent forth as living witnesses to His matchless love.
Appendix V
GREETING TO WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
Frank Northam
Greetings in the name of our Lord from the Geneva Secretary, most unhappily unable to be with
you. My wife and I sorrow that we must miss this opportunity to share in the Centennial Conference
and Council and the renewing fellowship with so many much-loved friends "Gathered Into One" in
Honolulu. We pray that the Conference and Council meetings may be a source of great blessing, in
spiration and encouragement to you all and the church throughout the world. May God guide your
deliberations and decisions and may He grant His wisdom and power to see our way forward in the
second century of the life of the World Methodist Council that we may effectively serve Him in our
day and generation in proclaiming the Good News and working for the establishment of His
Kingdom on earth.
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Appendix VI
WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL - CENTRAL FUND
DUBLIN 1977 - HONOLULU 1981
Cash Budget Cash Balances
Receipts Allocation Expenses On Hand
Contributions - Members $ 574,451.17 $ $ $
Interest on Savings A/C 6,621.88
Chairmans Expenses � 14,000.00
Ensley Fund 5,651.14 5,651.14
Travel Officers Mttgs 5,561.56 40,373.77
Travel Exec. Comm. (1) 39,268.29 192,503.65
Travel Gen. Secretary 528.71 27,034.38
Geneva Office 8,712,50 $125,000.00 133,712.50
Peace Award 15.00 3,047.84
Oxford Institute 1,768.28 6,750.00 2,533.65 5,984.63
Dublin Conference 9,732.52 9,196.04
Exchange Program 1,500.00 2,250.00 3,737.58 12.42
Youth Truro (for Bolivia) 1,562.47 1,562.47
Youth Committee (2) 34,042.36 6,750.00 16,651.83 24,140.53
Family Life Committee 7,772.70 6,750.00 14,522.70
Worship & Liturgy Comm. 8,631.82 6,750.00 13,459.77 1,922.05
Intl & Soc Affairs Comm. 8,317.74 6,750.00 8,764.71 6,303.03
Evangelism Committee 812,530.26 67,500.00 764,701.86 115,328.40
Consultations 2,916.69 45,899.48
New Room, Bristol 100.00 100.00
Wesley House, London (3) 13,272.98 13,272.98
Wesley Chapel, London (4) 619,035.52 619,035.52
Wesley Chapel, Phila. Room (5) 11,000.00 11,000.00
Wesley Chapel, Organ Restoration (6) 54,307.66 54,307.66
Epworth Rectory 10,013.89 12,000.00 22,013.89
World Parish 817.10 86,096.25
Mscl - In and Out, Flags,
Handbook, Lake Junaluska
Exp., Museum, Eqpt. Audit 8,121.00 36,403.77
Centenary Fund 400.00 400.00
Hawaiian Conference 118,470.52 49,852.26 68,618.26
$2,365,123.76 $2,189,435.70 $222,709.32
Bal. from Bishop Schafer 62,107.59
Bal. Cash on Hand 237,795.65
$2,427,231.35 $2,427,231.35
Notes:
(1) Includes funds from Board of Global Ministries and British Mission Board
(2) Includes Youth travel grants provided by Bishops of United Methodist Church
(3) Fart of fund raised by Council of Bishops of United Methodist Church for restoration
(4) Amount raised during this accounting period � total raised in excess of $1,100,000.
(5) Raised by Philadelphia Methodists
(6) Gift of Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Akin of Texas.
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Appendix VII
WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL - CENTRAL FUND
CONTRIBUTIONS BY MEMBER CHURCHES
Member Church 1976 1977 1978 1070 1980 1981
African Central Conference $ - $ - $ 1,108 :$ 675 :$ 200 $ 675
African Methodist Episcopal � � 4,000 � 13,000
African Methodist Episcopal Zion 4,000 5,000 4,000 6,000 4,000 �1 (200
Argentina Evangelical Methodist � 150 150 � 150 550
Australia, The Uniting Church � 2,212 4,557 4,984 3,749 4,092
Belgium, Protestant United � 220 110 330 127 110
Benin & Toga Protestant Church � _ 427
Bolivia Evangelical Methodist � 100 100 100 155
Brazil Methodist Church � 700 500 _ 1 ,000 1,000
Burma Methodist Church � � _ _ 200
Canada United Church � 1,650 1,594 1,597 1712 1,815
Caribbean & Americas Methodist � � 400 400 400 400
Central & Southern Europe � 600 600 _ 375
Chile Methodist Church � 200 _ _ 400
Christian Methodist Episcopal � 3,000 2,000 _ 2,000
Costa Rica Evangelical Methodist � � � � 233 111
Cuba Methodist Church � 500 _
Ecuador Evangelical & United � 200 _ 300
Estonia Methodist Church _ 100 _ _
Fiji Methodist Church � 280 120) 114
France Methodist Church � � 200
Free Methodist of North America � 600 300 600
German Democratic Republic � � 100 � 278
German Federal Republic � 700 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,0(20
Ghana Methodist Church � 347 410 946 865
Great Britian Methodist Church 4,133 7,770 4,400 1 ,070
Hong Kong Methodist Church 200 100 100 200 400
Hong Kong Church of Christ in China 10(1 100 � 100 100 100
Indonesia Methodist Church � � 200 150
Ireland Methodist Church � 234 246 263 24 i)
Italy Methodist Church � � � _
Ivory Coast Protestant Methodist � � 200 435
Kenya Methodist Church � 150 � 200 �
Korea Methodist Church � � 300 200 _
Liberia Central Conference � 500 500 500 500
Malaysia Methodist Church � 200 200 300 300 �
Mexico Methodist Church � 150 150 150 150 200
New Zealand Methodist Church � � � � � _
Nigeria Methodist Church � 826 � 422 � 392
North India, Church of � � � �
Northern Europe Central Conference � 1,200 500 600 200 _
Pakistan, Church of � � � 200 �
Panama Evangelical Methodist � 100 � � �
Peru Methodist Church � � � � �
Philippines United Methodist Church - - � 100 100
Philippines Evangelical Methodist � - 50 - � 240
Philippines United Church of Christ 91 � 235 100 � �
Portugal Evangelical Methodist - � 500 - � �
Primitive Methodist Church � � � 100 - �
Republic of China Methodist � - 100 � 300 300
Rhodesia/Zimbabwe - � 50 103 200
Samoa Methodist Church 150 400 230 �
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Sierra Leone Methodist Church � 340 180 204 234 _
Sierra Leone United Methodist 300 200
Singapore Methodist Church 400 200 200 200
South Africa Methodist Church � 42)00 � 4,500 2,650 2,200
Southern Asia Central Conference � _ 800
Sri Lanka Methodist Church 100 � 320 � 120
Tonga Free Wesleyan Church 120 � � 600 300 �
United Methodist Church 10,499 95,984 90,000 90,000 90,000 50,000
Uruguay Evangelical Methodist 100 100 800 400 400 �
Wesleyan Church � 100 300 300 100 �
Zambia United Church � � 200 � �
$15,310 $124,646 $124,490 S 12 1,20! $128,399 $70,210
Appendix VIII
REPORT OF THE SOCIAL AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
COMMITTEE
The Quinquennium 1976-81 has been the busiest since the formation of this Committee. We have
been concerned with social and international affairs on a greater scale than ever before, perhaps
because there has been 'more of them'!
Few countries of the world have escaped involvement in the critical issues of the escalation of arms
both conventional and nuclear and many in actual wadare, of commercial exploitation and of the
practice of human and social injustice resulting in the degrading of human dignity.
To paraphrase St. Paul, we are all tarnished, not one has escaped. (Rom. 3.10).
In the face of this, the Christian Church and its members cannot remain silent. The oneness of the
family of Christ demands that where one branch of that family is victimised the others rise up in pro
test. Fellowship within the Methodist family becomes a mockery if racism is practised within it, class
distinctions encouraged and economic oppression sanctioned.
The developed countries of the world to which millions of Methodists belong not only became rich
at the expense of the Third World but are continuing to suppress their consciences as they work hard
to maintain an economic order which will keep it that way.
There is a constant danger of ignoring legitimate social protest by labeling it as Communist or even
in some cases as reactionary. Christians must not be blinded to social and political injustice by such
labels, but must take up the cry of the weak, the poor, and the oppressed in every society.
Our committee believes passionately that the Methodist Church, so deeply committed to
worldwide evangelism, justice and peace, does not wish to offer a fragmented or partial gospel, an
approach that for too long has characterized some sections of the Christian community which have
lent their support to unjust political action.
For that reason the Social and International Affairs Committee has attempted to bring these issues
before selected lay and ministerial members of our Churches in regional Consultations addressed by
specialists in the fields of international affairs, economic systems and human rights. In this way we
hope that the Christian conscience may be alerted and the Churches stimulated into positive action
in their own areas.
That other Councils of Churches are engaged in similar activities � the Lutheran World Federa
tion, the World Council of Churches etc. � is no deterrent. Much of the wodd needs to be conscien-
tised to the present national and international injustices. There cannot be too many agencies commit
ted to defeating these present indignities.
Our Committee pretends neither to be powerful nor influential, nor can it take issue with more
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than a very few of today's pressing political and social problems. It operates firstly because it dare not
be silent and secondly in order to inform Methodists about the needs in their own areas, and to speak
for Methodism, wherever appropriate, on these issues. It hopes thereby to encourage Christian pro
test and significant action wherever oppression of any kind is perpetrated, recognising that this oc
curs perhaps as often between the rich and poor, the influential and the disadvantaged, within a
country as it does between the developed and the developing world.
We have held three Regional Consultations since the Wodd Methodist Council met in Dublin in
1976, and met as a Committee in addition at High Leigh, London in 1978.
In 1977 a European Consultation was held at Reuti-Hasliberg, Switzedand on the subject of "In
search of a New Society and the Social Dimensions of Evangelism".
This was followed in 1979 by a Consultation in Geneva on "Methodism and Social Justice in a
World Setting" � a preparatory Workshop for the Consultation we have just held here in Honolulu
from 17-20 July under the same heading.
Here we spent much of our time listening to and in consideration of the problems of the Pacific
area of Rich and Poor, as well as of the theology underlying Methodist social action. But perhaps
most urgently of all in discussion of Militarism, the Nation State, and of disarmament. From this
discussion a motion on disarmament was submitted which has/will come to the Council for debate
and we hope approval.
I have been able as Chairman of the Committee to attend two International Conferences to repre
sent the W.M.C.
The first in Moscow in 1977 when 700 leaders and representatives of all the major wodd religions
met to discuss Peace, disarmament and justice amongst the nations, at the invitation of the Russian
Orthodox Church. If you have several days to spare I would be happy to talk to you about it.
The second was the first international meeting of the International Christian Conference against
Alcoholism and Drug Addiction, which was held in Lake Junaluska in September 1980. The
W.M.C. through one of its Committees intends to have permanent representation on that Con
ference.
In consideration of the future of the Committee, I would wish to make two submissions:
1) That the rather unwieldy number of 23 members, many of whom cannot by reason
of distance and expense attend any of the Committee meetings, be reduced to a
number the majority of whom would be able to attend the meetings, held at the time
and the place of the W.M.C. Executive Committee. There is nothing more frustrating
than being appointed to an important Committee to which one can make no practical
contribution.
2) That the budget of the Committee be very considerably increased to enable
Regional Consultations to be held in parts of the Third World where these could be of
the greatest import and significance, especially to the local Church. Our present
budget does not permit this and so severely limits the effectiveness of its work.
Finally I would want to express my immense gratitude to the members of the Committee who have
been able to attend and to share in the Consultations, to Dr. Kenneth Greet and Dr. Joe Hale for
their help and encouragement and lastly but perhaps most gratefully to Mr. Frank Northam who we
so gready miss at this gathering and who whilst not being a member of the Committee has put himself
at our service in so many ways and whose advice and knowledge has been so freely shared and so
invaluable.
That, Mr. President concludes my report.
Howard Souster, Chairman
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Appendix IX
WORLD FAMILY LIFE CONFERENCE
HAWAII LOA COLLEGE - KANEOHE, HAWAII
JULY 16-21, 1981
Preamble
Basic to our life together as a World Methodist Family Conference is our recognition that:
1. The human family is God's way of perpetuating His creation.
2. The Christian family is a primary setting in which God makes His presence known.
3. The needs for nourishment and personal growth are best supplied within the relationships of a
Christian family.
4. The Christian family is a vision of God; it's mission is to model and carry His will and love to the
whole world.
5. The church, as the Body of Christ, is God's gift to humans, to bind us together in his love as an
extended family.
6. As persons are bound together in intimate units by physical blood, so persons who are commit
ted to Jesus Christ, across the world are bound together by His blood.
Recommendations
The World Family Life Conference recommends to the World Methodist Family Life Committee:
1. That the Committee request the World Methodist Council to recommend to the United Nations
that there be an International Year of the Family.
2. That the world office of the Committee prepare a list of editors of different church newspapers
around the world to be utilized as an outlet for disseminating information regarding the Christian
family life.
3. That the Committee encourage the National Methodist Churches to organize and/or activate
Christian family life.
4. That the Committee explore the ways of holding either denominationally or ecumenically,
through regional conferences of churches, one conference on family life in each of the regions of the
world during the next quinquinium.
5. That the next World Methodist Family Life Conference be held in a Third World Country.
6. That we develop linkages among various committees of the World Methodist Council which
may be expressed in:
a. maximization of programs of each other's resources for attainment of common
goals,
b. sponsor intergenerational programs,
c. scheduling of the Conference to allow for maximum participation making one
available to the other.
7. That the World Methodist Council be requested to seek renewed ways and support for em
phasizing the work of the Family Life Conference by a cross-fertilization of the activities and
statements of the satellite and associated conferences so that each speaks with a united voice and
concern.
8. That they take leadership in promoting preventative and positive programs such as:
a. Christian parenting,
b. preparation for marriage
c. human sexuality training programs
d. family enrichment programs
e. interpersonal communication
f. enrichment programs for clergy marriages and families
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9. that the programming committee include a large block of time for strengthening the family.
General Statement for Action in Each Country
It is recommended that churches throughout the wodd be urged to recognize the importance of
family life � especially Christian family life � and to this end priorities should be given to establish
family life organizations and programs, where appropriate in cooperation with human serving and
ecumenical ones.
Specific Statements
It is recommended:
1. That each country be urged to establish an identified system of family ministry.
2. That family counseling and training be included in the compulsory action of seminary or other
ministerial training curriculum.
3. That we urge each conference to have a functioning family life committee which will initiate
and promote the preparation and training of lay persons, as well as of ministers, through continuing
education in parenting and marital growth.
4. That we urge each Family Life Committee to recognize that there is a growing body of
valuable information in family issues and to actively seek such information and participate in sharing
and disseminating information.
5. That churches throughout the world not only recognize themselves but also urge all people to
respect the sacredness of all others.
6. That churches throughout the world be urged to recognize the changing roles of women and
younger members of the community and to actively provide for Christian fulfillment for such per
sons.
7. That churches throughout the world be urged to recognize the extent of physical and emo
tional abuse of children and spouses and to ensure that physical and emotional care is available
within church and other facilities.
8. That churches throughout the world be alert to the exploitation of persons, such as selling of
young persons for pornographic and prostitution purposes and act in an advocacy role for promoting
the sacredness of personhood and opposing its abuse.
9. That churches throughout the world be encouraged to promote monogamy, emphasizing the
importance of sexual roles of couples as part of the total and permanent commitment to one
another.
10. That the Wodd Methodist Council urge all associated churches throughout the world to en
courage ministers to devote adequate time on a frequent, and as far as possible, regular basis to their
families and to emphasize to church regulating bodies that arrangements need to be made and en
forced for provision for time off duty for ministers.
1 1 . That laypersons throughout the world be encouraged to fully participate in church leadership,
worship and other activities, always ensuring adequate time for personal involvement in their per
sonal families as well as involvement in the wider family of the church.
12. That churches throughout the world be alert to exploitation for commercial gain by organiza
tions marketing products which are detrimental to the well being of persons � particulady infants
and young children � and to take up a strong advocacy role in opposition to such activities, in
cluding the boycotting of products of some organizations marketing such products as artificial baby
food in areas without clean water and adequate facilities.
13. That churches throughout the wodd be urged to initiate and support adequate educational
programs related to personal relationships and family life based on Christian principles and to
recognize that such education should be available to individuals for various stages of development,
including older people.
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Appendix X
REPORT OF JOINT COMMISSION BETWEEN THE
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH AND THE WORLD
METHODIST COUNCIL
1977-1981
Prefatory Note
1. The successive Joint Commissions between the Roman Catholic Church and the World
Methodist Council have hitherto presented reports only at five-yearly intervals, on the occasion of
the meetings of the World Methodist Council in 1971 and 1976. The present Commission
(1977-81) , feeling that such infrequent reports are insufficient to sustain the interest of our Churches
in its work, has sought to make its work public as soon as it was ready, so that it might benefit from
the comments and criticisms of theologians in both Churches. Hence the earlier parts of this report
will be already familiar in substance to many readers (cf . below) .
In these earlier interim publications the Commission invited theologians of both Churches to send
their comments on the texts, and such comments as were received have been used in revising the
texts for this quinquennial publication.
2. Planning the work of the quinquennium at Bad Soden in 1977, the Commission took as
general theme a study of the Holy Spirit in the hope that it would shed fresh light on various ques
tions which have challenged both our traditions and do so ever more urgently today, but which our
separation has hitherto left us to approach in different ways.
3. At the next meeting in Rome in January 1979 we were able to summarize the fundamentals
of our shared doctrine in a paper which we feh free to entide "Towards an Agreed Statement on the
Holy Spirit" (World Methodist Council, P.O. Box 518, Lake Junaluska, NC, and "One in Christ"
Vol. XV (1979) n<'3, pp. 274-81). See �� 7-22,
4. At Epworth-by-the-Sea in November 1979 we went on to examine, in the light of this agree
ment, questions already broached in earlier discussions since 1967; the resulting report (see below
�� 23-38) was published as "The Holy Spirit, Christian Experience and Authority" (Wodd Methodist
Council, as above, 1979, and "One in Christ" XVI (1980) n" 3, pp. 225-233).
5. The last meeting of the quinquennium, at Rome, December 1980, continued to examine the
theme of Authority particulady in its relation to conscience 'in the practical sphere of Christian moral
decisions' (see below �� 39-47). One particular field of these decisions. Christian marriage, was
chosen for closer scrutiny, with the emphasis on marriage as a Christian vocation (�� 48-56) and
witness.
6. We have tried to maintain a concern which was evident in the earlier reports of Denver and
Dublin, to speak together to men and women of our time. Hence we were led at the outset to point
to "encouraging signs of the activity of the Holy Spirit" in the Church today. These signs � a quest
for prayer, a care for human need and suffering, a passion for justice for all the oppressed, a groping
hunger for truth now cleady unsatisfied by the achievements and claims of science and technology �
are evident not only among Christians but among many others as well. The signs are widely
recognised and offer we believe an opportunity and a challenge to that "broader common witness"
among Christians which Pope Paul VI called for in "Evangelii Nuntiandi.
"
It is in the conviction that such common witness is both manifested and strengthened by dialogue
in search of wider agreement and increasing convergence that we offer the present report.
The following took part in one or more of the meetings, either an originally appointed member or
as a substitute:
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Methodists
� Rt. Revd. Bishop William R. CANNON, Bishop of the Raleigh Area, United Methodist Church
(Co-Chairman)
� Rt. Revd. Bishop James M. AULT, Bishop of the Pittsburgh Area, The United Methodist
Church
� Revd. Dr. James CONE, Union Theological Seminary
� Dr. Kwesi DICKSON, Legon University, Accra, Ghana
� Revd. Dr. Ira GALLAWAY, First United Methodist Church, Peoria, Illinois
� Revd. A. Raymond GEORGE, Wesley College, Bristol, England
- Revd. Prof. Eric OSBORNE, Queen's College, Melbourne
� Dr. Norman YOUNG, Queen's College, Melbourne, Australia
� Dr. Albert OUTLER, Perkins School of Theology, Dallas, Texas
� Revd. Dr. Joe HALE, General Secretary of the World Methodist Council (Secretary)
Catholics
� Rt. Revd. Francis STAFFORD, Auxiliary Bishop of Baltimore (Co-Chairman)
� Rt. Revd. Monsignor Charles MOELLER, Secretary of Secretariat for Promoting Christian
Unity
� Revd. Edward MALATESTA, S.J., Jesuit School of Theology, Berkeley
� Revd. Cuthbert RAND, Ushaw College, Durham, England
� Rt. Revd. Mgr. Richard STEWART, Secretariat ftSFTromoting Christian Unity
� Rt. Revd. Mgr. Jorge MEJIA, Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity
� Revd. Jerome VEREB, CP., Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity
� Rt. Revd. Mgr. William PURDY, Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity (Secretary)
I. TOWARD AN AGREED STATEMENT ON THE HOLY SPIRIT
� Introduction: "Why an agreed statement on the Holy Spirit?"
7. Methodists and Catholics repeatedly discover a notable rapport when they speak of spirituali
ty, the life of the Spirit. In view of the signs discernible in the world today, of which we have just
spoken, it seems right and good that Catholics and Methodists (themselves seeking to respond to the
prompting of the Spirit bringing them together) should speak with one voice regarding this fun
damental doctrine, and in the hope that this voice would be echoed by our brothers and sisters in
many other Churches. The doctrine of the Person of the Holy Spirit has never been a point of divi
sion between us: and our discussions have shown that differing traditional emphases and forms of
expression are complementary and mutually enriching, rather than divisive or a cause of dissension.
Finally, we are aware that the doctrine of the Holy Spirit underlies much of the "ecumenical agen
da" still to be considered by our Churches (cf. sections II and 111).
A. GOD THE HOLY SPIRIT
The Holy Spirit in the Godhead
8. The Holy Spirit is God. He is fully and perfectly divine, just as are the Father and the Son,
possessing as they do all the divine attributes, so that he is all-wise, knows everything, is everywhere
present, is all-powerful and eternal. There never was a time when he was not, and there will never be
a time when he will cease to be.
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9. The testimony of the Church is that God is one, yet he is also three. The unity of God lies in
his nature. Though these three Persons have the same nature, they are not one and the same Per
son. The Holy Spirit is the Lord and Life-Giver, proceeding from the Father and the Son, as the
Western Tradition states it, or through the Son, as the Eastern Tradition states it, to be adored and
glorified with them, and active with them in the salvation of people. He is not simply a mode of the
Godhead; he is a Person, just as are the Father and Son, distinct from each though one with both.
10. That which differentiates the three as Persons is their relations to each other in the Godhead.
The Father is the source and fountainhcad; the Son is eternally begotten of him and is related to him
as Son to Father; the Holy Spirit is related to the Father and the Son, proceeding from the Father
and the Son (or from the Father through the Son) .
It is by their relationship that the Divine Persons are distinguished. Within the Godhead the Son
and the Spirit proceed from the unoriginated Father. One approach in Western theology links the
procession of the Son with the intellect � He is the Word � and the procession of the Spirit with the
will � He is Love, the personal Love of Father and Son.
11. The Biblical witness shows that in their operations each Person plays a special part. Though
the Triune God has always been At work and involved in the lives of people since creation, it is
primarily through the missions of the Son in the Incarnation and of the Spirit after the resurrection in
the foundation and life of the Church that we come to know that the one God is Trinity and are led
into some understanding of the work of the three Persons through God's saving acts in history. The
Spirit is God's Gift of Himself to His people. He is Lord and Giver of Life. He is the love of God
reaching out to humankind for its transformation and salvation.
Hence it is on the work of the Spirit that this statement will concentrate. Although ultimately the
Spirit is to be adored rather than explored. Christian tradition has always sought to understand him
better in order to love him and respond more fittingly to his many gifts.
B. THE WORK OF THE SPIRIT
The Holy Spirit Discloses the Meaning of Creation
12. Creation and salvation, which is "new creation", are closely linked. Scripture sees salvation
history as a marvel of creation; God's work of creation, especially of humankind, is related to his
Word and to his "breath of life", the Creator Spirit. Throughout the Old Testament the Spirit and the
Word of God never cease to act together. In the New Testament the Word of God made flesh by the
action of the Spirit does nothing without the spirit and the consummation of his work is the gift of the
Spirit.
The Holy Spirit at Work in Justification and Regeneration
13. The Holy Spirit was active and creative at the conception of Jesus (Mt. 1,18-20; Lk. 1,35), at
his baptism (Mk. 1,9,11; Mt. 3,13-17; Lk. 3,12-13), and during his entire public ministry (Mk.
3,22-30; 9,29; Mt. 12,25-32; Lk. 11,20;4,1-14; 10,21).
A new stage in the work of the Spirit, namely the founding of the Church, was begun through
Christ's death, resurrection, and the giving of the spirit to the disciples.
Today from every side we hear the question once posed by Paul. "Wretched man that I am! Who
will deliver me from this body of death?" (Rom. 7,24). With or without their knowing it, the ques
tioners are asking about justification: how may a sinner find a gracious God? how may a meaningless
life be given meaning?
The Holy Spirit is present and active within us throughout the entire experience of conversion
which begins with an awareness of God's goodness and an experience of shame and guilt, proceeds
to sorrow and repentance, and ends in gratitude for the possession of a new life given us through
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God's mercy in Jesus Christ.
Justification is not an isolated forensic episode, but is part of a process which finds its consumma
tion in regeneration and sanctification, the participation of human life in the divine.
14. Here, of course, the key concept is "pre-venience", a concept emphasized by both the Coun
cil of Trent and John Wesley. Always it is the Spirit's special office to maintain the divine initiative
that precedes all human action and reaction. The Holy Spirit is God himself, present and active in
human hearts and wills, "nearer to us than breathing, closer than hands or feet". This is why, when
some wrongly denied the Church's latent sense of the Spirit's prevenience, the Church's positive
response was rightly to reaffirm the truly splendid tide: Lord and Giver of Life.
The Council of Trent teaches that the beginning of justification in adults takes place by means of
the Lord's prevenient grace which moves us to conversion, enabling us freely to choose to follow the
inspiration God gives us when he touches our hearts with the light of the Holy Spirit. "When Scrip
ture says, 'Turn to me, and I turn to you' (Zech. 1,3), we are reminded of our freedom. When we
answer, 'Turn us. Lord, to you and we shall be turned' (Lam. 5, 21), we confess that we are
prevented (moved first) by grace" (Session 6: Decree on Justification, Ch. 5, DS 1525).
15. In justification God through the atoning work of Christ restores a sinner to a right relationship
with himself. In such a restoration, both the initiative, the agency and the consummation is the
ministry of the Holy Spirit as he brings Christ to us and leads us to him. When a sinner is led to Christ
and receives him, he is re-born and given the power to turn away from a life curved back upon itself
toward a "new life", opened out to love of God and neighbor.
Thus the tragic malignancies of sin may be healed; thus the deformed self may be formed, reform
ed and fulfilled. Blind eyes may be opened; atrophied wills renewed; minds bemused by idols of
pride, avarice and greed may be liberated so as to judge by other norms. Thus a new future, for self
and society, may be opened up to permanent and constructive "revolution" This is our reconcilia
tion to God who was in Christ reconciling us to himself. And this is justification: to be regarded and
treated as righteous, for Christ's sake; and yet also to be put in the way of becoming righteous. All of
this is done by the initiatives of the Father's redeeming mercy, manifested in the Son's atoning grace,
through the Holy Spirit's activity within our hearts.
16. "The Spirit himself is bearing witness with our spirit that we are children of God" (Rom. 8, 16) .
We receive the Spirit of adoption, who dwells in Christians, pouring God's love into our hearts,
enabling us to say "Abba" and in the Our Father to pray for forgiveness, conscious of weakness but
fully confident of God's merciful love for us in Christ. Moreover, when we do not know how to pray,
it is the Spirit who intercedes for us (Rom. 8,26).
17. According to the Fourth Gospel, the ultimate purpose of the mission of Jesus was to give the
gift of the Holy Spirit to His disciples (Jn. 20,22-23). The Holy Spirit brings about the forgiveness of
sins because it is His role to teach us, the disciples of Jesus, all things necessary for our salvation and
bring to our remembrance all that Jesus said (Jn. 14,26) . Because He is the Spirit of Truth, He bears
witness to Jesus and enables us to be witnesses in our turn (15,26-27). He guides us into all the
truth, declares the things that are to come, and so glorifies Jesus (16,13-14). By revealing to us the
sonship of Jesus and the meaning of His mission, the Holy Spirit by the very fact shows the
wrongness of the fundamental sin: lack of faith in Jesus (Jn. 16,8-11).
18. The Holy Spirit sanctifies the regenerate Christian. Sanctification is a process that leads to
perfect love. Life in the Spirit is human life, lived out in faith, hope and love, to its utmost in con
sonance with God's gracious purposes in and for his children. As Wesley put it, the end of human
existence is the recovery and the surpassing of the perfection in which that existence was first con
ceived and created:
.Hence (in the end of creation) will arise an unmixed state of holiness and hap
piness far superior to that which Adam enjoyed in paradise. .And to crown all, there
will be a deep and intimate and uninterrupted union with God � a constant commu
nion with the Father and His Son Jesus Christ through the Holy Spirit, a continual en
joyment of the Three-One God, of all the creatures in him" (The New Creation, � 18) .
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The Holy Spirit and the Christian Community
19. The chief nnari< of the post-Easter Church is that God gives to it the Spirit and thus creates the
community of the New Covenant. The risen and exalted Lord takes possession of the world through
his body, the Church, into which members arc baptized in the Spirit. Our obedience is a sign of
Christ's Lordship as we show in our lives his dying and his rising. His Spirit of power and love makes
obedience possible by breaking the slavery of sin and giving freedom. Yet disobedience remains and
only the daily offering of our bodies as a living sacrifice can display the triumph of his grace. By the
Spirit wc drink the cup of Christ and share his life.
By grace we are saved through faith, not because of works (cf. Eph. 2,8-9). Baptism, which is
celebrated within the believing community, is the outward sign and means both of grace and of faith.
20. The Holy Spirit gives to us a variety of spiritual gifts (charismata) (cf. I Cor. 12,4) which equip
the different members of the body for ministry: these arc not confined to such gifts as prophecy or
speaking with tongues. In the Charismatic Movement or neo-Pentecostalism many have come to a
new experience of life in the Spirit: but they must remember that the Spirit's work is not easily
distinguished from the actions of the free human beings through whom he works: not all human
works are the work of the Spirit. Guided by the Spirit's gift of discernment (I Cor. 12,10) we must
develop criteria to distinguish those that arc. The fruit of the Spirit is "love, goodness, faithfulness,
gentleness, self-control" (Gal. 5,22-23). And these are the evidence of true faith.
21. The Spirit guides the development of the Church. In every age, as the Paraclete, he reminds
us of all that Jesus said, leads us into all truth, and enables us to bear witness to salvation in Christ.
The Holy Spirit inspires Christians as they seek to obey Christ's commission to make disciples of all
nations.
At the last God will triumph over sin and death and in fulfillment of his pledge of the Spirit bring all
who love him to unending glory.
The Holy Spirit Transforms the Human Community into the
Kingdom of God
22. God inaugurated his Kingdom in Christ.
The coming of this Kingdom involves the transformation of the human community now marred by
sin with its resultant oppression and poverty into a community of justice, love and peace.
The Holy Spirit, applying the finished work of Christ, wills to accomplish this social and political
transformation in and through people, especially in and through those who acknowledge the risen
Christ as the Lord of history. And therefore we are to pray for, work toward, and hope for the attain
ment of this goal.
The present work of the Holy Spirit is the first fruits of his transformation (Rom. 8,23) . Though we
have no grounds for thinking that this transformation will be complete in this world, we nevertheless
believe that all Christians must strive for it in order to bear witness to God's promise to complete this
transformation in the world to come.
II. THE HOLY SPIRIT, CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE
AND AUTHORITY
23. Still bearing in mind the signs of the work of the Spirit which we believe to be discernible today
(cf. above para. 6) we pass from general agreements on the Holy Spirit to considering Christian ex
perience (seeing it as the Spirit's guiding and ordering work in the Church) .
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A. CHRISTIAN EXPERIENCE
Christian experience is a rich field largely unexplored at least in ecumenical dialogue.
We agree that "Life in the Spirit is human lives lived out. . .to its utmost in consonance with God's
gracious purpose" (cf. above para. 18). It is faith's awareness of the Holy Spirit's initiative within the
human heart, stimulating and guiding the believer to yet more faith and hope and love. Such
awareness sees both the world and history as interpersonal, as lying within God's care and pro
vidence. This awareness is focused in God's self-disclosure in Jesus Christ and directed toward life
together in the Church, in which the Holy Spirit presides, indwelling, inspiring and conforming
Christians to the mind that was in Christ (Phil. 2,5).
24. Christian religious experience includes the assurance of God's unmerited mercy in Christ, the
inner witness of the Spirit that we are indeed children of God, pardoned and reconciled to the Father
(Romans 8,12-17). The same Spirit also guides the faithful to a knowledge of all the truth as it is in
Christ Jesus, and to an ever more faithful obedience to God's righteous rule within the human com
munity at large. Despite our inability to manifest it perfectly, the fruit of the Spirit (Gal. 5,22-23) is
ever a potent factor in drawing others into Christian fellowship.
25. Both Catholics and Methodists have found in John Wesley's Christian experience and his
comments on "experimental religion" an edifying instance of that to which we are pointing. After a
full dozen years of faithful ministry in Christ's name and to the need (in Oxford, in Lincolnshire and
Georgia) Wesley's heart was "strangely warmed" and he came into an "assurance" that God had
taken away his sins and had saved him from the law of sin and death (cf . Journal, May 24, 1978) . '
Significantly, it was this deeply personal experience that led Wesley into a yet more effective
ministry, still more deeply grounded in his awareness that it was the Holy Spirit who enabled him to
communicate to others the gospel of salvation by faith and holiness in heart and life. Thus, the doc
trine of the "witness of the Spirit" (i.e. the hinge of any idea of Christian experience) looms large in
Wesley's teaching, early and late (Discourse I, 1748, and Discourse II, 1764). It must be
acknowledged that later Methodist theologians have tended to be more "rationalistic" or more
"pragmatic" However, we have found new meanings in the evident similarities between Wesley and
the mainstream of Catholic spirituality. This convergence could have significant implications for our
own growing spiritual awareness of "oneness in Christ" and for the future of the cause of Christian
unity. Thus we have agreed that a reclamation of our complex heritage by both sides would benefit
our respective communities and also enhance our present experience of unity in the Spirit.
27 In the Post-Reformation Roman Catholic tradition generally, it has been the saints and
spiritual masters, rather than the scholastic theologians, who have stressed the centrality of Christian
experience. In this matter, however, Vatican II appears as a turning point. The Council documents
speak frequently of the transforming activities of the Holy Spirit, in persons, in the Church, in the
world. They stress the task of discerning "the signs of the times" and of the Spirit's leading in these
shadowed, changing times. It is not an exaggeration to say that these post-conciliar years have
witnessed a rediscovery within the Catholic fold of Christian faith as "experience", understood afresh
as intimacy with Christ in prayer and as liberating presence in persons and communities. The most
evident signs of this "new spirit" include the rise of various centres of spirituality, houses of prayer,
the charistmatic renewal, cursillos and marriage-encounter movements, Bible study groups, new
ministries, more active roles for women in the church, new efforts in the promotion of justice, new
missionary ventures. These "signs" might quite properly remind Methodists of how their early "class
meetings" could look if they, too, were updated.
We are able, therefore, to affirm together the crucial importance of "heart religion" since we agree
that Christianity is a communion of believers, a "fellowship with the Father and with his Son Jesus
Christ" (I John 1,1-3; for the Spirit's role in this, cf. 111,24, IV, 13). We form a mystical body whose
Head is Christ (Eph. IV) . Our common aim is to live together, in the Spirit, that Christ may be form
ed in us, our hope of glory, to the end that the Father's righteous will may be done on earth as it is in
Heaven. The Holy Spirit is the prime artisan of our Christian experience, since it is he who "com
pletes the work of Christ by placing himself as the innermost reality in each human being" (P
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Evdokimov, in "Panagion et Panagia", BSFEM, 27, 1970, p. 61). It is the Holy Spirit who enables
us to pray "Lord Jesus" and "Abba, Father"; it is he who fashions us in the image of Jesus; it is he
who calls us into obedience to the Father's righteous rule on earth and beyond all this to our very first
duty of glorifying God and enjoying him forever.
'"About a quarter before nine, while he (the reader of Luther's Preface to Romans) was describing the change which
God works in the heart through faith in Christ, I felt my heart strangely warmed. I felt I did trust in Christ. Christ
alone, for salvation; and an assurance was given me that he had taken away my sins, even mine, and saved me
from sin and death" (cf. Dublin report, note 6 to no. 12, which recalls that Methodists do not see "assurance' as "a
form of certainty which removes the need for hope") .
28. Together, then, we affirm that the Christian experience toward which we aspire as one in
cludes mystery and clarity, feeling and reason, individual conscience and acknowledged authority.
charisms and sacraments, spiritual exercises and service, individual and communal "discernments of
spirits ", local community and worldwide mission, fidelity to the past and openness to the present and
future. We are agreed that Christian experience requires for its development the disciplines of prayer
and devotion, the truth accessible in Holy Scriptures, the nourishment of the sacraments, the en
couragement that comes from God's abundant gifts of grace and wisdom, for witness and service in
the world.
29. Further, since it is in our totality as human persons that God joins us to himself, we are agreed
that our affective states are also subject to the Spirit's absolute "prevenience" As we seek to be in
structed by the Scriptures and by the spiritual treasures of the Christian tradition, our "spiritual
senses" are developed to greater and greater keeness. In the Spirit, we see the Lord, hear his voice,
taste his sweetness, breathe the fragrance of his presence, experience the healing power and the gift
of new life of him who dwells in our hearts and speaks to us through the witness and need of others.
At the same time, this experience is open to the rule of reason and to all responsible uses of practical
knowledge. "Knowledge and vital piety" belong together, as correctives to imbalances from either
side. By the same token, there must be careful balancing between the voice of individual conscience
and the voice of legitimate external authority, in church or society � by the constant acknowledge
ment that both conscience and all external authorities are regulated by the Word of God, by the faith
of the Church and by the shared experience of the Christian faithful.
30. Catholics and Methodists agree that progress in purification from sin and its effects as well as
growth in holiness, namely love of God and neighbor, requires the development of our God-given
powers of spiritual discernment in individual and social experience. We rejoice in our mutual
discoveries of significant resources in our respective traditions which aid such development, such as
the Sermons and spiritual directives of John Wesley and, say, the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius
Loyola. We are convinced that as we recover and reclaim this rich mutual heritage for ourselves, we
might grow closer to each other on a deeper level.
31. We also rejoice to recognize the emergence of new communities of fellow Christians who are
seeking to support each other in their Christian witness and service � as what St. Ignatius spoke of
as "friends in the Lord" � . These experiences in community demand of all who share in this
unfeigned fidelity in faith, voluntary moral discipline and sacrificial service. They call us all to a livelier
concern for more apt understanding of Holy Scriptures as we are guided by the same Spirit who in
spired them. Equally, we acknowledge ourselves as under the imperatives of love that follow from
the summons to seek first the Kingdom of God and his righteousness, in our lives and in his world.
The Holy Spirit is God's first gift to those who believe and to all who confess Jesus Christ as Lord to
the glory of the Father. Out of these shared convictions, we call upon all our sisters and brothers in
Christ to join in more ardent pursuit of these higher levels of Christian experience and more effective
ways of expressing our faith, hope and love in and to the wodd for which Christ died. In this way we
shall be drawn into an actual communion in Christ and, as we may hope, more readily thereafter into
communio in sacris, full sacramental fellowship.
32. Our respective liturgical traditions give expression to this common faith:
"Almighty God, to whom all hearts are open, all desires known, and from whom no
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secrets are hid: cleanse the thoughts of our hearts by the inspiration of the Holy Spirit,
that we may perfectly love thee and worthily magnify thy Holy Name; through Christ
our Lord",
(Methodist Service of Holy Communion; and Roman Missal, Votive Mass of the Holy
Spirit) .
"Father all-powerful, and ever living God, we do well, always and everywhere, to give
you thanks, in you we live and move and have our being. Each day you show us a
Father's love; your Holy Spirit, within us, gives us on earth the hope of unending joy.
Your gift of the Spirit who raised Jesus from the dead is the foretaste and promise of
the Paschal Feast of heaven.
(Roman Missal, Preface Vi for Sundays in Ordinary Time).
B. THE HOLY SPIRIT AND AUTHORITY IN THE CHURCH
33. To men and women sealed by the Spirit in baptism, gathered in the Church, in the commu
nion of Christ's gift of himself, Christ's authority is mediated through the Spirit, who is Love, and
hence all authority that flows from this source is part of God's good gift. Whether it be the personal
authority of holiness or the charisma of episcope conferred by the Spirit on the ordained ministry,
whether it be teaching or disciplinary, authority implies that what is propounded, commanded or
recommended ought to be accepted on the ground that it comes from this source.
34. There is no disagreement that the Church has authority to teach. In the Church, the revela
tion of God in Christ comes to us through Scripture, and to maintain God's people in the truth is the
loving work of the Spirit in the Church. But this maintenance is not a matter of mere repetition of for
mulae. The Spirit moves the Church to constant reflection on the Scriptures which he himself in
spired and on their traditional interpretation, so that she may speak with undiminished authority to
men in different times and places, in different social and cultural settings, facing new and difficuh
problems. This is not of course to question the abiding importance of credal statements and such
Conciliar pronouncements as the Chalcedonian definition. The enduring validity of these does not
restrict the power of the Spirit to speak in new ways to the Church, whose living voice never speaks
in isolation from its living past. It stands under the living word of God. The old oppositions of Scrip
ture and Tradition have given way to an understanding which we share, that Scripture in witness to
the living tradition from which it arose has a normative role for the total tradition of the Church as it
lives and is guided still by the Spirit of truth.
35. Ours is not the only dialogue in which special difficukies have been voiced, and persist, in the
matter of papal claims and the character of dogmatic definitions (Paul VI's address to S.P.U.C.
plenary 1968) . We should take notice of the progress of other dialogues, but we believe that emo
tions surrounding such relatively modern terms as infallibility and irreformability can be diminished if
they are looked at in the light of our shared doctrine concerning the Holy Spirit. The papal authority,
no less than any other within the Church, is a manifestation of the continuing presence of the Spirit
of Love in the Church or it is nothing. Indeed it should in its exercise be pre-eminendy such a
manifestation. It was declared at Vatican I to be "for the building up and not the casting down of the
church" � whether of the local Church or the communion of local Churches.
36. This primary aspect has been obscured by the emotions and polemics surrounding such terms
as infallibility and universal and immediate jurisdiction. As with other dogmas, the terms which ex
press the dogma of 1870 belong to their time, and must be understood in the context of that time
and of the debates of that era. The truth behind them is capable of fuller understanding fn new set
tings by all concerned. Already Vatican II's Constitution on the Church, Lumen Gentium, and other
documents have done something to adjust an imbalance left by the unfinished business of Vatican 1.
The terms referred to are not to be explained away: from different standpoints we are agreed that
this would be neither useful nor honest. Yet they are not claims about human qualities or glorifica
tions of an office. They are to be understood in the light of the total conception and the total respon-
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sibility of teaching and disciplinary office in the Church � a pastoral office mirroring the constant
presence and solicitude of the Spirit within the Church, leading into truth and disciplining in love.
Thus, and thus only, whatever its forms and nomenclature, can any authority be understood and
legitimized.
hlowever the claims implied in such terms are circumscribed and clarified, it is unlikely that
Methodists in the foreseeable future will feel comfortable with them. But Methodist awareness of the
papacy has enlarged and greatly akered in recent times, and the general idea of a universal service of
unity within the Church, a primacy of charity mirroring the presence and work in the Church of the
Spirit who is love, may well be a basis for increased understanding and convergence.
37. We have said above that the personal authority of holiness (para. 33) also shows the Spirit
present and at work. This points to the question of a relationship which we discussed as long ago as
Denver (1971) � that of authority and conscience. This has often been seen less as a relationship
than as a Protestant/Catholic antithesis. If what we have agreed so far is true, this view can only be a
distortion. That authority is a service of the Gospel, that the assent of faith is free or nothing, that the
one witnesses to the other, no Catholic will deny: that Christian conscience is formed within the life
of the Church, which is life in the Spirit, no Methodist will dispute. More questions on this relation
ship must arise in our next phase of work, on practical, ethical, and moral judgements, but these
agreed principles will apply.
38. We have agreed that:
"The coming of this Kingdom involves the transformation of the human community
now marred by sin with its resultant oppression and poverty into a community of
justice, love and peace" (cf. above para. 22).
We are not under the illusion that the signs of the activity of the Holy Spirit we started by pointing
to are signs to be found everywhere. There is much cause for disquiet, in the impatience and con
tempt, not for tyrannical and arbitrary authority but for the fundamental authority which alone makes
ordered life possible. The contempt for human life, for diplomatic immunity, for our natural in
heritance, are saddening signs of the times. What we said above about the criteria by which alone
authority can be understood or legitimized clearly applies, for Christians, to all authority ecclesiastical
or secular. Hence, it is that we see concern for the poor and the oppressed and for the conservation
of God's gifts as one test by which all authority is to be judged. All arbitrary and absolute authority,
denying the respect due to human beings and to creation, is unchristian.
III. CHRISTIAN MORAL DECISIONS
Introduction
39. The Christian vocation is heard in the teaching of Christ, the Saviour, who instructed his
disciples to "be perfect therefore as your heavenly Father is perfect" (Mt. 5.48). The perfection of
God is his love, for God is love (I Jn. 4,8, 12) . The Christian is aware that discipleship of Jesus means
imitation of him whose love was so great that he did not hesitate to lay down his life for all (Jn.
15,13) . The Church announces the totality of the mystery of Christ. It echoes his call to us to be con
verted and to follow along his way, stressing in all things the pnmacy of charity. The Church is the
heir of divine revelation and proclaims Christ and his message to further his mission and to summon
men and women to respond in faith, hope and love.
40. The Church is also called "God's people" (I Peter 2,9-10) . It is within the setting of the Chris
tian fellowship that one hears the call of Christ and is moved to respond with the fullness of one's be
ing. The call is never ending and the response should be constant and willing. Through the power of
the presence of the Holy Spirit, God's gift to his people, the Church accepts responsibility for taking
part in the formation of the individual conscience, always aware that it is the secret core and sanc
tuary where each of us enjoys an intimacy with God. The Christian derives much benefit from the
riches of the Church, i.e. the Scriptures, the community, worship and teaching, all of which have
their effect in order that each person may bring forth much fruit.
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41. The Christian likewise is called to live in the setting of creation, and enjoys the society of men
and women. Here the Church stands as a student and teacher. It learns from human developments
and is enriched by advances in empirical sciences and behavioral studies. It thus becomes aware of
human problems and difficulties and is prepared to bring its own insights and sensitivity to the search
for solutions. It is strongly aware of the presence of evil which seeks to challenge the Kingdom of
God. It, therefore, does not hesitate to identify and confront what is evil in order to preserve and af
firm what is good.
The Church is likewise aware of a person's propensity to sin and failures. It supports every effort to
answer the call to perfection. The Church acts in mercy and kindness but when challenged in matters
of morality is compelled in the Spirit to speak.
42. The Lord has called us to repent and believe that the Good News and therefore this call to
conversion should manifest itself in the activity of the Christian. We have said earlier that "We
acknowledge ourselves as under the imperatives of love that follow from the summons to seek first
the Kingdom of God and his righteousness, in our lives and in his world" and to pursue "more effec
tive ways of expressing our faith, hope and love in to the world for which Christ died" (cf. above, �
31).
We acknowledge that belief and behavior, faith and works, should not be separated. Therefore
issues of ethics and morality, which involve the relation between conscience and authority, are not
peripheral to but at the heart of the faithful hearing of the Gospel.
43. Whether we see conscience as a separate faculty or as the mobilizing of all our faculties to
discern the good and shun evil, we agree that the human capacity we call conscience is the gift of
God and is of vital significance for the moral life.
Conscience does not act as an independent source of moral information. Since people have the
responsibility of fostering, protecting and following their conscience, it needs to be formed and in
formed and must therefore be open to guidance from authority.
Therefore in moral decision-making, as in coming to terms with doctrinal formulations, the Chris
tian is one who stands under authority. The normative authority is Scripture interpreted in the light of
Tradition (the living voice of the Church), Reason and Experience (cf. above, � 34).
44. People have both the responsibility to see that their conscience is open to authoritative
guidance and the right freely and faithfully to follow that conscience. Thus we agree that no one is to
be forced to act in a manner contrary to conscience, or to be restrained from acting according to con
science, "as long as the just requirements of public order are observed" (Vatican II, Declaration on
Religious Freedom, n.2) and the rights of others are not infringed.
We are agreed that "freedom of conscience" does not mean "make up your mind on moral mat
ters with no reference to any other authority than your own sense of right and wrong" There may
come a point when the Church is compelled to say, "If you persist in exercising your freedom of con
science in this way you put yourself outside the Church".
45. We agree in asserting the importance of natural law which God himself enables us to
perceive. In this perception the supernatural gift of prevenient grace plays a major part. "No man is
entirely destitute of what is vulgarly called natural conscience. But this is not natural: it is more pro
perly termed preventing grace. . .Everyone, unless he be one of the small number whose conscience
is seared with a hot iron, feels more or less uneasy when he acts contrary to the light of his own con
science" (J. Wesley, Works, VI 485). The natural law which is thus discerned stems from the
generous provision of the Creator God.
What is revealed in Jesus Christ, our Incarnate Redeemer, is God's hidden purpose already being
worked out through the whole of his creation; the "ethics of revelation" do not negate but are consis
tent with the created order within which God brings human nature to its fulfillment. ("Our human
nature is the work of your hands made still more wonderful by your work of redemption". Collect of
Christmas Day, Roman Breviary) . Therefore moral theologies based on natural law and those that
appeal more directly to an "ethic of revelation" need not be in conflict. Consequently the moral
judgements the Christian makes, as a Christian, are not in fulfillment of an imposed divine im-
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perative alien to his own well-being but are a response to the will of God to enhance and fulfill all that
is genuinely human. While we can distinguish between the duties one has as a member of the
Church and as a member of the human community, these should be seen as harmonious, with cons
cience providing guidance in both spheres.
We recognize that in both our Churches official statements and actions are frequently assigned
greater authority than they are entitled to. Condict about what weight to give to such statements and
actions can thereby arise within the individual conscience, and between Christians.
46. We have already indicated (above, �� 27 and 34) that we are in agreement that the Church
must always be subject to the headship of the Incarnate Lord and that the Holy Spirit makes Christ
present to us, so mediating his authority to us in love through Word and Sacraments; these in turn
are witnessed to by the worshipping community and by Creeds and Confessions. Only then do we
come to the point of divergence, which must not be allowed to obscure this agreement. Within this
context, what persons or bodies in the Church can give guidance on moral issues and with what
authority?
47. In both our Churches we have various procedures for offering guidance on moral issues, and
this Commission recognizes the need for closer study and comparison of these procedures. In neither
Church does the following out of these procedures always match the ideal, for each Church
recognizes "how great a distance lies between the message she offers and the human failings of those
to whom the Gospel is entrusted" (Vatican II: Church in the Modern Wodd, 43).
In both our Churches we are under ecclesiastical authority, but we recognize a difference in that
some pronouncements of the Catholic Church are seen as requiring a higher degree of conscientious
assent from Catholics than the majority of pronouncments of the responsible bodies of Methodism
require of Methodists.
Where there are differences between us on what decisions should be made and what actions taken
on particular moral and ethical issues, we need to look not just at these differences but at what gives
rise to them, in each case enquiring whether they reflect only social and historical conditions or fun
damental divisions over issues of conscience and authority.
Christian Marriage
48. Both the Denver and the Dublin report contain sections on "Christian Home and Family". We
wish to reaffirm what was said in these reports, particularly the general picture of Christian marriage
presented in Denver, � 71, and the call to common witness "to the centrality of marriage in God's
purpose for the human community" so strongly voiced in the Dublin report, � 39.
Our discussions have led us further in our agreement about the sacramental nature of marriage
and its implications for the wider community.
49. In particular we are able to affirm that it is not only the wedding but the whole marriage that is
sacramental. The relationship, the continual, lived out, total giving and sharing of the spouses is a
genuine sign of God's love for us, Christ's love for us, Christ's love for the church.
While Catholics speak of marriage as a sacrament and Methodists do not, we would both affirm, in
the words of the introduction to the 1979 "Service of Christian Marriage" of the United Methodist
Church: "Christian marriage is the sign of a lifelong covenant between a man and a woman. They
fulfil each other, and their love gives birth to new life in each and througli each. This union of love is
possible only because Christ is the bond of unity. .The marriage of a baptised couple is a convenant
between equals that celebrates their unity in Jesus Christ. They make a little family within the
household of God; a 'litde church' in the Body of Christ. .The Protestant reformers of the sixteenth
century were unwilling to call marriage a sacrament because they did not regard matrimony as a
necessary means of grace for salvation. Though not necessary for salvation, certainly marriage is a
means of grace, thus, sacramental in character. It is a covenant grounded in God's love. A Christian
marriage is both a plea for and an expression of daily grace" (p. 14). So too the Introduction to the
1969 Rite of Marriage of the Roman Catholic Church teaches: "Married Christians, in virtue of the
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sacrament of matrimony, signify and share in the mystery of that unity and fruitful love which exists
between Christ and his Church; they help each other to attain the holiness in their married life and in
the rearing and education of their children and they have their own special gift among the people of
God" (� 1).
50. Marriage is sacramental in nature because it is the living and life-giving union in which the
covenantal love of God is made real. This is the point of Ephesians 5,21-34, where marriage is
related to "a great mystery; but that 1 mean in reference to Christ and the Church" (5,32).
The text is actually speaking of two mysteries, both hidden from the beginning: the mystery of
marriage and the mystery of Christ and his Church. It points out that Christian marriage is inserted
into the sphere of redemption and that married love is sanctifying in all its spiritual and physical ex
pressions.
The Old Testament image of marriage as a covenant describing God's relationship with Israel il
lustrates the richness and power of imagery. The covenant tradition in Hosea is really a multiplicity of
images which extends into images of marriage, of land, and of fatherhood. The story is an intricate,
often puzzling blend of the bonded and the broken, and by reflecting on their own daily experience in
the light of it married couples might greatly enrich their lives.
The significance of the man-woman relationship of life and love in relationship to Christ and to the
Church is proclaimed in the medieval use of Sarum, the preferred rite of the English Churches prior
to the Reformation (dependent in turn on the Gregorian Sacramentary) , a text now used in the revis
ed Roman Rite of Marriage.
That marriage is a sign of Christ's covenant with the Church, precisely because as a social institu
tion it is perceived as a covenant, is clearly stated in the nuptial blessing of the Sarum use: "O God,
you consecrated the union of marriage by a mystery so profound as to prefigure in the marriage
covenant the sacrament of Christ and the Church. O God, you join woman and man and give to
their alliance, the first to be established by you, that blessing which enriches it, and which alone was
not forfeited in punishment for original sin by the curse of the Deluge" The mystery is not only in the
"mysterious" union of Christ and his Church but also in human marriage itself. Thus, marriage is a
natural sign of a holy mystery precisely because the relationship, conjugal and parental, is what
Christ takes up and sanctifies.
51. The richness of this vision of Christian marriage can be explored endlessly. It speaks of the
reciprocal illumination between the natural and the supernatural, between the world of creation and
the world of redemption, between the secular and the sacred. The good gift of the creator becomes
also a personal gift of the Saviour. This vision shows that the sacramentality of marriage is not to be
limited to the marriage ceremony, since the entire fabric of the marriage lived out by the couple is
what constitutes its ecclesial witness.
52. When we assert that the sacramentality of marriage springs from the whole of the marriage,
several themes can be noted in particular as belonging to the sacramentality and spirituality of the
marriage:
� The couple's daily love for each other, not only with its joys but also with its pains,
sufferings and uncertainties over so many years, reflects the covenant love of God for
us. The couple's sexual sharing should itself be understood as sacramental.
� The couple's love for their children not only in bearing them, but even more so in
the years of love and care for them, proclaims or sacramentalizes God's love for all of
us.
� The couple's reaching out in concern to the larger community is also very much a
part of the sacramental witness of marriage.
The demands of a marriage as it develops are themselves a source of spiritual
enrichment.
53. For the Christian marriage demands commitment, fidelity and permanence. However un
popular this may be today, the Church must proclaim it because it is the will of God and revealed in
Scripture and expressed in the liturgy.
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The commitment of the spouses to love for each other is rooted in their love for God (cf. Mt.
22,33-40) and His love for them. Their communion is made possible by the God who loves them
first (cf. I John 4,17).
Fidelity counters the deepest and most pervasive temptation of marriage, that of withdrawing into
a self-centered and 'privatized' life. Marital fidelity is not purely negative, a mere safeguard; it is a self-
giving that creates a community of love and life and a deeper mutual trust in which there can be
greater freedom and openness to others. But such faithfulness is anchored in God who makes
faithful marriage possible.
54. We all subscribe to this teaching on Christ's will for matrimonial permanence and fidelity and
this despite our different approaches to the problems of matrimonial nullity and of marital break
down. We believe that further dialogue on these topics may well reveal closer unity of understand
ing, since we are all alarmed at the trivialization of marriage and the increase of divorce in the
societies from which we come.
55. The bond of Christian marital union between man and woman is holy by its nature. Through
their commitment to marital partnership the spouses pledge themselves to love and serve one
another in Christ. Marriage likewise is ordered to the procreation and education of children. The
marital union thus grows into the unit of the family. Here the marriage partners are associated with
the creation work of God who both blessed and charged man and woman at the beginning "Be fruit
ful and mukiply" (Gen. 1,18). Human intimacy and human responsibility thus deepen and mature
as all the family members grow in wisdom, age and grace before God and men and with one
another.
56. Married couples need to discover and affirm the beauty and the treasure of Christian mar
riage. Because marriage is a sacramental covenant it is a living, prophetic sign to all people. The love
and life of a married couple is a particular visible and credible expression of the universal "loving
kindness and fidelity" of the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. In this way the spouses and their
children should be open to the wider community in which other people become their neighbors in
Christ.
A blessing at the end of the Rite of Marriage of the Roman Catholic Church concludes:
"May you always bear witness to the love of God in this world, so that the afflicted and
the needy will find in you a generous friend, and welcome you into the joys of
heaven".
And the Introduction to the Marriage Service of the United Methodist Church reminds us that
"the purpose of Christian marriage is not only to fulfill the needs of domestic intimacy,
but also to enable the family to accept duties and responsibilities in the Christian com
munity for society at large. . .The family, .is a 'domestic Church' " (p. 15).
The Future
57. A feeling which emergd from our last meeting (agreed to be one of the best we have had) and
from reflection on the past quinquennium as a whole is that any further stage of our dialogue should
concentrate more intensive study on such problems or differences as have recurred and seemed
most obstinate in the past three quinquennia. This greater concentration was we believe already
beginning during the past five years.
In the belief that time will be saved if a programme is already set out for the consideration of our
Churches in this report, we unanimously submit the following themes and suggestions for procedure:
Theme for quinquennium: THE NATURE OF THE CHURCH
Year 1. The Doctrine of the Church
Year 2. The Church as Institution (Structures and Polity)
Year 3. The Doctrine of the Primacy
Year 4. The Church in the Modern World (cf. Denver report; etc.).
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Detailed programme for the first year: DOCTRINE OF THE CHURCH (Feb. 1982): There would
be four papers:
a) General paper on Sacrament and Sign (the Sacramental idea � a philosophical
and theological paper)
b) The Church as Sacrament: how God works through his Church
c) The Word and the Church
d) Universal and Local: the Communities and the Church (NOTE: this to be a doc
trinal paper) .
Methodists would be responsible for papers (a) and (c), Catholics for (b) and (d).
Each paper would be matched by a response prepared by a designated member of the other team;
the paper would be sent to them well in advance of the meeting to ensure this.
58. Our experience strongly underlines the advantage of having papers available to all members
in advance and we propose as a principle that writers of papers should aim to get them to the
secretaries two months before the meeting. A short bibliography is also useful. Finally we would
hope that both the WMC and the Catholic authorities would endorse the importance of the dialogue
and ask that those taking part give it high priority among their engagements.
59. We submit these recommendations in a spirit of thankfulness to God for what has been
achieved, of confidence that continued dialogue of a more concentrated kind on central issues will
continue to bear fruit, and of hope that this and earlier reports will be more widely studied in our
Churches and lead to a steady increase in that cooperation between Catholics and Methodists which
is already encouragingly evident in many places.
60. What we have shared and said together about the Holy Spirit enhances our confidence about
the future of our relations. We are all alike under the judgement of God, but all alike confident of the
presence and power of his Spirit, which is Love. That Spirit brought us into dialogue; has produced
fruits of that dialogue; while we continue joyfully to accept this authority and prompting we cannot
presume to set limits to what he may yet work in us. While we continue to work at our problems we
are challenged to neglect no opportunity of witnessing in common to what God does for us and of
fers to all persons. Such witness we can be sure will already carry its own authority.
(Editor's Note) The Council expressed its opinion that baptism might more satisfactorily be stated
to be an outward sign and means both of grace and of faith rather than the outward sign. (See
paragraph 19).
Appendix XI
REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMISSION
LUTHERAN WORLD FEDERATION
AND THE
WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
Prepared by Charles W. Brockwell, Jr.
Introduction
"The ecumenical movement and the search for Christian unity find expression in many forms and
ways. The rapid growth of bilateral dialogues between various confessional traditions has been one
of the outstanding ecumenical developments of the last decade." Methodist theologian Nils
Ehrenstrom then summarized 14 continuing dialogues at the world level, including that between the
World Methodist Council and the Roman Catholic Church, and 31 such dialogues at the regional or
national level [Confessions in Dialogue (Geneva: World Council of Churches, 3d edi., 1975, pp.4,
14-123)]. Relatively late compared to other conversations, the Lutheran World Federation and the
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World Methodist Council have now entered upon such a dialogue. For the Methodists this is only the
second such endeavor on the world level, following a full decade the Roman Catholic discussions
begun in 1967.
Exploratory Conversation
The Joint Commission of the World Methodist Council and the Lutheran World Federation traces
its origin to May, 1977, and the Rome Conference of Secretaries of World Confessional Families.
On the evening of 17 May a small group of Methodists and Lutherans met to discuss the ar
rangements for an exploratory conversation between their two denominational families. Represent
ing the Methodists were Bishop William R. Cannon, Dr. Joe Hale, and Mr. Frank Northam. The
Lutherans were Dr. Carl H. Mau, Jr., General Secretary of the Lutheran World Federation; Dr.
Daniel Martensen, Secretary for Interconfessional Research in the LWF, and Dr. Harding Meyer,
Research Professor, Strasbourg, France. These officers decided to send seven official participants
from each side to a meeting on 5-9 December 1977 at Epworth-by-the-Sea, St. Simons Island,
Georgia, USA.
A Program for the Dialogue
The St. Simons Island conversation was organized around four topics: Basic Commonalities Be
tween Lutherans and Methodists; Issues Between Methodists and Lutherans Needing Clarification;
Common Tasks Confronted by Lutherans and Methodists, and Methodological and Practical Im
plications of a Methodist/Lutheran Bilateral. The similarities, issues, and common tasks which were
highlighted demonstrated that a Methodist/Lutheran bilateral ought to be instituted.
Thus, the group drew up a document to be forwarded to their respective executive committees,
proposing an initial round of five meetings, though not necessarily involving a meeting every calen
dar year. The purpose of the dialogue was envisioned as having four aspects. First, to contribute to
mutual understanding and respect between Methodism and Lutheranism for both their similarities
and their differences. Then, to help demonstrate that Lutheranism and Methodism are parts of one
community in Christ and seek to stand together in their witness and service in the world. Thirdly, to
strengthen possibilities for practicing fellowship in Word and Sacrament between Lutheranism and
Methodism. Finally, to provide theological support for church cooperation and unity according to
local needs and possibilities ("International Lutheran/Methodist Theological Consultation," p. 45).
In addition, a five part program was oudined for the initial round of the dialogue, under the theme
of THE CHURCH: COMMUNITY OF GRACE. The topics proposed for the first five meetings were:
Biblical Authority and the Authenticity of the Church; The Gospel of Grace; The Holy Spirit in the
Church � Communion of Saints-Body of Christ; The Sacraments of the Gospel, and The Mission of
the Church in Today's Wodd. It was further decided that the proposed Joint Commission would
consist of a minimum of six and a maximum of eight members on each side (exclusive of staff) , and
that both sides would be aware of the necessity of sending commissioners from the East as well as the
West, and from the South as well as the North to make this truly a wodd dialogue. Finally, it was
determined that the first meeting of the Joint Commission should be in continental Europe, and a
proposed agenda of working study papers was outlined, with responsibility for inviting the writers left
with the two secretariats (Ibid., pp. 45-47).
Five Sessions Scheduled
Subsequently, approval was given by the executive agencies and the first meeting was held at the
Diakonissenanstah in Dresden, German Democratic Republic, 20-26 January 1979. The Joint
Commission met for the second time at the New Room, Bristol, England, 12-16 May 1980, and the
third session will be at Oslo, Norway, 5-9 October 1981, hosted by the Lutheran Wodd Federation.
The fourth meeting will be in the United States, under Wodd Methodist Council sponsorship, and
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the fifth session will be in Latin America, probably in Argentina, under the auspices of the Lutheran
body. The exact places and times of the fourth and fifth sessions have not been fixed.
Strong feeling was expressed at Bristol for holding a meeting in a Third World country sooner than
the fifth session. However, financial constraints being experienced by the Methodists made that im
possible. Indeed, the LWF yearly budget for Interconfessional Research alone is equal, or nearly
equal, to the total annual budget of the World Methodist Council for all operations.
Official Results
What have been the official results of the Dresden and Bristol dialogues? In their communique
from Dresden the commissioners stated: "The consultation found consensus in the conviction that
the Scriptures must be the foundations and norm for any theology and that our theological formula
tions are to be evaluated by their conformity to the three ancient creeds (Apostles, Nicean and
Athanasian) . It was further agreed that the historic confessions and doctrinal standards of our respec
tive churches serve to define and describe our theological positions. The discussion concerning the
place of human reason and Christian experience in developing normative theological statements,
however, demonstrated the need for further work. We agree that the social context within which our
churches live has a hermeneutical function in the interpretation of the Scripture. However, we have
not yet achieved consensus concerning the exact character of this function in relation to other inter
pretative keys, but we hope this will come in time". ("Report on the First Meeting of the
Lutheran/Methodist Joint Commission," p. 10).
Behind that paragraph lies the reality of several days of earnest talks in which all could agree upon
the importance of Scripture, tradition, reason, and experience in shaping the mind and the witness
of the Church, but could not agree on the relative authority of experience and reason in that process.
Indeed, the interpretation of the role of "the historic confessions" was not the same on the two sides
of the table. The commissioners from the West and the North were also unavoidably confronted with
the Southern impatience with the classical, and assumed to be standard. Euro-American mode of
doing theology.
Withal, the Dresden meeting was a time of becoming personally acquainted; while five of the eight
Methodist commissioners were at Epworth-by-the-Sea, only two of the eight Lutheran commis
sioners had participated in the St. Simons Island conversation. Nevertheless, this virtual new begin
ning proceeded well; staff members who were veterans of ecumenical engagement felt that this first
meeting was more productive than initial formal sessions usually are. Whatever intellectual dif
ferences there were, fellowship in the Spirit grew deeper as the work progressed. Dresden was a
triumph of the catholic spirit.
At Bristol things were significandy different in at least two respects. In the first place, the Joint
Commission already had a self-identity and the members came together as friends. Furthermore, the
working papers had been sent out early in the year, so the commission came prepared to begin work
at once.
The focus of the discussions at Bristol was Christian experience. "The reason for this was an
awareness that it was in the realm of Christian experience and its interpretation that we would reach
deep into the reality of and the difference between the two world communions. That expectation
proved correct.
"Both confessional groups agreed on the importance of Christian experience. There was also con
currence regarding experience as a medium rather than a source of Christian truth, and [that ex
perience] must be judged by criteria drawn from the Holy Spirit's witness to Jesus Christ through the
Scriptures within the Christian community, and in confrontation with the context where experience is
taking place.
"In both Methodism and Lutheranism the spiritual experience of the founder has entered into doc
trinal formulations. The personality differences between Luther and Wesley, along with the changed
socio-cukural-historical-ecclesiastical contexts contributed to different expressions of Christian ex
perience.
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"The discussion of Christian experience leads immediately to a consideration of two primary
dimensions of the relation of God and persons, namely, justification and sanctification. The discus
sion of justification in the two traditions was vigorous and reached important depths. There was
agreement that in accordance with the Scriptures, justification is the work of God in Christ and
comes by faith alone. . .Persons, who are sinners, are justified by God's gracious love in Christ, and
his righteousness is imputed to them by an act of God as they are enabled to trust God. Within the
context of justification faith comprises both assent and trust.
"Furthermore, we agree that, on the basis of Scripture, the person who is justified always lives by
God's grace as that is received through faith. Here the concept of faith also includes obedience. But it
is also at this point that important divergences occur. Lutherans understand faith as building upon
the righteousness of Christ alone, then expressing this new relationship in Christian obedience which
is a continual struggle against the fallen nature. Such a struggle may produce self-condemnation and
despair as one stands accused by the law. The awareness of this condemnation leads back to a trust
in Christ's righteousness as the only ground of salvation.
"Methodists question this understanding of Christian experience as it is set against a scriptural
background. They do not see Paul and the other New Testament writers as viewing the Christian life
as remaining permanendy under the accusation of the law. Transformed by Christ, the life of faith is
set free to conform to the will of God so that Christians may live as redeemed persons through the
power of God.
"Both justification and sanctification are buih upon the essential foundation of the gracious in
itiative of God. This initiative implies the election of persons by God, although Methodists emphasize
free grace for all while traditional Lutheran teaching uses the language of predestination as better
suited to its model for understanding how God in Christ invites all persons into new relationship with
him" ("Report of the Second Meeting of the Lutheran/Methodist Joint Commission," pp. 2-4).
Other important topics were identified, but there was little time to devote to them at Bristol.
Among them were regeneration, conversion, assurance, the two kingdom doctrine of Lutheran
theology, the Holy Spirit in Christian experience, the ethical content and dynamics of Christian life,
and the relation of the sacraments to justification and sanctification.
Finally, the commissioners stated their conviction that: "The important point is that conversations
are underway between two traditions of the one, holy, catholic church. These are traditions which by
history and present existence should be talking together. The initial discussions have brought fresh
appreciation and serious interchange. Both similarities and differences have been located, and a
promising future lies ahead" (Ibid., p.4)
Communication of Results
Before concluding, one other matter calls for comment. From the time of the Epworth-by-the-Sea
meeting the members of this dialogue have been determined to communicate its progress and results
to the larger Church, especially to their own members and constituents. As Professor Ehrenstrom
observed, "A catholicity which is not shared and does not resuk in sharing, is a contradiction in
terms" (Confessions in Dialogue, p. 254). Thus, Dr. Martensen was requested to prepare a short
paper on that topic for the Dresden meeting. His "Reflections on the Reception Question" was read
and discussed there. Several suggestions were made concerning how to widen the dialogue such as,
encouraging the formation of regional and local dialogue structures, integrating the results of existing
regional dialogues (e.g. Liberia and North America) into the global dialogue, and producing
materials for joint use by Methodists and Lutherans both at the seminary level and in the parishes. At
Bristol some informal planning was done toward the production of a monograph which will sum
marize the first five consultations and present selected papers from the working sessions. So,
akhough they have not as yet determined just how they will do it, the commissioners intend to com
municate their work to the churches.
In the meantime, they have used the consultation meetings themselves as a vehicle for bringing
the catholic spirit to the parishes. Both at Dresden and Bristol commissioners preached in local
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churches on the Sunday preceding the Monday opening of their meeting. Where possible,
Methodists visited Lutheran parishes and Lutherans went among Methodists. Owing to the lack of
any numerically significant Lutheran population in England the Methodist commissioners too were
placed in Methodist congregations. In Saxony, however, there was a full exchange. The parishes
were well prepared for our coming, with the resuk that all parties reported a time of spiritual renewal
and positive personal interaction. Not only was it an experience in Christian ecumenical fellowship, it
was also a cherished opportunity to overcome, however briefly, the East-West political barrier. The
commissioners find this parish contact to be most helpful in their work. Of course, it gives them an
opportunity to experience directly something of the life of a worshipping community different than
their own. But, above all, as they look into the faces in the congregation they are poignantly remind
ed of who they are to keep in mind in the days to come; for whose benefit the dialogue exists in the
first place. Surely during these visits the Methodist members of the dialogue are reminded of why
John Wesley included Christian conference on his list of the five instituted means of grace!
Conclusion
The Methodist members of the Joint Commission of the Lutheran World Federation and the
World Methodist Council report to the sisters and brothers of the centennial World Methodist Council
that this bilateral dialogue thus far has been an experience of The Church: The Community of Grace.
They ask the prayers of the Council for this dialogue to discover new aspects of the nature of the uni
ty we seek. They solicit the assistance and the advice of the Council on the ways and means whereby
the benefits of the dialogue can be communicated to Lutherans and Methodists around the wodd.
The Joint Commission of The Lutheran World
Federation and The World Methodist Council
Lutheran Members: Dozent Dr. Ingetraut Ludolphy, Leipzig, German Democratic Republic; The
Rev. Lars Ostnor, Oslo, Norway; The Rt. Rev. Roland J. Payne, Monrovia, Liberia; Dr. K. Dieterich
Pfisterer, Erlangen, Germany; Dr. B.V. Subbamma, South India; Prof. Dr. David Tiede, Minnesota,
USA; Prof. Dr. Thomas Tredway, Illinois, USA; Prof. Dr. Mario Yutzis, Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Staff, Lutheran World Federation: Dr. Daniel F. Martensen, Dr. Carl H. Mau, Jr., Mrs. Irmhild
Reichen-Young, Geneva, Switzerland.
Methodist Members: Prof. Peder Borgen, Trondheim, Norway; Dr. Charles Brockwell, Kentucky,
USA; Bishop William R. Cannon, North Carolina, USA; Dr. Rupert Davies, Bristol, England; Prof.
Dr. Thomas A. Langford, North Carolina, USA; Bishop Paulo Ayres Mattos, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;
Pastor Helmut Nausner, Linz, Austria; Prof. Dr. Gordon Rupp, Cambridge, England.
Staff, World Methodist Council: Dr. Joe Hale, Lake Junaluska, NC.
Appendix XII
WORLD METHODIST COUNCIL
WORLD EXCHANGE PROGRAM
1977 - 1981
At the 13th World Methodist Conference in Dublin, the Exchange Committee was challenged to
look for ways to expand the WMC Exchange Program to include youth and laity and to increase par
ticipation in countries other than the United States and Great Britain.
In 1977, in order to facilitate development of exchange possibilities in other countries and imple
ment new areas of exchange, a World Exchange Program concept was adopted and a staff Director
of World Exchange was designated. We are happy to report on Wodd Exchange for the 1977-1981
period.
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The Ministerial Exchange Program which began with a single exchange 35 years ago, has con
tinued to grow with a total of 446 ministers and their families participating during the five-year
period. This growth reflects not only an increase in participants each year but an increase in the
number of countries represented.
1977 � 66 ministers from England, Wales, Northern Ireland and 17 American States.
1978 � 88 ministers from England, Northern Ireland, Wales, Isle of Man and 23
American States.
1979 � 90 ministers from England, Isle of Man, Northern Ireland, New Zealand and
22 American States.
1980 � 100 ministers from England, Scotland, Northern Ireland, Isle of Man,
Channel Islands, New Zealand and 19 American States.
1981 � 102 Ministers from India, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Scotland,
Northern Ireland, Eire, Wales, England, South Africa and 24 American
States.
In addition to local church pastors participants in the program included District Superintendents,
District Chairmen, College and Industrial Chaplains, Campus Ministers, Probation Oflicers, Synod
Secretaries and Mission Superintendents. Three ethnic groups have been represented and for the
flrst time clergy women have been involved.
The Youth and Community Volunteer Scheme was adopted in 1977 as an oflicial program of
World Exchange. Youth volunteers from the United States, England and New Zealand have served
churches in England, Samoa, the United States and Austria.
The Korean-American Methodist Interaction Program was developed in 1979 to undertake mis
sion interaction between the Korean Methodist Church and the United Methodist Church in the USA
with pastors, lay leaders, women and students exchanged between the two churches. Fifty-four per
sons have participated in the program since it began.
A "Pilot" Lay Exchange Program was initiated in 1981 with four outstanding lay leaders from the
United States and England exchanging. Both exchanges have been very successful and guidelines
for participation are now being formulated in anticipation of program expansion.
In summary, a total of 514 ministers, youth and laypersons, their families, churches and com
munities have been involved in exchange during the 1977-1981 period.
We would like to record our appreciation to members of the Executive Committee for their en
couragement and support during the past quinquennium.
We would also like to thank Dr. Charles Parlin for his generous contribution which enabled us to
include "Third World" and ethnic exchanges in the 1981 program.
We respectfully submit this report to the Council for endorsement.
A. Stanley Leyland, Chairman, Exchange Committee, 1977-1981
Edna Alsdurf, Director, World Exchange Program
Appendix XIII
REPORT OF THE YOUTH COMMITTEE AND CONFERENCE
The Youth Committee:
In the last quinquennium, the Youth Committee has, in effect, been constituted from the Youth
Members of the Executive Committee and has met, therefore, in conjunction with the Executive
Committee's meetings. There was also a meeting of these resident in the USA in December 1979 in
preparation for the Truro ICYC and the 1981 Conference. The lack of a travel budget has meant
that only those members who have been funded by their respective churches have been consistent
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attenders; this has meant a predominantly American and British orientation. However, a measure of
continuity between meetings was achieved and the Committee has remained faithful to its task as its
members have grown together in love and service.
Together we have been vocal participants in the Executive Committee. We have worked with the
Evangelism Committee in the planning and execution of the Truro iCYC. The last two years have
seen the planning of the Youth Conference which took place prior to the meeting of the World
Methodist Conference in Hawaii.
The Youth Conference:
The Youth Conference met at Camp Kailani on the north shore of Oahu, July 16-20. The 78
participants came from 32 nations; 43 persons came from outside the USA and there was a strong
presence from Africa and Asia.
The Conference was entitled "1981 and our Christian Agenda" Bishop Roy Nichols gave two
major addresses, the first of which reminded the participants of the historical roots of our tradition;
the second issued various challenges as to how the Church might move forward as an effective
witness to the world.
The major themes raised by Bishop Nichols inspired the 6 working groups in which the major work
of the Conference was done. Each working group was led by a Youth member of the Executive
Committee: their titles were: (1) Spiritual formation and Christian Disciplines; (2) Human rights, war
and peace; (3) Evangelism and mission; (4) Hunger, spiritual and physical; (5) Creation and our
Christian responsibility; (6) Christianity in a pluralistic (changing) world.
Discussion was lively and new understandings were reached. In a plenary session of reports we
discovered that our personal spiritual growth is fundamental to our concern for the other areas which
had been explored � a Christian must always be concerned for the world. We have experienced
that it is not always simple to discern God's will when the world makes its diverse claims upon us.
We also had a session in which small groups shared the successes and failures/problems of the
Youth Programmes in our countries and sought ways in which we could help one another to solve
the problems.
Often our problems were similar � we saw a need for strong leadership of youth, for good pro
gramming and most of all for openness in the Church to the concerns of youth.
We worked, lived, played and prayed together. Together we fek the presence of the Holy Spirit in
our final Communion Service, as we pledged ourselves to go out in the service of Jesus Christ. We
have grown closer to one another, across the barriers of language and cukure, acknowledging that
sometimes it is hard to celebrate unity in diversity, in our struggles we can only attest that we are one
in the Spirit.
W. Kilworth-Mason
Marta Burke
Appendix XIV
REPORT OF THE MANAGING TRUSTEES OF THE
EPWORTH OLD RECTORY
Introduction
The Epworth Old Rectory was purchased for Methodism by funds donated through the World
Methodist Council and after restoration and furnishing in 18th Century styles was opened in June
1957.
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The W.M.C. nominated Managing Trustees who act on their behalf and are responsible for all
decisions relating to the Rectory. They are appointed each quinquennium and new appointments
will be made by the Nominations Committee. As the property is in England the deeds are held by the
Division of Property of the British Church as 'Custodian Trustees' and the appointments have to be
ratified by the British Conference. Day to day management of the Rectory is in the hands of a Local
Management Committee. The Managing Trustees are ex-officio members of this Committee.
The Rectory is in the care of a Warden, Mr. Richard Kendall, who with is wife welcome the 8,000
visitors who each year come to Epworth to visit the birth-place of the Wesleys. Together they have
recently supervised the re-furnishing of many of the rooms, the extension of the refectory and the
modernisation of the kitchen. The Managing Trustees wish to place on record their appreciation for
all the hard work they have undertaken over the past five years.
Finance
Income is derived from various sources:
i. Annual grant from the W.M.C.
ii. Profit from the Guest and Trading accounts.
iii. Donations and subscriptions from various organisations and individuals.
iv. Interest from invested capital.
During the 25 years since the Rectory was opened, inflation has increased alarmingly, particularly
during the present quinquennium. Wages have increased by approximately 1,000% and building
costs by even more � possibly 1,500%.
The W.M.C. grant however has only recently been increased from $1,000 in 1957 to $2,000 at
present. It is only l/5th of its original purchasing power. Profit from the Guest and Trading accounts
has kept pace with inflation, but investment income has recently dropped due to the withdrawal of
capital.
As a resuk, the accounts for last year (ended Aug. 31st 1980) showed a loss of�2,660 for the first
time. The previous year showed a profit of �4,731.
The Managing Trustees therefore request the World Methodist Council meeting in Honolulu to in
crease the grant to at least $5,000 which will restore it to half its original purchasing power.
They record with grateful thanks the generous donations from the American Trustees through Mr.
John Harper of $10,000 during the quinquennium. Also to the Epworth House Trust in Britain for a
gift of �5,000.
They submit the budget (see below) for the forthcoming quinquennium and draw attention to the
estimated deficit of �18,000 by 1986 if no new income is forthcoming.
They put forward the following ways of raising funds.
1. Sale or lease of land.
At the rear of the Rectory there is an area of land known as 'The Paddock' which is let to a local
farmer at a nominal rent for grazing purposes. The Managing Trustees are negotiating with the
Methodist Homes for the Aged Housing Association for a 99 year lease of part of the land for the
building of 30 units.
2. An appeal for funds to coincide with 25 years since the opening.
Following the major appeal to Wodd Methodism for Wesley's Chapel, the Managing Trustees fek
that the time was not right for another appeal. However, it is now 3 years since the re-opening of the
Chapel and there are important differences:
a. the total appeal for Wesley's Chapel was in the region of � 1,000,000. The
minimum needed for the Rectory is�20,000 over the next quinquennium although a
target of�50,000 would provide for the replenishing of the reserves and the building
of a much needed new toilet block.
b. The Wesley's Chapel appeal, akhough for the Mother Church ofWodd Methodism
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was not directly the responsibility of the W.M.C. The Rectory is the responsibility of
the W.M.C. and the Managing Trustees act in the name of the W.M.C.
The Trustees therefore invite the World Methodist Council to give urgent consideration of ways
and means of balancing the accounts during the next five years. Failure to do so may well mean the
closing of the doors to visitors and the deterioration of this lovely historic building.
Budget Figures Based on Present Rates of Income
An inflation rate of 10% p. a. has been applied to all items of income and expenditure where it is
considered there will be no annual variations in real terms. Expenditure only includes essential
repairs and maintenance, not the erection of the new toilet block.
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
Estimated income � 11190 11571 12652 13839 15145 16501
Estimated expenditure �15775 14743 14641 16112 18535 19508
Deficiency � 4585 3172 1989 2273 3390 2927
Total deficiency �18,336
Phased programme of
repairs, maintenance etc. � 4738 3195 1935 2130 3149 2575.
Appendix XV
REPORT OF WORLD METHODIST HISTORICAL SOCIETY
The WMHS is an auxiliary of the World Methodist Council, which meets quinquennially at the
time of the World Methodist Conference. It is dependent upon voluntary services of its officers.
Financial support is dependent upon the dues of its members and annual modest grants from a foun
dation in the United States. Through careful management the WMHS has been able to carry out an
effective program and release a limited number of publications. During the last year it was the reci
pient of a National Endowment for the Humanities grant which covered the costs of the Director for
the Methodist Manuscript Collection to travel into the South Pacific and Far East compiling accounts
of Methodist collections in major library centers of those areas. (Both a treasurer's report and one by
the Director of this project will be given at the WMHS session.)
Since we met in Dun Laoghaire, Ireland, in July, 1976 for our quinquennial meeting of five years
ago, we have a report to make of the activities of the society. Our membership stands about the same
as it did then: around the two hundred mark. If it were not for the support of the foundation annual
ly, we could not be self-sustaining and engage in the program that has transpired.
We have lost two officers by death during these five years: Vice President for Europe, Dr. Roger
Anstey of the United Kingdom; Treasurer, Dr. David Bradley of A.M.E. Zion Church, USA.
A new slate of officers will be nominated and elected by the members this week. There are some
changes. The constitution requires changes for some offices; whereas some have requested change
because of heakh or personal reasons. A number of the officers will continue if you approve. This
new slate will reflect the expansiveness of Methodist historical interest. Akhough we reflect the in
creasing stature of history within the World Methodist family, there are some areas of the world
where our historical concerns may be weak or we may have been uninformed.
We thank those who have served faithfully during these past several years. To those who step out,
we invite you to continue your enthusiasm for this organization and help us enlist friends and col
leagues in our future endeavors.
Regional historical conferences were held annually at the following sites:
June 26-29, 1977, Victoria University, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada
July 25-28, 1978, Birmingham University, Selly Oak, United Kingdom
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June 26-29, 1979, United Methodist Seminary, Bad Kiosterlausnitz, East Germany
August 10-15, 1980, Wesley College, University of Sydney, Newtown, Australia
April 21-24, 1981, Southlands College, Wimbledon, London, United Kingdom
At this time we are looking ahead toward a site for a 1982 Conference. Hopefully we would
welcome an invitation from the Orient, Africa, or South America.
Publications released during the last five years by either the British Section (WMHS) or the USA
office were as follows:
Lectures delivered at 1976 WMHS Meeting (by Frederick Jeffery and Fred Norwood)
"Mr. Wesley's Preachers" by Kenneth Garlick
"A City Road Diary" by Helen McKenny
"Sicilian Rebel" by Robert R.R. Brooks
"A Methodist Guide to London & South-east" by John Vickers & Betty Young
We thank all who have continued loyally to support the WMHS. We welcome your counsel sug
gesting ways that Methodist history may be supported woddwide. May the WMHS increase in
strength, program, and ability to tie all branches of the World Methodist family together with a strong
historical consciousness.
John H. Ness, Executive Secretary
Appendix XVI
REPORT OF THE OXFORD EDITION OF WESLEY'S WORKS
Editorial progress has been steady over the past quinquennium. The Editor-in-Chief has now
prepared and passed on to the unit editors the Wesley text for 21 volumes out of the total 34, and is
well launched into the closing two-volume Bibliography of the Wesleys' publications. Two volumes
have been published. Letters II should appear in late 1981, the CoUectior\ of Hymns in 1982, and
Sermons I in 1983. It is expected that Sermons II-IV will be in the hands of the press by the end of
1981. The editorial costs are being generously shared by a number of Methodists institutions and in
dividuals. It is hoped that by the end of the present quinquennium the editorial preparations will be
virtually complete.
Unfortunately actual publication has been drastically delayed by the economic situation in
England, so that the Oxford University Press is being compelled not only to turn to typesetting by
computer, but to restrict publication to one volume a year. The directors of the project are hoping
that it may be possible to subsidize the more frequent publication of volumes at a lower price,
especially so that the four volumes of Sermons, edited by Prof. Albert Outler, may appear by 1984.
Offers or suggestions about such assistance with capital will be welcomed by the President of the
Board of Directors, Dean James E. Kirby, Perkins School of Theology, Dallas, Texas, or the
Treasurer, Dean Jameson Jones, Duke Divinity School, Durham, North Carolina.
Prof. Frank Baker, Editor-in-Chief
Appendix XVII
REPORT OF THE WORLD FEDERATION
OF METHODIST WOMEN
The quinquennium 1976-81 which has just ended with an Assembly has been a period of firm
consolidation for the Federation. The years have covered the first half of the United Nations decade
for Women. The increased awareness of women's role in society, and her responsibility for her own
progress has shown its affect in the Federation at many levels.
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For the first time this quinquennium saw each of the nine Areas holding a mid-quinquennium
Seminar. This enabled several hundred women to experience an international gathering at continen
tal level. Programmes and topics varied, but there were some heart warming spin-offs. Women from
the South Pacific were guests in Tongan women's homes. European Methodist women met without
political barriers in Sweden. African women of various race from South Africa, Zimbabwe and Kenya
met together in Johannesburg. Artificial racial and political divisions melted away in the oneness in
Christ.
At the same time the ecumenical outreach has continued at a level and pace that outstripped the
estimates and budget. There have been world consultations, and continental consultations. We have
been glad to be represented in such groups initiated by the World Council of Churches, the World
Federation of Lutherans, the Wodd Y.W.C.A. and the World Union of Catholic Women's Organiza
tions. In such a manner two young theologians have attended conferences, two have been able to
take a ten week course in skills to enable them to be an executive officer of a church body, one at
tended a consukation on Women's Human Rights, and another a consultation on Education for
Peace for Women and Children. We are deeply indebted to the generosity of the Lutheran Federa
tion for not only inviting women but paying for their full participation, and for Mission and Church
bodies for sponsorng other women in these opportunities.
Another part of the programme showing marked growth has been the joint programme with the
United Methodist office at the United Nations. Early in the quinquennium three women were able to
attend the sessions on the Status of Women in New York, and it was because of experience gained
there that one woman was chosen to represent her government at the Mid-decade Conference of the
United Nations in 1980. Her government, Fiji, also selected a second delegate whose international
experience had been through the World Federation Assembly. Five members of the Federation were
present at the Non-Governmental Organization Forum which ran alongside the political conference.
Their reports have had a deep impact on the programme projected for the next five years.
The Assembly just completed took as its theme: New Dimensions. It searched for new dimensions
for the Federation at world level, at Area, (that is, continental) and at national level. Its final message
will be taken back to women across every continent and in every church women's organization. To
you who are church leaders, we appeal that you get to know the message for your national group,
and that you help women to work through it in the next five years.
Elizabeth Kissack
Appendix XVIII
REPORT OF THE WORSHIP & LITURGY COMMITTEE
During the three quinquenniums that this Committee on Worship and Liturgy has been in ex
istence, we have seen a significant and encouraging evolution of the World Methodist Council from
primarily a meeting for fellowship and inspiration to an intentional, ongoing relationship by which
world wide Methodism is doing some valuable things together that we could not have done separate
ly. Among these is the work of our Committee on Worship and Liturgy which began with the
meeting of the World Methodist Council in London in 1965. During these fifteen years, our Commit
tee has held two World Consultations on Worship and a third is planned following this Conference.
The theme for the first Consultation in Denver in 1971 was "Living Worship Today"; for the sec
ond in Dublin in 1976, "Worship and Cukure" and the third will be held at the University of Hawaii
and Our Redeemer Lutheran Church, July 28-30. It is planned around the theme, "A New Creation
in Christ: Conversion, Wholeness and Christian Worship". In each of these we have enjoyed the
fellowship of around one hundred Methodists concerned with the renewal of vital worship represent
ing 26 or more Methodist Churches from over the world.
The program for this Third Consultation for the first time combines an emphasis on both personal
and corporate worship, with Dr. Flora Wuelner as spiritual leader giving two addresses: "The Vital
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Sources of Our Worship" and "The Praying That Reaches Our Roots." There will be four major ad
dresses followed by plenary discussion: (1) Dr. Brian Beck, Cambridge, England, "A New Creation
By Grace: Wesley's Understanding of Worship and the Means of Grace", (2) Dr. Wesley Ariajah
from Sri Lanka, "A New Creation Through the Word: The Scriptures Read and the Word
Preached", (3) Dr. Donald Saliers, Candler School of Theology, Atlanta, "A New Creation Through
Baptism: Water and Spirit", (4) Bishop Ole Borgen of Scandinavian Area, "A New Creation
Through The Lord's Supper: One Bread, One Body"
Regional Consultations
During the last five years four regional consultations, through the good work of the regional vice-
chairmen, have been held. Two in Latin America were planned by Professor Nilo Belotto of Brazil �
one in Buenos Aires and one in Costa Rica � in cooperation with CIEMAL (the Council of
Methodist Churches in Latin America) . Some significant results are: the development of a new hym
nal and a book of worship with Latin American music and Spanish words and the formation of local
and Conference committees of worship. A consultation on worship was held in Denmark in 1978 be
tween the members of the Consukative Council of European Methodist churches led by Dr. Geoffrey
Wainwright with Bishop Ole Borgen presiding.
In December in Manila under the leadership of Bishop Eduardo Panganiban, a two-week
workshop on music and liturgy was held in cooperation with the Christian Conference of Asia with
representatives from over twelve Asian countries. The Workshop recommended the complete revi
sion of the CCA hymnal in order to make it more universally acceptable in Asian churches. They ex
pect to produce a number of supplements with new hymns and lyrics. They also recommended the
formation of an association of musicians and liturgists with the same needs as in Latin America where
the music and liturgy has been almost completely Western, brought in by missionaries. In all of these
countries there is need for music and liturgy that rises out of their own rich culture. In each of our
world consultations we faced the problem of keeping a truly Christian worship and yet with adequate
indigenization in order that the Gospel message may be heard and the worship may become more
vital.
Finances
The major problems we have encountered have been financial with the World Methodist Council
budget allocating $1500 each year and another $8000 to $12,000 being raised by personal contribu
tions. Without these extra funds the regional consultations and the presence here of several of our
vice-chairmen and other leaders would not have been possible. The last $3200 for this consukation
was raised by Mr. Harry Young of Iowa who has already done so much for the Committee on
Evangelism. It is appropriate to give credit to him and to all who have helped.
Since this is my last time to serve as Chairperson or Vice-chairperson of the committee, I trust you
will understand my deep concern that its continuing work will be adequately supported. I plead for
an increase in the regular budget allotment and also for a raised consciousness on the part of us all of
the significant possibilities through the World Methodist Council and this committee for encouraging
a more vital and authentic Christian worship as the basis for all that we do in evangelism, social con
cerns and other areas.
"The time has come for a more significant relationship between autonomous churches in our
Methodist family" to quote Dr. Mortimer Arias of Bolivia now in exile from his home and country
with whom I recendy shared several hours. "We need autonomous churches", he said "and we have
gone a long way from a relationship of paternalism of the 'mother church' with our 'missionary chur
ches' to an autonomy that has been necessary and helpful in our growth. Now we need a new and
more creative relationship where our churches are partners as we create together new ways of
mutual cooperation in the service of our Lord and his kingdom" He believes that one of these areas
of cooperation must be in the area of a renewal of worship such as through the publishing of the new
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Latin America hymnal and book of worship that represents the cukure of the country. As Dr. Havea
said Wednesday, "We must do away with the foreignness of our Gospel".
1 want to express words of thankful appreciation for the encouragement, counsel and help given to
us by our General Secretary, Dr. Joe Hale, our President, Dr. Kenneth Greet, and our Treasurer,
Mr. John Harper. Also my personal gratitude to Dr. Brian Beck who has served as Secretary of this
committee since its beginning fifteen years ago.
And finally, let me say a word of gratitude for the joy and privilege of serving with the dedicated
and effective members of the committee over these 15 years and seeing the greatly increased con
cern in our council members for spiritual formation in Christ through worship and prayer and the
other means of grace. I pray that we may all be increasingly dedicated to the spiritual awakening in
our times upon which the hopes for peace and justice of all Gods' people depend.
Bishop Lance Webb, Chairman
Dr. Brian Beck, Secretary
Appendix XIX
RESOLUTIONS SUBMITTED BUT NOT DEBATED
Resolutions submitted to the Council/Conference for discussion,
but because of time limitations, did not come to the floor.
Africa-Education /Liberation
� Recognizing that literary education in Africa was begun by the churches and missions to bring
the Gospel to the people of the continent,
� Recalling the sacrifices in personnel and related resources made by missionaries and nationals,
� Commending the efforts of the churches and missions in their continued concern for
evangelism and increase in Christian faith on the continent, and
� Recognizing that opposition is likely to come from some governmental authorities.
The World Methodist Conference urges the world-wide Methodist family and other denominations
to review the existing education systems and endeavor to provide appropriate and relevant educa
tion that will enable the masses, especially the youth, to obtain at least secondary school education,
thereby reducing the social, political and economic injustices that afdict the continent through racism,
tribalism and political and religious bigotry.
Handicapped Persons
The World Methodist Conference, meeting during the United Nations International Year of Disabl
ed Persons, resolves that we affirm the continuing task of helping all Methodist churches and institu
tions around the world to become more inclusive and barrier- free, and urge our constituents at all
levels and all places to emphasize accessibility, awareness, adequate resources, affirmative action
and advocacy in ministry with persons with handicapping conditions.
Self-Determination in the Pacific
The World Methodist Conference meeting for the first time in the Pacific declares its belief in the
right of all people to national self-determination and supports a resolution recently adopted by the
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Pacific Conference of Cfiurches concerning the independence of the indigenous people of New
Caledonia, stating:
(a) that independence for the Melanesian people of New Caledonia is in line with the aspirations of
Pacific people for self-determination
(b) and expressing concern that in the emerging nation of New Caledonia there be justice for all
persons, with the rights of minorities being protected.
Covenant Among Churches in Great Britain
Commitment to be ecumenical has been expressed repeatedly by the WMC. We call upon
Methodists where we live to broaden and deepen our ecumenical participation, to take the initiative
to expand participation in communities, districts, and conferences. Our goal is ecumenical involve
ment wherever there are Methodists.
The World Methodist Conference expresses its support for the Methodist Church in Great Britain
as it considers a proposed covenant among the Anglican, Methodist, United Reform Churches,
Moravian, and Church of Christ churches in England, which includes:
1) a recognition of each others' members and ministries and sacraments
2) a common ordinal to be used after the covenant is signed.
Community Life � Wesley Community
The World Methodist Council urges the Methodist people to consider religious community life as a
way of fulfilling Christian discipleship, and especially commends the work of the Wesley Community
as a means of achieving this.
Resolution on the Middle East
We deplore recent attacks by the nation of Israel upon its neighbors, particularly the repeated and
deadly bombings in Lebanon.
We call the attention of our member churches to the serious threat to world peace posed by these
continued actions of a heavily armed state in response to Palestinian nationalist activity.
We speak our concern for those who suffer from these recent acts and call for negotiations among
all parties involved to seek both peace and justice in the area.
We deplore the rush of both superpowers to pour arms and their own antagonisms into the Middle
East, adding fuel to the steaming cauldron of suspicion and ill will. We urge them instead to do
everything possible to encourage those directly involved to negotiate for themselves, seeking a
reasonable compromise guaranteeing both the right of Israel to exist in peace and that of the Palesti
nians to compensation for displacement and autonomy in an area of their own. We pray for peace
with justice and protection of the God-given rights of both Jews and Arabs and also the many Chris
tians in the area.
Strengthening the Family
The Wodd Methodist Conference requests the Wodd Methodist Council to adopt for the 1981-86
quinquennium an emphasis with adequate funding and staffing on "Strengthening the Family", with
special attention given to the poor and deprived. The Council is also requested to devote a large por
tion of the program of the 1986 World Methodist Conference to family emphasis.
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Resolution on the Situation in El Salvador
Central America has a long history of injustice � power held by national elites and foreign vested
interests with no concern for those who produce the wealth. The wholeness of the majority of the
human beings is sacrificed to the selfishness of the few through the exercise of military dictatorship.
At the present moment, the plight of those struggling for justice in El Salvador is particularly harrow
ing. The World Methodist Conference denounces the situation, particularly the U.S. A intervention
which negates the right to self-determination, and urges participation in the Wodd Council of
Churches program in that country to aid those who are suffering in a land torn by war.
Ecumenism
The World Methodist Conference committing itself afresh to the ecumenical movement,
(a) resolves to continue to give strong support to the World Council of Churches;
(b) resolves to continue its participation in the Forum and the meetings of secretaries of Christian
World Communions;
(c) urges its member churches to promote ecumenical activity as essential to the unity of
humankind and the establishment of God's kingdom;
(d) hopes that means may be found whereby its member churches may be better informed about
one another's ecumenical activities; and
(e) encourages its member churches to appoint ecumenical officers, whether whole-time or part-
time, and to provide means for the dissemination of information on ecumenical matters to ministers,
seminary students and local congregations.
World Family Life and World Assembly on Aging
Resolved: That the Family Life Committee of the World Methodist Council make efforts to have
representatives attend and participate in the U.N. 1982 World Assembly on Aging, in Vienna,
Austria (July, 1982), and that those representatives share in information from the World Assembly
with the World Methodist Council through appropriate channels.
Charismatic Movement and the Ecumenical Movement
In the light of the recent formative report of the World Council of Churches indicating a strong
connection between the Charismatic Movement and the Ecumenical Movement and the avowed aim
of our World Methodist Council to be ecumenical it is recommended that:
1. The World Methodist Council make a study of the possible relationship between, and the
mutual dependence of, the Charismatic and Ecumenical Movements,
2. That the Executive Committee consider appointing and financing an 'ad hoc' working party
composed of persons within and without the Charismatic Renewal.
3. That this group meet at least twice in the 1981-86 period And submit a written statement to the
1986 World Methodist Council meeting.
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WHO'S WHO
FOURTEENTH WORLD METHODIST CONFERENCE
We have endeavored to secure a complete and accurate record of all persons officiaUy registered for the Fourteenth
World Methodist Conference. For any errors or omissions, we offer our sincere apologies.
ABBOTT, Gladys (D) The Wesleyan Church, Box 2000, Marion, IN 46952
ABBOTT, J.D. (C) ThB, DD, Gen Supt, The Wesleyan Church, Box 2000, Marion, IN 46952
ABEL, Maurice H. (D) BS, MS Biology, Tchr, AME, 4606 Dickson Rd, Indianapolis, IN 46226
ABEL, Paul F. (D) BA, MA, MDiv, UM, Min, 12 Hampton Rd, Port Washington, NY 11050
ABEL, Mrs. Paul F (AV) UM, Housewife, 12 Hampton Rd, Port Washington, NY 11050
ACEVEDO, German (AV) MD, UM, Min, 1681 San Lorenzo St, Urb Rio Piedras Hgts, PR 00926
ACEVEDO, Petra A. (D) BA, UM, Ret Exec Sec BOGM, 1681 San Lorenzo St, Urb Piedras Hgts, PR 00926
ADAMS, Hildeguarde J. (V) 2060-3 Aquasco Road, Aquasco, MD 20608
ADDINGTON, Melvin J. (O) Min, Chaplain LTC (ret), UM, 174 Ginger Dr, Auburn, CA 95603
ADDINGTON, Myrtle H. (O) RN, Housewife, Chrp Chr Pers UMW, UM, 174 Ginger Dr. Auburn, CA 95603
AGNEW, Jeanne, (D) PhD, Math Prof, UM 1216 N Lincoln, Stillwater, OK 74074
AGNEW, Theodore (C) PhD, Prof, UM 1216 N Lincoln St, Stillwater, OK 74074
AGUAYO, Elvira Z. (D) GN, BSN, MSN, Nurse, Meth Conf Center, Kidapawan, N Cotabota, Philippines
AGUILAR, Clifford (D) BA, Admin, UM, 5910 Belice St, Long Beach, CA 90815
AGUILAR, Dina M. (D) Student, UM, 5910 Belice St, Long Beach, CA 90815
AGUILAR, Rebecca (AV) UM, Conf Counc on Finance and Admin, 5910 Belice St, Long Beach, CA 90815
AHN, Byung-Won (D) Min, 9 Mansukdong Tong-Ky, Inchon, Kyungido, Korea
AHN, Eui Kul, (D) Min, 358, Buksoo-dong, Suwon, Kyungkee-do, Korea
AHN, Kul Mo (D) Min, 503 Guro 5 Dong, Guro-Gu, Seoul, Korea
AILES, Steven N. (D) BA, MDiv, UM, Min, PO Box 639, Galveston, IN 46932
ALAILIMA. Elia, (V) 1239 Hawaii Dr, Honolulu, Hawaii
ALDRICH, Willie L. (D) BD, MDiv, MSLS, Lib, AMEZ, Nat Chp Children's Work, 800 W Thomas St, Salisbury
NC 28144
ALEWINE, Betty W. (D) UM, PO Drawer 327, Orangeburg, SC 29115
ALEWINE, James E. (D) UM, Min, Ex Dir Meth Home, PO Drawer 327, Orangeburg, SC 29115
ALEXANDER, Floyd W. (V) Min, AME, 436 Lincoln Av, Pittsburgh, PA 15206
ALEXANDER, Rogenia B. (D) BA, MA, Ret Coll Tchr, Ch Budget & Finance Estimates, WMS, AME, 1117 W
Pullen St, Pine Bluff, AR 71601
ALEXANDER, Theophilus D. (AV) BA, BD, MA, DD, Min AME 1117 W Pullen St, Pine Bluff, AR 71601
ALGUIRE, Catherine (AV) Occupational Therapist, UM 1024 N. South St, Raleigh, NC 27603
ALGUIRE, Donald E. (D) BA, Company Pres, UM, 364 86th Place, Downers Grove, IL 60515
ALGUIRE, Fran (C) RN, Nurse, Mem BOON & Women's Div, UM 364 86th PI, Downers Grove, IL 60515
ALLEN, Chester (V) UM 318 8th Avenue, Columbia, TN 38401
ALLEN, Mrs. Chester (V) UM 318 8th Avenue, Columbia, TN 38401
ALLEN, W. Arvil (D) BA, BD, MD, Dist Supt, UM, 2360 U.S. 60 E. Henderson, KY 42420
ALLEN, Mrs. W. Arvil (AV) Homemaker, UM, 2360 U.S. 60 E, Henderson, KY 42420
ALLEN, William R. (D) Eng, Co Chm Family Life, UM, 1609 Scenic Dr, Maryville, TN 37801
ALLEN, Mrs. William R. (D) Coor Family Life, Loc & Dist, Homemaker, UM, 1609 Scenic Dr, Maryville, TN
37801
ALLISON, D. Rhea (D) BA, MA, BD, Dist Supt, UM, PO Box 687, Kerrville, TX 78028
ALLISON, Mrs. D. Rhea (AV) BA, UM, 720 Lee Street, Kerrville, TX 78028
ALLISON, Elizabeth (V) Ret, Admin Bd, UM, Village Tower Apt 8E, 2101 Sherwood Dr, Johnson City, TN
37601
ALLSOPP, Serena (V) 200 W 111 St, *2C, New York, NY 10026
ALMOND, Mrs. John W. (AV) Music Dir, UM, 617 Fernwood Dr, Albemarle, NC 28001
ALSDURF, Edna (D) Dir WMC Exchange Prog, UM, 405 Auburn Rd, Waynesville, NC 28786
OFFICIAL DESIGNATIONS
C � Council Member
D � Delegates
E � Ecumenical Delegates
AV � Accredited Visitors
O � Observers
V � Visitors
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ALSDURF, Ken (D) BA, EdM, Psychologist, UM, 405 Auburn Rd, Waynesville, NC 28786
ALTMAN, Norine J. (V) Ch Business Admin, Diaconal Min, Adm Asst, UM, 1200 Moreland Dr, Belleville, IL
62223
AMISS, Mrs. Bert (D) MS, Tchr, Nurse, UM, 860B Calle Aragon, Laguna Hills, CA 92653
AMMONS, Edsel A. (C) Bishop, UM, 404 Hendrie Blvd, Royal Oak, MI 48067
AMMONS, June (D) UM, 404 Hendrie Blvd, Royal Oak, MI 48067
ANDERSON, Constance T. (V) PO Box 1312, Greenwich, CT 06830
ANDERSON, Herman L. (C) BD, DD, Bishop AMEZ, 5700 Barrington Dr, Chadotte, NC 28215
ANDERSON, Lesley G. (D) BA, BSc, MA, ThM, A.Ph.S., Gen Supt, Apartado 2601, Panama 3, Panama
ANDERSON, Ruth (V) 540 Ave F, SE, Winter Haven, FL 33880
ANDERSON, Ruth R. (C) BS, Sec, Missionary Supvr AMEZ, 5700 Barrington Dr, Chadotte, NC 28215
ANDERSON. Vinton R. (C) Bishop, Pres, Council of Bishops, AME, 2767 Halleck Dr, Columbus, OH 43209
ANDERSON, Mrs. Vinton (D) Educator, Supvr Women's Work, AME 7748 Peachtree Ln, St. Louis, MO 63130
ANDREWS, Jacquelyn M. (D) BA, MDiv, Counselor, Hunger Task Force, Social Justice, UM, 6354 Shannon
Pkwy, Union City, GA 30291
ANDREWS, Martha F (D) BS, MS, Supvr for Dupont, Pastor-Parish Chm, UM, 61 Jones Cir, Old Hickory, TN
37138
ANGLIN, Laura (D) Student, CCYM, 212 W Main, Hamilton, TX 76531
ANKRAH, Kodwo E. (V) MSW, Soc Work, Tutor, PO Box 14123, Kampala, Uganda
ANNES, Paulo (D) MD, Rua: Humberto Pescarini, 469-Vinhedo, Est, Sao Paulo, Brazil, CEP 13.280
ANNES, Odila (AV) Tchr, Rua: Humberto Pescarini, 469-Vinhedo, Est, Sao Paulo, Brazil, CEP 13.280
ANTES, C.W. (D) Dist Court Judge, UM, 213 W Elm St, W Union, lA 52175
ANTES, Dorothy H. (AV) Admin Bd, Homemaker, 213 W Elm, W Union, lA 52175
ANTHONY, Bishop (E) Bishop of San Francisco, Greek Orthodox, 372 Santa Clara Ave, San Francisco, CA
94127
ANTRUM, Sallie K. (V) BA, Ret Tchr & Soc Worker, UMW, UM, 2569-7th Ave, Apt 12K, New York, NY 10039
ARAKAKI, Shige (E) M Div, D Min, Min, Pres of Mission, Hawaiian Mission of SDA, 2728 Pali Hwy, Honolulu,
HI 96817
ARCHER, Albert Baltron (O) Decorator/Contractor, PO Box N-313, Nassau, Bahamas
ARCHER, Patricia Adene (O) PO Box N-313, Nassau, Bahamas
ARCHIBALD, Joseph Samuel (C) Queen's Counsel, Ex VP Meth Ch in Carib & Amer, Rd Town, Tortola, British
Virgin Islands (PO Box 181) WI
ARCHIBALD, Vivian Inez (D) BSc, Grad Student, Bd Mbr, SS Tchr, Rd Town, Tortola, British Virgin Islands (PO
Box 181) WI
ARIARAJAH, S. Wesley (E) Ex Sec, Methodist, World Council of Churches, Dialogue with People of Living
Faiths and Ideologies (DFI), 150 Route de Ferney, 1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland
ARMSTRONG, James (C) Bishop, UM, 1100 W 42nd St, Indianapolis, IN 46208
ARMSTRONG, Mrs. James (AV) UM, 1100 W 42nd St, Indianapolis, IN 46208
ARNOLD, Ailene (O) UM, 7096 N Cambridge Ave, Portland, OR 97203
ARNOLD, Charles E. (D) Banker, UM, 695 Chicago Blvd, Detroit, MI 48202
ARNOLD, Elizabeth B. (AV) MD, Physician, UM, 695 Chicago Blvd, Detroit, Ml 48202
ARNOLD, Ernest C. (O) Ret Bsman, Conf Pres UMM, Admin Bd Mem, Gen Conf Arch & Hist, 4230 Gen Per
shing St, New Orleans, LA 70125
ARNOLD, Mrs. Ernest C. (O) Dist Coor UMW, Ret Tchr, 4320 Gen Pershing St, New Orleans, LA 70125
ARNOLD, Lillie Florence (AV) BA, MA, Ret Tchr, Ch Global Min, 112 Brown Ave SE, Atlanta, GA 30315
ARPUTHARAJ, Noel (D) BD, Dist Supt, Con Sec (TAC) 440-D Jalan Tangkera, Melaka, Malaysia
ARRINGTON, Anne H. (D) Housewife, UM, 1308 Manteo St, Nodolk, VA 23517
ARRINGTON, H. Randolph (D) Min, UM, 1308 Manteo St, Nodolk, VA 23517
ARRINGTON, Mark (0( Student, UM, 1308 Manteo St, Nodolk, VA 23517
ARTERBERRY, Rufus (C) AB, MDiv, DD, AME, 5151 Rosecrest Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15201
ASHMORE, Ann L. (D) UM, 524 Patton Ave, Jackson, MS 39216
ASPEY, Albert (C) Dist Ch, Rua do Molhe 555 (Foz Do Douro,) 4100 Porto, Portugal
ASPEY, Cora Doreen (D) Housewife, Rua do Molhe 555 (Foz Do Douro,) 4100 Porto, Portugal
ATIENZA, Rosario M. (C) Dr. Phil, Dean Grad School, Ch Finance Comm. UCCP, 43 Mahusay St, U.P. Village,
Diliman, Quezon City, Philippines
ATKINS, C.E. (C) BA, BD, ThM, Min, UM, 5055 Blue Ridge Blvd, Kansas City, MO 64133
ATKINS, Sydney Ann (AV) Ba, Homemaker, UM, 2400 Fritts Ln, Springfield, MO 65804
AULT, James M. (C) Bishop, UM, UM Center, 223 Fourth Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 15222
AULT, Mrs. James M. (D) Speech Pathologist, Homemaker, UM, 1230 Grcystone Dr, Upper St. Clair, PA 15241
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AUSLAM, Samuel P (AV) BA, MTh, DD, Dir Conf Coun on Prof Min, UM, Box 2958, Lubbock, TX 79408
AUSLAM, Willene C. (AV) BA, Dir of Christian Education, Sec Conf COPM, UM, Box 2958, Lubbock, TX
79408
AVERITT, Ann M. (D) Tchr, Sheridan, AR 72150
AVERITT, Louis L. (D) Min, Sheridan, AR 72150
AYERS, Helen T. (AV) Ret Tchr, VP Women's Mission, AME, Box 272, Centreville, MD 21617
AYMER, Albert J.D. (D) MA, MDiv, MPhil, Exec Sec BOGM, 475 Riverside Dr, Rm 1532, New York, NY
10115
AYRE, Albert B. (D) Musician, la Sera St, Lane Cove, N.S.W. 2066, Australia
AYRE, Margaret J. (C) ALCM, Music Tchr, Ex Membr, WFMW, la Sera St, Lane Cove, N.S.W. 2066, Australia
BABER, Elvira M. (D) Ret Tchr, Past Missionary Supvr, AME, 409 N Delaware Ave, Adantic City, NJ 08401
BACKSTROM, Clara A. (D) AB, MA, Tchr, UM, 2641 Hightower Ct NW, Atlanta, GA 30318
BAE, Dong Yoon (C) Ex Mem Meth Ch, 150-2, Jeonnong-dong, Dongdaemoon-gu, Seoul, Korea
BAGBY, Carole (AV) BS, RN, Nurse, Homemaker, UMW Dist Off, UM, 844 S 17th, Box 106, Blair, NE 68008
BAGBY, K. Charles (O) BA, MD, Physician, UM, 844 S 17th, Box 106, Blair, NE 68008
BAILEY, Autry L. (D) EDD, Prof, Dist Lay Ldr, Box 152, Boaz, AL 35957
BAILEY, Barry (C) Dr, Sr Min, 3466 Sagecrest, Ft. Worth, TX 76109
BAILEY, Mrs. Barry (D) 3466 Sagecrest, Ft. Worth, TX 76109
BAILEY, Emma L. (D) Local Pres UMW, Housewife, UM, 834 Morrison St, Codeeville, MS 38922
BAILEY, Emmett W. (AV) Ret, Admin Bd, 9200 Dearborn, Shawnee Mission, KS 66207
BAILEY, Mrs. Emmett W. (D) Ret, Admin Bd, 9200 Dearborn, Shawnee Mission, KS 66207
BAILEY, Jewell S. (AV) BS, Tchr, Heakh & Welfare Comm, PO Box 152, Boaz, AL 35957
BAILEY, Joe N., Jr. (D) Farmer-Lumberman, Conf Pres UMM, UM 834 Morrison St, Codeeville, MS 38922
BAILEY, Portia (D) M, Music Tchr, Dept of Missions, AME, 7359 S Oglesby, Chicago, IL 60649
BAILEY, William P., Jr. (D) BA, BS, MDiv, DD, Min, UM, 5676 Stage Rd, Bartlett, TN 38134
BAILEY, Mrs. William P., Jr. (AV) Homemaker, UM, 5676 Stage Rd, Bartlett, Tn 38134
BAKER, Elma A. (D) Tchr, Ch Missions, UM, 481 Simpson St, N Bend, OR 97459
BAKER, Francine G. (AV) Student, UM, 481 Simpson St, N Bend, OR 97459
BAKER, Frank (D) Prof Emeritus Duke Univ NC, British Meth, 1505 Pinecrest Rd, Durham, NC 27705
BAKER, Leo (D) Petroleum Eng, UM, 5928 Glendora, Dallas, TX 75230
BAKER, Mrs. Leo (AV) UM, 5928 Glendora, Dallas, TX 75230
BAKER, Nellie (AV) Admin Bd, Missions, 1505 Pinecrest Rd, Durham, NC 27705
BALCOM, David A. (O) BS, M Div, Min, UM, 2709 S Grant St, Arlington, VA 22202
BALCOM, E. Jean, (O) BS, Homemaker, UM, 2709 S Grant St, Arlington, VA 22202
BALDEON, Luis (C) ME Tchr, Min, Triana 223, Lima, 21 Peru
BALDWIN, George W. (D) Seminary Prof, UM, 8336 Locust, Kansas City, MO 64131
BALL, Agnes M. (D) Dr of Missions, Epis Supervisor of Missions, AME, 1002 Kirkwood Ave, Nashville TN
37204
BALL, William Franklin Sr. (C) DD LLD, Presiding Bishop, 13th Episcopal Dist of the AME Church, 1002
Kirkwood Ave, Nashville, TN 37204
BAMSEY, Alfred T. (D) MDiv, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 35727 Johnstown Rd, Farmington Hills, Ml 48018
BAMSEY, Mrs. Alfred T. (AV) UM, 35727 Johnstown Rd, Farmington Hills, MI 48018
BANGURA, Tom (C) MA, Min of Religion, Bishop, UM, PO Box 523, Freetown, Sierra Leone, W Africa
BANGURA, Regina (D) Nurse, UM, 31 Lightfoot Boston St, Freetown, Sierra Leone, W Africa
BANNISTER, Dominic (D) Theol Student, c/o Meth Ch Off, Box 64, Freetown, Sierra Leone, W Africa
BARFOOT, Ead F. (D) BD, Min, Staff, Bd of Disciple, UM, 6577 Jocelyn Hollow Rd, Nashville, TN 37205
BARFOOT, Lesley E. (D) BD Ed, Tchr, Admin Bd, UM, 6577 Jocelyn Hollow Rd, Nashville, TN 37205
BARKER, Horace N. (V) Dr., College Pres Emeritus, Min, Rt 1, Box 224 B, Madisonville, TN 37354
BARKER, Mrs. Horace N. (V) BE, Ret Tchr, Past UMW Pres, Rt 1, Box 224 B, Madisonville, TN 37354
BARKSDALE, Ruth E. (V) 1289 Brookcliff Av, Columbus, OH 43219
BARNES, Adelaide V. (V) Nurse, UM, 33-55th St, SE, Washington, DC 20019
BARNES, Elaine B. (D), Min, Dir UM Frankford Group Ministry Phila, PA, UM, 1411 Orthodox St, Philadelphia,
PA 19124
BARNES, Inez E. (D) Pres Elect UMW, UM, 1647 N Galvez St, New Orleans, LA 70119
BARNES, Louise Trigg (D) BS, MA, Ed and Relig Ed, Conn Sec, WMS, AME, 471 Huger St, Charleston, SC
29403
BARNES, Virginia F. (V) AB, BS, MA, Ret Librarian, Ch Ecumn Affairs, UM, 505 E Jefferson St, Pulaski, TN
38478
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BARNETT, Beverly (D) Tchr, UM, 215 Bay Shore, Decatur, IL 62521
BARNETT, Vernie T. (C) DD, Min, Ex Sec Preacher's Aid Soc, UM, 215 Bay Shore, Decatur, IL 62521
BARRANDA, Natty G. (V) PhD, LL B, Prof, Writer, UM, 1012 Frederick Dr, Xenia, OH 45385
BARRETT, John C. A. (C) MA, Min, Chaplain of Kingswood School, Hartley, Fonthill Rd, Lansdown, Bath,
Avon, England
BARRETT, Sally Elizabeth (D) DP, PE, Tchr, Hartley Fonthill Rd, Lansdown, Bath, England
BARROW, Anne M. (AV) Housewife, UM, PO Box 1339, Palestine, TX 75801
BARROW, Emmitt C. (D) Dr, Min, Dist Supt, UM, PO Box 1339, Palestine, TX 75801
BARTA, Albert W. (O) 424 Willow Lane, Chillicothe, OH 45607
BARTELS. Cecilia Cynthia (C) Tchr, Conf Comm, Gen Purposes Comm, PO Box 130, Cape Coast, Ghana, W
Africa
BATTLE, George E., Jr. (D) MDiv, Min, AMEZ, 1401 Vancouver Dr, Charlotte, NC 28213
BATTY, Ruth (V) Ret Tchr, UM, 1149 Stacy Ln, Macomb, IL 61455
BAUER, Richard H. (D) DD, MDiv, Min, Ret, Nat'l Fid Rep World Hunger Ed Action Together, 3809 Brighton
Rd, Nashville, TN 37205
BAUER, Mrs. Richard H. (AV) DRE, Former Deaconess, Mission Studies Ldr, UM, 3809 Brighton Rd, Nashville,
TN 37205
BAUTISTA, Liberato C. (D) AB, UMC Phil, UMYF Natl Pres, Room 312, UMC Bldg, PO Box 756, Ermita,
Manila, Philippines
BEALS, Raymond K. (V) Ret Min, Prom Dir Educ Opport, UM, 727 College Ave, Lakeland, FL 33801
BEAN, Elmo A (D) Min, AME, 1035 E Blvd, Cleveland, OH 44108
BEAN, Frank, Sr. (D) Dr EdD, Educ Admin, Conf Lay Ldr, UM 302 Glendover Rd, Lexington, KY 40503
BEAN, Mrs. Frank, Sr. (AV) BEd, Ret Tchr, Loc Ch Aduk Coor, UM, 302 Glendover Rd, Lexington, KY 40503
BEARDEN, Harold I. (C) DD, LLD, Min, Bishop, AME, 644 Skipper Dr NW, Atlanta, GA 30318
BEARDEN, Lois (D) Missionary, Supvr, AME, 644 Skipper Dr NW, Atlanta, GA 30318
BEATTY, Elva J. (AV) One Oakview Dr, Oakwood Hills, Ligonier, PA 15658
BEATTY, Florence (O) Tchr, 6902 Pharoah, Corpus Christi, TX 78412
BEATTY, William M. (D) UM, RR 2, One Oakview Dr, Oakwood Hills, Ligonier, PA 15658
BEATY, J. Harold (C) PhD, Sr Min, UM, 4488 Poplar Ave, Memphis, TN 38117
BECK, Brian E. (C) MA, Theol Coll Principal, Min, Wesley House, Jesus Lane, Cambridge, CBS 8BJ, U.K.
BECK, Leila A. (AV) BA, Housewife, Tchr, Anglican, 300 Woodland Rd, Lexington, MA 02173
BECK, Harrell F. (D) BA, STB, PhD, LHD, Min, Sem Tchr, UM, 745 Commonwealth Ave, Boston, MA 02215
BECKER, Jacqueline (AV) UM, 265 N Church St, Richland Ctr, WI 53581
BECKER, Roger T. (D) BS, MDiv, Min. UM, 265 N Church St, Richland Ctr, WI 53581
BECKHAM, Emilee (V) BS, Piano Tchr, 1107 Sycamore, Big Spring, TX 79720
BEEKER, Gary E. (O) Min, UM, 1421 Michigan St, Algonac, MI 48001
BELCHER, Charles H. (D) Sec Ohio Conf, CME, 2131 E 46th St, Cleveland, OH 44103
BELCHER, Ethel F (AV) CME, 17626 Scottsdale Blvd, Shaker Heights, OH 44120
BELL, Pen-y (D) BA, MA, Min, UM, 707 Detroit St, Sheboygan Falls, WI 53085
BELOTTO, Nilo (D) Universidade Metodista de Piracicaba, Rua Rangel, Pestana 762. Caixa Postal 68. 13.400
Piracicaba - SP Brazil
BENGTSSON, Gertrud (D) Accountant, Vasagatan 3, 216 12 Malmoe, Sweden
BENGTSSON, Ihvan (D) Vasagatan 3, 216 12 Malmoe, Sweden
BENION, Willie G. (D) MEd, Media Spec, Youth Dir, CME, PO Box 682, Reform, AL 35481
BENNETT, Charles B. (D) AB, BD, DD, Min, UM, 121 N Juliette, Manhattan, KS 66502
BENNETT, Marion D. (D) Min, UM, 1911 Goldhill Ave, Las Vegas, NV 89106
BENNETT, Susan (D) Rt. 2, Box 351, Vinton, OH 45686
BENTON, Don (D) Dr, Sr Min, UM, Lovers Ln UMC, PO Box 7164, Dallas, TX 75209
BENTON, Mrs. Don (AV) Lovers Ln UMC, PO Box 7164, Dallas, TX 75209
BENTON, Elizabeth W. (V) BA, MA, Ret, UM, 951 E 221st St, Bronx, NY 10469
BENTON, Huskin C (V) BSS, Ret, Chm of Trustee Bd, 951 E 221st St, Bronx, NY 10469
BENTZINGER, Rosalie (D) BA, MA, DD, LHD, Diac Min, Assoc Gen Sec Bd of Higher Ed & Min, Div of Diac
Min, UM 4487 Post PI *139, Nashville, Tn 37205
BERGH, Helen (AV) 40 21st St, Parkhurst 2193, Johannesburg, South Africa
BERGH, Quintin (C) Gen Foreman, Mens League, Connex Pres, 40 21st St, Parkhurst, Johannesburg, 2193 Rep
of S Africa
BETHEA, Josefa Elizabeth (D) UM, PO Box 639, Rockingham, NC 28379
BETHEA, Joseph B. (C) DD, Dist Supt, Min, UM, PO Box 639, Rockingham, NC 28379
BETHEA, Shirley C. (D) AB Tchr, UM, PO Box 639, Rockingham, NC 28379
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BETHEL, Carolyn L. (O) UM, 638 Oneida Rd, Chillicothe, OH 45601
BETTIS, Fred A. (D) Manuf Agent, Lay Mbr Ann Conf Pastor/Parish Rel Comm, UM, 214 Stone Lake Dr,
Greenville, SC 29609
BETTIS, Mrs. Fred (D) MEd, Guid Coun, Tchr, UM, 214 Stone Lake Dr, Greenville, SC 29609
BEYNON, Charles H. (AV) M Div, Min, UM, 23230 Cass Ave, Farmington, MI 48024
BEYNON, Loujane H. (AV) Tchr, UM, 23230 Cass Ave, Farmington, MI 48024
BIGGERS, Donald R. (V) ABM, School Prin, UM, 361 9th St, Crescent City, CA 95531
BIGGERS, Ginny (V) AA, Speech Therapist Aide, 361 9th St, Crescent City, CA 95531
BINGHAM, Nowell (D) BA, MTh, Min, UM, 200 Maxfield Dr, Paducah, KY 42001
BINGHAM, Mrs. Nowell (AV) BA, Housewife, UM, 200 Maxfield Dr, Paducah, KY 42001
BISCHOFF, Edward (D) Salesman, Dist Lay Ldr, 1370 Deerfield Rd, Loveland, OH 45140
BISHOP, Florene (O) Prog Analyst, 1040 Kinghighland Dr S, Apt #203, Columbus, OH 43229
BLACKBURN, David H. (D) BS, MDiv, Min, Fid Rep, Bd of Global Min, UM, 625 Hamilton Ave, Palo Alto CA
94301
BLACKBURN, Mrs. David H. (AV) BA, Tchr, UM, 1560 Channing Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94303
BLACKBURN, Ruth (AV) Admin Sec, Bd of Global Min (72-'80) UM 1880A Dalton Ct, Lexington, KY 40505
BLACKHALL, James A. (O) BS, Accountant, Steward, UM, 1120 Cambridge St, Natrona Hgts, PA 15065
BLACKWELL, George L. (D) Dr, Sec Christian Ed Dept, AMEZ, 128 E 58th St, Chicago, IL 60637
BLACKWELL, Roberta E. (D) Public Admin, Dist Off Conf Bd, UM, 2827 La Salle St, Chadotte, NC 28216
BLAKELY, Bettie (AV) RN, 4709 Clearview, Metairie, LA 70001
BLAKELY, William C. (D) Min, Dist Supt, 4709 Clearview Metairie, LA 70001
BLEYLE, Deanna M. (D) EdD, Min, Dist Supt, 1247 Madison, Cheyenne, WY 82001
BLOUNT, Henry C, Jr. (D) MDiv, DMin, Min, 10230 Mollylea Dr, Baton Rouge, LA 70815
BLOUNT, Mrs. Henry C. (AV) BA, Housewife, CS Tchr, 10230 Mollylea Dr, Baton Rouge. LA 70815
BLUNDELL, Ruth (AV) Local Women's Fellowship Pres, 100 West St, Fielding, New Zealand
BLYDEN, Sybil Elvina (O) Tchr, PO Box N 8035, Nassau N.P., Bahamas
BOAYUE, Charles S.G., Jr (D) Student, UM, United Methodist Church, Box 1010, Monrovia, Liberia
BOBO, Willie B. Heath (D) AB, MA LHD, Tchr, Ret Gen Off, WH & OM Soc, AMEZ, 400 Caulder Ave, Spar
tanburg, SC 29301
BOCKOVEN, Elizabeth (O) BS, Rrt Tchr, UM, 6130 Judson St, Lincoln, NE 68507
BOCKOVEN, Ralph (O) Ret, UM, 6130 Judson St, Lincoln, NE 68507
BODDIE, Mrs. Wilburn L. (C) BA, Federal Personnel Off Ret, Steward, AME, 3701 S Dakota Ave, NE,
Washington, DC 20018
BOELTER, F.W. (D) ThD, Ret Seminary Prof, Min, UM, 4271 N 1st St #99, San Jose, CA 95134
BOELTER, Mrs. F.W. (AV) UM, 4271 1st St #99, San Jose, CA 95134
BOLAJI, His Pre-Eminence (C) BD, PhD, Min, Patriarch, Wesley House, 21/22 Marina, PO Box 2011, Lagos,
Nigeria
BOLDEN, Melvin W. (V) Ba, Funeral Dir, Trustee, UM, 111-29 199 St. Hollis, NY 11412
BOLDEN, Mrs. Melvin W. (V) BA, Ret Supvr Social Services, Pres UMW, UM, 111-29 199 St, Hollis, NY 11412
BOLT, Joan (C) Youth worker, 7 St Lawrence Rd, Plymouth, England
BOLT, Peter (C) BD Min, British Sec WMC, 7 St Lawrence Rd, Plymouth, England
BOLTON, John C. (D) Col. US Army, Ch Religion & Race, UM, 1475 E Pine St, Clearwater, FL 33516
BOLTON, Mrs. John C. (AV) BS, Housewife, Dist Mission Sec, UM, 1475 E Pine St, Clearwater, FL 33516
BOND, Ruth H. (V) UM, 106 Keystone Dr, Savannah, GA 31406
BONDURANT, Mrs. C.W. (O) Cedar Valley, Apt 800F, 1302 Tyler Ave, Radford, VA 24141
BONDURANT, Hix (AV) BS, Ins/Rl Est, Chm, Admin Bd, Mem College Bd Trustees, UM, Rt 1, Colleg Park,
Radford, VA 24141
BONDURANT, Mrs. Hix (C) BA, Former Tchr, Homemaker, Gen B-O-D, UM, Rt 1, College Park, Radford, VA
24141
BONINO, Jose Miguez (D) ThD, PhD, Min, Camacua 282 1406 Buenos Aires, Argentina
BONNER, Bester (D) CME, 932 Center PI SW, Birmingham, AL 35211
BONNER, C.N. (D) Min, UM, 5214 Newkirk, Houston, TX 77021
BONNER, Cleo W. (AV) Librarian, UM, 5214 Newkirk, Houston, TX 77021
BONNER, Warden (C) CME, 932 Center PI SW, Birmingham, AL 35211
BOOKER, Ruth R. (O) UM, 611 N 1st St, Birmingham, AL 35204
BOOTS, Marc W. (AV) 88-60 192nd St, Hollis, NY 11423
BOOTS, Nora Quiroga (D) Asst Gen Sec, Latin Am/Carib Coord BOGM, Social Psychologist, UM, Board of
Global Ministries of the UMC, 475 Riverside Dr, Rm 1519, New York, NY 10115
BOOTS, Wilson T. (D) MDiv, PhD, Dist Supt, Min. UM, 162-10 Highland Ave, Jamaica, NY 11432
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BORDERS, Doris (D) 509 Vine St, Newport, AR 72112
BORGEN, Ole E. (C) Bishop N Europe Area UMC, Sibyllegatan 18, III, 114 42 Stockholm, Sweden
BORN, Hanry E. (D) UM, 11806 Grenadier Ct, Fairfax, VA 22039
BORN, Mrs. Harry E. (C) UM, 11806 Grenadier Ct, Fairfax, VA 22039
BORT, David J. (D) Min, Editor, Drew Theol Sch Alumni Publications, UM, RD 2, Arlington, VT 05250
BORT, Joan W. (AV) Tchr, UM, RD 2, Arlington, VT 05250
BOSWELL, Brianna (D) 7249 Wabash Ave, Dallas, TX 75214
BOSWELL, George (D) MD, Conf Lay Ldr, UM, 4849 W Lawther Dr, Dallas, TX 75214
BOSWELL, Mrs. George (AV) Age Level Min, UM, 4849 W Lawther Dr, Dallas, TX 75214
BOSWELL, Kama (D) 7249 Wabash Ave, Dallas, TX 75214
BOTKIN, Elden (AV) MEd, Tchr, Chr Evangelism, UM, 85 Church St, N Hampton, OH 45349
BOTKIN, Mrs. Elden (O) BS Ed, Tchr, Financial Sec, UM, 85 Church St, N Hampton, OH 45349
BOUCHIER, J.M. (V) Min, Meth Central Mis, PO Box 1449, Christchurch, NZ
BOWLING, William W. (D) AB, MDiv, MA, Min, UM, 5333 Lost Trail. Louisville, KY 40214
BOWLING, Mrs. William W. (AV) RN, Staff Nurse, UM, 5333 Lost Trail, Louisville, kY 40214
BOYD, C. Richard (D) AB, STB, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 305 Denny Bldg, Walla Walla, WA 99362
BOYD, Laura M. (AV) BA Ed, Tchr, Homemaker, UM, 63 Baumeister Dr, Walla Walla, WA 99362
BOYD, Lily T. (D) AME, 2530 Walker Ln, Nashville, TN 37207
BOYS, Elizabeth (D) BS, MS, Rt Tchr, UM, 8605 W 84th St, Overland Pk, KS 66212
BOZEMAN, Eleanor S. (O) MD, Physician, AME, 1071 Cadillac Blvd, Akron, OH 44320
BOZEMAN, Jack R. (D) Min, Dist Supt, UM, 1700 Beverly Dr, Dalton, GA 30720
BOZEMAN, Mrs. Jack (D) UM, 1700 Beverly Dr, Dalton, GA 30720
BRABHAM, A. McKay, Jr. (C) AB, BD, DD, Min, UM, 4905 Colonial Dr, Columbia, SC 29203
BRABHAM, Mrs. A McKay, (AV) BS, MA, Homemaker, UM, 4905 Colonial Dr, Columbia, SC 29203
BRACKMAN, Emory (D) BA, MDiv, Min, UM 6167 Prestley Mill Rd, Douglasville, GA 30134
BRACKMAN, Mrs. Emory (AV) BA, Music Dir, UM, 6167 Prestley Mill Rd, Douglasville, GA 30134
BRACKMAN, William L., Jr. (D) AB, DB, Sr Min, UM, 5003 Riverview Blvd W, Bradenton, FL 33505
BRACKMAN, Mrs. William L., Jr. (AV) Housewife, UM, 5003 Riverview Blvd W, Bradenton, FL 33505
BRADFORD, Bessie P (D) Asst Coord, Social Worker, Dist Pres, WMS, AME, 11110 Revere Ave, Cleveland,
OH 44105
BRADFORD, Frederick D. (D) BA, BD, Min, AME, 11110 Revere Rd, Cleveland, OH 44105
BRADLEY, Cecil E. (D) DD, LLD, Sr Min, UM, PO Box 1506, Dothan, AL 36301
BRADY, Leonard V. (C) JD, Atty, CME, 2645 Mayfair Dr, Brookfield, WI 53005
BRAND, Gene (C) Banker, UM, 508 SE 2nd St, Walnut Ridge, AR 72476
BRAND, Kay Lynn (AV) 508 SE 2nd St, Walnut Ridge, AR 72476
BRAND, Kevin (V) 508 SE 2nd St, Walnut Ridge, AR 72476
BRAND, Sue (AV) UM, 508 SE 2nd St, Walnut Ridge, AR 72476
BRANE, Betty (D) Min, UM, Box 206, Stilwell, OK 74960
BRANE, David (D) Min, UM, Box 206, Stilwell, OK 74960
BRANTLEY, Mary Deane (O) Housewife, UM, 510 Riverside Dr, Morganton, NC 28655
BRANTLEY, William R. (AV) Min, UM, 510 Riverside Dr, Morganton, NC 28655
BRANTON, Gwen M. (AV) Tchr, Choir Dir, UM, 401 Live Oak, Lafayette, LA 70503
BRANTON, L. Ray (D) Dr, Min, UM, 401 Live Oak, Lafayette, LA 70503
BRAZEAL, Susan (AV) Sec, Sec Counc on Min, 6038 Maddox Rd, Morrow, GA 30260
BRECHEISEN, James E. (AV) BA, BD, Min, UM, 9308 Amsdell St, Whittier, CA 90605
BRECHEISEN, Josephine (V) 9308 Amsdill St, Whittier, CA 90605
BRIAN, Mayfield (AV) Ret Bus.man, UM, 4639 Elsby, Dallas, TX 75209
BRIAN, Sue (AV) Ret Tchr, UM, 4639 Elsby, Dallas, TX 75209
BRIGHT, Maxine (AV) Housewife, Tchr, UM, 1219 Oakland Ave, Oakland Ave, Akron, OH 44310
bright! Reber (D) Dr, Min, UM, 1219 Oakland Ave, Akron, OH 44310
BRINKLEY, W. Dick (O) BBA, Personnel Off, 207 Church St, Brookville, PA 15825
BRINKLEY, Mrs. W. Dick (AV) 207 Church St, Brookville, PA 15825
BRISCOE, Carolyn (D) Dr, Univ Prof, UM, 108 E Brookwood Dr, Clemson, SC 29631
BRITTAIN, Thomas N. (D) Min, UM, PO Box 1367, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
BRITTAIn! Mrs. Thomas N. (AV) Housewife, Tchr, UM, PO Box 1367, Myrde Beach, SC 29577
BRITTON, Lizzie Mae (O) Swanquarter, NC 27885
BROACH, L.B., III (AV) BA, BD, Min, UM, 401 Lansdowne, Marshall, TX 75670
BROACH, Mrs. L.B., III (O) 401 Lansdowne, Marshall, TX 75670
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BRODINE, Lucile A. (O) Housewife, Bd of Trustees, UM, 3815 Ave L, Kearney, NE 68847
BRODINE, Paul J. (AV) Business, Hunger Task Force, UM, 3815 Ave L. Kearney, NE 68847
BROGDON, J. Milton (D) AB, MA, Ret Banker, UM, Box 126, Uvalda, GA 30473
BROGDON, Mrs. J. Milton (AV) AB, Ret Banker, Ch Evangelism, UM, Box 126, Uvalda, GA 30473
BROOKS, Ida D. (V) BS ED, Tchr, 206 N Kansas, Box 193, Lakin, KS 67860
BROOKS, Pead H. (V) BS, MA-Ed, Ret Schl Prin, UM, 334 Allison St, NW, Washington, DC 20011
BROOKS, Ron (D) RelD, Min, Chaplain USNR, UM, 3749 Radford, Honolulu, HI 96818
BROOKS-SMITH, Olga (O) Deaconess, MCCA, PO Box N 3702, Nassau, Bahamas
BROWN, Andrew, Sr. (D) MDiv, Min, UM, 7224 Rhobell, Houston, TX 77016
BROWN, Andrew, Jr. (D) Min, UM, 4109 Ashmore Drive, Greensboro, NC 27405
BROWN, Arthur Dean (C) Mgr Safety, Security, Plant Prod. AME, 1118 Berkeley Rd, Columbus, OH 43206
BROWN, Barbara A. (AV) UM, 8300 Brock Rd, Plain City, OH 43064
BROWN, Barry T. (C) Min, 41 Kawarren St, N Balwyn, Victoria, Australia 3104
BROWN, C.E. (D) Assoc Dir, Conf Counc on Min, UM, 1520 7th Ave W, Birmingham, AL 35208
BROWN, Carole (AV) BSc, Reg Nurse, UM, 155 E. Wheeling St, Lancaster, OH 43130
BROWN, Elsie M. (D) Homemaker, UM, 2450 Westmont Way W, Seattle, WA 98199
BROWN, Florence H. (O) UM, 62 Hays Hill Rd, Pleasantville, NY 10570
BROWN, Frank de Nully (D) Camacua 282, 1.406 Buenos Aires, Argentina
BROWN, Frank E. (D) BA, MDiv, DD, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 920 2nd Ave, Suite 804, Seattle, WA 98104
BROWN, George S. (D) BA, MDiv, Sr Min, UM, 155 E Wheeling St, Lancaster, OH 43130
BROWN, Glenda J. (AV) PhD, Prof, 1724 22 Ave, Greeley, CO 80631
BROWN, Gordon R. (AV) Atty. Conf Trustee, UM, 62 Hays Hill Rd, Pleasantville, NY 10570
BROWN, Ike (D) BS Accounting, Treas, UM Bd of Discipleship, UM, 1120 Hillview Dr, Franklin, TN 37604
BROWN, Katheryn M. (C) Educator, AME, 287 Barfield Ave Sw, Atlanta, GA 30310
BROWN, Marie J. (D) Ret Tchr, Conf Pres UMW, UM, 408 N Commerce St, Centreville, MD 21617
BROWN, Martha (AV) Homemaker/Delta Ed, Pres UMW, Chp Conf LLW, UM, 13 Myrtle St, Milford, NH 03055
BROWN, Mary 1. (AV) Housewife, UM, 1520 7th Ave W, Birmingham, AL 35208
BROWN, Norma J. (AV) BS, Tchr, UM, 7224 Rhobell, Houston, TX 77016
BROWN, Paul R. (D) Min, UM, 8300 Brock Rd, Plain City, OH 43064
BROWN, Raymond P. (D) Min, UM, 226 W Broadway, Shelbyville, IN 46176
BROWN, Richard (O) AS, Mfg, Engineer, UM, 13 Myrtle St, Milford, NH 03055
BROWN, Robert R. (D) MD, Physician/Surgeon, UM, 221 S 6th St, Terre Haute, IN 47807
BROWN, Mrs. R.R. (D) Housewife, UM, 221 S 6th St, Terre Haute, IN 47807
BROWN, Samuel L. (D) AB, BD, Min, Pres Elder, AMEZ, 19 Harvard PI, PO Box 2921, Asheville, NC 28802
BROWN, Scytha M. (O) Tchr, UM, 226 W Broadway, Shelbyville, IN 46176
BROWN, Shen-y (AV) MA Child Dev, Tchr, CS Tchr, UM, 1120 Hillview Dr, Franklin, TN 37064
BROWNLOW, Comer L. (D) AB, MDiv, Min, UM, 747 Mockingbird Ln NE, Marietta, GA 30064
BROXTON, Carolyn C. (AV) 6548 Vinson Rd, Macon, GA 31206
BROXTON, H. Reginald (D) Contractor, 6548 Vinson Rd, Macon, GA 31206
BRUBAKER, Ellen A. (C) BA, MA, MDiv, Min, UM, 721 Sligh N.E., Grand Rapids, Ml 49505
BRUBAKER, Robert C. (AV) BA, MDiv, DD, Min, UM, 721 Sligh N.E., Grand Rapids, MI 49505
BRUCE, Evy (D) Church Treasurer, Rektorsgatan 20, 252 56 Helsingborg, Sweden
BRUCE, Yngve (D) Rektorsgatan 20, 252 56 Helsingborg, Sweden
BRUN, G. Kenneth (D) Dist Supt, Min, UM, 4319 N Central, Kansas City, MO 64116
BRUN, Mrs. G. Kenneth (AV) UM, 4319 N Central, Kansas City, MO 64116
BRUNER, Erika M. (D) Dist Dir Stewardship, 1320 3rd Ave, Beaver Falls, PA 15010
BRYAN, John Llewellyn (D) AM, STM, Min, UM, PO Box 1367, Wilmington, DE 19899
BRYAN, Cornielle (D) BA, Homemaker, UM, 2641 N 49th St, Lincoln, NE 68504
BRYAN, Monk (C) ThM, DD, LHD, Min, Bishop, UM, 2641 N 49th St, Lincoln, NE 68504
BRYANT, Cecelia W. (AV) AA, BA, MA, Min, AME, 3409 Callaway Ave, Baltimore, MD 21215
BRYANT, Frances F (O) 344 Clifton Rd, Rocky Mount, NC 27801
BRYANT, John R. (D) AB, Mth, DMin, Min, AME, 3409 Callaway Ave, Baltimore, MD 21215
BRYANT, Mildred (V) Min, UM, PO Box 27, DeSota, IL 62924
BUAN, Chua Tiam (D) B Theo, Min, Dist Supt, Chinese Methodist Church, Jalan Gambut, Kuantan, Penang,
Malaysia
BUCKINGHAM, Florence M. (O) Legal Sec, SS Tchr, Com on Nominations, UM, 8 E Ave, Pitman, NJ 08071
BUCKLES, Joseph A. (O) BA, BD, MA, Min, UM, 325 Linden, Oak Park, IL 60302
BUCKLES, Teresa, (O) BA Tchr, UM, 325 Linden, Oak Park, IL 60302
BUFORD, Elizabeth (AV) BS, Tchr, UM, PO Box 1708, Wenatchee, WA 98801
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BUFORD, William A. (D) BA, BD, MDiv, Dist Supt, Min, UM, PO Box 1708, Wenatchee, WA 98801
BUIE, Carolyn C. (D) BS, Homemaker, Youth Coor, UM, 9530 Starkey Rd, Seminole, FL 33543
BUIE, George A., Ill (D) MD, Min, UM, 9530 Starkey Rd, Seminole, FL 33543
BULLOCK, Clifton V. (D) Min, UM, 153 N Wood St, Battle Creek, MI 49017
BULOXA. Shimba (V) B.P. 9950 Kinshasa I, Republic du Zaire
BUNN, Lucille (D) Pres UMW, UM, 535 Bonnie Dr, Lakeland, Fl 33803
BURGESS, Caron T. (AV) Accountant, Tchr, EUM, 10401 Valley View, Whittier, CA 90604
BURGESS, Paul B. (AV) Tchr, Cand for Min, EUM, 10401 Valley View, Whittier, CA 90604
BURGESS, Raymond L. (D) DMin, Min, UM, 1310 Superior Ave, Akron, OH 44307
BURGESS, Mrs, Raymond L. (AV) MA, Tchr, UM, 1310 Superior Ave, Akron, OH 44307
BURGESS, Roger L. (D) 201 8th Ave S, Nashville, TN 37202
BURGESS, Mrs. Roger L. (bV) 201 8th Ave S, Nashville, TN 37202
BURKE, Marta Jan (C) Student, UM, 2800 SW 78 Ct, Miami, FL 33155
BURLEIGH, Milton (V) Merchant, Trustee, 114 E Hwy 20, Gordon, NE 69343
BURLEIGH, Mrs. Milton (V) Homemaker, 114 E Hwy 20, Gordon, NE 69343
BURNETT, Theodosia G. (V) Ret Tchr, UM, 930 E Preston St, Baltimore, MD 21202
BURNETT, Bernard B. (D) BA, MC, Economist US Dept of Labor, Bd of Trustees, Chrm Bldg Comm, UM, 3423
Pellinore PI, Annandale, VA 22003
BURNETT, Rosa W. (AV) Homemaker, UM, 3423 Pellinore PI, Annandale, VA 22003
BURNS, Robert Kevin (D) Student, UM, 1334 Bloomingdale, Gary, NC 27511
BURRIS, Harriett C. (V) UM, Box 207, Clayton, DE 19938
BURTON, Mrs. Frenchie (D) Ret Tchr, Admin Bd, Ch, UM, Rt 3 Box 67-C, Eutaw, AL 35462
BUSH, Geneva (V) AME, 827 Arlington Ave Apt 805, Baltimore, MD 21217
BUTLER, R. Randle (D) BA, MA, Min, Dir of Evangelism, UM, 15051 Warwick, Detroit, Ml 48223
BUTLER, Ruth, (AV) Assoc DCE, UM, 15051 Warwick, Detroit, MI 48223
BYLER, Robert A. (D) Dr, Min, UM, 50 S Remmgton, Columbus, OH 43209
BYLER, Sarah E. (AV) UM, 50 S Remmgton, Columbus, OH 43209
BYNUM, Betty M. (AV) AB, Tchr, UM, 118 Edgecombe Rd, Spartanburg, SC 29302
BYNUM, F. Bundy, Jr. (D) AB, MDiv, Min, UM, 118 Edgecombe Rd, Spartanburg, SC 29302
BYRD, Ben R. (AV) MD, Surgeon, 1600 W North St, Dothan, AL 36303
BYRD, Sue K. (D) Interior Designer, 1600 W North St, Dothan, AL 36303
CADE, Ruth L. (C) BS in Home Ec, Occupational Counselor, UM, 5325 Maryland Dr, Fayetteville, NC 28301
CADMUS, Ronald W. (C) Min, Dir Prog Dev, UM, 80 Stockton Ave, Ocean Grove, NJ 07756
CADOGAN, Claude L. (C) Min, Ex-President of Conf, 3 Boone Hall Rd, PO Box 379, Kingston 9, Jamaica
CAIN, Richard W. (D) Pres STC, Min, UM, 1325 N College Ave, Claremont, CA 91711
CAIRNS, Robert Harlan (D) AB, STB, MTB, MED, DD, Ret Min, UM, 333 Chester Dr, Lower Burrell, PA 15068
CAIRNS, Mrs. Robert Harlan (O) AB, Ret Tchr, Dir Jr Church, UM, 333 Chester Dr, Lower Burrell, PA 15068
CAJIUAT, Amelita G. (D) MSSW, Social Work, UM, 594 T.M. Kalaw, Ermita, Manila, Philippines
CAJIUAT, Eduardo C. (D) MST, Min, UM, 594 T.M. Kalaw, Ermina, Manila, Philippines
CALATA, Dolores R. (V) Philippines
CALDWELL, Margaret Jackson (AV) AMEZ, PO Box 397, Landis, NC 28088
CALDWELL, Rosella E. (D) AMEZ, PO Box 397, Landis, NC 28088
CALKIN, Homer L. (D) PhD, Historian, Dir WMHS, UM, 3830 Columbia Pike, Arlington, VA 22204
CALKIN, Mary K. (AV) Govt Employee, Admin Bd, UM, 3830 Columbia Pike, Arlington, VA 22204
CALKINS, Raoul C. (C) DD Min, UM, 6048 7th Ave W, Bradenton, FL 33529
CALL, Mrs. Robert (AV) BA MEd, Tchr, Chp of Ed, UM, PO Box 246, Imperial, NE 69033
call! Robert E. (D) BA, MDiv, Min, UM, PO Box 246, Imperial, NE 69033
CALLAGHAN, W. Sydney (C) BA, Dip Ed, Min, Pres Meth Ch in Ireland, 47, Bawnmore Rd, Belfast, BT9 6LB,
N Ireland, UK
CALVIN, George W.C., Sr. (AV) BA, MDiv, MA, Min, UM, PO Box 73685, Baton Rouge, LA 70807
CALVIn! Mae E. (V) 2626 Harding Blvd, Baton Rouge, LA 70807
CAMPBELL, Colin Haig (D) Soc Steward, 15 Urwin St, Witfield, 1460, Rep of S Africa
CAMPBELL, Hendria Maria (C) Gen Pres Women's Aux, 15 Urwin St, Witfield, Boksburg, 1460, Rep of Africa
CANNON, William R. (C) PhD, DD, LLD, LHD, STD, LittD, Bishop UM, Box 10955, Raleigh, NC 27605
CAPO, Enrique (C) Min, Gen Sec, Spanish Evangelical Church, Nacion, 24-Barerona-26, Spain
CAPPLEMAN, Charles (D) TV Exec, UM Communications, UM, 5420 Garden Grove Ave, Tarzana, CA 91356
CARAWAY, Stone W. (AV) MTh, BA, Sr Min, UM, 3522 Madison Pk Blvd, Shreveport, LA 71104
CARAWAY Mrs. Stone W. (O) BA, Tchr/Homemaker, UM, 3522 Madison Pk Blvd, Shreveport, LA 71104
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CAREY, Cheryl L. (O) B Ed, M Sc Ed, Guidance Counselor, Ch Youth Sec, PO Box N-4642, Nassau, Bahamas
CAREY, Kenris (O) Aidines, Local Preacher, PO Box N-4642, Nassau, Bahamas
CAREY, William Talmadge (O) Businessman, PO Box N-4642, Nassau, Bahamas
CARGILL, Mary H. (C) Class Ldr, Property Sec, 30 Park Ln, Sutton Bonington, Loughborough LE 12 5 NH,
England
CARLETON, Alsie H. (C) Bishop, UM, 810 Morningside PI, SE, Albuquerque, NM 87108
CARLETON, Mrs. Alsie H. (D) BA, MA, UM, 810 Morningside PI, SE, Albucrque, NM 87108
CARPENTER, Mildred R. (AV) Housewife, UM, 512 Aka Loma Dr, Goodlettsville, TN 37072
CARPENTER, Thomas E. (D) BS, MA, Sr VP UM Pub House, UM, 201 8th Ave S, Nashville, TN 37203
CARR, Barbara S. (D) Tchr, AMEZ, 134 Virginia Ave, Hempstead, NY 11550
CARR, Clarence (O) MDiv, Min, AMEZ, 134 Virginia Ave, Hempstead, LI, NY 11550
CARR, J.D. (AV) Bach of Music, Rl Est, Off Bd, 711 Dill Ave, Newport, AR 72112
CARR, Mrs. J.D. (AV) BS, MA, MSE, Ret Tchr, Off Bd, Nom Comm, 711 Dill Ave, Newport, AR 72112
CARRINGTON, John E. (C) Ex Dir UM City Society, Min, UM, United Methodist City Society, 475 Riverside Dr,
Suite 1922, New York, NY 10115
CARRINGTON, Virginia (AV) UM, 50 Ralph Rd, New Rochelle, NY 10804
CARROLL, Ann W. (AV) Homemaker, UM, PO Box 661, Cordele, GA 31015
CARROLL, Charles D. (D) Min, UM, 197 St Rd 38, Greens Fork, IN 47345
CARROLL, Mrs. Charles D. (D) Housewife, UM, 197 St Rd, 38, Greens Fork, IN 47345
CARROLL, Edward G. (C) Bishop, UM, 53 Worthington Rd, Brookline, MA 02146
CARROLL, John B. (D) Dist Supt, Min, UM, PO Box 661, Cordele, GA 31015
CARROLL, Orrin T. (D) PO Box 15, Forestport, NY 13338
CARROLL, Phenola V. (AV) UM, 53 Worthington Rd, Brookline, MA 02146
CARROLL, Ruth M. (O) 202 Main St, Boonville, NY 13309
CARRUTH, Samuel E. (D) BD, ThD, Ret Min, Um 750 W Bonita Ave, Apt 11, Claremont, CA 91711
CARRUTH, Mrs. Samuel E. (AV) Homemaker, 750 W Bonita Ave, Apt 11, Claremont, CA 91711
CARTER, Ead B. (D) AB, MDiv, Counc Dir, Min, UM, 715 Center, Little Rock, AR 72201
CARTER, Emma S. (AV) AB, MA, Educator, UM, 810 Grosvenor, Sherwood, AR 72116
CARTER, Norman (D) Min, UM, 1713 Country Club Rd, Blytheville, AR 72315
CARTER, Novella (D) Housewife, UM, 1713 Country Club Rd, Blytheville, AR 72315
CASAD, Gordon D. (D) Dist Supt, UM, 4629 Twin Post Rd, Dallas, TX 75234
CASAD, Mrs. Gordon D. (AV) Public Relations, UM 4629 Twin Post Rd, Dallas, TX 75234
CASEY, John W. (V) Min, UM, Rt 2, Box 99, Sango Rd, Clarksville, TN 37040
CASEY, Ruth C. (V) MA, BS, Tchr, UM, Rt. 2, Box 99, Sango Rd, Clarksville, TN 37040
CASEY, Steve (D) Min, UM, Box 180, Heidelberg, MS 39439
CASKY, Edna (D) Eng. Records Clk, Design & Tech Asst, AME, 19999 Gallagher, Detroit, MI 48234
CASS, Edward (V) Min, 405 Water St, Fayette, lA 52142
CASS, Mrs. Edward (V) 405 Water St, Fayette, lA 52142
CASTRO, George F. (C) Gen Supt, Evang Meth Ch in the Phil, 640 Penalosa, Tondo, Manila, Philippines
CASWELL, Bervin O. (D) BA, BD, DD, Min, UM, 1308 W 3rd, Roswell, NM 88201
CASWELL, Etha Mae (AV) SS Tchr, UM, 1308 W 3rd, Roswell, NM 88201
GATES, Christopher (O) Student, PO Box 33, Rock Sound S. Eleuthera, Bahamas
CATLIN, Dale (C) MA, Min, UM, 507 N H, Monmouth, IL 61462
CATLIN, Mary Etta (AV) Homemaker, UM, 507 N H, Monmouth, IL 61462
CAULEY, Margaret W. (C) Sec, Steward Church Sec, AME, 8 Allegheny Center, Apt 204, Pittsburgh, PA 15212
CAVE, Eleanor A. (D) BS Ed, Homemaker, UM, 3750 Prosperity Ave, Fairfax, VA 22031
CAVE, Eugene L. (D) BS, Ret Electronic Eng, UM, 3750 Prosperity Ave, Fairfax, VA 22031
CHAFFEE, Patricia A. (O) M Ed, Art Tchr, UM, RD 4, Union City, PA 16438
CHAFFEE, Paul V. (D) BS, VP & Treas Mfg, Corp, Conf Lay Ldr, UM, RD 4, Union City, PA 16438
CHAFFIN, H. George (D) Banker, 10209 Sunflower, San Antonio, TX 78213
CHAFFIN, Jamie L. (D) Housewife, 10209 Sunflower, San Antonio, TX 78213
CHALCRAFT, Karen (V) UM, 1926 Richland, Abilene, TX 79603
CHAMBERS, Alex A. (V) Min, CME, 2225 7th Ave, New York, NY 10027
CHAMBERS, Curtis A. (D) Dr, Gen Sec UM Communications, 4620 Dardord Road, Englewood, OH 45322
CHAMBERS, Mrs. Curtis A. (AV) 4620 Dardord Road, Englewood, OH 45322
CHAMBLISS, Carroll R. (AV) MTh, Chaplain US Navy, Consultant Chaplain Commission, AME, 200 N Pickett
St, #708, Alexandria, VA 22304
CHAMBLISS, Christene H. (D) MS, Management Analyst, WMS, AME, 200 N Pickett St, #708, Alexandria, VA
CHAMNESS, Ben R. (AV) BA, MTh, Min, UM, 3140 Lal<eshore, Port Arthur, TX 77640
CHAMNESS, Mrs. Ben R. (O) Savings Counselor, UM, 3140 Lal^eshore, Port Arthur, TX 77640
CHAN, Mrs. Lynell (AV) Housewife, 136 Jalan Burma, Penang, Malaysia
CHAN, Philip (D) Min, Dist Supt, Wesley Meth Church, 136 Jalan Burmah, Penang, Malaysia
CHAND, Paul Prabhat (D) B Com, MA Pre, Student, 15/12 Civil Lines, Kanpur (WP), India
CHANDLER, Harold R. (V) Min, Presiding Elder, Librarian, AMEZ, 785 N Garland, Memphis, TN 38107
CHANG, Yun-Keun (D) Min, KPO Box 285, Seoul, Korea
CHAPPELLE, Barbara J. (D) Educator, Admin Asst, AME, 6753 Ryan Crest Dr, Florissant, MO 63166
CHAPPELLE, Richard A., Sr. (C) Min, Gen Sec AME Church, PO Box 183, St. Louis, MO 63166
CHEAH, Siew Kim, (O) Housewife, 390 Jalan 17/19, Happy Garden, Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia
CHEE, CS. (D) MBBS, DPH, Dr of Med, Conf Lay Leader, 3 Peirce Lane, Penang, Malaysi
CHEN, Mee Lan (O) Housewife, 376 Jalan 17/6, Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia
CHEN, Pi Jen (D) Min, Form Dist Supt, Chinese Methodist Church, 628 Jalan Melang, Kuala Pilah, NS, Malaysia
CHERRY, Flora Finch (V) MD, MPH, Physician/Tchr, 4828 St Charles Ave, New Orleans, LA 70115
CHERRY, Joyce L. (D) BA, MA, ABD, Tchr, Bd Chris Ed, CME, 203 W Simon Terr NW, Atlanta, GA 30318
CHERRY, Josie M. (D) BS, BTh, Min, AME, 155 Capital St, Laurel, MS 39440
CHERRY, Maurice S. (C) Dr, Min, CME, 203 W Simon Terr NW, Atlanta, GA 30318
CHIA, Peter Joe (D) School VP, GC Organ Editor, M 256 Lagoon View, Singapore 1544
CHIPMAN, Charles J. (D) Sr Min, UM, 1433 Park PI, Wichita, KS 67203
CHISANGA, Joel (C) BD, Dip Theol, Min, Gen Sec, United Ch of Zambia, PO Box 50122, Lusaka, Zambia
CHO, Myong Sook (D) Lay Leader, 167-3 Dae Bong Dong, Choong-Ku, TaeGu, Korea
CHOI, Mrs. Juon Ae Lee (D) Housewife, 1 Singedong, Yongsan, Ku, Seoul, Korea
CHOI, Ki-Suk (D) Bishop, San 12, Sinkok Dong, Buchon City, Kyungki do, Korea
CHOI, Sang Bong (D) Bishop, 62 Pung Nam Dong 1-ka, Chunjoo, Korea
CHOI, Yong Kyu (D) Mgr Gen Af Mok Won Meth Col, Elder, 413-14 Sun Hwa Dong, Chung Ku, Daejeun,
Korea
CHOR, Yok Sin (AV) Ret Tchr, WSCS Off, 134-A, Jalan Suson Pemuda 2, Segamat, Johore, Malaysia
CHOTENA, Joyce S. (V) BS, Tchr, 6121 W 76th Terrace, Prairie Villege, KS 66208
CHOY, Wilbur W.Y. (C) Bishop, UM, Box 467, San Francisco, CA 94101
CHRISTIAN, Drury H., Ill (O) MDiv, MRE, Min, Sou. Baptist, PO Box 375, Parksley, VA 23421
CHRISTIAN, M.V. (AV) Min, B-7 Mutha Apt, Salisbury Park PO, Pune-411001, Bombay, India
CHRISTIAN, Ruth M. (D) Tchr, Chris Hm & Spiritual Life Sec, B-7, Mutha Apt, Salisbury Pk, PO Pune-411001,
Bombay, India
CHRISTOPHER, Mrs. Thomas (D) Tax Practitioner, Conf Treas UMW, UM, 2918 Dantzier Ave, Moss Point, MS
39563
CHU, CF (C) Bishop, Pres of MC in Burma, Meth Hqrs, 22 Signal Pagoda Rd, Rangoon, Burma
CHUN, Byung-Hee (V) VP Korea WMW, Elder *506 Na-dong Hae Chung Apt, Kang Nam Ku, Seoul, Korea
CHUNG, Kao Jih (C) Bishop, 23B Coleman St, Singapore, 0617
CHUNG, Mrs. Kao Jih (D) Housewife, 23B Coleman St, Singapore, 0617
CHUNG, Suk-Soon (V) Gen Sec, Korean MWS, 564-19 Myunmok Dong, Seoul 130-0, Korea
CHUNG, Young Kwan (C) Sr Min, The Central Meth Ch, 194-6 Insa-Dong Chongro-Ku, Seoul, Korea 110
CHUNG, Yun Kyung (D) Lay Leader, 171-15 Sin Chun Dong, Tong-Ku, TaeGu, Korea
CIRI, Panapasa Mitieli (D) Div Supt, Circuit Min, Deuba, Box 148, Navua, Fiji
CLANCY, Eric G. (AV) BA, BD, Min, Archivist & Librarian, 2 Powell PI, Lane Cove, NSW 2066 Australia
CLAPSADDLE, Gerald (D) Church Administration, 129 51st St, Holmes Beach, FL 33510
CLAPSADDLE, Sara (D) 129 51st St, Holmes Beach, FL 33510
CLARK, Jimmy Ed (C) College Pres, CME, 2404 N Grand Ave, Texas College, Tyler, TX 75702
CLARK, Paul B., Jr. (D) Cert Public Accountant, UM, 118 E 60th, New York, NY 10022
CLARk! Mrs. Robert E. (V) Box 636 Dover Rd, Clarksville, TN 37040
CLARKE, D. Keith (D) Hon Dr of Humanities, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 938 Pint Hill Dr, Fairmont, WV 26554
CLARKE, Mrs. D. Keith (AV) Housewife/Sec, UM, 938 Pine Hill Dr, Fairmont, WV 26554
CLARKE, J.W. (D) Gen Bd, AME, 2208 Gerald Ct#l, Louisville, KY 40218
CLARKE, Mrs. J.W. (D) Missionary, AME, 2208 Gerald Ct#l, Louisville, KY 40218
CLARY, Doris (D) Homemaker, Volunteer worker, UM, 3186 Parcher Rd, Bucyrus, OH 44820
CLARY, Irvin E. (O) Ret Public Accountant, Volunteer, UM, 3186 Parcher Rd, Bucyrus, OH 44820
CLAY, Ruth D. (D) Homemaker, Stewardship Comm, UM, 1717 E 92 St, Chicago, IL 60617
clay! Willie B. (C) Dr, CCOM Dir, Min, UM, 1717 E 92 St, Chicago, IL 60617
CLAYBURG, Margaret D. (D) Ret, Missions Chp, UM, 1002 E 6th Apt 315, Des Moines, lA 50316
CLAZIE, Lois R. (AV) Reg Nurse, Asst Treas, Conf UMW, UM, 3755 13th Ave, Oakland, CA 94610
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CLAZIE, Robert F (D) ThM, Min, UM, 3755 13th Ave, Oal^land, CA 94610
CLEMENT, Shirley F (D) BA, MRE, Diac Min, Dir of Chris Ed, Program Coor, Sec on Evangelism, Bd of
Discipleship, UM, PO Box 840, Nashville, TN 37202
CLEMMER, Susan Mary (AV) Office Mgr, UM, 146 Wittman Dr, Petersburg, Ml 49270
CLEMMER, William Michael (D) M Div, ABD, Spec in Aging, Min, UM, 146 Wittman Dr, Petersburg, Ml 49270
CLEVELAND, Alice W. (AV) UM, 411 Turner St, Clearwater, FL 33516
CLEVELAND, Millard C. (C) UM, 411 Turner St, Clearwater, FL 33516
CLINE, Alice S. (D) Legislative Clerk, UM, 2308 Airline Dr, Raleigh, NC 27607
CLINE, John M. (C) Min, UM, 2308 Airline Dr, Raleigh, NC 27607
CLINTON, Gordon S. (D) JD, LLD, Atty at Law, Chrm, Bd of Trustees, UM, 3rd Lenora Bldg, Suite 500,
Seattle, WA 98121
CLINTON, Mrs. Gordon S. (AV) Housewife, Admin Bd, UM, 7733 58th NE, Seattle, WA 98115
CLOYD, Betty S. (AV) BS, Diac Min, Student, UM, 502 Walnut, Spnngfield, TN 37172
CLOYD, Thomas H. (D) BS, MTh, MA, PhD, Sr Min, UM, 502 Walnut, Spnngfield, TN 37172
CLYMER, Helen E. (AV) Hon Pres Iowa UMW, Homemaker, UM, 3005 Patricia Dr, Des Moines, lA 50322
CLYMER, Wayne K. (C) BD, MA, PhD, Bishop, Min, Pres UM Comm on Rekef, UM, 3005 Patricia Dr, Des
Moines, lA 50322
COCHRAN, Mrs. Charles, Jr. (C) Trustee, UM, 3533 Blud Point Dr, Knoxville, TN 37920
COCHRAN, Evelyn V. (AV) Homemaker, Communion Steward, UMW Chr Global Concerns, UM, 1625 Slater
St, Toledo, OH 43612
COCHRAN, Harold T. (D) Pres UMM, W Ohio, Pres Trustee Bd, Ret Bus Exec, UM, 1625 Slater St, Toledo, OH
43612
COE, Janet B. (D) RN, BS Ed, Reg Nurse, Ch Sch Tchr, UM, 1904 7th St, Tillamook, OR 97141
COE, Wendell L. (D) STB, STM, DMin, Min, UM, 1904 7th, Tillamook, OR 97141
COKER, Elkanah L. (C) OBE, JP, Financial Consuk, Conf Treas, Meth Ch HQ Off, PO Box 64, Freetown, Sierra
Leone, W Africa
COLAW, Emerson S. (C) Bishop, UM 122 W Franklin, Minneapolis, MN 55404
COLE, Ahne (V) Off Mgr, UM, 1485 Dewberry Ra NE, Marietta, GA 30062
COLE, Augustus L. (AV) BFA, MM, Lib Lim, MTh, Min, UM, PO Box 472, Ellijay, GA 30540
COLE, Chades E. (D) BA, BD, Editor, Gen Bd Staff, UM, Box 871, Nashville, TN 37202
COLE, Elbert C. (C) BD, ThD, DD, Min, UM, 5144 Oak, Kansas City, MO 64112
COLE, Elbert H. (AV) DD, Traveling Elder, AME, 1241 Cobb, Fresno, CA 93706
COLE, Lorene Z. (D) CWU Pres, Public Heakh Nurse, Mission Pres, AME, 1241 Cobb, Fresno, CA 93706
COLE, Mollie P. (O) BA, MEd, Tchr, UM, PO Box 472, Ellijay, GA 30540
COLE, Virginia W. (AV) AB, Social Worker, UM, 5144 Oak, Kansas City, MO 64112
COLEMAN, Alcestis (D) MA, Educator/Tchr, Gen Pres, Women's Home & Overseas Missionary Soc. 120-19
Nashville Blvd, St Albans, NY 11412
COLEMAN, Caesar D. (C) Presiding Bishop, CME, 2330 Sutter St, Dallas, TX 75216
COLEMAN, Clinton R. (C) Bishop AMEZ, 3513 Ellamont Rd, Baltimore, MD 21215
COLEMAN, Elizabeth L. (D) Housewife, CME, 2330 Sutter St, Dallas, TX 75216
COLEMAN, Ethel G. (C) Missionary Supvr, AMEZ, 3513 Ellamont Rd, Baltimore, MD 21215
COLEMAN, G. Ray (C) AB, MDiv, Min, AMEZ, 1736 Webster St NW, Washington, DC 20011
COLEMAN, Marion (O) UM, 611 N 1st St, Birmingham, AL 35204
COLEMAN, Paulette (D) PhD, Urban Planner, AME, 8750 Georgia Ave, Apt 523A, Silver Spring, MD 20910
COLES, Joseph C, Jr. (C) BA, BD, STM, DD, Bishop, CME, 2780 Collier Dr NW, Atlanta, GA 30318
COLES, Mrs. Joseph C, Jr. (D) Bus Sch, Stenographer/Sec, Bishop's Sec, CME, 2780 Collier Dr NW, Atlanta,
GA 30318
COLESCOTT, Kathy (AV) Heakh Educator, UM, 306-6th St W, Ada, MN 56510
COLESCOTT, Ted G. (D) Min, UM, 306 6th St W, Ada, MN 56510
COLLIN, Anna (D) Tchr, UM, S Radmansgatan 25, S-802 21 Gavle, Sweden
COLLIN, Anna Marie (C) Tchr, UM, Ugglevagen 13 C, S-802 26 Gavle, Sweden
COLLIN, Lars H. (C) MTh, Min, UM, Ugglevagen 13 C, S-802 26, Gavle, Sweden
COLLINS, Ann (D) 4656 Norway St, Jackson, MS 39206
COLLINS, Anne (AV) BA, Homemaker/Tchr, Dist Pres UMW, UM, 1200 Manchester Dr, Raleigh, NC 27609
COLLINS, Mabel E. (V) AA, BS, Gerontology, UM, 920-5 Baychester Ave, Bronx, NY 10475
COLLINS, Mamie H. (V) Chrp Comm on Worship, UM, 128-30 140 St, Jamaica, NY 11436
COLLINS, Thomas A. (AV) BA, BD, MDiv, DD, Sr Min, UM, 1200 Manchester Dr. Raleigh, NC 27609
COLTON, Kenneth (D) BA, MA, MDiv, Chaplain US Air Force, Elder Conf, UM. 1106 Hayloft Ln, San Antonio,
TX 78245
304
COLTON, Laura A. (V) 5335 NW Loop 410, Apt 1905, San Antonio, TX 78229
CONARROE, Marl< R. (C) Chrp Nat! Youth Min Org, Student, UM, 4346 W Maryland Ave, Glendale, AZ 85301
CONE, James H. (D) PhD. Prof, AME, Union Theological Seminary 3041, Broadway, New York, NY 10027
CONE, Sandra G. (AV) MA, Prof, AME, 3041 Broadway. New York. NY 10027
CONITZ, Lynn (O) Tchr, UM. 1226 NW Johns. Pendelton. OR 97801
CONLEY. Carl (O) 565 W Hidalgo, Raymondville. TX 78580
CONNELL, William P (D) BA, MDiv. Dist Supt. Min. 1011 Skyline Dr. Fayetteville. AR 72701
CONNELL, Mrs. William P (AV) BA, Housewife, 1011 Skyline Dr, Fayetteville, AR 72701
CONNER, Maude (O) UM, 83 1/2 W Fourth St, Chillicothe. OH 45601
CONSTANTINO, Elizeu (C) Dr, Lawyer, Pres of Gen Council, Rua Marques de Abrantes, 192, Bloco 1. Apart
1601. Rio de Janeiro. Brasil
CONSTANTINO, Zelia S. (D) Prof, Rua Marques de Abrantes, 192, Bloco 1. Apto 1601. Flamengo 22. 230.
Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brasil
CONWAY, Agnes Edith (AV) Sec, Catholic, 135 1st St, Butler, PA 16001
CONWAY, Barbara J. (D) Sec, UM. 135 1st St. Butler. PA 16001
COOK. Aletha B. (AV) UM. 1041 Avon PI. S Pasadena, CA 91030
COOK, Beth A. (D) BSN, RN/Educator, 2908 Monroe. Evansville. IN 47715
COOK. David R. (D) BS. BS. Police Detective, 2809 Monroe, Evansville. IN 47715
COOK, Elaine (D) Housewife, RR 1 Box 99H, Jasper, IN 47546
COOK, Frederick W. (D) BA, BD, MA, Min, UM, 1041 Avon PI. S Pasadena, CA 91030
COOK, H.M. (O) 3527 Fairfax. Corpus Christi. TX 78412
COOK. Mrs. H.M. (O) 3527 Fairfax. Corpus Christi, TX 78412
COOK. James E. (D) BA, BD, MEd. DD, Min. College Dean. AMEZ. 151 School Highland Rd. Greenville, AL
36037
COOK, Mildred W. (AV) BS, MA, Tchr, Dir of Christian Ed. AMEZ. 151 School Highland Rd. Greenville, AL
36037
COOK, Robert W. (D) BS. MS, Educator, RR 1 Box 99H, Jasper, IN 47546
COOK, Shirley (D) Gen Mgr, Publishing. Bd Pres. UM, 806 Olive Rd, Oxford, MI 48051
COOKE, Mary Frances (AV) UM. 1144 Westview Terr, Dover, DE 19901
COOKE. R. Jervis (D) AB. MDiv. STD, Min, College Pres, UM, 1144 Westview Terr, Dover, DE 19901
COOPER. Earle N. (C) BA. LLB. JD. Attorney. UM, 12 Church St. Nassau, NY 12123
COOPER, Mrs. Earle N. (AV) Homemaker, PRes UMW, UM, 12 Church St, Nassau, NY 12123
COOPER, Ethel Thomas (AV) BA, MA, NEA Dir. UM, 203 Daisy Dr. Greenville, SC 29605
COOPER, Joel A. (C) DD. Sr Min, UM, 2507 S Fresno PI, Ft Smith, AR 72901
COOPER, Mrs. Joel A. (AV) UM, 2507 S Fresno PI, Ft Smith, AR 72901
COOPER, Joethel Jeannette (D) BA, MDiv, Min, Exec Assoc Dir, Conf Counc on Min, UM, 471 E Broad St.
Suite 1106, Columbus, OH 43215
COPELAND, Donzell W. (D) Public Relations, Salesperson, CWU Sec. CME. 1220 W 50th St. Los Angeles. CA
90037
COPELAND, Vesta B. (D) BS, MA, Ret Tchr, Pres UMW, UM. 3814 Cedardale Rd. Baltimore. MD 21215
CORSON, Frances B. (D) LHP, UM, Cornwall Manor, Cornwall. PA 17016
CORSON. Fred P. (C) Past Pres WMC, Bishop, UM, Cornwall Manor. Cornwall, PA 17016
CORSON. John E. (D) Sr Min, UM, 4600 Stockdale, Bakersfield, CA 93309
CORSON, Sylvia B. (AV) BA, MA, Family & Child Counselor, UM. 1912 Glendon Ct, Bakersfield, CA 93309
COUSIN, Joan G. (D) BA, Tchr. Missionary Supvr. AME, 1403 Miami Cir, Birmingham, AL 35214
COUSIN, Philip R. (C) AB, MTh. DMin, DD, Bishop AME, 1728 3rd Ave N, Birmingham, AL 35203
COVINGTON, Sallie Phin (D) Student, Organist, UM, PO Box 356, Norway, SC 29113
COX, J. Finley (D) Merchant, Trustee, UM, 7619 Idlewyld Rd, Richmond. VA 23225
COX. Mrs. J. Finley (D) Dir of Chris Ed, Diac Min, UM. 7619 Idlewyld Rd, Richmond, VA 23225
COX. Mrs. John M. (D) Ret Tchr, Dist Treas, WMS, AME, 18 16th St SE, Washington, DC 20003
CRADOCK, Norma (C) Tchr, Local Preacher, 25 Court Rd, Oldland, Common, Bristol BS15 6SN, U.K.
CRAGG, H. Eugene (D) MTh, DD Sr Min, UM, 12955 Memorial Dr, Houston, TX 77079
CRAGG. Mrs. H. Eugene (AV) BA, Housewife, UM. 12955 Memorial Dr. Houston. TX 77079
CRAIG. Dorothy (V) 1703 Geraldine Ave, Columbus, OH 43219
CRAIG. John O. (D) Min and Evangelism. UM. Box 82 (749 Park Ave) Milford. NE 68405
CRAIG. Mrs. John O. (AV) Evangelism, UM, Box 82, Milford, NE 68405
CRAWFORD, Mrs. W.G. (D) Homemaker, Chrp Worship Comm, Co-Ch, Evang Work Area, 2700 NE 40th St,
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308
CROCKER Joseph H. (O) M Div, Min, Ecumn Institute, 4750 N. Sheridan Rd, Chicago, IL 60640
305
CROCKER, Rebecca (D) Tchr, 20 W Tupelo, Naperville, IL 60540
CROCKER, Robert B. (D) Dist Supt, 20 W Tupelo, Naperville, IL 06540
CROUCH, Deborah A. (O) Tchr, UM, 408 Magnolia St (PO Box 888) Denton, TX 76201
CROUCH, William C. (AV) Dr, Min, UM, 408 Magnolia St (PO Box 888) Denton, TX 76201
CROWTHER, Mary W. (D) 405 W Lake Ave, Spring Lake, NJ 07762
CROWTHER, Robert W., Jr. (D) BA, MDiv, ThM, DMin, Min, UM, 405 W Lake Ave, Spring Lake, NJ 07762
CRUM, Jack H. (AV) DMin, Min, UM, R 1, Box 260, Garner, NC 27529
CRUM, Kay S. (AV) MA, Tchr, UM, R 1, Box 260, Garner, NC 27529
CRUMP, Edward L. (D) BD, MDiv, DD, Min, UM, 6005 Sedberry Rd, Nashville, TN 37205
CRUMP, Georgia L. (AV) BA, Tchr, UM, 6005 Sedberry Rd, Nashville, TN 37205
CRUMPLEY, Mrs. Lee (D) Housewife, 1st VP NY Conf, AME, 40 Hally Dr, New Rochelle, NY 10801
CRUTCHFIELD, Finis A. (C) Bishop UM, 10 E Broad Oaks Dr, Houston, TX 77056
CRUTCHFIELD, Mrs. Finis A. (AV) UM, 10 E Broad Oaks Dr, Houston, TX 77056
CRUTCHFIELD, Mildred D. (D) Diac Min, CDE, Dir Chris Ed, UM, 1520 W 77th St, Chicago, IL 60620
CRUZ, Florentine T. de la (AV) Pres WSCS, UM, Box 21, N.L.G.C. Republic of Nauru, Central Pacific
CULLINANE, Peter (E) RC Bishop, Co-Chr Catholic/Meth Join Comm for dialogue in New Zealand, Roman
Catholic, PO Box 8003, Palmerston North, New Zealand
CUMMINGS, Frank C. (C) Bishop AME, 2138 St Bernard Ave, New Orleans, LA 70119
CUMMINGS, Mrs. Frank C. (D) AME, 2138 St Bernard Ave, New Orleans, LA 70119
CUMMINGS, James L. (C) DD, Bishop, CME, 5577 W 63rd St, Los Angeles, CA 90056
CUMMINGS, Norma J. (D) Tchr, Consuk on Children's Affairs, CME, 5577 W 63rd St, Los Angeles, CA 90056
CUMMINS, B.R. (AV) MST, Min, UM, 302 SE 4th St, Faidield, IL 62837
CUMMINS, Barry (V) 4207 Kingsland Dr, Greensboro, NC 27405
CUMMINS, Marlene (C) AB, Tchr, UM, 302 SE 4th St, Faidield, IL 62837
CUNNINGHAM, Mrs. Ara (V) UM, 2561 Lindenwood, San Angelo, TX 76901
CUNNINGHAM, Murrell T. (C) BS, MDiv, DD, Sr Min, UM, St John's UMC, 5000 Washington Blvd, St. Louis,
MO 63108
CUNNINGHAM, Rebecca A. (AV) UM, 5000 Washington Blvd, St. Louis, MO 63108
CURL, William E. (D) Min, UM, 308 White Cir SE, Huntsville, AL 35801
CURL, Mrs. William E. (AV) Homemaker, UM, 308 White Cir SE, Hunstville, AL 35801
CURRENT, Gloster B. (D) Hon Dr of Humanities, BA, MPA, Dr of Laws, Min, UM, 100-30 203 St, Hollis, NY
11423
CURRENT, Rebecca E. (AV) BA, MA, Ret, UM, 100-30 203 St, Hollis, NY 11423
CUSTER, Chester E. (D) BA, ThM, MA Min, Ex Dir, Discipleship Resources, UM, 831 Rodney Dr, Nashville, TN
37205
CUSTER, Elizabeth (AV) BA, MA, Tchr, UM, 831 Rodney Dr, Nashville, TN 37205
CUTNOSE, Victor Thomas (D) Student, UM, Star Rt A Box 115. Lawton, OK 73501
DAHLSTRAND, Goran (D) Architect, Kyrkallen 3, 181 42 Lidingo, Sweden
DAHLSTRAND, Ingrid (D) Sec, Kyrkallen 3, 181 42 Lidingo, Sweden
DAILEY, Charles M. (D) Min, UM, 702 Main St, Wintersville, OH 43952
DAILEY, Helen (D) BSSW, MS, Social Worker, UM, 140 Grandview Dr, Wintersville, OH 43952
DAILEY, Mary B. (D) Tchr, UM, RD#4, 140 Grandview Dr, Wintersville, OH 43952
DANIEL, Mrs. S.A. (D) 134 Lorong L. Telok Kurau, Singapore 1542
DANTES, Lydia R. (V) RN, MSN, Asst Prof, 6433 N. Hamikon, Chicago, IL 60645
DASS, G.D. (AV) MBBS, Dr, Chrm LCEC, 138-0 Jalan Balong Ayam, Telok Gadong, Kelang, Selangor,
Malaysia
DASS, Violet (D) Tchr, Pres, WSCS, 138-0 Jalan Balong Ayam, Telok Gadong, Kelang, Selangor, Malaysia
DAUGHERTY, Robert M. (C) Dr, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 1103 Whitfield Blvd, Reading, PA 19609
DAUGHERTY, Ruth A. (D) Pres Women's Div, UM, 1103 Whitfield Blvd, Reading, PA 19609
DAUNER, Frank A. (C) Dist Supt, Min, UM, 3401 S Clay St, Green Bay, WI 54301
DAUNER, Mrs. Frank A. (AV) Housewife, UM, 3401 S Clay St, Green Bay, WI 54301
DAUSTER, Grace (O) Sec, 275 Rainprint Sq, Murrysville, PA 15668
DAVENPORT, Vivian (O) Creswell, NC 27928
DAVIES, Frank B. (C) MB, BS, MD, Medical Doctor & Priest, UM, 29 Rawdon St, PO Box 940, Freetown, Siena
Leone, W Africa
DAVIES, Mrs. Frank B. (D) 29 Rawdon St, PO Box 940, Freetown, Sierra Leone, W Africa
DAVIS, Anthony W. (D) 508 W 38th, Indianapolis, IN 46208
DAVIS, Barbara R. (D) BMusEd, Music Educator, VP Dist UMW, UM, 359 Park Ave, Parchment, MI 49004
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DAVIS, Betty (AV) Sec, Mission Support Group, Sec NSW Synod, Wesley Central Mission, 210 Pitt St, Sydney
2000 Australia
DAVIS, Betty (AV) Accountant, Financial Sec, Box 187, Fairview Hts, Toronto, OH 43964
DAVIS, David C. (D) AB, DMin, STM, Min, UM, 359 Park Ave, Parchment, MI 49004
DAVIS, Harold (D) AB, BD, DD, Min, UM, 26 Palacio Cir, Hot Springs Village, AR 71901
DAVIS, Mrs. Harold K. (AV) UM, 25 Palacio Cir, Hot Springs, AR 71901
DAVIS, James H. (D) Pres, Tower Oil Co, Lay Ldr, UM, 7030 Orchid Ln, Dallas, TX 75230
DAVIS, Mrs. James H. (D) V-Pres, Tower Oil Co, Admin Bd, UM, 7030 Orchid Ln, Dallas, TX 75230
DAVIS, Jean Hok (D) AB, Homemaker, Conf V-Pres UMW, UM, 224 N Bluff, Anthony, KS 67003
DAVIS, Jeannine A. (AV) Choir, Evangelism Sec, UM, 1801 Hinton Dr, Ft Wayne, IN 46808
DAVIS, Keith D. (D) BA, MDiv, Sr Min, UM, 1801 Hinton Dr, Ft Wayne, IN 46808
DAVIS, Lola (V) 463 Chestnut Dr SW, Marietta, GA 30064
DAVIS, Peter K. (D) LTh, Min, Imm Past Mod NSW Synod, Wesley Central Mission, 210 Pitt St, Sydney 2000
Australia
DAVIS, Viola (V) Nurse, UM, 4901 Cordova, Ft Worth, TX 76132
DAVIS, Wesley H. (AV) MDiv, AB, Min, UM, 224 N Bluff, Anthony, KS 67003
DAVIS, William E. (D) Mechanic Foreman, Box 187 Fairview Hts, Toronto, OH 43964
DAW, Jackie (V) Gaines Road, Corinth, MS 38834
DAWSON, Mary Louise (AV) Ret, Pres UMW, UM, 461 Twinning Dr, Dayton, OH 45431
DAWSON, Rollo R. (D) Ret, Dist Lay Ldr, UM, 461 Twinning Dr, Dayton, OH 45431
DAY, Catherine (O) Rt 3, Box 120, Vernon, TX 76384
DAY, R. Randy (AV) Min, UM, Conf Chrp Comm on Church and Society, 162-10 Highland Ave, Jamaica, NY
11432
DEAN, Betty H. (D) MA, Counselor & Guidance, UM, N1103 Progress Rd, Veradale, WA 99037
DEAN, Edward L. (AV) Millwright, Ch Trustee, UM, N1103 Progress Rd, Veradale, WA 99037
DEASON, Annie T. (O) 61 Jones Cir, Old Hickory, TN 37138
DECELL, William J. (AV) MS State Hwy Engineer Asst, Um, 4827 Windermere Terr, Jackson, MS 39206
DECELL, Mrs. William J. (AV) Sec to UM Bishop, UM, 4827 Windermere Terr, Jackson, MS 39206
DECKER, Jacqueline (AV) Homemaker, UM, Rt 5 Box 267, Bemidji, MN 56601
DECKER, Robert D. (C) PhD, Prof, Local Chr of Ad Bd, UM, Rt 5 Box 267, Bemidji, MN 56601
DEES, Davis P (D) MDiv PHB, Sr Min, UM, 211 N School, Normal, IL 61761
DEES, Elizabeth W. (O) BS, Nurse, UM, 211 N School, Normal, IL 61761
DEGRAFFENREIDT, Kermit J. (D) STOM, Min, Gen Off, AMEZ, Dept of Overseas Missions of the AMEZ
Church, Room 1910, 475 Riverside Dr, New York, NY 10115
DELONG, Dale F. (D) Ins Agent, Dist Lay Ldr, UM, 590 Ridgewood Dr, Circleville, OH 43113
DELONG, Evelyn L. (AV) Ch Treas, UM, 590 Ridgewood Dr, Circleville, OH 43113
DELONG, George E. (D) BS, Ret Banker, Trustee, UM, 20 Redwood Ct, Lafayette, IN 47904
DELONG, Ruth W. (D) UM, 20 Redwood Ct, Lafayette, IN 47904
DELROY, Clark C. (D) Colegio Metodista San Jose, Costa Rica, Central America
DELZ, Peggy (V) 2608 Sunset, San Angelo, TX 76901
DEMOUCHE, Elizabeth (O) Ret Tchr, 6506 Pharaoh Dr, Corpus Christi, TX 78412
DEPNER, Bo B. (C) Tchr, Pilegaardsparken 55, Dk-3460 Bikkerod, Denmark
DERR, Donna F. (D) MSW, ACSW, Social Worker, Conf Coord, Family Ministry, UM, 2715 Kirkbride St,
Philadelphia, PA 19137
DERR, Larry C. (AV) Min, UM, 2715 Kirkbride St, Philadelphia, PA 19137
DEVINE, Louise L. (V) 28 Macombs Place, PO Box 228, New York, NY 10039
DEVINE, Mary R. (O) Media Mgr, 1405 Casa Grande, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
DEVINE, Ralph O. (O) Ret, 1405 Casa Grande, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
DEWIRE, Cathy (O) BA, Sales Representative, UM, 34 W Dixon Ave, Dayton, OH 45419
DEWIRE, Debbie (O) Student, 34 W Dixon Ave, Dayton, OH 45419
DEWIRE, Norman E. (C) DMin, DD, MDiv, BS Ed, Min, Gen Sec, Gen Counc on Min, UM, 601 W Riverview
Ave, Dayton, OH 45406
DEWIRE, Shirley W. (AV) BS Ed, Homemaker, Volunteer, UM 34 W Dixon Ave, Dayton, OH 45419
DEWITT, Jesse R. (C) BS, DD, MD, Bishop UM, 77 Washington St, Suite 1806, Chicago, IL 60602
DICKERSON, Ailene B. (V) 111 S Main St, London, OH 42140
DICKINSON, Buford A. (D) Theo Schl Pres, UM, Methodist Theological School in Ohio, Delaware, OH 43015
DICKINSON, Mrs. Buford A. (D), Delaware, OH 43015
DICKINSON, Letha L. (D) AB, Ret Tchr, Dist UMW Coord of Christian Social Involvement, Admin Bd, UM, 1007
E Jackson Ave, Riverton, WY 82501
DIERWECHTER, Tatiana (D) Student, 300 Geneseo, Storm Lake, lA 50588
DILLARD, Robert L., Jr. (D) Attorney, Bd Mbr, SS Tchr, UM, 6624 Lakewood Blvd, Dallas, TX 75214
DILLARD, Mrs. R.L. (AV) UM, 6624 Lakewood Blvd, Dallas, TX 75214
DIXON, Ernest T., Jr. (C) Bishop, UM, Box 28509 San Antonio, TX 78228
DIXON, Ernestine C. (D) PhD, Homemaker, UM, Box 28509 San Antonio, TX 78228
DO, Kul II (D) Min, 400-12 Chang Jun-Dong Mapo-ku, Seoul, Korea
DOBBINS, Gwendolyn E. (AV) BS, MS, Tchr, UM, 1220 Phillips St, Nashville, TN 37208
DOBBINS, William C. (D) BS, MDiv, MA, Min, UM, 1220 Phillips St, Nashville, TN 37208
DOERR, Bettye V. (AV) Sec, Bldg Comm, Adm Bd, UM, 1802 W Freeman St, Carbondale, IL 62901
DOERR, William A. (D) PhD, Univ Tchr & Admin, Chrm, Finance Comm, UM, 1802 W Freeman St, Car
bondale, IL 62901
DOGGETT, John N., Jr. (C) MDiv, EdM, PhD, Dist Supt, UM, 126 Glen Cove Dr, Chesterfield, MO 63017
DOGGETT, Juanita T. (AV) BD, MA, School Principal, Youth Adv, UM, 126 Glen Cove Dr, Chesterfield, MO
63017
DOMINISH, Rev. C. (AV) L Th, Dip RE, Min, 11 Elizabeth St, Mangerton, NSW, Australia 2500
DORAISAWMY, Solomon (E) BA, LT, BD, DD, Bishop, Moderator, CSI, Church of S. India, 8 Racquet Court
Ln, PO Box 31, Tiruchirapalli-620 001, India
DORNELLAS, Alice Soares (D) Prof, Tchr, Rua Desembargador Isidro 60-Apt 203, 20521, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
DORNELLAS, Joao Wesley (D) PhD, Lawyer, Rua Desembargador Isidro 60-Apt 203, 20521, Rio de Janeiro
Brazil
DORSEY, Harold W. (D) AB, MDiv, DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 1018 New Circle Rd, Rm 206, Lexington, KY
40505
DORSEY, Mrs. Harold W. (AV) AB, Housewife, UM, 1018 New Circle Rd, Rm 206, Lexington, KY 40505
DOTEN, Donn (D) Dr, Editor/Publisher, UM, 1976 Radcliff, SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49506
DOTEN, Dottie (D) M.Lib Sc, Admin, Lib, UM, 1976 Radcliff, SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49506
DOTY, David (O) Dr, Rt 7, Box 829, Columbus, MS 38701
DOTY, Mrs. David (O) Rt 7, Box 829, Columbus, MS 38701
DOTY, James Edward (C) Min, Treas, WMFLC, UM, 502 Peerman PI, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
DOTY, Mark (O) PO Box 460, Manchaca, TX 78652
DOTY, Mrs. Mark (O) PO Box 460, Manchaca, TX 78652
DOTY, Martha (O) Actress, UM, 2418 Gatewood St, Los Angeles, CA 90031
DOTY, Merciel S. (AV) Pre-School Consuk, 502 Peerman PI, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
DOUGLAS, Frances (V) Real Est Agent, UM, 933 E Hammond, Ft Worth, TX 76110
DOUGLAS, Mrs. J.S. (V) UM, 607 W Pine St, Fitzgerald, GA 31750
DOUGLAS, Retha N. (AV) Bus Ed, Accountant, 20035 Lichfield, Detroit, MI 48221
DOUGLAS, Walter O. (D) Pres, New Detroit, Inc. 20035 Lichfield, Detroit, MI 48221
DOVE, T. Mark (D) Min, UM, 5514 Redwood Rd, Columbus, OH 43229
DOWD, John (O) BS, BD, Min, UM, 7301 Glenview Dr, Ft Worth, TX 76118
DOWIE, Vera I. (C) JP, 26 Braemar Rd, Rothesay Bay, Auckland, New Zealand
DRINKARD, Caroline B. (AV) Housewife, Mem BOGM, UM, 2376 Doreen Ct, Atlanta, GA 30345
DRINKARD, Lee (D) Tchr, UM, 149 Cole Manor Dr, Athens, GA 30606
DUBOIS, Barbara M. (AV) School Lib, UM, 220 Union St, Mantua, NJ 08051
DUBOIS, John S. (D) STM, Min, UM, 220 Union St, Mantua, NJ 08051
DUCKER, Paul E. (D) Ret College Tchr, 1402 Lakeshore Dr, Mudreesboro, TN 37130
DUCKER, Pauline (D) 1402 Lakeshore Dr, Mudreesboro, TN 37130
DUDLEY, Jean H. (V) Editor, Organist, 1604 E Taylor, Hadingen, TX 78550
DUDLEY, Noel W. (V) PhD, Math Tchr, 1604 E Taylor, Hadingen, TX 78550
DUDLEY, Thelma J. (C) Dr, Education, Pres Women's Missionary Council, CME, PO Box 5245, Orlando, FL
32855
DUFFEY, Louise C. (AV) Homemaker, UM, 4010 Dupont Cr, Prof Tow #264, Louisville, KY 40207
DUFFEY, Paul A. (C) DD, Min, Bishop, UM, 4010 Dupont Cr, Prof Tow #264, Louisville, KY 40207
DUFFIELD, Marian (O) UM, Mont Alto, PA 17237
DUKE, Charles (C) BD, Assist to Bishop, UM, 2012 Plantation Blvd, Jackson, MS 39211
DUKE, Mrs. Charles (AV) 2012 Plantation Blvd, Jackson, MS 39211
DUMDIE, Lucille (D) UM, 308 6th St, Sheboygan Falls, WI 53085
DUNBAR, J.E. (D) Dip of Tchng, Tchr, 38 Willunga St, Eden Hills, 5050, Sth, Australia
DUNCAN, Booker T. (AV) AME, 2143 S Bassett St, Detroit, MI 48217
DUNCAN, Willie Lee (AV) AME, 2143 S Bassett St, Detroit, MI 48217
DUNLAP Catherine M (D), UM, Apt. 208 M Bldg, Meth Theological School, Delaware, OH 43015
308
DUNLAP, G. Alan (D) Banker, Gen Counc CF&A, UM, Box E, Milford, NE 68405
DUNLAP, Phyllis (AV) Exec Comm Bd of Publications, Meth Pub House, UM, Box E, Milford, NE 68405
DUNMORE, Eva E. (D) Pres CA Conf Miss Soc, Nat'l Off, CME, 1821 Chestnut St, Berkeley, CA 94702
DUNN, Kathy (O) UM, 2212 Dartmouth Rd, Augusta, GA 30904
DUNN, Lynn (O) BS, Psychology Tech, UM, 2122 Dartmouth Rd, Augusta, GA 30904
DUNN, M. Eugene (D) AB, MDiv, Min, UM, 2212 Dartmouth Rd, Augusta, GA 30904
DUNN, Mrs. M. Eugene (AV) UM, 2212 Dartmouth Rd, Augusta, GA 30904
DUNN, Roy S. (D) Sr Min, UM, 20172 Merritt Dr, Cupertino, CA 95014
DUNNAM, Jen-y M. (D) Artist, UM, 1908 Grand Ave, Nashville, TN 37212
DUNNAM, Maxie D. (C) DD, BA, MTh, Editor, The Upper Room, UM, 1908 Grand Ave, Nashville, TN 37212
DURHAM, Jessie (D) Dist Off, AMEZ, 889 Heckscher Ave, N Bay Shore, NY 11706
DURHAM, John E. (D) Presiding Elder, Min, AMEZ, 889 Heckscher Ave, N Bay Shore, NY 11706
DUTTON, Denis C. (C) BA, MDiv, LTh, Min, Pres of Conf, 2 Jalan Wesley, Kuala Lumpur 05-05, Malaysia
DYKES, Elizabeth (AV) 1105 Dykes St, Newport, TN 37821
DYKES, Roland, Jr. (D) Conf Trustee, Chr Admin Bd, Masonry Contractor, 1105 Dykes St, Newport, TN 37821
DYSART, Linda (V) RN, 3174 Brandy Station, Atlanta, GA 30339
LAKES, Carmen (V) Student, Church of Christ, PO Box 149, Kure Beach, NC 28449
LAKES, Doris (V) Mgr of Rest Homes, Church of Christ, Kure Beach, NC 28449
EARL, Munray D. (C) Min, 68 Peynton St, Ceduna 5690, S Australia
EASTWOOD, Hilda (C) 15, Northover Rd, Bristol BS9 3LN, U.K.
EATON, Harry B. (C) BA, BD, DD, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 4016 W Broad St, PO Box 11367, Richmond, VA
23230
EATON, Mrs. Harry B. (D) 4016 Broad St, PO Box 11367, Richmond, VA 23230
EBY, John E. (O) UM, 10805 SE 320th, Auburn, WA 98002
EBY, Norma (C) UM, 10805 SE 320th, Auburn, WA 98002
ECKERSLEY, Betty L. (AV) Homemaker, Chrm, Parsonage Comm, Mbr, Bd of Trustees, 1054 E Maple, Mt
Pleasant, MI 48858
ECKERSLEY, J. Dean (D) Accountant, Chrm, Common Wills & Memorials, Mbr, Comm on Episcopacy, 1054 E
Maple, Mt Pleasant, Ml 48858
EDDINS, Charlotte N. (AV) UM, 3533 Bluff Point Dr, Knoxville, TN 37920
EDIS, E.R. (AV) Wesley Central Mission, 148 Lonsdale St, Melbourne, Vic, Australia 300
EDMUNDSON, Cardy C, Jr. (D) Min, UM, 624 Ocean Blvd, St Simons Island, GA 31522
EDMUNDSON, Mrs. C.C. (AV) Housewife, UM, 624 Ocean Blvd, St Simons Island, GA 31522
EDWARDS, Robert H. (D) STM, Min, UM, 2 Signal Hill Blvd, Belleville, IL 62223
EGGER, Darris L. (V) 1909 River Oaks Road, Abilene, TX 79605
EISCHEN, Daniel C. (D) MDiv, Min, UM, 820 Madison Blvd, Bartlesville, OK 74003
EISCHEN, Earlene (AV) UM, 4709 Brookline Dr, Bartlesville, OK 74003
EKIN, Floy J. (D) 818 Vermont St, Quincy, IL 62301
EKIN, Marian (AV) 818 Vermont St, Quincy, IL 62301
ELDRED, Veeve L. (V) Ret, Admin Bd, UM, 1114 N Vernon St, Arlington, VA 22201
EMMERT, Herman A. (C) AB, MDiv, Sr Min, UM 2658 Drummond Rd, Toledo, OH 43606
EMMERT, Mary L. (AV) BS Ed, Housewife, UM, 2658 Drummond Rd, Toledo, OH 43606
EMPALING, Mrs. Jawan (AV) 17 Jalan Setiarasa, Kawasan 3, Damansara Height, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
EMPALING, Y.B. Jawan (D) L Th, BA, MA, Parlimentary Sec, Chmn Meth Youth Council, 17, Jalan Satiarasa,
Kawasan 3, Damansara Heights, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
ENANG, Mrs. O.U. (D) Tchr, Wom Fellowship Ldr, Gen Pur Com & Conf, 6 Uyo Rd, Ikot Ekpene, Cross River
State, Nigeria
ENGLISH, Donald (C) MA, BA, HonDD, Theological Tutor, 11 Northover Rd, Bristol BS9 3LN, England
ENOCHS, Mrs. I. Crawford (AV) UM, 3503 Kings Hwy, Jackson, MS 39216
ENSOR, David (C) Manag, Dir, Newspapers, VP British Meth Conf, Milborne Lodge, Beech Close, Cobham,
Surrey, KTll 2EN, England
ENSOR, Trudy (C) Tchr, Treas, Milborne Lodge, Beech Close, Cobham, Surrey, KTll 2EN, England
EPFS, A.C. (C) UM, 685 Flamingo Dr SW, Atlanta, GA 30311
EPPs! Dollie M. (AV) 685 Flamingo Dr SW, Atlanta, GA 30311
ERNST, Edwin G. (AV) BS, Pharmaceutical Rep, UM, 3240 Post Gate Dr, Bethel Pk, PA 15102
ERNST, Sally (C) Nurse, Pres Conf UMW, 3240 Post Gate Dr, Bethel Pk, PA 15102
ERWIN, J. Otis (D), MDiv, MRE, STM, LLD, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 417 N Scoville Ave, Oak Park, IL 60302
ERWIN, Mrs. J. Otis (D) BM Musician, Writer, UM, 417 N Scoville Ave, Oak Park, IL 60302
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ESCHBACH, Urs (C) Dist Supt, Min, UM, Weyerstrasse 22, CH-3084, Wabern, Switzerland
ESGUERRA, Lerma (O) Commerce Grad, Ch Sec, UM, Taytay, Rizal, Philippines D-3139
ESLINGER, Richard L. (V) PhD, Min, Staff, Bd of Discipleship, UM, 758 Bresslyn Rd, Nashville, TN 37205
ESSAMUAH, Albert W.S. (D) BS, Ariba, Architect, University of Science & Technology, Kumasi, Ghana
ESSAMUAH, Ernestina (D) Housewife, PO Box 403, Accra, Ghana
ESSAMUAH, Samuel B. (C) Min, Pres of Conf, PO Box 403, Accra, Ghana
ETHER, Horace F (D) BS, MS, Chemist, UM, 715 Hemlock Rd, Media, PA 19063
ETHER, Mrs. Horace F. (AV) BS Ed, Homemaker, PPR Sec, UM, 715 Hemlock Rd, Media, PA 19063
EUBANKS, Jane N. (V) 4734 Knight Dr, New Orleans, LA 70127
EUBANKS, William I. (V) Min, 4734 Knight Dr, New Orleans, LA 70127
EVANS, Albert M. (D) BA, BD, Dist Supt, Min, UM, Box 314, Brownsville, TN 38012
EVANS, Mrs. Albert M. (AV) Housewife, Sec/UM, Box 314, Brownsville, TN 38012
EVANS, Catherine E. (AV) Tchr, UM, 11184 29 Mile Rd, Albion, Ml 49224
EVANS, David S. (D) EdD, STB, AB, Sr Min, UM, 11184 29 Mile Rd, Albion, Ml 49224
EVANS, James O. (D) BS, BD, Min, Conf Chrm, Ch & Soc, 604 Pine St, Springhill, LA 71075
EVANS, Mrs. James O. (AV) MS, Tchr, 604 Pine St, Springhill, LA 71075
EVERETT, Beverly B. (D) BS, Inst Mgmt, UM, RR 2, New Sharon, lA 50207
EVERETT, Lawrence W. (AV) BS, Agric, Farmer, UM, RR 2, New Sharon, lA 50207
EVERETT, Wilfred (D) Ret, 8200 Newark Rd, Mt Vernon, OH 43050
EVERETT, Mrs. Wilfred, (O) Ret, Sec UMW, 8200 Newark Rd, Mt Vernon, OH 43050
EWING, Sarah G. (D) MRE, MSSW, Chaplain, UM, 1910 Bainbridge Row Dr, Louisville, KY 40207
EWING. William K. (AV) Sales Admin, Gen Conf Comm on Rel and Race, UM, 1910 Bainbridge Row Dr,
Louisville, KY 40207
EXUM. John M. (C) BA. MTh. DD, Min, Bishop CME. 650 E McKellar. Memphis, TN 38106
FAIR, John T. (AV) BS Phys Ed, Ret Tchr, UM, 110 Prospect St, Spartanburg, SC 29301
FAIR, Sara W. (AV) MA Elem Ed, Ret Tchr, Organist, Chp Ed, UM, 110 Prospect St. Spartanburg. SC 29301
FAIRWEATHER, James E. (V) Min, UM, 7 Pamela Dr, Litde Rock, AR 72207
FAIRWEATHER, Mrs. J.E. (V) UM, 7 Pamela Dr, Litde Rock, AR 72207
FAJARDO, Inis Suavez de, (O), Aptdo 885, Panama 9A, Republic of Panama
FAJARDO, Juan (C) Slsmn, Lay Preacher, Apartado (Box) 7453, Panama 5, Panama
FAKASL'L' Eiki, Mrs. Peta (D) Tudor, Tchr, Wesleyan, Queen Salote College, Nukualofa, Tonga
FALEATUA, Mrs. Orita (V) PO Box 199, Apia, Western Samoa
FAMA, Onema (C) Bishop, B P 560 Kananga, Republique du Zaire, Congo
FANG, C.N. (C) Min, Bishop, Sth Floor, Wisma Meth, Lorong Han Jebat, Kuala Lumpur 05-05 Malaysia
fang! Constance (AV) M Mus, Mus Instrct, Ch Organist, UM, 1700 Church St, Stevens Point, WI 54481
FANG, Marcus (D) PhD, Univ Prof, Conf Lay Ldr, UM, 1700 Church St, Stevens Point, WI 54481
FANG, Veronica (AV) Music Tchr, 313 Jalan Lobak, Seremban, NS, Malaysia
FARIs', Richard B. (D) MDiv, TS, Min, UM, 2801 Virginia Beach Blvd, Virginia Beach, VA 23452
PARIS, Mrs. Richard B. (D) BS, Mfg Rep, Indstrl Chaplain, UM, 2801 Virginia Beach Blvd, Virginia Beach,
VA 23452
FARMER, Ead Taze (D) Businessman, Ch Trustee, Rt 3, Box 86, Gate City, VA 24251
FARMER, Peggy K. (AV) Rt 3, Box 86, Gate City, VA 24251
FARRELL, Ann (AV) UM, 3300 Mockingbird, Dallas. TX 75205
FARRELL, Leighton (D) Senior Pastor, UM, 3300 Mockingbird, Dallas, TX 75205
FAUBIOn! Mrs. Maurice (D) Conf Chp Status & Role Women, Homemaker, UM, 3031 Robinhood, Houston, TX
77005
FAULK. Angelo (V) 1222 Rose St, Berkeley, CA 94702
FAULK, Dorothy P (D) BA, Tchr, Stewardess, CME, 3901 Merwin St, Shreveport, LA 71109
FAULk! Freddie R. (V) 1339 Parker St, Berkeley, CA 94702
FAULK, Hedie (V) 623 San Fernando Ave, Berkeley. CA 94702
FAULK. I. Carlton (D) PhD. Ch Adm, Gen Sect, CME, 1222 Rose St. Berkeley, CA 94702
FAULk! J.a. (C) BS, DD, Min CME, 3901 Merwin, Shreveport, LA 71109
FAULk! Joyce (D) Loci Missionary Chrp, CME 1222 Rose St, Berkeley, CA 94702
FAULKNER, Ralph W. (D) Pastor, UM, 144 W Hunter, Logan, OH 43138
FAULKNER Mrs. Ralph W. (AV) 144 W Hunter, Logan, OH 43138
FAU'OLO, Tau'ili'ili L.F. (D) Pastor, UM, 788 W 94th St, Los Angeles, CA 90044
FAUSH, Erskine R. (D) BS, BTh, MS, DD, Clergy, Broadcstng, AMEZ, 1373 Mohican Dr, Birmingham, AL
35214
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FAUSH, Wilether D. (AV) BS, MA, Tchr, Dst Supt Chldrn Misns, AMEZ, 1373 Mohican Dr, Birmingham. AL
35214
FAUST, Mrs. Virgie B. (V) Ret Business Administrator, UM, 28 Ridgeview Ave. White Plains. NY 10606
FEEMSTER. Ben H. (C) DD, Clergy, Area Dir Prof Min. UM. PO Box 8127. Dallas, TX 75205
FEEMSTER, Pat (D) Counslr Aide, UM, PO Box 8127, Dallas, TX 75205
FELIX, Robert B. (D) BA, Min Southern Hills UMC, UM, 2309 SW 76th St, Oklahoma City, OK 73159
FELIX, Mrs. Robert (D) Housewife, UM, 2309 SW 76th St, Oklahoma City, OK 73159
FERDINANDO, D. Stanley S. (C) DIP Accntcy, Sr Tax Assor, EX-VP of Conf, Mbr Stnd Com, 'Kidron', 120/1,
Willorawatte, Moratuwa, Sri Lanka
FERDINANDS, Tyrol Clifford Samuel, (D) Bank Employee, Dist Youth Sec, 34 Mulgampola Rd, Kandy, Sri
Lanka
FERGUSON, C.W. (V) Apple Tree Hill Rt 3, Mt Kisco, NY 10549
FERGUSON, Jack (V) AB, MA, PhD. Min. UM. PO Box 4125. Chattanooga. TN 37405
FERGUSON. Juanita J. (D) BA. MDiv. Minister, UM, 6911 Asbury Park, Detroit, MI 48228
FERNANDEZ, Arturo M. (O) Min, UM, 3927 N Sanford St, Fresno, CA 93704
FERNANDEZ, Mrs. Arturo (O) UM, 3927 N Sanford St, Fresno, CA 93704
FERNANDO, lluminada D. (D) ETC, BSE, Tchr, UM Phil, 60 Longos, Meycauayan. Bulacan, Philippines
FERREE, James W. (C) Min, Dst Supt. UM. 1540 Westbrook Cir. PO Box 696. Gastonia. NC 28052
FERREE. Nancy M. (AV) Tchr. UM, 1540 Westbrook Circle. Gastonia, NC 28052
FERRELL, Charles E. (D) BS, MDiv, DMin, Sr Min Trinity UMC. UM, 151 Overhill Rd, Youngstown, OH 44512
FERRELL, Mrs. Charles E. (AV) BS Ed. Tchr. Free-lance wrtr. UM, 151 Overhill Rd, Youngstown, OH 44512
FERRIS. Yvonne (D) Trvl Agy Mg. Mbr GCOM. UM. RR*2. Box 94, Central City, NE 68826
FESTER, Mary Jane (AV) BA, Tchr, UM, 2600 Benbow, Alton, IL 62002
FESTER, William D. (D) BA, BD, Pastor, UM, 2600 Benbow, Alton, IL 62002
FIELDS, Richard E. (D) LLB, Judge, Gen Bd Fin & Adm, UM, 65 Spring St, Charleston, SC 29403
FINAU, Niponi (D) Student, Hawaii-Loa College, 45-045 Kame Hamema Kaneohe, Hawaii 96744
FINCH, Ann (D) UM, 1209 Woolman, Butte, MT 59701
FINDLEY, Myrtle B. (AV) Worship Chm, UM, PO Box 721, Colfax, CA 95713
FINDLEY, Robert W. (D) BD, MDiv, Min, UM, PO Box 721, Colfax, CA 95713
FINE, Langi (D) School of Theology, 1325 N College Ave, Claremont, CA 91711
FINGER, Homer Ellis, Jr. (C) Bishop Holston Area, Clergy, UM, 1111 Northshore Dr, Knoxville, Tn 37919
FINGER, Mamie R. (AV) Homemaker, Volunteer, UM, 3519 Taliluna, Knoxville, TN 37919
FINKBEINER, Eleanor G. (AV) Homemaker, Conf Chldrn Coord, UM. Box 5596, Seattle, WA 98105
FINKBEINER, Melvin M. (D) DD, LHD, Senior Pastor, UM, Box 5596, Seattle, WA 98105
FIRBY, Robert (D) M Div, Min, UM, RR 1, Seven Mill Rd, Hope, Rl 02831
FISCHER, Bonnie (AV) 7326 SR 19, Candlewood Lane, Mt Gilead, OH 43338
FISCHER, Montford R. (D) 7326 SR 19, Candlewood Lane, Mt Gilead, OH 43338
FISHER, A. (D) PO Box 822, Palmerston North, New Zealand
FISHER, Basil (D) Lay Del, UM, 1011 Woodward St, Lapel, IN 46051
FISHER. Bruce D. (D) BA, MDiv, Min, Conf Cncl Dir, UM, 3920 Woodvale Rd, Harrisburg, PA 17109
FISHER, Harry J. (V) DD, Min, Chaplain, UM, 215 Ottawa St B9. Johnstown, PA 15904
FISHER, Joan H. (AV) Prof Rn. UM, 3920 Woodvale Rd, Harrisburg, PA 17109
FISHER, M. (D) PO Box 822, Palmerston North, New Zealand
FISHER, Natalie Jane (AV) 23903 Sandhurst Lane, Harbor City. CA 90710
FISHER, William Charles, Jr. (D) Ins. Lay Ldr, UM, 23903 Sandhurst Ln, Harbor City, CA 90710
FLEMING, Ann (AV) UM. 2244 Winton Terrace West. Fort Worth, TX 76109
FLEMING, Durwood (C) ThM, DD, LLD, Univ Pres, Min, Southwestern University, Georgetown, TX 78626
FLEMING. Jon H. (D) Rel D, Higher Ed, UM. Texas Wesleyan College, Ft. Worth, TX 76105
FLEMING, Lurlyn (AV) BA, Homemaker, 1 Taylor Rd, Georgetown, TX 78626
FLORYSHAK, Barbara (AV) BS, MA, Sem Stu, Presbyterian, Entrance Way, Purdys Station, NY 10578
FLOWERS, Edwin M., Sr. (D) Dd, Bishop's Dep, AMEZ. PO Box 1489, Monrovia, Liberia
FLUDE, David W. (C) DD, Min, Ex Dir UM Heritage Fellowship, UM, RR#9. 601 East Colony Dr. Connersville.
IN 47331
FOGGIE. Charles Herbert (C) AB. AM. STB, STM, DD, Pres Bishop Third Epis Dist. 1200 Windermere Dr,
Pittsburgh, PA 15218
FOGLE, Barbara Y. (AV) Adm Bd, 8400 102nd Ave N, Seminole. FL 33542
FOGLE. Harry W. (D) Judge, Chm Adm Bd, 8400 102nd Ave N, Seminole, Fl 33542
FONTAINE, Oscar L. (D) AB, STB, Ret Min, UM, Rt 3, Box 206-A, Miami, OK 74354
FONTAINE, Mrs. Oscar L. (D) AB, Dir Mus, Organist, UM, Rt 3, Box 206-A. Miami. OK 74354
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FORCE, Dewey G., Jr. (AV) PhD, Col Prof, Bd Gbl Min, UM, 2097 N Wilder, St Paul, MN 55113
FORCE, Mrs. Dewey G., Jr. (D) BA, Fmr Tchr, Conf UMW VP, UM, 2097 N Wilder, St Paul, MN 55113
FORSHEE, J. Carlton (C) Min, UM, 1833-103rd Ave NW, Coon Rapids, MN 55433
FOSTER, Ophelia P (AV) 2nd VP WMS, AME, 5084 St Clair, Detroit, MI 48213
FOSTER, Phyllis (D) AB, MS, Biochemist, Dst L Ldr, Sec CCOM, 2140 Runnymede, Ann Arbor, Ml 48103
FOTU, Mrs. 'Alisi Pone (D) School Broadcast, Tchr, Min, FWC of Tonga, PO Box 682, Nukualofa, Tonga
FOUGHT, Floyd (D) Min, UM, 900 Van Buren, Fostoria, OH 44830
FOUGHT, Wilma (AV) Tchr, UM, 900 Van Buren, Fostoria, OH 44830
FOX, H. Eddie (C) DMin, MDiv, BA, Dir Preach Evnglsm, Bd of Discp, UM, Box 840, Nashville, TN 37202
FOX, Mary Nell (AV) BS, Homemaker, UM, 649 Albany Dr, Hermitage, TN 37076
FOY, John C. (O) PO Box 5006, High Point, NC 27262
FOY, Mrs. John C. (O) PO Box 5006, High Point, NC 27262
FRANCIS, Gladys (O) 285 W 150 St, New York, NY 10039
FRANCIS, Richard L. (D) DD, Min John St UMC, NY, UM, 44 John St, New York, NY 10038
FRANKLIN, Denson N. (D) 3349 Spring Valley Court, Birmingham, AL 35223
FRANKLIN, Mrs. Denson N. (AV) 3349 Spring Valley Court, Birmingham, AL 35223
FRANKLIN, Jewell (V) Accountant, Pres WSCS, UM, 3744 Askew, Kansas City, MO 64128
FRANKLIN, Mary Elizabeth (AV) Homemaker, Ch Scl Tchr, 12119 Northwood Dr, Upper Marlboro, MD 20870
FRANKLIN, Raymond J. (D) BSCE, MSCE, Engineer, CCOM, UM, 12119 Northwood Dr, Upper Marlboro, MD
20870
FRANKS, Barbara L. (D) MDiv, Min, UM, 524 5th St, Dayton, KY 41074
FRANTZ, Catherine M. (V) Tchr, Organist. UM. 2617 Asbury Rd, Erie. PA 16506
FRANTZ. Horace M. (AV) Min. UM, 111 Pitney Rd, Absecon, NJ 08201
FRANTZ, Roberta M. (O) Housewife. UM. Ill Pitney Rd. Absecon, NJ 08201
FRAZER, David F (D) MDiv, Sr Min. UM. 8060 Palmer Rd. Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
FRAZER, Mrs. David F. (AV) AB, Tchr, Housewife, UM, 8060 Palmer Rd, Reynoldsburg, OH 43068
FRAZIER, Adelaide H. (AV) BA, MA, Col Prof. UM. 1421 Constantinople. New Orleans, LA 70115
FRAZIER, Clyde C. Jr. (C) BA, MDiv, DD, Sr Min, UM, 3900 St Charles Ave, New Odeans, LA 70115
FREEMAN, Cook W. (V) Min, 526 Echota Dr, NW, Atlanta, GA 30318
FREEMAN, Florence E. (D) AB. LLB, JD, Attny, Conf Lay Ldr, SNEC, 70 Montvale Rd, Weston, MA 02193
FREEMAN, G. Ross (D) Dr, Min, SEJ Exec Sec Council on Min, UM, Box 241, Union City, GA 30291
FREEMAN, Ralph (O) Professional Musician, 1387 Oxford Rd, NE, Atlanta, GA 30307
FRENCH, Burton L. (D) PhD, Agrcl Econmst, Dist Lay Ldr, UM, 3614 Paul St, Alexandria, VA 22311
FRENCH, Doris S. (D) Tchr, Chldrn Coord, UM, 3614 Paul St, Alexandria, VA 22311
FRESCOLN, Eileen (AV) Housewife, UM, Box 376, Minden, NE 68959
FRESCOLN, Robert (D) BM, MDiv, ThM, Min, UM, Box 376, Minden, NE 68959
FREY, Harold A. (D) ThD, Sr Min, UM, PO Box 586, Green Valley, AZ 85614
FREY, Mrs. Harold A. (AV) BS, Tchr, UM, PO Box 586, Green Valley, AZ 85614
FRITCHLEY, Newton H. (C) MA, PhD, Sr Min, UM, 151 W Beaumont Rd, Columbus, OH 43214
FRITCHLEY, Mrs. Newton H. (AV) Housewife, UM, 151 W Beaumont Rd, Columbus, OH 43214
FRIZZELL, Mary E. (C) BA, MA, Missions, Consultant, AME, 3620 16th St, NW#114, Washington, DC 20010
FRY, D.K. (O) Ret Utlty Off, Trustee, UM, 2701 Hazelwood Dr, Raleigh, NC 27608
FRY, Mrs. D.K. (AV) Pres Ch Wmn Unit in NC, Gen Bd Exp Com, UM, 2701 Hazelwood Dr, Raleigh, NC 27608
FRYE, Sarah (AV) BA, MA, Tchr, Muscn, VP UMW, UM, 1126 Chesterton Dr, Richardson, TX 75080
FUENTES, Humberto (D) Min, Virtudes #152 Habana 2, Cuba
FUGH, Alexia B. (D) Youth Worker, AME, 2836 Winter Park Dr, Lexington, KY 40502
FUGH, Clement W. (C) Min, Sec Com on Wor and Lit, AME, 2836 Winter Park Dr, Lexington, KY 40502
FUJIU, Kiyoko Kasai (D) BA, Gen Secretariat, UM, 2424 Eastwood, Evanston, IL 60201
FUJIU, Victor T. (D) BD, MA, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 2424 Eastwood, Evanston, IL 60201
FUKAMACHl, Masanobu (D) MA, Min, UCC, Roppongi 5-6-15, Minatoku, Tokyo, Japan (T106)
FUNG, Philip K.H. (C) Ward Memorial Meth Ch, Soochow Univ, Waishuang HSl, Shihlin, Taipei, Taiwan,
Republic of China
FUSTER, Hilda R. (V) 3115 Cleveland Heights, Lakeland, FL 33803
GAINES, Mrs. Courtney (V) UM, 7 Old Barn Rd, Savannah, GA 31406
GALLAWAY, Ira (C) DD, Directing Min, UM, 116 NE Perry, Peoria, IL 61603
GALLAWAY, Mrs. Ira (D) Housewife, Bible Tchr. UM. 6305 N Imperial, Peoria, IL 61614
GALLIMORE, Russell N. (D) MDiv, Min, UM, 3021 W Glengarry, Memphis, TN 38128
GALLIMORE, Carroll H. (AV) S&L Tel, Choir Mem, UM, 3021 W Glengarry, Memphis, TN 38128
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GALLOWAY, Benedict A. (D) DD, Min, UM, 712 Kirl^man St, Lal<e Charles, LA 70601
GALLOWAY, Eloise H. (AV) Housewife, UM, 812 Kirkman St, Lake Charles, LA 70601
GALLOWAY, Mrs. Lesieli (D) Co ordinator, Audio Visual Aid Officer, Ch Youth Pres, PO Box 57, Nukualofa,
Tonga
GALVAN, Elias (C) Rel D, Min, Conf Cncl Dir, UM, 5103 La Calandria Dr, Los Angeles, CA 90032
GALVEZ, Asuncion G. (V) Wakas Bocaue Bulacan, Philippines
GAMBLE, Barbara A. (AV) Homemaker, Pres UMW, UM, 150 Peachtree Battle Ave, NW, Atlanta, GA 30305
GAMBLE, Nina (O) AB, 1300 Walston Bridge Rd, Jasper, AL 35501
GAMBLE, O.S. (AV) AB, DD, Min, Dist Supt, 1300 Walston Bridge Rd, Jasper, AL 35501
GARDNER, Fannie E. (D) AME, 1731-23rd Ave, N, Nashville, TN 37208
GARNER, Palmer (D) Min, UM, PO Box 738, Crossett, AR 71635
GARNER, Shirley (D) UM, PO Box 738, Crossett, AR 71635
GARRETT, C. Dendy (D) BA, MDiv, DD, Sr Min, UM, 3011 Pinecrest Rd, Iowa City, lA 52240
GARRICK, Grier L. (D) AB, Pres Off Sup Co, Conf Chmn Equit Sal, UM, 414 Woodland Dr, Jacksonville, NC
28540
GARRICK, Martha B. (D) RN, BSN, Homemaker, Bus Wmn, Ch & Soc, UM, 414 Woodland Dr, Jacksonville,
NC 28540
GATELEY, Ian M, (C) PhD, MA, BSC, Tchr, Loc Preacher, The Paddocks, St Clement Hill, Truro, Cornwall,
U.K.
GATELEY, Jean D. (D) Tchr, Loc Preacher, The Paddocks, St Clement Hill, Truro, Cornwall, U.K.
GATES, Ann L. (C) Dir Urban Prog, Adm Bd, UM, 510 Perkins St, Akron, OH 44304
GATES, Matthew H. (D) BA, MD, Min, Conf Council Dir, UM, 21 Barlow Ln, Rye, NY 10580
GATES, Mrs. Matthew H. (AV) Off Mgr, UM, 21 Barlow Lane, Rye, NY 10580
GATHINGS, Ervin M. (AV) BA, BD, DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 4221 Erath, Waco, TX 76710
GATHINGS, Mrs. Ervin M. (O) BS, UM, 4221 Erath, Waco, TX 76710
GATHINGS, Samuel A. (D) Dr, Min, UM, 4740 Gill Dr, Memphis, TN 38109
GAUNTT, Paul M. (D) 1505 Valley Rd, Jasper, AL 35501
GAUNTT, Mrs. Paul M. (AV) 1505 Valley Rd, Jasper, AL 35501
GAUS, John E. (AV) Min, UM, 1426 S Richland St, Indianapolis, IN 46221
GAUS, Mrs. John E. (AV) 1426 S Richland St, Indianapolis, IN 46221
GAYDOU, Edgar E. (D) BD, Comerciante, Pres Jun Dir, San Martin 320, 2600 Venado Tuerto, Argentina
GEARY, Grace I. (O) Homemaker, UM, 1111 Reeves St, St Albans, WV 25177
GEARY, John M. (D) Sr Min, UM, 1111 Reeves St, St Albans, WV 25177
GEBHART, Judith G. (D) Tchr, Conf Chrp Evang & Wor, UM, 2179 S Helenwood Dr, Dayton, OH 45431
GEBHART, Lawrence E. (AV) Engineer, Pres Ch Trustees, UM, 2179 S Helenwood Dr, Dayton, OH 45431
GEORGE, Evelyn D. (D) Ret Missionary, UM, PO Box 485, Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
GEORGE, A. Raymond (C) Min, Theo Col Tutor, 40 Knole Lane, Bristol BS 10655, UK
GERDES, Elizabeth (D) BS Home Ec, Tchr, Past Pres Conf UMW, 5601 Land's End, Austin, TX 78734
GERBER, Eleanor (V) Nurse, UM, 559 Highbanks Rd, Severna Park, MD 21146
GERISCHER, Lothar (C) Dist Supt, Evang-Meth Kirche, Schneeberger Strasse 85 DDR-9400 AUE, German
Democratic Republic
GERLOTT, Karl T. (D) Student, Dir Bd of GM E PA Youth Chrp, Box 55, RD 2, Ashland, PA 17921
GEYER, Cecil L. (C) BD, Parish Min, 113 High St, Stanthorpe, Queensland, Australia (4380)
GIBBINS, Olive R. (D) BD, MTh, Plytch Lecturer, 49 City Rd, London ECI, U.K.
GIBBINS, Ronald Charles (C) Rev Dr, BSc, Min, 49 City Rd, London ECI, U.K.
GIBBS, Betty (D) Student, UM, 2019 Douglas Dr, San Angelo, TX 76901
GIBBS, John R. (D) BS, BD, Min, Dist Supt, 2019 Douglas Dr, San Angelo, TX 76901
GIBBS, Mrs. John R. (AV) BA, Educator, 2019 Douglas Dr, San Angelo, TX 76901
GIBBS, Thomas J. (O) BS, Ret Eng, 1430 Gulf Blvd, Apt 306, Clearwater, FL 33515
GIBBS, Mrs. Thomas J. (O) B Mus, Ret Organist, 1430 Gulf Blvd, Apt 306, Clearwater, FL 33515
GIBSON, June (AV) 50 Meadowvale Ave, Forrest Hill, Auckland 10, New Zealand
GIBSON, Loyal J. (C) Pres MC of NZ, PO Box 68- 148 Newton, Auckland, New Zealand
GILBERTSON, Mrs. M. (AV) 32 Fletcher St, Essendon Vic, Australia
GILCHRIST, Christine (C) AB, MEd, Tchr, Coun Dir Lay Actv, AME, 2200 Edison, Detroit, MI 48206
GILL, K. Purifoy (D) 1705 N Jackson St, Little Rock, AR 72207
gill! Mrs. K. Purifoy (AV) 1705 N Jackson St, Little Rock AR 72207
gill! Lonia M. (C) Exc Sec, AMEZ, 2864 Whistler St, Whistler, AL 36612
gill! Thomas C. (D) Min/Presiding Elder/Supt, AMEZ, 2864 Whistler St, Whistler, AL 36612
GILLIS, Betty O. (O) Dist Com Coord, UM, 6833 Chelsea Rd, McLean, VA 22101
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GILLIS, R. Franklin (AV) Min, Dist Prgm Coord, UM, 5001 Echols Ave, Alexandria, VA 22311
GILMORE, Marshall (C) BA, MDiv, DMin, Min, CME, 721 Argonne Dr, Dayton, OH 45408
GINGERICH, Eleanor P (V) Ret Tchr, UMW Pres, UM, 12 Woodland Lane, Macomb, IL 61455
GINGERICH, Simon M. (V) Ret US Postal Ser, Ch Fin Com, UM, 12 Woodland Lane, Macomb, IL 61455
GLEASON, Dean E. (D) ThM, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 504 Annette, Dodge City, KS 67801
GLEASON, Evelyn G. (AV) 504 Annette, Dodge City, KS 67801
CLEAVES, Mary L. (AV) BS Ed, Ret Tchr, Chrp Rel & Race, Ecum & Intrel Con, 709 Buffalo St, Shelby, NC
28150
GLOUDE, Mamie (AV) AME, 1548 Ford, Detroit, Ml 48238
GOENS, Loren M. (AV) Housewife, UM, 9402 Cranleigh Ct, Houston, TX 77096
GOENS, Ray W. (D) MD, Physician, Dist Lay Ldr, UM, 9402 Cranleigh Ct, Houston, TX 77096
GOH, Lai Hong (O) Housewife, 99 Jalan Gajah Berang, Malacca, Malaysia
GOH, Ronnie Diong-Ming (D) BA, MA, Min, 91 Koon Seng Rd, Singpore 1542
GOLDEN, Charles F (C) Bishop, Clergyman, UM, 5911 Shenandoah Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90056
GOLDEN, Hawkins (O) BA, MA, LLD, Attny, Past Chm Adm Bd, UM, 8931 Preston Rd, Dallas, TX 75225
GOLDEN, Mrs. Hawkins (AV) BM, BPS Mus, Pres NTC UMW, Homemaker, UM, 8931 Preston Rd, Dallas, TX
75225
GOLDEN, Ida E. (D) Pres UM Bishop's Wives 1974, UM, 5911 Shenandoah Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90056
GOLDMAN, K. June (D) BA, Hon DH, Author, Pub Rel, Dir Ch Rel, UM, 3105 40th St, Sioux City, lA 51108
GOLDMAN, Max Eugene (AV) BS, STB, STM, DMin Can, Min, UM, 3105 40th St, Sioux City, lA 51108
GOLDY, Audrey L. (AV) 199 E Lake Dr, Audubon, NJ 08106
GOLDY, Champion B. (D) 199 E Lake Dr, Audubon, NJ 08106
GOMES, Mavilde da Silva (D) Office worker, Pres Loc Ch Group, Rua; Forge Reinel, 48-4100 Porto, Portugal
GONZALEZ, Mrs. Josue (AV) BA, Stad Sec, 3615 Lisa Dr, San Antonio, TX 78228
GONZALEZ, Josue (D) MTh, DD, Min, Dir Rec for Min, 3615 Lisa Dr, San Antonio, TX 78228
GOODE, James Thomas (D) DD, Min, AMEZ, 1203 Convent Ave, Pascagoula, MS 39567
GOODE, Mrs. James Thomas (D) BS, Sec, Missionary, AMEZ, 1203 Convent Ave, Pascagoula, MS 39567
GOODSON, W. Kenneth (C) Bishop, Min, UM, PO Box 11367, Richmond, VA 23230
GOODSON, Mrs. W. Kenneth (D) AB, Homemaker, UM, PO Box 11367, Richmond, VA 23230
GOODWIN, B.C., Jr. (C) BA, BD, DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 6401 Belton Rd, El Paso, TX 79912
GOODWIN, Mrs. B.C., Jr. (AV) BA, Tchr, UM, 6401 Belton Rd, El Paso, TX 79912
GOTO, Lily (O) UM, 3716 Quapah Cir, Oklahoma City, OK 73112
GOTO, Thomas (D) Architect, Dist Lay Ldr, UM, 3716 Quapah Cir, Oklahoma City, OK 73112
GOTTSCHALK, Asher M. (D) AB, BD, STM, Ret Min, Assoc Pastor, UM, 608 S Granite St, Deming, NM 88030
GOTTSCHALK, Mrs. Asher M. (D) AB, Tchr-Librn, UM, 608 S Granite St, Deming, NM 88030
GOULART, Acir (D) Prof, Min, Rua Marquest de Abrantes, 55 Flamengo 22230, Rio de Janeiro, Brasil
GOUSSANOU, Marie (D) Commercante, Chrm WMF, BP 34 Cotonou, Benin
GRADY, Carrie R. (AV) BA, MA, Tchr, Past WMS, Pres, Loc YPD Dir, AME, 1347 Coosaw Dr, Chadeston, SC
29407
GRADY, Nathaniel T., Sr. (D) DD, Min, UM, 245 Rumsey Rd, Yonkers, NY 10701
GRADy! Z.L. (D) AB, BD, Min, AME, 1347 Coosaw Dr, Charleston, SC 29407
GRAHAM, P.M. (C) Christian Ed, Asst Gen Sec CEYD, PO Box 47135, Greyville 4023 S Africa
GRAMLING, Mrs. Marion (C) Housewife, UM, Gramling, SC 29348
GRANADOSIN, Paul L. A. (C) BTh, MA, Bishop, UM Phil, PO Box 87, Baguio City, Philippines
GRANADOSIN, Mrs. Paul (AV) PO Box 87, Baguio City, Philippines
CRANBERRY, J.M., Jr. (D) Min, AME, 1131 E Delmas, Nashville, TN 37216
CRANBERRY, Mrs. J.M., Jr. (D) AME, 1131 E Delmas, Nashville, TN 37216
GRANT, Beverley C. (AV) BA, Tchr, Ch Fam, Min, UM, 10025 Orange Grove Dr, Tampa, Fl 33618
GRANT, John A. (C) BA, MS, JD, State Leg/Attny, Conf Pres UMM, UM, 10025 Orange Grove Dr, Tampa, FL
33618
GRASSI, Margarita (C) Pres MC in Uruguay, San Jose 1457, Montevideo, Uruguay
GRAVES, William H. (C) CME, 4181 Mt Vernon Dr, Los Angeles, CA 90018
GRAY, Evelyn (AV) 1125 Ward St, Berkeley, CA 94702
GRAY, Mai H. (C) Educator, UM, 3406 Benton Blvd, Kansas City, MO 64128
gray! Nannie N. (AV) BS, Tchr, UM, 2825 The Fountainebleu SW, Atlanta, GA 30331
GRAY, P. Harold (D) AB, MDiv, DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 2825 The Fountainebleau SW, Atlanta, GA 30331
GRAY, Mrs. S. Nelson (D) AB, Homemaker, Chm Off Bd, 624 Oakland Terrace, Alexandria, VA 22302
GREEN, Charles P (AV) CPA, Chm PPR Com, 16116 Judson Dr, Cleveland, OH 44128
green! Johanna (C) Church Mgmt, Conn Dir Yng Pepl Div, AME, 5222 12th St, NE, Washington, DC 20011
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GREEN, Mareyjoyce (D) Univ Prof, Ch Bd of High Ed and Min, UM, 16116 Judson Dr, Cleveland, OH 44182
GREEN, Nettie Alice (D) Hon D H, Med Sec, Assoc Lay Ldr, Ann Conf, UM, 407 North Hite Ave, Louisville, KY
40206
GREENE, Ashley (D) S Baptist, Rt 2, Box 194CC, Clyde, NC 28721
GREENE, Hattie B. (D) AB, MLS, LLD, Schl Prin, Asst Ed Miss Mag, AME, 1023 N 5th St, Birmingham, AL
35204
GREENE, James E. (D) Build Sub-Contrctr, S Baptist, Rt 2, Box 194CC, Clyde, NC 28721
GREENE, Linda G. (D) Sec, Asst Organist/Pianist, S Baptist, Rt 2, Box 194CC, Clyde, NC 28721
GREENE, Malachi L. (D) Concrt Contrctr, Ch Trustee, AMEZ, 611 N Pine St, Charlotte, NC 28202
GREENE, Reynolds W., Jr. (D) LLD, Sr Min, UM, 3057 Rockingham Dr, NW, Atlanta, GA 30327
GREENE, Mrs. Reynolds W., Jr. (AV) Housewife, UM, 3057 Rockingham Dr, NW, Atlanta, GA 30327
GREENLEY, Oliver M. (D) Businessman, Adm Bd, C on Min, UM, 100 12th Ave, NE, Independence, lA 50644
GREENLEY, Mrs. Oliver M. (O) PPR Com, Um, 100 12th Ave, NE, Independence, lA 50644
GREET, Kenneth G. (C) DD, Min, Sec of Conf, 1 Central Bldgs, Westminster, London, SWl H9H, England
GREET, Mary (C) 16 Orchard Av, Shirley, Croydon, Surrey, England
GREGG, Thelma W. (D) Lay Dist Missions, UM, 7701 Stickney Ave, Wauwatosa, WI 53213
GREGORY, Jennis Levister (O) Ret Comm Clerk, Sec WMW, UM, 100 W 139 St, Apt 31, New York, NY 10030
GREGORY, Margaret B. (AV) BA, LVN, Homemaker, Nurse, Pres UMW, UM, 3311 Mount Vernon Dr,
Knoxville, TN 37920
GREGORY, Robert Todd (D) PhD, Col Prof, UM, 3311 Mount Vernon Dr, Knoxville, Tn 37920
GRESHAM, Lola R. (C) Pres Conn YPD, AME, 1607 Kenmore St, SW, Atlanta, GA 30311
GRIFFIN, Alice (D) Ret Bus Admn, Housewife, Vol, Ch Trustee, 1937 Nashville Rd, Bowling Green, KY 42101
GRIMES, G. Robert (D) 701 Brock, Corpus Christi, TX 78412
GRIMES, Mary Beth (AV) 701 Brock, Corpus Christi, TX 78412
GRISSOM, Gwendolyn B. (AV) Tchr, UM, 800 Concourse Village W. Bronx, NY 10451
GRISSOM, Thomas P., Jr. (D) DD, Min, UM, 2190 Adam Powell Blvd, New York, NY 10027
GRIZZARD, Harold (D) AB, Real Est, Ch Treas, 2715 Berkeley Ave, Lakeland, FL 33803
GRIZZARD, Mrs. Harold (AV) BS, Real Est Brkr, Chm PPR Com, 2715 Berkeley Ave, Lakeland, Fl 33803
GROSECLOSE, Louise Ann (D) Col Student, Conf Youth Pres, UM, 137 Richmond Hts Rd, Bristol, Tn 37620
GROSHANS, Dorothy R. (AV) UM, RD 2, Box 2095, Richmond Dr, Shelburne, VT 05482
GROSHANS, William A. (C) Min, Dist Supt, UM, RD 2, Box 2095, Richmond Dr, Shelburne, VT 05482
GROTON, Louis (V) 1 E 198 St, Bronx, NY 10468
GROVE, Dorothy L. (D) Cosmtlgst, Ch Secrty, CME, Rt 2, Box 182, Ethelsville, AL 35461
GROVER, Mrs. Odell (AV) Pres WMS, AME, 2530 Peniston St, New Orleans, LA 70115
GROVES, Lena (AV) UM, SR 1, Box 2, Nettie, WV 26681
GROVES, David (D) Merchant, UM, SR 1, Box 2, Nettie, WV 26681
GUEST, David (D) Farmer, Chm Vol in Mission Com, UM, Rt 3, Americus, GA 31709
GUEST, Mrs. David (O) Housewife, UM, Rt 3, Americus, GA 31709
GUEVARRA, Purificacion L. (AV) BSE, Tchr, UCCP, Bancal, Guagua, Pampanga, Philippines
GUITION, Francis (C) Pasteur, Pres de I'Union des Em de France, 3 Rue Paul Vedaine, 30100 Ales, France
GUNASEKERA, Darshini (C) Student, Youth Sec, 19A Abeywickrama Ave, Mount Lavinia, Sri Lanka
GUNN, Andrew L. (D) BA, MDiv, Min, UM, 1408 Hamilton Blvd, Hagerstown, MD 21740
GUNN, Robert M. (O) 2020 Spanish Oaks Dr, Harvey, LA 70058
GUNN, Mrs. Robert M. (AV) 2020 Spanish Oaks Dr, Harvey, LA 70058
GUNNARSSON, Eva (D) Nordenskioldsgatan 3, 413 09 Goreborg, Sweden
GUTHARDT, Phyllis (D) Ma, PhD, Sr Min Presbytrn Ch, Methodist 29 Winchester St, Christchurch, New
Zealand
GUTIERREZ, V. Isaias (C), Bishop, B Th, Min, Iglesia Metodista de Chile, Sede Central: Sargento Aldea 1041
Casilla 67, Santiago, Chile
HAASE, Becky (D) Corp Treas, UM, 733 Portola Ave, Glendale, CA 91206
HAASE, Kimberly (AV) Student, Pres Jr Hi UMYF, UM, 733 Portola Ave, Glendale, CA 91206
HAGER, Alfred D. (D) BA, BD, MST, DD, Min, UM, 5118 West 77 St, Prairie-Village, KS 66208
HAGEr! Cornelius (D) MA, LLD, Col Dean, Pres KY Conf UMM, UM, 731 N Main St, Nicholasville, KY 40356
HAGEr! Mrs. Cornelius (AV) AB, Pres UMW, UM, 731 N Main St, Nicholasville, KY 40366
HAGER, Dorothy N. (D) BA, MA, Art Therapist, UM, 5118 W 77th St, Prairie-Village, KS 66208
HAHM, Mike S.K. (D) ThD, Min, UM, 71 Freemont St, Lexington, MA 02173
HAHm! Mrs. Mike S.K. (AV) Homemaker, VP Dist UMW, 71 Freemont St, Lexington, MA 02173
HAHN,' Howard L. (D) BA, MDiv, STM, Min, UM, 10 S Church St, S Charleston, OH 45368
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HAHN, Mrs. Howard L. (AV) BMus Ed, Sec, Choir Dr, UM, 10 S Church St, S Charleston, OH 45368
HAHS, Billy G. (D) 1018 Maple, Mt. Vernon, IL 62684
HAHS, Elouise J. (AV) 1018 Maple, Mt. Vernon, IL 62684
HALE, Fannie S. (V) Beautician, UM, 2621 Linwood Blvd, Kansas City, MO 64128
HALE, Jeffrey Glen (D) Student, UM, 301 Forest Park Dr, Waynesville, NC 28786
HALE, Joe (C) BA, BD, DD, Gen Sec WMC, 301 Forest Park Dr, Waynesville, NC 28786
HALE, Mary R. (D) BS, Homemaker, Chrp Evang, UM, 301 Forest Park Dr, Waynesville, NC 28786
HAMILTON, Argus J., Jr. (D) DD, Min, UM, Box 1136, Bartlesville, OK 74003
HAMILTON, Mrs. Argus J., Jr. (D) Housewife, UM, 1906 Skyline Dr, Bartlesville, OK 74003
HAMILTON, Arlene B. (AV) Choir Dir, UM, 119 S Park St, Bangor, ME 04401
HAMILTON, Edward E. (D) DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 215 Pine NE, Albuquerque, NM 87106
HAMILTON, Mrs. Edward E. (AV) BME, Tchr, UM, 215 Pine NE, Albuquerque, NM 87106
HAMILTON, Myrtle A. (D) BS, Tchr, Chrp PPR Com, UM, PO Box 513, Spindale, NC 28160
HAMILTON, Richard M. (D) Min, UM, 119 S Park St, Bangor, ME 04401
HAMMER, Pat (C) Conf Pres UMW, UM, 16541 Loire Circle, Huntington Beach, CA 92647
HAMMER, Roger (D) Student, Pres Jurisdictional Youth Council, PO Box 8, Valier, MT 59486
HAMMER, William (AV) Insurance, UM, 16541 Loire Circle, Huntington Beach, CA 92647
HAMMOND, J. Ronald (D) Min, UM, 6436 Shetland Dr, SW, Knoxville, Tn 37920
HAMMOND, Mrs. J. Ronald (AV) Tchr, UM, 6436 Shetland Dr, SW, Knoxville, Tn 37920
HAMPTON, Laurelle H. (V) Librarian, 1108 Research Dr, Marietta, GA 30066
HAMPTON, Lloyd H. (V) Systems Analyst, 1108 Research Dr, Marietta, GA 30066
HAMPTON, Mary A. (D) Adm Child Care Cen, UM, 3531 Bellefontaine, Kansas City, MO 64128
HAMRICK, Leon C. (C) UM, 3656 Rockhill Rd, Birmingham, AL 35223
HAMRICK, Mrs. Leon C. (AV) 3656 Rockhill Rd, Birmingham, AL 35223
HANCOCK, C. David (D) DD, Min, UM, 105 Cochise Tr, *318, Lafayette, IN 47905
HANCOCK, June L. (D) Homemaker, UM, 105 Cochise Tr, #318, Lafayette, IN 47905
HANDA, Ryoko (D) Univ Residence Hall Dir, Clerk of Wom Soc, 61-22 1 Chome Sakuka, Setagaya-Ku,
Tokyo, Japan
HANDLEY, Frances (V) 1854 E Elm Rd, Lakeland, FL 33801
HANDY, Doris M. (C) MSW, ACSW, Psychiatric Soc Work, Ch Historian, UM, 3350 McNeil PI, Pittsburgh, PA
15219
HANKINS, Mrs. B.B. (AV) UM, 1023 Oakley Dr, Birmingham, AL 35214
HARADA, David J. (D) BA, MTh, STM, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 20 S Vineyard Blvd, Honolulu, HI 96813
HARADA, Lillian (AV) BA, UM, 2015 Mott-Smith Dr, Honolulu, HI 96822
HARDING, Delores R. (V) UM, Box 153, Magnolia Manor, S Lee St, Americus, GA 31709
HARDING, Joe A. (C) BA, BD, DMin, Sr Min, UM, 1007 McPherson Ave, Richland, WA 99352
HARDING, Lucy W. (AV) RN, MS, Psychologist, Dir Counsl Ser, 1124 Stevens Dr, Richland, WA 99352
HARDISON, Annette (O) 820 Western Ave, Rocky Mount, NC 27801
HARDT, John W. (C) Min, Bishop, UM, 2420 N Blackwelder, Oklahoma City, OK 73106
HARDT, Martha (AV) Homemaker, UM, 2420 N Blackwelder, Oklahoma, OK 73106
HARE, Clarence E., Jr. (D) BA, BD, Ministry:Pastoral, UM, 214 S Sth St, Mayfield, KY 42066
HARE, Mrs. Clarence E., Jr. (AV) Receptst, UM, 214 S Sth St, Mayfield, KY 42066
HARGRAVES, M. Wayne (D) MDiv, Min, 14310 Almeda School Rd, Houston, TX 77047
HARKNESS, Deborah (V) Sec, Ch Youth Worker, UM, 1657 Hwy 138, Jonesboro, GA 30236
HARKNESS, Ken W. (V) Business Owner, Ch Youth Worker, UM, 1657 Hwy 138, Jonesboro, GA 30236
HARLOW, Carl Randall (D) BA, MDiv, Min, UM, Rt 3, Box 41, Amherst, Va 24521
HARLOW, Ruth (D) Conf Lay Leader, UM, RD 2, Box 379, Grooms Rd, Rexford, NY 12148
HARMON, Charles William (AV) MD, Gen Surgeon, UM, 721 S Lake Dr, Lexington, SC 29072
HARPER, Callie O. (D) Tchr-Librarian, Treas WMS, AME, 1305 N Ohio Ave, Atlantic City, NJ 08401
HARPER, John R. (C) Business, Treas WMC, UM, 7508 Brookfield Rd, Philadelphia, PA 19126
HARPER, Mrs. John R. (D) 7508 Brookfield Rd, Philadelphia, PA 19126
HARPER, Richard M. (D) BA, BD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 2135 Kelly Dr, Minneapolis, MN 55427
HARPER, Mrs. Richard M. (AV) MSW, BA, Soc Worker, UM, 2135 Kelly Dr, Minneapolis, MN 55427
HARPER, Susan A. (V) 436 W 160th St, New York, NY 10032
HARPER, Theophilus E. (AV) DD, LLD, Min Pres Con Council, AME, 1305 N Ohio Ave, Atlantic City, NJ
. 08401
HARRELL, Leighton E. (AV) Ret Chaplain (Colonel) USA, 4205 Tuckerman St, Hyattsville, MD 20782
HARRELL, Mrs. Leighton E. (D) Housewife, 4205 Tuckerman St, Hyattsville, MD 20782
HARRELL, Lucy H. (AV) BA, Educator, UMW Pres, UM, 5604 Chesterfield Dr, Temple Hills, MD 20031
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HARRELL, Patricia D. (AV) Student, UM, 5604 Chiesterfieid Dr, Temple Hills, MD 20031
HARRELL, Stanley G. (D) BA, MDiv, DMin, Min, UM, 5604 Chesterfield Dr, Temple Hills, MD 20031
HARRINGTON, H.A. (V) Min, UM, 3628 N Labarre Rd, Metairie, LA 70002
HARRIS, Alexander V. (V) 162 Chandler Blvd, Macomb, IL 61455
HARRIS, Carolyn S. (V) AB, Ret Tchr, Ch Organist, PO Box 126. Swan Quarter, NC 27885
HARRIS, Jannie C. (O) Sec. UM. 2851 Hillcrest Dr. SE, Washington, DC 20020
HARRIS, Marjorie J, (V) 162 Chandler Blvd, Macomb, IL 61455
HARRIS, Patricia M. (D) Adm Asst, Ch Missionary, AME, PO Box 12012, East Cleveland, OH 44112
HARRIS, Robert W. (D) AB, MDiv, Min, UM, RD 2, Box 171, Lake Ariel, PA 18436
HARRIS, Stanford J. (AV) MDiv, DD, Min, 2851 Hillcrest Dr, SE, Washington, DC 20020
HARRISON, Frederick C. (D) Min, AME, 5302 Kansas Ave, NW, Washington, DC 20011
HARRISON, Marilyn (C) BA, MA, Tchr, Chaplain, Can Archivist, Tchr, Vancouver School of Theology, 6000
lona Dr, Vancouver, B C, Canada V6T 1L4
HARROLD, Poppy (C) Housewife, 3 Warleigh Dr, LWR Bannerdown, Bath, BAl 7PT, U.K.
HARRY, Mrs. Paul M. (D) Housewife, Cert Dir Music, UM, Rt 1. Box 344, Franklin. PA 16323
HARSHBARGER, Mrs. Rollin M. (D) Ex Sec & Treas, Dist Chmn COM, Rt 1, Box 95, Mt Solon, VA 22843
HART, J. Oliver (O) Min, AMEZ, 7508 16th St NW, Washington, DC 20012
HART, Lois B. (O) Local Missionary, AMEZ, 7508 16th St NW. Washington, DC 20012
HART, Raymond C, Sr. (C) MDiv, Chaplain US Air Force, Min, AMEZ, 443 Air Base Group/HC, 37 North Gum
Ave, Altus Air Force Base, OK 73521
HART, Mrs. Raymond C. (D) BS Ed, Homemaker, Local Pres CWU, AMEZ, 37 North Gum Ave, Altus Air Force
Base, OK 73521
HARTEL, Armin (C) Bishop, Wiener Strasse 56, DDR-8020 Dresden, German Democratic Republic
HARTLEY, John H. (D) BA, MDiv, Sr Min, UM, 217 Roberta Dr, Munhall, PA 15120
HARTLEY, Mary Ann (AV) BS, Tchr. UM. 217 Roberta Dr. Munhall. PA 15120
HARTMAN, Glen J. (D) Ret. Gen Conf Del. UM, 47 Louise Dr, Shelby, OH 44875
HARTMAN,,Mrs. Glen J. (AV) Ret, UM, 47 Louise Dr, Shelby, OH 44875
HARTMAN, Paul L. (AV) ThM, Min, UM. 969 Adams St. Litchfield, MI 49252
HARTMAN, Mrs. Paul L. (D) BA, Homemaker, Min Wives Hung Coord, UM, 969 Adams Rd, Litchfield, Ml
49252
HARVEY, Charles E. (D) Min, UM, 5816 Conway Rd, Bethesda, MD 20034
HARVEY, Clarie (C) MA & D, Mortician & Business Owner. Ch Trustee, 415 N Parish St, Jackson, MS 39202
HARVEY, Mildred S. (D) BS, Bus Admn, AMEZ, 262 Hilltop Ave, SW, Concord, NC 28025
HARVEY, Virginia E. (AV) UM, 5816 Conway Rd, Bethesda, MD 20034
HASTINGS, Nancy (D) Conf Youth Pres, UM, PO Box 147, Tallassee, AL 36078
HASTO, Gregory (D) OD, Optometrist, UM. 815 S Home Ave, Park Ridge, IL 60068
HASTO, Heather K. Pierce (D) Deacon, Min of Program & Chris Ed, UM, 815 S Home, Park Ridge, IL 60068
HATAWAY W.B. (D) BSIN PE, Petroleum Eng, Ch Finance Chm, Dist Lay Leader, 6215 Wilchester,
Beaumont, TX 77706
HATAWAY, Mrs. W.B. (AV) Housewife, Chm Worship Com, 6215 Wilchester, Beaumont, TX 77706
HATCH, Geraldine M. (O) Real Est, UM, 6617 Greenwich Ln. Dallas, TX 75230
HATCH, J. Robert (AV) UM, Box 365 Wakefield, VA 23888
HATCH, Mrs. J. Robert (D) Chm Council on Min, UM, Box 365, Wakefield, VA 23888
HATCHER, Chloe S. (V) UM, 1111 Cumberland Ave, Gastonia, NC 28052
HATHCOCK, Philip L. (D) BA, MDiv, Min, UM, PO Box 420, Cherokee Village, AR 72525
HATHCOCK, Mrs. Philip L. (O) BA, Housewife, UM, PO Box 420, Cherokee, AR 72525
HAVEA, Sione Armanaki (C) Rev Dr, Theological Tchr, Min, PO Box 207. Nukualofa, Tonga
HAWEGAWA, Masako (D) UCC, 5-2-1-1229 Oji, Kita-ku, Tokyo 114, Japan
HAWES, James (D) Student, Ponjeravah, Constantine, Falmouth, Cornwall TRll 5PX, England
HAWKE, James (D) UM, Clarion, PA 16214
HAWKE, Richard E. (C) Min, Dist Supt, UM, 119 Morrison Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15216
HAWKE, Mrs. Richard E. (AV) Reg Nurse. Registrar WFMW Conf, UM, 119 Morrison Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15216
HAWLEY, Ann S. (V) 331 Vanburen Ave, Teaneck, NJ 07666
HAYAKAWA, Kansai (D) MD, 1-18-1 Kyodo, Setegaya-ku, Tokyo 156, Japan
HAYASHI, Mari (D) BA, Office Sec. 4-41-13 Daizawa, Setagaya-Ku, Tokyo 155, Japan
HAYES. Jim (V) Min, UM. 624 Topeka Dr. Hermitage. TN 37076
HAYES. Marylyn (V) Housewife. UM. 624 Topeka Dr, Hermitage, TN 37076
HAYES, Marion C. (V) BA, Ret Language Tchr, Chmn Evangelism, Lay Leader, UM, 31 Wesley Dr, Johnstown,
HAYES, Michael (D) Student, JYT Co-Chrp, UM, Rt 1, Geneseo, KS 67444
HAYGOOD, W. Hooper (D) MTh, Dd, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 5215 S Main, Houston, TX 77002
HAYGOOD, Mrs. W. Hooper (AV) BS, UM, 5215 S Main, Houston, TX 77002
HAYNES, Shirley S. (D) Sec, Dist Pres UMW, UM, 105 Woodhaven Park Rd, Stanley, NC 28164
HAZEL, Charles D. (D) BS, BD, M Div, Min, UM, 1115 Higdon Rd, Hartselle, AL 35640
HEADLEE, Russell E. (D) Ret, Ch Lay Speaker, Cameron Star Rt, Waynesburg, PA 15370
HEADLEE, Mrs. Russell E. (D) Household Executive, Ch Lay Speaker, Cameron Star Rt, Waynesburg, PA
15370
HEARN, J. Woodrow (C) DD, Min, UM, PO Box 1349, Baton Rouge, LA 70821
HEATH, Edward M. (D) BS, BD, Min, UM, 80 28th St, NW, Hickory, NC 28601
HEATH, Mrs. Edward M. (AV) Homemaker, UM, 80 28th St, NW, Hickory, NC 28601
HECKARD, Merle C. (D) BS Ed, Tchr, UM, Box 295 Dogwood Lane, Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
HEISTER, Dwight (D) Pres S&L Assn, Ch Trustee, 1075 Amanda-Northern Rd, Canal Winchester, OH 43110
HEISTER, Frances A. (AV) Housewife, Ch Organist, 1075 Amanda-Northern Rd, Canal Winchester, OH 43110
HEISZ, Keith W. (AV) UM, 323 S Queen, Maize, KS 67101
HEISZ, Kenneth L. (D) Min, Seminarian, UM, 1401 N College, School of Theology at Claremont, CA 91711
HEISZ, Leslie M. (D) Min, UM, 323 S Queen, Maize, KS 67101
HEISZ, Mrs. Leslie M. (AV) Secretarial Supervisor, UM, 323 S Queen, Maize, KS 67101
HEITZENRATER, Richard P (V) Historian, UM, Southern Methodist Univeristy, Dallas, TX 75275
HELMS, Frances M. (V) Coordinator-Promot Consumer Affairs, UM, 3563 Embry Cir, Chamblee, GA 30341
HENDERSON, Albert P. (D) Real Estate, Lay Del Ann Conf, Dist Ch Ext, 763 Riverside Dr, Ormond Beach, Fl
32074
HENDERSON, Cornelius Linton (D) AB, MDiv, STM, DD, Sr Min, UM, 4355 Hidden Court, College Park, GA
30349
HENDERSON, Dorothye C. (AV) Tchr, UM, 4355 Hidden Court, College Park, GA 30349
HENDERSON, Edith (O) Real Estate, Ch Trustee, 763 Riverside Dr, Ormond Beach, FL 32074
HENDERSON, Hal T. (AV) Min, Conf Chm R & R, UM, 1215 Southview Rd, Baltimore, MD 21218
HENDERSON, Harriette (AV) Public Relations, UM, 1215 Southview Rd, Baltimore, MD 21218
HENDERSON, LaVetta V (O) MS, Ret Tchr, AMEZ, 1418 Kentucky Towers, Louisville, KY 40202
HENDERSON, Mattie M. (C) Homemaker, UM, 5214 Ebersole Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45227
HENDERSON, Sylvia (O) 4040 Webb St, Detroit, MI 48204
HENDRICKS, Abel (C) DR, PO Box 7, Bonteheuwel 7763, Republic of South Africa
HENDRICKS, Freda (C) Dir Christian Ed, PO Box 7, Bonteheuwel 7763, Republic of South Africa
HENDRICKS, Moreen (C) Tchr, Gen Sec Women's Assn, Mafeking, Clarewyn Rd, Lansdowne 7764, Republic of
South Africa
HENRY, Cleo H. (AV) Housewife, Conf Trustee, UM, 1007 Poplar St, Wilmington, DE 19801
HENRY, Donald C. (C) BD, Min, Pres of Conf, Belmont, St John's, Antiqua, PO Box 9, West Indies
HENRY, Harry Yedenou (C) DL Th, Min, Ch Pres, C/206, Avenue Sekou Toure, BP 34 Cotonou 1, Republique
Populaire du Benin
HENRY, Luther W. (D) BD, DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 1500 W 5th 4B, Ft Worth, TX 76109
HENSON, Frances Hawkins (AV) 105 Edgemont Rd, Frankfort, KY 40601
HENSON, Harold E. (D) Dr, 105 Edgemont Rd, Frankfort, KY 40601
HEPPELTHWAITE, Ernest (D) Ecumn Hosp Chaplain, Min, 12 Hockey St, Christchurch 5, New Zealand
HERALD, Frankye B. (D) BS, MSW, Soc Worker, Ch Missionary, AME, 15610 Stockbridge Ave, Cleveland, OH
44128
HERALD, Rudolph V. (AV) BS, MT, Chemist, Ch Trustee, AME, 15610 Stockbridge Ave, Cleveland, OH 44128
HERNANDEZ, Ulises (C) Bishop, Min, Miravalle 209, Col Portales, Mexico 13, D F, Mexico
HESLOP, H. William (D) STM, Min, UM, 1700 Church Rd, Baltimore, MD 21222
HESLOP, Patricia (AV) Dir Soc Service, Ch Youth Dir, UM, 1700 Church Rd, Baltimore, MD 21222
HESTWOOD, John William (D) BA, BD, DD, Min, UM, 2420 N Blackwelder, Oklahoma City, OK 73106
HESTWOOD, Mrs. John William (AV) BA, Sec, UM, 2420 N Blackwelder, Oklahoma City, OK 73106
HEWITT, Debbie (C) 2 Chester House, Pages Ln, Muswell Hill, London NIO IPR, England
HEYWARD, John W., Jr. (D) AB, BD, MDiv, DD, Sen Min, UM, 1141 Bek Ave, St Louis, MO 63112
HIBBARD, Robert B. (C) PhD, Sr Min, UM, 2741 Kingsbury Dr. Rocky River, OH 44116
HIBBARD, Mrs. Robert B. (AV) Housewife, UM, 19414 Detroit Rd, Cleveland, OH 44116
HICKLIN, Nannie Louise (AV) BS, Ch Youth Dir, AMEZ, 120 Mildred St, Montgomery, AL 36104
HICKLIN, Norman H. (D) BS, M Div, Min, AMEZ, 120 Mildred St, Montgomery, AL 36104
HICKMAN, Hoyt L. (V) DD, Min, Admin Sec on Worship, Bd of Discplshp, UM, 2034 Castleman Dr, Nashville,
TN 37215
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HICKMAN, Martha W. (V) Writer, UM, 2034 Castleman Dr, Nashville, TN 37215
HICKS, Ethel L. (O) BA, Hotel Operator, Chrp Altar Com, UM, 138 W 180 St, Bronx, NY 10453
HICKS, John J. (AV) AB, Bd, MTh, DD, Min, Um, 138 W 180 St, Bronx, NY 10453
HIERONYMUS, Mrs. Ben T. (D) Homemaker, UM, Box 81, Sommerset, KY 42501
HIGHT, Lorena M. (D) Tchr, Adm Bd Sec, UM, 2120 Blackford St, Chattanooga, TN 37404
HIGHTOWER, T. Ed (D) Min, UM, PO Box 515, Richton, MS 39476
HIGHTOWER, Mrs. T. Ed (D) Tchr, UM, PO Box 515, Richton, MS 39476
HILDEBRAND, Camille (D) BS, MS, Col Prof, AME, 1809 E Fifth St, Long Beach, CA 90802
HILDEBRAND, Richard Allen (C) DD, LLD, Bishop, Min, AME, 5921 Overbrook Ave, Philadelphia, PA 19131
HILDEBRAND, Walter L. (D) DD, Presiding Elder, AME, 4937 Westhills Rd, Baltimore, MD 21229
HILDRETH, Richard C, Jr. (V) 3744 Hard Rd, Worthington, OH 43085
HILDRETH, Ruth M. (V) 3744 Hard Rd, Worthington, OH 43085
HILL, Edward H. (AV) BS, JD, Atty, UM, 3909 Doris, Amarillo, TX 79109
HILL, Mrs. Edward H. (O) BS, Housewife, UM, 3909 Doris, Amarillo, TX 79109
HILL, Sidney, Sr. (D) Min, Presiding Elder, CME, 5608 Court H, Birmingham, AL 35208
HILTS, Millie (D) Ctf Consuk/Trainer Local Ch, Ret Escrow Off, Chrm Conf Nom Com, UM, 5280 Atherton St,
#141, Long Beach, CA 90815
HILTS, Robert E. (V) 5280 Atherton St #141, Long Beach, CA 90815
HINDERER, Myrta (V) Ret, 2009 Sherwood Dr #3, Johnson City, TN 37601
HINELY, Eugene A. (D) PO Box 711, Hazlehurst, GA 31539
HINELY, Mary C. (O) PO Box 711, Hazlehurst, GA 31539
HINSON, William H. (D) STD, Min, 3300 Westgate, Albany, GA 31707
HINSON, Mrs. William H. (AV) 3300 Westgate, Albany, GA 31707
HINTON, Jeanette S. (AV) BS, Tchr, Missionary, AMEZ, 1856 Gold Dr, Fayetteville, NC 28301
HO, Mrs. John (D) Ret Tchr, Conf Treas, Pres WSCS, c/o CAC Office, Wisma Methodist, (Sth Floor) Lorong
Hang Jebat (Lrg Davidson) Kuala Lumpur 05-05, Malaysia
HODAPP, Leroy C. (C) Bishop, UM, 90 Pebble Beach Dr, Springfield, IL 62704
HODAPP, Polly A. (AV) UM, 90 Pebble Beach Dr, Springfield, IL 62704
HODGE, Gerald B. (O) BS, Foundryman, Conf Del, 56 Third Ave, Greenville, PA 16125
HODGE, Mrs. Patricia A. (O) Bs, Mus Tchr, Ch Mus Coord, 56 Third Ave, Greenville, PA 16125
HODGE, William Vincent Austin (D) Tchr, Youth Sec, Cleverly Hill, Sandy Point, St Kitts, British West Indies
HODGES, D. (AV) 26 Princess Ave, Concord, NSW, Australia 2137
HOGGARD, Eva S. (C) BS, MEd, Miss Superv, AMEZ, 6401 Sunset Lane, Indianapolis, In 46260
HOGGARD, J. Clinton (C) AB, MDiv, DD, Bishop, Min, AMEZ, 6401 Sunset Lane, Indianapolis, IN 46260
HOILONG, Dorothy (V) Greentown, OH 44630
HOISTAD, Louise C. (D) RN, VP Mn Conf Ch & Soc, UM, 1740 Portland Ave, St Paul, MN 55104
HOLLAND, Arthur D. (D) MD, Min, Conf Staff, 803 S 34th, Mt Vernon, IL 62864
Holland! Carol Ann (AV) BS, Tchr, UM, 808 S 34th, Mt Vernon, IL 62864
HOLLIS, James W. (D) MD, Min, UM, 918 Forest Ridge Dr, SE, Marietta, GA 30067
hollis! Jean Norwood (AV) BS, Tchr, Ch Childn Choir Dir, UM, 918 Forest Ridge Dr, SE, Marietta, GA 30067
HOLLOWAY, Bob (AV) BA, Min, UM, 705 State, Winters, TX 79567
HOLLOWAY, Judy (D) BM, MM, Mus Educ, Choir Dir, UM, 705 State, Winters, TX 79567
HOLLOWAY, Roberta T. (V) MA, Tchr, UM, One Purdy Ave, Staten Island, NY 10314
HOLLY, William J. (O) Realtor, 505 Delaine, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
HOLLY, Mrs. Bill (O) Nurse, Realtor, 505 Delaine, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
HOLMAN, Marie (V) 508 Westchester Dr, Greensboro, NC 27408
HOLMES, Edward H. (AV) Min, Dist Supt, UM, 4 Rosalind Rd, Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
holmes! James F (AV) Min, Presiding Elder, AME, 226 9th Court W, Birmingham, AL 35204
holmes! Lavetta (O) 316 Culpepper St, Elizabeth City, NC 27909
holmes! Mrs. Mabel (D) Miss, Episc Pres WMS, AME, 226 9th Court W, Birmingham, AL 35204
holmes! Roy A. (D) MD, Min, AMEZ, 316 Culpepper St, Elizabeth City, NC 27909
holmes! Thelma L. (O) M Th, Min, RN, AMEZ, 710 Chauncey St, Brooklyn, NY 11207
holmes! Zan W., Jr. (D) DD, Min, Tchr-Pastor, UM, PO Box 7170, Dallas, TX 75209
HOLSINGER, Barbara (O) BA, MAT, Educator, Chrm Evang, UM, 3402 Wheeler Rd, Augusta, GA 30909
HOLSINGER, James W., Jr. (AV) MD, PhD, Physician, Chrm Evang, UM, 3402 Wheeler Rd, Augusta, GA
30909
HOLST, Alyois (D) MDiv, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 1808 Crestview Dr, Box 347, Concordia, KS 66901
HOLST, Joyce Marie (AV) Housewife, UM, 1808 Crestview Dr, Box 347, Concordia, KS 66901
HOLT, Margie L. (AV) Homemaker, UM, 200 Hwy 517 W, Dickinson, TX 77539
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HOLT, William A. (D) BS, Min, UM, 200 Hwy 517 W, Dickinson, TX 77539
HOLT, Mrs. William M. (AV) BS, MRE, Chrstn Ed, Stf Wesleyan Chrstn Advc, UM, 4955 Pine Hill Court E,
Stone Mountain, GA 30088
HOLTE, Alfred O. (D) BA, LLB, Ret Attny, 4375 S Honeymoon Bay Rd, Greenbank, WA 98253
HOLTE, C. Lillin (AV) Homemaker, 4375 S Honeymoon Bay Rd, Greenbank, WA 98253
HOLYFIELD, O Curtiss (D) BS, MEd, Min/Tchr, UM, 127 Dearman Ave, Long Beach, MS 39560
HOLYFIELD, Mrs. O. Curtiss (D) BS, EEd, Tchr, UM, 127 Dearman Ave, Long Beach, MS 39560
HOOKS, Alex (AV) Ret, Ch Trustee, AMEZ, 11617 N El Granada, Lynwood, CA 90262
HOOKS, Harriett O. (D) DD, Min, Presiding Elder, AMEZ, 11617 N El Granada, Lynwood, CA 90262
HOON, Chew Kin (AV) Housewife, 46 Jalan Tupai, (2nd Floor), Taiping, Perak, Malaysia
HOOPER, Mrs. Earl H. (D) UMW Conf Pres, UM, Rt 2, Box 276, Alta Loma, TX 77510
HOOPER, M. Dyne (AV) MEd, Educator, UM, Rt 2, Box 276, Alta Loma, TX 77510
HOOVER, Joan S. (D) BSN, BD, Min, Campus Min Wes End, UM, 120 N, Dubuque, Iowa City, lA 52240
HOPE, Holland (V) BA, MA, Ret Chap and Min, 1212 Punahoa St, #2708, Honolulu, HI 96826
HOPE, Mrs. Holland (V) BS, BA, MA, Ret Tchr, Homemaker, 1212 Punahoa St, #2708, Honolulu, HI 96826
HORN, Eleanor B. (AV) Housewife, UM, 40 S Richland Ave, Box M-55, York, PA 17405
HORN, Russell E. (D) BS, C Eng, Chmn Adm Bd, UM, 40 S Richland Ave, Box M-55, York, PA 17405
HORNUNG, Gerald K. (D) BA, LLB, Gen Sec Bd of Pen, UM, 1893 Mission Hills Ln, Northbrook, IL 60062
HORNUNG, Virginia (AV) BS, MTS, Homemaker, Seminarian, UM, 1893 Mission Hills Ln, Northbrook, IL
60062
HORWOOD, Stan K. (O) Box 724, Sterling City, TX 76951
HORWOOD, Mrs. Stan K. (O) Box 724, Sterling City, TX 76951
HOSKINS, Eliza G. (V) 1325 Murchison Rd, Fayetteville, NC 28301
HOUSE, William Morris (D) DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 2313 Kent St, Bryan, TX 77801
HOUSE, Mrs. Morris (AV) 2313 Kent St, Bryan, TX 77801
HOUSTON, Heather Erin (D) Box 141, Rt 1, Lake Linganore, Mt Airy, MD 21771
HOWARD, Ann (V) 70 W 3rd St, Mt Vernon, NY 10550
HOWARD, Clarice V. (D) Soc Worker, La Dist Mis Pres, CME, 4280 Halldale Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90062
HOWARD, Elizabeth L. (D) Dir Bd of Gl Min, UM, 1485 S Grape St, Denver, CO 80222
HOWARD, Glenn L. (AV) 1485 S Grape St, Denver, CO 80222
HOWARD, Larry C. (D) Min, UM, Box 457, Sterling City, TX 76951
HOWARD, Mary (AV) RN, UM, Box 457, Sterling City, TX 76951
HOWE, Gaylon L. (D) BD, DD, Ret Min, 1810 NW 23rd Blvd, Apt 110, Gainesville, FL 32605
HOWE, Sadie G. (D) UM, 1810 NW 23rd Blvd, Apt 110, Gainesville, FL 32605
HOWELL, Joe A. (D) DD, UM Col Pres, Central Methodist College, Fayette, MO 65248
HOWELL, Mrs. Joe A. (AV) UM, 600 Park Road, Fayette, MO 65248
HOWSON, Gladys (C) BA, MA, Pres UM Union of Clev, VP Ch Wom United Ohio, 21900 Rye Rd, Shaker Hts,
OH 44122
HOWSON, Robert (AV) BS, Engr, UM, 21900 Rye Rd, Shaker Hts, OH 44122
HUANG, Andrew Y.S. (D) Min, Dist Supt, 22 BG 8ERA1 Rd, Jelurong, Penang, W Malaysia
HUDSON, C. Cass (D) MM, Mus Tchr, Ch Min of Mus, AME, 25 Farrand Park, Highland Park, MI 48203
HUDSON, J. Richard (V) 52 Peters Lane, Newport News, VA 23606
HUDSON, Jo, (V) Sec, UM, 3134 High Meadows, Abilene, TX 79605
HUDSON, Reva Y. (V) Ret Tchr, Disciples of Christ, 52 Peters Lane, Newport News, VA 23606
HUDSON, Winston (V) Supervisor, Chm Adm Bd, UM, 3134 High Meadows, Abilene, TX 79605
HUFFMAN, Shay (V) UM, 3134 High Meadows, Abilene, TX 79605
HUGGINS, Kenneth A. (O) Dr, Min, Chmn of Dist, PO Box N 3702, Nassau, Bahamas
HUGGINS, Vivienne D. (O) Exec Sec, PO Box N 3702, Nassau, Bahamas
HUGHES, Ruth H. (D) Pres WMS, AME, 25 W 132 St, New York, NY 10037
HULL, Harry A. (D) Min, UM, 1069 Cooper Dr, Ashland, OH 44805
HULL, Jean F. (AV) UM, 1069 Cooper Dr, Ashland, OH 44805
HUNT, Corinne (O) BS, Ret Tchr, UM, 1566 Wilder, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
HUNT, Earl G., Jr. (C) Bishop, Min, UM, PO Box 1747, Lakeland, FL 33802
HUNT, Mrs. Earl G., Jr. (D) UM, PO Box 1747, Lakeland, FL 33802
HUNTER, Ann E. (C) Bookkeeper, Pres Conf UMW, UM, 736 SE 18th Ave, Ocala, Fl 32670
HUNTER, George G. Ill (D) BA, BD, ThM, PhD, Sec for Evang, UM, United Methodist Board of Discipleship,
Box 840, Nashville, TN 37204
HUNTER, Jack L. (C) AB, BD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 3621 Sheffield Dr, Rocky Mount, NC 27801
HUNTER, Mrs. Jack L. (AV) UM, 3621 Sheffield Dr, Rocky Mount, NC 27801
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HUNTER, Thelma H. (O) Bs, MSW, Soc Worker, Miss, Fin Chmn, AMEZ, 294 East Boston Blvd, Detroit, MI
48202
HUNTLEY, Nancy D. (AV) UM, 2835 Reynolds Park Rd, Winston-Salem, NC 27107
HUNTLEY, T. Maurice (D) BA, MDiv, Min, UM, 2835 Reynolds Park Rd, Winston-Salem, NC 27107
HURT, Wendell E. (D) Coun Dir, UM, 1115 S Fourth St, Louisville, KY 40203
HURT, Mrs. Wendell E. (AV) 1115 S Fourth St, Louisville, KY 40203
HURTT, Jane (D) UM, 686 Brown Chapel Rd, Clarksburg, OH 43115
HUSTON, Frances T. (AV) Space Designer, UM, 12 Mohegan PI, Huntington, NY 11746
HUSTON, Robert W. (D) STB, ThD, Min, Gen Sec Com on Ch Un & Int Con, UM, 12 Mohegan PI, Huntington
Station, NY 11746
HUTAGELUNG, Melva Olive (D) Housewife, Adv Natl WSCS, Jalan Hasanuddin No, Medan, Indonesia
HUTCHERSON, Guy K. (C) DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 4842 Weslyan Woods Dr, Macon, GA 31210
HUTCHERSON, Mrs. Guy K. (AV) BS, 4842 Weslyan Woods Dr, Macon, GA 31210
HUTCHINSON, Louise C. (AV) AB, MRE, Homemaker, UM, 947 Nottingham Rd, High Point, NC 27260
HUTCHINSON, Marianne (D) BA, Schl Adm/Tchr, Missionary, UM, Calzada del Valle 109 Pte, Colonia del
Valle, N.L. Mexico
HUTCHINSON, Orion N., Jr. (C) AB, BD, DD, Sr Min, UM, PO Drawer 5289, High Point, NC 27262
HUTCHINSON, William B. (D) BS, MD, Clergy-Missionary, Calzada del Valle 109 Pte, Colonia del Valle, N.L.
Mexico
HWANG, Rebecca (V) Wesley Methodist Church, Hong Kong
IDOWU, Mrs. E. Bolaji (D) Wesley House, 21/22 Marina, PO Box 2011, Lagos, Nigeria
IHVAN, Bengtsson (D) Min, Vasagatan 3,216 12 Malmoe/Sweden
IMATHIU, Mrs. Florence (D) PO Box 142, Meru, Kenya
IMATHIU, Lawi (C) Min, V-Ch WMC, PO Box 142, Meru, Kenya
INGLING, George (AV) Box 435, 10714 S Charleston Pk, S Charleston, OH 45368
INGLING, Thelma (O) Box 435, 10714 S Charleston Pk, S Charleston, OH 45368
INGRAM, Bertha S. (D) Ret Tchr, Conf Brc Pres, AME, 19313 Holiday Ln, Warrensville Hts, OH 44122
INNIS, Dorothy (AV) Homemaker, Ch Fin Sec, UM, Rt 2, Box 107 A 5, Boyce, VA 22620
INNIS, Patasha (O) Real Est Brk, 4 Flamingo Ln Royal Bahamian, Estete Beach, PO Box F 169F Freeport
IRELAND, Jessie L. (V) Housewife, UM, 114 E 9th, Cozad, NE 69130
IRELAND, Melvon L. (C) DD, Min, UM, 2001 Fourth Ave, Scottsbluff, NE 69361
IRELAND, Ruth E. (AV) AB, Soc Worker, UM, 2001 Fourth Ave, Scottsbluff, NE 69361
IRELAND, Victor A. (V) Min, UM, 114 E 9th, Cozad, NE 69130
IRESON, Judith Ann (AV) BA, MEd, Tchr, Asst Prin, UM, 14314 Artesian, Detroit, MI 48223
IRESON, Roger W. (C) BA, MDiv, PhD, Sr Min, UM, 14890 Warwick, Detroit, MI 48223
IRVINE, E. (AV) 105 Main Road, Monbulk Vic, Australia 3793
IRWIN, Evelyn S. (O) BS, MEd, Educator, 123 Colonial Dr, Belle Meade, Greenwood, SC 29646
IRWIN, Han-y P., Jr. (AV) AB, MEd, Ed D, Prof, 123 Colonial Dr, Belle Meade, Greenwood, SC 29646
ISAACS, Miriam E. (D) US Child Dev Spec, UM, 407 Coolidge Ave, (Lakeview) Rockville Centre, NY 11570
ISOM, Helen B. (D) Pres WMS, Cosmetician, AME, 102 Crestwood Dr, Thomasville, GA 31792
ITO, Chishio (D) Min, 2-12-12 Hiroo, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150 Japan
ITO, Tadakiko (D) BD, Min, 4-1-18 Yabe Segamikara Kanagawa, Japan
IVES, Jane P. (AV) BA, Tchr, UM, 20 Center St, Waterville, ME 04901
IVES, S. Clifton (C) MDiv, Min, UM, 20 Center St, Waterville, ME 04901
JACKSON, Al (O) 600 Taylor, Sinton, TX 78387
JACKSON, Mrs. Al (O) 600 Taylor, Sinton, TX 78387
JACKSON, Alan (AV) Min, Assoc Dir of World Evang, 23 Liverpool Rd, Croydon, NSW, Australia 2131
JACKSON, Allen K. (D) PhD, College Pres, UM, 1393 Woodley Rd, Montgomery, AL 36106
JACKSON, Barbara M. (AV) BA, Homemaker, Chpr C on Min, UM, 1393 Woodley Rd, Montgomery, AL 36106
JACKSON, Belvie H., Jr. (C) AB, BD, MDiv, DD, Min, AMEZ, 321 S 9th Ave, Mount Vernon', NY 10550
JACKSON, Dasie C. (AV) CME, PO Box 5245, Orlando, FL 32855
JACKSON, Frances (D) Homemaker, Chpr Wor, Lay Del An Conf, UM, 897 North Way, North Bend, Or 97459
JACKSON, Karen (AV) BS, Artist, UM, 897 North Way, North Bend, OR 97459
JACKSON, Lewis L., Sr. (D) DD, Min, UM, 1155 Creekmont, Houston, TX 77091
JACKSON, Rosa (AV) Dir C Ed, Diaconal Min, UM, 1155 Creekmont, Houston, TX 77091
JACKSON, Shirley (AV) Dist Y Sec, AMEZ, 321 S 9th Ave, Mount Vernon, NY 10550
JACKSON, Susie Mae (AV) 668 E 51st St, Los Angeles, CA 90011
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JACOBS, Donald G. (D) Exec Dir, Min, AME, 15680 Forest Hills Blvd, East Cleveland, OH 44112
JACOBS, Ida M. (O) Homemaker, 1700 Limestone Rd, Wilmington, DE 19804
JACOBS, Maxine (D) BS Ed, Tchr, Ch Dist Treas, AME, 15680 Forrest Hills Blvd, East Cleveland, OH 44112
JACOBS, Victor J. (D) Min, Ch Ed Aduk Pub, UM, 201 Eighth Ave, S, Nashville, TN 37202
JAMES, Ead A. (V) BA, Bd, Min, Dept of Evangelism AME Church, AME, 112 E Jordan St, Shreveport, LA
71101
JAMES, Frederick (C) BA, MDiv, DD, Bishop, AME, 6514 Sherry Dr, Little Rock, AR 72204
JAMES, K.C. (C) Ba, Ret Sch Prin, 557 Pietermaritz St, Pietermaritzburg 3201, S Africa
JAMES, Mrs. K.C. (D) Tchr, 557 Pietermaritz St, Pietermaritzburg 3201, S Africa
JAMES, Theressa G. (D) BA, MA, Tchr, AME, 6514 Sherry Dr, Little Rock, AR 72204
JAMES, William (D) DD, Pres FL Indp Col Fund, Min, UM, 41 Lake Morton Dr, PO Box 982, Lakeland, Fl
33802
JAMES, Mrs. William (AV) UM, 41 Lake Morton Dr, PO Box 982, Lakeland, FL 33802
JAMES, William (V) Dr, Min, UM, 1981 Madison Ave, New York, NY 10035
JAMES, Mrs. William (V) UM, 1981 Madison Ave, New York, NY 10035
JAMISON, Mrs. Mickey (O) 750 Bradshaw, Corpus Christi, TX 78412
JAMISON, Vorheese D.B. (C) Baccur, Lay Conn Sec, AME, 1115 44th PI, SE, Washington, DC 20019
JARRELL, Thomas R. (D) BA, MA, MDiv, Sr Min, UM, 623 Ontario Ave, Sheboygan, WI 53081
JARRELL, Mrs. Thomas R. (AV) Homemaker-Buyer, UM, 623 Ontario Ave, Sheboygan, WI 53081
JARRETT, Daphne M. (V) ACSW, Cert Soc Worker, 820 Boynton Ave, Bronx, NY 10473
JARVIS, Elsie M. (D) Housewife, UM, 219 Ashby Ave, Charleston WV 25314
JARVIS, James Clair (C) DD, Min, Pres UM Charities, UM, 219 Ashby Ave, Charleston, WV 25314
JARVIS, Patricia Ann (AV) MAR, MDiv, Min, UM, Star Rt, Box 24, Sod, WV 25564
JEAN-PIERRE, Fede (D) BA, Min, c/o Eglise Methodiste D'Haiti, BP 6, Port-Au-Prince, Haiti, Caraibe
JENKINS, Frank E. (D) Min, Dist, Supt, UM, PO Box 13, Griffin, GA 30224
JENKINS, Mrs. Frank E. (AV) Tchr, UM, PO Box 13, Griffin, GA 30224
JENKINS, J. Dallas (D) Dir Dept of Evang, Min, AMEZ, 4550 Laurel Dr, Dayton, OH 45417
JENKINS, Mrs. J. Dallas (AV) Housewife, AMEZ, 4550 Laurel Dr, Dayton, OH 45417
JENNER, Dorothy (AV) Ch Trustee, Flat 2, llA Winscombe St, Belmont, Auckland 9, New Zealand
JENNINGS, Stephanie (AV) Student, UM 1850 Bellefonte Dr, Lexington, KY 40503
JENNINGS, William R. (D) AB, BD, DD, Sr Min, UM, 1850 Bellefonte Dr, Lexington, KY 40503
JILES, William J. (D) BA, MDiv, STM, Min, AMEZ, 150 Manor Dr, Great Neck, NY 11020
JIMENEZ, Magdalena (C) Lie en Adm Empresas, L P de la Torre No. 40, Col Moctezuma la, Seccion, Mexico 9
JINGIN, Baleng Ak (D) Meth. Office, PO Box 155, Sibu, Sarawak, Malaysia
JOHN, Emmy Lou (AV) BA, Reg Co UM Jnt Law of the S Proj, UM, 411 Grand Ave, Aurora, IL 60506
JOHN, Lloyd W. (AV) AME, 20403 Renfrew Rd, Detroit, MI 48221
JOHN, Norma (AV) Ex Bd WMS, AME, 20403 Renfrew Rd, Detroit, MI 48221
JOHNSON, Ann W. (D) Gen Sec, AMEZ, PO Box 32843, Chadotte, NC 28232
JOHNSON, Bobby L. (V) BS, PR, 3102 Wak Stephen Rd, Jonesboro, GA 30236
JOHNSON, Dorothea S. (D) Housewife, 213 N 12th St, Wymore, NE 68466
JOHNSON, Dorothy S. (D) Relig Writer, Gen Sec Y's, AMEZ, 212 W Liberty St, Salisbury, NC 28144
JOHNSON, Earle E. (C) Min, AMEZ, PO Box 32843, Chadotte, NC 29232
JOHNSON, Eleanor F. (AV) Housewife, CME, 3664 Lakeview Rd, Memphis, TN 38116
JOHNSON, Ellsworth T. (AV) Ret, UM, 66 East Schreyer PI, Columbus, OH 43214
JOHNSON, Esther B. (O) Soc Worker, Ch Sec-Treas, UM, 3030 General Ogden, New Orleans, LA 70118
JOHNSON, Ethel (V) Oakland, CA 94604
JOHNSON, Harry F. (AV) Ret Lumberman, 213 N 12th St, Wymore, NE 68466
JOHNSON, Leslie (D) DD, Min, Wesley Meth, 11 Heatherwood Dr, Shrewsbury, MA 01545
JOHNSON, Lois (D) M Soc, Schl Counselor, UM, 11 Heatherwood Dr, Shrewsbury, MA 01545
JOHNSON, Mary (V) United Methodist Church, Freetown, Sierra Leone, W Africa
JOHNSON, Opal (O) Disciples of Christ, 13181 E Lampson Ave, Garden Grove, CA 92640
JOHNSON, Rosia B. (V) UM, 303 W 154th St, Apt 6B, New York, NY 10039
JOHNSON, Vava M. (D) Dist Pres UMW, UM, 66 East Schreyer PI, Columbus, OH 43214
JOHNSON, Vivian R. (AV) 2803 Dalhart Ave, Compton, CA 90222
JOHNSON, William R., Jr. (D) AB, MA, BD ThM, D Min, DD, Gen Sec Bd of Chr Ed, Min, CME, I474 Humber
St, Memphis, TN 38106
JOHNSON, W. Robert, III (D) BA, MA, MDiv, DD, Min, AMEZ, 110 S Bayou St, Mobile, AL 36602
JOHNSON, Mrs. W. Robert, III (D) Housewife, AMEZ, 110 S Bayou St, Mobile, AL 36602
JOHNSTON, George T. (AV) Pharmacist, 610 Beville St, Waycross, GA 31501
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JOHNSTON, Helen (D) Tchr, 1918 Avalon Rd, Dubuque, lA 52001
JOHNSTON, Shirlee (O) LPN, Nurse, 610 Beville St, Waycross, GA 31501
JOLLEY, Delbert Eugene (D) AB, STM, MDiv, DD, Min, UM, RD 1, Box 1030, Russell, PA 16345
JOLLEY, Mrs. Delbert E. (AV) UM, RD 1, Box 1030, Russell, PA 16345
JONES, Annette C. (D) Ret Govt Emp, Area Chr Miss, AME, 5422 2nd St, NW, Washington, DC 20011
JONES, Bevel (C) DD, Sen Min, UM, 190 Highland Dr, Athens, GA 30606
JONES, Mrs. Bevel (AV) UM, 190 Highland Dr, Athens, GA 30606
JONES, C. Bailey (D) BA, MDiv, Sen Min, UM, 403 Hanover St, Fredericksburg, VA 22401
JONES, Mrs. C. Bailey (D) Housewife, UM, 403 Hanover St, Fredericksburg, VA 22401
JONES, Bonnie (AV) BS, Ch Mus, Diaconal Min, UM, 3 Glenmore Dr, Durham, NC 27707
JONES, Cordelia J. (AV) 201 W 37th St, Wilmington, DE 19802
JONES, Donald J. (D) Min, Dist Supt, UM, 18 Forest Park W, Jacksonville, IL 62650
JONES, Frank E. (D) Min, AMEZ, 109 Washington St, Newburgh, NY 12550
JONES, G. Eliot (D) Min, UM, PO Box 1009, Hattiesburg, MS 39401
JONES, Mrs. G. Eliot (D) UM, PO Box 1009, Hattiesburg, MS 39401
JONES, Gerald H. (C) PhD, Min, UM, 831 Vine St, West Lafayette, IN 47906
JONES, Greg (D) BA, Student, UM, 2781 S Franklin St, Denver, CO 80210
JONES, Haniel (AV) Min, Col Dir Prof Prog, UM, 1105 E Samford Ave, Auburn, AL 36830
JONES, Mrs. Haniel (C) Conf Pres UMW, Conf Bd of Miss, 1105 E Samford Ave, Auburn, AL 36830
JONES, Harold (V) Min, 130 Lefferts PI, Brooklyn, NY 11238
JONES, J. William (D) BA, MA, DD, Sen Min, UM, 901 N Main, Decatur, IL 62521
JONES, Mrs. J. William (V) 5211 Ridge Ave, Decatur, IL 62521
JONES, Jameson (D) PhD, Min, College Dean, UM, 3 Glenmore Dr, Durham, NC 27707
JONES, Joseph H., Sr. (C) DD, Min, Presiding Elder, AMEZ, 1900 Onyx, Blue Springs, MO 64015
JONES, L. Darlene (AV) Homemaker, UM, 18 Forest Park W, Jacksonville, IL 62650
JONES, Major J. (D) ThD, DMin, Pres Theology Schl, UM, 930 Burnt Hickory Dr, SW, Atlanta, GA 30314
JONES, Mary L. (C) Legis Asst, Sec Dist Conf, Ch Sec, Ch Trustee, AMEZ, 5028 57th Ave, Apt 302,
Bladensburg, MD 20710
JONES, Maryneal (AV) Editor S.C.U.M. Advc, UM, PO Box 11589, Columbia, SC 29211
JONES, Mattie P (AV) UM, 930 Burnt Hickory Dr, SW, Atlanta, GA 30311
JONES, Michele Veronica (D) Col Student, Box 809, Balboa PO Ancon, Panama
JONES, Minnielee (D) AB, Homemaker, UM, 831 Vine St, W Lafayette, IN 47906
JONES, Paul S. (D) BA, BD, Min, UM, 9207 Sheridan St, Seabrook, MD 20801
JONES, Mrs. Paul S. (D) UM, 9207 Sheridan St, Seabrook, MD 20801
JONES, Scott J. (D) Min/Student, UM, 2311 Valleywood, Carrollton, TX 75006
JONES, Velma T. (D) 920 College Ave, Ft. Worth, TX 76104
JONES, Vivian Love (AV) AMEZ, 109 Washington St, Newburgh, NY 12550
JONES, William R. (AV) 201 W 37th St, Wilmington, DE 19802
JORDAN, Charles W. (D) BA, MDiv, UM, 718 N Grove Ave, Oak Park, IL 60302
JORDAN, Margaret C. (D) BE, Tchr, UM, 718 N Grove Ave, Oak Park, IL 60302
JOSEPH, John (D) India
JUE, Jennifer (V) 7472 Moeser Lane, El Cerrito, CA 94530
KAATZ, Esther A. (D) Housewife, Organist, UM, 2144 Mellwood Ct, Toledo, OH 43613
KAATZ, Torrey A. (C) BS, Ret Bus Exec, UM, 2144 Mellwood Ct, Toledo, OH 43613
KAHN, Dee Ann (D) Ex Asst, Gen Council on Min, UM, UO Havenwood Dr, Englewood, OH 45322
KAHN, William J. (D) Jewelry Appraiser, UM, 110 Havenwood Dr, Englewood, OH 45322
KALAS, J. Ellsworth (C) BS, MDiv, DD, Sr Min, UM 2537 Lee Rd, Cleveland, OH 44118
KALLSTAD, Thorvald E. (D) Th D, Ph D, Univ Prof, Min, Kallarbacksvagen 41, S752 57 Uppsala, Sweden
KAMALESON, Adora (AV) 919 W Huntington Dr, Monrovia, CA 91016
KAMALESON, Samuel (D) Vice Pres, World Vision, UM, 919 W Huntington Dr, Monrovia, CA 91016
KANHAI, Cornelius A. (AV) Min, UM, 180 W Charles St, Markesan, WI 53946
KARLSSON, Bitte (V) Fredricksda 25 Vagen 5B, S-80228 Gavle, Sweden
KAUNG, Tai-Wai, Joseph (D) Educator, 21 Theology Bldg, Chung Chi College, CUHK, Shatin, Hong Kong
KAUNG, Margaret (D) Treas, 34F, Braga Circuit, G/E, Kadoorie Ave, Kowloon, Hong Kong
KAUNG, Teresita (D) 21 Theology Bldg, Chung Chi College, CUHK, Shatin, Hong Kong
KAVANAUGH, Michael (AV) Industrial Eng, Chrm Evangelism, UM, 2602 Donna Dr, Columbus, OH 43220
KAVANAUGH, Patricia J. (O) Exec Sec, Chrm Evangelism, UM, 2602 Donna Dr, Columbus, OH 43220
KAWATA, Kiku (AV) UCC, 2103 Nuuanu Ave, Honolulu, HI 96817
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KAWATA, Teruo (E) Gen Sec and Conf Min UCC, GS/CM Hawaii Conf UCC, 2103 Nuuanu Ave, Honolulu,
HI 96817
KEEN, Rachel F (D) UM, 9 Harden Ave, Wilmington, DE 19804
KEENAN, lone L. (D) Medical Asst, Conf SROW, Conf UMW Mbrsp Chm, 1 Maplewood Ln, Essex Junction, VT
05452
KEGA, Chieko (AV) 4-50-19, Utsukushigaoka, Midoriku, Yokohama, Japan
KEGA, Takeo (D) Univ Prof, 4-50-19 Utsukushigaoka, Mindoriku, Yokohama, Japan (T227)
KELLER, Darlene I. (AV) UM, 3310 Hollywood Ave, Medford, OR 97501
KELLER, Delbert M. (C) BD, Min, UM, 3310 Hollywood Ave, Medford, OR 97501
KELLER, Gloria (C) Postal Clerk, UM, PO Box 97, Windsor, PA 17366
KELLER, Jacobs B. (AV) Salesman, UM, PO Box 97, Windsor, PA 17366
KELLEY, E.E., Jr. (D) Admin Bd, 2110 Reaney Rd, Lakeland, FL 33803
KELLEY, Mrs. E.E., Jr. (D) Admin Bd, 2110 Reaney Rd, Lakeland, FL 33803
KELLUM, E. Owen, Jr. (D) BS, BD, STM, Sr Min, UM, 521 E College St, Griffin, GA 30223
KELLUM, Mrs. E. Owen, Jr. (O) BM, AB, UM, 521 E College St, Griffin, GA 30223
KELLY, Harold R. (D) AB, BD, Min, UM, 2626 Asbury Rd, Erie, PA 16506
KELLY, Peggy J. (AV) UM, 2626 Asbury Rd, Erie, PA 16506
KELSEY, Cathie (C) Min, UM, 1879 Cahill Dr, East Lansing, Ml 48823
KELSEY, Claudia (D) Conf Historian, UM, PO Box 272, Juneau, AK 99802
KENDALL, George (C) BA, BD, DD, Min, AMEZ, 3596 Van Antwerp PI, Cincinnati, OH 45229
KENNEDY, Dan R. (D) PhD, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 5108 Meadow Wood Ave, Lakewood, CA 90712
KENNEDY, Joan L. (AV) UM, 5108 Meadow Wood Ave, Lakewood, CA 90712
KENNEDY, Mrs. Wilmer T. (D) BA, MS, Tchr, Chm, Counc on Min, UM, Box 233, Grand Island, NY 14072
KENNEY, L. Dwight (D) MDiv, Min, UM, PO Box 1638, Momstown, TN 37814
KENT, Aurelia (AV) Housewife, UM, Box 30156, Chadeston, SC 29407
KENT, Harry R. (D) Gen Contractor, UM, PO Box 30156, Chadeston, SC 29407
KEPHART, Betty (D) AB, Homemaker, Stewardship Comm, UM, PO Box 12/910 Riverview Dr, Bluffton, IN
46714
KEPHART, Bruce (D) MD, Physician/Surgeon, Admin Bd, UM, PO Box 12/910 Riverview Dr, Bluffton, IN
46714
KERR, David Wells (D) BA, MDiv, Min, UM, 707 E Clark, Warrensburg, MO 64093
KERR, Marsha (AV) Student, Homemaker, CH Sch Tchr, UM, 708 E Clark, Warrensburg, MO 64093
KESLER, R. Harris (C) AB, BD, DD, Min, UM, 203 Taylor Ave, Salem, VA 24153
KESLER, Sarah T. (D) AB, Housewife, UM, 203 Taylor Ave, Salem, VA 24153
KHAW, Kim Lean (O) Housewife, 3 Jalan 14/26, Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia
KHAW, Poh Hin (D) Businessman, Ch Treas, 8 Jalan Semiling, Bedong, Kedah, Malaysia
KHOO, Siew Kheng (AV) Preacher, Sup Pastor, Chinese Meth Ch, Jemintah, Johore, Malaysia
KHOO, Yu-Hooi (O) Confdntl Sec, Youth Leader, Brethren Church, 65 Jalan 5/31, Petaling Jaya, Selangor,
Malaysia
KIM, Bong Lok (D) Min, 94-3 Hongjee-dong, Jongro-ku, Seoul, Korea
KIM, Chi Kil (C) Min, Bishop, 126-10 Puk-Ahyundong, Sudae Mun Ku, Seoul, Korea
KIM, Choon Young (C) Min, Gen Sec of Missions, 17-4 Chungdong, Choong-ku, Seoul, Korea
KIM, Chul Joo (D) Seoul Youngdeung Po-Ku, Ywido Dong Hansung Apt B-308, Seoul, Korea
KIM, Dong Succ (D) Gen Sec, Admin, Bible Teacher, Presbyterian, Christian Home and Family Life Assoc
Monthly, Christian Home, PO Box 420 Kwang Wha Moon, Seoul 110, Korea
KIM, In Sook (D) BA, Novelist, Deacon, 1022 Gilum 3 Dong, Sung Book Gu, Seoul, Korea
KIM, Jai Whang (C) Min, Pres KMC Council of Bishops, 171-15, Shin Cheon-dong, Dong-gu, Daegu, Korea
KIM, Mrs. Jung Ae (D) 400 S Lafayette Pk PI *102, Los Angeles, CA 90057
KIM, Kee Byuk (D) Min, 78, 1-ga, Inhwang-dong, Iri, Chunbuk, Korea 510
KIM, Kil Song (D) Lay Ldr, Elder, Dist Dir, #123-12, BukAhyun-Dong Seodacmoon-Ku, Seoul, Korea
KIM, Taesung (D) 1107 Ga-Dong Sanjan Apt 780, Seoul, Korea
KIM, Woon Chul (D) Gen Sec Bd of Laity, Lay Elder, The Korean Meth Ch, PO Box 285, Seoul, Korea
KIM, Young II (D) DMin, Min, UM, Box 7, Ransom, PA 18653
KIM, Young Woong (D) Min, 221, Taeheung-dong, Choog-gu, Taejon, 300, Korea
KIM, Yun-Soo (D) Min, 50-2 Songrim dong, Tong-ku, Inchon City, Kyunggido, Korea
KIME, Noble H. (D) ThM, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 2200 S University Blvd, Denver, Co 80210
KING, L. Carman (D) BA, BD, MD, Min, Dist Supt, 504 Hillridge Rd, Louisville, KY 40214
KING, Linda U. (AV) BS, MA, Tchr, 504 Hillridge Rd, Louisville, KY 40214
KING, Patricia S. (D) Data Systems Mgr, Chrm Aduk Council, UM, 5914 West 89th St, Ovedand Park KS 66207
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KIPUKE, Esaho Lokombe (D) Bp 560 Kananga, Zaire
KIRBY, Ramona (D) Student, UMYF Pres; UM; 210 S Vann, Pryor, OK 74361
KIRK, Helen B. (AV) BA, MA, Tchr, SS Supt, AMEZ, 617 Walnut Ave, Charlotte, NC 28208
KIRKBY, Howard F. (C) BA, Pres of Conf, 20 Wesley St, PO Box 86, Port Alfred, 6170 Rep of S Africa
KIRKENDOLL, Chester A. (C) Bishop, CME, 308 10th Ave W, Birmingham, AL 35204
KIRKENDOLL, Mrs. Chester A. (D) CME, 308 10th Ave W, Birmingham, AL 35204
KIRKMAN, Ann (AV) 472 Colorado Blvd, Pasadena, CA 91101
KIRKMAN, John W. (D) Conf Treas, UM, 572 Colorado Blvd, Pasadena, CA 91101
KIRKPATRICK, Dow (D) Missionary, UM, 77 Sheridan Dr NE, Atlanta, GA 30305
KIRKPATRICK, Marjorie S. (C) Missionary, UM, 77 Sheridan DR NE, Atlanta, GA 30305
KIRKWOOD, Gladys C. (AV) Housewife, UM, 42 Washington Ave, Garden City, NY 11530
KIRKWOOD, William C. (D) Ins Broker, Chrm Council on Min, UM, 42 Washington Ave, Garden City, NY
11530
KIRSCH, Charles D. (C) Dist Supt, Min, UM, 471 E Broad St, Suite 1102, Columbus, OH 43215
KIRSCH, Diane (D) Student, UM, 4450 Lummisford Ln E, Columbus, OH 43214
KIRSCH, Janice C. (AV) Tchr, Chr of Cabinet Wives, UM, 471 E Broad St, Suite 1102, Columbus, OH 43215
KISSACK, Elizabeth (C) Pres, WFMW, Borodaill, Glen Mooar, Kirk Michael, Isle of Man, U.K.
KISSACK, Reginald (C) MD, BD, Supernumerary Min, Borodaill, Glen Mooar, Kirk Michael, Isle of Man, U.K.
KLINE, Marion (AV) Min, UM, PO Box 206, Olympia, WA 98507
KLINGLE, Walter E. (D) MTh, Min, Dist Supt, 6 Knightsbridge PI, Texarkana, TX 75503
KLINGLE, Mrs. Walter E. (AV) 6 Knightsbridge PI, Texarkana, TX 75503
KNEEBONE, Leon R. (D) PhD, Prof Emeritus, Dist Lay Ldr, UM, 125 S Patterson St, State College, PA 16801
KNEEBONE, Mrs. Leon R. (AV) BA, Homemaker, UM, 125 S Patterson St, State College, PA 16801
KNIGHT, Aliene (O) Homemaker, UM, 1321 NE Vivion Rd, Kansas City, MO 64118
KNIGHT, Carlton (AV) AB, ThM, Min, UM, 1321 NE Vivion Rd, Kansas City, MO 64118
KNOCK, Ruby S. (D) AA, AB, Sec, UM, 1821 Redwood Terr NW, Washington, DC 20012
KNOCK, Stanley F., Jr. (D) AA, AB, BD, MA, Min, UM, 1821 Redwood Terr, NW, Washington, DC 20012
KNOTTS, Marjorie (D) BA, Tchr, Conf Camping Ed Comm, UM, 220 Chateau Dr, Eagle Point, Or 97524
KNOTTS, Ross (AV) BD, Min, UM, 220 Chateau Dr, Eagle Point, Or 97524
KNOWLES, Janice J. (O) Owner of Business, Camp Business Mgr, Box 12, Rock Sound, Eleuthera, Bahamas
KNOWLES, Keri (V) Student, UM, 3633 Brookhollow, Abilene, TX 79605
KNOWLES, Peggy (V) Homemaker, UM, 3633 Brookhollow, Abilene, TX 79605
KNOWLES, Roy (V) Contractor, UM, 3633 Brookhollow, Abilene, TX 79605
KNUTSSON, Gunborg (D) Ret Missionary, Akerbyvagen, 358 II, 18335 Taby, Sweden
KO, In Kyung, (D) 177-2 Je Gi-Dong Dong Dea Mun-Gu, Seoul, Korea
KOENIG, Robert W. (C) AB, BD, MA, DD, Min, UM, 703 College Ave, Mt Vernon, IN 47620
KOENIG, Mrs. Robert W. (D) AB, Tchr, UM, 703 College Ave, Mt Vernon, IN 47620
KOLB, Weldon (D) MD, Physician, Conf Lay Ldr, 33 Perthuis Farms, LaMarque, TX 77568
KOLB, Mrs. Weldon G. (AV) RN, Housewife, Nurse, 33 Perthuis Farms, LaMarque, TX 77568
KOLLER, Mathilde (AV) Hausfrau, Tannenstrasse 16 B, 8500 Frauenfeld, Switzerland
KOMURO, Harry S. (D) BA, BD, DD, HLD, Ret Min, UM, 1314 Victoria St, No 1102, Honolulu, HI 96814
KOMURO, Mrs. Harry S. (AV) Housewife, UM, 1314 Victoria St, No 1102, Honolulu, HI 96814
KOO, Dong-Tae (D) Min, 946 Hap-Sung-Dong, Masan, Kyung Nam, Korea
KOROI, Tulia Nakolinivalu (C) Tchr, Annesley Methodist Infant School, Box 1209, Suva, Fiji
KOSASIH, Samuel (D) Dist Supt, Methodist Hqrs, Jalan Hang Tuah 8, Medan, Indonesia
KOTWICKl, Betty (V) UM, 518 Carl Schurz Dr, Watertown, WI 53094
KOTWICKI, Raymond (D) BA, MDiv, Min, UM, 518 Carl Schurz Dr, Watertown, WI 53094
KOVILPILLAI, John V. (D) BD, MTh, Min, Pres, Tamil Meth Ch, Jalan Sultan Abdul, Samad, Kuala Lumpur 09-
05, Malaysia
KRAUSE, Colleen E. (AV) BS, MA, Tchr, Ch Sch Tchr, 721 E Main, Belleville, IL 62221
KRAUSE, Robert A. (D) Dr, Sr Min, UM, 721 E Main, Belleville, IL 62221
KUHN, Jandyra (C) Rua Hungria, 720-ap 82, CEP 01455, Sao Paulo, Brasil
KUHN. Renato (C) Rua Hungria 720-ap 82, CEP 01455, Sao Paulo, Brasil
KULAH, Arthur F (C) DMin, Bishop, PO Box 1010, Monrovia, Liberia, W Africa
LA, Sa Haeng, (C) Dr, Min, Gen Sec Korean Meth Ch, Kwang-Hwa, Box 285, Seoul, Korea
LABAKl, Alice Gerab (D) BS, Prof & Journalist, Editor of Voz Missionaria, Lay Leader, Pamplona, 1461, Apt
71, 01405 Jardim Paulista, Sao Paulo, SP, Brazil
LADIA Francisco B. (D) BL, Lawyer, Min, UM, Tuao Cagayan, Philippines
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LADY, Nancy J. (AV) Tchr, Trustee, UM, 123 Upland Rd, Williamsport, PA 17701
LADY, R. Andrew (D) Dr, Administrator, Sec NE Jurisd, UM, 123 Upland Rd, Williamsport, PA 17701
LAH, Oknah Kim (V) Pres, WFMW, 1-42 Shin Moon RO 2 KA, Seoul 110, Korea
LAIRD, Betty (AV) Homemaker, 201 8th Ave S, Nashville, TN 37202
LAIRD, John H. (D) Treas UM Pub House, UM, 201 Sth Ave S, Nashville, TN 37202
LAL, Shalinder Kumar (D) M Sc 491 Jogi Mohalla, Gorakhpur Ward, Jabalpur 482001 (MP), India
LAMB, J. William (D) Min, Sec Life Line Int'l, 24 Princess Margaret Blvd, Islington, Ontario, Canada M9A IZ4
LAMBERT, Laverne (V) Housewife, Lay Speaker, UM, 758 Diamond Lake Dr, Abilene, TX 79601
LAMBERT, Truett (V) Rancher, V-Chm Adm Bd, UM, 758 Diamond Lake Dr, Abilene, TX 79601
LAMPKIN, Mrs. Dorothy R. (D) Ret Tchr, Fam Lif Comm NCC, AME, 940 W 38th St, Savannah, GA 31401
LANDERHOLM, Dovy (AV) Dr, Homemaker, UM, 8801 NW Lake Crest Ave, Vancouver. WA 98665
LANDERHOLM, Irwin (D) Dr. Attorney. Tchr Counc of Min, UM. 8801 NW Lake Crest Ave. Vancouver. WA
89665
LANG. Gilbert C. (D) Ins Agent. Dist Lay Ldr. UM. 8065 W 46th Circle. Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
LANG, Mrs. Verna (AV) Housewife, Off UMW, UM, 8065 W 46th Cir, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
LANGFORD, Thomas A. (C) PhD, Prof Systematic Theology, Min, UM, Box 308, Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
LANIER, Mrs. Ann (AV) BS, Tchr, Conf Dir of Lay Speaking, UM, 2220 27th St, Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44223
LANIER, H.F. (D) Dir of Eng and Research, UM, 2220 27th St, Cuyahoga Falls. OH 44223
LANTZ, G. Benjamin, Jr. (D) AB, STB, PhD, Col Pres, Conf Elder, UM, 1304 S Union Ave, Alliance, OH 44601
LANTZ, Mrs. G. Benjamin, Jr. (AV) UM, 1304 S Union Ave, Alliance, OH 44601
LARIMER, Paul (V) 2075 Druid Pk Dr N, Clearwater, FL 33516
LARIMER, Mrs. Paul (V) 2075 Druid Pk Dr N, Clearwater, FL 33516
LASSO, Marcia (C) UM, 2335 Woodbridge Ave, #249, Roseville, MN 55113
LATHAM, Freer Helen (AV) Pres Emeritus WFMW, 1 Bampi Place, Castle Cove NSW Australia 2069
LATHAM, Raymond John (AV) 1 Bampi Place, Castle Cove NSW Australia 2069
LATIER, Alice F. (V) Housewife, UM, Rt 1, Hamilton, IN 36742
LATIMORE, Mrs. Edna M. (O) 210 Sullivan St, Greenville, SC 29605
LATIMORE, Ervin (O) 210 Sullivan St, Greenville, SC 29605
LATUKEFU, Sione (E) Assoc Prof of History, Univ Tchr, Meth Min, History Dept, UPNG. PO Box 4820.
University, Papua New Guinea
LAU, Clifford G. (D) Dairy Specialist, Conf Prayer Advoc, Pres, UMM, UM, Jim Falls, WI 54748
LAU, Mrs. Clifford G. (AV) Tchr, Pres UMW, UM, Jim Falls, WI 54748
LAWRENCE, Jere (D) Supermarket, Box 8, Sweetwater, TX 79556
LAWRENCE, Millie (AV) Housewife, Box 8, Sweetwater, TX 79556
LAWRENCE, Wilhelmina (C) Pres WMS, AME 1245-42nd St SE, Washington. DC 20020
LAYNE. Faye A. (AV) Sec. UM. 120 S 5th St. Pulaski, TN 38478
LAYNE, Larry (D) Min, Dir of Admission Martin College, UM, 120 S 5th St, Pulaski, TN 38478
LAZARUS, Violet Dass (D) Tchr, Gen Conf WSCS VP, 138-0 Jalan Balong Ayam, Kelang, Selangor, Malaysia
LEAR. Robert (D) News Dir UM Communications. Evanston Off. UM. 1200 Davis St, Evanston. IL 60201
LEE. Allan W. (E) DD, Min, Gen Sec, World Convention of Churches of Christ. Disciples of Christ, 8609 NW
Plaza Dr, Suite 405, Dallas, TX 75225
LEE, Madame Chew Eng (AV) Housewife, 21 Jalan SS22/17. Damansara Jaya. Petaling Jaya. Malaysia
LEE. Chang-Ju (D) Min, 84-48 4-ga, Doechung-dong, Joong-gy, Pusan, Korea
LEE, Chang Keun (D) Dir of Company, Church Elder, 127-17, Daeshin-dong, Seodaemun-gu, Seoul, Korea
LEE, Chin Ho (D) MTh, Min, 319-18 Dong Sun Dong 4Ga Sung Book G, Seoul, Korea
LEE, Fong Lian (AV) Housewife, 5 Tan Leng Sun Gardens, Segamat, Johore, Malaysia
LEE. Kim Hiok (AV) Housewife. 124 Batai Ave, Off Jalan Thomson, Taiping, Perak, Malaysia
LEE, Kyung Jae (C) Bishop, Min, CIO Korean Meth Ch, PO Box 285, Seoul, Korea
LEE, Moses T. (AV) MDiv, STM, Sr Min, UM, Chinese United Meth Ch, 69 Madison St, New York, NY 10002
LEE, Nae Kang (D) Min, San-13, Buam 2 dong, Pusanjin-Ku, Pusan, Korea
LEE, Phoebe Wang (D) 990 Carter Dr. NE, Atlanta, GA 30319
LEE, Siew Tuan (O) Housewife, 109 Jalan 20/9, Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia
LEESE, Joan M. (D) SRN, Nurse, Membr Div of Min, 194 Manchester Rd, Bury BL9 9BD, England
LEESE, Kenneth (C) MB, ChB, AFOM, Medical Practitioner, Past VP Eng Meth, Stickford, 194 Manchester Rd.
Bury BL9, 9BD, England
LENNARTSON, Catherine A. (D) BA, MEd, Tchr, Conf Council, UM, 5624 W 100th St, Oak Lawn, IL 60453
LENNARTSON, Walter S. (D) AB, Ret Editor, UM, 5624 W 100th St, Oak Lawn, IL 60453
LENOX, Asbury (C) BA, BD, DD, Min, UM, 2803 53rd St, Galveston. TX 77550
LEONARD, Logan (V) UM, 2700 Barclay Dr, Hays, KS 67601
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LEONARD. Mabel (V) UM. 2700 Barclay Dr. Hays. KS 67601
LEONARD. R.A. (D) Pres Eld. Min. P.E.-Edisto Dist, AME. PO Box 6. Walterboro, SC 29488
LEONARD. Sarah C. (AV) Tchr, Miss Wkr, AME, PO Box 6, Walterboro, SC 29488
LEONG, Kam Min (AV) Planter, Ch Officer, 5 Upper Limbok Rd, Seremban, NS. Malaysia
LEONG. Yam Kim (AV) Housewife, Steward. 5 Upper Limbok Rd. Seremban, NS Malaysia
LETTSOME, Olivine (V) RN, Chrp Rel & Race, UM, 657 Crotona Pk N Apt 4-E, Bronx. NY 10457
LEULUAlALll. Siatua (D) BD. Princ Piula Theo Coll. c/o Meth Ch in Samoa. Box 199. Apia, W Samoa
LEUNG, Lincoln (C) Min, Conf Sec, 11 Cheung Hong St. N Pant, Hong Kong
LEVERIDGE. Harold D. (V) Min. UM. 2704 NW 26. Oklahoma City, OK 73107
LEWIS. Alfred T. (O) 7521 S Rosemary Circle, Englewood, Co 80112
LEWIS, Mrs. Alfred T. (AV) BS, Homemaker, UM, 7521 S Rosemary Cir, Englewood, CO 80112
LEWIS, Bert N. (D) Dr Rel, Min, Conf Sec, UM, 3502 Clairemont Dr, San Diego, CA 92117
LEWIS, Monroe C. (D) DD, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 12 Sycamore Ln, Albertville, AL 35950
LEWIS, Mrs. Monroe C. (O) UM, 12 Sycamore Ln, Albertville, AL 35950
LEWIS, Patricia Ann (O) Housewife, UM, 2741 Angell, San Diego, CA 92122
LEYLAND, A. Stanley (C) MA, MPhil, DD, Min, 79 Church Hill Rd, Sutton Surrey SMS 8LL, England
LEYLAND, Mrs. A. Stanley (C) Housewife, Local Preacher, 79 Church Hill Rd, Sutton Sun-ey SMS 8LL, England
LIBERTY, L. (AV) 32 Blomylei Rd, Lansdowne 7764, Republic of South Africa
LIE, Humbert A. (AV) Specv Miss Serv, BOGM, UM,C 68-17 Owls Head Ct, Apt lA, Brooklyn, NY 11220
LIGGINS, Mary S. (D) AME, 1794 Franklin Ave, Columbus, OH 43205
LIGGINS, Thomas E. (C) MDiv, DD, Min, AME, 1794 Franklin Ave, Columbus, OH 43205
LIGHTBOURNE, Dorothy Maxine (O) Tchr, #4 Jenkins PI, PO Box 1938, Freeport Grand Bahama
LIGHTNER, George S. (C) AB, BD, Dd, Ret Min, UM, 420 Beechwood Dr, Richmond, VA 23229
LIGHTNER, Mrs. George S. (D) AB, Housewife, UM, 420 Beechwood Dr, Richmond, VA 23229
LIM, Doris (AV) Tchr, Chmn Mus/Worship Com, Chinese Meth Ch, 1 Lorong Davidson, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
LIM, Hock Huat (D) Datuk, Housing Devlpr, Ch Stewart, Lot 300, Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
LIM, Kee Bin (D) Min, Dist Supt, Chinese Meth Ch, 1 Lorong Davidson, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
LIM, Poh Sim (AV) Housewife, 11, Jalan Murai, Kamuting Garden, Taiping, Perak, Malaysia
LIM, Suat Bing (AV) Housewife, Lot 300, Jalan Ampang, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
LINDBERG, Donna J. (D) BA, ThM, Min, UM, 22626 Maple Ct, Hazel Pk, MI 48030
LINDLEY, Gary (V) M Div, Min, UM, 3212 Fox Hill Dr, Arlington, TX 76015
LINE, Francis R. (AV) Writer-Film Prod, PO Box 2328, Capistrano Bch, CA 92624
LINE, Helen E. (D) Writer-Photographer, UM, PO Box 2328, Capistrano Bch, CA 92624
LING, Koo Tiong (D) 34 Iskandar Rd, Taiping Perak, W Malaysia
LING, Thomas (D) 144-B Strathmore Ave, Singapore 0314, Block 83, Republic of Singapore
LING, Tung Hui (D) Min, Conf Pres, PO Box 155, Sibu, Sarawak, Malaysia
LINK, Robert W. (D) MDiv, Sr Min, Conf Fam Life Coord, UM, 1410 Garfield Ave, Loveland, CO 80537
LINK, Virginia lone (D) Elem Ed, Tchr, Conf Fam Life Coord, UM, 1410 Garfield Ave, Loveland, CO 80537
LINNSUND, Jonny (C) Min, Manager, Seiersbjerget 4, 5000 Bergen, Norway
LINNSUND, Marie (D) Nurse, Seiersbjerget 4, 5000 Bergen, Norway
LINSEY, Nathaniel (C) Min, Bishop, CME, 6524-16th St, NW, Washington, DC 20012
LINSEY, Mrs. Nathaniel (D) CME, 6524- 16th St, NW, Washington, DC 20012
LIOTTA, Ellen Carter (D) Min, UM, 1000 5th St, New Martinsville, WV 26155
LIOTTA, James A. (AV) UM, 1000 Sth St, New Martinsville, WV 26155
LIRELY, Barbara M. (AV) Sec, UM, 609 Pear, Mt Vernon, IL 62864
LIRELY, Ivan L. (D) Min, Dir, Conf Coun on Min, UM, 1919 Broadway, Mt Vernon, IL 62864
LITTLE, Alice I. (D) Dir Soc Serv Prog, CME, 627 N Church St, Tupelo, MS 38801
LITTON, Mrs. Ray (D) Accountant/Homemaker, Conf UMW Pres, UM, 199 Elizaville Ave, Flemingsburg, KY
41041
LITTON, Ray (AV) Automobile Dealer, UM, 199 Elizaville Ave, Flemingsburg, KY 41041
LOANE, Edith M. (C) MD, BCL, BAO, Medical Practitioner, Area Pres, WFMW, Gurteen Agricultural College,
Ballingarry, Roscrea, Co. Tipperary, Ireland
LOANE, Oscar H. (D) B Agr, College Principal, Sec, Stipends & Allowance Bd, Meth Ch Ireland, Gurteen
Agricultural College, Ballingarry, Roscrea, Co, Tipperary, Ireland
LOCKMILLER, Alice W. (C) UM, PO Box 6279, Ft Myers, FL 33901
LODER, Dwight E. (C) Bishop, UM, 787 Tweed Ct, Worthington, OH 43085
LODEr! Mildred (D) UM, 787 Tweed Ct, Worthington, OH 43085
LOH Quee Hua (O) Housewife, 102 Jalan SS 3/70 University Garden, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
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LOMAX, Mary Louise (V) 1236 N 53rd St, Phiiadeipliia, PA 19131
LONG, A. Lewis (D) Ret Farmer, UM, Rt#4, Monmouth, IL 61462
LONG, Mrs. A. Lewis (O) Housewife, UM, Rt#4, Monmouth, IL 61462
LONG, Mrs. Eddie V. (D) AMEZ, 2312 Beatties Ford Rd, Charlotte, NC 28216
LONG, Lem, Jr. (C) AMEZ, 2312 Beatties Ford Rd, Charlotte, NC 28216
LONG, Marcus O. (AV) Min, UM, PO Box 633, Boaz, AL 35957
LONGMUIR, Jessie (AV) Elder, UCA, 422 Pacific Hwy, Asquith NSW Australia 2078
LONGMUIR, Ronald (AV) Steward UCA, 422 Pacific Hwy, Asquith NSW Australia 2078
LOO, Chwee Hoon (AV) Housewife, WSCS Off, 539 Jalan Kampong Koh, Sitiawan, Perak, Malaysia
LOONEY, Richard C. (D) Min, UM, 1300 Sherwood Dr, Johnson City, TN 37601
LOONEY, Mrs. Richard C. (AV) Homemaker, Tchr, UM, 1300 Sherwood Dr, Johnson City, TN 37601
LOTZ, Denton (E) Dr Theol, Assoc Sec Baptist World Alliance, 1628 16th St NW, c/o Baptist World Alliance,
Washington, DC 20009
LOUIS, Dan (D) Journalist, Min, 3512 Shady Valley, Arlington, TX 76013
LOUIS, Joyce (AV) 3512 Shady Valley, Arlington, TX 76013
LOVE, Dorothy E. (V) PO Box 81, Kennedale, TX 76060
LOVE, Elza L. (D) Dr, AA, AB, BD, Min, Ex Dir, Bd of Missions, 5215 S Main, Houston, TX 77002
LOVE, Mrs. Elza L. (AV) AB, Housewife, 5215 S Main, Houston, TX 77002
LOVE, Stephen M. (V) Ret, PO Box 81, Kennedale, TX 76060
LOVETT, E. LouJean (D) Logist Mgt BS, Mgmt Spec US Army, Public Rel Dir, Consuk Dept Christ Ed, AMEZ,
9000 E Jefferson, Detroit, Ml 48214
LOWE, Dawn P (AV) BS Elem Ed, Tchr, UM, 619 Janet Dr, Lebanon, IL 62254
LOWE, Donald L. (D) AB, MDiv, DD, Dist Supt. Min, UM, 619 Janet Dr, Lebanon, IL 62254
LOWE, Doris J. (AV) BS. Tchr, UM, 4619 Lakewood Dr, San Antonio, TX 78220
LOWE. Lavalle, Jr. (D) MTh, Min, UM, 4619 Lakewood Dr, San Antonio, TX 78220
LOWERY, Eleanor W. (AV) BS, Tchr, CME, 4935 Parkglen Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90043
LOWERY, Truitt (D) BS, MS, Tchr, Adm Sec to the Bishop, Local Chairman, Lay Bd of Directors, Dist Supt
Sunday Schools, Conf Sec, Joint Board of Finance, Conf Coordinator Ins and Pensions, First Asst Sec,
Gen Connectional Bd of the CME Church, CME, 4935 Parkglen Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90043
LOY, Jean (AV) UM, 2905 Koster PI, Louisville, KY 40222
LOY, Russell (D) UM, 2905 Koster PI, Louisville, KY 40222
LUCAS, Glenn (C) MA, Archivist-Historian, Min. Victoria University. 73 Queen's Park. Crescent. East. Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M5S 2C4
LUCAS, Phyllis (D) S Th, Christian Ed Dir, 426 Abington Ave, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5A1L7
LUCAS, Mrs. Tommie S. (D) BS, Tchr, Youth Dir, AMEZ, Rt 6 Box 580. Sanford. NC 27330
LUCIANI, Carolyn J. (AV) UM. 910 Wabash St, Ishpeming, MI 49849
LUCIANI, George A. (D) MDiv, Elder, Min, UM, 910 Wabash St, Ishpeming, MI 49849
LUGAR, Jean H. (AV) Sec, UM, 4322 Berini Dr, Durham, NC 27705
LUGAR, Lawrence E. (D) BD, MDiv, Min, UM, 4322 Berini Dr, Durham, NC 27705
LUING, Andrew Mengka (D) Meth Office, PO Box 155, Sibu, Sarawak, Malaysia
LUNDBERG, Clair A. (D) BS, MA, MST, RelD, Min, UM, 4654 Marjorie Dr, Murrysville, PA 15668
LUNDBERG, Marilyn E. (AV) BA, Tchr, UM, 4654 Marjorie Dr, Murrysville, PA 15668
LUNN, June Elizabeth (C) London, Univ, Nat Pres Women's World Day of Prayer, Dist Women's Pres, Dist Treas,
Div of Min, Lay Preacher, 110 W Town Ln, Brislington, Bristol, England, BS4 5DT
LUPO, C.J., Jr. (D) MDiv, DD, Min, UM, 427 Saluda Ave, Columbia, SC 29205
LUPO, Mrs. C.J., Jr. (AV) MRelEd, UM, 427 Saluda Ave, Columbia, SC 29205
LUPTON, Roberta R. (V) Housewife, Swan Quarter, NC 27885
LURVEY, Gwen Jones (V) BA, M Div, Min, UM, 3303 Raintree Ave, Torrance, CA 90505
LURVEY, John, Jr. (V) M Div, ThM, PhD, UM, 3303 Raintree Ave, Ton-ance, CA 90505
LUTRICK, Charles E. (D) DD, Sr Min, UM, Box 6, Midland, TX 79702
LUTRICK, Ruth (AV) Homemaker, UM, Box 6, Midland, TX 79702
LUX, Rosemary (AV) UM, RR*1, Box 43, Delhi, lA 52223
LUX, William E. (C) BA, Poultryman, Evang Chm, UM, RR#1, Box 43, Delhi, lA 52223
LYMAN, Mary Grace (D) BA, MS, Sec for Financial Inter Women's Div BOGM-UMC. UM. 15 Washington PI.
Northport, NY 11768
LYNCH, Everett Gene (D) MD, Lay Pastor, Dip Bd of Fam Practice, Physician, Lay Pastor, 601 W 7th N St,
Morristown, TN 37814
LYNCH, Mrs. Everett Gene (AV) RN, 601 W 7th N St, Morristown, TN 37814
LYONS, Ethel (AV) UM, 5932 Scanlan Apt 3, St Louis, MO 63139
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LYTLE, Julie S. (D) PhD, Chemist, Miss Chrm, Admin Bd, 1215 Wellington Ln, Ocean Spgs, MS 39564
LYTLE, Thomas F. (D) PhD, Chemist, Fin Com Admin Bd, 1215 Wellington Ln, Ocean Spgs, MS 39564
LYU, Kun John (D) Min, Church Mgt, 53 1-ga, Namoon-ro, Cheongju 310, Korea
McCALEB, Henry (AV) Self-Employed, UM, 102 N Lincoln, Hodgenville, KY 42748
McCALEB, Jonell (AV) Self-Employed, UM, 102 N Lincoln, Hodgenville, KY 42748
McCALMAN, Hardy (C) BA, Banker, Box 296, Bremen, GA 30110
McCALMAN, Menryl (AV) Box 296, Breman, GA 30110
McCLEAN, Marilyn (D) UM, 777 United Nations Plaza, New York, NY 10017
McCLEAN, Robert (D) Dir Dept of P World, Gen Bd Ch & Society, UM, 777 United Nations Plaza, New York,
NY 10017
McCLOUD-BAXTER, Rosa (D) DPh, Aduk & Cont Ed Dir, Dir Promotion & Miss Ed, AME 2990 Hogan Rd, SW
Unit 11, Atlanta, GA 30331
McCONNELL, Calvin D. (C) BA, ThM, STM, Min, Bishop UM, 1505 SW 18th Ave, Portland, OR 97201
McCONNELL, Mary C. (D) PhD, Ed Consuk, UM, 901 SW King Ave, #1009, Portland, OR 97205
McCOY, James E. (C) BA. MDiv. Min. AMEZ, 6415 Hidden Forest Dr, Charlotte, NC 28213
McCULLOH, Gerald O. (D) PhD, DD, Min, Co-Chair Theol Educ Comm, UM, 2110 Ashwood Ave, Nashville,
TN 37212
McCullough, Lydia (O Deaconess, Min, 1435 City Councillors St, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A2E4
McDAVlD. Joel D. (C) Bishop. Min. UM. 159 Ralph McGill Blvd, NE Rm 208, Atlanta, GA 30365
McDAVID, Mrs. Joel D. (AV) Housewife, UM, 159 Ralph McGill Blvd, NE Rm 208, Atlanta, GA 30365
McDonald, Charles P (D) Dr, Min, PO Box 856, W Memphis, AR 72301
McDonald, Mrs. Charles P (O) Tchr, PO Box 856, W Memphis, AR 72301
McDonald, John Mark (AV) UMYF Pres, Student, 500 W Cooper, W Memphis, AR 72301
McDonald, PauHne (D) Factory Machinist, Aduk Coor, UM, 2666 N 36th St, Milwaukee, WI 53210
McDonald, Susan O. (O) Paralegal, UM, Rt 1, Tylertown, MS 39667
McELWEE, Eleanor F (AV) Homemaker, 204 Barclay Ln, Chen-y Hill, NJ 08034
McELWEE, William C. (AV) Contractor, Pres Trustees, 204 Barclay Ln, Chen-y Hill, NJ 08034
McGHIE. Mrs. Ivy (D) 25 Marylebone Rd, London NWl 5JR, England
McGILL, Kevin W. (D) Min. AMEZ, 1217 Old Wilkesboro Rd, Salisbury, NC 28144
McGUIRE, Douglas L. (D) BA, BD, STM, DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 2108 Elmwood Dr, Monroe, LA 71201
McGUIRE, Kay C. (AV) BA, MA, Counselor, UM, 206 E Holmes, Urbana, IL 61801
McGUIRE, Mabel B. (AV) UM, 2108 Elmwood Dr, Monroe, LA 71201
McGUIRE, Richard L. (D) AB, MDiv, Sr Min, UM, 206 E Holmes, Urbana, IL 61801
McINTOSH, Kenneth B. (C) DMin, MTh, BA, Min, Missionary, Staff-BOGM, UM, 3028 Fondren Dr, Dallas, TX
75205
McIVER, W.H. (V) Ret Min, 251 W Lake Dr, NW, Atlanta, GA 30314
McKAY, Orville H. (AV) PhD, DD, LLD, STD, Ret Min, UM, 4701 Hampshire Ct, Midland, MI 48640
McKAY, Mrs. Orville (AV) AB, MA, Tchr, Librarian, UM, 4701 Hampshire Ct, Midland, MI 48640
McKINNEY, Bessie (D) MAEd, Tchr, Conf Dir Christ Ed, AMEZ, 8 Hillside Close, White Plains, NY 10603
McKINNEY, C. Guita (D) EdD, DD, Min, Pres Eld, AMEZ, 8 Hillside Close, White Plains, NY 10603
McKINNEY, Joseph C. (C) Electronic Scientist, Treas, AME, 2311 M St NW, Washington, DC 20037
McKINNEY, Mary F (D) BA-History, Housewife, Fianance Off, AME, 2311 M St NW, Washington, DC 20037
McKINSTRY, Sylvia (D) Ret, Conf Chrp Bd of Ch & Soc, UM, PO Box 284, Baytown, TX 77520
McKOY, William A. (D) BA, BD, STD, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 1160 Cumberland Valley Rd NE, Gainesville, GA
30501
McKOY. Mrs. William A. (AV) BA. Homemaker. Tchr, SS Tchr, UM, 1160 Cumberland Valley Rd. NE.
Gainesville. GA 30501
McLaughlin, John R. (D) Ret Min, UM, 403 Russell Ave, Gaithersburg, MD 20760
McLaughlin, lona Henry (AV) AB, MA, EdD, LLD, Educator, UM, 403 Russell Ave, Gaithersburg, MD 20760
McLAURIN, James H. (D) BSE, BD, Min, UM, 1241 Pleasantview, Flushing, MI 48433
McLENDON. Cindy (D) AB, Sales, 586 Bob-O-Link Dr, Lexington, KY 40503
McLENDON, William W. (D) BS, MSPh, Public Heakh, UM, 586 Bob-O-Link Dr, Lexington, KY 40503
McLENDON, Olive J. (D) AB, MA, UM, 586 Bob-O-Link Dr, Lexington, KY 40503
McMillan, Bob (V) Educator, UM, R 1, White, GA 30184
McMillan, Mrs. Bob (V) Educator, UM, R 1, White, GA 30184
McMULLIN, Nancy (D) Conf Treas, UM, 3279 Sulphur, St Louis, MO 63139
McMURRAY, George Weldon (C) DD, Min, AMEZ, 1010 Sherman Ave, Apt 6H, Bronx, NY 10456
McNABB Robert H. (D) STB, BA, Min, UM, 1161 SW 12th Ave, Ontario, OR 97914
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McNABB, Mrs. Robert (D) Grad Nurse, Assoc D, Reg Nurse, UM, 1161 SW 12th Ave, Ontario, OR 97914
McNEELY, James E., Jr. (V) BD, Min, UM, R 5, Box 640, Mooresville, NC 28115
McNEELY, Mrs. James E., Jr. (V) BS Music, Homemal<er, UM, R 5, Box 640, Mooresville, NC 28115
McNEIL, Mildred (O) Marketing Clerk, Sec-Meth Women's Work, Boyd Rd, PO Box N1150, Nassau, Bahamas
McNEISH, George R. (AV) Geologist, UM, PO Box 734, Winfield, KS 67156
McNEISH, Marilyn (O) Homemaker, Trustee, UM, PO Box 734, Winfield, KS 67156
McNEISH, Marya (V) 1619 E 11th, Winfield, KS 67156
McREYNOLDS, Marvin D. (C) Agriculture, UM, RR*1, Box 91, Woodston, KS 67675
McREYNOLDS, Mrs. Marvin (AV) BS Ed, Housewife, Tchr, UM, RR#1, Box 91, Woodston, KS 67675
McWHORTER, John (C) AB, MDiv, DD, Min, UM, 1200 South St, Gastonia, NC 28052
McWHORTER, Mrs. John (AV) AB, Housewife, UM, 1200 South St, Gastonia, NC 28052
MACE, David R. (O) PO Box 5182, Winston-Salem, NC 27103
MACE, Vera C. (O) PO Box 5182, Winston-Salem, NC 27103
MACHICADO, Gustavo Loza (C) Lie en Theology, National Pastor, Cochabamba, Casilla 770, Sucre, Bolivia
MACK, Edgar L. (C) BA, MDiv, MSW, Ex Cir Dept Chris Ed, AME, PO Box 24389, AME Dept of Christian Ed,
500-8th Ave S, Nashville, TN 37203
MACK, Mrs. Edgar L. (D) Ex Sec, Chris Ed, AME, 1605 Gordon Petty Dr, Brentwood, TN 37027
MACLEAN, Kenneth C. (V) Ret Engr, 2473 Maclaren Circle, Doraville, GA 30360
MACLEAN, Mrs. Kenneth C. (V) Ret, 2473 Maclaren Circle, Doraville, GA 30360
MADISON, J. Clay (D) DD, Ret Min, UM, #9 Ivey Ln, PO Box 55, Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
MADISON, Mrs. J. Clay (AV) RN, UM, #9 Ivey Ln, PO Box 55, Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
MADSEN, Gregg (D) 4 Lawrence Rd, Belchertown, MA 01007
MAEFAU, Mila (D) Dr, Min, UM, 1547 Marcelina Ave, Torrance, CA 90501
MAEFAU, Sieni F (AV) 22328 Denker Ave, Torrance, CA 90501
MAGBEE, Thurman (D) BS, MBA, LLD, Distributor, Lay Ldr of Stewardship & Finance, 7609 Dorset Dr,
Oklahoma City, OK 73116
MAGBEE, Mrs. Thurman (AV) BA, MAT, Personnel Consuk, Child Care, 7609 Dorset Dr, Oklahoma City, OK
73116
MAGIN, Irela (D) Dra, Calle 60 #1513, Altos, Marianao 13, Habana, Cuba
MALOTLE, David N. (AV) Min Rel, Circuit Supt, Centenary Methodist Church Manse, PO Box 8035, Galeshwew
Twp, Kimberley 8335 Rep of S Africa
MALOTLE, Tsebekgale Reitumetse (C) Tchr, Dist Pres, PO Box 8035, Galeshwew Twp, Kimberley 8335, Rep of
S Africa
MALVIN, Minnie E. (AV) Social Wkr, UM, 5220 King Dr, Chicago, IL 60615
MANALANSAN, Lulu V. (AV) BS Pharmacy, Pharmacist, Pres, Dorcas Women's Assn, UCCP, Bancal, Gaugua,
Pampanga, Philippines
MANGUM, Orien E. (D) UM, 2407 Matwood Rd, Wilmington, DE 19810
MANN, Ronald Edwin (C) Theatrical Producer, 65 Cambridge Rd, London SW20, England
MANNING, H.V. (C) Pres, UM College, UM, 700 College Ave, Claflin College, Orangeburg, SC 29115
MAPP, Andrew Wesley (D) DD, AMEZ, 14 Highview Rd, Jersey City, NJ 07305
MARCUM, June (AV) UM, 126 Goodrich Ave, Lexington, KY 40503
MARKS, J. Howard (C) MDiv, BD, Min, UM, 317 Killough Springs Rd, Birmingham, AL 35215
MARRS, Diane (AV) Homemaker, UM, 1121 Mossy Oak, Harker Heights, TX 76541
MARRS, Eugenia H. (D) UM, 2304 Covenanter Dr, Bloomington, IN 47401
MARRS, Kent D. (D) DMin, Min, UM, PO Drawer C, Harker Heights, TX 76541
MARRS, Ross W. (D) UM, 2304 Covenanter Dr, Bloomington, IN 47401
MARSHALL, Arthur J. (C) Bishop AMEZ, Po Box 41138, Ben Hill Sta, Atlanta, GA 30331
MARSHALL, Calvin B., Ill (D) BD, DPD, DD, LHD, Pastoral Psychologist, Pastor, Hospital Chaplain, AMEZ
806 Quincy St, Brooklyn, NY 11221
MARSHALL, Florence (C) 18 Ronley St, Blackburn, Victoria, Australia 3130
MARSHALL, Mary A. (D) Missionary Supvr, Housewife, AMEZ, PO Box 41138, Ben Hill Sta, Atlanta GA
30331
MARSLAND, Ivring A., Jr. (D) Dist Supt, Min, UM, 5 Post Ave, E Williston, NY 11596
MARSLAND, Roberta M. (AV) RN, Nurse, UM, 5 Post Ave, E Williston, NY 11596
MARTIN, Bobby R. (D) Dr of Ed, School Admin, Conf Lay Ldr, UM, 4210 Glenda Dr, College Pk, GA 30337
MARTIN, J. Robert (C) Min, UM, Box 518, Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
MARTIN, Patricia (D) Nurse, UM, Box 518, Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
MARTIN, Peter (D) Student, UM, Box 518, Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
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MARTIN, Reland L. (D) Owner of Business, Chr Past Rel, Chr Stewardship, 26 Washington St, Seville, OH
44273
MARTIN, Mrs. Reland (AV) Bus Off Mgr, Chr, Counc on Min, 26 Washington St, Seville, OH 44273
MARTIN, Tanya A. (D) Student, 9250 Pedro Miguel, Cor of Ancon, Panama, Republic of Panama
MARTIN, Virginia Collette (D) BS, MA, Ret Tchr, AME, 16 E Ryon Ave, Pleasantville, NJ 08232
MARX, Betty B. (V) lOO'Bluff View Dr, Belleair Bluffs, FL 33540
MASAMBA, ma Mpolo (D) PhD, Exec Sec, Baptist, World Counc of Churches, Box 66, 1211 Geneva 20,
Switzerland
MASER, Frederick E. (D) MA, MDiv, DD, LLD, Ret Min, Writer, UM, The Benson Manor, Apt 705, Jenkintown,
PA 19046
MASER, Mary Louise (AV) AB, MA, Editor, Ret, Protestant Episcopal, The Benson Manor, Apt 705, Jenkinton,
PA 19046
MASON, Evelyn R. (D) Mason Center, PO Box 422, Monrovia, Liberia, W Africa
MASON, J. Benedict (D) Mason Center, PO Box 422, Monrovia, Liberia, W Africa
MASON, Laura Lee (D) BA, Head Start Coord, Ed Admin, UMW, UM, Emory & Henry College, Emory, VA
24327
MASON, Wendy Kilworth (C) BA, PGC ED, MRE, Dir of Cr Ed, Box 857, Quitman, GA 31643
MASON, William C. (D) BA, BD, MDiv, EdD, Dir of Religious Life, Chr Dist Comm on Min, UM, Emory & Henry
College, Emory, VA 24327
MASSEY, Austen (C) Min, Gen Sec, Chris Citizenship Dept, PO Box 27615, Bertsham, 2013, Rep of S Africa
MASSEY, Herbert E. (D) BA, MDiv, MEd, Min, UM, 215 W Harding Rd, Springfield, OH 45504
MASSEY, Mrs. Herbert (AV) BA, UM, 215 W Harding Rd, Springfield, OH 45504
MASSUQUE, Azarias Filimone (D) Pres of Meth Youth Org, Caixa Postal 2040, Maputo, Mozambique
MATHENY, Tom H. (D) Attorney, Pres Judicial Counc UMC, UM, PO Box 221, Hammond, LA 70404
MATHER, Dadene (AV) MA, Tchr, UM, 1004 Shady Ln, Dubuque, LA 52001
MATHER, P Boyd (D) PhD, Seminary Tchr, Min, UM, 1004 Shady Ln, Dubuque, lA 52001
MATTHEWS, Marjorie (C) PhD, Bishop Um, 75(| Windsor St, Suite 303, Sun Prairie, WI 53590
MATTOS, Paulo Ayres (D) Bishop, Min, R. Marques de Abrantes, 55 Flamengo 22.230 Rio de Janeiro, RJ,
Brazil
MATZ, Nita (O) 225 E Matz Ave, Hadingen, TX 78550
MAU, Cad H., Jr. (E) Dr, Gen Sec Lutheran World Fed, 150 Route de Ferney, PO Box 66, 1211 Geneva 20,
Switzerland
MAUGHON, Elise H. (V) 218 E Trinity PI, Apt 310, Decatur, GA 30030
MAURA, Arthur (D) MA, Min, AME, 1630 Miramar Ct, Cincinnati, OH 45237
MAURA, Mrs. Arthur (D) BSEd, Tchr, Missionary Pres, AME, 1630 Miramar Ct, Cincinnati, OH 45237
MAY, Felton E. (C) Ba, BAR, MDiv, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 506 Westwood Dr, Woodbrook, Dover, DE 19901
MAYBERRY, Dorothye (V) Musician, UM, 2248 Sylvan, Abilene, TX 79605
MAYFIELD, Lori Lynn (D) Student, Conf CCYM Pes, 4518 Walnut, Temple, TX 76501
MAYSE, Karen Sue (D) Tchr, Free Methodist, 619 N Johnson, Warsaw, IN 46580
MAYSE, P. Thomas, Jr. (D) Denom Exec of Children's Min, Free Methodist, 619 N Johnson, Warsaw, IN 46580
MBANG, S.C. (C) Methodist Church Nigeria, PO Box 2011, Lagos, Nigeria
MBANGULA, Otto (AV) Min, Dir of Ed, Box 47135, Greyville 4023, South Africa
MBOGORI, Johana Muriuki (C) Min, Presiding Bishop, Meth Ch in Kenya, PO Box 47633, Nairobi, Kenya,
E Africa
MBOGORI, Tryphosa M. (D) PO Box 47633, Nairobi, Kenya (E A)
MEAD, Janet W. (O) BSEd, Tchr, UM, 320 Hopley Ave, Bucyrus, OH 44820
MEAD, Millard W. (D) MDiv, Min, UM, 320 Hopley Ave, Bucyrus, OH 44820
MEADORS, Hannah C. (AV) AB, MEd, Tchr, UM, 717 Marshall Ave, Anderson, SC 29621
MEADORS, Marshall L., Jr. (D) AB, MDiv, DD, Min, UM, 717 Marshall Ave, Anderson, SC 29621
MEADOWS, Harriett H. (O) Pres Homemission, AMEZ, 1045 Herkimer St, Brooklyn, NY 11233
MEALIFF, Lester G. (D) BS, Sch of Banking, Corp Owner, off. Real Est Broker, UM, 4101 Ashworth Rd, W Des
Moines, lA 50265
MEALIFF, Mrs. Lester C. (AV) BSEd, AA Health Care Admin, Assoc Admin Board Sec, UM, 4101 Ashworth Rd,
W Des Moines, lA 50265
MEDDOCK, William D. (D) Sr Min, UM, 1905 W Woodmont, Muncie, IN 47304
MEDLIN, W.T., Jr. (D) DD, Min, UM, 1606 Eastwood Dr, Kannapolis, NC 28081
MEDLIn! Mrs. W.T., Jr. (AV) UM, 1606 Eastwood Dr, Kannapolis, NC 28081
MEEK, Amy G. (D) Tchr, Lay Ldr, UM, 16 Dogwood Cir, Frostburg, MD 21532
MEEK, Martha E. (AV) Tchr, Admin Bd, Former Missionary, UM, 16 Dogwood Cir, Frostburg, MD 21532
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MEIER, H.F., Jr. (D) Min, UM, 7209 Sandera, Waco, TX 76710
MEIER, Jean M. (AV) Volunteer, Conf Comm on Status & Role of Women, UM, 7209 Sandera, Waco, TX
76710
MEIER, Kenneth 1. (AV) Contractor, UM, 915 Washington Rd, Newton, KS 67114
MEIER, Wilma L. (C) Homemaker, Dir BGM, UM, 915 Washington Rd, Newton, KS 67114
MEQUI, Bonifacio B. (D) BA, MDiv, STM, Min, 607 Court St, Box 559, Williamsburg,- lA 52361
MEQUI, Susana C. (AV) Homemaker, VP UMW, 607 Court St, Box 559, Williamsburg, lA 52361
MERCADO, La Verne D. (E) BTh, MA, Gen Sec, Nat Counc Churches in Phil, UM, PO Box 1767, Manila,
Philippines
MERCADO, Nellie L. (D) Ex Dir Kapatiran-Kaunlaran Foundation, Inc., PO Box 1600, Manila, Philippines
MERCER, Charles H. (C) AB, BD, DD, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 1002 W Knox St, Durham, NC 27701
MERCER, Mrs. Charles H. (D) BSN, Housewife, Nurse, Jr Hi Tchr, UM, 1002 W Knox St, Durham, NC 27701
MERCHANT, Carol (O) 4 Woodwind Ct, Columbia, SC 29209
MERCHANT, James A. (D) BA, DM, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 414 Shannon Way, Anderson, SC 29621
MERCHANT, Mrs. James A. (AV) UM, 414 Shannon Way, Anderson, SC 29621
MERRILL, Merlin W. (D) BA, MDiv, Dd, Sr Min, UM, 805 Sandy Ln, Ruston, LA 71270
MERRILL, Mrs. Merlin (AV) BA, Housewife, Ch Sch Tchr, UM, 805 Sandy Ln, Ruston, LA 71270
MERROW, Arthur S. (D) Ret Fuel Engr, Conf Pres, UMM, UM, 110 Oliver PI, Hamburg, NY 14075
MERROW, Leta L. (D) Vol Ch Wrkr, Mem GCFA, UM, 110 Oliver PI, Hamburg, NY 14075
METTLING, Cad G. (AV) AB, BD, DD, Min, UM, 1308 Center St, Geneva, IL 60134
METTLING, Fran (AV) MEd, Housewife, Aduk Coor, 1308 Center St, Geneva, IL 60134
MIDDLETON, Merlissie R. (D) Assoc Prof Sociology, Morris Brown Coll, Chr Comm on Christian Social
Relations, AME, 3196 Mangum Ln SW, Atlanta, GA 30311
MIDDLETON, Samuel T. (D) MS, Ret Educator, Admin Bd Chrm, UM, Rt 1 Box 1065, Palmetto Pkwy,
Orangeburg, SC 29115
MIDDLETON, Verona W. (AV) Tchr, Youth Couns, UM, Rt 1 Box 1065, Palmetto Pkwy, Orangeburg, SC 29115
MIKI, Hiroshi (D) Architect, UCC, 2-7-3 Shibuya, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo, 150, Japan
MIKKELSEN, Edra (O) MA, Tchr, UM, 3470 33 Ave, Columbus, NE 68601
MIKKELSEN, John H. (AV) DD, Sr Min, UM, 3470 33rd Ave, Columbus, NE 68601
MILFORD, C. Dean (AV) Min, UM, 6456 Peacock Blvd, Morrow, GA 30260
MILFORD, Mrs. C. Dean (AV) Housewife, UM, 6456 Peacock Blvd, Morrow, GA 30260
MILHOUSE, Delta (AV) BS, Tchr, UM, 509 S 2nd, Divernon, IL 62530
MILHOUSE, Edward E. (D) MTh, Min, UM, 509 S 2nd, Divernon, IL 62530
MILHOUSE, Paul W. (C) Bishop, UM, 2213 NW 56 Terr, Oklahoma City, OK 73112
MILHOUSE, Mrs. Paul W. (AV) Housewife, 2213 NW 56 Terr, Oklahoma City, OK 73112
MILLARD, Audrey K. (D) 2431 N 95 St, Wauwatosa, WI 52336
MILLER, Bernice F. (D) AMEZ, 6211 Red Bird Ct, Dallas, TX 75232
MILLER, C. Leonard (D) Dr of Humane Letters, Assoc Gen, Sec Gen Council on Min, UM, 531 Belmont Park N,
Apt 810, Dayton, OH 45406
MILLER, Cecil F (D) BD, HonDD, Min, UM, 680-8th Ave SW, Valley City, ND 58072
MILLER, David (D) Min, AMEZ, 5907 Barrington Dr, Chadotte, NC 28215
MILLER, Joan (D) Adv/Missionary, 5907 Barrington Dr, Chadotte, NC 28215
MILLER, John H. (C) Bishop, AMEZ, 6211 Red Bird Ct, Dallas, TX 75232
MILLER, Lois C. (D) Dr of Laws, Assoc Gen Sec Bd of Global Min, UM, Rm 1516, 475 Riverside Dr, New York,
NY 10115
MILLIKAN, Charles R. (D) Min, UM, 2107 Woodlawn, Tyler, TX 75702
MILLIKAN, Laura (V) 1300 Bellaire, Tyler, TX 75702
MILO, Lene (D) Min, Box 3260 Fagatogo, American Samoa
MINEAR, Ruth (D) MA, Ret Educator, Chrm Missions, UM, PO Box 195, Keosaugua, lA 52565
MING, Donald G. (C) Bishop, AME, 175-37 Murdock Ave, St Albans, NY 11433
MING, Mrs. Donald G. (D) BS, Tchr Music, Episc Supvr, AME 175-37 Murdock Ave, St Albans, NY 11433
MINNIGH, Wendell E. (O) AB, MDiv, DD, Min, UM, 8 Shady Ave, Greenville, PA 16125
MINTURN, Donald C. (D) BS, Accounting, Conf Treas, Chrm PPR Com, Treas Bd of Trustees, UM, RD 1, Box
94, Rt 11, Kirkwood, NY 13795
MINTURN, Mrs. Donald C. (AV) BA, Tchr, UM, Rd 1, Box 94, Rt 11, Kirkwood, NY 13795
MISAJON, James J.M. (D) BA, Ret Univ Admin, Coor Hawaii Comm WMC, UM, 210 Pia PI, Honolulu, HI
96821
MISAJON, Mrs. James J.M. (AV) Title Researcher St of Hawaii, UMW Od, Ch Sch Tchr, UM, 210 Pia PI,
Honolulu. HI 96821
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MITCHELL, Alycia Amey (D) MSLS, Librarian, Dist Dir Stewardship, UM, 7560 Blair Ave, Rehnert Pk, CA
94928
MITCHELL, Paul B. (D) MDiv, Min, UM, 407 Crestview, Parsons, KS 67357
MITCHELL, Mrs. Paul B. (AV) Homemaker, UM, 407 Crestview, Parsons, KS 67357
MITCHELL, Verle L. (D) BA, MDiv, Min, UM, 1918 Lawndale, Meridian, ID 83642
MITCHELL, Mrs. Verle (D) Homemaker, 1918 Lawndale, Meridian, ID 83642
MITCHEM, Howard J. (AV) Ret Ins Bust, Dist Lay Life & Work, UM, RR 2, Marshalltown, lA 50158
MITCHEM, Lucile E. (D) UM, RR 2, Marshalltown, lA 50158
MIYAKE, Keiko (D) BA, Office Sec, 2-14-13 Hamadayama, Suginami-Ku, Tokyo 168, Japan
MIYAKODA, Tyoasaburo (D) BD, Min, UCC, Chiyoda-Ku Kudan 1-15-1, Tokyo, Japan
MIYAKODA, Tsunetaro (D) DD, Min, UCC, 4-41-13 Daizawa, Setagaya-Ku, Tokyo 155, Japan
MOATS, Diane (D) Church Admin, Assoc Dir, CCOM, UM, 472 Colorado Blvd, Pasadena, CA 91101
MOBUS, Paul (AV) Ret, Dist Ad Chr, UM, 1427 Stanton Ave, Zanesville, OH 43701
MOBUS, Mrs. Paul F. (O) Missions Chr, UM, 1427 Stanton Ave, Zanesville, OH 43701
MOEDE, Gerald F. (E) ThD, Gen Sec COCU, UM, 228 Alexander St, Princeton, NJ 08540
MOEKETSI, Peggy (AV) Tchr, Pres Women's Manyano Assn, Methodist Manse, PO Box 152, Warmbaths 0480,
South Africa
MOEVI, Aristote (C) Etudiant, B.P. 346, Cotonou, Rep Populaire du Benin
MOHRING, Jean (D) Sec, Conf Pres UMW, UM, 5226 A St, Omaha, NE 68106
MOLITIKA, Lavinia (D) Tupou College, PO Box 25, Tonga
MONCURE, Jewell (AV) 1417 N 9th, Kansas City, KS 66101
MONCURE, R. Herman, Jr. (D) Min, 1417 N 9th, Kansas City, KS 66101
MONSAO, Jairo Rodriques (C) Ph Adm Th Tchr, Av Santos Dumont, 155 (Trav.Jussiape) Casa 19, Cep 09000
Andre, Sao Paulo, Brazil
MONTGOMERY, Anzo (D) Gen Sec Bd of Evangelism, Min, CME, 501A Lee Rd, Suite 902, Bedford, OH 44146
MOON, John L. (V) UM, 329 W Fisk St, Macomb, IL 61455
MOON, N. Beatrice (V) UM, 329 W Fisk St, Macomb, IL 61455
MOORE, Allen J. (D) PhD, Min, Theo Prof, UM, 1325 N College Ave, Claremont, CA 91711
MOORE, Hester B. (AV) Homemaker, Dir Special Children Prog, UM, 23 Kimberly Cir, Dayton, OH 45408
MOORE, John E. (C) BS, Ret Dir of Personnel, Chrp, Counc on Min, UM, 23 Kimberly Cir, Dayton, OH 45408
MOORE, Lester L. (D) AB, STB, STM, Min, UM, 2622 Lincoln Way, Ames, lA 50010
MOORE, Marjorie R. (D) Tchr, Dist Dean, Church Sec, AME, 1117 Garfield Ave, Chattanooga, TN 37403
MOORE, Mary Elizabeth (D) PhD, Diaconal Min, Theo Prof, UM, 1325 N College Ave, Claremont, CA 91711
MOORE, Ruth E. (AV) AB, Tchr, Sec, UM, 2622 Lincoln Way, Ames, lA 50010
MOORE, Tabbie Mae (D) Ret Tchr, Communications, UM, 601 Maple St, Magnolia, AR 71753
MOORE, W. Darin (D) Student, Min, Conf Youth Pres, AMEZ, 60 Haven Ave, Mt Vernon, NY 10553
MOORING, J.D., Sr. (AV) Min, Dist Supt, UM, 1717 Timbergrove Cir, Dallas, TX 75208
MOORING, Ruth (O) 1717 Timbergrove Cir, Dallas, TX 75208
MORA, Hilda S. de (D) Apartado Postal 2920, Monterrey, N.L. Mexico
MORALES, Secundino (C) Min, Pres G Bd, Apartado (Box) K Panama 9A, Panama
MORGAN, Mrs. H.C. (O) 4306 Dolphin PI, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
MORI, Bunjiro (D) BD, Min, UCC, 14-18 Motoazabu-2, Minatoku, Tokyo, 106, Japan
MORRIS, Danny E. (V) Min, Upper Room Staff, UM, Rt 4 Saundersville Fy Rd, Mt Juliet, TN 37122
MORRIS, Ermine S. (D) BS, Supvr, WMS, AME, 915 Old Grove Manor, Jacksonville, FL 32207
MORRIS, H. Earl, Jr. (D) AB, ThM, Min, Ret US Navy Chaplain, UM, Sutter Un Meth Ch, Box 274, Sutter, CA
95982
MORRIS, Josephine T. (D) BS, Ret Tchr, Dist Off, AMEZ, 2700 Englehardt St, Charlotte, NC 28216
MORRIS, Rosalie (V) Nurse, UM, Rt 4, Saundersville Fy Rd, Mt Juliet, TN 37122
MORRIS, S.S. (C) BS, MDiv, Bishop, AME, 915 Old Grove Manor, Jacksonville, FL 32207
MORRIS, Virgil D. (AV) BA, BD, ThM, DD, New Life Missioner, Min, UM, 205 S College St, Marionville, MO
65705
MORRIS, Mrs. Virgil (O) 205 S College, Marionville, Mo 65705
MORRISON, Lewis H. (AV) Ret, UM 2949 Feltz Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45211
Morrison! Mrs. Lewis H. (D) AB, Sec, Serv Ctr, Bd Global Min, Chr COM, Dist Pres UMW, UM, 2949 Feltz
Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45211
MORRISON, Susan M. (C) BA, MDiv, DMin, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 20 Millstone Rd, Randallstown, MD 21133
MORRISS, Josh R., Jr. (C) Ins Agent, Bd of Stewards, 2924 Pine St, Texarkana, TX 75503
MORRISS, Mrs. Josh R., Jr. (AV) Chr Bd, 2924 Pine, Texarkana, TX 75503
MORTON, Hallie (C) BA, Housewife, Conf Ch Bd of Missions, UM, 1360 Prairie, Beaumont, TX 77701
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MOSELEY, Diane Amanda (D) MDiv, Min, UM, 921 S Lake Dr, Lexington, SC 29072
MOSS, Mrs. Walter E. (D) UM, 1962 Magnolia Dr, Clearwater, FL 33516
MOTLOW, Mary Jane (D) PO Box 4, Lynchburg, TN 37352
MO'UNGALOA, Ma'ata (C) Preacher, Methodist Mission, Box 57, Nuku'Alofa, Tonga
MO'UNGALOA, V.H. (C) Min, Dr, PO Box 57, Nuku'Alofa, Tonga
MOUNT, Catherine H. (D) Housewife, 5988 9th Rd N, Adington, VA 22205
MOUNT, H. Paul (D) Banker, Trustee, Bd Membr, 5988 9th Rd N, Arlington, VA 22205
MUCAMBE, Manuel Machecane (C) Min, Bible Sch Tchr, UM, Caixa Postal F � Morrumbene, Inhambane,
Mocambique
MUFUTE, Josphat (D) Munyarari School, PBC 7377, Umtali, Zimbabwe, Africa
MUMFORD, Patricia (E) Hawaii Council of Churches, Ch Assoc Dir, 200 N Vineyard, Room 403, Honolulu, HI
96817
MURCHISON, Elisha P. (C) AB, BD AM, Min, Sr Bishop, CME, 721 Olive St, Chemical Bldg, Suite 1124, St
Louis, MO 63101
MURCHISON, Imogene F. (D) BS, MA, Social Worker, Dir of Ch Work, CME, 11470 Northway Dr, St Louis,
MO 63136
MURRAY, Alex V (AV) AME, 359 W 12th Ave, Homestead, PA 15120
MURRAY, Alvin C. (C) Dr, Min, UM, 1409 N Hughes, Little Rock, AR 72207
MURRAY, Lynnie B. (D) Laymen Treas, AME, 359 W 12th Ave, Homestead, PA 15120
MURRAY, Mary Ellen (AV) Homemaker, UM, 1409 N Hughes, Little Rock, AR 72206
MUSUNSA, Doyce Mwelwa (C) OCF, Min, Pres UCZ, United Church of Zambia, PO Box 50122, Lusaka, Zambia
MUTOMB-A-KAFAT, (D) Munung, Tchr, BP 4377 Lubumbashi, Republique de Zaire, Africa
MUZOREWA, Abel T. (C) MA, DD, Bishop, UM, PO Box 3408, Salisbury, Zimbabwe
MYERS, Evelyn E. (D) MDiv, Min, UM, 203 W Vine, Box 155, N Judson, IN 46366
NAAS, Mrs. Robert (C) BS Nursing Ed, Homemaker, Conf CPA Membr, UM, 435 Lake St, Excelsior, MN 55331
NABULIVOU, Inoke (C) Min, President MC Fiji, The Meth Ch in Fiji, GPO Box 357, Suva, Fiji
NACPIL, Angelina R. (AV) AB, Librarian, 900 UN Ave, Manila, Philippines
NACPIL, Emerito P (D) PhD, Bishop, Min, UM, 900 UN Ave, Manila, Philippines
NAGASEU, Filemoni (D) Min, Supt, Meth Ch in Samoa, Apia, Western Samoa
NAGASEU, T. (D) Meth Ch in Samoa, Apia, Western Samoa
NAIVOLASIGA, Mosese (AV) BD, L Th, Min, Meth Ch in Fiji, Box 357, Suva, Fiji
NALL, T. Otto (C) Bishop, UM, 2500 Wynnewood Dr, Clearwater, FL 33515
NALL, Mrs. T. Otto (D) LittD, AM, Dr, Homemaker, Tchr, Writer, UMW, UM, 2509 Wynnewood Dr, Clear
water, FL 33515
NAM, Kee Chul (C) PhD, Pres Meth Seminary, 491 Taeheung-dong, Choog-gu, Taejon, 300, Korea
NAM, Mrs. Kei-Soon Lee (D) College Prof, 491, Taeheung-dong, Choong-gu, Taejon, 300, Korea
NANKIVELL, Mary Burman (D) Social Worker, 12 Whittington Rd, Worcester, England
NANKIVELL, Owen (D) MA, Bus Econ, Chrm Econoc & Indust Group, BCC, 12 Whittington Rd, Worcester,
England
NAPIUN, Jonathan (C) BTh, Min, Sec, Methodist Hqrs, Jalan Candi Kalasan No lA, Medan, Indonesia
NASCIMENTO, Jose Do (D) Doutor em Ciencia, Min, Rua Profa Aurea Campos, Goncalves 163-16.400, Lins,
SP, Brazil
NASH, George H. (AV) AME, 2820 Monaco Pkwy, Denver, CO 80207
NAUSNER, Wilhelm (C) Maderspergcrstr 25, A-4020 Linf, Austria
NAYLOR, Edward R. (C) Exec, Lay Ldr, UM, 3333 E 7th Ave, Denver, CO 80206
NAYLOR, Frances M. (D) Homemaker, UMW Pres, UM, 3333 E 7th Ave, Denver, CO 80206
NDLOVU, Charles (D) Warden, Prin, Meth Com & Training Center, Taylor Ave, Makokoba, Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
NEASE, Edgar H., Jr. (C) AB, BD, DD, Sr Min, UM, 605 E Blvd, Charlotte, NC 28211
NEELEY, Betty Bellamy (AV) BS, MS, Counselor, VP UMW, UM, Box 672, Norton, VA 24273
NEELEY, Sam, Jr. (D) DD, Bus Exec, Lay Min, UM, Box 672, Norton, VA 24273
NEELY, Louis, Jr. (V) Elec Wkr, Truck Opr, Pres UMM, UM, 2204 Polar Rock Ave, SW Atlanta, GA 30315
NEELY, Mildred (D) AMEZ, Rt 11, Box 230, Salisbury, NC 28144
NEELY, Monica S. (O) Soc Steward, Boyd Sub Churchill Ave, Nassau, New Providence, Bahamas
NEELY, Paula Hicks (V) MS, Tchr-Admn, Chrp Evang, UM, 2204 Polar Rock Ave, SW Atlanta, GA 30315
NEILSON, Gwenda (C) Elder, VP UC Fellowship in Synod of Vic, 1 Upper Skene St, Newtown, Geelong, 3220,
Victoria, Australia
NELSON, Evelyn L. (AV) MS, Tchr, UM, 1125 E Simpson, McPherson, KS 67460
NELSON, Harold E. (C) MDiv, Min, UM, 1125 E Simpson, McPherson, KS 67460
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NESARATNAM, E.V. (D) Ret Pensioner, Conf VP, 9 Jalan Damansara Endah, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
NESBITT, Allan (D) Min, Conf Staff, UM, 2200 S Univ Blvd, Denver, CO 80210
NESBITT, Barbara M. (AV) Covoc Ldr, UM, 164 Kimberly Ave, Asheville, NC 28804
NESBITT, Carolee Taylor (AV) UM, 2200 S Univ Blvd, Denver, CO 80210
NESBITT, Charles E. (D) Sr VP NC Nat'l Bank, UM, 164 Kimberly Ave, Asheville, NC 28804
NESBITT, Molly (C) Nursery Nurse, Soc Steward, 20 Rosemary Pk, Belfast, BT9 6RG, N Ireland
NESMITH, Richard (D) Dean, Boston School of Theology, 745 Commonwealth, Boston, MA 02215
NESS, John H. (C) MA, MDiv, LHD, Min, Gen Sec, Comm on Archives & History, UM, 29 Lakeshore Dr, Lake
Junaluska, NC 28745
NESS, Naomi G. (D) UM, 29 Lakeshore Dr, Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
NESTLER, Frank H. (D) DD, Min, UM, 112 Exmore Dr, Springfield, IL 62704
NESTLER, Mardel R. (D) RN, UM, 112 Exmore Dr, Springfield, IL 62704
NEVE, Maude E. (V) Ret Tchr, Presbyterian, 516 N 15th St, Marshalkown, lA 50158
NEWHALL, Richard M. (D) BA, MDiv, DD, Min, UM, 304 Prospect, Dwight, IL 60420
NEWHALL, Mrs. Richard (AV) Housewife, UM, 304 E Prospect, Dwight, IL 60420
NEWTON, Dessie (AV) 1525 Deerpark St, Jackson, MS 39203
NEWTON, John A. (C) Dr, Min, Pres of Conf, 36 Priory Ave, Bedford Pk, Chiswick, London, W4 ITY, England
NG, Boon Ho (D) Sem Student, Conf MYF Sec, c/o CAC Office, Tingkat 8, Wisma Methodist, Lorong Hang
Jebat (Davidson), Kuala Lumpur 05-05, Malaysia
NGOH, Yoon (O) Housewife, c/o Chinese Meth Church, 28 Kampong Empat, Melaka, Malaysia
NGUBENI, Edith (AV) Tchr, Nat'l Pres of Women's Manyano Assn, PO Box 12305, Katlehong 1832 South Africa
NICHOLAS, Carol J. (O) BA, MSLS, Librarian, Young Aduk Coor, UM, 1601 S Limestone #5, Lexington, KY
40503
NICHOLAS, Ted (D) Dr, Min, 120 Chiles St, Harrodsburg, KY 40330
NICHOLAS, Mrs. Ted (AV) Tchr, 120 Chiles St, Harrodsburg, KY 40330
NICHOLS, D. Ward (C) DD, LLD, Bishop, AME, 68-9th Ave, Huntington Sta, NY 11746
NICHOLS, George E. (D) Eng, Admin Bd, Con M Chr, 4735 La Canada Blvd, La Canada, CA 91011
NICHOLS, Mrs. Kay B. (C) AB, AM, Missionary Supvr, AME, 68-9th Ave, Huntington Sta, NY 11746
NICHOLS, Roy C. (C) Min, Bishop, UM, 210 Boston Post Rd, Rye, NY 10580
NICHOLS, Ruth R. (D) UM, 210 Boston Post Road, Rye, NY 10580
NICHOLS, Virginia C. (AV) Housewife, Pres UMW, 4735 La Canada Blvd, La Canada, CA 91011
NISSIOTIS, Nikos (E) Univ Prof, Pres Faith & Order WCC, Greek Orthodox,' 5 Achilles St, P Faliron, Athens,
Greece
NIUKULA, Paula (C) MA, BD, Connex Sec, Min, GPO Box 357, Suva, Fiji
NIX, James E. (AV) PO Box 82, Lonoke, AR 72086
NIX, Mrs. James E. (C) PO Box 82, Lonoke, AR 72086
NOLEN, Thirwell (D) UM, 208 Lake Dr, Gadsden, AL 35901
NOLEN, Mrs. Thirwell M. (AV) 208 Lakewood Dr, Gadsden, AL 35901
NORRIS, Alfred L. (D) MDiv, DD, Min, UM, 2700 Louisiana Ave, New Orleans, LA 70115
NORRIS, Mrs. Alfred L. (AV) MN, College Prof, UM, 7424 Scottsdale Dr, New Orleans, LA 70127
NORRIS, Irene T. (C) BS, Tchr, UM, 2024 Earlmont, Berkley, MI 48072
NORTHAM, Frank (C) Chartered Accountant, Geneva Sec, WMC, British Meth, 150 route de Ferney, 1211
Geneva 20, Switzerland
NORTHAM, Inge (D) Nurse, Lutheran, 150 route de Ferney, 1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland
NUGENT, Randolph (D) Min, Gen Sec, Bd of Global Min, UM, 475 Riverside Dr, New York, NY 10115
NYAMBE, Charles (D) c/o Mr. Andrew Muwowo, PO Box 50122, Lusaka, Zambia
NYEMBEZI, Cyril Lincoln Sibusiso (C) MA, DLitt, Editor, Circuit Steward, PO Box 114, Plessislaer 4500, Rep of
S Africa
OCAMPO, Patrocinio S. (C) PhD, Univ Vp, UM, Philippine Christian Univ, PO Box 907, Taft Ave, Manila,
Philippines
O'DAY, Ralph J. (D) Rt. 3 Box 310, Seaford, DE 19973
O'DAy! Mrs. Ralph J. (AV) Rt 3 Box 310, Seaford, DE 19973
OEHLER, Carolyn R. (D) Prog Consuk, UM, 1003 Augusta Ave, Elgin, IL 60120
OEHLER, Jack P (AV) Sales Mgr, UM, 1003 Augusta Ave, Elgin, IL 60120
OGDEN, John (D) BS, MDiv, HonDD, Sr Min, UM, PO Box 877, Richardson, TX 75080
OH, Kyung-Lin (C) Bishop, KPO Box 285, Seoul, Korea
OKADA Jorge Wills (D) Casilla 434, Santa Cruz, Bolivia
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OKPOKO, D.O. (D) Chief, Tchr, Sen Prin, Adm Sec Queen Eliz Hosp, Gen Purp Com & Conf, Nl<ata Ibel<u,
PO Box 187, Umuahia, Imo State, Nigeria
OLDHAM, Mary Jenl<ins (O) Bool<l<eeper, UM, PO Box 712, Hampton, GA 30228
OLDS, Eva (D) AB, MA, PhD, Ed, Meth, Alaska Pacific Univ, Anchorage, AK 99504
OLDS, Glenn A. (D) AB, MA, BD, PhD, Univ Pres, Meth, Alaska Pacific Univ, Anchorage, AK 99504
OLIVA, Rita (D) Virtudes #152, Habana 2, Cuba
OLIVAS, Mardy L. (V) United Bible Societies, 280 Ave 64, Pasadena, CA 91105
OLIVEIRA, Eckert Sueli de (V) Ludoko Boehl, 452, Torto Alegre RS, Brasil
OLIVER, Burl L. (D) Dr, Min, Dist Supt, 2826 Montclair Dr, Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
OLIVER, Mrs. Burl L. (AV) 2826 Montclair Dr, Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
O'MALLEY, J. Steven (D) PhD, Assoc Prof Church History, Sc of Theol, Oral Roberts Univ, Ord Eld, UM, 7914
S Florence, Tulsa, Ok 74136
ONG, Ewe Jin (D) Ret Tchr, Conf Sec, 22 Halaman Free School, Penang, Malaysia
ONG, Lay-See (AV) Tchr, c/o Wesley Meth Ch, Teluk Anson, Perak, Malaysia
ONG, Tit Hoe (D) Tchr, Lay Leader, c/o Wesley Meth Ch, Teluk Anson, Perak, Malaysia
OPPRIECHT, Hazel (O) 616-C S 23 St, Arlington, VA 22202
O QUINN, Bill (D) Min, Dist Supt, UM, 300 S Jefferson (614), Springfield, MO 65806
O'QUINN, Janice (AV) Artist, UM, 300 S Jefferson (614) Springfield, MO 65806
O'REILLY, Nancye (D) Housewife, 30/16 Devonshire St, Chatswood 2067, Australia
O'REILLY, Winston (C) OBE, AM, MEd, Dip Soc Sci, Min, Pres UCA, 30/16 Devonshire St, Chatswood 2067,
Australia
ORR, Geraldine (D) BS, Sec, Sec 11th Dist, AME, 4103 Clyde Dr, Jacksonville, FL 32208
OSBORNE, Charles H. (V) Tchr, Box 155, Coolidge, TX 76635
OSHIRO, Minoru (D) MDiv, College Tchr, UCC, 6-1 Tonokura 3 Chome, Shuri, Naha-shi, Okinawa, Japan
OUTHRED, Raymond C. (C) BA, BEd, BD, DipRE, Min, Chr of Presbytery of Gippsland (Vic), Min, Unit Ch
Australia, 9 Wordsworth Ave, Penistone S30 6EX, Sheffield, England
OUTLER, Albert C. (C) PhD, Prof Emeritus, UM, 6019 Lakehurst Ave, Dallas, TX 75230
OUTLER, Mrs. Albert C. (D) Librarian, UM, 6019 Lakehurst Ave, Dallas, TX 75230
OW, Gee Fong (AV) Ret Tchr, Ch Steward, A-2748, Jalan Alor Akar, Kuantan, Pahang, Malaysia
OW, Woon-Chong (AV) Journalist & Book Ed, A-2748, Jalan Alor Akar, Kuantan, Penang, Malaysia
OWEN, Dyton Lee (O) Student, UM, PO Box 1134, Bartlesville, OK 74003
OWEN, Raymond H. (C) BA, MTh, MA, DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, PO Box 1134, Bartlesville, OK 74003
OWEN, Mrs. Ray (AV) UM, PO Box 1134, Bartlesville, OK 74003
OWENS, Dorothy M. (D) BA, MA, Guidance Counsk, YPD Dir, AME, 412 N Mth St, E St Louis, IL 62201
OWENS, John (AV) BA, DD, Gen Bd and Conf Evang, AME, 412 N Mth St, E St Louis, IL 62201
PAGE, Conrad M., Jr. (D) Estate Planning, Dir of Planned Giving, UM, 451 Valley Rd, Etters, PA 17319
PAGE, Mrs. Conrad M., Jr. (AV) Homemaker, UM, 451 Valley Rd, Etters, PA 17319
PAGE, S. Covey (D) Ret Terminal Mgr, Assoc Conf Lay Ldr, Dist Lay Ldr, Chm Admin Bd, UM, 5344 E 21st
St, Tulsa, OK 74114
PAGE, Mrs. S. Covey (AV) Ret Sec, UM, 5344 East 21st St, Tulsa, OK 74114
PAGURA, Federico J. (C) MTh, Min, Bishop Iglesia Evangelica Metodista Argentina, Rivadavia 4044, 1205
Buenos Aires, Argentina
PAHNG, Hyun Duk (V) 31 Naing Chun-Dong, Seoul, Korea
PALMER, Deidre (D) BA, Youth Worker, Asst to St Yth Dir, c/o Uniting Church Office, Box 2145 GPO,
Adelaide 5001, South Australia
PALMER, Lawrie (AV) MBBS, Dip Obs, Med Practnr, c/o Uniting Church Office, Box 2145, GPO, Adelaide
5001, South Australia
PALMER, Patricia R. (D) Ret, Recreation, AMEZ, PO Box 91, Shelby, NC 28150
PALOMO, Luis F. (Bonilla) (C) B, Min, Bishop, Apartado 5481, San Jose, Costa Rica
PALOMO, Zulay (D) Pianista, Apartado 5481, San Jose, Costa Rica
PANGANIBAN, Eduardo B. (C) Bishop, Min, UCC in Phil, Box 718, Manila, Philippines
PANIAGUA, Rafael Murillo (D) Bth, Mth, M Psych, D Min, Min Dist Supt, 15 de Septiembre No. 211 Pachuca,
Hgo, Mexico
PANISSET, Lucia (D) Tchr, Rua Espirito Santo 1989 Belo, Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil
PANISSET, Ulysses O. (C) Prof, College Pes, Rua Espirito Santo, 1989, 30000-Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil
PANNELL, Arthur J. (D) BA, MAE, Educator, Co-Lay Ldr, UM, 2129 Paula Ln S Dr, Indianapolis, IN 46208
PANNELL, Josephine M. (D) MSEd, Co-Lay Ldr, UM, 2129 Paula Ln S Dr, Indianapolis, IN 46208
PARK, Eul-Hi (V) 381-29 Daibang Dong, Seoul 151, Korea
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PARK, Kyung Sool (D) Dist Supt, iVIin, 1018 Gil-Eum 3 Dong, Sung Pui< Ku, Seoul, Korea
PARK, Kyung-Yong (D) Min, 936-25 Kilum-3-Dong Sunybuk-ker, Seoul, Korea
PARK, Moon-Chong (D) Min, PO Box 284, Seoul, Korea
PARK, Sang Hyuk (D) Min, Sangdong-Eub, Yeongweol-Gun, Kangweon-Do, Korea
PARKER, Albert (V) 207 Smith St, Claxton, GA 30417
PARKER, Delorease (V) 207 Smith St, Claxton, GA 30417
PARKER, Maude I. (V) RN, MA, Ed Admin, 309 Lafayette Ave, Apt 22H, Brooklyn, NY 11238
PARKES, Judith Rae (AV) VP NZ Meth Wom Fellowship, PO Box 26, Tua Marina, Marlborough, New Zealand
PARLIN, Charles C. (C) Lawyer, Past Pres WMC, 45 E 72nd St, New York, NY 10021
PARLIN, Mrs. Charles (D) Housewife, 45 E 72nd St, New York, NY 10021
PARMAR, S.K. (C) Bishop, BS, MTH, PhD, Min, Lucknow Area, 37 Cantonment Road, Lucknow, U.P. India
226001
PARNAMETS, Olav (C) Min, Supt Estonian Meth Ch, Endla 44-1, TalHnn 200006, Estonia SSR, USSR
PARNAMETS, Urve (D) Engineer, Endla, 44-1, Tallinn 200006 Estonia, USSR
PARROTT, Bob (D) Dr Min, Sr Min, UM, 30 Pegues PI, Longview, TX 75601
PARROTT, Doris (AV) UM, 30 Pegues PI, Longview, TX 75601
PARSONS, Lucy (D) Student, Conf Coun on Youth Min, UM, RD 5 Box 295A, Towanda, PA 18848
PARSONS, Nancy G. (AV) BS, Tchr, UM, 5619 Mt Gilead Rd, Centreville, VA 22020
PARSONS, Robert L. (D) DMin, Min, UM, 5619 Mt Gilead Rd, Centreville, VA 22020
PASAMONTE, David R. (AV) STB, STM, Min, UM, 1981 Burton St, San Diego, CA 92111
PASAMONTE, Portia G. (O) RN, BSN, Nurse, UM, 1981 Burton St, San Diego, CA 92111
PATTERSON, J.V. (AV) BA, BD, Min, Camp Mgr, Rt 1, Happy, TX 79042
PATTERSON, Mrs. J.V. (AV) Camp Cook, Rt 1, Happy, TX 79042
PATTERSON, James (V) Min, UM, Box 575, Knox City, TN 79529
PATTERSON, Mrs. James (V) Housewife, UMW Pres, UM, Box 575, Knox City, TN 79529
PATTERSON, John D. (C) BA, STM, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 200 Bloomfield Ave, Johnstown, PA 15904
PATTERSON, Mrs. John D. (O) Sec Dist Off, UM, 200 Bloomfield Ave, Johnstown, PA 15904
PATTERSON, Thelma M. (AV) AME, 451 Ponder PI, #1112, Nashville, TN 37228
PATTON, Odessa C. (D) Ret Tchr, Conf Coord Chris Global Cone UMW, Chrp Loc Counc on Min, UM, 2000
Dalton St, Jackson, MS 39204
PATTON, W.R. (AV) Prof, Tchr, Admin Bd Chr, UM, 2000 Dalton St, Jackson, MS 39204
PAVY, Doyle (D) MDiv, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 901 Lindbergh Rd, Box 2300, W Lafayette, IN 47906
PAVY, Mrs. Doyle (D) MA, Tchr, Conf Bd Global Cone, UM, 901 Lindberg Rd, Box 2300, W Lafayette, IN
47906
PAVY, Kathryn Anne (D) Student, Conf Counc Youth Pres, UM, 901 Lindberg Rd, Box 2300 W Lafayette, IN
47906
PAYNE, Charlemagne P (D) Min, UM, 1670 Aurora St, Jackson, MS 39213
PAYNE, Dessie Maude (V) Ret Tchr, Lib, UM, 108 E 11th Ave, Johnson City, Tn 37601
PAYNE, H. Thomas (D) Min, UM, 1601 Bixby Ave, Bemidji, MN 56601
PAYNE, Mrs. H. Thomas (AV) Housewife, UM, 1601 Bixby Ave, Bemidji, MN 56601
PAYNE, Jack (D) ThM, DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, Box 67, Weatherford, TX 76086
PAYNE, Mrs. Jack (AV) BS, Homemaker, Nurse, UM, 203 Mockingbird Ln, Weatherford, TX 76086
PAYNE. Mary W. (V) Ret Soc Wrkr, Chp of Communion, UM, 108 E 11th Ave, Johnson City, TN 37601
PEACOCK, Maude (D) BA, DipEd, Tchr, c/o Meth Ch Off, PO Box 64, Freetown, Sierra Leone, W Africa
PEARCE, George, Jr. (AV) DD, Min, UM, 201 John Wesley Blvd, Bossier City, LA 71112
PEARCE, Mrs. George, Jr. (O) AB, M Speech Pathology, Speech Pathologist, S S Tchr, UM, 201 John Wesley
Blvd, Bossier City, LA 71112
PEARCE, Neva B. (D) Homemaker, UM, 234 Kinlaw Dr, Fayetteville, NC 28301
PEARCe! Richard W. (D) BA, MA, JD, LLD, College Pres, UM, 234 Kinlaw Dr, Fayetteville, NC 28301
PEARSON, Ramalee E. (AV) 3929 Muskogee Ave, Des Moines, Iowa 50312
PEARSON, Richard L. (D) Sr Min, UMC, 3929 Muskogee Ave, Des Moines, lA 50312
PEART, Ross (C) BA, MA, 18 Menlove Gardens N, Liverpool L18 2EJ, England
PEART, Mrs. Ross (C) 18 Menlove Gardens N, Liverpool LIS 2EJ, England
PECK, Dorothy (D) PhD, Spec in Effective Ed, Missionary Off, AME, 1370 6th St, W Palm Beach, FL 33401
PEDEN, Homer C. (D) MDiv, Sr Min, UM, Box 956, Laurel, MS 39440
PEDEN, Juanice Smith (D) UM, 2060 Westwood Acres, Laurel, MS 39440
PEEPLES, O.T. (C) LittD, Gen Sec Fin, CME, PO Box 1704, Memphis, TN 38101
PENA Joel Mora (C) Bishop, Apartado Postal 2920, Monterrey N.L., Mexico
PENN Mary H. (C) Diac Min, Chrm Counc on Min, UM, 110 Jefferson Ave, Okolona, MS 38860
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PENN, Minnie Mayes (D) AB, Social Wrkr, Steward, Comm on Evangelism, 729 E 52nd PI, Los Angeles, CA
90011
PENNEL, Joe E., Jr. (C) MDiv, DMin, Sr Min, UM, Belmont UMC, 21st & Acklen Ave, PO Box 120098,
Nashville, TN 37212
PENNEL, Mrs. Joe E., Jr. (AV) MAEd, Tchr, UM, Belmont UMC, 21st & Acklen Ave, PO Box 120098,
Nashville, TN 37212
PENRY, Herbert T., Jr. (V) 2600 Pisgah Church Rd, Greensboro, NC 27408
PERERA, Somasiri Kumaradas (C) BD, ThM, Min, Pres, Methodist Ch, Methodist Ch Hqrs, Colombo 3, Sri
Lanka
PERKINS, Malcolm H. (D) BS, MS, Ret Tchr, Treas, G.C. Steward, AMEZ, 612 W Monroe St, Salisbury, NC
28144
PERKINS, Mary B. (D) BA, MA, Ret Tchr, Trustee, Organist, AMEZ, 612 W Monroe St, Salisbury, NC 28144
PERRY, Beth (V) BS, Computer Prog, UM, 4016 Meadowview Cir, Birmingham, AL 35243
PERRY, Billie Jo (D) Admin Sec, UM, 4016 Meadowview Cir, Birmingham, AL 35243
PERRY, Russell E. (D) STB, STM, Min, UM, 136 Decker Dr, New Castle, PA 16105
PERRY, Mrs. Russell E. (O) Housewife, Hon UMW Pres, UM, 136 Decker Dr, New Castle, PA 16105
PERRY, Ruth B. (AV) BS, Librarian, UM, 2447 Ecuadorian Way, Apt 49, Clearwater, FL 33515
PERRY, William A. (D) BD, MD, Min, Field Stad, Bd of Global Min, UM, 2447 Ecuadorian Way, Apt 49,
Clearwater, FL 33515
PETER, M. Elia (C) Bishop, H No 27 (Old No 315), 1st Main Rd, Cambridge Layout, Uisoor, Bangalore 560008
PETER, Navamani (D) BSc, BEd, H No 27 (Old No 315), 1st Main Rd, Cambridge Layout, Uisoor, Bangalore
56008
PETERSEN, Clean (AV) Ret, Missions Comm, 398 E 20th St, Merced, CA 95340
PETERSON, Joseph (V) 34 Jones Park Dr, Riverside, CT 06878
PFEIFFER, Myrta (C) Pres Emeritus WFMW, UM, 523 Kingsway Dr, Aurora, IL 60506
PHAILBUS, Mira (C) Principal Kinniard College, Ex Membr, Ch of Pakistan, 40 Warris Rd, Lahore, Pakistan
PHARR, David (D) BD, BA, Min, AMEZ, 16 Hamilton Terr, New York, NY 10031
PHARR, Pauline J. (AV) BS, MS, Tchr, Missionary Pres, AMEZ, 16 Hamilton Terr, New York, NY 10031
PHELPS, Lee (O) 1552 Lazy Ln, Corpus Christi, TX 78415
PHELPS, Mrs. Lee (O) 1552 Lazy Ln, Corpus Christi, TX 78415
PHIFER, Ernest C. (D) BA, BD, Area Provost, Min, UM, 5215 S Main, Houston, TX 77002
PHIFER, Mrs. Ernest C. (AV) UM, 5215 S Main, Houston, TX 77002
PHILLIPS, Mrs. Gordon (V) Sch Tchr, UM, 2625 Asbury Rd, Erie, PA 16506
PHILLIPS, Lee Allen (AV) Min, UM, Rt 3, Box 469, Rockingham, NC 28379
PHILLIPS, Mary Elizabeth (AV) Music Tchr, UM, Rt 3, Box 469, Rockingham, NC 28379
PICKETT, Elizabeth A. (D) UM, 2000 W Paces Ferry Rd NW, Adanta, GA 30327
PICOT, Donald (V) Ret Accnt, Circuit Stewart, 2 Grainville Ct, Bagatelle Rd, Jersey Isle, England
PICOT, Olive (V) Housewife, 2 Grainville Ct, Bagatelle Rd, Jersey Isle, England
PIERCE, Doris M. (D) Admin Sec Wesley Foundation, Chr Conf Counc on Family Min, UM, 1131 58th St, Des
Moines, lA 50311
PIERCE, R. Bruce (D) MDiv, MA, Navy Chaplain, Naval Submarine Base, Box 9, Pead Harbor, HI 96860
PIERCE, Sandie K. (AV) Homemaker, 516 Uluhala St, Kailva, HI 96734
PIERCE, Wade H. (D) Ret Ship Exec, UM, 4419 Mockingbird Ln, Wilmington, NC 28403
PIERCE, Mrs. Wade H. (D) Housewife, Chrp Pastor Parish Rel Com, UM, 4419 Mockingbird Ln, Wilmington, NC
28403
PIETERS, Andre J. (C) Dr, Pres United Protestant Ch of Belgium, 5, rue du Champ de Mars, 1050 Brussels,
Belgium
PIETERS, Claude (C) Prof of Religion, United Protestant Ch of Belgium, 5, rue du Champ de Mars, 1050
Brussels, Belgium
PIETERS-DESLE, Mrs. Andree B. (D) United Protestant Ch of Belgium, rue du Champ de Mars, 5, 1050
Brussels, Belgium
PIGGOTT, Lorraine D. (O) Med Soc Worker, Ch Organist-Dir, UM, 727 E 60th St, #207 Chigago, IL 60637
PIKE, Don M. (D) BS, MTh, DMin, Sr Min, UM, 313 N Center St, Arlington, TX 76011
PINKSTON, Charles T. (D) AB, DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 3000 Belhaven Dr, Russell, KY 41169
PINKSTON, Mrs. Charles T. (AV) UM, 3000 Belhaven Dr, Russell, KY 41169
PINNELL, Clyde C. (D) BA, MA, DD, Min, UM, 734 W Circle Dr, Findlay, OH 45840
PINNELL, Phyllis (AV) UM, 734 W Circle Dr, Findlay, OH 45840
PINPIN, Amanta T. (D) DSA, Farmer, Mem Bd of Trustees, UM, Tumauini, Isabela, Philippines
PINPIN, Felicisima Cabasal (C) Nurse, Deaconess, Pres WSCS, UM, Tumauini, Isabela, Philippines
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PITMAN, Eleanore J. (D) 1878 Lakeview Ave, Dayton, OH 45408
PLATT, John W. (C) Dist Supt, UM, 1209 Whitewing, McAllen, TX 78501
PLATT, Mrs. John W. (AV) 1209 Whitewing, McAllen, TX 78501
PLUMMER, June B. (D) 930 Leidig Dr, Chambersburg, PA 17201
PLUMMER, Kenneth H. (C) UM, 930 Leidig Dr, Chambersburg, PA 17201
POGSON, K. (AV) 16 Valletta St, Moss Vale, NSW, Australia 2577
POGSON, M. (AV) 16 Valletta St, Moss Vale, NSW, Australia 2577
POITIER, Florence Mursay (O) BA, Tchr, Class Ldr, 14th McKinney Ave, Stapledon Gds, PO Box NUO, Nassau,
Bahamas
POITIER, Harold Spencer (O) Membr Public Service Comm, Local Preacher, 14th McKinney Ave, Stapledon
Gds, PO Box NUOO Nassau, Bahamas
POITIER, Sonja Annette (O) Principal, Tchr, Pres Women's Group, PO Box F-897, Freeport, Bahamas
POLAND, Frank E. (D) MEd, Ret, Admin Bd, Highland Ave, Box 101, Georgetown, DE 19947
POLAND, Helene N. (AV) MEd, Ret, Member Worship Com, Highland Ave, Box 101, Georgetown, De 19947
POLK, Armistice R. (D) Min, Pres Conf Min, AME, 19209 Bretton Dr, Detroit, MI 48223
POLK, Sallie Pamsh (D) Educator, Dist Pres WMS, AME, 19209 Bretton Dr, Detroit, Ml 48223
POMA, Eugenio (C) Prof, Landaeta 423, Casilla 356, LaPaz, Bolivia
POND, Mrs. Waker M. (D) R 2 Box 37, Wakefield, VA 23888
PONDER, Jacqueline (AV) BA, MTh, 4511 Spanish Trace #3, Wichita Falls, TX 76310
PONDER, Reginald W. (C) DMin, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 2234 Wheeler Rd, Raleigh, NC 27605
PORTER, Joan H. (AV) BS, Housewife, UM, 535 N Jefferson, Olney, IL 62450
PORTER, Ray B. (D) AB, MDiv, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 535 N Jefferson, Olney, IL 62450
POSTON, Bobbie G. (AV) PO Box 5055, Spartanburg, SC 29304
POSTON, Samuel H. (D) Box 5055, Spartanburg, SC 29304
POWELL, Blanche R. (D) BS, MA, Ret Elem Principal, Dir Women's Div, Bd of Global Min, UM, 3521 Lyn-
chester Rd, Baltimore, MD 21215
POWELL, William O. (C) AB, MDiv, Min, UM, PO Box 5116, Columbus, GA 31906
PRICE, Bill (D) BSEE, Real Est, Devi, Auto Dealer, Ch Trustee, UM, 200 Tremont Dr, Burlington, NC 27215
PRICE, Helen B. (AV) Housewife, UM, 200 Tremont Dr, Burlington, NC 27215
PRICE, Winifred (C) Private Sec to Dr Kenneth G. Greet, Methodist Conf Off, 1 Central Bldgs, Westminster,
London SWIH 9NH, England
PRIMM, H. Thomas (C) Min, Chr Research & Development, Bishop AME, 2820 Monaco Pkwy, Denver, CO
80207
PRIMM, Mrs. H. Thomas (D) Supvr, AME, 2820 Monaco Pkwy, Denver, CO 80207
PROCTER, Mrs. Christine (D) Housewife, UM, 201 Sth Ave S, Nashville, TN 37202
PROCTER, John E. (C) Publisher, UM, 201 Sth Ave S, Nashville, TN 37202
PRUITT, Robert L. (C) DD, Min, AME, 2257 Sudbury Rd NW, Washington, DC 20012
PRUNER, Dan-yl S. (D) BS, Mortgage Banking, Chrm Cong Devel, 1900 State St, Santa Barbara, CA 93101
PUA, Siew Lan (AV) Housewife, WSCS Off, 237 Off Jalan Lobak, Seremban, NS, Malaysia
PUERTA de MAYOR, Ana Margarita (D) Youth Off, Villuendas 152, Santa Clara, VC Cuba
PULVER, Ben B. (D) 4121 NW 53, Oklahoma City, OK 73112
PULVER, Merle Burdette (C) DD, Min, UM, 2424 NW 55 Terr, Oklahoma City, OK 73112
PULVER, Mrs. Merle B. (O) Housewife, UM, 2424 NW 55 Terr, Oklahoma City, OK 73112
PURDY, Msgr William A. (E) , Sec RC/Meth Dialogue, Roman Catholic, Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity,
Vatican City (Rome, Italy)
QUALE, Helen (V) Coord of Communications, UM, 1707 Bell St, Eau Claire, WI 54701
QUEEN, Arlic H. (D) Ret Businessman, Ch Counc on Min, UM, Rt 3 Box 3005, Wayne, WV 25570
QUEEN, Lillian L. (AV) Rt 3 Box 3005, Wayne, WV 25570
QUESENBERRY, Lois S. (D) Ret Tchr, Chp Rel & Race, UM, PO Box 156, Hillsvale, VA 24343
QUICK, Barbara Elizabeth Campbell (D) Art & Int Design, Homemaker, UM, 18450 Scarsdale Rd, Detroit, MI
48223
QUICK, Jen-y Alphonzo (D) Min, AMEZ, PO Box 101, Landis, NC 28088
quick! Ruth M. (D) AMEZ, PO Box 101, Landis, NC 28088
QUICK, William Kellon (C) BA, MDiv, DD, Sr Min, UM, 8000 Woodward Ave, Metropolitan Meth Ch, Detroit,
Ml 48202
QUINTO, Filipina C. (AV) BS, Self-Employed, Steward, UCCP, 877 Epifanio de los Santos Ave, Quezon City,
Philippines
QUIOCHO, Marciano P (C) AB, MA, Min, Bishop UCCP. 11 Los Angeles, Quezon City 3001, Philippines
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RABUKAWAQA, Sir Josua R. (D) KBE, MVD, Ret Diplomat, Lay Preacher, 6 Vunivivi Hill, PO Box 326,
Nausori, Fiji
RADER, Sharon Zimmerman (D) MDiv, Min, UM, 8090 Calvin Rd, Battle Creek, MI 49017
RAILEY, Walker L. (D) MTh, DMin, Sr Min, UM, 1928 Ross Ave, Dallas, TX 75201
RAILEY, Peggy (O) BMusic, MMusic, UM, 1928 Ross Ave, Dallas, TX 75201
RAIWALUI, Mrs. Vasiti (C) Broadcaster, c/o Radio Fiji, Suva, Fiji Islands
RAJ, K.I.D. Bhagavan (D) BA, BD, Min, 125 N Kalaheo Ave, Kailua, HI 96734
RAMER, Lloyd W. (C) DD, Min, Asst to Bishop, Virginia Laskey Library, Scarritt College, Nashville, Tn 37203
RAMER, Mrs. Lloyd W. (D) Housewife, UM, 1928 Harpeth River Dr, Brentwood, TN 37027
RAMPP, Hope (V) 114 Ridgeway Dr, Bridgeport, WV 26338
RAMSEY, Gilbert L. (D) Min, UM, 2611 Foley Dr, Columbus, GA 31906
RAMSEY, Mrs. Gilbert L. (V) UM, 2611 Foley Dr, Columbus, GA 31906
RAMSEY, Henry Bryan (V) Jeweler, Nazarene, 2320 Cypress St, West Monroe, LA 71291
RAMSEY, Mrs. Henry Bryan (V) Jeweler, Nazarene, 2320 Cypress St, West Monroe, LA 71291
RAMSEY, W. Dwight (V) M Div, Th M, Min, UM, 1721 S Carrollton Ave, New Orleans, LA 70118
RAMSEY, Mrs. W. Dwight (V) BA, Tchr, UM, 1721 S Carrollton Ave, New Orleans, LA 70118
RAMUSHU, Alice (C) Housewife, Acting Pres Ruwadzano/Manyano, Epworth Mission, PO Box 100, Hatfield,
Salisbury, Zimbabwe
RANDITT, Ina (C) Ret Tchr, Membr Gen Bd of Global Min, UM, 901 3rd St, Cochran, GA 31014
RANDOLPH, David J. (C) BA, MDiv, PhD, Min, UM, 520 Park Ave, New York, NY 10021
RANDOLPH, W.B. (D) Min, Dist Supt, UM, 5215 S Main St, Houston, TX 77002
RAPKING, Glenn H. (D) BS, Ind Ed, Pres Chur Furn Mgrs, Chr Dist Coun on Min, PO Box 67, Madisonville, TN
37354
RAPKING, Mrs. Glenn H. (AV) RN, Ret Treas & Off Mgr, Dist Pres UMW, PO Box 67, Madisonville, TN 37354
RATABACACA, Laisiasa (D) Prin Theological College, PO Box 8, Nausori, Fiji
RAVENHORST, Dorothy A. (C) BS HEc, Homemaker, Conf Pres UMW, UM, PO Drawer 904, Lexington, VA
24450
RAVENHORST, Henry L. (D) Tchr, Architect, Dist Lay Ldr, UM, PO Drawer 904, Lexington, VA 24450
RAYMOND, Catherine (O) 3 Howard PI, Brighton, Sussex, England BNl 3TQ
READ, Mazie Cox (D) Writer, Comm Coord, S Kings Hwy, Gushing, OK 74023
REDECKER, Elizabeth (C) BS, UM, 530 Midway St, Hendersonville, NC 28739
REDECKER, Robert M. (AV) UM, 530 Midway St, Hendersonville, NC 28739
REDMOND, Clarke J. (D) UM, HE Union St, Canton, PA 17724
REDMOND, Donald E. (D) 607 E Mandalay, San Antonio, TX 78212
REED, Kay (AV) Dir of Music & Chris Ed, 2215 58th St, Lubbock, TX 79412
REED, Mary Helen (D) MS, Voc Ed Dir, Conn Chp WMS, AME, 2218 Stevens St, Houston, TX 77026
REEVES, Ben (D) Lay Spkr, Chr Counc on Min, UM, 132-42 154 St, Jamaica, NY 11434
REEVES, Joyce O. (AV) RN, BSN, Reg Nurse, UM, 425 Karen Dr, Decatur, IL 62526
REEVES, Luverne (AV) Church Sch Supt, UM, 132-42 154 St, Jamaica, NY 11434
REEVES, Richard E. (D) Prof Engnr, Marketing Exec, UM, 425 Karen Dr, Decatur, IL 62526
REID, Frank Madison, Jr. (D) Min, Bishop, AME, 2522 Barhamville Rd, Columbia, SC 29204
REID, Irene Bennett (D) BS, MSW, Social Wrkr, Supvr of Missions, AME, 2522 Barhamville Rd, Columbia, SC
29204
REID, Robert H., Jr. (C) Gen Off, Min, Editor, AME, PO Box 24730, Nashville, TN 37202
REID, Wesley I. (D) Min, AME, 1183 E 125th St, E Cleveland, OH 44112
REID, Mrs. Wesley I. (D) Educator, Youth Miss Dir, AME, 1183 E 125th St, E Cleveland, OH 44112
REYES, Sergio J. (V) Correctional Chaplain, Min, UM, PO Box 478, Dannemora, NY 12929
REYNOLDS, Marguerite (V) UM, 101 Maplewood Dr, Chillicothe, OH 45601
RHORER, Donald G. (V) 16210 Thunderbay Drive, Houston, TX 77062
RICARD, Marvalene R. (O) Tchr, UM, 201 Holmes Dr, Fairborn, OH 45324
RICARD, Ronald P (AV) Min, UM, 201 Holmes Dr, Fairborn, OH 45324
RICE, Richard J. (AV) BA, MDiv, STM, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 239 Daisy Farms Dr, Scarsdale, NY 10583
RICE, Mrs. Richard J. (O) RN, Nurse, Summer Sch Dean, UM, 239 Daisy Farms Dr, Scarsdale, NY 10583
RICE, Willa Mae (C) Dr of Humane Letters, Religious Journalist, Past Pres Wom Dept, AMEZ, 7134 Upland St,
Pittsburgh, PA 15208
RICHARDS, Lois M. (AV) BA, MA, TV Prod, UM, 10172 SE 99th Dr, Portland, OR 97226
RICHARDS, Herbert E. (C) BA, MA, BD, DD, Min, TV News, UM, 10172 SE 99th Dr, Portland, OR 97266
RICHARDSON, C. Faith (C) Admin Sec Counc of Bishops, UM, 168 Mt Vernon St, Newtonville, MA 02160
RICHARDSON, Chades C. (AV) Ret, Ch Counc of Min, 2604 Lackawanna St, Adelphi, MD 20783
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RICHARDSON, Winifred (O) Ret Sec, Mbr Finance Comm, 2604 Lacl<awanna St, Adelphi, MD 20783
RICHEY, Roberta (D) BS, MS, Instr, Home Ec, Trustee, Ed Asst UMW, UM, 315 Clayton, Maryville, MO 64468
RIDGEWAY, E.D. (D) Min, Conf on Min, UM, 647 Woodrow St, Montgomery, AL 36108
RIDGEWAY, Leverta S. (AV) BS, Tchr, Lab Ldr, UM, 647 Woodrow St, Montgomery, AL 36108
RIEBHOFF, John L. (AV) BA, Bd, Min, UM, 802 N 25th St, Fort Dodge, lA 50501
RIEHM, Curtis G. (D) BA, Juris Doctor, Attorney, Pres Admin Bd, 395 State St, Garner, lA 50438
RIEHM, M. Florine (O) BA, Bus Adm, 395 State St, Garner, lA 50438
RINEHART, Bill L. (AV) Restaurant Ownr, Admin Bd, UM, 132 Stonybrook, Salisbury, NC 28144
RINEHART, Joetta F (C) Mgr, Chp Counc on Min, Local VP Jurisd UMW, 5 Regency Rd, Salisbury, NC 28144
RIPPY, Coleman D. (D) Dr, Assoc Prof of Sociology, 1st Vp Lay Counc, AMEZ, 1701 Patton Ave, Charlotte, NC
28216
RIPPY, Mrs. Coleman D. (D) AB, MA, Ret Tchr, SS Supt, AMEZ, 1701 Patton Ave, Charlotte, Nc 28216
RITTER, Kristinc L. (AV) BS, Tchr, Homemaker, UM, 25109 Lyncastle Ln, Farmington Hills, MI 48018
RITTER, William A. (D) Ba, MDiv, Sr Min, UM, 25109 Lyncastle Ln, Farmington Hills, Ml 48018
RITTGERS, W. Glea (C) Ret Banker, Conf Lay Ldr, UM, 1828 W 18th All 16, Wichita, KS 67203
RITTGERS, Mrs. W. Glea (AV) Worship Chrm, UM, 1828 W 18th All 16, Wichita, KS 67203
RIVES, Weldon (AV) Min, UM, 20 S Addinsell. Phillips, TX 79071
RIVES, Mrs. Weldon (O) MEd Educator, 20 S Addinsell, Phillips, TX 79071
RO, Sang Jun (D) Min, Bishop, KPO Box 285, Seoul, Korea
ROARK, Audrey J. (AV) Admin, United Meth Heritage Fellowship, UM, 116 Butler Rd, Glyndon, MD 21071
ROARK, Clarence L. (D) PhD, Min, UM, 116 Butler Rd, Glyndon, MD 21071
ROBB, Edna G. (AV) AB Ed, Ret Tchr, UM, Mancos, CO 81328
ROBERSON, Alberta (AV) Housewife, UM, RR 1 Zumbro Falls, MN 55991
ROBERSON, David (D) Farmer, Dist Lay Ldr, UM, RR 1 Zumbro Falls, MN 55991
ROBERTS, Mrs. C. Prabhu Das (D) BSc, BT, BRE, Tchr, WSCS Pres, Meth, 14 Short St, Singapore 0718
(Rep of Singapore)
ROBERTS, Omotayo Wilmot (D) Organiz Sec Dept of Youth Min, PO Box 523, Freetown, Sierra Leone
ROBERTS, Ottive (D) MA, Connectional Off WMS, AME, 2204 N Boston PI, Tulsa, Ok 74106
ROBERTS, R. Prabhu Das (C) BCom, BD, Min, Dist Supt, Meth, 14 Short St, Singapore 0718 (Rep of
Singapore)
ROBERTS, Vera (AV) Ret, PO Box 34, Brewarrina, NSW, Australia
ROBERTSON, Clara Vee (V) Dr, Educator, Editor, AMEZ, 909 E Park Ave, Hammond, LA 70401
ROBERTSON, Richard M. (V) AB, MD, DD, Min, UM, 3916 Durrette Dr, Richmond, VA 23234
ROBERTSON, Mrs. Richard M. (V) Homemaker, 3916 Durrette Dr, Richmond, VA 23234
ROBERTSON, Yolanda (D) Rt 1, Box 553, Seidell, LA 70458
ROBEY, William T., Jr. (C) Ret, Conf CF&A, UM, Box 951 Buena Vista, VA 24416
ROBEY, Mrs. William T., Jr. (D) UM, Box 951, Buena Vista, VA 24416
ROBINSON, Hubert N. (C) DD, DHum, Min, Bishop, AME, 7220 N Illinois St, Indianapolis, IN 46260
ROBINSON, Mrs. Hubert N. (D) AB, Housewife, Dist Supvr Missions, AME, 7220 N Illinois St, Indianapolis, IN
46260
ROBINSON, James H. (D) 3675 Highwood Dr SE, Washington, DC 20020
ROBINSON, Linda B. (D) 3675 Highwood Dr SE, Washington, DC 20020
ROBINSON, Mary lone (O) 218 E Victoria St, Santa Barbara, CA 93101
RODGERS, Mrs. O.F. (V) 1339 Parker St, Berkeley, CA 94702
RODRIGUEZ, Alida E. Bamos De (D) Calle K No. 502, Vcdado, Habana 4, Cuba
RODRIGUEZ, Armando A. (C) BD, Min, Bishop, Calle K No. 502, Vedado, Habana 4, Cuba
ROGERS, Charles E. (D) BChE, Chem Eng, Co-Chrm Comm on Evang, UM, 517 Dabney Dr, Charleston, WV
25314
ROGERS, Mrs. Charles E. (AV) AB, Housewife, Co-Chrm Comm on Evang, 517 Dabney Dr, Charleston, WV
25314
ROGERS, Cornish R. (D) AB, STB, Prof, Min Gen Comm on Communications, UM, 2278 Tulsa Ave,
Claremont, CA 91711
ROGERS, Emma Vane (V) 1097 Deer Park, Jackson, MS 39203
ROLAND, Leonel (D) Student, Av Italia 3185, PO Box 79, Kaloleni, Giryama, Montevideo, Uruguay, South
America
ROSE, Harold (D) 7748 N Williamette Blvd, Pordand, OR 97203
ROSE, Lucille F. (D) 7748 N Williamette Blvd, Portland, OR 97203
ROSENQVIST, Gunnel, (V) Skolgatan 6 E, S- 19500 Marsta, Sweden
ROSS, Betty Jane (D) Bookkeeper, UM, 1070 Griffiths Dr, Zanesville, OH 43701
ROSS Carole (V) UM, 4602 Pin Oak, Abilene, TX 79606
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ROSS, Harold F. (AV) Owner Supermarket, Treas, UM, 1070 Griffiths Dr, Zanesville, OH 43701
ROUNTREE, Alvin L. (D) Archivist, Lay Ldr, 133 Greencastle, Springfield, IL 62703
ROUNTREE, Georgia (AV) Tchr, Chr Pastor Parish Com, 133 Greencastle, Springfield, IL 62703
ROWE, Trevor T. (C) Min, Gen Sec Div of Min, Division of Ministries, Rm 185, 1 Central Bldgs, Westminster,
London SWIH 9NU, England
RUBAIN, Martha (V) Pres Builders Guild, Mem Fin Comm, Episcopalian, 26 Hamilton Terr, New York, NY
10031
RUIZ, Alejandro (C) DD, Bishop, Min, Seminary Pres, Maple 10, Mexico, 4 DF
RUIZ, Ruth G. de (D) Pres Latin Am Wom Federation, Maple 10, Mexico 4 DF
RUNYON, Theodore (C) PhD, Seminary Prof, UM, School of Theology, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322
RUSSELL, Adele (O) Coll Student, UM, Box 36, New London, NC 28127
RUSSELL, Bernard C. (C) AB, BD, PhD, Coll Prof, Ret, UM, Box 36, New London, NC 28127
RUSSELL, Mrs. Bernard C. (AV) AB, Homemaker, Pres Loc UMW, UM Box 36, New London, NC 28127
RUSSELL, Eunice G. (AV) UM, 412 N Upper St, Lexington, KY 40508
RUSSELL, George G. (D) Min, Dist Supt, UM, 110 W Water, Pontiac, IL 61764
RUSSELL, Mrs. George (AV) UM, UO W Water, Pontiac, IL 61764
RUSSELL, George L. (D) UM, 412 N Upper St, Lexington, KY 40508
RUSSELL, Helene (O) 7224 Oak Dr, Poland, OH 44514
RUSSELL, Henry E. (D) DD, MTh, BD, AB, Dist Supt, Min, UM, 709 Wade Hampton Rd, PO Box 277,
Dyersburg, TN 38024
RUSSELL, Mrs. Henry E. (D) BA, Writer, Artist, UM, 709 Wade Hampton Rd, PO Box 277, Dyersburg, TN
38024
RUSSELL, Jacquelyn (D) UM, 7224 Oak Dr, Poland, OH 44514
RUSSELL, John (C) Bishop, UM, PO Box 8127, Dallas, TX 75205
RUSSELL, John B. (D) Attorney, UM, 2402 Hanover Ave, Richmond, VA 23220
RUSSELL, Kenneth (AV) 7224 Oak Drive, Poland, OH 44514
RUSSELL, Patti B. (D) Registrar, WM Consuk on Worship, UM, 2402 Hanover Ave, Richmond, VA 23220
RUST, Norma A. (D) BA, MDiv, DrMin, Min, UM, 2643 Clarendon Ave, Bellmore, NY 11710
RUTTER, Kenneth P (D) DD, Sr Min, UM, 12 Northmont St, Greensburg, PA 15601
RUTTER, Mrs. Kenneth (AV) UM, 12 Northmont St, Greensburg, PA 15601
RUWAJ, Mulolo (V) BP 9950, Kinshasa-!, Republic du Zaire
RYDER, Barbara A. (C) 12 Magne Grove, Sandal, Wakefield WF27NG, West Yorkshire, England
SAFERITE, Edwin R. (D) BD, MDiv, Min, UM, 1508 Papillon Dr, St Louis, MO 63141
SAFERITE, Virginia R. (AV) Data En, UM, 1508 Papillon Dr, St Louis, MO 63141
SAILS, George W. (C) BD, Min, Gen Sec Home Mis Div, 1 Central Bldgs, Westminster, London, England
SAITO, Fumiko (D) UM, 2044 Forest St, Wauwatosa, WI 53213
SAITO, Perry H. (C) Sr Min, UM, 1529 Wauwatosa Ave, Wauwatosa, WI 53213
SALDIN, Harvey B. (O) BSME, ret Prof Engr, Ch Chmn Stwsp, UM, 18 Morris St, Export, PA 15632
SALDIN, Lois E. (O) BA, Homemaker, UM 18 Morris St, Export, PA 15632
SAMUEL, John Victor (C) Bishop, Min, 113 Quasim Rd, Multan Cantt, Pakistan
SANCHEZ, Angelica C. (AV) Sec, Housewife, UM, PO Box AP, University Station, San Juan, Puerto Rico 00931
SANCHEZ, Gildo (D) STM, Min, Dist Supt, UM, PO Box AP, University Station, San Juan, Puerto Rico 00931
SAND, Leona M. (D) Tech Journ, Com Invest, Dist Lay Ldr, Former Conf UMW Pres, UM, 1813 Elim Ct Ft
Collins, CO 80524
SANDERS, Cad J. (C) Ret Bishop, Min, UM, PO Box 6073, Dothan, AL 36302
SANDERS, Eleanor L. (D) UM, PO Box 6073, Dothan, AL 36302
SANDERS, Theresa V. (O) Soc Worker, UM, 626 Riverside Dr #23-F, New York, NY 10031
SANDERSON, Elna (D) Homemaker, Conf Pres UMW, UM, 1407 Mountainbrook Dr, Huntsville, AL 35801
SANDERSON, Calvin (AV) Admin, Chmn Trustees, UM, 1407 Mountainbrook Dr, Huntsville, AL 35801
SANFORD, Ruth M. (V) 8350 Burkey NW, N Canton, OH 44720
SANGA, Wellington (D) Tchr, PO Box 79, Kaloleni, Giryama, Kenya
SANO, Roy I. (D) BA, MDiv, MTh, PhD, Col Assoc Prof, UM, 1798 Scenic Ave, Berkeley, CA 94709
SASAKI, James K. (D) ThD, DD, Col Chap, Min, UCC, 5-47-11 Jingu-Mae, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo 150, Japan
SASAKI, Mary Louise (D) Housewife, UCC, 5-47-11 Jingu-Mae, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo 150, Japan
SATHER, Orville J. (V) 450 W Southern Ave, Bucyrus, OH 44820
SATTERWHITE, John H. (D) ThD, DD, Prof Ecms, Editor Quarterly Review, AMEZ, 1814 Tamarack St NW
Washington, DC 20012
SAUCIER, Mrs. L.R. (V) 40 Maryland Dr, New Orleans, LA 70124
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SAUNDERS, Calvin C. (D) Store Owner, Pres, Conf Pres UMM, UM, 401 East Dr, Princeton, WV 24740
SAUNDERS, Mrs. Calvin (AV) Buyer-Ret Str, UM, 401 E Drive, Princeton, WV 24740
SAUNDERS, Margaret (O) Rt 4, Box 724, Elizabeth City, NC 27909
SAUNDERS, Philip E M. (V) Min, Supt, Rayner Manse, Highgate Gdns, St Michael, Barbados
SAVAGE, Edward W. (O) 1017 Coral PI, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
SAVAGE, William E. (C) AB, Real Est, Conf Trustee, UM, 4111 Harrodsburg Rd, Lexington, KY 40511
SAVAGE, Mrs. William E. (AV) AB, MA, Prof, 4111 Harrodsburg Rd, Lexington, KY 40511
SAXON, Austin (AV) ABJ, Editor, Chm Adm Bd, UM, 517 E Washington St, Ashburn, GA 31714
SAXTON, Frances (O) MA, Tchr, Episcopal, 2965 Phan Ct S Apt 419, Atlanta, GA 30305
SAYRE, Charles A. (C) PhD, Sr Min, UM, 24 S Hinchman Ave, Haddonfield, NJ 08033
SAYRE, Mrs. Charles A. (AV) UM, 24 S Hinchman Ave, Haddonfield, NJ 08033
SCALES, Roland T. (D) DD, Min, 1220 Sheridan, Beaumont, TX 77706
SCALES, Mrs. Roland T. (AV) 1220 Sheridan, Beaumont, TX 77706
SCHAAB, Virginia (V) Chmn Pas Rel Com, UM, 5535 Sterrettania Rd, Erie, PA 16506
SCHAEFER, Franz (C) DD, Bishop, PO Box 469, CH-8026, Zurich, Switzerland
SCHELL, Edwin (C) BS, BD, Min, Archivist/Historian, UM, 112 W Conway St, Baltimore, MD 21201
SCHELL, Ruth F (AV) Housewife, UM, 2200 St Paul St, Baltimore, MD 21218
SCHENKEL, Barbara (AV) BSN, MDiv, Min, UM, PO Box 230, Herman, NE 68029
SCHLAGER, Evelyn (O) Ch Organist, UM, 1540 Parker Dr, Santa Rosa, CA 95405
SCHLAGER, Robert L. (O) Min, UM, 1540 Parker Dr, Santa Rosa, CA 95405
SCHNEEBERGEROVA, Vera (D) Karlicka 313 252 28 Cernozice I, Czechoslovakia
SCHNEEBERGER, Vilem (C) ThDr, Min, Supt, Jecna 19, 120 00 Praha 2, Czechoslovakia
SCHNUGH, Lilian (C) BS, Tchr, Youth Ldr, 14 Rainelor, 75 Cromwell Rd, Glenwood, Durban 4001, Republic of
S Africa
SCHOFIELD, Clara R. (V) UM, 6 Zander Dr, Chillicothe, OH 45601
SCHRADING, Barbara J. (AV) AB, MS, Educator, UM, 1164 Murray Hill Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 15217
SCHRADING, Paul E. (D) BD, ThM, Min, Dir UMC Union, UM, 1164 Murray Hill Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 15217
SCHUTZER, Klaus (D) BS, Mech Eng, Natl Youth Pres, Rua Cristo Redentor 683, 13.400 Piracicaba, SP, Brazil
SCHWAB, Mrs. Virgil (D) Dir of Mus, UM, Rixford, PA 16745
SCHWEITZER, Maria (D) Monsheimerstr, 38 7251 Heimsheim, West Germany
SCHWIEBERT, Erwin H. (O) Consk in Find Giving, Educator, Conf Del C on Min, UM, 1604 Cherry St, Cald
well, ID 83605
SCHWIEBERT, Mary T. (O) Homemaker, UM, 1604 Cherry St, Caldwell, ID 83605
SCOTT, Keith L. (D) BD, Min, UM, 222 N 10th St, Albia, lA 52531
SCOTT, Mrs. Keith L. (O) UM, 222 N 10th St, Albia, lA 52531
SCOTT, M. Gladys (D) BA, MA, PhD, Univ Prof, Chmn Stwdsp, UM, 2160 Prairie du Chien Rd, Iowa City, lA
52240
SCOTT, Lucy (AV) 2426 Browning St, Berkeley, CA 94702
SCOTT, William Donald (D) BS, MDiv, Min, UM, PO Box 217, Big Stone Gap, VA 24219
SCOTT, Mrs. William Donald (AV) Assoc Degree, Housewife, Ch Organist, Youth Dir, PO Box 217, Big Stone
Gap, VA 24219
SEALS, Woodrow (AV) JD, US Dist Judge, Del to Gen Conf, UM, 1510 Lehman, Houston, TX 77018
SEALS, Mrs. Woodrow (O) MA, Ret Tchr, UM, 1510 Lehman, Houston, TX 77018
SEARS, Edward F (AV) Ret, UM, 224 18 St SE, Cedar Rapids, lA 52403
SEARS, Mrs. Edward F. (D) BA, MA, UM, 224 18 St SE, Cedar Rapids, lA 52403
SEATON, Richard A. (V) Min^ Historian, UM, 120 N Drury, Kansas City, MO 64123
SELBERG, Nancy L. (AV) BS Ed, Librarian, UM, 1454 MacGregor Ln, Ann Arbor, Ml 48105
SELBERG, Robert L. (D) DM, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 1454 MacGregor Ln, Ann Arbor, MI 48105
SELESELE Siaosi (D) Ret, c/o Methodist Church in Minjilany Croker Island Via Darwin N.T. 5791, Australia
SELF, David W. (D) EDD, Church Exc, UM, 1303 Toddington Dr, Murfreesboro, TN 37130
SELF, Helen H. (D) EDD, College Prof, UM, 1303 Toddington Dr, Murfreesboro, TN 37130
SELLERS, Margaret B. (V) PO Box 236, Jefferson, NC 28640
SELLS, Carrie A. (D) BS, Homemaker, 2356 Menomonee River Pkwy, Wauwatosa, WI 53226
SELLS, Hugh C. (D) BS, Mgr, Chmn Finance Com, 2356 Menomonee River Pkwy, Wauwatosa, WI 53226
SEMISl, Vaivao (D) Theo Student, Box 199, Apia, Western Samoa
SEN, Abraham Ken-Ju (D) Min, 54 Waterloo Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong
SENG, Soon Jin (D) Min, Chinese Meth Church, 28 Jalan Kg, Empat, Melaka, Malaysia
SETTLE, Charles (D) MDiv, Sr Min, UM, PO Box 417, Cadisle, AR 72024
settle! Mrs. Charles (D) BA, Tchr, UM, PO Box 417, Cadisle, AR 72024
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SEWELL, George A. (D) PhD, Ret Min, AME, 2625 The Fontainebleau, SW, Atlanta, GA 30331
SEWELL, Mrs. George A. (D) MA, Col Tchr, AME, 2625 The Fontainebleau, SW, Atlanta, GA 30331
SEXTON, Catherine (D) Int Designer, UM, 541 67th St, Holmes Beach, FL 33510
SEXTON, Virgil (D) MDiv, DD, Chrp Plan & Research, Min, UM, 541 67th St, Holmes Beach, FL 33510
SHACKELFORD, Mrs. Chester H. (AV) Ret Tchr, Pres UMW Glbl Con, UM, 2720 Benefit Rd, Chesapeake, VA
23322
SHAHAN, Mary Jane (O) Service Cen Dir, UM, 7820 Reading Rd, Cincinnati, OH 45237
SHAHANI, Leticia R. (D) PhD, UN Asst Sec General, United National Centre for Soc Devi, and Humanitarian
Affairs, Vienna International Centre, Austria
SHAMBLIN, J. Kenneth (C) Bishop, Min, PO Box 3057, Baton Rouge, LA 70821
SHAMBLIN, Mrs. J. Kenneth (D) UM, PO Box 3057, Baton Rouge, LA 70821
SHARP, E. Farley (O) AB, Pres NE Jurisdiction Com on Arch & Hist, PO Box 757, Rutland, VT 05701
SHARPE, W. Norman (V) AB, Ret, 1811 Arlington Rd, Roanoke, VA 24015
SHAW, M. Ardelle (C) AB, MA, Coord WH & OM, Miss Ed, AMEZ, 511 Grace St, Wilmington, NC 28401
SHAW, Rod (AV) LLB, Judge, 2309 53rd St, Lubbock, TX 79412
SHAW, Mrs. Rod (AV) MA, Homemaker, Conf Bd of Pens, 2309 53rd St, Lubbock, TX 79412
SHEARER, Barbara (AV) BS, Homemaker, UM, 110 E Monroe St, Washington, lA 52353
SHEARER, Daniel L. (C) DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 434 W Ridge Ave, State College, PA 16801
SHEARER, Irma K. (AV) Ret Tchr, UM, 434 W Ridge Ave, State College, PA 16801
SHEARER, Paul V. (D) BA, JD, Lawyer, UM, 110 E Monroe St, Washington, lA 52353
SHEHEE, Abiah B. (D) BS, Ret Tchr, Dist Pres WMS, AME, 1649 Kings Road, Jacksonville, FL 32209
SHEHEE, Theodore (AV) BS, Min, Presiding Elder, AME, 1649 Kings Road, Jacksonville, FL 32209
SHELOR, Charlene (D) Homemaker, Dist UMW Pres, UM, 1217 Harding, Great Bend, KS 67530
SHELOR, Marion E. (D) BS Eng, Prof Engr, Chmn Coun on Min, UM, 1217 Harding, Great Bend, KS 67530
SHELTON, Joe K. (D) Dist Supt, 400 S Highland, Memphis, TN 38111
SHEPARD, Beatrice L. (D) Alaska Conf Historian, UM, PO Box 272, Juneau, Alaska 99802
SHEPHERD, Margaret (AV) AB, MA Univ Lecturer, UM, 2723 Lamont Rd, Louisville, KY 40205
SHEPHERD, Paul (C) AB, BD, ThM, DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 2723 Lamont Rd, Louisville, KY 40205
SHERARD, Georgia B. (AV) BS, Tchr, UM, PO Box 66, Ninety Six, SC 29666
SHERARD, Lewis R. (D) AB, MDiv, Min, UM, PO Box 66, Ninety Six, SC 29666
SHERARD, Susan (AV) Student, Pres UMYF, UM, PO Box 66, Ninety Six, SC 29666
SHIELDS, Frances H. (D) Housewife, Pres UMW, UM, 301 S Patterson St, Forest, OH 45843
SHIELDS, Joseph W. (AV) Funeral Dir, Del An Conf & Juris Conf, UM, 301 S Patterson St, Forest, OH 45843
SHIN, Mrs. Sun Suk (D) 134-45 Junggok-dong, Seongdong-Ku, Seoul, Korea
SHINN, Carolyn S. (D) Chrp Conf Hunger Com, UM, 164 Hillcrest Ave SE, Concord, NC 28025
SHINN, Kenneth A. (AV) Textile Sales Engr, UM, 164 Hillcrest Ave SE, Concord, NC 28025
SHIPLEY, Anthony J. (D) DD, Min, Coun Dir, UM, Suite 200 Murphy Bldg, 155 W Congress St, Detroit, MI
48226
SHIPMAN, F George (D) Ed D, Col Pres, Conf Del, AMEZ, 701 W Monroe St, Salisbury, NC 28144
SHIPMAN, Mrs. F. George (AV) Recruiter/Cultivator, AMEZ, 630 W Monroe St, Salisbury, NC 28144
SHIPP, Mrs. Tom (D) 6234 Bandera-A, Dallas, TX 75225
SHIROMA, Arlene (D) PO Box 247, Kahuku, Hawaii 96731
SHOFSTALL, Mrs. William (D) RN, Chrp Missions, UM, 6701 W 56 St, Shawnee Mission, KS 66202
SHONG, Lucile (O) 919 Osceola Rd, Belleair, FL 33516
SHOOK, Hollis (AV) DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 1203 S Country Club Dr, Carlsbad, New Mexico 88220
SHOOK, Mrs. Hollis (O) Housewife, UM, 1203 S Country Club Dr, Carlsbad, New Mexico 88220
SHORE, Cheryl Lee (AV) BS, RN, Nurse, UM, PO Box 56, Burt, lA 50522
SHORE, John Ernest (AV) BS, MS, MDiv, Min, UM, PO Box 56, Burt, IA 50522
SHORT, Roy H. (D) AB, BD, ThM, LLD, DCN, Ret Bishop, UM, 835 Neartop Dr, Nashville, TN 37205
SHORT, Mrs. Roy H. (AV) UM, 835 Neartop Dr, Nashville, TN 37205
SHUGART, Beulah M. (O) 9130 W Sth PI, Lakewood, CO 80226
SHUGART, Wendell (O) 9130 W Sth PI, Lakewood, CO 80226
SHUNK, June (AV) BA, UM, 2704 Clark Dr, Grove City, OH 43123
SHUNK, Ralph K. (D) BBA, STB, STM, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 471 E Broad St, Suite 1102, Columbus, OH 43215
SIANIA, Selesele P. (D) PO Box 30187, Honolulu, Hawaii 96820
SIERING, Walter A. (C) Min, Dist Supt, Koenigsallee 70, D-1000 Berlin 33, West Germany
SIGGERS, E. Lemuel (C) MS, DD, Min, CME, 750 N Madison St, Tupelo, MS 38801
SIGGERS, Mrs. E. Lemuel (D) BA, Tchr, Dist Pres MS, CME, 750 N Madison St, Tupelo, MS 38001
SILVA, Ruth Machado Da (D) Prof, Rua Casemiro de Abreau, 1121, 90.000, Porto Alegre, RGS, Brasil
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SILVA, Sady Machado Da (C) Bishop-Pres, Rua Casemiro de Abreu, 1.121, 90.000-Porto Alegre, AGS, Brazil
SIMMONS, Marjorie W. (D) UM, 235 Merritt Ave, Macon, GA 31204
SIMMONS, W. Odell (AV) BA, MA, DD, Sr Min, UM, 1303 Speed Ave, Monroe, LA 71201
SIMMONS, Mrs. W. Odell (O) BA, Tchr, UM, 1303 Speed Ave, Monroe, LA 71201
SIMMS, James C. (D) 121 S Clinton, Collinsville, IL 62234
SIMMS, Neva M. (AV) 121 S Clinton, Collinsville, IL 62234
SIMON, John P. (D) Sr Min, UM, 1400 University Ave, N, Jacksonville, FL 32211
SIMON, Mrs. John P (D) BS, MA, Housewife, UM, 1400 University Ave N, Jacksonville, FL 32211
SIMONS, Paul M. (O) Ret, Del An Conf, UM, 147 Pleasant St, Bradford, PA 16701
SIMONS, Mrs. Paul M. (O) Homemaker, UM, 147 Pleasant St, Bradford, PA 16701
SIMPSON, Madie L. (C) Bookkeeper-Accnt, Ch Fin Sec, AMEZ, PO Box 31005, Charlotte, NC 28231
SIMS, Jeanne L. (AV) MS, Tchr, UM, 203 E Grove Ave, Effingham, IL 62401
SIMS, R. Paul (C) MDiv, DD, LHD, Min. UM, 203 E Grove Ave, Effingham, IL 62401
SINGHA, Jacqueline (D) India
SINGHA. Joyce (D) India
SINGHA. Mrs. Mohini (India)
SINK. Patricia Lou (AV) 4301 Virginia Ave, SE, Charleston, WV 25304
SINK. Samuel B. (C) UM. 4301 Virginia Ave, SE, Charleston, WV 25304
SIPPEL. Carl R. (D) Mech Engr, UM, 1221 Normandy Dr, Hamilton, OH 45013
SIPPEL, Phyllis M. (AV) BS, Tchr, UM, 1221 Normandy Dr, Hamilton, OH 45013
SIRKER, Rosa A. (V) 5315 S Liverty St, New Orleans, LA 70115
SITORUS, Sinta H. (D) BA, Tchr, Pres WSCS, Meth Hqrs, Jalan Hang Tuah 8, Sumatera Utara, Medan
Indonesia
SITORUS, Hermanus (C) Bishop Gereja Meth Indonesia, Jalan Hang Tuah 8, Sumatera Utara, Medan Indonesia
SKEETE, Herbert (C) BA, MDiv, STM, DMin, Bishop, Min, UM, PO Box 820, Valley Forge, PA 19482
SKEETE, Mrs. Herbert (AV) Tchr, UM. PO Box 820. Valley Forge. PA 19482
SLATTER. H. (AV) 23 Portulaca St. MacGregor, QLD, Australia 4109
SLATTER, O. (AV) 23 Portulaca St, MacGregor, QLD, Australia 4109
SLAY, James Dudley, Sr. (D) AB, BD, MA, DD, Min, UM, PO Box 160, Heidelberg, MS 39439
SLAY, Mrs. James Dudley, Sr. (D) Homemaker, UM, Box 160, Heidelberg, MS 39439
SLUTZ, Emily Wells (D) BA, UM, 2981 Observatory, Cincinnati, OH 45208
SLUTZ, Leonard D. (C) LLB, BA, Lawyer, Jud Counc Mem, UM, 900 Tri-State Bldg, Cincinnati, OH 45202
SMALLWOOD, Mary Alice (V) CoChmn Coun on Missions, 329 American Ave, Butler, PA 16001
SMATHERS, Joan W. (AV) MA, Tchr, UM, Seven Lakes, Box 105, West End, NC 27376
SMATHERS, Keener M. (D) Ed D, Admin/Tchr, UM, Seven Lakes, Box 105, West End, NC 27376
SMITH, Antoinette M. (D) EdS, Therapist, UM, 1605 Otter Creek Rd, Nashville, TN 37215
SMITH, Bonnie (AV) Homemaker, UM, 226 High St, Flemington, PA 17745
SMITH, Brenda L.G. (AV) Tchr, Dir Chrstn Ed, AMEZ, 344 Hawthorne Terr, Mt Vernon, NY 10552
SMITH, Bryson M. (D) BA, MTh, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 8 Brookwood Dr, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
SMITH, Mrs. Bryson M. (AV) Tchr, UM, 8 Brookwood Dr, Saratoga Springs, NY 12866
SMITH, Dora Faye (AV) Homemaker, UM, 479 Van Voorhis Rd, Morgantown, WV 26505
SMITH, Earl L. (D) BRE, AB, MDiv, Min, UM, 226 High St, Flemington, PA 17745
SMITH, Evelyn E. (AV) MA, Lang Arts, UM, 3711 W Main, McHenry, IL 60050
SMITH, Gregory Robeson, Sr. (D) Marketing, Ch Dir of Pub Rel & Conven Mgr, AMEZ, 344 Hawthorne Terrace
Mt Vernon, NY 10552
SMITH, Gwendolyn J. (AV) Housewife, UM, 7579 Blue Lake Dr, San Diego, CA 92119
SMITH, Helen T. (AV) RN, BSN, Nurse, UM, PO Box 8, Clyde, NC 28721
SMITH, Ida Mae (C) AMEZ, 3753 Springhill Ave, Mobile, AL 36608
SMITH, J. Thomas (D) Min, UM, PO Box 158, Gary, NC 27511
SMITH, Jack C. (D) BA, BD, Min, UM, PO Box 8, Clyde, NC 28721
SMITH, Jerry Allen (D) MDiv, Min, UM, PO Box 165, Pembroke, KY 42266
SMITH, Joyce (D) Min and Gospel Singer, Asst Pastor, AMEZ, 2621 NW 100th St, Vancouver, WA 98665
SMITH, June (AV) Ch Trustee, AMEZ, 7591 S Blvd, Charlotte, NC 28210
SMITH, L. Clotilde (D) Ret Caterer, Fin Sec Wom Counc, CME, 411 E 46 St, Los Angeles, CA 90011
smith! Lamar E. (D) BA, MTh, DD, Min, UM, PO Box 928, Conroe, TX 77301
smith! Mrs. Lamar E. (AV) BA, Homemaker, UM, PO Box 928, Conroe, TX 77301
SMITH, Lawrence (E) Commissioner, Salv Army Off, Territ Com W USA, The Salvation Army, 30840
Hawthorne Blvd, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274
SMITH, Mrs. Lawrence (E) Salv Army Off, Territ Pres Wom Ser, W USA, The Salvation Army, 30840 Hawthorne
Blvd, Rancho Palos Verdes, CA 90274
SMITH, Leon (D) EdD, Min, Consultant-Trainer Bd of Disp, 1605 Otter Creek Rd, Nashville, TN 37215
SMITH, Lillian W. (D) Ch Treas, 7591 S Blvd, Charlotte, NC 28210
SMITH, Lisa (O) UO Havenwood Dr, Englewood, OH 45322
SMITH, Louis N. (C) Postal Supvr, Lay Pers, Trustee, Steward, AME, 2622 Ringo, Little Rock, AR 72206
SMITH, Margaret J. (D) UM, 4509 Price Circle Rd, Nashville, TN 37205
SMITH, Marlene N. (D) MEd, BA, Music Tchr, Choir Dir, AME, 2622 Ringo St, Little Rock, AR 72206
SMITH, Martha E. (V) Ret CS Emp, UM, 4180-24 Hutchinson River Pkwy E, Bronx, NY 10475
SMITH, Mary (O) Plymouth, NC 27962
SMITH, Mary Lou (AV) AB, Homemaker, UM, 700 Olde Settler PI, Columbus, OH 43214
SMITH, Myrde E. (AV) 129 Trofalgar St, Rochester, NY 14619
SMITH, Paul H. (D) Min, UM, 479 Van Voorhis Rd, Morgantown, WV 26505
SMITH, Peter W. (D) Ret, UM, 1048 McCormick Blvd, Clifton Forge, VA 24422
SMITH, Mrs. Peter W. (D) UM, 1048 McCormick Blvd, Clifton Forge, VA 24422
SMITH, Ralph J. (AV) MA, Min, UM, 3711 W Main, McHenry, IL 60050
SMITH, Richard S. (D) Min, Asst Gen Sec Gen Bd of Discplshp, UM, 4509 Price Circle Rd, Nashville, TN 37205
SMITH, Robert (D) Min, Dist Supt, UM, 7579 Blue Lake Dr, San Diego, CA 92119
SMITH, Robert R. (C) L Th, DRE, Min, Gen Sec Bd of Mission, 22 Millwood Ave, Chatswood 2067 NSW,
Australia
SMITH, T. Elmer (D) BA, Ret Min, UM, 107 Quail Hollow Dr, San Jose, CA 95128
SMITH, Mrs. T. Elmer (AV) 107 Quail Hollow Dr, San Jose, CA 95128
SMITH, Theodora S. (AV) Admn Asst, Educator, VP WH & OM Soc, AMEZ, PO Box 366, Greenville, AL 36037
SMITH, William E. (C) AB, STB, ThD, DD, Min, UM, 700 Olde Settler PI, Columbus, OH 43214
SMITH, William E., Sr. (D) Investments, Min Mus, Ch Trustee, Lay Speaker, Dist Com on New Chs, UM, 405
Forest Ave, Box 682, Eufaula, OK 74432
SMITH, Mrs. William E., Sr. (D) Ret Statistc, Ch Mem Sec, Treas UMW, Dist Com Campus Min, UM, 405
Forest Ave, Box 682, Eufaula, OK 74432
SMITH, William M. (C) Bishop, AMEZ, 3753 Springhill Ave, Mobile, AL 36608
SMOTHERMAN, D.P (D) BS, MA, M Div, Min, Dist Supt, 512 S Dahl St, Madison, NC 27025
SMOTHERMAN, Mrs. D.P (AV) Sec, Homemaker, 512 S Dahl St, Madison, NC 27025
SMYTHE, Robert O. (D) VP Mktg, UM, 3627 Hoods Hill Rd, Nashville, TN 37215
SMYTHE, Mrs. Robert O. (AV) UM, 3627 Hoods Hill Rd, Nashville, TN 37215
SNELL, Grace (V) PO Box 33, Snellville, GA 30278
SNIDER, Grace (AV) Housewife, UM, 693 8 Feder Rd, Galloway, OH 43119
SNIDER, Kathy S. (AV) Bank Teller, UM, 348 N Crafford St, Bushnell, IL 61422
SNIDER, Robert F (C) PhD, Chem Engr, Ex Com Meth Union, UM, 6938 Feder Rd, Galloway, OH 43119
SNIDER, Theodore M. (D) BA, MDiv, DMin, Min, Conf Regstr, UM, 348 N Crafford St, Bushnell, IL 61422
SNYDER, Robert D. (D) Sr Min, UM, 649 E Ford Ave, Barberton, OH 44203
SNYDER, Margaret H. (AV) Homemaker, UM, 649 E Ford Ave, Barberton, OH 44203
SODERHOLM, Patricia (C) Homemaker, UM, 2035 26th St, Monroe, WI 53566
SOILE, Oladipo (D) Min, PO Box 265, Ibadan, Nigeria
SOLAMADAN, James (D) BTh, Min, Dist Supt, 1 Jalan Bukit Jawa, Kelang, Selangor, Malaysia
SOLOMON, Dan E. (C) BA, MDiv, DMin, Min, UM, 230 E Travis, San Antonio, TX 78205
SOLOMON, Lorraine (AV) MCSA, PO Box 2256, Durban 4000, South Africa
SONG, Ju-Bum (D) Min, Dist Supt, KPO Box 285, Seoul, Korea
SOO, George Wan Tian (D) Dr, Min, Chmn Council Evang GCEC, 462 V, Block 179, Toa Payoh Central,
Singapore 1231
SOO, Siew Keong (AV) Housewife, WSCS Off, No 11, Jalan Lumut, Sitiawan, Perak, Malaysia
SOUNDERS, Robert E. (D) Sr Min, UM, 1200 Moreland Dr, Belleville, IL 62223
SOUSTER, Howard (C) MD, Medical Director, 78 Cowper St, Ipswich UK-1P145JA, Suftolk, England
SOWARDS, W. Glenn (D) AB, MDiv, DD, Min, UM, 913 Pawnee Dr, Elizabethtown, KY 42701
SOWARDS, Mrs. W. Glenn (AV) AB, MA, Tchr, UM, 913 Pawnee Dr, Elizabethtown, KY 42701
SOWER, Blake (AV) UM, 1963 Warbler Ln, St Paul, MN 55119
SOWER, Dorothy (D) UM, 1963 Warbler Ln, St Paul, MN 55119
SPAIN, Robert H. (C) DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, Scarritt College, Nashville, TN 37203
SPARGO, Pinkie (V) Ret, UM, 623 S New Hope Rd, Apt 7, Gastonia, NC 28052
SPEAKMAN, Ruth (AV) Real Estate, UM, 19429 Gulfstream Dr, Tequesta, FL 33458
SPEAKMAN, Wayne (D) MDiv, Min, UM, 19429 Gulfstream Dr, Tequesta, FL 33458
SPEAKS, Ruben L. (C) MDiv, STM, DD, Bishop, Min, AMEZ, PO Box G, Roosevek, NY 11575
SPEAKS, Mrs. Ruben L. (C) AB, MEd, Ed Dir, Miss Supvr, AMEZ, PO Box G, Roosevek, NY 11575
SPEARS, Alys P. (AV) BS, Homemaker, UMW Pres, An Conf, 2719 Hillview Dr, Portsmouth, OH 45662
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SPEARS, George N. (D) MD, Physician, UM. 2719 Hillview Dr, Portsmouth, OH 45662
SPEARS, Kevin Charles (D) Dir Gen Bd of Global Min, Student, UM, 3984 S Bronson Ave, Los Angles. CA
90008
SPEICH. Garry D. (D) MDiv, Min, UM. 1319 Ft Campbell Blvd, Clarksville, TN 37040
SPEICH, Mrs. Garry D. (AV) BS, Tchr, 1319 Ft Campbell Blvd, Clarksville, TN 37040
SPELLS, G.N. (C) DD, Min, Dist Supt, AMEZ, 2255 N Fifth St, Harrisburg, PA 17110
SPELLS. Mrs. G.N. (D) LPN. Computer Op. Dist Dir Chr Ed. AMEZ. 2255 N Fifth. Harrisburg. PA 17110
SPENCER. Mildred (V) Ret Sec. Swan Quarter, NC 27885
SPICER, Mary E. (V) UM, 827 N Arlington Ave, Apt 704, Baltimore. MD 21217
SPOONER. Cara June (AV) BS. UM. Box 3145. Ruidoso. NM 88345
SPOONER, Charles L. (AV) MDiv, Min. UM. Box 3145, Ruidoso, NM 88345
SPRAGUE. Virginia S. (O) Ret, UM, 556 Bluff View Dr. Belleair Bluffs, FL 33540
SPRIGGS, Darrell (O) DR, 625 Wilson, Fayetteville, AR 72701
SPRIGGS, Mrs. Darrell (O) 625 Wilson, Fayetteville. AR 72701
SPROULS. J. Clifton (C) DD. Min. Dist Supt. UM, 1231 Kenilworth, Oklahoma City, OK 73114
SPROULS, Pat (AV) UM, 1231 Kenilworth. Oklahoma City. OK 73114
STAALMAN, Edith (V) Ret Gov Emp. Ch Fin Sec. 2907 Swanee Ln. Fairfax, VA 22031
STAMBACH, Arthur W. (D) DD, Sr, Min, UM. 64 W Chocolate Ave. Hershey. PA 17033
STAMBACK. Betty M. (AV) Banker. UM. 64 W Chocolate Ave. Hershey, PA 17033
STANGER, Frank Bateman (D) AB, ThB, STM, STD, DD. LLD, LHD. Clergy/Admin. College Pres. 203 Asbury
Dr. Wilmore, KY 40390
STANGER. Mardelle A. (AV) AB, Housewife, UM. 203 Asbury Dr, Wilmore, KY 40390
STAPLETON, Barbara (AV) BSN, Nurse. 1700 Limestone Rd, Wilmington, DE 19804
STAPLETON, J. Gordon (D) 1700 Limestone Rd, Wilmington, DE 19804
STAUBACH, Margaret E. (AV) Homemaker, Pres UMW, UM, 120 Ancon Ave, Pelham, NY 10803
STAUBACH, William T., Jr. (D) Banker, Pres Ch Trustees, UM, 120 Ancon Ave, Pelham, NY 10803
STEACH, Robert H. (AV) Nuclear Engr, UM, 2204 Frankfort St, Richland, WA 99352
STEACH, Ruth L. (D) Conf Pres UMW, UM, 2204 Frankfort St, Richland, WA 99352
STEDILE, Joaquina (D) Sinke 236, Porto Allegre, Rs, Brazil
STEGALL, Brenda B. (AV) UM, 205 Lamar St, Troy, AL 36081
STEGALL, Karl K. (D) DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 205 Lamar St, Troy, AL 36081
STEPHENS, Betty (D) AB, Youth Ministry, UM, 711 Berkley Dr, Marion, IN 46952
STEPHENS, Jacob S.A. (C) Min, Sec of Conf, Methodist Church Hqrs, PO Box 403, Accra, Ghana
STEPHENS, Phil L. (C) AB, BD. DD, Min. UM, 711 Berkley Dr, Marion, IN 46952
STEPHENS, W.P (C) DD. Min. Theo Lecturer. Sec Eurp Rel Com. The Queen's College. Somerset Rd, Bir
mingham B15 2QH, England
STEPHENSON, William T. (D) BA, MTh, DD, Min, Dist Supt. UM. PO Box 8127, Dallas, TX 75205
STEVENS, Bern (E) BA, LittB, DipEd, MACE, Min, Ex Sec Australia Council of Churches, Box C 199 Clarence
St PO, Sydney NSW 2000, Australia
STEVENS, Heather (C) Ed Off, Sec Wom Min Bd of Ed, 4/92 Bay Road, Waverton, 2060 NSW Australia
STEWART, David S. (D) PA, Reg Pub Acct, Lay Del, Chmn Ecumncl, UM, 13331 S Michigan Rd, Plymouth,
IN 46563
STEWART, Elaine (V) 601 Hope Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90004
STEWART, Elizabeth S. (D) MA, Homemaker, Pres Dist UMW, UM, 13331 S Michigan Rd, Plymouth. IN 46563
STEWART. Gladys (AV) BA. Housewife. Tchr, UM. 3721 Gen Chenauk NE. Albuquerque, NM 87111
STEWART, James D. (D) Min, UM, 676 N Gibbs Ave. Pomona. CA 91767
STEWART. M. Buren (D) BA, ThD. DD. Min. UM. 3721 Gen Chenauk NE, Albuquerque. NM 87111
STEWART. M.C. (D) BSC, Ret Utility Exec, UM, 206 Forrest Ave SW, PO Box 581, Fort Payne, AL 35967
STEWART, Mrs. M.C. (AV) BS, Ret Tchr, UM, 206 Forrest Ave SW, PO Box 581, Fort Payne, AL 35967
STEWART, Vivian (AV) MEd, Schl Media Spec, Chrp Mis, UM, PO Box 397, LaFayette, GA 30728
STICHER, Hermann L. (C) Bishop, Wilhelm-Leuschner-Strasse 8, D-6000 Frankfurt 1, West Germany
STICHER, Lisa (D) Wilhelm-Leuschner-Strasse 8, D-6000 Frankfurt 1, West Germany
STINE, Mava J. (V) BS, Tchr, UM, 124 Chase Park Dr, Belleville, IL 62223
STINe! Ovid A. (V) Min, UM, 124 Chase Park Dr, Belleville, IL 62223
STITH, Betty V. (D) Gen Pres Con Lay Cou, AMEZ, Carrington Arms Apt lOL, 33 Lincoln Ave, New Rochelle,
NY 10801
STOCKTON, Jean S. (AV) Housewife, UM, 2335 Richardson Dr, Charlotte, NC 28211
STOCKTON, Thomas B. (C) DD, MDiv, BA, Sen Min, UM, Box 6161, Charlotte, NC 28207
STONE, J.W. (D) Sch Supt, Dist Lay Ldr, UM, Fortescue, MO 64452
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STONE, J. Woodford (O) DD, Min, UM, 326 Howell Ave, Knoxville, TN 37920
STOPHEL, Joe L. (AV) BS, CPA, Bd of Pen, UM, PO Box 1178, Johnson City, TN 37601
STOPHEL, Mrs. Joe (D) Adm Asst, Conf C Min, UM, PO Box 1178, Johnson City, TN 37601
STORY, Patsy (D) Box 435, Skiatook, OK 74070
STORY, W.W. (D) Box 435, Skiatook, OK 74070
STOVER, Kenneth (D) MDiv, Min, UM, 2034 Mitchell Blvd, Springfield, OH 45503
STOVER, Susan M. (AV) Housewife, UM, 2034 Mitchell Blvd, Springfield, OH 45503
STOWE, W. McFerrin (C) PhD, Bishop, UM, 4123 Echo Glen, Dallas, TX 75234
STOWE, Mrs. W. McFerrin (D) Housewife, UM, 4123 Echo Glen, Dallas, TX 75234
STRAIT, Margaret A. (D) BA, Edu Asst, 208 W Arlington Ave, Greer, SC 29651
STRASNER, Steve (O) 4333 Laurel Place, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
STRASNER, Mrs. Steve (O) 4333 Laurel Place, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
STREATY, Robert H., Sr. (D) Dist Supt, UM, 1760 N Fountain Blvd, Springfield, OH 45504
STREATY, Mrs. Robert H., Sr. (AV) UM, 1760 N Fountain Blvd, Springfield, OH 45504
STREET, Dorothy F. (V) Ret Tchr, Conf Del, UM, Rt#2, 246 Lafayette St, London, OH 43140
STRINGER, G. Nelson (AV) Dr of Rel, Min, Sec Pac Islndrs Comm, UM, 801 Via de la Paz, Pacific Palisades,
CA 90272
STRONG, Donald T. (C) Chm Conf Adm Coun, GCFA Bd Men, UM, R 1, Box 268, Lawton, MI 49065
STRONG, Helen I. (AV) 3205 F St, Vancouver, WA 98663
STRONG, Plyna G. (D) Conf Miss Sec, UM, 3520D N Drake Rd, Apt 123, Kalamazoo, MI 49007
STRONG, Troy M. (D) DD, Sen Min, UM, 3205 F St. Vancouver, WA 98663
STUCKEY, Paul E. (D) BA. MDiv. Min. UM. 521 Chipplegate Dr. Centerville. OH 45459
STUCKEY. Mrs. Paul E. (AV) BS, Educator, UM, 521 Chipplegate Dr, Centerville, OH 45459
STUMBO, John E. (C) LLD, Lawyer, UM, 2222 West 29th St, Topeka, KS 66611
STUTLER, E. James (D) M Div, Min, UM, 5969 Mineral Hill Rd, Sykesville, MD 21784
STYRON, Mrs. Arthur (D) Treas Gen Bd Ch & Soc, UM, 122 Cromwell Rd, NE, Atlanta, GA 30328
SU, Byung Choo (D) Min, 71 Chenyuoun Dong, Seodaemoon Gu, Seoul, Korea 120
SUH, Myong Ok (D) Lay Leader, 171-4 Sin, Chun Dong, Tong-Ku. TaeGu, Korea
SULGIT, Julian G., Jr. (D) MDiv, Min, Dir Urban Min. UM. Star Rt. Box 24, Sod, WV 25564
SULLIVAN, W. Robert (D) Ret, UM, 1735 Womer Dr, Wichita, KS 67203
SULLIVAN, Mrs. W. Robert (D) UM, 1735 Womer Dr. Wichita, KS 67203
SUMARU, Peter R. (D) 22 Amy St, Suva, Fiji
SUMMEROUR, Nona E. (AV) BSN, Nursing. UM, 545 Peyton Bldg, N 10 Post St, Spokane, WA 99201
SUMMEROUR, Wilkam Franklin (D) DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 545 Peyton Bldg, N 10 Post St, Spokane. WA
99201
SUTCLIFFE, John Gordon (C) Min, Cir Supt, 19 Derby Rd, Poulton-le-Fylde, Blackpool, Lanes, FY6 7AF,
England
SUTCLIFFE, Kathleen Mary (D) Lecturer Furth Edc, Lay Preacher, 19 Derby Rd, Poulton-Le-Fylde, Blackpool,
Lanes, FY6 7AF, England
SWANGER, Mrs. Charles E. (D) Ret Fed Emp, Pres UMW, UM, PO Box 393, Waynesville, NC 28786
SWENSON, Jeffrey (AV) 6005 NE 110th Ave, Vancouver, WA 98662
SWENSON, Mary Ann (D) DMin, Sr Min, UM, 6005 NE 110th Ave, Vancouver, WA 98662
SWENSON, Thomas V. (D) UM, 606 S Second St, Atwater, MN 56209
SWINDALL. Bertha E. (AV) MA. Soc Work, Asst Gen Sec Bd of Glbl Min, UM, 1200 Davis St, #104, Evanston,
IL 60201
TAATI, David (C) Dist Yth Org, Dir Min Train, Min, PO Box 267. Meru, Kenya
TAGI, Epeli (C) BA, Div Ed Od, Lay Preacher, Education Office Easteru. Box 699, Suva, Fiji
TAKEMAE, Noboru (D) BD, Min, UCC, Ebisu-Minami 3-11-16, Shibuya-ku 3-11-16, Tokyo, Japan
TALBERT, Melvin (C) Bishop UM, 2112 Third Ave, Suite 301, Seattle, WA 98121
TALBERT. Mrs. Melvin G. (D) Homemaker. UM, 2112 Third Ave, Suite 301, Seattle, WA 98121
TALBOT, Frederick Hilborn (D) BA, MDiv, STM, Bishop, AME. 1212 Fountain Dr. SW. Atlanta, GA 30314
TALBOT, Sylvia (D) BA, MS, EdD, Health Ed Spec, Epis Supvr, AME, 1212 Fountain Dr, SW, Atlanta, GA
30314
TALLEY, David H. (D) 1302 Anglers Ln, Lutz, FL 33549
TALLEY, Ruth B. (AV) 1302 Anglers Ln, Lutz, FL 33549
TAMAALII, Sione (C) BD Lth, Sec of Conf, Min, PO Box 199, Apia, Western Samoa
TAMAYO, Marbelio (D) Min, Ave 249 #14808 Bauta, Prov Habana, Cuba
TAN, Cheng Kooi (AV) Housewife, WSCS Off, 44 Simpang Rd, Kota, Taiping, Perak, West Malaysia
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TAN, Kim Bee (O) Housewife, WSCS Pres, 401 Jalan Kampong Lapan Bacang, (Nam Seng Garden) Malacca,
Malaysia
TAN, May Lian (D) Tchr, Conf WSCS Pres, 8 Jalan SS 21/1, Damansara Utama, Petaling Jaya, Selangor,
Malaysia
TAN, Nalla (C) MB, BS, DPH, MD, MFCM, Assoc Prof, Co-Chrm WMFLC, Bethany 43 Binjai Park, Singapore
2158
TANIMOTO, Kiyoshi (D) BD, Min, UCC, 9-13 Kami-Noboricho, Nakaku, Hiroshima 730, Japan
TAPUAI, Faatauvaa (C) BD, Lth, Pres of Conf, PO Box 199, Apia, Western Samoa
TARR, Mrs. J.L. (D) Homemaker, Conf Del, UM, 10542 Marquis Ln, Dallas, TX 75229
TATE, Willis M. (D) AB, AM, LLD, LHD, ScD, PdD, Ret Univ Pres, UM, 3600 Marquette, Dallas, TX 75225
TATE, Mrs. Willis M. (AV) UM, 3600 Marquette, Dallas, TX 75225
TATUM, Charles E. (V) PhD, CME, 4902 Ventura Lane, Houston, TX 77021
TAUFETEE, Sao (V) 2112 Maha Place, Honolulu, HI 96819
TAYLOR, Beverley (D) Min, 80 Fairburn Rd, Otahuhu, Auckland 6, New Zealand
TAYLOR, Blaine E. (C) Dr, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 61 Monadnock Rd, Worchester, MA 01609
TAYLOR, Charles E. (C) PhD, College Pres, AME, Wilberforce Univ, Wilberforce, OH 45384
TAYLOR, Connie (AV) Rt 2, Box 29, Laurel, MS 39440
TAYLOR, Gwyndolyn F. (AV) Homemaker, UM, 6518 Kensington Ave, Richmond, VA 23226
TAYLOR, Hertha W. (AV) MS, Tchr, UM, 300 W Fall Creek Pkwy N Dr, Indianapolis, IN 46208
TAYLOR, Jack B. (AV) AB, BD, Min, UM, 6518 Kensington Ave, Richmond, VA 23226
TAYLOR, Joseph T. (C) PhD, Spec Asst VP Univ, UM, 300 W Fall Creek Pkwy, N Dr, Indianapolis, IN 46208
TAYLOR, L.W. (O) MA, Min, 125 E D'Amoar St, Chalmette, LA 70043
TAYLOR, Mrs. L.W. (O) 125 E D'Amoar St, Chalmette, LA 70043
TAYLOR, Lois L. (D) 53 Birchwood Dr, Holden, MA 01520
TAYLOR, Prince A., Jr. (C) Bishop, Hon Pres WMC, UM, 193 Laurel Cir, Pnnceton, NJ 08540
TAYLOR, Tomi Jo (D) Student, UM, 763 Wensley, El Centro, CA 92243
TEAT, Harry D. (O) MDiv, Min, UM, 59 Atlantic Ave, Long Beach, NJ 07740
TEAT, Marjorie G. (O) Sec, UM, 59 Atlantic Ave, Long Beach, NJ 07740
TEETER, Jim (AV) BS, MTh, Min, UM, Box 368, Chillicothe, TX 79225
TENNEY, Tom (D) Asst Mgr Tel Co, Dist Lay Ldr, 3214 Blair Dr, Pakka, FL 32077
TENNEY, Mrs. Tom (AV) Ch Sec, Ch Chm Ed, 3214 Blair Dr, Palatka, FL 32077
TEOH, Ai Hwa (O) Housewife, 189 Jalan 5, Happy Garden, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
TEVI, Lorine (E) MA, Tchr, Ch Gen Sec, Pacific Conference of Churches, PO Box 208, Suva, Fiji
THIBODEAUX, Gaius H.J. (C) BS, BD, Am, STM, DD, Gen Sec Evang, Min, AME, 1150 Portland Ave,
Shreveport, LA 71103
THIBODEAUX, Melanie (D) BS, Tchr, Ch Bookkeeper, AME, 1150 Portland Ave, Shreveport, LA 71103
THOMAS, Ardis J. (O) BS, Tchr, 5520 Rockport Rd, Columbus, OH 43220
THOMAS, David R. (D) Col Student, UM, 220 E Center, Madisonville, KY 42431
THOMAS, Deborah Anne (O) Student, UM, 220 E Center, Madisonville, KY 42431
THOMAS, Dora (V) UM, 310 Crestridge Dr, Old Hickory, TN 37138
THOMAS, George (V) UM, 310 Crestridge Dr. Old Hickory, TN 37138
THOMAS, L.D, Jr. (D) 1115 S Boulder Ave, Tulsa, OK 74119
THOMAS, Mrs. L.D., Jr. (AV) 1115 S Boulder Ave, Tulsa, OK 74119
THOMAS, Mary E. (AV) RN, NP, Nurse, Missionary, CME, 934 Auburndale, Memphis, TN 38107
THOMAS, Madge D. (V) Ret Tchr, UM, 105 Edgecombe Ave, Apt 514, New York, NY 10030
THOMAS, N. Charles (D) BA, MDiv, DD, Min, Gen Sec Bd of Persnl Ser, CME, PO Box 74, Memphis, TN
38101
THOMAS, Paul R. (AV) Dr, Col Prof, Chm PP Com, 5520 Rockport Rd, Columbus, OH 43220
THOMAS, Perry A. (D) BA, BD, MDiv, Min-Artist, UM, 1208 Whittier, Ypsilanti, Ml 48197
THOMAS, Mrs. Perry A. (D) BA, MAT, Tchr, UM, 1208 Whittier, Ypsilanti, MI 48197
THOMAS, Wallace (D) DD, Min, UM, 220 E Center, Madisonville, KY 42431
THOMAs! Mrs. Wallace (O) Tchr, UM, 220 E Center St, Madisonville, KY 42431
THOMAS-SANO, Kathleen A. (D) Assoc Dir Conf C on Min, PO Box 467, San Francisco, CA 94101
THOMASSON, Mrs. Cleon (D) Sec-Treas Fam Bus, Ch Adm Bd, Dist Pres UMW, 540 E Spring Valley,
Richardson, TX 75081
THOMPSON, Brenda K. (D) PhD, Urban Market Research, AME, 4048 Saw Mill Run Blvd, Pittsburgh, PA 15227
Thompson! cr. (D) bd, Min, Presiding Elder, AMEZ, 1924 Allis St, Little Rock, AR 72204
THOMPSON, Cortlandt Gerard, 4048 Saw Mill Run Blvd, Pittsburgh, PA 15227
THOMPSON, John (D) Min, UM, 1922 S Martin, Little Rock, AR 72204
THOMPSON, Lucille B. (D) 1742 Fairview Dr, S, Tacoma, WA 98465
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THOMPSON, R. Franklin (C) Dr, Univ Chancellor, Chm Fin Com, UM, 1742 Fairview Dr, S, Tacoma, WA
98465
THOMPSON, George W. (D) AB, MDiv, DD, Min, Dir of Dev Bd of Pen, UM, PO Box 18005, Charlotte, NC
28218
THOMPSON, Mrs. George W. (AV) BS, Mus Tchr, UM, PO Box 18005, Charlotte, NC 28218
THOMPSON, Lois E. (AV) Homemaker, UM, 18643 Eureka, Detroit, MI 48234
THOMPSON, Roger W. (D) BA, BD, Min, UM, 8625 SW Seminole Tr, Tualatin, OR 97062
THOMPSON, Mrs. Roger W. (D) BA, Sec/Homemaker, UM, 8625 SW Seminole Tr, Tualatin, OR 97062
THOMPSON, Bishop S. (D) Min, UM, 18643 Eureka, Detroit, MI 48234
THOMPSON, Taylor T. (C) BS, Sec Treas Elec Co, Ch Steward-Organist, AME, 4048 Saw Mill Run Blvd, Pitts
burgh, PA 15227
THOMPSON, Vernika (O) College Gardens, Prince Charles Dr, Nassau, Bahamas
THOMPSON, Vida (AV) Ret Tchr, UM, 1922 S Marttn, Little Rock, AR 72204
THORNBURG, Joyce (AV) BA, MA, Tchr, UM, 791 Newfield Ave, Stamford, CT 06905
THORNBURG, Richard A. (C) BA, MDiv, DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 791 Newfield Ave, Stamford, CT 06905
THRAILKILL, Lori F. (O) Rt 3, Box 76, Winnsboro, SC 29180
THRAILKILL, Phillip C. (D) Min, UM, Rt 3, Box 76, Winnsboro, SC 29180
THREATT, Helen K. (D) Librarian, AME, 643 Martin Luther King, Jr Dr, NW, Atlanta, GA 30314
THREATT, Robert (C) Dr, Pres, Ch Trustee, AME, 643 Martin Luther King, Jr Dr, NW, Atlanta, GA 30314
THURMOND, Izetta T. (AV) Librarian, UM, 4705 Enterprise Ln, Chattanooga, TN 37416
TINGLE, Norris W. (D) JD, Attorney, UM, 205 E Joppa Rd, Apt 1005, Baltimore, MD 21204
TINGLE, Phyllis E. (AV) UM, 205 E Joppa Rd, Apt 1005, Bakimore, MD 21204
TIO, Seng Gee (D) Accountant, Lay Leader, 7 Jalan Datok Kramat, Penang, Malaysia
TITTLE, Koleth F (O) Sec, UM, 604 Sunset Dr, Rt 2, Norton, KS 67654
TITTLE, Omer G. (D) BA, MDiv, Min, UM, 604 Sunset Dr, Rt 2, Norton, KS 67654
TITUS, Phylemon D. (D) UM, 155 W Congress, Detroit, MI 48226
TO'A, Ana Seini (V) PO Box 57, Nukualofa, Tonga
TOCHHART, Devira Johnsa (V) 130 Lefferts PI, Brooklyn, NY 11238
TODD, Anderson, Jr. (D) DD, Min, AME, 4340 Florence St, Montgomery, AL 36109
TOKOARA, Vilsoni (D) Accountant, Lot 10, Matanikorovatu Rd, 8 Miles Nasinu, Fiji
TOLBERT, Robert J. (C) MDiv, Min, UM, 1117 E 105th St, Cleveland, OH 44108
TOMPKINS, Mrs. Ben (AV) Chm C on Min, 408 Cave Spring Rd, Rome, GA 30161
TOMLINSON, Edith M.L. (D) PO Box 87, St John's, Antigua, West Indies
TORREGROSSO, Doris (O) Legal Sec, Catholic, 829 B Sutton at Collingswood, Collingswood, NJ 08107
TOTTEN, Harold A. (D) Ret Elec Engr, Conf CF&A, UM, Rt#2, Jewell, KS 66949
TOTTEN, Mrs. Harold (D) BS, Ret Tchr, Pres UMW, Rt#2, Jewell, KS 66949
TRAINOR, Martha (O) 1502 W Grand, Artesia, NM 88210
TRATHEN, Ella M. (D) Company Dir, Natl Pres NZ Meth Wom Fellowship, PO Box 327, Nelson, New Zealand
TRATHEN, G.B. (AV) Managing Dir, Cir Steward, Trust Sec, PO Box 327, Nelson, New Zealand
TRAUGER, Shirley B. (C) Farmer, UM, RR 1, Box 63, Exeter, NB 68351
TRAVELSTEAD, Jack D. (D) DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 1121 S Walnut St, Springfield, IL 62704
TRAVELSTEAD, Jerry (AV) AB, Homemaker, UM, 1121 S Walnut St, Springfield, IL 62704
TREESE, Donald H. (D) DD, Min, Assoc Gen Sec Bd High Ed & Min, UM, Box 871, Nashville, TN 37202
TREESE, Lois W. (AV) UM, Box 871, Nashville, TN 37202
TRICE, Leora E. (D) BA, Tchr, Pres UMW, UM, 3445 Golden Dale Dr, Dallas, TX 75234
TRICE, William E. (D) BA, MA, DD, Min, UM, 3445 Golden Dale Dr, Dallas, TX 75234
TRICHLER, Wayne A. (D) Ret Merchant, UM, Box 221, Yates Center, KS 66783
TRICHLER, Mrs. Wayne A. (D) Housewife, Chm Co Min, UM, Box 221, Yates Center, KS 66783
TRINIDAD, Ruben F. (C) Evan Meth Ch in the Phil, 102 K-9th St, Kamias, Quezon City, Philippines
TRITT, Edna (V) BS, MS, Tchr, UM, 208 Village Tower, 2101 Christian Ln, Johnson City, TN 37601
TROTTER, F. Thomas (D) PhD, Educator, Gen Sec Bd of High Ed & Min, UM, Box 871, Nashville, TN 37202
TROTTER, Gania (AV) Educator, UM, Box 871, Nashville, TN 37202
TRUNDLE, John N. (D) Min, 2930 Brabson Dr, Knoxville, TN 37919
TRUNDLE, Laura R. (AV) 2930 Brabson Dr, Knoxville, TN 37919
TSCHOPP, Hilda A. (AV) Ret Sec, Reformed Church, 394 Saratoga Rd, Scotia, NY 12302
TSCHUY, Theo (AV) PhD, Min, Ex Conf of European Churches, 150 route de Ferney, 1211 Geneva 20,
Switzerland
TSHIKALA, Maloba Ngo (V) BP 9950 Kinshasa 1. Republic du Zaire
TUAZON, Florencia (D) ETC, BSE, Ret Tchr, WSCS Nat'l Coord Spiritual Life & Worship, Ch Chm Finance
Com, UM Phil, 134 3rd St, 10th Ave, Caloocan City, Philippines
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TUCHSCHERER, James E. (AV) UM, 2021 Pembroke, Topeka, KS 66604
TUCHSCHERER, Kristi L. (D) UM, 2021 Pembroke, Topeka, KS 66604
TUCKER, Amelia M. (O) LHD, Ret Min, AMEZ, 22239 Ave San Luis, Woodland Hills, CA 91364
TUELL, Jack M. (C) Bishop, Min, UM, 472 E Colorado Blvd, Pasadena, CA 91101
TUELL, Marjorie (D) Church Musician, UM, 472 E Colorado Blvd, Pasadena, CA 91101
TUIMA, Mesake V (D) Methodist Young People's Dept, Box 46, Nausori, Fiji
TUIMASEVE, Apelu (D) Box 199, Apia, Western Samoa
TULAGA, Peleti (D) Min, Meth Ch in Samoa, Apia, Western Samoa
TURBEVILLE, Paul M. (AV) Ret, UM, PO Box 2032, Bradenton, FL 33508
TURBEVILLE, Mrs. Paul M. (O) Ret, UM, PO Box 2032, Bradenton, FL 33508
TURGANO, Benjamin D. (C) AB, LLB, Ch Ex Com, UCC Phil, PO Box 718, Manila, Philippines 3004
TURKINGTON, Charles G. (C) MDiv, DD, Min, UM, 2400 Forest Ave, Ashland, KY 41101
TURKINGTON, Mrs. Charles G. (AV) Homemaker, UM, 2400 Forrest Ave, Ashland, KY 41101
TURNER, Cleo (D) BS, Mgmt Analyst, Dist Lay Ldr, UM, 601 S Poinsettia Ave, Compton, CA 90221
TURNER, Donna (D) Sec, UM, 2218 Martin St, Madison, WI 53713
TURNER, Duaine (AV) Builder, UM, 2218 Martin St, Madison, WI 53713
TURNER, Frank L., Jr. (AV) Min, 3012 Conejos, Fort Worth, TX 76116
TURNER, Mrs. Frank L., Jr. (AV) 3012 Conejos, Fort Worth, TX 76116
TURNER, Gary F. (AV) BA, MTh, Min, UM, Rt 1, Box 79B, China Spring, TX 76633
TURNER, Mrs. Gary F (AV) BA, Homemaker, UM, Rt 1, Box 79B, China Springs, TX 76633
TURNER, Julliett N. (AV) Housewife, UM, 601 S Poinsettia Ave, Compton, CA 90221
TURNER, Lauretta M. (D) RD#1, Boyers, PA 16020
TURNER, Robert (D) DD, BA, Min, UM, 4305 Kirkland, Ft Worth, TX 76109
TUTTLE, Lee F (C) Gen Sec Emeritus WMC, Ret Min, UM, PO Box 6, Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
TUTTLE, Mrs. Lee F (D) AB, Housewife, UM, Box 6, Lake Junaluska, NC 28745
TYLER, Charles A. (C) AB, MDiv, DD, Min, Ex Dir S Ind UM Min Pens Endow Fund, UM, 927 Stockton St,
Indianapolis, IN 46260
TYLER, Mrs. Charles A. (D) AB, Sec, UM, 927 Stockton St, Indianapolis, IN 46260
TYPER, Donald M. (D) AB, AH, LHD, Educ Consultant, UM, 616 5th Ave S, Mt Vernon, lA 52314
TYPER, Mrs. Donald M. (AV) AB, Homemaker, UM, 616 5th Ave S, Mt Vernon, lA 52314
TYSON, Clarence C. (AV) Dr, Min, AMEZ, Rt 1, Box 463, Lancaster, SC 29720
TYSON, Cleo A. (O) Sec, AMEZ, Rt 1, Box 463, Lancaster, SC 29720
UD-DIN, B Qamar (C) Priest, Ch 424 JB Montgomery Wala, Dish Faisalabad, Pakistan
UDY, Anne Benua (D) BA, Wesley College, University of Sydney, Newtown, NSW 2042, Australia
UDY, Helen (O) 20600 Front St, Monte Rio, CA 95462
UDY, James Stuart (C) BA, STB, PhD, Master of Univ Col, Chm Sydney Presby UC in Aus. Wesley College,
University of Sydney. Newtown. NSW 2042. Australia
UDY. Joy (D) Homemaker. Past Pres Dist Wom Com, 18 Lynden Ave, Carlingford, NSW 2118, Australia
UNDERWOOD, Walter L. (C) Sr Min, UM, 3471 Westheimer, Houston, TX 77027
UNDERWOOD, Mrs. Walter L. (AV) UM, 3471 Westheimer, Houston, TX 77027
UTU, Penelope T. Alailima (D) BA, MA, Min, PO Box 1, Fagatoga, American Samoa 96799
UZOAGA, Alice R. (V) Asst Schl Prin, 288 Bay 38 St, Brooklyn, NY 11214
VAIPUNA, Sina (D) Administrator, Sec, PO Box 57, Nukulalofa, Tonga
VALENTINE, Cheryl (V) BA, Tchr, 1214 Frederick Ave, Salisbury, MD 21801
VALENTINE, Ken (V) BA, MDiv, Min, UM, 1214 Frederick Ave, Salisbury, MD 21801
VAN BECK, Ernest (AV) UM, 614 SW 4th, Pendleton, OR 97801
VAN BECK, Mrs. Ernest (O) UM, 614 SW 4th, Pendleton, OR 97801
VANDERPOOL, Harry (D) BA, STM, DD, Min, UM, 215 Pine NE, Albuquerque, NM 87106
VANDERPOOL, Mrs. Harry (AV) Housewife, UM, 215 Pine NE, Albuquerque, NM 87106
VANLANDINGHAM, R.A. (D) BA, M Div, Min, UM, 3012 Forest Ave, NW, Fort Payne, AL 35967
VANLANDINGHAM, Mrs. R.A. (AV) Homemaker, Tchr, UM, 3012 Forest Ave, NW, Fort Payne, AL 35967
VANNIASINGHAM, N.K. (D) BA, Ret Civil Ser, Conf VP, 25 Merryl Rd, Singapore 1129, Republic of Singapore
VANTINE, Donald A. (D) Ret US Army, Dist Lay Ldr, UM, 7308 Dunston St, Springfield, VA 22151
VANZANT, Roland D. (C) BA, BD, MDiv, Sr Min, 7515 Holiday Rd S, Jacksonville, FL 32216
VANZANT, Mrs. Roland D. (D) BA, Tchr, 7515 Holiday Rd S, Jacksonville, FL 32216
VASQUEZ, Alfonzo (C) Min, Pres of Ch, Casilla 236-A, Quito, Ecuador
VAUGHAN, Barbara B. (D) Ret Counsl, Conf C on Min, UM, 2611 Lockridge, Kansas City, MO 64128
VAUGHN LeRoy R., Jr. (D) MS, Tchr, UM, 235 West Ellis .Ave. Inglewood, CA 90302
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VAUGHN, Marian L. (AV) Sec, UM, 235 West Ellis Ave, Inglewood, CA 90302
VAYHINCON, John M. (V) Dr, 1235 Favorite St, Anderson, IN 46013
VELASCO, Remedies T. (D) BSE, CE, Tchr, Deaconess, The United Methodist Church, Bangan, Sanchez Mira,
Cagayan, Philippines 1129
VENUS, E. (AV) 2/57 Montague St, Lenah Valley, TAS, Australia 7008
VERGARA, Jaime R., Jr., (O) MTh, Ecumn Institute, 128 Lopez-Rizal St, Mandaluyong, Metro Manila, Republic
of the Philippines
VERGARA, Mary Lou (O) AB, Ecumn Institute, 128 Lopez-Rizal St, Mandaluyong, Metro Manila, Republic of
the Philippines
VICKERS, Jo Ann B. (D) AB, MA, Tchr, AME, 644 Skipper Dr, NW, Atlanta, GA 30318
VICKERY, F. Willis (D) Min, Dist Supt, UM, 1856 Tune Ave, Florence, AL 35630
VICKERY, Mrs. F. Willis (AV) UM, 1856 Tune Ave, Florence, AL 35630
VIETS, Evelyn Cole (AV) AS, BS, MS, Educator, UM, 134 I.U. Willets Rd, Albertson, NY 11507
VIETS, Wallace T. (D) BA, MDiv, STM, DD, Min, Former Dist Supt, UM, 134 I.U. Willets Rd, Albertson, NY
11507
VIGNE, Jon (D) Student, 25 Buell St, Burlington, VT 05401
VILLANUEVA, Brigido S. (D) AB, SE, BD, Min, Dist Supt, UMC Phil, 616 Mabini Extension, Cabanatuan City,
Philippines
VOORN, Mrs. Dini (D) Housewife, Pres Wom Assn, PO Box 135, Karoi, Zimbabwe
WACTOR, Hildred H. (D) AB, Ret Tchr, Miss Supvr, AMEZ, PO Box 133, Fayetteville, NC 28302
WACTOR, James W. (C) BD, DD, Bishop, Presiding Prelate, AMEZ, PO Box 133, Fayetteville, NC 28302
WADDELL, Donald W. (AV) Min, Dist Supt, UM, 1928 Ross Ave, Dallas, TX 75201
WADE, Alice (O) 6th Field End Rd, Pinner Middx, England HAS 2GL
WADE, Bessie (V) 653 E 182 St, Bronx, NY 10457
WADE, James C. (O) Min, AME, 206 S Winnebago St, Rockford, IL 61102
WAGLEY, Joyce E. (O) MS, Speech Clinician, Chmn C Min, UM, 10908 W 101 St, Overland Park, KS 66214
WAGLEY, Laurence A. (D) Theo Prof, UM, 10908 W 101 St, Overland Park, KS 66214
WAGNER, Boyd E. (D) Dr, Min, UM, 517 Chapman St, Edwardsville, IL 62025
WAGNER, Joyce I. (AV) Tchr, UM, 517 Chapman St, Edwardsville, IL 62025
WAINWRIGHT, Geoffrey (C) MA, Thd, BD, Min, Theo Prof, Union Theological Seminary, 3041 Broadway, New
York, NY 10027
WAITE, Alvis A., Jr. (D) Supt, UM, 3434 Hilton Woods Dr, Columbus, GA 31906
WAITE, Marynell S. (AV) Homemaker, Gen Com on Archv & Hist, UM, 3434 Hilton Woods Dr, Columbus, GA
31906
WALKER, Alan (C) OBE, MA, DD, Min, Dir of Evang WMC, 14 Owen Stanley Ave, Beacon Hill 2100 Australia
WALKER, Dorothy B. (D) Chm Outreach, UM, 2751 Poll St, Ventura, CA 93003
WALKER, Eliza E. (V) PO Box 32, Heath Springs, SC 29058
WALKER, Eva (C) Pres SE Juris UMW, UM, 497 Main, Springville, AL 35146
WALKER, Florence P (AV) Ret, UM, 7310 Bryn Mawr Dr, Urbandale, IA 50322
WALKER, George W. (C) Min, AMEZ, 8400 S Damen Ave, Chicago, IL 60620
WALKER, Mrs. George W. (D) AMEZ, 8400 S Damen Ave, Chicago, IL 60620
WALKER, James M. (D) LLD, Ret Elect Eng, Conf Lay Ldr, UM, 973 Jefferson Ave, Seguin, TX 78155
WALKER, Jewett L. (D) BD, DD, LLD, Min, Sec-Treas Home Miss Dept, AMEZ, 910 Bridle Path Ln, Charlotte,
NC 28211
WALKER, John F (D) Min, Dist Supt, UM, 200 N Pine St, Hope, AR 71801
WALKER, Joyce A. (AV) Homemaker, UM, 200 N Pine St, Hope, AR 71801
WALKER, Lee (D) Youth Pres, UM, 138 Enterprise St, Brunswick, GA 31520
WALKER, M. Ellsworth (D) Dr, Min, Conf Treas, UM, 7310 Bryn Mawr Dr, Urbandale, lA 50322
WALKER, Marion R. (D) AB, Agriculturist, Ch Trustee, UM, 2751 Poll St, Ventura, CA 93003
WALKER, Winifred G. (D) Homemaker, Lay Preacher, 14 Owen Stanley Ave, Beacon Hill 2100, Australia
WALKUP, Ann W. (AV) MA, Tchr/Homemaker, UM, 423 Gaylewood Dr, Clarksville, TN 37040
WALKUP, Vincent E. (D) MDiv, Min, UM, 423 Gaylewood Dr, Clarksville, TN 37040
WALLACE, Charles I. (D) MDiv, Dist Supt, UM, 7202 Lois Ln, Lanham, MD 20801
WALLACE, Charles Joseph (C) MDiv, Min, UM, Rt 1, Box 465, Maggie Valley, NC 28751
WALLACE, John W. (AV) BS, DDS, FACD, Dentist, Chm Ad Bd, 2373 Montview Dr, NW, Atlanta, GA 30305
WALLACE, Mrs. John W. (AV) BA, Housewife, 2373 Montview Dr, NW, Atlanta, GA 30305
WALLACE, Miriam S. (AV) BS, MEd, Tchr/Housewife, UM, 7202 Lois Ln, Lanham, MD 20801
WALLACE, Necy W. (V) PO Box 70, Pinetown, NC 27865
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WALLACE, S.L. (C) CR, MBE, Min, Sec of Conf, Methodist Church HQ Office, PO Box 64, Freetown Sierra
Leone, W Africa
WALLER, Darlene L. (AV) PO Box 127, Enterprise, Fl 32725
WALLER, David Thomas (D) BA, MDiv, Min, Assoc Dir Devlp FL UM Chil Homes, PO Box 127. Enterprise, FL
32725
WALLS, Ruthe L. (AV) Ch Sec, UM, 114 Robin St, N Versailles, PA 15137
WALLSTEDT, Per (C) BA, Clinical Psycholgst, Lillaire Barlingbo S62100 Visby, Sweden
WALTER, Theodore H. (C) MDiv, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 1320-A Fernwood Rd, Spartanburg, SC 29302
WALTER, Mrs. Theodore H. (AV) Housewife, UM, 1320-A Fernwood Rd, Spartanburg, SC 29302
WALTERS, George (D) Min, UM, 9650 Reseda Blvd, Northridge, CA 91324
WALTHER, Ruth M. (D) MA, Educator, Prin UM School, UM, PO Box 75007, Tampa, FL 33675
WAMBLE, Dorn (O) 1231 S 59th St, Richmond, CA 94804
WAMBLE, Thula (O) 1231 S 59th St, Richmond, CA 94804
WANEK, Frank (D) PhD, Min, UM, 304 Vale Rd, Bel Air, MD 21014
WANEK, June (AV) UM Heritage Fellowship Ex Dir, UM, 304 Vale Rd, Belair, MD 21014
WANNERFELDT, Arne (D) Consul General, Drottningtorget 3, 21125 Malmoe, Sweden
WANNERFELDT, Bo (D) Dr of Veterinary, Violgatan 4, 343 00 Almhuk, Sweden
WANNERFELDT, Ingela (D) Social Pedagogue, Drottningtorget 3, S-21125, Malmoe, Sweden
WARD, Arleen B. (D) UM, 160 Woodland Ave, Convent Station, NJ 07961
WARD, Don L. (D) Contractor, Conf CF&A, UM, 208 Linden Ln, Early, IA 50535
WARD, Gary T. (AV) 2900 E 14th St, Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
WARD, Mrs. Gary T. (AV) 2900 E 14 St, Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
WARD, Georgiana (D) Homemaker, Conf Pres UMW, UM, 110 W Linden Ave, New Carlisle, OH 45344
WARD, Richard (C) DMin, ThM, Sr Min, UM, Box 1648, Rapid City, SD 57709
WARD, Richard I. (AV) Min, UM, 110 W Linden Ave, New Carlisle, OH 45344
WARD, Shirley E. (O) Homemaker, Conf UMW Off, UM, 208 Linden Ln, Early, lA 50535
WARD, W. Ralph, Jr. (C) Ret Bishop, Min, UM, 160 Woodland Ave, Convent Station, NJ 07961
WARDEN, Frank (AV) Dr, Min/Evang, UM, 3300 E Mockingbird, Dallas, TX 75205
WARMAN, Deborah (O) Tchr, UM, Box 86, Volant, PA 16156
WARMAN, John B. (C) Bishop, BA, EDM, DD, DHL, Min, UM, Room 214 - 900 S Arlington Ave, Harrisburg,
PA 17109
WARMAN, Mrs. John B. (D) BA, Homemaker, UM, One Frances Dr, Harrisburg, PA 17109
WARMAN, Oden R. (D) MDiv, Min, UM, Box 86, Volant, PA 16156
WARNER, Bennie D. (C) Dr, Min, UM, 1812 NW 30th St, Oklahoma City, OK 73118
WARREN, Heather (V) Student, 820 Boynton Ave, Bronx, NY 10473
WASHBURN, Paul (C) Bishop, BD, DD, LHD, UM, 413 E Parkway Dr, Wheaton, IL 60187
WASHBURN, Mrs. Paul (D) UM, 413 E Parkway Dr, Wheaton. IL 60187
WASHINGTON, Audrey V. (AV) BS, Nurse, UM, 6834 Topsfield Drive, Dallas, TX 75231
WASHINGTON, Mrs. L.J. (V) 1120 45th PI, SE, Washington, DC 20019
WASHINGTON, Rosa (D) 705 Barcelona, Davis, CA 95616
WATERHOUSE, Esther Margaret (C) MD, BS, Dr of Medicine. 2b3 Rugby Rd, Leamington Spa, Warwick,
England
WATERS, Barber L. (D) MDiv, Sr Min, UM, 32 Reynal Rd, White Plains, NY 10605
WATERS, Jean L. (AV) UM, 32 Reynal Rd, White Plains, NY 10605
WATERS, Dale (D) Min, UM, 100 Juliana St, Parkersburg, WV 26101
WATERS, Pauline (O) UM, 1000 Juliana St, Parkersburg, WV 26101
WATKINS, Deborah (AV) BS, RN, Nurse, UM, 1200 Davis St, Evanston, IL 60062
WATKINS, Harold E. (D) BA, MDiv, DD, Min, Dist Supt, UM, 307 Park Century Bldg, 1408 Highland, Jackson,
TN 38301
WATKINS, Mrs. Harold E. (AV) BA, Tchr, UM, 185 Laurie Cir, Jackson, TN 38301
WATKINS, J.M. (AV) Dean of Seminary, Min, Pres Eld, AME, 2601 Chester St, Little Rock, AR 72206
WATKINS, Mable (D) Librarian, Treas WMS, AME, 2601 Chester, Little Rock, AR 72206
WATKINS, Readus J. (D) MA, DD, Communications, Publisher, UM, 1200 Davis St, Evanston, IL 60062
WATKINS, William P., Jr. (D) DMin, Min, UM, 1428 N Jackson St, Arlington, VA 22201
WATLAND, Joris (E) Min, Christ the King Lutheran Church, 30, Holua Place, Honolulu, Hawaii 96819
WATSON, Frank George (C) BA, FIE Aust, FAIM, Eng, Mgr, Mem State Div of Resources, Chrm Pres Prop
Comm, Eld, Lay Preacher, 6 Tyne Court, Mt Waverly, Victoria 3149, Australia
WATSON, G. Gil (D) UM, 550 Mt Paran Rd, NW, Atlanta, GA 30327
WATSON, John T. (AV) Ins Ex, UM, 1036 19th St, West Des Moines, lA 50265
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WATSON, Lois B. (D) Homemal<er & Volunteer, Pres, Bd of Dir S Iowa Meth homes, UM, 1036 19th St, W Des
Moines, lA 50265
WATSON, Margaret Eileen (D) Phc EPS, Pharmacist, Vol Wrkr, Housewife, Pres Unit Ch Fellowship, 6 Tyne Crt,
Mt Waverley, Victoria, Australia 3149
WATSON, Olive Brown (C) UM, Homemaker, PO Box 96, Wildwood, FL 32785
WATTS, Emma H. (AV) Social Wrkr, 11 Franklin Ave, Larchmont, NY 10538
WATTS, Ewart G. (C) BA, BD, DD, Min, Ed Ch Sch Pub, UM, 201 Sth Ave S, Nashville, TN 37202
WATTS, Leon W, II (D) Prof, Div Sch Prof, AMEZ, 11 FrankHn Ave, Larchmont, NY 10538
WATTS, Louise (AV) BA, Homemaker, UM, 201 Sth Ave S, Nashville, TN 37202
WAYMIRE, Dale (C) BA ED, Bus Exec, Conf Lay Ldr, UM, PO Box 617, Madill, OK 73446
WAYMIRE, Mona Mae (AV) BA Ed, Bus Exec, Comm on Epis Conf Bd of Evangelism, UM, PO Box 617, Madill,
OK 73446
WEBB, C. (AV) Private Bag 17, Natimur, Vic, Australia 3409
WEBB, Kenneth (V) Ret, RRl, Tennessee, IL 62374
WEBB, Lance (C) DD, LLD, DHD, Ch WMC Comm on Worship, UM, 3210 Spanish River Dr, Pompano Beach,
FL 33062
WEBB, Mrs. Lance (D) UM, 3210 Spanish River Drive, Pompano Beach, FL 33062
WEBB, Lotus Hilton (V) RR 1, Tennessee, IL 62374
WEBB, Lucy J. (D) Ret Missionary, Admin Bd, 29 Spears Ave, Asheville, NC 28801
WEBB, V. (AV) Private Bag 17, Natimur, Vic, Australia 3409
WEBER, Ronald G. (C) UM, 440 Vincent Blvd, Alliance, OH 44601
WEBSTER, R. LaVere (AV) 318 Edmund, Royal Oak, Ml 48073
WEBSTER, Zola M. (AV) 318 Edmund, Royal Oak, Ml 48073
WEGELIUS, Fredrik (C) Min, UM, Sigfrid Aronigatan 2 B, SF-10600 Ekenas, Finland
WEIGT, Anneliese (D) Pres, Women's Work, UM, Karl-Peters Str 32a 6200 Wiesbaden, W Germany
WEIR, Thomas E. (AV) Sr Min, UM, Winfield UMC, 1601 Louisiana, Little Rock, AR 72206
WEIR, Mrs. Thomas E. (O) UM, Winfield UMC, 1601 Louisiana, Little Rock, AR 72206
WELCH, H. Alden (C) BA, MDiv, DMin, Min, UM, 11 Elm St, Newton, NJ 07860
WELDON, Wilson O. (C) DD, Min, Asst to Dean, Duke Div School, UM, 1711 Brookcliff Dr, Greensboro, NC
27408
WELLMAN, Ramona (D) Box 524, Browning, MT 59417
WELLS, Donald W. (C) MDiv, BA, Min, UM, 1367 San Juan Rd, Sacramento, CA 95833
WELLS, Pene U. (D) Min, Meth Ch of Samoa, 3273 Ala Laulani St, Honolulu, HI 96818
WELLS, To'aono (AV) Meth Women Soc, Meth Ch of Samoa, 3273 Ala Laulani St, Honolulu, HI 96818
WELSH, Delos C. (D) Min, Dist Supt, Box 1066, McAlester, OK 74501
WELSH, Mrs. D.C. (AV) Housewife, Box 1066, McAlester, OK 74501
WERLEIN, Ewing, Jr. (C) BA, LLB, Attorney, Chm, Gen Bd of Pub UMC, UM, 5525 Cranbrook Rd, Houston.
TX 77056
WERLEIN, Mrs. Ewing, Jr. (AV) BS, Tchr, UM, 5525 Cranbrook Rd, Houston, TX 77056
WERNER, George P (D) DD, DM, MA, BD, Min, UM, 1277 Pulaski Rd, E Northport, NY 11731
WERNER, Grace (AV) Lecturer, UM, 1277 Pulaski Rd, E Northport, NY 11731
WERNER, Paul L. (O) BS, PE, Eng, Chrm Counc on Min, 601 Pasadena PI, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
WERNER, Mrs. Paul L. (O) 601 Pasadena PI, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
WERTZ, Betty Rowe (AV) Homemaker, UM, Apt 1514-11700 Old Columbia Pike, Silver Spring, MD 20904
WERTZ, D. Frederick (C) Min, Bishop, UM, 5124 Greenwich Ave, Baltimore, MD 21229
WESSEL, Robert (O) BS, MS 2-Eds, Tchr, 40 Jones Cir, Old Hickory, TN 37138
WESSEL, Mrs. Robert (O) BS, MS, Tchr, 40 Jones Cir, Old Hickory, TN 37138
WESTERVELT, George (O) 4105 Meridian, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
WESTERVELT, Nita (O) 4105 Meridian, Corpus Christi, TX 78411
WESTON, Keith A. (D) BS Eng, Ret, 158 Carlyle Dr, Palm Harbor, FL 33563
WESTON, Mrs. Keith A. (AV) VP UMW, 158 Carlyle Dr, Palm Harbor, FL 33563
WHARTON, Lilla Agnes (D) Exec Sec, Conf Pres Dept Missions, AME, 3887 W Outer Dr, Detroit, Ml 48221
WHARTON, Wesley E. (D) PhD, College Prof, Min, AME, 3887 W Outer Dr, Detroit, MI 48221
WHEATLEY, Lucile (D) Homemaker, UM, 8705 E Lehigh Ave, Denver, CO 80237
WHEATLEY, Melvin (C) Min, Bishop, UM, 8705 E Lehigh Ave, Denver, CO 80237
WHEELER, Paul Moore (E) MDiv, DD, Ecumen Off, Episcopal, 469 Ena Rd#1703, Honolulu, HI 96815
WHELCHEL, Larma M. (D) 613 S Alston Ave, Durham, NC 27701
WHELCHEL, L.H., Jr. (C) Min, Treas, CME, 613 S Alston Ave, Durham, NC 27701
WHETSTONE, Helen M. (V) 672 McPherson Dr, Nashville, TN 37221
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WHETSTONE, Ross E. (V) Ex Dir UMRSF, Min, UM, 672 McPherson Dr, Nashville, TN 37221
WHIPPLE, Dorla Olds (D) MA, Soc, Tchr, Peace Activist, VP Conf Bd of Ch and Soc, 2531 Graham Ave,
Akron, OH 44312
WHIPPLE, Paul (O) Min, UM, Chp Div of Peace and Coord Conf Bd of Ch and Soc, 2531 Graham Ave, Akron,
OH 44312
WHITE, Bertha E. (AV) Christ Ed, Ed Asst, UM, 1104 W Voorhees, Danville, IL 61832
WHITE, Carol R. (D) MA, Coll Couns, 1108 Maple, Downers Grove, IL 60615
WHITE, C. Dale (C) Bishop, UM, ORG Bldg, No Harrison St, Princeton, NJ 08540
WHITE, Frankie A. (D) BS, Sec, AMEZ, 308 Westham Ridge Rd, Charlotte, NC 28210
WHITE, Gail (D) MA Rel Ed, Tchr, UM, 2540 Hilltop Rd, Schenectady, NY 12309
WHITE, Gwendolyn H. (AV) UM, 12 Sheffield Rd, East Windsor, NJ 08520
WHITE, Jerry T. (D) BS, MSTh, Min, AMEZ, 308 Westham Ridge Rd, Charlotte, NC 28210
WHITE, Leonard B. (D) PhD, Ret, Ed, UM, 2955 Boggs Rd, Zanesville, OH 43701
WHITE, Mrs. Leonard (AV) Sec, UM, 2955 Boggs Rd, Zanesville, OH 43701
WHITE, Robert S. (D) MDiv, DD, Sr Min, UM, 1104 W Voorhees, Danville, IL 61832
WHITE, Thelma (V) Sec UMW, UM, 2237 N Pulaski St, Baltimore, MD 21217
WHITE, William D. (D) DD, MA, BA, Sr Min, UM, 1108 Maple Ave, Downers Grove, IL 60643
WHITE, Woodie W. (D) MDiv, Gen Sec, UM, General Comm on Religion and Race, 110 Maryland Ave NE, Box
48, Washington, DC 20002
WHITFIELD, Bobby R. (AV) Min, UM, 612 W Washington St Ext, Rockingham, NC 28379
WHITFIELD, Mrs. Bobby (AV) UM, 612 W Washington St Ext, Rockingham, NC 28379
WHITFIELD, Sammy Lee (AV) UM, 612 W Washington St Ext, Rockingham, NC 28379
WHITMORE, Austin R. (D) MDiv, DD, Min Ret, UM, 4280 Freedom Ridge Dr, Columbus, OH 43230
WHITMORE, Mrs. Austin R. (AV) UM, 5280 Freedom Ridge Dr, Columbus, OH 43230
WHITTED, Andrew E. (AV) AMEZ, 98 Bennett Village Terrace, Buffalo, NY 14214
WHITTENBURG, Mary (V) AB, Tchr, UM, 1013 Oracle Ct, Nillercrest Apts, Johnson City, TN 37601
WHITTLE, Charles D. (D) Dr, Min, UM, 1318 S 2nd St, Abilene, TX 79602
WHITTLE, Mrs. Charles (AV) Housewife, UM, 1318 S 2nd St, Abilene, TX 79602
WHITWORTH, Albin C. (D) AB, MEd, EdS, College Prof, Organist-Choirmaster, UM, 517 Talbott Dr, Wilmore,
KY 40390
WHITWORTH, Mrs. Albin C. (AV) AB, MEd, Tchr, Children's Choir Dir, UM, 517 Talbott Dr, Wilmore, KY
40390
WHITWORTH, Mark H. (AV) 517 Talbott Dr, Wilmore, KY 40390
WHITWORTH, S. Kent (AV) Coll Student, UM, 517 Talbott Dr, Wilmore, KY 40390
WICKETT, Jean L. (D) BE, Mem Counc on Min, UM, 631 Cliff Dr, A-16, Laguna Beach, CA 92651
WICKETT, William H. (AV) MD, Investor, Conf Nom Comm, Admin Bd, UM, 631 Cliff Dr, A-16, Laguna Beach,
CA 92651
WIE, Je-Ha (D) Social Wrkr, KPO Box 285, Seoul, Korea
WILCHER, G. William (D) MDiv, Min, UM, 845 Cliffside Dr, Chillicothe, OH 45601
WILCOCK, Anthony Charles (C) Student, 2 Cambridge Mansions, 4 Woodland Rd, Clifton, Bristol, BSS, ITA,
England
WILEY, Mrs. Ira S. (D) UM, 5522 State Park Rd, Shawnee Mission, KS 66205
WILEY, Ira S. (D) Min, 5522 State Park Rd, Shawnee Mission, KS 66205
WILKES, Annette G. (D) AB, MA, Sec to Bishop, UM, 6141 Danbury Ln, Dallas, TX 75214
WILKINS, Howell O. (C) AB, MDiv, STM, Min, Conf Counc Dir, UM, 2155 Hanson St, Easton, MD 21601
WILKINS, Mrs. Howell O. (AV) AB, Housewife, UM, 2155 Hanson St, Easton, MD 21601
WILKINS, Howell O., Jr. (D) Student, UM, 223 Oakmont Dr, Dover, DE 19901
WILL, Herman (D) AB, JD, Church Exec, Staff, Ch & Soc, UM, 103 Central Ave, Gaithersburg, MD 20760
WILL, Margarita (AV) BA, MA Ed, Tchr, Stewardship, 103 Central Ave, Gaithersburg, MD 20670
WILL, Mary Kay (D) MDiv, Min, Dean of Students Sc of Theo at Claremont, UM, School of Theology at
Claremont, Claremont, CA 91711
WILLARD, Sanford (V) Min, UM, PO Box 37, White, GA 30184
WILLARD, Mrs. Sanford (V) Housewife, UM, PO Box 37, White, GA 30184
WILLEN, Helen (V) UM, 2715 CHnton, Hopkinsville, KY 42240
WILLEN, Howard H. (D) Dr Min, Min, UM, 2715 Clinton Cir, Hopkinsville, KY 42240
WILLEY, Larry G. (D) PhD, Asst Prof of Rel, Ord Eld, UM, 1205 6th Ave SE, Le Mars, lA 51031
WILLEY, Marlene K. (O) UM, 1205 6th Ave SE, Le Mars, lA 51031
WILLIAMS, Adeline (D) BS, Tchr, Youth Supvr, AME, 3132 Clearview Dr, Charlotte, NC 28216
WILLIAMS, Charles W. (C) AB, MTh, DD, Min, Area Provost, UM, PO Box 898, Baytown, TX 77520
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WILLIAMS, Mrs. Charles W. (AV) Homemaker, UM, PO Box 898, Baytown, TX 77520
WILLIAMS, Delores L. Kennedy (D) Editor, The Missionary Mag, AME, 3912 N Washington Blvd, Indianapolis,
IN 46205
WILLIAMS, Mrs. Farris A. (O) General Treas WH&OMSO, AMEZ, 3507 Sth St, Tuscaloosa, AL 35401
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